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THE ESKIMO ABOUT BERING STRAIT

By Edward William jS^elson

INTRODUCTORY

The collections and observations on which the present work is based

were obtained by the writer during a residence of between four and five

years in northern Alaska. The fur-trading station of St Michael, situ-

ated about 65 miles north of the Yukon delta and some 200 miles south-

ward from Bering- strait, was my headquarters during the greater x^eriod

of my residence in that region.

On June 17, 1877, 1 reached St Michael and remained there until the

last of June, 1881, except during the time consumed by a number of

excursions to various parts of the surrounding country. Owing to the

fact that my ofBcial work was that of procuring an unbroken series of

meteorological observations, whatever I did in other branches of science

had to be accomplished in odd moments or during the short periods

when the agents of the Alaska Commercial Comi)any kindly relieved

me of my duties by making the necessary observations.

During the first year I exj)Iored the district lying immediately about

St Michael. The next year my investigations were extended over a

wider field, and on the 1st of December, 1878, I left St Michael in com-

pany with Charles Petersen, a fur trader, each of us having a sledge

and team of eight dogs. We traveled southward along the coast to the

mouth of the Yukon, and thence up that stream to Andreivsky, which

was Petersen's station and the second trading post from the sea. From
this i)oint we i^roceeded southwestward ai;ross the upper end of the

Yukon delta, passing the eastern base of the Kusilvak mountains and

reaching the seacoast just south of Cape Roman zof at a previously

unknown shallow bay. From this point we proceeded southward,

keeping along or near the coast until we reached Cape Vancouver,

opposite Nunivak island. The second day beyond this point, Peter-

sen, who had accompanied me thus far, said the weather was too bad

to continue the journey and he therefore turned back.

From the last-mentioned point I proceeded, accompanied by an

Eskimo, to the mouth of Kuskokwim river. After traveling some dis-

ance up its course we turned back toward the Yukon, which we reached

at a point about a hundred miles above Andreivsky. Turning up the

river the journey was continued to Paimut village, the last Eskimo
settlement on the Yukon. At Paimut I turned and retraced my steps

down the river and thence along the coast back to St Michael.

19
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This expedition coiiii^leted a very successful reconuoissauce of a

region previously almost completely unknown as regards its geograpliic

and ethnologic features. A very fine series of ethnologic specimens
was obtained and many interesting notes on the people were recorded;

some of their curious winter festivals were witnessed, and several vocab-

ularies were procured.
On JiTovember 0, 1880, in company with a fur trader and two Eski-

mo, I again left St Michael on a sledge expedition. We proceeded

up the coast of Norton sound to the head of Norton bay, where we
remained for some days. Thence we traveled along the coastline past

Golofnin bay to iSledge island, south of Bering strait. Owing to the

fact that the people of this district were on the point of starvation our

farther advance was prevented and I was forced to give up my contem-

plated trip to Cape Prince of Wales and the islands of the strait at

this time. We turned back from Sledge island and reached St Michael

on April 3, after an extremely rough journey; but the series of notes

and ethnologic specimens obtained on this recounoissance are exten-

sive and valuable.

On November 16, 1880, in company with another fur trader, I left St

Michael and crossed the coast mountains to the head of Anvik river,

down which we traveled to its junction with the Yukon. At this point

is located the fur-trading station of Anvik, which was in charge of

my companion. Bad weather delayed us at this point for some time,

but we finally set out, traveling up the Yukon, crossing Shageluk

island, exploring the country to the head of Innoko river, and return-

ing thence to Anvik. From the latter place I descended the Yukon to

its mouth and went back to St Michael along the coast. On the way
down the river I stopped at Razbinsky and witnessed one of the great

Eskimo festivals in commemoration of the dead.

As was the case in all my sledge journeys, the main object in view

was to obtain as large a series of ethnologic specimens and notes on

the character and customs of the people as was possible. Unfortu-

nately my limited time on these trips prevented any extended inves-

tigation into the customs and beliefs of the people, but the series of

specimens obtained is unsurpassed in richness and variety.

At the close of June, 1881, the United States revenue steamer Corioin

called at St Michael on her way north in search of the missing steamer

Jeannette. By the courtesy of the Secretary of the Treasury, Captain
C. L. Hooper was dire(;ted to take me on board as naturalist of the

expedition. During the rest of the season I was the guest of Captain

Hooper and received many favors at his hands.

We left St Michael and sailed to St Lawrence island, where the Cap-
tain had been instructed to land me in order that 1 might investigate

the villages which had been depopulated by famine and disease during
the two preceding winters. The surf was too heavy on the occasion of

this visit to risk landing at the desired points, so we passed on to Plover

bay, on the Siberian coast. Thence we coasted the shore of Siberia to
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North cape, beyond Bering strait, taking on board a sledge party
wliicli had been left there early in the season. We then returned to St

Lawrence island, where a landing was effected and a fine series of valu-

able specimens obtained, after which we departed for St Michael
where the collections were transferred to the Alaska Commercial Com-

pany's steamer for shipment to San Francisco,, and the Corwin once
inore returned to the Arctic. During the remainder of the season we
visited all of the Arctic coast of Alaska from Bering strait to Point

Barrow, including Kotzebue sound.

The ethnologic collection obtained during my residence in the north

numbers about ten thousand specimens, which are deposited in the

United States j^ational Museum, under the auspices of which my work
in Alaska was done. With the exception of a comparatively small

number of specimens obtained among the Athapascan tribes of the

lo.wer Yukon and among the Chukchi of eastern Siberia, the entire

collection was obtained among the Eskimo.

Since my return from Alaska Mr John Murdoch has reported on the

collection and observations made by the International Polar Expedi-
tion at Point Barrow.^

Although my collections cover many of the objects found along the

northern coast, I have been more exj)licit in describing those from

other regions visited by me rather than to duplicate the work of Mr
Murdoch. The preparation of the present work has been delayed from

various unavoidable causes, but despite the length of time which has

elapsed since my observations were made, but little has appeared

regarding the customs of the Eskimo in the region visited by me.

This being the case, the data collected at a time when the life of the

majority of the natives had not been so greatly modified by intercourse

with white men as at present, are of particular value. Since then the

introduction of missionary schools and the gold mining excitement

have resulted in greatly changing the status of many of the people,
and as a natural consequence their old customs and beliefs are rapidly

falling into disuse or are becoming greatly modified.

In this work I have confined myself to recording the information

obtained and have made no attempt to elaborate any of the matter by
generalizations. However imperfect my observations were in many
cases, I trust the information gained will serve as a basis for fuller

investigation of a very interesting field. I was placed under great
indebtedness for favors received from the Alaska Commercial Company
and its officers at St Michael during my residence at that point.

Through the cordial assistance of Mr Eudolph Neumann and the late

M. Lorenz, who volunteered to carry on my meteorological observa-

tions during periods of absence from St Michael, I was enabled to

accomplish much work that would have been impracticable without

such aid. I am also indebted to Mr Neumann for several of the tales

from St Michael.

' Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1887-88.
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ALPHABET

The following alphabet is used in writing all Eskimo names of i)laces,

etc, in this memoir :
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SKETCH OF THE WESTERN ESKIMO

GEOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF THEIR RAI^GE

That portion of the western Eskimo described in the present work
is found mainly within the limits of the area which I have designated
elsewhere as the Alaskan-Arctic district. This region includes the
treeless coast belt, from 3 to 100 miles in width, which extends from
the peninsula of Alaska northward to Point Barrow, including the

adjacent islands. The Eskimo penetrate the interior of the country to

the forested region along the courses of the larger streams. Their

range into the interior is mainly along Kuskokwim, Yukon, Kowak, and
Noatak rivers. On all of these streams they are found several hun-
dred miles from the coast, and at their upper limits are in direct contact

with the Athapascan or Tinn6 tribes. In addition to the Eskimo of

the Alaskan mainland and adjacent islands, within the limits just

mentioned, I visited also the Eskimo of the neighboring Siberian coast

from East cape to Plover bay and St Lawrence island. The lives of

these people adjacent to the Tinne, as well as those of the Siberian

coast who are in constant contact with the Chukchi, have been some-

what modified by their surroundings, although in their language and
customs they are still unmistakably Eskimo. The people of the

Siberian coast and of St Lawrence island are the most aberrant group
of Eskimo encountered within the area covered by my work.

The belt bordering the Alaskan coast of Bering sea belonging to

this district is mainly low, and much of it consists of broad, marshy
tracts which are but little above sea level. This is particularly the

case in the large, roughly triangular r.rea lying between lower Kusko-
kwim and Yukon rivers. To the northward of this the country is more
broken or rolling in character, rising gradually in many places to low,
mountainous masses, several hundred feet in height and coming down
to the coast at intervals as bald headlands. The islands of Bering
straits are small and rocky and rise precipitously from the water, as

does much of the adjacent Siberian shore. St Lawrence island is large
and has an undulating surface with rocky headlands at intervals along
the coast.

North of Bering strait the country is generally rolling, with flat

areas about the head of Kotzebue sound and north of Icy cape. South

of the strait the coast country has a mildly arctic climate, but to the

northward the results of a more rigorous environment appear in both

plant and animal life. The climate of the Siberian coast is much
severer than that of the adjacent Alaskan shore.

23
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Everywhere south of Poiut Hope a plentiful arctic vegetation is

found. Although the country is destitute of trees, along the courses

of streams and in sheltered spots on the southern slopes of hills a more
or less abundant growth of willows and alders is found. This is the

case even at the head of Kotzebue sound, directly under the Arctic

circle. Over a large jiortion of the low, gently rolling country are beds

of sphagnum interspersed with various grasses and flowering plants.

Inland, along the water courses, there occur spruce and white birch in

addition to the plants which are found nearer the coast. The villages

of the western Eskimo are located always near the sea or directly along
the water courses, such situations being necessitated by their depend-
ence for the greater portion of their subsistence on game and the fish

obtained'from the waters in their vicinity.

Driftwood is abundant along most parts of the American coast within

the region discussed in this work, and the food supply also is more
abundant than is found in most regions inhabited by the eastern

Eskimo, so that the conditions of life with the Alaskan people are

much more favorable. The shores of Bering sea north of the Kusko-
kwim mouth are icebound from early in November until about the end
of May or early June of each year. North of Bering strait the sea ice

is present for a somewhat longer period.

Although the aborigines living along the American coast from Point

Barrow to Kuskokwim river are not separated by physical barriers,

t^hey are divided into groups characterized by distinct dialects.

distribijtio:n^ of tribes axd diai^ects

The Shaktolik people told me that in ancient times, before the Rus-

sians came, the Unalit occupied all the coast of Norton sound from Pas-

tolik northward to a point a little beyond Shaktolik. At that time the

southern limit of the Malemut was at the head of Norton bay. They
have since advanced and occupied village after village until now the

people at Shaktolik and Unalaklit are mainly Malenuit or a mixture of

Malemut and Unalit. They added that since the disappearance of the

reindeer along the coast the Malemut have become much less numerous

than formerly.
' Various Kussians and others, who were living in that region in 1872

and 1873, informed me that at that time there were about two hundred

people living in the village of Kigiktauik, while in 1881 1 found only
about twelve or fourteen. At the time first named tlie mountains bor-

dering the coast in that neighborhood swarn)ed with reindeer, and in

addition to the Unalit many Malemut had congregated there to take

advantage of the hunting.

During November, 1880, I found a family of Malemut living in a

miserable hut on the upper part of Auvik river. As stated else-

where, these people have become spread over a wide region. About
the middle of March, 1880, between Cape Nome and Sledge island, I
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found a village occupied by a mixture of people from King island in

Bering strait, Sledge island, and others from different parts of Kaviak

peninsula. These people had united there and were living peaceably-

together in order to fish for crabs and tomcods and to hunt for seals,
as the supply of food had become exhausted at their homes.
There are few places among the different divisions of the people living

between Yukon and Kuskokwiin rivers where a sharp demarkation is

found in the language as one passes from village to village. In every
village in this region they have had friendly intercourse with one
another for many years, and intermarriage has constantly taken place.

They visit each other during their festivals, and their hunting and

fishing grounds meet. All of these causes have aided, since the ces-

sation of the ancient warfare which served to keep them separated, in

increasing the intercourse between them and have had a tendency to

break down the sharp distinctions that existed in their dialects. The

language used in this region, south of the Yukon mouth, is closely

related to that of the Uualit along the shore of Norton sound north of

the Yukon. r-t

The greatest distinctions in language appeared to be in the curious

modification of the sounds of the vowels, these being lengthened or

shortened in a different manner, thus causing the pronunciation to be

differently intoned in the two districts. The Nunivak island people
and those living at Cape Vancouver, however, appear to speak a lan-

guage quite sharply divided from that of their neighbors.
As it is, one of the natives from any portion of the district south of

the Yukon mouth, except onNunivak island or Cape Vanconver, can

readily make himself understood when visiting villages of the lower

Y'ukon or among the Unalit of Norton sound. The distinction between

the Unalit and Kaviagmut Eskimo, or the Unalit and the Malemut, is

considerable, and people speaking these tong^ues do not readily com-

municate at once, although it takes but a short time for them to learn

to talk with one another. The dialect of the people of Point Hope
appears to differ but slightly from that used at the head of Kotzebue
sound. There is such a general resemblance between the dialects

spoken by the Eskimo of the Alaskan mainland that a person belonging
to one district very quickly learns to understand and speak other dia-

lects. My Unalit interpreter from St Michael accompanied me on the

Coriciu, and when at Plover bay, on the eastern coast of Siberia, man-

aged to understand a considerable portion of what the people of that

X)oint said. He had great difficulty, however, in comprehending the

language of the St Lawrence islanders, and in fact could understand

but few words spoken by them. Both at East Cape and at Plover bay,
on the Siberian coast, there were many words that I could understand

from my knowledge of the Unalit tongue gained at St Michael. The

people of St Lawrence island and Plover bay are closely related and
the dialects spoken by them are very similar, so that they have no diffii-

cultv. in communicating with each other.
'
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The Point Barrow Eskimo occupy the coast from Cape Lisburiie to

Point Barrow. The Malemut inhabit the country from Point Hope
around the shores of Kotzebue sound to beyond Cape Bspenberg-, and

thence soutli to Unaktolik river. From this point southward to tiie

Yukon mouth, inchiding St Michael island, are the Unalitor Unalig-

mut. The people of Cape Prince of Wales, Port Clarence, and King
island are the Kinugumut. The people occupying the coast from Port

Clarence and around to Cape Nome, Golofnin bay, and Nubviukhchug-

aluk, including the interior of the peninsula back from the coast country

as well as Sledge (Aziak) island, are Kaviagmut.
The people of the Diomede islands and of East cape, Siberia, are a

group of Eskimo of whom I failed to obtain a special designation.

South of this point the Eskimo of Plover bay and the neighboring
coast form another group. The people of St Lawrence island form

still another group, and of these also I failed to record any special

designation.
The people of the lower Yukon, from Paimut down to the vicinityvOf

Pastolik, including the Y'ukon delta, are the Ikogmut. The Magemut
are the people occupying the low, marshy country back from the lower

Y'ukon, between it and the Kuskokwim, extending from a line just

back of the Kuskokwim northwesterly to the coast between Cape
Komanzof and the Kusilvak branch of the Yukon mouth.

The iSTunivagmut are the people of Nunivak island and the main-

land at Cape Vancouver.

The Kaialigamut are the people occupying the coast northward from

Cape Vancouver to Kushuuuk, Kaialigamut, and the adjacent villages.

The Kuskokwagmut are the people occupying the villages along the

lower Kuskokwim and the adjacent country to the north of that point

to a line where begin the other divisions already named.

.«CK GREEN WHITE BLUE RED BROWN

Fig. 1—Scheme of color on masks and raa.sk-like objects, grave boxes, and totem markings.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The Eskimo from Bering strait to the lower Y'ukon are fairly well-

built people, averaging among the men about o feet 2 or 3 inches in

height. The Yukon Eskimo and those living southv/ard from that

river to the Kuskokwim are, as a rule, shorter and more squarely built.

The Kuskokwim people are darker of complexion than those to the

northward, and have rounder features. The men commonly have a

considerable growth of hair on their faces, becoming at times a thin
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beard two or three inches in length, with a well-developed mustache

(plates IV, V). No such develoj)ment of beard was seeil elsewhere in

the territory visited.

The people in the coast region between the mouths of the Kuskokwioi
and the Yukon have peculiarly high cheek bones and sharp chins, which

unite to give their faces a curiously pointed, triangular appearance.
At the village of Kaialigamut I was impressed by the strong develop-
ment of the superciliary ridge. From a point almost directly over the

pupil of the eye, and extending thence inward to the median line of

the forehead, is a strong, bony ridge, causing the brow to stand out

sharply. From the outer edge of this the skull appears as though
beveled away to the ears, giving the temporal area a considerable

enlargement beyond that usually shown. This curious development of

the skull is rendered still more striking by the fact that the bridge
of the nose is low, as usual among these people, so that the shelf-like

projection of the brow stands out in strong relief. It is most strongly

marked among the men, and appears to be charaQteristic at this place.

Elsewhere in this district it was noted only rarely here and therd.

All of the people in the district about Capes Vancouver and Roman-

zof, and thence to the Yukon mouth, are of unusually light complexion.

Some of the women have a i)ale, slightly yellowish color, with pink

cheeks, differing but little in complexion from that oT a sallow woman
of Caucasian blood. This light complexion is so^ex^eptionally striliing

that wherever they travel these people are readdy distinguished from

other Eskimo; and before I visited their territory 1 had learned to know
them by their complexion whenever they came to St Michael.

The people of the district just mentioned are all very short and

squarely built. Inland from Cape Vancouver lies the flat, marshy coun-

try about Big lake, which is situated between the Kuskokwim and the

Yukon. It is a well-populated district, and its inhabitants differ from

those near the coast at the capes referred to in being taller, more

slender, and having more squarely cut features. They also differ strik-

ingly from any other Eskimo with whom I came in contact, except those

on Kowak river, in having the bridge of the nose well developed and

at times suflQciently prominent to suggest the aquiline nose of our

southern Indian tribes.

The Eskimo of the Diomede islands in Bering strait, as well as those

of East (;ape and Mechigme and Plover bays on the Siberian coast, and

of St Lawrence island, are tall, strongly built people, and are generally

similar in their physical features (plates XI, XII). These arecharacterized

by the unusual heaviness of the lower part of the face, due to the very

square and massive lower jaw, which, combined with broad, high cheek

bones and flattened nose, produces a wide, flat face. These features are

frequently accompanied with a low, retreating forehead, producing a

decidedly repulsive physiognomy. The bridge of the nose is so low

and the cheek bones so heavy that a profile view will frequently show
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only tlie tip of the person's nose, the eyes and upper portion of the

nose being completely bidden by the prominent outline of the cheek.

Their eyes are less oblique than is common among the people living-

southward from the Yukon mouth. Among the people at the north-

western end of St Lawrence island there is a greater range of physiog-

nomy thau was noted at any otlier of the Asiatic localities.

The Point Hope people on the American coast have heavy jaws and

well developed superciliary ridges. At Point Barrow the men are

remarkable for the irregularity of their features, amounting to a posi-

tive degree of ugliness, which is increased and rendered specially

prominent by the expression produced by the short, tightly drawn

upper lip, the projecting lower lip, and the small beady eyes. The

women and children of this place are in curious contrast, having rather

pleasant features of the usual type.

The Eskimo from upper Kowak and Xoatak rivers, who were met

at the summer camp on Ilotham inlet, are notable for the fact that a

considerable number of them have hook noses and nearly all have a

cast of countenance very similar to that of the Yukon Tinne. They
are a larger and more robustly built people than these Indians, how-

ever, and speak the Eskimo language. They wear labrets, practice

the tonsure, and claim to be Eskimo. At the same time they wear

bead-ornamented hunting shirts, round caps, and tanned deerskin robes,

and use conical lodges like those of the adjacent Tinne tribes. Among
them was seen one man having a mop of coarse curly hair, almost

negroid in character. The same feature was observed in a number of

men and women on the Siberian coast between East cape and Plover

bay. This latter is undoubtedly the result of the Chukchi-Eskimo

mixture, and in the case of the man seen at Hotham inlet the same

result had been brought about by the Eskimo-Indian combination.

Among the Eskimo south of Bering strait, on the American coast, not

a single instance of this kind was observed. The age of the individ-

uals having this curly hair renders it quite improbable that it came

from an admixture of blood with foreign voyagers, since some of them

must have been born at a time when vessels were extremely rare along

these shores. As a farther argument against this curly hair having
come from white men, I may add that I saw no trace of it among a

number of people having partly Caucasian blood. As a general thing,

the Eskimo of the region described have small hands and feet and the

features are oval in outline, rather tlat, and with slightly oblique eyes.

Children and young girls have round faces and often are very pleasant

and attractive in feature, the angular race characteristics becoming

prominent after the individuals approach manhood. The women age

rapidly,, and only a very small proportion of the people live to an

advanced age.

The Malemut and the people of Kaviak peninsula, including those

of the islands in Bering strait, are tall, active, and remarkably well
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built. Among them it is common to see men from 5 feet 10 inches to

6 feet tall and of proportionate build. I should judge the average
among them to be nearly or quite equal in height to the whites.

Among the coast Eskimo, as a rule, the legs are short and poorly
developed, while the body is long, with disproportionately developed
dorsal and lumbar muscles, due to so much of their life being passed
in the kaiak.

The Eskimo of the Big lake district, south of the Yukon, and from
the Kaviak peninsula, as well as the Malemut about the head of Kot-

zebue sound, are, on the contrary, very finely proportioned and athletic

men, who can not be equaled among the Indians of tlie Yukon region.
This fine i)hysical development is attributable to the fact that these

people are so located that their hunting is largely on open tundra or in

the mountains, thus producing a more symmetric development than is

possible among those whose lives are passed mainly in the kaiak.

There were a number of halfblood children among the Eskimo,
resulting from the intercourse with people from vessels and others,
who generally show their Caucasian blood by large, finely shaped, and
often remarkably beautiful brown eyes. Tlie number of these mixed
bloods was not very great.

^_As a race the Eskimo are very hardy and insensible to cold. While
the Corn-in was at anchor in HQtham inlet during the fall of 1881, 1

found a Malemut woman with two little girls, one about two years and
the other five years of age, lying fast asleep on the deck of the vessel

clothed only in their ordinary garments. A very raw wind was blow-

ing at the time, and it was difficult for us to keep warm even while

moving about in heavy overcoats.

While I was at the head of Norton sound during February, when
the temperature stood at mimis 40° Fahrenheit, a boy 10 years of age,
with a sled and three dogs, was sent back several miles along the

previous day's trail to recover a pair of lost snowshoes. He started

off" aloue and returned a few hours later with the snowshoes, his cheeks

glowing red from the cold, but without other indication of the eff'ect

of the temperature.
The men lead a hard and perilous life in the districts bordering the

sea, where much of the hunting is done in kaiaks. In spiring they go

long distances offshore, and are sometimes cast adrift on the moving

ice, requiring the greatest effort to return to the land. In a number
of instances that came to my notice men w'ere forced to spend one or

two days fighting their way back to shore in their kaiaks, after having
been driven seaward by a strong wind.

In addition, the constant wetting and exposure throughout the entire

year helps gradually to undermine the strength of the natives; as a

result,.consumption and rheumatic complaints are common, and but

few live to an advanced age. Families rarely have more than two or

three children, and it is not uncommon for them to have none.

\\\
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CTiOTHITvTG

GARMENTS IN GENERAL

The garments of tlie westeri Eskimo are similar in general plan to

those worn by their relatives farther eastward, but vary locally in pat-

tern and style of ornamentation. The upper i)art of the body of both

men and women is covered with a frock-like garment put on over the

head, and in tlie greater part of the area visited these garments are

provided with a hood. In addition, both men and women wear trousers.

Those of the men are made to reach from the hij) to the ankle, the feet

being clothed with socks of deerskin or grass, over which skin boots

are drawn. The lower garments of the women are combined boots and
trousers reaching to the waist. Over the feet are sometimes drawn
skin boots, but frequently a sole of oil- tanned sealskin is attached

directly to the trousers.

On the Diomede islands, along the eastern shore of the Chukchi

peninsula, and on ISt Lawrence island the women wear a curious garment

having a loose waist, flowing sleeves, and very baggy trousers reaching
to the ankles. They put this on by thrusting the head and feet into a

slit-like opening in the back, which is then laced up. The feet and
lower part of the legs are then encased in skin boots tied about the

ankles. Usually these combined garments are loosely made, without

hoods, and are opened broadly at the neck, with a narrow trimming of

wolverine or other fur about the border. They are worn usually with

the hair inside, and the smooth outer surface becomes greasy and

begrimed so that they present a curious appearance. Small children

dressed in these garments waddle about and appear to move with the

greatest dithculty. Very young children on the coast nanied are i)laced

in these combination garments with the ends of the sleeves and legs
sewed up, so that nothing but the face of the child can be seen.

In addition the women of this region wear a frock-like outer garment
reaching down to midway between the waist and knee and provided
with a hood. The hood is trimmed with wolverine skin or other fur,

the long hairs projecting halo-like about the face. In front is a broad

bib like flap, usually made from the short-hair skin taken from the

reindeer's legs, which hangs down over the breast. Sometimes, how-

ever, these flaps are replaced by a long, narrow gore of white reindeer

skin, sewed over the shoulder on each side of the neck and extending
down the front. Very little effort is made to ornament the garments

among any of the people save those of St Lawrence island, where they
are ornamented with tassels made from strips of fur taken from the

hair-seal pup and dyed a reddish brown. liows of the crests and horny
bill sheaths from the crested anklet are also sewed along the seams.

Similar ornamentation was observed in lesser degree along the Siberian

shore.
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The illustration (plate xiv) from a photograph taken of a party of

women and children from East Cape, Siberia, gives an idea of the gar-

ments described. The woman on the left wears one of the combination

garments with the fur side out, the one on the right having the gar-

ment turned with fur inward, and the two central figures wear the frock

in addition.

Most of the garments worn by these people are made from the skins

of tame reindeer, although those of wild reindeer are used to a limited

extent. The handsomely mottled coats of the tame deer serve to render

some of the clothing rather ornamental in appearance. On St Lawrence

island and the Diomedes the skins of waterfowl are sometimes used

for making the outer frock-like garment for both men and women of

the poorer class. Their boots are usually of reindeer skin, generally

taken from the leg of the animal, with a sole of tanned sealskin.

Crossing Bering strait to the American shore we find the garments
for men and women closely alike in general style over a wide area.

They are practically identical in i)attern northward to Point Bariow

and southward to the Yukon mouth, including King and Sledge islands.

The garments worn by the men consist of a skin frock, which is put
on over the head and has a hood variously bordered by strips of skin.

These borders are made usually of an outer strip of wolfskin with the

long hairs standing out like a halo, as before described. Just within

this is sewed another belt or band of skin from the wolverine so tbat

the long outer hairs lie back against the wolfskin border, producing a

pleasing contrast. These halo like borders, when the hood is drawn

up, surround the face and give a picturesque appearance to the wearer

(plates IV, xiii/>, xvtt). The back of the hood is made usually pf several^

pieces sewed in such a way as to take the form of the head. A gore

usually extends from the top of the shoulders at the base of the hood

down on each side of the chest, and is generally of white-hair skin

from the belly of the reindeer. The sleeves and lower border of this

garment are fringed with a narrow band of wolf or wolverine skin.

These garments may be made of the skins of wild or tame reindeer.

Parry's marmot, muskrats, mink, or waterfowl, such as cormorants,

anklets, murres, eider ducks, or loons, and in the region southward of

the Yukon month the skins of emperor and white-front geese are also

used for this purpose. One such garment is made from the skins of

scaup ducks, with the hood of Parry's marmot skins, and is bordered

around the bottom with a narrow fringe of wolfskin. On the lower

Yukon very i)oor people util^e
even the skins of salmon for making

their frocks. ^>*'^
The trousers of the^en extend from the hips to the ankles and are

rather awkwardly made. They are fastened about the waist with a

drawstring in a loop of skin sewed along the border. A variety of

materials are used, including wild and tame reindeer, sealskin, dpgskin,
and white-bear skin. The trousers made from the skins of reindeer

are sometimes worn with the hair inward during cold weather or with
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the bair outward when it is warmer. Of late years these people during-
the summer wear shirts and trousers of calico and drilling- obtained
from the fur traders. Ordinary cotton shirts also are worn by them.

Reaching- the lower Kuskokwim and adjacent country to the north,
the men wear frocks similar to those hitherto described, but so long
that when at full length they reach the ground about the wearer's feet.

When traveling these Irocks are drawn up and belted about the waist

until the lower border reaches

only to the knee. They are

made usually from the skins of

Parry's marmot or a species of

whistler found in the mountains
south of the lower Kuskokwiui

district, and are ornamented
with the tails of the animals,
which are set on, fringe-like,

with each skin hanging all

about the person. They are

made generally without hoods
and the neck is bordered by the

skin of the Arctic hare or white

fox, or more commonly by a roll-

like edge of deerskin with the

hair on. A gore is set in on
each side of the neck over the

chest, or sometimes a single
broader gore extends down the

middle in front. The sleeves

may be bordered by the white-

hair skin of the reindeer's belly,

and bands ofthe same are some-

times set iu around the body
or near the lower border. In

place of hoods the ^vearers of

these frocks have fur caps with

ear-laps for tying under the

chin. Their trousers are sim-

ilar to those already described.

On tlie tundra betveen the

Kuskokwim and the lower Yukon there are worn similar, but shorter,

hoodless frocks. In place of the fur caps described as worn by the

Kuskokwim people these tundra men wear curious headdresses made
of various skins.

One of these (figure 2), from Koniguuugumut, is a hood made of the

skins of Parry's marmot with a border about the face of reindeer skin

with the hair on. The hood is bordered also along its lower edge by a

Fio. 2— Man's hood froiu Koiiigiuuigmiiut (j^g).
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Fig. 3—rox-skiu cap.

strip, about two inches wide, of reiudeer skin and has a narrow band
extending up from this over the crown. About the lower border, on the

sides and behind, extends a fringe consisting of narrow strips of rein-

deer skin, 12 to 15 inches in length, which

hangs down the back.

Another variety of hood worn in this district

is made of a band of deerskin, with the hair

on, sewed to fit about the brow like a turban

with the crown of skins of Parry's marmot, or

of white or blue foxes. When the marmot
skins are used they are usually sewed in a

series so as to hang behind like an open sack.

If the fox skins are used they are sewed so

that the head of the fox rests on the crown of

the wearer with the body and tail hanging
down over the back. These caps are very pic-

turesque and give the wearer a remarkably

dignified appearance.
In the region about Askinuk curious small

fur caps or hoods are worn, fitting snugly about

the head and fringed behind by a few little

tags or strips of skin, but which do not hang-
far down the back like those last described.

These hoods are made in ornamental patterns from various kinds of

skin.

A hood of reindeer and marmot skin from Askinuk (figure 4) has
a circular piece of reindeer skin

set in the middle of the crown
;

this is surrounded by two strips

of white reindeer skin taken

from the leg of the animal with

the hair clipped. Following
this is a broader strip of similar

reindeer skin, alternating with

a square of dark-hair reindeer-

skin on the top and marmot
skins on each side, succeeded

by another strip of reindeer skin

and bordered about the face by
a narrow fringe of mink fur.

Similar caps were obtained at

Konigunugumut.
In summer the Eskimo of

Noatak and Kowak rivers wear bead-ornamented caps similar to those

of the Tinne along the upper Yukon. On the shore of the Arctic at

Point Hope the specimen represented in figure 5 was obtained. This

18 ETH 3

Fia. 4—Man's hood of reindeer and marmot skin and
mink fur (J).
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is a handsomely made liood fashioned from the skin of a wolf's head,
the nose of the aiiiunil resting directly over the brow and extending
back over the head, so that the ears of tlie animal lie on the na])e of

the wearer's neck. From just back of the nose to a point nearly
between the ears the skin is slit and an oval piece of skin, tanned with

the hair oft', is set in, and along it are sewed ten parallel, longitudinal
rows of blue beads. Little strings of red, white, blue, and black beads

are attached to the

sides of tliH head

from just back of the

wolf's nose, down

along each side, two-

thirds of the way to

the ears. Sewed to

the front border of

the hood is a strljj of

long-hair wolfskin,
and two strings at

the corners in front

serve to tie it about

the wearer's chin.

Fioni the Yukon
month nortiiwardto

Point Barrow the

frocks of the men are

cut a trifle longer
bi'hiud than in front.

South of the Yukon
these garments are

cut nearly the same

length all around.

Many of the Ko-

wak and Noatak
men seen at Hotham
inlet wear hunting
shirts of tanned
moose-skin similar

to those used by the

Tinne of the inte-

rior, from whom they were probably obtained. These Eskimo also wear

rolies made from reindeer skin tanned v^ith the hair on. These are

made to fasten over the shoulders by two cords, and fall behind nearly
to the ground like a (doak. They are usually bordered with a fringe

formed by cutting the skin into little strips, and on the inside the

totem signs of the owners are marked in red paint.

Fron) one O-f-the Diomede islands I obtained the garment ilhistrated

in plate xvi) a frock without a hood, made from the skin of a guillemot.

Fig. 5—Mau'8 wolf-head summer bood from Point Hope (J).
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Around the back of the neck is a border of black-bear skin with the

loug hair erect. The lower border of the garment is edged with a nar-

row strij) of white-reindeer skin, succeeded by a border of red-bear skin

with tufts of white bear fur sewed on all around at short intervals.

The people on the islands of Bering strait and the adjacent shores

use a kind of face protector made of a ring of white-bear skin, which is

drawn on over the head and fitted round the face. These are held in

place bj' a narrow band of the same material extending over the top of

the head; another strip from each side joins the other at the back.

During summer the men usually wear alight frock made from the

skins of the marmot, mink, muskrat, fawns of reindeer, or the summer
reindeer with its light coat of hair. In winter two of these garments
are frequently wiu^n, and those of the winter deerskin Avith its heavier

coat of hair are used in severe weather.

A man's frock from Cape Vancouver (plate xvii) is made of reindeer-

fawn skin and has a hood which forms a part of the garment instead of

being worn separately as is done farther inland. From the shoulders

banging down both in front and behind depend broad strips of reindeer

skin with the far cut short and having attached to their tips strings of

white, red, and blue beads from five to six inches in length with narrow

strips of wolverine fur. From the middle of the hood behind hangs a

strip of reindeer skin, tipped with wolverine fur. Little tassels of red-

bear skin are attached to strips of white-deer skin, set in, gore-like,

over the tops of shoulders. Two sharp-pointed gores of white deer

skin are set in above the waist.

The hood has an iuner border of arctic-hare skin followed by a strip

of wolf skin. The lower end of the sleeves is bordered by a baud of

white-deer skin, edged by a narrow border of mink fur, the lower edge
of the garnicnt being bordered in the same manner. This is one of

the most ornamental garments of the kind seen in that district.

The frocks worn by the women of this region are made similar to

those of the men except that they are cut up a little farther on the sides

so as to make a more conspicuously i)endent flap before and behind.

From the Yukon mouth northward the women's frocks are much
more handsomely made, the mottled white skin of the tame reindeer,

obtained from the Siberian people, affording a good material for the

production of ornamental patterns. Some of these garments are very

richly ornamented; they are deeply cut up along each side, so that

before and behind the skirt hangs in a long, broad, round flap. The

hoods are bordered by wolverine and wolf skin, and the ends of the

sleeves and the lower edge of the garment are trimmed with wolf or

wolverine skin, usually the latter. A typical garment of this kind

(number 04272), from Cape Prince of Wales, has the hood made of a

central oval piece extending up from the back of the garment as a

narrow strip which broadens above. The hood is bordered on each

side by short-hair white-reindeer skin which extends to the shoulders

and then divides and forms a long, narrow gore down the front and
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back of the garment. Between the white skiii on the sides and the

brown deerskin forming the back or central part of the hood, extends

a series of five narrow strips of white deerskin with the hair shaved
close and having welted into the seams narrow strips of black parch-
ment-like skin. Two of these welted seams bordering the central one
have little tufts of red wool set along at intervals of about one-fourth

of an inch. Across the shoulders from front to back extend a similar

series of strips of white deerskin with black welted seams, and the

lower border of the garment is ornamented with a broader band of the

same handsome pattern. From the top and back of the shoulders, as

well as on the middle of the back, are attached tassel-hke strips of

wolverine skin eight to ten inches in length.

The frocks of the women of the lower Kuskokwim have the sides cut

up to a lesser degree than those to the north, and are provided with a

hood bordered with wolf, wolverine, or other skin with the fur on. Set

across the body before and behind are bands of white-hair deerskin,

having narrow welted strips of dark skin in the seams. The sleeves

and lower edge of the garment are bordered with a band of white-hair

reindeer skin fringed with wolverine *skin. In addition, the women's

frocks of this district have strung along the patterns of white deer-

skin in front and back little strings of beads an inch or two in length.

The trousers worn by the women from the lower Kuskokwim to Point

Barrow are made usually of skin taken from the legs of reindeer, and

commonly by sewing in alternating strips of different colors to produce
ornamental patterns. The specimen shown in jilate xviii, from the

head of Norton sound, is a woman's handsomely made frock. The

body of the garment is of marmot skins, while skins from the crowns

of the same animal are pieced together on the crown of the hood.

The skirts and ornamental pieces are of white-hair reindeer skin, and
the trimming is of wolf and wolverine fur.

The example from Mission, illustrated in plate xix, is made of salmon

skins tanned and worked with a scraper until they have become pliable.

Most of the seams are ornamented with bands of brownish dyed fish-

skin, on the surface of which are sewed narrow strips of white parch-
ment-like skin from the throats of seals. On each shoulder are inserted

two gore-like pieces of fish-skin dyed brown and having ornamental

strips of white sewed along them and following their outline.

WATERPROOF GARMENTS

In addition to the upper garments already described the Eskimo

make waterproof frocks from the intestines of seals. The intestines

are dried and slit open, and the long, ribbon-like strips thus formed

are then sewed together horizontally to form a frock similar in shape
to those of fur worn by the men, as already described. About the

sleeves a braided sinew cord is inclosed in a turned-down border to

form a drawstring for fastening the garment securely about the wrist,

in order that the water may not enter. In addition the border of the
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liood about the face is provided with a similar string, the ends of
which hang down under the chin so that this portion of the garment
may be drawn tightly for the same purpose. These garments are worn
over the others during wet weather on shore as well as at sea. Their
most important use, however, is while the hunters are at sea in kaiaks.
At such times, when the weather becomes rainy or rough, the hunter
dons his waterproof frock and the skirt is extended over the rim of
the manhole in which he sits. A cord provided for the purpose is

wound around the outside, fastening the border of the skirt down into a
sunken groove left for the purpose below the rim on the outside of the
kaiak. When this cord is made fast and the drawstrings about the face
and sleeves are tightened, the occupant of the kaiak is safe from being
drenched by the dashing spray, and no water can enter his boat.
These garments are

strong and will fre-

quently withstand the

pressure of the water

even when the wearer is

entirely submerged be-

neath the combing sea.

Among the breakers,

however, they are not to

be relied on, as the writ-

er knows from experi-

ence, the weight of the

water striking heavily
from above, tearing
them and permitting
the water to enter the

boat.

The seams of these

waterproofs are fr e -

quently ornamented by
sewing in seals' bristles

or the fine hair-like feathers of certain waterfowl. About the islands

in Bering strait and on the bordering Asiatic shore the horny sheaths
from the base of the mandibles of the crested anklet are sewed along
the seams of some of these frocks as ornaments. Narrow strips of black,

parchment-like tanned skin are frequently welted into the seams for

ornamental purposes, and the lower borders are" sometimes narrowly
fringed with a strip of woolly fur from small hair-seals. Garments of

this kind made for the use of women are cut up on each side to produce
flaps similar to those of the ordinary frock.

Ear-flaps (i).

EAR-FLAPS

About Ohalitmut and the adjacent district on the tundra between
the Kuskokwim and the Yukon, where men's frocks are made without
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the hood, ear-tlaps are commonly used. These are made of oval flaps

of deerskin with the hair side inward and having- the base truncated

and sewed to a narrow band of skin to go around the head. The flaps

are then tied under the chin by means of strings. The tanned outer

surface of these flaps has various ornamental patterns in white hairs

from reindeer sewed on with sinew thread, the designs i)roduced being

parallel lines, either straight, curved, or in circles. Figure G re})resents

a pair of these ear flaps.

GLOVES AND MITTENS

From the Yukon northward to Kotzebue sound and thence to Point

Barrow, mittens and gloves are found in common use. The gloves are

made usually with j^laces for each flnger and the thumb. From the

Yukon mouth to Point Barrow were obtained gloves having each of

the fingers nuide of a separate piece sewed upon the hand, the thumb
in both cases being sewed on in the same manner and having an

awkward, triangular shape.
A pair from Sledge island (number 45085) are made of sealskin with

the hair removed and the wrists bordered with a fringe of white-bear fur.

A pair from Point Hope (plate xx, 1), of the usual pattern described,
is of tanned reindeer skin with the hair side inward. The wrists are

bordered with a fringe of little strips of tanned reindeer-skin, dyed
reddish brown, and on the back are numerous little pendent strings of

red-andwhite and red-and-blue beads, with other beads strung on the

fringe bordering the wrist. These gloves are joined by a double string
of little copper cylinders, spaced by blue beads, reaching up to the

central loop of soft, tanned skin, for going completely around the neck,
thus holding the gloves without danger of their being lost if suddenly
taken off.

Plate XX, 3, shows a pair of deerskin gloves of the common pattern
from Kotzebue sound. The skin is tanned with the hair left on and
turned in on the inside of the hand and all around on the fingers. The
back of the hand and the thumb are covered with a piece of white-

hair deerskin, on which hang four tassel-like strips of wolverine skin.

The wrists are bordered with a series of narrow bands of reindeer skin,

with the white hair clipped short, and between the strips a naiiow

band of parchment-like skin is welted in. Midway in this series of

strips a seam is bordered by a series of small, regularly spaced tufts

of red worsted. A narrow band of wolverine fur completes this orna-

mental border.

Other gloves from Bering strait are made of skin tanned with the

hair left on and turned inward; others have the hair entirely removed.

A peculiar pattern of glove is common to the Diomede islands and the

adjacent shore of Siberia. The fingers and the hand are of one piece,

with three pieces of skin of a different color set in gores along the

back and divided to extend down as a gore along the inside of each
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finger. Plate xx, 7, illustrates an example of these gloves from King
island.

Another curious pair of gloves, from Norton sound, is shown in

plate XX, 5, Tliese are made with separate divisions for the thumb and
the forefinger, the other fingers being provided with a single cover.

They are made like other gloves used along the American coast in that

they have the parts covering the fingers in separate pieces sewed on
the piece forming the hand.

The gloves illustrated in plate xx, 6, were obtained on the Diotnede

islands, Bering strait; they are made of tanned reindeer skin, with the

hair side inward. The front of the gloves is a dingy russet browu in

color and the skin on the back is hard-tanned and colored chestnut

brown. The back of the hand and the wrist have ornamental patterns
in red, white, and blackish stitching, made by sewing in white reindeer

hairs and red woolen yarn with sinew thread. These are made in the

style peculiar to these islands and the coast of Siberia already described,
the pieces of skin sewed into the gores being pale buff in color.

The glove shown in plate xx, 2, from Anderson river, British

America, is similar in style to the gloves from the head of Norton

sound. It is made of reindeer skin. The mittens used are of a com-

mon i)attern, with a triangular thumb. They are made of the skin of

seals, reindeer, dogs, wolves, white bear, cormorant, murre, and salmon,
and are sometimes of woven grass.

For use while at sea long mittens reaching to the elbow or above are

made of well tanned sealskin and are i)rx)vided at their upper border

with a cord for drawing them tightly against the arm. These mittens

are waterproof and protect the hands of the hunter from water during
cold weather.

Plate XXI, 0, represents a typical pair of these mittens measuring
21 inches in length. They are well made, with a piece of tanned skin

welted into the main seam. Near the upper border is a broad strip

of sealskin, and a strip of the same extends down each side of the seam,

running thence to the end of the thumb. Set about the lower border

is a wide band of skin; near the upper edge and also along each side

of the bauds running to the thumb are tufts of white seal bristles with

little tufts of young seal fur dyed a reddish brown.

From Sledge island 1 obtained a similar pair of mittens made from

waterproof tanned sealskin, and which reach only a little above the

wrist. One of these is shown in plate xxi, 3.

On lower Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers mittens made of salmon skin

are also used. Along all of the coast region the skin of the hair seal,

tanned with the hair on, is used for this purpose. All three of the latter

kinds are used mainly during wet weather in summer or at sea.

Mittens of woven grass are also made on the lower Yukon and thence

to the Kuskokwim. For winter use they make clumsilj^ shaped mit-

tens from the skins of dogs, reindeer, wolves, and cormorants.
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All along tbe coast where seals are liuiited on the ice during the

spring months, huge mittens of white bearskin or white dogskin are

made to reach from the hand to a little above the elbows. These are

worn by the hunters, while creeping prone ui)on the ice, to serve as a

shield, the left arm being carried bent across in front of the face and
head as the hunter sh)wly creeps along. The bushy white hair on the

mitten, being similar in color to the surface of the snow, serves as a blind

to prevent the seal from observing the approach of the hunter.

FOOT-WEAK

Among the Eskimo boots are the most common style of foot-wear;

they are made with a hard-tanned sealskin sole and a top reaching just
below the knee. The tops are generally of sealskin tanned with the

hair left on, or of reindeer-skin tanned in the same manner. The seal-

skin boots of this class may have the hair side worn either inward or

outAvardj for this pur{)ose the skin of the PJiocaUihdina is most com-

monly used. When topped with reindeer skin, the hair is worn usually
outward. The feet and ankles, of the latter variety of boots are made
of reindeer skin in the brown, short-hair summer coat; the legs are

made usually in some pattern formed by combining pieces of the white-

hair skin from the belly of a reindeer with strips of brown-hair skin

from the l^gs of that animal. For this purpose skin from the white-

hair tame' tein deer of Siberia is highly prized. The tops of the boot-

legs are surrounded usually by one or two bands of white-hair deerskin

with the fur shaved close to present a velvety surface, the seams along
these borders having narrow strips of black skin welted in with little

tufts of red worsted strung along some of the seams. Between these

bands of shaved skin and the lower portion of the legs commonly is

sewed a strip of wolverine skin, with long projecting hair, and gener-

ally two or more little tassels of the same kind of skin hanging before

and behind. The soles are of hard, oil-tanned sealskin bent up around
the border and crimped about the heel and the toe by means of a

smooth, pointed ivory crimper. The uppers are frequently sewed

directly to the sealskin soles, but sometimes a narrow intervening

strip of tanned sealskin is sewed in around the border. A long, nar-

row strip of rawhide has one end sewed to the sole on each side of

the ankle to fasten the boot to the foot. These straps are raised and
drawn across the rear just above the heel and then passed around in

front of the ankle and back again, and may be tied either in front

or on the sides. At the top the boots are fastened tightly over the

trousers by means of a drawstring. This style of boot is common from

the lower Yukon to the Arctic coast northward of Kotzebue sound.

The specimen from Kotzebue sound shown in j^late xxi, 12, is a typical

example of this style of foot-wear, but the pattern of ornamentation

varies according to individual fancy.
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Ou tbe'tundia south of tlie lower Yukon this general style of boot is

made in a somewhat different fashion. The sewing is much more

crudely done in that district than in the region to the northward.

Plate XXI, 9, shows a pair of winter boots typical of the lower Kusko-
kwim district; they are made of deerskin tanned with the hair ou and
the hairy side turned in, but with a long, oval flap turned down in front

from the top, thus having the hairy side outward on this portion. The
outer flap is bordered by one or more narrow strips of white-hair deer-

skin with little tags of worsted scattered along the lower edge, and is

finished by a narrow strip of mink fur.

The soles of the shoes worn in this district are of sealskin sewed on
in the same manner as already described, but in a very crude fashion,

owing to the unskilfulness of the needle women in this part of the

country.
On the lower Kuskokwim and southward to Tikchik lake the boots

worn are more like those from the region north of the Yukon, except
in the example shown in plate xxi, 8, from Tikchik, which have the

front and rear of the legs ornamented with little tags of red worsted

and white hair, and along the sides of the seams a series of little strips

of reindeer-skin two or three inches in length.

The top of the boot has two bands of white-hair reindeer-skin sewed

around, each bordered above by a narrow strip of plucked beaver-skin.

The lower of these white bands is bordered on its lower edge by strips

of plucked beaver-skin, three or four inches in length, hung in pairs.

These boots have two pairs of little leather ears—one on each side of the

toes and the other on each side of the ankles. A long cord is passed
across the top of the foot through the first of these, the ends of which

are crossed over the foot and passed through the ears at the sides of

the ankles, thence crossing behind and around forward and tied, as

already described.

On King island and the Diomedesin Bering strait some of these deer-

skin boots are handsomely ornamented, as shown in the accompanying
illustration (plate xxi, 7) of a typical pair from the first named locality.

They are made of white-hair reindeer-skin taken from the legs of the

animal, and have a hard-tanned sealskin sole and a narrow strip of

tanned sealskin of russet color between the sole and the uppers. The

legs are handsomely ornamented with pattern work sewed on in colors—
red, black, white, blue, and yellow being used. The white work is done

mainly by sewing in long reindeer hairs. In addition colored threads

are used for the red and blue. A fine, yellow checked pattern work is

produced by drawing narrow strips of yellow-tanned seal intestine

through little slits cut along the strips of russet-colored tanned sealskin

which are set into the sides of the legs. Along these bands and on the

borders of the pattern work are set little tufts of hair from the pup
seal, dyed a deep chestnut red, alternating with little square tags of

white-hair skin. As usual, around the top are several bauds of white-
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hair skin, between the upper two of which is a strip of wolverine skin

with long ])rojecting: liair. These strips of skin along the upper border

have welted into the seam between them a narrow strip of hard, black-

tanned skin, so as to produce a black line along each seam. These

boots are fastened to the foot as in the iirst pair described from the

American mainland. The soles are crimped in-the same manner as those

from the adjacent coast, and both sewing and crimping are well done,

as is characteristic of all work of this kind i)erformed by the women

thronghout the region.

For summer wear the common style of boot is of tanned sealskin

with the hair side outward or with the hair removed. Tlie latter kind

is made waterproof, and the oil-tanned uppers are either black or

dyed a deep reddish brown by the use of alder bark. The seams

between the soles and the uppers, as well as those along the legs, are

generally heavily welteii, and commonly have the tops surrounded by
a baud of white parchment-like tanned sealskin, turned in to hold a

drawstring for fastening the boot to the leg. The straps for fastening

these boots are made usually of white-tanned sealskin attached to the

seams between the soles and uppers on each side of the middle of

the foot. They are then crossed over the top of the foot, and after

passing through the ear or lap of sealskin which is sewed to the sole

on each side of the ankle, they are again crossed above the heel and

carried forward around the front, then back again to be tied as already
described. Plate xxi, 10, shows one of a typical pair of these boots

from St Michael.

The legs of these boots usually reach to just below the knees, but

some are made to extend to the hips for wearing while hunting or fishing,

and many are nuide that reach just above the ankle. These latter are

more in the style of dress boots, being worn about the villages or while

traveling in umiaks. Their uppers are made commonly of white, parch-

ment-like tanned sealsknj, but sometimes from the stomach of a large

seal or walrus, which makes a beautiful white, parchment-like leather.

The up[)er8 are variously ornamented by welted seams and strips sewed

in successively around the edge of the sole, as shown in plate xxi, 4,

from Golofnin bay.
These short summer boots are made sometimes of tanned sealskin,

with the hair left on and turned inward, so that the softened inner

surface of the skin is exposed. They are surrounded at the upper
border usually by a white, i>archmeut-like band with a drawstring, and

the portion of the uppers over the toes and sides of the foot in front

have sewed upon them strips of russet and white-tanned skin with

tine yellow and black checked i^atterns, produced by drawing narrow

strips of white tanned parchment through little slits cut in the material.

Plate XXI, 11, represents a typical example of this class of ornamenta
tion. The women living on the islands of Bering strait are noted for

doing handsome work of this kind.
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SOCKS AND BOOT-PADS

111 addition to the boots described, socks made of deerskin or sealskin
with the hair not removed, and reaching a little above the ankles, com-

monly are worn in winter. For wear at all seasons socks are made of
woven grass, the patterns of weaving varying to a certain extent and
sometimes different colored grasses being used to produce ornamental

patterns, as shown in the sole of the example from the lower Kusko-
kwim, illustrated in plate xxi, 2.

Plate XXI, 1, shows a typical grass sock from T^azbinsky, on the
lower Yukon, and plate xxi, o, also represents a common style of grass
sock from that district. The bot-

toms of boots of all kinds are

usually stuffed with a grass pad
made by taking wisps of hmg
grass stalks and binding them
over one another to form a long
cushion for the bottom of the foot.

This gives a soft footing and ab-

soibs the moisture that penetrates
th(^ sole, so that it requires a long
time for water to reach the foot.

At night the socks and the grass

pad> are removed and hung to dry
either over the lamp in the house
or in a convenient place in theroom,
so as to be ready for use on the fol-

lowing morning.

CLOTHING BAGS

Along the lower Yukon and
thence to the Kuskokwim large
numbers of bags are made for vari-

ous i)urposes from the skins of

salmon. Some are used for stor-

ing clothes, and still smaller ones for various small objects, such as

trinkets and small odds and ends of different kinds. Others are made
very large, frequently with a capacity of a bushel or two, and are used
for the storage of dry fish, which is kept in them in the storehouses

until needed.

Figure 7 (2) illustrates a salmon-skin bag for storing clothing. This

example, from Tikchik lake, is ornamented with bands of russet-

colored fishskin and white, i)archment-like skin from the throats of

seals, and is neatly sewed with sinew thread. The upper border of the

bag is hemmed, and a series of rawhide loops are sewed at intervals

around the top, through which is run a cord of the same material for

Fig. 7—Fish-skin clothing bags d'n).
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use as a drawstring in closing the bag. The bottom is oval in outline

and has a piece of iishskin sewed into it, with the seam inside. These

bags are in common use from the lower Yukon to the lower Kuskokwim.

Figure 7 (1) represents a handsomely ornamented bag from St Michael,

made from the skins of salmon trout. The bottom of the bag is fash-

ioned from a piece of deerskin with the hair side inward. The sides

arc ornamented with strips of white, parchment like leather made from

the gullets of large seals. These strips are edged with narrow bands
of russet-color leather, sewed with orna-

mental seams of black and white. On
each of four upright white bands which

cross the side of the bag are sewed two
circular pieces and a four-pointed piece
of the shiny black skin of the sea- wolf,

the round pieces being edged with strips

of russet skin.

Figure 8 represents a sealskin clothing

bag from Sledge island, it is made from

the skin of the ribbon seal, taken off

entire, including both flipi^ers. The nose

and the eyes are sewed up; the only open-

ing is a cut extending crosswise between

the fore flippers. The edges of this cut

are bound with a border of stout raw-

hide, pierced with holes at interv^als of

about two inches, through which is run a

strong rawhide cord for lacing the open-

ing. This skin is tanned with the hair

left on.

Bags of this character are made from

skins of all of the smaller seals, and are

useful for storing clothing from the fact

that their shape makes them convenient

for handling in umiaks or while on

sledge journeys; at the same time their

waterproof character serves to protect

the contents from getting wet. Every

family has from one to three of these

bags, in which are kept their spare clothing, dressed skins, and valu-

able furs.

PERSO:srAIi ADORlVMEI^rT

Fig. 8—Clothing bag of sealskin (i',;).

LABRETS

The wearing of labrets and the custom of tattooing are very general

among the Eskimo of the Alaskan mainland and islands northward

from Kuskokwim river. The style of the labrets, as with the extent

and the pattern of tattooing, varies with the locality. The custom of
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wearing labrets is almost lOst among the Eskimo of the Asiatic coast

and of St Lawrence island. One man seen at the latter point had a

circle tattooed on each side of his chin to represent these ornaments

(figure 15 b). Some of the natives on Mechigme bay, just south of East

cape, Siberia, had labret holes in tlieir lips. The Eskimo of the Yukon
and the Kuskokwim who live nearest the Tinne have also generally
abandoned the practice of wearing labrets, and the custom is becoming
obsolete at other points where there is constant intercourse with the

whites.

During my residence at St Michael it was rather uncommon to

see very young men among the Unalit with their lips pierced, and
throughout that time 1 do not think a single boy among them had been
thus deformed. Many of the old men also have ceased to wear labrets,

although the incisions made for them in youth still remain.

Among the Eskimo of Bering strait and northward, where contact

with the whites has been irregular, labret wearing is still in full force.

Increasing intercourse with civilized i)eople makes it only a matter of

time for this custom to become entirely obsolete. In the district south-

ward from the Yukon mouth labrets were not universally worn among
the men, as is the case in the country northward from Bering strait,

and in every village some of the men and many women were found

without them. The labrets of the women are of a curious sickle shape,
but vary in detail of arrangement, as shown by the accompanying illus-

trations. Most of them are made with holes in the lower border for

the attachment of short strings of beads. The women who wore
labrets had the under lip pierced with one or two holes just over the

middle of the chin.

The use of these labrets, in the country visited by me, seemed to be

limited to the district lying between Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers

and Nunivak island. Elsewhere I did not see labrets of any kind used

by women. In the villages of Askinuk, Kushunuk, and other places
in that region the common form was a small, flattened, sickle-shape

piece of ivory, with a broad, flattened base for resting against the

teeth, and the outer tip brought down to a thin, flat point. Of this

style there are some variations, the most common of which is to have

the two ordinary sickle-shape labrets joined by a crosspiece of ivory
cut from the same piece and uniting the two sickle-shape parts just on

the outer side of the lip.

Another form was to join the inner ends of the labrets so that the

portion resting against the teeth united the bases of the two sickle-shape

points. In a labret (plate xxii, 2) from Konigunugumut the piece

joining the two sickle-shape points is flattened vertically. In another

specimen (plate xxii, 3), from Kulwoguwigumut, this crosspiece, uniting

the bases of the two projections, is flattened horizontally. In another

(plate XXII, 4) from the lower Kuskokwim, the two sickle-shape projec-

tions unite exteriorly to the lip so that a single orifice in the middle of

the lower lip serves for the insertion of the stem.
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The National Museum collection contains two specimens of women's

labrets (one of which is shown in plate xxii, 10) obtained on Nunivak
island by Dr W. H. Dall, which differ from most of those of the main-

land in having the broadened bases for resting against the teeth made
of separate i)ieces of ivory. These pieces are small, flattened disks with

holes in the center through which fits the inner end of the labret, after

piercing the lips. These differ also in external form, as shown by the

figures.

Another specimen (plate xxii, 1) obtained on Nunivak island has the

common sickle-shape parts joined by an external bar, and the inner end

is enlarged by means of similar small perforated disks of ivory set on

the rounded inner end of the labret. This specimen has attached to its

outer border three short, double strings of beads, which hang down
over the chin. Plate xxii, 5, showing a specimen from Askinuk; figure

7, one from Kulwoguwigumut, and figure 0, one from Kushunuk, are

the ordinary forms of women's labrets of sickle shape.
The labrets worn by men in the district between the Yukon and the

Kuskokwim are rather small and are commonly formed of a long, thin,

curved ivory flange for resting against the teeth, with a hat-shape pro-

jection for extension through the lip to the surface. The hat shape

projection is provided with a central hole, through which extends a

wooden pin. This pin reaches beyond the outer border of the ivory
and has fitted upon it some kind of bead, a round piece of stone, or, as

in one specimen from Nunivak island, a truncated cone of lead.

Another style of labret obtainedfrom Nunivak island by Doctor Dall

is shown in plate xxii, 10. It has the usual hat shape piece for pierc-

ing the lip, with the wooden pin extending through and bearing on its

outer end a white bead. Beyond this bead is attached a well-cut

piece of serpentine, apparently representing the tail of a whale. This

labret is two inches long and theserj)entine tip is an inch and five-eighths

in width by an inch and a quarter long.

From the lower Yukon was obtained a large, flat labret (plate xxii,

16) having a rectangular outline with the sides slightly rounded and on

the inner surface a pin five-eighths of an inch in length which serves

to pierce the lip. On this is fitted a long, oval piece ot ivory an inch

and a half long and five-eighths of an inch in width, made convex in

front and concave behind, with a slot in the middle for fitting it on the

pin. This labret is to insert in the lip and then the last described por-

tion is fitted on it from the inside, thus holding it in place. The face

of this labret measures an inch and seven-eighths in length by an inch

in breadth arid is made of fossil mammoth ivory.

Northward from the Yukon the commonest style of labret is the hat-

shape form shown in plate xxi, 21, of white quartz from Sledge island.

This specimen has the inner side smoothly excavated to fit upon the

teeth and the outer border has a groove across its face. This labret

is about half an inch across its exposed face and nine tenths of an

inch along the portion resting against the teeth.
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Similar labrets are shown in plate xxii, 19, 20, from Sledge island,
which are from an inch to an inch and a quarter along the beveled
inner flange, and ftve eighths of an inch across their outer faces; these
are made of hard stone, mottled black and white. Figure 9 shows a

pair of lignite labrets worn by a King island man.
The specimen shown in jdate xxii, 9, was obtained on King island in

Bering strait. The base is the ordinary hat-shape labret of walrus ivory,

having a slot cut in its outer face in which is fitted a well modeled

piece of serpentine two inches in length and three fourths of an inch in

breadth, representing the tail of a right whah', and is fastened in

place by means of a wooden pin which passes through a hole drilled

across the top of the labret and tlnougli a corresponding hole in thel

Fig. 9—King islauil man with labrets of liguite.

border of the piece of serpentine inserted in the slot. Its similarity

of shai^e to the specimen (plate xxii, 10) from Nunivak island is curious,

and probably represents an ancient and widely spread form that is now
rare. A labret obtained on Nunivak island by Doctor Dall (plate xxii,

11) is elaborate in form, having a hat-shape ivory base with six short

strings of beads forming the outer part, which are held in position by
flat ivory spacers. Another style (plate xxii, 12) from the same locality

has an ivory base with a lead tip in the form of a truncated cone.

In the neighborhood of Bering strait and Hotham inlet, large, flat

labrets made of jadite were not uncommon. The beautiful specimen

(plate XXII, 15) obtained in Hotham inlet byMr Woolfe measuresone and

seven-eighth inches by an inch and a quarter on its outer surface. It

has an oval button on the inside an inch and a half in width; the out-
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line of the exposed surface is quadraugular, with the two sides rounded ;

the surface is plain, beveled at each end and crossed lengthwise by a

groove. Other styles of labrets worn along this coast, in addition to

those already described, have a large inner flange beveled to fit the

teeth, and a large, rounded, knob-like head to project through the lips;

these are made from various materials, usually some kind of stone.

The specimen (plate xxii, 14) from Kotzebue sound is the finest labret

obtained. It is made of nephrite and measures three and a half inches

long by an inch and a quarter wide on its outer surface. It is reduced

in thickness uniformly, is very regular in outline, and has a well-made

button-shape projection on the inner surface for fastening it in the lip.

Some large labrets made of white quartz Avere obtained at Point

Hope; they are circular in outline on their outer faces, measure an inch

and a half in diameter, and have the ordinary flanged i)rojection inside

for holding them in position. Some of these have the outer face plane
and a few have half of a large blue bosad fastened to the center of the

outer surface. Others have the middle of tlie outer surface plane and
thence to the border slightly beveled. The labret sbown in i)late xxii,

18, is a good example of the variety with the bead in relief. Plate

XXII, 17, shows one with plane surface.

The collection also contains a specimen obtained by Mr Woolfe from

Point Hope, which has a large blue bead fitted upon a wooden j^eg

which pierces the hat-shape portion of the labret in a manner exactly
similar to those from the island of i^univak and adjacent mainland.

Among the males labrets are worn oidy after puberty, as the lips of

the young boys are not pierced until that period. The hole is made

just below each corner of the mouth and at first a long, thin, nail-like

plug of ivory, about an inch in length, having a slight enlargement at

the inner end, is thrust through the opening and left for some time.

After the wearer becomes accustomed to this, a somewhat larger plug is

made, like that shown in jjlate xxii, 22, from Sledge island, and inserted

in the hole for the purpose of enlarging it. This process is repeated, a

larger plug being used on each occasion until the hole is of the size

desired. In many cases it is so large that the teeth are visible through
the opening when the labret is not in xdace.

To complete the process of enlarging the hole, a man uses a series of

from six to eight or ten of these little plugs, which he afterward

pierces at their small ends and keeps strung upon a sinew cord, as

shown in plate xxii, 25, from Koyukuk river and figure 23 of the same

plate from Uiiaktolik. These he may keep among his small effects

or they may be hung as pendent ornaments to the end of his wife's

waist belf, or to the strap of her needle case. When they are used in

this way as ornaments, the men frequently etch little patterns upon

them, as shown in some of the specimens (plate xxii, 23), which have

about their center a double band of incised lines, making a zigzag pat-

tern, with the raven totem mark toward the larger end. Various other

figures are also drawn upon these ornaments as fancy may dictate.
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The people of Kowak and Noatak rivers, like those of Point Hope
and the adjacent Arctic coast, wear large labrets, varying from half an
inch to neaily two inches in diameter. The materip,ls from which these
are made varies greatly, among them, being granite, syenite, jadite,,

quartz, slate, glass, lignite, and wood,'as well as walrus and fossil mam-
moth ivory. The heads, as already described,,may be round, squarely
beveled, angular, knoblike, or of various other forms. The photographs
of men taken at Point Hope andKotzebue spund show the appearance
of these objects when in place (plate xxiii and figure 10).

Fig. 10—Kotzebue sound Malemtit men and wimien.

The specimen from Point Hope, figured in plate xxii, 24, is a knob-

head labret made of a dark green stone. Another from the same

locality (plate xxii, 13) has a hat-shape base of ivory with a large blue

bead on a wooden pin inserted in a hole made in the basal portion of

the labret.

In wearing large stone labrets, the lip is dragged down by their

weight, so that the lower teeth and gum.s are exposed. It is the usual

custom to wear but one of the larger size at a time, one of smaller

dimensions being inserted on the opposite side of the mouth. While

traveling with these people in winter, I found that during cold days
18 i.:th 4
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the labrets were invariably removed in order to prevent the lip from

freezing, as must have occurred had they remained in place. The
labrets were removed and carried in a small bag until we approached
a village at night, when they were taken out and replaced, that the

Fig. 11—Tattooing on women (a, South of Yukon moutli; b. East cape, Siberia; c,c. Head of

Kotzebue sound).

wearer might present a proper appearance before the people. They
are also sometimes removed when eating and before retiring for the

night.
TATTOOINa

Tattooing is universally practiced among the women of the Bering
strait region, but has attained its greatest development on the Siberian

coast and St Lawrence island. On the tundra south of the Yukon only

part of the women are tattooed, and I was informed that the practice

is comparatively recent among them. They claim to have adopted it

from the women of Nunivak island, who had straight lines on their

cheeks, and also from having seen tattooing on the faces of Tinn^

women.' Tlie common pattern used in this district is a pair of lines

across the chin from each corner of the mouth, as shown in figure ll,a.

Fig. 12—Tattooing on a St Lawrence island girl.

Malemut women, as well as those from Noatak and Kowak rivers,

cross the chin with series of lines of tattooing radiating from the lower

lip, as shown in figure 11, 6, c; they also frequently have straight lines

across the back of the wrist and forearm. On St Lawrence island and
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the adjacent Siberian coast women have the sides of tbeir faces (figure
12) and their arms and breasts covered with finely designed patterns of
circles and scroll work, sometimes crossed by straight lines.

At East cape, the women ordinarily have six or eight pairs of lines

crossing their chins, and on each side of their faces patterns of circles

7^
Fig. 13—Tattooing on a woman of St Lawrence isl.iinl.

and spiral lines; also, two or three vertical, parallel lines crossing their

temples and extending to the chin. The patterns on the cheeks

usually cover a space about four inches in width extending from the ear

toward the nose and from the eye to the lower jaw.
On the inside of the forearm two long parallel lines usually extend

from the elbow to the bor-

der of the palm. These

are crossed just below the

elbow by two short lines,

and the svrist is crossed by
four lines which soxuetimes

completely encircle that part of the arm (figure 14). On the body the

tattooing covers the breast and sometimes the shoulders and upper
arms.

The pattern shown in figure 12 was seen on the face of a little girl of

St Lawrence island. Figure 13, showing the tattooing' on the face of a

Fig. 14—Tattooing on a woman's arm, East cape, Siberia.
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woman of this island, is from a sketch made and kindly presented to

me by Mr Henry W. Elliot.

At Mechigme bay, Siberia, a man was seen who had a double circle

connected by radiating lines on each cheek (flgiire 15, a). At Plover

bay a boy had the raven totem over each eye, as shown in the illustra-

tions of totem markings. On St Lawrence island a man had circles,

representing labrets, near the lower corners of his mouth, and two

short, parallel lines on each temple (figure 15, h).

BEADS AND EARRINOS

The practice of piercing the septum of little girls is still common

among the Eskimo of the Alaskan mainland. While the children are

small they wear one or more beads about the size of buckshot pendent
from this hole so that they rest upon the upper lip. When the girl

reaches maturity, the nose beads are not worn, and I never observed

any use made by women of the hole in the septum except for carrying

..- \

Fig. 15—Circular fomis of tattooing («, ou a Mechigme bay man ; b, on a St Lawrence island young
man).

small objects like needles, which are frequently thrust through the

opening and held in place by the pressure of the wings of the nose on

either side.

On the Asiatic coast large boys and young men were frequently seen

wearing two or three beads strung on their hair so as to hang down

over their foreheads. The hair and the clothing of little girls and young
women of the district south of the lower Yukon are highly ornamented-

with beads. These are hung in parallel strings, held in position as flat

bands by means of small, flat, ivory rods, or by strips of heavy skin

pierced with holes at short intervals, through which x)ass the cords on

which the beads are strung. Loops of these bands sometimes hang
from the earrings over the shoulders to the breast; others are attached

to the braids of hair above the ears. To these loops is frequently

attached a heavy copper ring.

The practice among women of piercing the lobe or outer edge of the

ear is common in all the territory occupied by the Eskimo visited by
me. In some instances only the lobe is pierced, and in others holes
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are made along the outer border above the lobe. It is also common
for men to have their ears pierced, particularly in the district between
the Yukon and Kuskokwim, where they wear huge earrings, from which
frequently hang strings of beads, extending under the chin from ear
to ear in a long loop. The variety of earrings worn by the women in
the vicinity of the Yukon and the Kuskokwim is very great, as shown
by the series illustrated in plates xxiv and xxv; they are made of

ivory, with occasional settings of beads or other objects. Elsewhere
along the coast very much less variety in the ornamentation of these

objects was observed.

It is interesting to note that the greatest richness of ornamentation
and variety in form of earrings is found among the people of the district

south of the lower Yukon, which coincides with the elaborate style of
their carvings on masks and other objects.

Earrings worn by men of the tundra between the Yukon mouth and
the lower Kuskokwim are made of ivory and are very large. They are

usually rectangular and measure from an inch and a quarter to two
inches in length by three-quarters of an inch to an inch and a quarter
in width. Frequently there are four plane sides, but some of them
have the lower end rounded, while others have this portion beveled
from each side to the center. They commonly taper slightly from
above downward. The front is excavated, leaving a narrow rim of

ivory around the border, the sides of the excavation being parallel
with the outline of the tablet-like piece forming the ornament. Fre-

quently this excavated space is crossed midway by a narrow ridge of

ivory, which subdivides the central opening into upper and lower divi-

sions of equal size. This sunken area is then filled with some kind of

cement, probably made from spruce gum, in which are set various

shining objects.

The following descriptions cover some of the most interesting forms
of men's and women's earrings contained in the collection. The speci-
men from Kaialigamut shown in plate xxv, 12, measures an inch and a

quarter in length by three quarters of an inch in width and has its

outer face divided by an ivory ridge. The excavated spaces are filled

with a black cement, and set in each subdivision are three small, square

pieces of lead, making six on each earring. The lower end is beveled

to a point, and like all of these large earrings has a boss on the pos-
terior surface near the lower border, which is pierced with a hole for

fastening the ends of little pendants of beads. In addition, this speci-

men has a longer string of beads passing beneath the chin to the

opposite side. The hook for attaching these ornaments to the ear is

cut from the same piece of ivory and extends back and downward

nearly to the lower point of the carving.
Another example from Kaialigamut (plate xxv, 10) is similar. in shape

to the one last described, with the lower end beveled to a point. It is

two inches in length by an inch and one-eighth wide, and has set in
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the cemented outer face several fragments of bottle glass. Ou the

back is the usual long, stout hook, and a small pierced knob or boss

is provided near the lower point for the attachment of strings of beads.

The earring from Nunivak island shown in plate xxv, 13, is an inch

and five-eighths long by au inch wide, with the lower end of bow shape.
The excavated front surface is not subdivided by an ivory ridge, but

has an insertion of some white substance crossed by regular black lines

forming a diamond-shape pattern over which is neatly fitted a piece of

window glass.

Another specimen (plate xxv, 11), from Big lake, is of quadrilateral
outline and has an ivory septum across the center forming two sub-

divisions filled with cement, in which are set four rounded fragments
of brass, one at each corner, with a round bead of iron in tlie center.

A smaller specimen than this, from the same locality, has four white

beads set in the cement at each corner of the subdivisions, with frag-

ments of glass in the center. Another earring, from KoFiigunugumut,
has small fragments of mica imbedded in the cement.

The greatest variety of carving, however, is shown in the earrings
worn by women. These are sometimes plane-face, quadrate, or oval

pieces of ivory with a stout hook in the back
; but, as a rule, the fronts

are variously carved and ornamented.

A common style of ornamentation consists of a series of concentric

rings with a round pit or dot in the center. Their faces are frequently
crossed by fine, etched, ray-like lines. Another form is that of the

circles and ray-like lines shown in plate xxiv, 18, from Askinuk.
All these rings have a stout hook for attaching them to the ear, and
a pierced boss near the lower border, on the posterior side, for the attach-

ment of a string of beads.

From Cape Vancouver was obtained the specimen shown in plate

XXIV, 5, which exhibits another form, consisting of a circle five-eighths

of an inch in diameter, with a round hole in the center and a knob on

each corner, and a long, narrow bar at its lower edge, all carved from

a single piece of ivory. The front is surrounded by a series of seven

neatly etched concentric circles.

From the same locality is a similar earring (plate xxiv, 1), having
the circles spaced in pairs, between the outer and the next to the outer

set of which are a series of round, sunken dots.

The example illustrated in plate xxiv, 2, from Nunivak island, is an

inch and an eighth long by three-fourths of an inch wide. The upper

portion is circular, with concentric rings, and the central hole is filled

with a little ivory plugj the borders have on each corner a little spur,

also of ivory, and below, extending downward, two oblong ivory pro-

jections with rounded ends which are pierced by a small, round hole.

The front surfaces of these are convex and are covered with a series of

five concentric circles; etched lines extend from the outer circle down
on the front of the lower projections, and a little circle surrounds each

of the holes near the lower end.
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The specimen from Chalitmut figured in plate xxiv, 6, is small and
rounded

J
it is a little over half an inch in diameter, and has a rounded

knob at each corner. The center has a black spot and two concentric

rings with spaced dots scattered around these and a dot in the middle
of each corner i)rojection.

Another small set (plate xxiv, 8) from Chalitmut measures half an
inch in diameter and is rudely oval in shape, with five small circles and
dots arranged in the form of a cross on a slightly convex face.

A single earring obtained from St Michael (number 1292G5) exhibits

two circles, joined one below the other, and each having the front cov-

ered with concentric rings with a piece of lead set in the center. There
is a hole at the lower end for the attachment of a string of beads.
A pair from Nulukhtnlogumut (plate xxiv, 3) measure three-quarters

of an inch in width. They are of the usual rounded pattern with pro-

jecting corners, and with the center excavated and set with half of a
blue bead, which is surrounded by two concentric circles, the outer one

having spur-like etched lines drawn from it to the corner projections.
Another example (plate xxiv, 4) from Kaialigamut, is three-<iuarters

of an inch in diameter, with rounded outline and convex face, in which
is set half of a large, amber-colored glass bead.

In addition to the styles already described, the country between the

lower Yukon and the Kuskokwim affords a considerable variety of these

ornaments, upon which are carved the features of men, animals, and

tunghat. These are usually oval in outline, measuring from half an
inch to three-quarters of an inch in diameter, but some are oblong in

shape. A pair from Chalitmut (plate xxiv, 15) are square, with the

features raised in relief in the center.

A pair from Kushutuk (plate xxiv, 13) are each three-quarters of an
inch in length and in shape represent a small seal.

The ornamentation of the specimen from Cape Vancouver illustrated

in plate xxiv, 10, represents the features of a timghdJc, and on another

from the same locality (plate xxiv, 14) is shown the face of a short-

ear owl.

Northward from St Michael to Bering strait the earrings used are

more oblong in shape, being longer and narrower in proportion j they
are also less handsomely ornamented, and the entire workmanship is

more crude. These measure from half an inch to an inch and a half

in length and from an eighth to half an inch in diameter.

An oblong, convex-face pair (plate xxiv, 19), from Sledge island,

measure a little over an inch and a quarter in length and three eighths
of an inch in breadth, and have half of a large blue bead set in the

front of each. Most of the earrings from this island have the faces

crossed by deeply incised lines, although there were obtained one or

two pairs which are perfectly plain.

The specimen from Cape Vancouver shown in plate xxiv, 7, is a disk

with a series of concentric circles on its face; another (plate xxiv, 11)
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from the same locality represents a grotesque human face with tufts

tied on each side to represent a woman's braided hair, while another

(plate XXIV, 17), obtained also at the same place, represents the features

of a seal.

The only metal earrings obtained were collected on the lower Yukon.

They are made of copper, of the usual round style worn by women, with

concentric circles on the iface and projecting knobs at the corners.

A pair of earrings (plate xxiv, 9), obtained at St Michael by Mr L. M.

Turner, show smooth, disk-like faces three-eighths of an inch in diam-

eter, back of which project for about a quarter of an inch rounded

ivory pins extending downward three-quarters of an inch to roughly

truncated tips pierced for the reception of the ends of a. string of beads.

These are the only earrings of this description that were seen.

A pair from Cape Vancouver (plate xxiv, 12) are long, narrow, and

oval in shape. They are an inch long, by three-eighths of an inch wide,

and taper down to a narrow, flattened point pierced as usual for attach-

ing a string of beads. Extending lengthwise along the median line of

the faces is a ridge from which the surface is beveled away on both

sides. On this doubly beveled surface is represented, by means of

incised lines and dots, a grotesque human face with labret holes below

the corners of the mouth.

Another pair, from Nulukhtulogumut (plate xxiv, 10), are broadly
oval in outline with a grotesque human face on the front; they measure

seven-eighths of an inch long by nearly three-quarters of an inch wide.

Plate XXV, 9, shows a pair from Chalitmut, three quarters of an inch

long by half an inch wide, having an oval outline and a slightly con-

vex face. An incised line extends vertically through the center, with

two j)airs of beveled lines extending thence diagonally downward to

the border on each side. In the three spaces thus made along each

side of the surface are three small circles and dots. From the lower

ends of these rings hang two pendants of beads two and one-half inches

in length, and a string of beads twelve inches in length connects them

below the chin.

A pair of rounded earrings from Sfugunugumut (i>late xxv, 7) are

about seven-eighths of an inch in diameter and have knob-like projec-

tions on four corners, each of the latter having an incised dot in the

center. The faces are marked by two concentric circles, with a hole in

the center, which is plugged with wood. A hole in the lower edge of

these rings serves to attach the upper edge of a band over four inches

in length, made of seven strings of beads, which are spaced near. the

upper end by a flattened ivory rod an inch and a half long, pierced
with a hole for each string. Near the lower end they are held in place

by a similar strip made from a thick piece of sealskin.

On the islands as well as on both shores of Bering strait, the women

frequently wear pendent from their earrings, in place of beads, strings

of the little orange-color horny sheaths from the angle of the bill of
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the crested auklet, in a double row four or five inches in length and

terminating in one or more beads.

HAIR ORNAMENTS AND COMBS

The tonsure is universally practiced by the Eskimo wherever I

traveled among them, whether on the American or on the Siberian

coast, with the. possible exception of some of them in the upper Kusko-

FiQ. 16—Hair combs (j%).

kwira region. The general style is to shave the top of the head, leaving

a narrow fringe of hair about the.border, which usually is kept trimmed

evenly two or three inches in length around the head.

The women dress their hair by parting it along the median line and

arranging it in a pendent braid or club-shape mass behind the ear, as

shown in the accompanying illustration (plate xxvi) of some women at

Cape Smith. Sometimes the ends of the braids are united at the back

of the head, or they may be arranged with strips of fur or strings of
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beads into club-shape rolls hanging down to tbe shoulders or even over

the breast. Very often the strips of fur worn are those of the animal

representing the family totem, aud when wrapped about the hair in this

manner they indicate the gens to which the woman belongs.
South of the Yukon mouth the women are especially fond of orna-

menting the pendent rolls or braids of hair by hauging bands and

strings of beads upon them with ivory ornaments attached, some of

which are figured. They usually represent the faces of animals or of

grotesque semihuman creatures. The ornament from Big lake illus-

trated in plate xxv, 1, is of ivory and represents the face of a wolf.

Another (plate xxv, 2), from Koiiigunugumut, represents a grotesque,
semihuman face. On one from the lower Kuskokwim (plate xxv, 3)

there is a representation of a human countenance, while one from

Agiukchugumut (plate xxv, 4) shows also a grotesque face. Another

specimen from Big lake (plate xxv, 6) is ornamented with a conven-

tional pattern.

Combs used by the Eskimo for the hair are made by cutting slots in

the straight edge of flat or slightly curved pieces of deerhorn, walrus

ivory, or bone.

A rather elaborately made deerhorn comb (figure 16, 1) is from the

lower Yukon, it has a series of teeth along one edge; the handle has a

bear's head in relief on each side, and a'ring of the material is left on

the back to strengthen the comb and to attbrd a better grip for the

hand. The upper side of the handle is crossed by parallel grooves
and a zigzag pattern formed by a series of circles pierced with central

holes.

A specimen from Sledge island (figure 16, 5) is a flat tablet of deer-

horn with a series of teeth in one end and two projecting animal heads

carved on the upper end of the handle. Another, from St Michael

(figure 16, 4), is of deerhorn, with the handle ornamented by lines and
dots and terminating in a ring. In figure 16, 6, is shown a comb, from

the Diomede islands, made from a hollow bone, which has a series of

teeth of different sizes surrounding each end.

Figure 16,2, shows an example from Nunivak island made from apiece
of walrus ivory, and has one end provided with large teeth and the

other with smaller ones. Another, from St Lawrence island (figure

16,3), is cut from a paddle-shape piece of bone. It has large rounded

teeth and a slender handle, pierced near its upper end.

BRACELETS

Bracelets of iron, brass, or copper are worn by women jmd girls

throughout the region visited. The men also use bracelets made of a

sealskin cord on which is strung one or more large beads of ivory or

other substance. They are generally used while at sea for rolling under

the end of the sleeves of the waterproof skin frock. In plate xxv, 5,

is shown an example of these bracelets from ISTunivak island.
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BELTS AND BELT BUTTONS

Throughout the Eskimo country from the lower Kuskokwim to the
Arctic coast, a favorite waist belt worn by the women is made from the

incisors of reindeer. These are obtained by cutting oft' the tip of the

lower jaw, leaving sufficient bone to retain the teeth in their natural

position. These rows of teeth are sewed along a strap of rawhide,
one overlapping the next in scale-like succession, so that they form a

continuous series along its entire length.

Some of these belts have a double row of such teeth, and as each set

represents a reindeer, it is evident that a long period of hunting is

necessary ere a sufiicient number can be accumulated.

In addition to the belts made of reindeer incisors, they have others

made by fastening along the surface of a strap of tanned sealskin a

series of smooth brass buttons in close succession, or they ornament
the entire length of the outer surface of the belt with circles and lines

of beads arranged according to the fancy of the wearer.

When worn, the belts are brought loosely around the waist and held

in place by a toggle or button, which is attached to the belt by a short

cord tied through a hole pierced in the button for the purpose. These

cords are attached to the belt about a foot or fifteen inches from the

ends, so that the latter hang down in front of the hips on each side.

The belt buttons are passed through a cord loop on the opposite side

of the belt and thus hold it in place. They are made of ivory, bone, or

reindeer horn, and have very great variety of form. Some are merely
rounded knobs, or are made from the tooth of a bear or walrus pierced

in the middle, while others are in the form of hooks. Flat button-

shape carvings, with squared, circular, or oval outlines are common,
but most numerous of all are those made in the forms of seals, walrus,

birds, and men.

A number of these objects have been illustrated (plate xxvii) in

order to show their great variety and to demonstrate the skill and

ingenuity in carving which these people possess.

The following notes describe the character of those figured, which

are made of ivory except where other substances are indicated.

The specimen from Cape Nome, illustrated in plate xxvii, 1; is a

good exami)le of this style of fastener. A similar object, shown in

figure 2 of the same plate, is from Chalitmut; this is a fragment of

deerhorn, an inch and three-quarters long and three-quarters of an

inch in diameter, smoothly rounded, and pierced with a central hole.

Another (figure 4), from Kotzebue sound, consists of a long, quadran-

gular piece of walrus ivory an inch and a half long by half an inch in

width, with a narrow, raised ear or projection on the middle of the

inner surface, which is pierced lengthwise for the passage of a cord;

the front is marked with incised lines. Figure 5 illustrates a specimen

from Chalitmut, which is somewhat similar in shape to the last,
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except that it is round and about half an inch in diameter. It has a

flattened projection on one side, which is pierced to receive the cord.

Another example from Cape Nome (plate xxvii, G) is a narrow, oblong

piece of ivory, having the front strongly convex and the back slightly

concave, with a projection near the middle, through which passes a

broad opening for the cord. Another, from Chalitmut (plate xxvii,

25), is a roughly oval, plummet-like piece of ivory, with a stem-like

projection on one end which is pierced for the cord; the surface is

crossed by incised lines extending around each face and by a similar

line around its greatest diameter, between which and the stem are four

sets of circles and dots.

The specimen from Anogogmut, illustrated in plate xxvii, IG, is a

neatly made carving of a seal an inch and three-eighths long, with a

projecting ear-like piece on its lower surface, through which a trian-

gular hole admits a cord. Another, from Nunivak island (plate xxvii,

15), is a double oval carving, with an angular projecting ear on the

lower surface for the attachment of the cord. On the front the double

oval surface meets at a narrow neck, each end having etched upon it a

grotesque countenance, jirobably representing the face of a seal.

The fastener shown in plate xxvii, 12, from Sfugunugumut, is an

inch and a half long, made from walrus ivory in the shape of a white

whale, and is pierced through the side. Figure 3 shows a carving
from Agiukchugumut, two and a quarter inches in length, slightly

resembling in outline the incisor of a bear; on the truncated end is a

grotesque semihuman face, and etched ujion the sides are lines, circles,

and dots, including the representation of fore and hind limbs. It

represents some being recognized in the mythology of the Eskimo.

Plate XXVII, 7, represents a neatly made carving, an inch and three-

quarters long, in the form of a walrus, the flippers of the animal being

conventionally shown in relief. It is from the lower Kuskokwim.
Plate XXVII, 11, shows a miniature carving, from Sledge island, repre-

senting a white bear; it is an inch long and is pierced through the side

for the cord.

Plate XXVII, 8, illustrates a fastener, from Nunivak island, represent-

ing a walrus. It measures two and a half inches in length and is

pierced vertically for the cord.

An unnumbered piece from Kushunuk is a small carving represent-

ing on its front a grotesque figure of a woman; it is pierced on the

back for the passage of the cord.

Plate XXVII, 10, represents a small carving, from Nunivak island, an

inch and three-eighths long, almond-shape in outline, flat on the lower

edge and concave on the upper; the latter surface has marked ujjon it

the figure of a fish, with a broad, deeply incised, crescent-shape
mouth

;
it is pierced vertically for the cord.

Plate xxvii, 11, shows a fiistener from Cape Nome; it measures an

inch and a half in length and represents the heads of two polar bears
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with open mouths aud joined at the necks. A hole passes laterally-

through the bases of the necks for the cord; the heads are divided by
a deep, broad incision, separating them from each other at their bases.

Another fastener from Cape Nome (figure 17) is a fine piece of com-

posite carving. Held in one position it represents the head of a white

bear; turned with the other surface upward it represents a seal, the ears

of the bear serving in that case for the fore-flippers of the latter animal,
while a ridge along both sides of the posterior portion of the seal's

body marks the position of its hind flippers and serves to outline the

lower jaws of the bear. This object can also be used as a cord handle.

Plate XXVII, 13, from Point Hope, is an excellent representation of

the skull of a walrus an inch and a half in length. Figure 21 of the

same plate represents a fastener from Askinuk, in the form of a seven-

fingered human hand.

Another style of button or belt fastener is made from a rounded,

oval, or quadrangular flattened piece of ivory or bone, pierced through
the center with a single hole for the accommodation of the belt cord.

The following fasteners are also illustrated in plate xxvii:

Figure 19, from the lower Yukon,
is a thiu, square piece of ivory,

pierced in the center by a hole for

the cord; its border is surrounded

by a series of etched lines, forming
a wave pattern; extending toward

the center from each corner are

etched the tridentate marks repre-

senting the raven totem. ^^^ i,_j^.„^y ^^,^ ,^^^^^^

Figure 20 is from Cape Vancou-

ver. It has a circular face, with four projecting knobs at the corners,

and etched upon the front are seven concentric circles; the knobs at

the corners are pierced and the holes are plugged with wood; two

circular lines surround the holes.

Figure 22, from Cape Prince of Wales, is a round, convex-face piece

of ivory, with the surface neatly carved in relief with a wave pattern

alternating with rings; a large ear-like projection on the back is

pierced for the cord.

Figure 18, from Anogogmut, is an inch and a quarter long, rounded

above and square below, with a slightly oval front, on which, in low

relief, is a grotesque human face. The usual ear-like ring on the back

serves for attaching the cord.

Figure 17, from Nunivak island, is an inch and three-eighths long

and an inch and a quarter wide. It is excavated at the back, and on

the front has a well-made representation of human features, with the

mouth and the eyes pierced, and with lines representing snow goggles

across the eyes; on the back is a strong ear for attaching the cord.

Figure 24, from Cape Vancouver, represents the head of a salmon;
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it is hollow and has an ivory pin passing through its base, to which a
cord may be attached.

In addition to the button-like objects described, other belt fasteners

are made in the form of hooks. These vary from plain hooks, as in

plate XXVII, 30, to the elaborately carved forms shown in this plate.

Figure 26, from Agiukchiigumut, has its surface marked by incised

lines inclosing the eye at the base of the hook, passing thence to a

point, where they unite. A similar but larger specimen is more elab-

orately ornamented on its surface.

Figure 27, from Chalitmut, represents a fish, and has an incision

along the entire length, following its outline.

Figure 23, also from Chalitmut, is a square, flattened piece of ivory
with a slit-like notch cut in on one side to a hole in the center, and
with £i beveled edge on one face. Both surfaces are marked by heavily
incised lines.

'

Figure 28, from the mouth of the Yukon, is a rudely made hook with
the head of an animal carved upon the outer end, the other end being
pierced by a hole for the cord; along the back of the animal, from
between the ears, extends an incised line, from which other lines

extend diagonally down the sides as though outlining segments.

Figure 29, from the northern end of Norton sound, is a curiously
made hook in the shape of a human figure, represented as sitting on

its legs with the body bent forward and the head supported by the

hands placed on either side of the face; the area inclosed between the

neck and the arms serves for attaching the belt cord, and the legs

extending forward and upward para,llel to the body serve as a hook
for insertion into the opposite loop.

Figure 9, from Kushunuk, represents a rudely outlined, grotesque
human figure.

•

Figure 30, from Agiukchugumut, shows a plain hook with an eye
for the cord and two lines etched along the surface, surrounding the

eye and following the outline.

The men and boys wear belts of various kinds. Sometimes these

inay be simply a rawhide cord or strap of tanned skin; more com-

monly, however, they are made of the skin taken from the feet of a
wolverine or wolf, the claws being left on. It is soft-tanned without

removing the hair and the edges are sewed together to make a continu-

ous band; on the back is sewed the skin of the animal's head, the

nose being attached to the belt and the tail fastened to the lower end.

These belts are highly prized, and it is very seldom that a man or a

boy, unless he be very poor, does not i^ossess his wolverine or wolf-skin

belt. It is supposed to give the wearer a certain strength and prowess
similar to those qualities in the animal from which the skin was taken.

Belts representing the totem animal of the owner are also worn, and
sometimes the mummi fied bodies of the little weasel are jittached to them
in front, in the belief that some of the animal's prowess will be conveyed
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to the wearer. These weasel belts were most frequently seen among
people from the bead of Norton bay and Kaviak peninsula, where
they seemed to be particularly prized. The people from that section

offered as much as two dollars' worth of furs for the skin and the head
of a weasel for this pur])ose.

ESWte;5»s^.

Fig. 18—Lamp from Poiut Barrow.

UTENSIl^S AJ^T> IMPLEMENTS

LAMPS

Throughout western Alaska, including the islands of Bering strait,

and upon the coast of Siberia, open lamps are used for burning seal oil;

they are made of clay, soap-

stone, or other easily worked

stone, and present considera

ble variety of form.

At Poiut Barrow I saw a

fine soapstoue lamp (figure

18), 2 feet long and 10 inches

broad, weighing about 30

pounds. The owner refused

to sell it, but the accomi)any-

ing sketch made
af;

the time shows the manner in which it is sub-

divided by ridges of stone, with sunken interspaces; it is symmetrical
in form and suboval in outline, with the convexity greatest on one side.

At East cape, Siberia, 1 saw a stone lamp lying upon a grave, just
back of the village, which is similar in outline to the Point Barrow

lamp described, but it lacked the subdivisions

across the interior; it is about 15 inches long and

proportionately broad.

The specimen illustrated in ])late xxviii, 3, was
found on the eastern coast of Siberia; it is made of

stone, is suboval in outline, deeply excavated at

the back, and slopes upward to a broad ledge in

front; this ledge is crossed by a ridge of stone cut

through in the center for holding the wick.

On the Diomede islands similar lamps were found

in use, but a child's toy, made from ivory in shape of a lamp, was

obtained on one of these islands, which shows a different form (figure

19). It is suboval in outline and deepest in the center, with a ridge

extending along each side just above the bottom, and with a groove
cut through the middle of each side for the wick. This lamp is repre-

sented as standing upon a stool like frame, which is supported by four

legs, with a crosspiece on each side and two crosspieces on the ends to

hold the legs in place.

An example (number 64223) from llotham inlet is of stone, subtri-

angular in outline, with the convexity greatest on one side, toward which

Fig. 19—Ivory carvinj;

represeutiug a lamp
and stand (full size).
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the bottom slopes; the long, nearly straight, unuotched adge forms

the ledge on which the wick rests.

From St Lawrence island a number of lamps were obtained, showing
considerable variety of form.

Plate XXVIII, 7, represents a lamp made of clay, 11|; inches long, 0^

wide, and 2| deep; it is siiboval in outline, with a tray-shape bottom; a

high, thin ridge runs along each side, just above the bottom, which

projects upward, and inclines a little outward; a deej) notch is cut

through tlie middle of these ridges close to the level of the bottom for

receiving the wick. The form of this lamp is precisely that indicated

on the toy carving from the Diomede islands above described (figure 19).

Plate XXVIII, 8, illustrates a lamp from St Lawrence island, 14i inches

long by 12^ wide and 2| deep. It is like the last in general shape, but

slopes gradually from the sides downward to within a short distance

of the bottom, Avhen it drops suddenly to a depressed area about an

inch deep, which occupies the entire bottom of the lamp; along each

side of the bottom projects a ridge, which slopes upward and a little

toward the middle. These ridges are pierced by a round hole near

each end, about on a line with the bottom of the lamp, through which

the wicks were inserted. Both this lamp and the one last described

undoubtedly stood upon framework supports, and were used probably
for cooking i)urposes.

A tray-shape clay lamp (number 63569) from St Lawrence island is

16^ inches long by lOf wide; it has two projecting ridges on the inner

sides, midway between the rim and the bottom, for supporting the

wick. This, like the other large lamps from this island already

described, was undoubtedly used for cooking.
Plate XXVIII, 4, shows a tray-shape lamp from St Lawrence island,

which undoubtedly was used solely for illuminating purposes. It has

the upper border Hattened smoothly on three sides; along the front the

slope extends gently backward toward the deepest part. Extending
lengthwise, midway between the bottom and the front border or lip, is

a thin projecting ridge; the front border of the lamp above this ledge
shows signs of having been burnt; evidently the wicks had their bases

supported against the raised ridge while their upi)er edges projected
from the, lip.

Plate XXVIII, 5, represents the support for the last-described lamp.
It is made of clay, and is in the form of a pot 5 inches high and 6f wide.

It has a flat bottom, with tlie sides rounded to the front, where a cres-

centic depression is made in the border, with a slightly raised point on

the rim at each side. The lamp was placed on the mouth of the vessel,

the depressed portion of which is just beneath the point where the wick

rests along the outer edge of the lip, so that any drippings of oil which

might run down would be caught in the vessel below.

The lamp from St Lawrence island shown in plate xxviii, 9, is some-

what similar in shape to the preceding, but having the bottom flattened
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and on the posterior side a handle like projection which extends outward
for two inches from the general outline of the lamp. Along the opposite
side the bottom slopes gradually from the border to the side next to

the projection just described, where its deepest point is found. Just
below the border is a ridge for supporting the wick, which rests along
the upper edge of the lamp in front. Plate xxviii, 10, represents a
wooden bowl-like holder or support for this lamp. It is excavated into

a smoothly oval, gourd-shape depression, and has the bottom fiat to

insure its retaining an upright position.

All of the lamps from St Lawrence island are made with nearly tiat

bottoms, with the exception of that shown in plate xxyiii, 4, in which
the base is rounded.

Plate XXVIII, 12, from Norton bay, is a crescentic toy lamp made of

stone, with a sharp edge extending almost straight across one side, the

remainder of the border approaching a semicircle.

Figure 11 of the same plate is a clay lamp from St Michael, very
similar in shape to the preceding; it is the ordinary form used at that

locality and in other villages of the TJnalaklit.

From St Michael there is a toy lamp (number 43470) made apparently

by utilizing a natural hollow in a small stone. There is also a small

toy lamp of stone (number 0475), from Oape Darby, of crescentic out-

line, and sloping from the nearly straight border to the deepest point
below the rim on the opposite side.

Figure 6 represents a stone lamp obtained by Mr L. M. Turner at

St Michael; it is nearly pear-shape in outline, with a smoothly sunken

depression.

Figure 2, from Big lake, shows a round, saucer-shape toy lamp of

clay, with the bottom rounded and the interior regularly depressed. A
series of three parallel grooves are incised around the outer edge, near

the border; inside the border are seven incised parallel grooves, suc-

ceeded by two others which encircle the center of the bottom and are

connected with the series on the side by four spoke-like rays, each of

which is formed by a series of four incised lines with an intermediate

row of dots.

Similar round, saucer-shape lamps are in common use from the Kus-

kokwim to the Yukon mouth and are found also along the shore of

Norton sound to St Michael. One of these lamps from the lower

Yukon bears Museum number 38078a. It has two grooves encircling

the outside, near the border; inside are four heavy grooves, and a large

cross is incised in the center of the bottom.

DIPPERS, LADLES, AND SPOONS

In the neighborhood of Norton sound and the lower Yukon the most

common form of dipper is made by cutting a long, thin strip of spruce,

three to six inches wide, and fashioning one end into the form of a

handle; the other end is thinned down to a long, wedge shape pointy

18 ETH 5
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and the wood is steamed and bent upon itself so that the thin edge
rests against the strip just inside of the base of the handle. It is then

held in position by means of two pairs of sticks clamped upon opposite
sides and tied by a wrapping of cord or spruce rootlets. After the

frame becomes dry the clamps are removed and a series of holes are

punched through the overlapping wood. The bottom of the cylinder
formed by the sides has a groove extending around it, in which is fitted

a circular or an oval piece of wood, with the edges chamfered. When
this bottom is in place the stitching of rootlets is passed through the

series of holes in the overlapping ends, holding them permanently in

position.

Plate XXIX, figures 6 and 7, illustrate dippers of this description
from Norton sound and Sledge island, respectively. The latter is not

colored; the former has on the outside of the handle a band extending
around the upper and lower edges of the sides, and a strip around the

sides of the bottom painted red. The red borders on the sides are

outlined on their inner edges by narrow black lines in a slight groove.

Figure 8 of the same plate represents a dipper of slightly dift'erent

pattern from the lower Yukon. It is obovate in horizontal section, and
near the beveled edge of the end of the strips of wood which form the

sides of the dipper there is a slightly raised boss extending across it as

a strengthener. Exactly opposite this is a similar thickening of the

side, which strengthens it and renders the curves around the ends

uniform, in the same manner that a thickening in the center of a bow
braces it and governs the curves. After being steamed the wood is

bent until two notches cut in the upper edge come together at the

points where one end of the strip should overlap the other inside of

the handle. The ends are then held in place by means of four short,

stout sticks, which are bound in pairs on the outer and inner sides by
means of tightly wrapped spruce roots, which form a strong clamp.
In this manner the wood is held firmly in place until it dries, after

which the clamps are removed and a double series of holes are pierced
for sewing. A groove is cut on tlie inner side near the lower edge,
into which the chamfered edges of the bottom are sprung. Spruce root-

lets are then sewed along the holes pierced in the side, and the dipper
is ready for use.

Plate XXIX, 12, from Ikogmut (Mission), represents a round, bowl-

shape dipper cut from a single piece of wood, with a flat handle project-

ing on the inner side; its capacity is about a quart.

Figure 10 of the same plate, from St Lawrence island, is a flat-

bottom, bowl-shape dipper, a little smaller than the preceding, which

has a round handle projecting from one side with a quadrate opening
cut through it.

The dipper from Cape Nome shown in plate xxix, 9, is made from

the horn of a Dall's sheep. It has a deep spoon-shape bowl, with a

long, slender handle provided with an ivory pin, held in place by two

ivory pegs set in a slot cut through its outer end and projecting down-
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ward with a recurved book. This is intended to prevent the hand from
slipping. Dippers similar to this were obtained from Kotzebue sound.

Among the handsome dippers observed was one seen at Point Hope,
made from fossil mammoth ivory. It was oblong in outline, with a

deeply excavated interior and a handle projecting at one end.
Plate XXIX, 3, from Cape Nome, shows an oval, spoon-shape ladle,

with a rounded handle, pierced by two orifices, projecting from one side.

A ladle similar to the preceding in form of handle is common along
the coast of Bering strait from Cape Nome to the Diomede islands.
A specimen from Sledge island, shown in figure 2 of plate xxix, is

similar as to the form of the bowl, but has a handle more ornately
carved.

The dipper from Ohalitmut, shown in plate xxx, 24, has a handle

smoothly rounded, with a long, slender, oval hole pierced through it.

The inside of the bowl is surrounded by a checked pattern in black,
with a curious figure representing some mythological being marked on
the center in black paint. This paint is very durable, since it shows
no signs of defacement, although the utensil has been used in hot water
and in greasy compounds.
Plate xxx, 19, from the lower Kuskokwim, is somewhat similar in

outline to the last. The handle is provided with a very small hole, and
the edge of the bowl is elevated like a rim above the point of insertion

of the handle. This spoon has its inner border encircled by two black
lines with crosslines, and in the center is painted, in black, the form of

a seal with a spear attached to its back, to which is fastened a line with
a float at its outer end. Near the upper edge of the handle are black

crossbars.

Plate xxx, 20, from Cape Vancouver, shows a spoon somewhat similar

in shape to the preceding, but with the handle differing in outline and
the inside of the bowl bordered by a black line, with a conventional

drawing of some mythological animal.

Plate XXIX, 5, from Chalitmut, has the outer end of the handle trun-

cated and a long, narrow, triangular slot cut through it; the inside of

the bowl is ornamented with two drawings, in black, of the killer whale,
and the exterior surface is painted red: the handle is crossed by red

and black bars.

Dipper numbered 38630, is similar in outline to that just described.

On the inside the figure of a man, a circle, and two skins, apparently of

otters, are painted in black; the border of the bowl is surrounded on

the inside by a black line. The handle and the lower border are red

and the former is crossed by a black band.

Plate xxx, 21, from Sfugunugumut, is similar in outline to the last

mentioned. It has a seal-like animal painted on the bottom, showing
details of its internal anatomy, and inclosed by two long arms with the

hands extended and the palms pierced similarly to the hands. Similar

figures are seen on masks from this district.

A ladle with a deep bowl, from Paimut, illustrated in plate xxx, 25,
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lias the handle narrowed near the base, then widened and narrowed

aj^ain toward the top, ending in a rounded point; a triangular slot is cut

through the handle, and near the top is a circular hole; its upper sur-

face is carved around the border, and a quadrangular area with incurved

sides is sunken near the base and painted black; on the lower surface

a groove extends in toward the handle on each side and surrounds the

bottom. The form of a small tish is painted in black on the bottom of

the bowl, which, near its border, is surrounded by two black rings
connected by crossbars.

Plate XXX, 23, from Chalitmut, has the handle made in two parts,

joined by a crossbar near the outer end; the lower side of the bowl and

part of the handle are painted red; above this the handle is crossed by
one red and two black bands. On the inside of the bowl are painted

tigures of the curious hybrid animal known in Eskimo mythology as the

metamorphosis of the white whale into a combination of wolf and whale.

Plate XXX, 22, from Sfugunugumut, is similar in form to others

described. It has the inside of the spoon outlined by a black line, and
in the center a pattern like that seen on Avomen's earrings in this dis-

trict, being a circle and a dot with four projecting points which form

corners on the outside of the circle.

Figure 9 of the same plate, from KoFiigunugumut, is a round-handle

spoon, the handle being surrounded at equal intervals with three beads

cut in the wood
;

it is not painted.

Figure 10, from Chalitmut, is a plain-handle spoon having the form

of a seal painted in black on the inner surface.

Figure 16, from the Kuskokwim, is a plain-handle spoon having a

double-head bird painted in black on the inside; the inner border of

the bowl is surrounded by two black lines.

Plate XXIX, 4, shows a spoon from Sabotnisky with a plain handle

narrowed near the bowl, which is pear shape in outline and has the

figure of an otter painted within it. The border is surrounded near the

upper edge by two black lines; the edge of the rim is red, as are also

the borders of the handle on each side, which are connected by a cross-

bar of red in the middle; the two quadrangular areas of plain wood
thus left on the upper surface of the handle are outlined in black.

Plate XXX, 17, also from Sabotnisky, is a long, oval spoon, with the

bowl continued to form the handle; it has both the upper and the

lower surface ornamented with figures in black.

Plate XXIX, 1, represents a rudely shaped ladle from Big lake. It has

a long handle, flattened above and oval below, and is painted red except
on the inner surface of the bowl. On this unpainted portion is out-

lined a figure of the head and fore part of the body of a mythological

animal, combining features of the wolf and the killer whale. The fin

of the whale is shown rising from the shoulders of the animal, while

the fore feet and the head of the wolf are also represented.
Plate XXIX, 11, from St Lawrence island, is a broad, flattened scoop,

with a short, projecting handle on the inner end and nearly square
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across its outer border. This utensil is used for skimming oil or for

taking the scum from boiling meat.

Plate XXX, 15, represents a small, rudely fashioned wooden spoon
from St Lawrence island, somewhat similar In outline to the scoop last
described.

Plate XXX, 18, from Sledge ivsland, is a spoon with a deep bowl and
a short, neatly turned handle.

Plate XXX, 11, from Kulwoguwigumut, is a short-handle spoon
having a narrow black line extending around the inner border of the

bowl, in the center of which are the figures of three reindeer and a

laige pair of antlers in black.

Plate XXX, 11, from Kushunuk, is a short-handle spoon with a

square, shovel-shape edge.
Plate XXX, 13, is similar to the last in shape, but has on the inside

of its bowl the figure of a reindeer in black.

Plate XXX, 12, from Kaialigamut, is a scoop-shape spoon, with a con-

ventional representation of a wolf-like animal on the bowl, which is

also ornamented with bordering lines of black, and is dotted over with

round, red spots.

Plate XXX, 7, from Point Hope, is a small ivory spoon, with a liole in

the handle, to which is attached a piece of rawhide cord.

Fig. 20—Marrow spoon (J).

Plate XXX, 4, from Anogogmat, is a flat spoon, made from reindeer

horn, having its smooth upper surface ornamented with three concentric

circles and a black dot, and two parallel incised lines which extend
around the surface just inside the border.

Plate XXX, 3, from Kushunuk, is a long, narrow spoon of deerhorn,
with a hole in the end of the handle for attaching a cord.

Plate XXX, 5, from Kushunuk, is a deerhorn spoon, oval on the inner

side and straight on the outer side, with a short handle projecting spur-
like on one side.

Plate XXX, 8, from Kushunuk, is a spoon with a shovel-shape bowl
and a projecting arm-like handle at one corner.

Plate XXX, G, from Kushunuk, is a long-bowl, scoop-sliai)e spoon
without any distinct handle.

A rudely made spoon of walrus ivory, from St Lawrence island, is

represented in i)late xxx, 2. It has a hole at one end of the handle for

attaching a cord. Spoons similar in shape were obtained also on the

Diomede islands.

Plate xxx, 1, from Pastolik, is a spoon for extracting the marrow from

bones. The handle is scalloped to receive the fingers; two parallel

lines are etched along the borders of the scallops, which terminate below

with the raven totem mark. A deerhorn marrow spoon from Kigik-
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taiiik has a rounded tip and scalloped handle, as shown in the accom-

panying figure 20.

WOODEN 1)ISHES, TRAYS, AND BUCKETS

The TiuiK' of the lower Yukon, adjoining the territory occupied by ,

the Eskimo, are expert in woodworking. They fashion from spruce

large numbers of wooden dishes, buckets, trays, and ladles, which they
ornament with red and black paint, and the maker usually places his

totem mark on each utensil. They make trips down the river for the

]mrpose of selling their jjroducts to the Eskimo, and travel as far as St

Michael on the seacoast. In addition to this trade with the Eskimo,
the articles manufactured by these people are distributed over a much

greater extent of territory by means of intertribal trading among the

Eskimo themselves.

Besides the ware of this kind obtained from the Tinne, the Eskimo

make similar articles themselves, which are as a rule equally well made.

Examples of this class of work are shown in the ladles, dippers, and

spoons already described and illustrated. The simplest form of tray

or dish made by the Eskimo is that cut from a single piece of wood,
and this variety of utensil is found over a wide area.

Plate XXXI, 1, represents a rude bowl-shape wooden dish from Icy

cape, slightly flattened below to enable it to stand safely.

Figure 2 of the same plate, from St Lawrence island, is a slightly

pear-shape, dipper-like dish, with a flattened bottom and a short, pro-

jecting handle on one side. This is rather rudely made, as are all the

articles obtained on this island.

Figure 9, from the same island, is a tray-like dish with a long,

obovate outline above, and slightly flattened below, with the handle

projecting upright from one end. It is rudely made and is without

ornamentation.

Figure C, from the lower Yukon, is a handsomely made, tray-like dish,

cut from a single piece and bordered around the edge, outside and in,

with a band of red paint, inside of which are two parallel narrow black

lines connected by similar straight crosslines.

Figure 5, from Chalitmut, is a deep tray, oval in outline and having
the head of an animal at one end, which serves as a handle. At the

other end is a short, quadrate projection representing the animal's

tail. It is bordered around by a band of red, succeeded by an uncol-

ored area and a red line in a groove around the outside. The bottom,

both within and without, is uncolored.

Figure 4, from Big lake, is a smoothly finished, deep, tray-like dish.

The rim is bordered with red and the inside is painted black. At one

end projects a carving representing the head and neck of a human being.

The lace is turned upward and a short string of beads hangs from each

ear. Two white beads are inlaid to represent labrets, and a blue bead,

hangs from the pierced septum. A circular piece of wood was cut from

the rear of the head, through which the latter was excavated, and the
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mouth aud the eyes were pierced into the hollow interior. This orifice

is closed with a neatly fitted circular piece of wood.

Figure 8 represents a very well made tray-shape dish' from Big lake;
it is oval in outline aud is cut from a single block. Projecting from
each end are carved figures of grotesque humau heads which serve as

handles; the eyes are represented by white beads, and others are set

around the grooved upper edge of the dish. The lower surface is not

painted. A groove around the inside, below the edge, is painted black,
succeeded by a red border, below which is a narrow black line. The
inside bottom is ornamented with a large figure of a quadruped with

a short tail and a curious bird-like head marked with a crest.

Another kind of shallow tray or dish is made from two pieces of

wood, the bottom shaped like a truncated cone, the base of which is

turned up and chamfered to fit in a groove on the inside of the rim.

In most specimens the narrow, ledge-like rim is made from a thick

strip of wood, softened by steam, and then bent around with the beveled

ends overlapping and fastened together with wooden pegs. These are

in general use on the American coast and on the islands of Bering sea.

Specimens from St Lawrence island are made in the same way except
that the overlapping ends are sewed together with whalebone. The

ledge like borders are beveled to a central ridge on the inside and are

l)lane along their outer surfaces; in the middle on each side these bor-

dering strips are thickened slightly, in order that in bemling them the

curves shall be thrown out regularly.

A tray of this kind from Nulukhtulogumut, represented in plate

xxxii, 3, is painted red around the rim and on the inside to cover tbe

border. Just inside this is a narrow black line, and on the bottom is

painted in black a grotesque figure of some mythologic animal having

upraised hands with pierced palms; along one side of this figure is a

row of five walruses and on the other five seals.

Plate XXXII, 8, shows a handsomely made tray of similar character,

also from iJuIukhtulogumut. It is about fourteen inches in length and

has inlaid around the beveled inner edge of the rim a series of eight

neatly cut, almond-shape pieces of white stone. The rim, both outside

and in, is painted red, as is the upper edge on the inside. Just below

this, on the inside, are two parallel, narrow black lines, and painted in

black on the bottom is a grotesque figure of some mythological animal,

showing anatomical details.

Plate XXXII, 2, from the same locality as the last, is similar to it in

form and has two mythological figures with heads like reindeer painted

in black on the inside.

Specimen number 45494, from Ikogmut (Mission), is a large tray

measuring about 28 inches in length and 18 inches in width. It is

painted red around the border, and h^s two parallel black lines inside.

On the bottom appears an alligator-like coiled figure, inside of which

a mythologic animal is painted in black.
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Plate XXXII, 7, from St Lawrence island, is another type of tray made
from a broad, flat piece of spruce, which has a square groove cut across

inside of each end; a strip of wood is bent upward to meet the end

pieces, which are fitted into the grooves and held in place by means of

thin strips of whalebone sewed through holes in both edges. This is

a rude piece of work, showing none of the finish characteristic of speci-

mens from the American coast. It is the only tray of this kind that

was seen.

Another style of utensil made in a similar manner to the trays, but

with the overlapping ends sewed in two parallel seams by means of

spruce roots, are the large tubs used for containing water, seal oil,

berries, and other food supplies.

Specimen number 45495 is a tub of this kind from Ikogmut. Its sides

are IH inches high above the upper edge of the bottom, which is exca-

vated and of tray shape, with chamfered edges to fit into a groove around

the inner edge of the side. The outline of the utensil is an elongated
oval and measures twenty-two inches in length. Some tubs are larger

than this; others are smaller and serve for many uses in the domestic

economy of these people. One of the smaller sizes, from St Lawrence

island (plate xxxii, 1), 9 inches long, 2i inches deep, is the ordinary

style of urine tub used by the Eskimo throughout the coast and islands

visited. This with others of the same form obtained on St Lawrence

island, have the overlapping ends united by sewing thin strips of

whalebone through slit like holes made for the purpose. The buckets

used for carrying water are similar in form, the only ditterence being
that they are provided with a handle or bail.

A specimen from St Lawrence island (number 03237) has a bail made
of a narrow, curved piece of bone cut from the jaw or rib of a whale and
fastened at each end by whalebone strips passed through holes pierced
in the edges of the bucket and in the ends of the handle. A small

bucket from Cape Vancouver (plate xxxii, 6) has the overlapping ends

of the sides fastened by means of two seams sewed with spruce roots.

The bail is a thin, narrow strip of reindeer antler, with a hole pierced
in each end; it is bent and sprung over the inwardly projecting ends

of two short bone j)egs which are inserted through the rim on each side.

Plate xxxii, 4, from Kushunuk, is very similar to the preceding,

except that the curved handle has the holes in its ends fitted over a

round, slender rod of wood which extends across the top of the bucket,

piercing the rim on each side. »

Figure 5 of the same plate, from Kaialigamut, has the handle made
from spruce roots, several turns of which are passed through holes

made for the purpose in the sides of the rim and then united by having
the end wound around the strands crossing the top of the bucket and
fastened at one side. From one side of the handle hangs a feather

attached by a sinew cord.
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PESTLES

In connection with the round-bottom trays used to contain food,
broad-head wooden pestles are used for crushing berries, seal fat, or
livers of birds and fish with which various pastry mixtures are made.

Plate XXXI, 3, from the lower Yukon, and plate xxxi, 7, from Ikog-
mut, represent typical examples of these implements. They are made
of wood, with large spreading heads and slightly convex lower sur-

faces; they taper in somewhat conical form toward the handle, which
in one consists of a large ring cut from the same piece as the head,
and in the other has a flaring rim shaped like the bottom of a goblet.

BLUBBER HOOKS AND CAKRIERS

Figure 8, plate xxxiiia, illustrates a hook for handling blubber,
obtained on Nuuivak island by Doctor Ball. It consists of a short

wooden handle curved to a pistol-like grip at the upper end, and having
a slot on the inside of the lower end, in which is set the butt of a

sharp-pointed ivory spur, which is pierced with a large bole, through
which passes a strong rawhide lashing, which also passes through the

wooden handle a little above the insertion of the ivory point. The
base of the ivory point is held in position in the slot by means of an

ivory pin, which is inserted through a hole made in the handle and in

the base of the hook.

A curious article, intended for carrying small pieces of meat or other

articles when traveling (figure 9, plate xxxiiirt), was obtained at Chalit-

mut. It consists of a wooden handle about seven inches long, slightly
curved along the middle and pierced near both ends to admit the points
of a crescentic rod of deerhorn, truncated at one end and pointed at

the other, which is passed through one end of the wooden handle and

wedged in by a wooden pin; the pointed end fits into the hole in the

opposite side. Just above this the handle is pierced to receive a raw-

hide loop, by which it can be hung up or carried. Pieces of meat or

other objects are placed upon the carrier by being slipped upon the

rod, which is withdrawn for the purpose, after which it is returned and
the point again inserted into the hole in which it fits.

BAGS FOR WATER AND OIL

For carrying water or seal oil while making hunting trips at sea or

on land small bags made from the stomachs or the bladders of reindeer,

white whale, seal, or walrus are in common use. They hold from one

to four quarts, and usually are provided with ivory nozzles, which are

inserted in the narrow necks of the bags, and are then firmly lashed

with sinew cord above the projecting ridge at the inner ends of the

nozzles. In order that they may be filled easily these nozzles are

made usually with a slightly flaring mouthpiece, which sometimes is
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surrounded by a flaring, somewhat spoon-shape rim. The orifice is

usually rather small, and is provided with a wooden plug or stopper.

Occasionally a funnel is used for filling water bags or small oil bags of

this character.

One specimen of this kind of nozzle from St Michael (figure 11, plate

xxxiiia) is of wood. The top is of spoon shape, rather flat in outline,

with one end in the form of a grotesque walrus head with small ivory

tusks and eyes represented by inlaid ivory pegs; the other end repre-

sents the hind flippers of the walrus, and the fore flippers are painted
on the inside of the top near the edge. The broad top is excavated

downward to the center, where it is perforated by a round hole. The
lower surface is convex, with a round, projecting, stopper-like base for

inserting in the moutli of the bag.

Figure 5,, plate xxxiiiw, from St Michael, is a spoon-shape nozzle,

with a projection below through which the hole jiasses. It is provided
with a wooden stopper attached to a sealskin cord which is fastened

into a hole made in a handle-like projection at one end.

Figure 6 of the same plate, from Kunvogulukhlugumut, is a some-

what similar spoon-shape nozzle, with a wooden stopper attached to a

cord fastened into a hole at one end.

Figure 2, from Agiukchugumut, is a funnel-shape mouthpiece, with

a wooden stopper inserted in a hole in the lower part of the wide-

mouth upper end. The outside is marked with raven totem signs.

Figure 3, from Anogogmut, has a funnel-shape mouthpiece, with its

outer rim marked with raven totem signs.

Figure 4, from the lower Kuskokwim, is a funnel-shape ivory

nozzle, with the interior beveled. The outlines of a wolf and a white

whale are incised on opposite sides of the opening in the interior. The
outer border is marked with the raven totem sign.

Figure 12, from ISTorton sound, is a nozzle made from walrus ivory;

the surface is ornamented with etched lines and patterns, and the form

of a seal's head and back appear in relief on two sides.

Figure 7, from St Michael, is a conical mouthpiece without orna-

mentation.

Figure 10, from Sfugunugumut, is a water bag, with a funnel-like

wooden nozzle provided with a wooden stopper attached by a cord.

RAKES

Plate XXXV, 2, represents a rake, from Sabotnisky, made from

a piece of reindeer antler with the tips curved inward; the handle is

worked down flat on the lower and flattened a little on the upper side,

and has a notch for lashing it to a stout wooden haft, the lashing pass-

ing through a hole in the handle. This implement is used for taking

away the refuse in the fire hole of the Jcashim or for clearing away
refuse material while building a house. It is used also for cleaning
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drift material from about the place where nets or fish traps are set in

rivers or small streams.

ROOT PICKS

Small picks, made from bone or ivory, with wooden handles, are used

by the women for digging the edible bulbous roots of a species of grass
which grows on the plains from the Kuskokwim northward to Bering
strait.

Figure 3, plate xxxiiift, illustrates one of three picks from Norton
sound. It has a flat, wooden handle with two large scalloped incisions

near the butt to aid in grasping with the hand
;
it is grooved and pierced

by two holes. The pick is made from a long, pointed, slender rod of

walrus ivory, held in position against a groove along the front of the

handle by rawhide lashings which pass through the holes.

Figure 1 of the same plate shows a pick obtained on Nunivak island

by Doctor Ball. It has a rounded, wooden handle, with a knob-like

head, flattened in front to receive the pick and pierced by two holes for

lashings. The pick is half of a walrus tusk, and its flattened side is

bound against the front of the handle by rawhide lashings passing

through two holes in the handle and two corresponding holes in the pick.

Figure 2, from Cape Nome, is a small ivory handle for a root pick,

grooved along the front to receive the pick and pierced by two holes

for binding it in position ;
a third hole, midway of the lower side of the

handle, is intended for another lashing, to form a brace on the lower

part of the pick.

BONE BREAKERS

For the purpose of breaking large bones in order to extract the

marrow, stone implements are used. These in some cases are simply
hammer-like stones, used without handles, bat they are frequently
of very hard stone, ground to a smooth polish and fastened by thongs
to a short handle of wood or other material.

Plate XXXIX, 3, represents a small hammer-shape bone breaker of pec-

tolite from Cape Nome. It is somewhat oblong in cross section, with

rounded corners. The sides are smoothly polished, but the ends are

battered and worn down by use.

At Point Hope there was seen a handsome stone breaker of clear

white quartz. It weighed about a pound and a half and was polished

to four very regular surfaces, with the corners somewhat rounded,
and was secured to a wooden handle by a rawhide lashing.

FIRE-MAKING IMPLEMENTS

The method of obtaining fire, common to so many savage races,

from the heat developed by the friction of a stick worked with great

rapidity on a piece of soft wood by means of a cord, was found in

common use among the Eskimo throughout the region visited, and the
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people of the lower Yukon and tlience southward to the Kuskokwim
were specially expert in its application.

A small notch is cut in the fire stick, in which the point of the drill

is inserted, wiiile the upper end, which usually is capped with a piece
of stone or bone, is held in the mouth; the rapid revolution of the drill

develops sufficient heat to set fire to the dust produced by the friction

which accumulates around the pivot of the drill. This fire is then

transferred to a small i)iece of punk or tinder and fanned into a flame.

Plate XXXIV, 3, represents a flat stick, from Norton sound, used for

fire making. It is of dry s])ruce, having- a deep groove along its

upper surface, with a series of little notches opposite each otiier in

pairs along the whole length; near one end are four small circular

pits, Avhere the drill has been used. l^Mgure 2 of this plate shows the

drill intended for use with the fire stick. It is a round, slightly

tapering stick of spruce, about 19 inches in length, and has the upper
end painted red; the bow also is made of spruce, and is about IG

inches long, with a rawhide sealskin cord attached to the holes in the

ends. With this is used the ordinary mouthpiece cap (figure 1 of the
same plate) slightly crescentic in form, with a square piece of white

quartz set in its lower side.

Figures 4, 5, 7, and 8 of plate xxxiv illustrate a set of fire-making

implements, from Ohalitmut, consisting of a large drill, the cap of which
has a piece of obsidian set in its lower surface, a double-hand drill

cord with handles made from the points of small walrus tusks, and a
broad fire stick with a step-like ledge on one side and several holes

along the center where the drill has been used.

In plate xxxiv, 9, is shown a broad fire stick obtained at Cape Van-
couver. It is made with a ledge along one side which slopes inward
a trifle toward the center, where holes have been bored in making tire.

The surfiice of this specimen is covered with deep holes, showing that

it has frequently been used.

i'late XXXIV, 6, represents a tinder box from St Michael. It is 6^
inches in length, and is made from a section of reindeer horn, truncated
at each end and of roughly oval shape in cross section. It has a long,
oval opening on one side, through which the interior was excavated.

In addition to procuring fire by means of drills the Eskimo make
common use of flint and steel. Sometimes the steel is replaced by a

piece of iron pyrites, but usually a fragment of an old knife-blade or

other steel object is carried. The flint is held between the thumb and

forefinger of the left hand, just above a little wad of tinder which fre-

quently consists of fur ])lucked from a garment. The steel is grasped
in the right hand, and as the downward blow is struck the spark ignites
the tinder, which is then transferred to the bowl of the pipe, or to a

larger piece of tinder surrounded by fine shavings if the operator wishes
to kindle a fire.

Of late years matches have been sold by the fur traders and are

greatly prized by these people, who are always anxious to obtain them.
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SNOW BEATERS

For beating snow irom boots, clothing, and other articles made of
fur, the western Eskimo use a long,, flattened piece of bone,' ivory, or
deerhorn. Some of these are nearly straight, while others are more
or less curved.

Figure 21, 1, represents a beater of this kind, from Sabotnisky, made
from walrus ivory, smaller at one end, where a strip of wood is lashed
on the inner side by means of rawhide, cord iu order to give a firmer
grip. This implement is suboval in cross section and is much heavier
than is usually the case.

Fig. 21—Show beaters (f^).

A strongly curved beater from the lower Yukon (figure 21, 2) is made
from split deerhorn with a knob, carved into the form of a man's head,

terminating the handle. A snow beater brought from St Lawrence

island is exactly like the one from the h)wer Yukon in shape and mate-

rial, including the knob at the end of the handle, except that the latter

is not carved.

The specimen from Sledge island shown in figure 21, 4, is made from

walrus ivory, with a rounded wooden handle fitted upon one end; on

the inside it has a central ridge and on the back is a broad, shallow

groove.
A long snow beater from Cape Prince of Wales (figure 21, 5) is made

of a thin piece of whalebone, narrowed a little toward the handle and
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pierced with a series of lioles, through which cords are passed and

wrapped around the handle to give a stronger grip. A double cord,

about two inches in length, with a knob made from a little roll of cloth

at its upper end, is attached to the

handle, and serves for buttoning this

implement to the belt so that it may
be carried conveniently.
Another specimen from Cape Prince

of Wales (figure 21, 3) consists of a

long, tajjering piece of ivory, nearly
flat on one side and beveled to three

surfaces on the other; the handle has

a series of notches along each border.

Strongly curved beaters of deer-

horn, similar to those found on St

Lawrence island and the lower Yukon,
were observed in use among the na-

tives of the eastern Siberian coast.

SNOW SHOVELS AND ICE PIOKS

In the region visited, the Eskimo use

wooden or bone shovels for clearing

away snow from around their iiouses

or for excavating the snowdrifts.

Picks of walrus ivory or deerhorn

are also used for removing frozen snow,
for cutting holes in the ice for fishing,

and for other purposes.
A fine wooden snow shovel from

Point Barrow is represented in plate

XXXV, 4. The blade is broad, nearly

flat, and formed of three pieces, held

together by means of lashings of

whalebone passed through holes bored

for that purpose; the lower edge of

the wood is fitted by a tongue into a

groove, in a sharp, flat piece of walrus

ivory, which is fastened by a series of

wooden pegs. A blue bead is inlaid

on the upper part of the blade near

the handle. The handle is IS inches

in length and subtriangular in cross

section
;
the upper end is bound with

braided cord of sinew, to give a firm grip for the hands, while on the

lower end, near the blade, is a lashing of whalebone.

Figure 22, 2, from St Lawrence island, is a rude shovel made from a

Fui. 22—Snow shovels (jV).
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piece of the jawbone of a whale, worked down to a thin, flat blade,
roughly rounded iu outline. On its upper edge is a projection to which
a stout wooden handle is fastened by means of a strong lasliing of

rawhide, which passes through two grooves and two holes in the blade.

Figure 22, 1, from Ikogmut, is a wooden shovel with a long, flat blade
and curved handle carved from one piece. The back surface of the
blade is slightly convex, with a medium ridge which extends upward to

the handle. The back and the

portion of the handle where
held are painted red. On the

inner surface of the blade,

near the handle, is the private

mark of the owner, consisting
of an incised circle and two

straight grooves extending ob-

liquely outward from its upper

edge to the shoulders of the

blade.

Plate XXXV, 1, represents an

ice pick obtained at Point Bar-

row. It is made from a small

walrus tusk attached to a flat

wooden handle by strong raw-

hide lashing jiassed through a

hole in the handle and two
holes in the butt of the pick.

The handle is wrapped in two

places with braided sinew cord,
to attbrd a firm grip for both

hands, above which are slight

projections of the wood to pre-

vent it from slipping.

MALLETS

Mallets of wood or deerhorn

are used for breaking ice from

the framework of fish traps
and sledge runners, for driving small pegs

purposes.

Figure 23, 1, from Sabotnisky, is a deerhorn mallet about 12 inches

in length, with one end worked down to a flattened handle and the

other having a rounded knob truncated upon one face. The handle is

pierced for the reception of a rawhide cord, by means of which the

mallet can be suspended from the wrist.

Figure 23, 3, from Ikogmut, is a small wooden mallet with a slender

rod like handle about 5^ inches in length ;
the head is made from a

Fig. 23 -Mallets (J).

and for other similar
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rounded growth of wood which had formed an excrescence on the

branch which Serves as the handle.

Figure 23, 2, from Sabotnisky, is a small deerhoru mallet with a han-

dle 3i inches in length, pierced at its outer end for a cord and with

the head rounded above and truncated below. In the front are carved

two large, eye-like cavities with a rudely shaped nose and a slightly
incised groove to represent the mouth, giving the front a resemblance

to a grotesque human face.

impi.eme:n^ts used i:^ arts axd maj^ttfactures

IVORY AND BONE WORKING TOOLS

In former times the tools used by the Eskimo for working ivory, bone,
and deerhoru were chipped from flint or other hard stones, and some-

times for etching or scoring deeper lines, the canine teeth of small

mammals were used, mounted on a short handle. Since iron and steel

have become common among them, however, tools made from these

metals have superseded to a great extent the more primitive imple-
ments. The tools now in use are scrapers, scoring or etching imple-

ments, wedges for splitting the material, and narrow pieces of thin iron

with serrated edges for use as saws.

Figure 9, plate xxxvia, is a small saw obtained at Port Clarence by
Dr T. II. Bean. The blade is set in a handle in a manner similar to

that of a table knife.

Figure 10 of the same plate is a saw from Gape Prince of Wales,
evidently modeled from those in use by white men. It is 11 inches

long; the blade is a long, narrow strip of iron with teeth cut in the lower

edge; it is riveted into slots in small round pieces of ivory which are

fastened into a wooden frame. A wooden rod extends across the

middle of the frame into which it is dovetailed; a double cord of raw-

hide is stretched across the frame, between the two strands of which
a piece of bone is inserted for twisting the cords and thereby tighten-

ing the blade of the saw in the frame.

Another style of saw is made by inserting a narrow piece of iron with

a serrated edge in a slot cut in a long piece of ivory, horn, or bone.

Sometimes these saws are mere strips of iron with teeth cut in one

edge and without either handle or frame.

Figure G, plate xxxvia, represents a frame for one of these saws from

Unalaklit. It is made of reindeer horn and has a i^rojecting spur on its

upper side, the same end being bent downward to serve as a handle.

Figure 7 of this plate is a scoring or etching implement from the

Yukon district. The iron point is wedged firmly into a slit in the end
of the handle, which has a conical hole on one side, having evidently
served as a cap for a drill.

Figure 8, from Cape Darby, is a handle for one of these tools, made
from two pieces of bone with a slot for fitting in an iron point; the two

pieces are riveted together by wooden pins, and a rawhide cord is
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wrapped tightly around the lower end to hold the iron point firmly in

position.

Figure 3 is an iron pointed awl, from Chalitmut, used as an etching
tool in ivory working as well as for a bodkin.

Figure 1, from St Lawrence island, is a similar tool of slightly differ-

ent construction, being made with a slot on one side of the handle into

which the end of the blade is placed; a wooden plug is then fitted over

the slot, and the end wrapped around with a sinew cord to hold the

blade and plug in position. From St Lawrence island another imple-
ment of this kind was obtained; it is made in the ordinary style, with
the blade wedged into a hole cut in the bone handle.

From the same locality came another specimen (figure 4, iilate

XXXVI <x)
which has the blade fitted into a slot cut in the side of the

wooden handle, and held in position by a wrapping of whalebone, one

end of which is set in a slit in the handle. This is one of the rudest

implements of the kind obtained.

Figure 5, from St Lawrence island, is an ivory working tool with a

curved blade made of iron set in a notch in the end of the handle.

Figure 2, from St Michael, is another style of ivory working tool. It

has a curved handle with a small iron blade set in a slot near the end

of the handle on the lower side.

DRILLS, DRILL-BOWS, AND CAPS

Drills are used for piercing holes in bone, ivory, reindeer antler, or

wood. They consist of a wooden shaft with a point of stone or iron

merely inserted in the wood or sometimes held firmly in place by wrap-

ping with sinew or rawhide. A cap is fitted over the upper end, and

the shaft is made to revolve rapidly by means of a stout rawhide cord

passed twice around it and sawed backward and forward by the oper-

ator who grasps handles in the ends of the cords. The large drills,

used for boring holes in wood when manufacturing the frames of umiaks,

kaiaks, and sledges, or in bone for sledge runners, are worked by two

men, one of whom presses down on the cap of the stem and keeps it in

position while the other works the cord.

Smaller drijls, with finer points, for more minute work are operated

by one man, a bow being used instead of a loose cord, which enables

the operator to use his left hand to hold the shaft in position by press-

ing on the cap. If the material be hard and diflQcult to drill the cap

piece is grasped in the teeth and both hands used to work the bow; or

sometimes, if a small object is to be drilled, it is held in the left hand,

the cap is held in the teeth, and the drill bow worked by the right

haml.

Plate XXXVII, 8, obtained at Point Barrow by Lieutenant Eay, is

a large drill with a wooden stem, and with a well-made flint point

inserted in its lower end and held fast by a wrapping of sinew cord.

It is intended to be used with the double-hand cord.

Figure 7 of the same plate, also obtained by Lieutenant Eay from

18 ETH G
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the same locality, lias a flint point, mounted in a hollowed bone ferrule

to fit on tlie lower end of the sliaft.

Figure 10, from Norton sound, is a drill having the iron point
mounted in a bone head, the base of which is divided by a wedge-

shapeslot in which the wooden shaft is mounted and held in place by
a wrapping of rawhide.

Figure 9, from Cape Nome, is also an iron-point drill, mounted simi-

larly to the preceding except that the wooden shaft is held in position

in the bone head by rivets.

Figure 3, from St Lawrence island, is a drill with a broad, flat point
of iron inserted in the wooden shaft without any wrapping or other

fastening.

Figure 4, from St Lawrence island, is somewhat similarly mounted,
but the point of the shaft is tapered down and wrapped with a strip of

whalebone.

Figure 5, from Norton sound, has a greenstone i)oint mounted in

the end of a wooden shaft and held in place by a wraj^ping of sinew.

Another specimen, from Hotham inlet, is provided with a finely made

nephrite point.

Figure 6, from Paimut, is a similarly made greenish stone drill

point.

Figure 2, from St Lawrence island, is another small drill. It has

the lower end of the stock narrowed down and w^rapped with sinew to

hold the point in positioii.

The, large canine teeth of bears are commonly used for the cross

handles at the ends of the drill cords; they are drilled crosswise

through the middle, and the cord is then passed through and fastened

at each end. Figure 21, from Norton sound, is an example of these

handles. Various other forms of drill handles are used; some are

made from the wing-bones of waterfowl; others are carved from deer-

horn or ivory to represent seals, fish, or other forms.

Figure 11, from Kotzebue sound, shows one of a pair of handles made
from smooth bars of walrus ivory, slightly curved on their outer surface

and having a double curve on the inside, in which the fingers rest

^wheii grasping it.

Figure 15, from St Michael, is another of these handles carved from

walrus ivory to represent two heads of a white bear.

Figure; 20, from Paimut, represents a pair of handles, each in the

form of a fish-like creature with the tail of a white whale. Caps for

drill shafts to be used with double-hand cords are made usually with

the top smoothly rounded
;
sometimes they are large enough only for

one hand, but ordinarily are made for grasping with both. Nearly all

of these objects are provided with a hole in one end for attaching to

the drill cord when not in use. They are generally made of wood, with

a piece of stone set in the lower side, in which is a small conical depres-
sion to receive the top of the shaft.
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Figure 30, from St Lawrence island, is a piece of walrus tusk, about
five inches in length, roughly oblong in shape, with a conical depression
in one side for receiving the top of the shaft.

Figure 29, from the same locality, is another rough piece of walrus

tusk, made with a conical depression in each side for receiving the top
of the shaft. These two are the rudest implements of this description
that were obtained.

Figure 27 is a cap having the wood rudely carved into the form of a

seal, Avith a square hole through the tail, in which the drill cord can be
tied when not in use. This specimen is from the Ku^skokwim.

Figure 22, from Norton sound, is a cap with an oval piece of white

quartz set in the lower side and the wooden portion carved in the form

of a wolf fish.

Figure 28, from Cape Nome, has a square piece of grayish-white
stone set in its lower surface, and the two long arms, one at each end,
are carved to represent the heads of white bears. This drill caj) is

intended to be used either singly, with the crossbar mouthpiece, or by
grasping the ends with the hands. Figure 27, from the Kuskokwim,
is a similar cap, having inserted a piece of stone, mottled green, black,

and white in color.

Figure 23, from Agiukchugumut, is made in the form of a seal, with

a hard, milky white, fiat stone set in its lower surface.

Figure 25, obtained on Nunivak island by Dr W. H. Dall, is made
from an oval piece of white quartz with a conical dejiression in its lower

surface. A groove extends around the side, in which is fastened a raw-

hide cord with a loop at one end to which the drill cord can be fastened.

Figure 24, from Sabotnisky, is a long, oval, green and black stone,

having the usual conical pit in one side; this, like the preceding, is

made for holding in one hand.

Figure 26, from Cape Nome, is a long, rather slender cap or handle

of wood, having a small, square piece of stone set in its lower surface

and provided with a projecting block on its upper side for grasping
with the teeth

;
it is carved at each end to represent a wolf's head, and

is intended for use with either a large or a small drill. A cap obtained

at Cape Darby is also made to serve for both kinds of drills.

The caps to be used exclusively with the small drills, worked with a

bow, are always provided with a projecting block or the upper sur-

face for grasping with the teeth, and are much more elaborately made

than are those used with the larger drills. They are commonly some-

what crescentic in form, and have a piece of stone or lead set in the con-

vex lower surface; where stone is used it is cut usually into a square or

rounded outline and is neatly inlaid. Two specimens, however, are of

walrus ivory and are without any stone setting, the conical depression

being made directly in the material of the cap. Of these, figure 16 is

from Cape Nome and figure 17 from the Diomede islands.

Figure 11, from the lower Yukon, has a crescentic outline and is

carved on the convex surface at one end to represent a human mce and
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a,t the other the head of some animal. A round piece of stone is

inserted in the center.

From Yukon river and Nunivak island were obtained rudely made

specimens similar in character to those used with the double-hand

cord, except that they have the back carved to permit of their being
seized in the teeth.

Figure 13, from Kotzebue sound, is a crescentic piece of wood with a

square stone inlaid in its lower surface; a crossbar of wood for grasp-

ing in the teeth is fastened on the upper surface by means of strong
rawhide wrappings.

Figure 1, from Cape Nome, is a crescentic piece of wood pierced
with a triangular hole near each end, and a round stone is set in the

center.

Figure 18, from Norton sound, is a crescentic piece of wood with a^

square piece of iron set in the center, and a crescentic incision on each

side of the thin upper border to give a hold for the teeth.

Figure 19, from Norton sound, is a long, slender cap, having a gro-

tesque head on each end.

. Figure 12, from the Diomede islands, is strongly crescentic, with a

high ledge inside for grasping with the teeth, and with blue beads

inlaid on each side of the stone center.

Drill bows, some of which are nearly straight while others are

strongly curved, measuring from 12 to 18 inches in length, are in com-

mon use over all of the region visited. They are square, suboval, or

triangular in cross section, and commonly have one or more of the sur-

faces covered with etchings representing various incidents in the life of

the owner, such as a record of the animals killed by him on various

hunts, the number of skins of certain animals he has possessed, or

other personal data.

Figure. 7, plate xxxvi&, from Sledge island, is a slender, nearly

straight ivory bow, with one surface etched to represent houses, people,
and umiaks.

Figure 10 of the same plate, from the same locality, is triangular in

cross section, and the three sides are covered with a great number of

figures and scenes.

Figure 11, from the Diomede islands, is a nearly straight ivory rod

with the surfaces etched.

Figure 3, from Cape Nome, is triangular in cross section and has the

three sides covered with a. multitude of small etched figures.

Figure 9, from Cape Darby, is triangular in cross section and has

one side etched with figures.

Figure 1, from Cape Darby, is oblong in section and strongly curved,
with figures etched on two of its surfaces. Figure 2 shows a specimen
from the same place that is etched on all of its sides.

Figure 5, from Norton sound, is oblong in cross section, with two of

^its surfaces etched. x
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Figure 6, from :N^ortou sound, has oue eud terminating in a figure
representing the head of some animal and with etched lines and pat-
terns along two sides.

Figure 4, from Norton sound, is a curved piece of deer antler, quad-
rangular in outline and etched on three of its sides.

Figure 8, from Point Hope, is triangular in cross section, with the

angles cut into scalloped outlines.

KNIVES

For whittling, carving, and finishing all kinds of woodwork the
Eskimo use what is commonly called a "crooked knife," the curved
blade of which varies from one to three inches in length, and is made
usually from hoop iron or some similar scrap, but sometimes a portion
of a steel knife blade is cut and bent for this purpose. The handle of

bone, horn, or wood tapers downward to a point, and is from four to

fifteen inches in length. This knife is the principal tool used in fashion-

ing and finishing a great variety of boxes, dishes, trays, tubs, spear-

shafts, bows, arrows, and frames for umiaks, kaiaks, sledges, and other

woodwork. The wood is first blocked out with an adze, after which it

is cut into the desired shape, smoothed, and finished by patient labor

with the knife. It is surprising to notice the dexterity with which this

tool is used, and the excellent work produced with it.

One of these knives (plate xxxviii, 26), from Norton sound, has the

blade set in a groove in the inner edge of the handle near the end, and
with no other fastening. The handle is wrai)ped with spruce roots

just above the blade, in order to give a better grip for the hand. The
under side of the handle has a conical depression, showing that it has

been used as a cap for a small drillhead.

Figure 31 of the same plate, from Nunivak island, is the rudest of

all the knives of this kind that were obtained. It has a short, thick

piece of iron wedged into a slot in the handle, while the inner end of the

blade is held in place by sinew lashing. The lower side of the handle

has a small conical depression, marking its use as a cap for a drillhead.

From St Lawrence island were obtained two knives of this descrip-

tion, made of long, tapering pieces of iron set into wooden handles, but

in a manner diflerent from the foregoing. One of these (plate xxxviii,

27) has the inner end of the blade set in a deep, flat hole in the end of

the handle, somewhat as the blade is set in an, ordinary table knife.

The handle is oval in cross section, with a slightly enlarged truncated

end, and is only about four inches in length. Next to the blade is a

groove, which serves to receive a sinew wrapping.
Plate XXXVIII, 29, shows a knife of similar shape, but the end of the

blade is fitted into a gore-shape slot sunk in the side of the handle, into

which is fitted a thin strip of wood, filling it out so that the outline is

continuous with the rest of the handle. Over this is wrapped a sinew

cord for holding the blade in jjlace.

Plate XXXVIII, 30, from Kulwoguwigumut, is a knife with a bone
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handle about four inches long, crossed with diagonal, zigzag, etched

lines,'aud scored with a series of straight lines running its length, with

a groove around it near eacli end. In the end of the handle is wedged
a short, straight, iron blade about two inches in length with a heavy
back and a sharj) edge. At the other extremity of the handle is a

rawhide loop fastened into a hole by a wedge.

Figure 25 of this plate, from Hotham inlet, has the blade fastened

to the handle by two iron rivets; the upper surface of the handle is

grooved for about four inches next the blade to enable a firm grasp;
the under surface of the handle is excavated. In the handle two holes

are pierced for fastening the end of a cord by which a leather sheath is

attached.

Figure 22, from Hotham inlet, has the blade attached in the same
manner as the preceding and has a handle of similar shape. Instead of

grooves, as in the i)receding specimen, this knife has a series of holes

pierced along the front of the handle extending upward for about four

inches, through which are passed two rawhide cords
;
these are wound

around a narrow strip of wood, holding it in place against the front

edge of the handle to give a better grip for the hand. Attached to the

handle is a leather sheath.

Figure 19, from Norton sound, has a handle of two parts; the lower

piece, to which the blade is riveted, is of bone, and the upx)er of wood.

They are neatly joined by a close Avrapping of spruce root.

Figure 28, from St Michael, has the blade fitted into a groove or slit

made in the inner edge of the bone handle, which is wrapped with a

stout rawhide cord to hold the blade in place, and has three ships
etched upon it.

CHISELS

A flat, round-pointed, chisel-like implement of bone is in common
use for making incised grooves in wood preparatory to splitting it for

use in the manufacture of various articles. Specimens of these tools

were obtained at different localities from the mouth of the Kuskokwim
northward to Kotzebue sound.

Plate XXXVIII, 14, represents a typical implement of this kind from

Kotzebue sound. It is made of bone and has a sinew cord forming a

loop for suspension passed through a hole near the head of the instru-

ment. Another specimen, from Kushunuk (plate xxxviii, 12), is similar

in form, but slenderer.

Plate xxxYiiT, 16, from Sledge island, is a small tool of this character

made of reindeer horn. It is very slender; the handle is bent at an

angle with the shank and has the top neatly carved in the form of a

reindeer hoof. The thin, narrow point is used for making small inci-

sions in the wood of arrow or spear shafts for the purpose of inserting

feathers, also for making little slits in which are fastened the ends of

sinew wrappings of spears, arrows, or other imi^lements.
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Plate XXXVIII, 9, from Kusliunuk, is auotber slightly curved imple-
ment of bone, suboval in cross section and brouglit down to a flattened,

rounded, wedge-shape point. The handle is wrapped with a line rootlet

to aflbrd a firmer grasp for the hand, and has a round hole near the end
for attaching a cord.

Plate XXXVIII, 15, from Ikogmut, is another of these wood-working

chisels, made of bone, having the raven totem etched on the upper
surface and a grotesque human countenance on the end of the handle;

just below the head it is encircled by a series of ornamental lines and
dots. Figure 13 of the same plate, from

Sledge island, is a similar implement.
In the accompanying figure 24, 2, is

shown a curved chisel of deerhorn for

making wooden splints. It is very
much discolored from age, and upon
the inside of the curve are etched two

raven totem signs. This chisel is from

Kushunuk.
Plate XXXVIII, 18, from the lower

Kuskokwim, is another of these tools.

It terminates at the upper end in a

carving which represents the head of a

gull. Figure 24, 1, from Kunivak isl-

and, is a broad-handle chisel of bone,

roughly crescentic in cross section. It

has the convex upper surface covered

with etchings representing a seal with

anatomical details; the interspace is

filled with a complicated mixture of

other figures representing fishes and

various animals and conventional signs.

POLISHING AND FINISHING TOOLS

For producing a smooth surface and

for finishing woodwork of all kinds

when it is desired to complete it with

more than usual neatness, a variety of

small implements of deer antler are used, in which are cut notches of

varying form for the purpose of rubbing along the projecting angles

and edges of the article in course of manufacture.

Plate XXXVIII, 7, represents an implement of this kind from Sledge

island, having a broad notch in each end. Plate xxxviii, 3, obtained

at Port Clarence by Dr T. H. Bean, is somewhat similar in character

to the preceding. Figure 6 of this plate, from the lower Yukon, has a

single notch in one end and a long, curved handle. Figures 1, 4, and 8

are from the lower Yukon, and vary in the arrangement of the points

Fig. 24—Wood chisels (J).
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and notches. Figure 2, also from the lower Yukon, has the end cut

into two notches with two points of diflereut shape, one on each side.

Figure 5, from the lower Yukon, shows still another form.

Plate XXXVIII, 11, from the lower Yukon, is a bent piece of deerhorn

having a screw-driver set in one end; the other end is fashioned into

notches to form a finishing tool.

Plate XXXVIII, 10, from Kotzebue sound, is a small piece of fossil

mammoth ivory, with a rounded handle and a knob-like head, the lower

surface of which is convex in shape and smoothly polished. Tlie sides

and the top of the handle are provided with hollows to receive the

thumb and the first two fingers.

WEDGES AND MAULS

Wedges of wood, bone, deerhorn, and ivory are used for splitting

wood; they vary considerably in size, but the majority are from six to

eight inches in length. Heavy wooden mauls are used for driving them.

Plate XXXIX, 5, shows a wedge, from the Diomede islands, made
from the butt of an old walrus tusk, beveled from both sides. Around

the lower end is a broad, sunken groove for the attachment of a handle,

thus permitting the use of the implement as an ax.

Plate XXXIX, 6, represents a small wooden wedge used in making

splints for fish traps. It has a short groove, painted red, on each side,

which is said to represent the track of a land otter in the snow and

to be the private mark of the maker. Two more of these wedges were

obtained from the same man, one of them being about five inches and

the other eleven inches in length.

Plate XXXIX, 4, represents a deerhorn wedge from the lower Yukon.

From Point Hope was obtained a rude wedge, made from a piece of

the jawbone of a whale and beveled on one of its two sides.

Plate XXXIX, 2, from Nunivak island, obtained by Dr W. H. Dall, is

a curiously shaped wedge of reindeer horn, having a projecting prong
on one side. In the middle is fastened a little tuft of reindeer hair by
means of a peg inserted in a hole made for the purpose.

Plate XXXIX, 7, from St Lawrence island, is a wedge of walrus ivory.

Plate XXXV, 3, from Hotham inlet, is a heavy maul or beetle made

from a section of fossil mammoth tusk about 18 inches in length.

ARROWSHAFT STRAIGHTENERS

Straighteners for arrowshafts are in common use throughout western

Alaska, and the collection contains a large series of imi)lements of this

kind. Deerhorn and walrus ivory are the materials commonly employed
in their manufacture, and considerable ingenuity is shown in shaping

them.

Plate XL, 9, from the lower Yukon, is a small, roughly made shaft

straightener of deerhorn, as is figure 6 of the same plate, from the same
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locality. A specimeu (figure 11) from Golofnin bay, made from deer-

horn, has one end shaped to represent the head of a deer. Figure 4,

from Cape Nome, has a well-carved head of a reindeer on the larger

end, with the eyes formed by inlaid beads; the other end terminates
in a representation of a hoof.

Plate XL, 3, from Cape is^ome, has the larger end terminating in the
form of the head and forelegs of a white bear, the eyes being repre-
sented by blue beads.

Plate XL, 12, from Sledge island, is of deerhorn, and has the head of
'

a deer carved upon its larger end with blue beads for eyes. Another

specimen from Sledge island is of ivory and shows signs of great

age. It is the only one of these objects showing much effort at orna-

mentation by etched figures; scattered over the surface a number of

reindeer are represented. Plate xl, 2, from the Diomede islands, is

of ivory and has two bears' heads rudely carved on the larger end.

Figure 7, rom Hotham inlet, is a beautiful specimen representing a

reindeer in a recumbent position, with the legs folded beneath the body.

Figure 8, from Kotzebue sound, is another fine carving, representing a

reindeer lying down with the legs folded beneath the bodj'^; the horns

are represented by two spikes of iron set in the head; the eyes were

represented by beads, which have been lost. Figure 10, from Point

Hope, has the larger end rounded into a knob-like termination which

is crossed along its upper edge by a series of incised grooves. Speci-

mens similar in form to that shown in figure G were found over a wide

area and seem to be the most general type of these implements.
Plate XL, 1, from Norton sound, made from deerhorn, and figure 5, of

wood, from the same locality, are somewhat similar in form to straight-

eners for arrowshafts, but are used for straightening and setting

arrowpoints.

BEAVER-TOOTH TOOLS

A tool made from the chisel-shape tooth of the beaver is used as a

gouge for making the hollows for the fingers in throwing-sticks, for

cutting grooves, and for excavating hollows in fashioning boxes, masks,

spoons, and wooden dishes. The smooth back of the tooth is used also

as a polishing instrument for finishing woodwork, and the carved outer

edge serves for sharpening knives by rubbing it sharply along the

blades. These tools are still in use, but to some extent they have been

superseded by implements of steel and iron, since these metals have

become more easily obtainable. Plate xxxviii, 21, from Chalitmut, is

a typical example of these implements, having a beaver tooth set in a

wooden handle and held firmly in place by a wrapping of rootlets.

Figure 25, 3, from Port Clarence, is a beaver tooth for sharpening

steel or iron knives, set in a short wooden haft with a wrapping about

the end. Figure 25, 2, from Norton sound, is a beaver-tooth knife

sharpener, with a strip of tanned skin, about seven inches in length,
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fastened about the center for attaching it to the belt. Figure 25, 1,

from Norton sound, is a similar implement, with a strip of skin lashed

to the butt with a sinew cord for attaching it to a belt.

Plate XXXVIII, 23, from the lower Yukon, is a double-end tool of this

kind, having a tooth set in each extremity of the handle.

BIRCH-BARK TOOLS

Implements for stripping bark from birch trees are used in Alaska
wherever those trees are found.

Plate xxxviii, 20, represents two of these tools from the lower

Yukon; they are

intended to be
used together and
are coupled by a

rawhide cord. One
of them has a

short, knife-like

blade, which pro-

jects a little more
than half an inch

from the handle

and has two sharp

points which are

used to mark the

outlines of the
sheets of bark to

be stripped from

the tree; the han-

dle consists of two

pieces of spruce,
between which the

blade is inserted

and is kept in

place by strong

wrapi^ings of raw
hide cord. The

other implement is a long, knife-like piece of bone, on which the raven

totem is rudely cut. After the birch-bark has been scored by the first-

described implement, the point of the other is inserted between the

bark and the wood and forced around the trunk of the tree to separate
and remove the bark.

Plate XXXVIII, 17, from the head of Norton sound, is a long bone knife

for removing birch-bark from the tree. It is sharpened at the point
and on one edge; the butt is heavily etched with zigzag patterns and
with the raven totem mark.

Fig. 25—Knife sharpeners (/u).
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STONE IMPLEMENTS

Celts and axes of nephrite or other hard stone are fashioned by
grinding into shape and sometimes by pecking, and are finished by
grinding or friction with other stones. Knife blades, lance points, and
whetstones are also made from these substances in a similar manner.

The stone celts, axes, and wedges are mounted on handles of wood and
deerhorn and are very skilfully used by the Eskimo for hewing and

surfacing logs and planks, although at the j)resent time they are being

displaced by iron and steel tools obtained from white traders. In a

kasMm on the lower Yukon a plank was seen that was made many
years ago by use of a stone adz. It was 25 feet long and four or five

inches thick. The surface bore so many marks made by the hacking of

Fig. 26—Flint flakers (J).

Stone adzes that it looked as if it might have been cut by beavers.

Flint knives, spearheads, and arrowpoints are made by flaking. The

flakers are made of small, rod-like pieces of deerhorn, wood, or ivory,

fastened into a slot at the end of a handle, usually of ivory or deer-

horn, with wrappings of sinew or rawhide cord.

Figure 26, 3, represents one of these flaking implements from Kotze-

bue sound. Figure 26, 4, is another flaker from the same locality, with

a handle made from fossil mammoth ivory. Figure 20 2, from Hotham

inlet, and figure 26, 1, from Point Hope, represent flakers with similar

handles. Figure 26, 5, from Kotzebue sound, has a handle of deerhorn.

Formerly small fragments of flint were used for scraping down the

surfaces of bone, ivory, or deerhorn articles in the course of manufac-

ture, but for this purpose steel or iron implements are now in common

use, and naturally produce much more satisfactory results.
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Plate XXXIX, 14, from Norton sound, is a woodeu-liaudle adz, with

a deerlioru head in which is fitted a point of hard, greenish-colored

stone, ground to a sharp edge. Pla.te xxxix, 10, also from Norton

sound, is another wooden-handle adz, with a deerhorn head in which

is fitted a small, greenstone point, with a smoothly ground edge.

These two specimens are hafted in the style commonly employed before

iron was brought to the country by the Eussians.

A considerable variety of stone blades or celts for use as adzes was
obtained from points between the lower Kuskokwim and Kotzebue

sound.

Plate XXXIX, 12, from Sledge island, is a fine large celt of nephrite,

measuring 9 inches in length, 3 inches in width, and an inch and a

quarter in thickness; it is roughly quadrate in cross section, and the

point is smoothly beveled on both sides to a chisel-shape edge. Plate

XXXIX, 8, from Cape Prince of Wales, i? a small adz blade of nephrite
intended for setting into the bone or deerhorn head of the implement.
Plate XXXIX, 3, from Cape Nome, is a pale, olive-greenish colored stone

adz, having two grooves around its upper end to admit rawhide lash-

ings, by means of which it can be attached directly to a haft.

Plate XXXIX, 11, from the lower Kuskokwim, is a curiously shaped
celt, partly ground and partly pecked into shape; the point is roughly
flattened on one side and oval on the other. A groove is i)ecked
around the upper part of the head, by means of which, with the

shoulder lower down on the same face, the head is attached directly

to the handle and secured by rawhide lashings.

Plate XXXIX, 13, represents a celt from the lower Yukon, somewhat
similar in style to the last specimen. Plate xxxix, 9, from the lower

Yukon, is an adz head made from slate.

Figure 1 of the same plate is an adz handle from the lower Yukon,
made fyom reindeer antler. It has been sawed from the lower end

nearly to the head, and a piece of wood inserted for the j^urpose of

enlarging the shaft and affording a better grip for the hand. Another

piece of horn, having a slot in the lower end for the reception of a

stone blade, is bound firmly to it by rawhide cords.

On one of the.Diomede islands a piece of nephrite was obtained from

which ax heads had been cut. It was said to have been brought from the

Kaviak peninsula. It measures 9| inches broad and 2i inches in thick-

ness. The longest edge is smoothly polished and has a coarse groove
down the center, showing where a roughed-out celt has been detached.

Nephrite is used largely for making whetstones; slate is also in com-

mon use for this purpose, and other hard stones are occasionally

employed. A nephrite whetstone from Kotzebue sound (plate LXV, 1)

has a deep longitudinal groove on each side, terminating in a hole

through which is passed a loop of sealskin for attaching the implement
to the waist belt.

Figure 25, 5, shows a smaller stone of similar character from Unalak-
lit. The specimen shown in figure 25, 4, was obtained on St Lawrence
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island; it is made of slate, and is pierced at one end for the reception
of a sinew cord.

TOOL BAGS AND HANDLES

Large oblong bags or satchels made of skin are in common use

among the Eskimo for holding tools and implements of all kinds,
including arrow and spear points, and other odds and ends which may
have been accumulated. They have slightly arched handles of ivory or
bone stretched lengthwise across the open mouth. Peculiarly shaped,
long, narrow woodeu boxes are also used for the same purpose ;

these
are often carved into a variety of forms with great ingenuity.
One of these tool bags from Cape Darby is illustrated in plate xli,

7. It is made from the skin of four wolverine heads, with a bottom of

tanned sealskin with the hair side turned inward. The walrus ivory

handle, 17 inches in length, has etched along its lower surface repre-
sentations of thirty-four wolverine skins, and the ends are carved to

form heads of animals; the upper surface is plain, with the exception
of a groove in one side.

Plate XLi, 2, is an ivory bag handle from Sledge island, which has
etched on it the representation of eight tails of whales and numerous

wolverine, fox, and wolf skins.

Figure 4 of the same plate, also of ivory, from Kotzebue sound, has

scalloped edges, and etched upon the convex surface are the outlines

of whales and skins of wolverines and otters. On the convex side is

represented a man pointing a gun at a bear, seven other bears, a man
in a kaiak pursuing a whale, and another shooting waterfowl with a
bow and arrow.

Figure G of this plate, from Kotzebue sound, has both surfaces covered

with etchings of the skins of various fur-bearing animals.

Figure 5, from Point Hope, is a slender handle of deerhorn, having
a series of etched figures of deer and men along one side and terminat-

ing in the head of a deer at one end and in a sharp point to represent
the tail at the other.

Figure 1 shows an ivory handle from Hotham inlet, with the con-

vex surface marked atone end with a representation of wolf skins, and

along the entire length beyond these are a number of waterfowl in the

act of swimming.

Figure 3, from Cape Nome, is another ivory bag handle, both sur-

faces of which are filled with etchings representing occurrences in the

life of the Eskimo, including dragging home a seal, the pursuit of a

whale, traveling with dog sledges, launching of umiaks, walrus hunt-

ing, and other similar occupations.

TOOL BOXES

A tool box obtained at Cape Nome (number 45385) is 14 inches long,

4^ high, and 5 wide. The ends are dovetailed into the sides, and the

bottom is fastened on with wooden pegs. The lid, in which half a blue

bead is inlaid, is attached by rawhide hinges and has a loop of rawhide
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and a double-eud cord for tying it down. A split in the cover has

been neatly mended by means of tliin strips of whalebone passed

through holes pierced on opposite sides. A small scalloped rod of

ivory forms a handle to the cover, held in place by a loop of rawhide

passed through two holes at each end into corresponding holes in the

cover and the ends knotted inside.

Plate XLii, 10, represents a box from Sfugunugumut, oval in shape,
rather truncated at the smaller end and beveled toward the center.

One end is carried upward in the form of a neck, terminating in a gro-

tesque human head, having a prominent nose and an incised crescent-

shape mouth with two pieces of white crockery inlaid at the corners to

represent labrets; the other end has a pair of seal's flippers, the entire

design being intended to represent a mythical being, with the body of

a seal and a human head. It is painted in a bluish tint, except the

head, which is black, and the incised lines that outline the flippers,

which are red. The cover is slightly convex above and concave below,
with a broad groove cut in its upper surface; it is hinged by two raw-

hide cords, and a double-end cord is fastened in two places on the

side and passed twifce around the box and tied to hold the cover in

place and to fasten it.

Another box (number 36242) from Sfugunugumut is similar in outline

to the latter, except that it lacks the head, and, like the preceding, the

body of the box is fashioned from a single piece of wood. The exterior

is painted a dull red and has three grooves extending around it, which

are colored black, and set in them at regular intervals are broad-head

pegs of ivory, which are ornamented with a circle and dot. The interior

of the box is divided into two compartments, unequal in size; the

smaller, conical in shape, has been used for storing fragments of red

ocher and other substances used as paints. The cover is hinged with

rawhide and is fastened by a loop of rawhide which passes over a peg
in front of the box. On the top of the cover is painted in black the

figure of a curious mythical creature, so conventionalized in outline

that it is difficult to identify it. From marks on the inside of the cover

it has esvidently been used in cutting tobacco.

Plate XLir, 4, from Askinuk, is a box, suboval in shape, flattened

above and below and truncated at each end, cut from a single piece
of wood. The interior is neatly excavated to about an inch in depth,

leaving a ledge crossing from side to side about an inch inward from

each end. The sides of the box are painted black while the top and the

bottom are of a bluish tint. On each of the four surfiices a shallow

groove extends from end to end; on the sides they are of equal width,
but on the top and the bottom they are narrow in the middle, broad-

ening gradually toward each end. These grooves are painted red. The
cover is slightly convex without and concave within. On its inner sur-

face are painted in red and black a number of rude figures representing
two sledges, men, and various beasts, among the most conspicuous of

which are wolves and reindeer.
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A box from Cape Vancouver (number 37357) is flattened oval in out-

line, with a seal's bead carved upon it, the eyes of which are represented

by a piece of marble on one side and a fragment of porcelain on the

other; ivory pegs form the nostrils, and at tlie corners of the mouth
are ivory pegs with beads set in the center to represent labrets. On
the top and on each side of the head small blue beads are inserted. A
groove painted black extends around the sides of the box, in which
seven ivory pegs are inserted. The cover is attached as usual by
hinges of rawhide. The box is cracked, and has been mended by raw-

hide cords laced through holes on each side of the fissure. A rawhide

loop passing over a peg set in the front of the box serves as a fastening.
A box from Pastolik (plate XLii, 11) is made in three pieces, the

bottom being fastened on with wooden pegs ;
it is rather flattened oval

in outline, and represents the body of a seal. The head is represented
with the mouth open and with wooden pegs for teeth; the nostrils

are marked by ivory pegs, and for the eyes are inlaid small oval

pieces of ivory with a hole in the center to represent the pupil ;
the

flipi)ers are carved in relief on the sides and at the rear
;
the tail is

represented on the upper surface of the box and forms a thumb-piece
for raising the cover. The cover is slightly convex without and con-

cave within, with a groove extending its entire length; a groove is

also cut around the body of the seal, and another below it extends the

whole length of the box. The surface is painted black, except the

grooves and the interior of the mouth of the seal, which are red.

The inside of the cover is decorated with figures in red and black,

representing human beings and animals. On one side the thunderbird

is represented grasping a deer with one claw and a man in a kaiak

with the other; on the opposite side the thunderbird is seizing a whale

with one claw and a seal with the other. One curious figure represents

a double-head wolf with four legs and connected by a black line with

the hand of a man.

Another box from Pastolik (number 38739) is made from separate

pieces, the ends being mortised into the sides; wooden wedges are

driven into the tenons to fasten them more firmly in the slots; the

bottom is attached by wooden pegs. On the inner surface of the lid

are painted in red a number of figures of men and animals, many of

which are obscene. The outer surface is not colored, but is cpvered

with neatly made parallel grooves extending lengthwise and following

the outlines of the box.

A box from Kaialigamut (number 37562) is made of wood, and is

oval at one end and truncated at the other; about an inch from the

truncated end a crosspiece is inserted in slots on each side, which are

cut narrow at the edges and flaring toward the inside, so that the

edges of the crosspiece, which are cut in corresponding shape, hold

the ends of the box firmly in position. The sides are formed by one

piece, which is bent to form the oxsd figure ;
the bottom is attached by

wooden pegs, and the cover is hinged with rawhide. For fastening, a
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loop passes down over n projecting peg- on the bottom f the box.

Following the outline of the box around the bottom, about one-third of

an inch from the edge is cut a bead in strong relief, and around the

sides extends a groove. The cover is carved to represent t.^e flattened

form of a seal with a large, broad head; the hind flippers are cut in

relief; the eyes are represented by two small white buttons, and the

nostrils by two white beads inlaid in the wood. The box is painted

red, with the exception of the groove around the sides and the incisioL ,

outlining the flippers and the sides of the seal, which are black. The
inside of the cover has a curious conventional design painted in black,
intended as a private mark of the owner.

Plate XLii, G, is a long oval box from Anogogmut, cut from a single

piece of wood and divided into two compartments of unequal size'»y

leading a partition at the smaller end when the interior was excavated.
The cover is neatly fitted and is hinged by two rawhide cords, and the

Fig. 27—Wooden trinket box (i).

fastening consists of a loop of rawhide tipped with a small ivory button,
in which is a hole which fits over a bone peg. xV groove is cut around
the top and the bottom of the box about half an inch from the edge, and
another passes around the center. The surface is painted r?d, with the

exception of the grooves, which are black. In the center " the cover
is set a round piece of white porcelain, and six smaller pieces are inlaid

in ouQ of the grooves.

: Pigure 27 is a box from Anogogmut made from a single piece of wood,
fattened oval in outline, slightly convex above and very strongly so on
its lower surface. It is deeply excavated and has a neatly fitted cover
held in position by two rawhide hinges and fastened by a loop of cord

passed over a wooden peg on the lower edge of the box. On the upper
surface of the cover the figure of a seal is carved in relief, having iu the

center of the back a grotesque semihuman face, also in relief, probably
intended to represent the shade of the seal. The bottom of the box
is carved in the form of a larger seal witli the flippers in relief and a
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deeply incised, crescentic mouth. The eyes and the nostrils of the

larger seal and the eyes of the smaller seal are formed by the insertion

of ivory pegs. Ivory pegs are also set around the edges of the body of
the seal on the cover. This is a very old box, and if it was ever painted
the coloring has long since disappeared.
Another old box (number 37553), from Askinuk, is oval in outline and

has one end carved to represent the head of an animal. The nostrils

are formed by blue beads, between which projects an ivory peg. Oval

pieces of bone serve for the eyes, with a slit in the centerfor the pupil.
The cover is an oblong strip of wood truncated at one eml and the other

tapering to a projecting point, which serves as a thumb-piece by which
it can be raised. It is held in position by pegs at each' end and by a
thin strip of spruce rootlet passed through a hole on each side of the

box.

Plate XLii, 7, is a box from Sfugunugumut, composed of three pieces
of wood. The sides were formed by a strip bent and joined on beveled

edges at the ends. The bottom is slightly convex and is attached by
wooden pegs. The cover is similar in outline, but one eiid extends

upward and forms the head of a seal, the eyes of which are of ivory,
•with small blue beads for the pupils. Ivory pegs form the nostrils,

and others are set at the corners of the mouth to rejireseut labrets.

Fore-flippers are cut in relief on each side of the cover, the intention

having been to represent a seal lying on its back. A groove extends

around the side, in which are set small ivory pegs, with a round hole

in the center of each. Similar pegs ornament the surface of the cover,
which has the usual rawhide hinges and loop passing over a peg in

the front of the box for a fastening.

From Kaialigamut is a box (number 37863), cut from a single piece

of wood, the interior excavated and the cover neatly fitted. It is in the

form of a seal, the tail forming a thumb-piece by which the cover can

be raised. The month is incised, the nostrils are flattened spots on the

muzzle, and both are i^ainted red. The eyes are represented by small

ivory pegs. Extending along each side and the top of the cover is a

long groove, broad in the center and narrowing at each end, on which

are depicted various figures of men and animals in black on the back-

ground of red with which these grooves are painted. The body of the

seal is colored a dull blue. Three black stripes extend from the crown

along the sides. The center of the back and the outlines of the flippers

are also black.

Figure 28 is an oblong box from the lower Yukon. It is made from

thin boards fastened together with wooden pins. On all the surfaces

except the bottom, rows of ivory pegs are inserted. On the upper sur-

face are two small rectangular doors extending across the box from

side to side and opening into little shallow box like compartments.

They are hinged with strips of sealskin neatly sewed in place by chain

stitches of spruce root, and fastened to them are pieces of rawhide, by
18 ETH 7
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which they can be raised. In the center, extending lengthwise, are

two other doors, and on each side, just below the upper edge, is another

little door. A loop of cord extending over and tied across the middle

of the box keeps all these doors shut.

women's workboxes

Small wooden boxes are used by the women for the safekeeping oi

their needle cases, sinew and fiber thread, scraps of skein, earrings,

pieces of coloring matter, and various other small articles used by them
in their work.

Figure 3, plate xlii, represents one of these workboxes from Sfugu-

iiugumut. It is oval in outline, and the top and bottom are in the shape
of flattened, truncated cones, their thin bases resting on the sides of the

box. On the front and back, crossing the sides vertically, are inlaid flat

Fig. 28—Trinket box (about I).

strips of ivory, with a series of three circles and dots engraved upon
tliera

; extending around the sides are a series of round, button-like pieces

of ivory, their surfaces covered by a number of concentric circles with

black centers. A hook-shape knob of ivory projects from the front,

over which a rawhide loop fastened to the cover is passed to keep the

lid closed. A slender ivory rod, four inches in length, having its upper
surface etched with circle and dot patterns, forms a handle and is

attached to the top of the cover by a rawhide cord at each end.

Figure 5 of the same plate shows a box, from Ikogmut, made from a

single piece of wood in the shape of a seal lying on its back with the

head and hind flippers turned upward ;
the fore-flippers are also carved

in relief on the surface. On the cover a flattened ivory rod is fastened

with pegs to the main part of the box. On the upper surface of tlie

cover, in the center of a broad circular groove in which ivory pegs are
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set, is a semihnman face carved in relief; it has ivory labrets at each
corner of the mouth, and inlaid pieces of ivory represent the eyes.

Figure 9 of the plate shows a box, from Sabotnisky, cut from a single
piece of wood, iiattened and slightly oval in outline, with truncated
ends. The form of a salmon is carved in relief on both the top and the

bottom, and a groove extends along the sides. The cover is attached
in the usual manner by rawhide hinges, and a cord is provided for

fastening it in front.

Another box from Sfugunugumut (number 36245) is made from a

single piece of wood, oval in outline, truncated at one end, with a sunken

ledge around the upper edge to receive the cover, which is slightly
convex and projects upward at one end to form a thumb-piece for rais-

ing it. This projection is carved in the form of a cormorant's head, the

eyes being represented by incised circles.

Figure 8, plate XLii, from Kohigunugumut, is a long, quadrate,
\yooden box, the top, bottom, and sides of which are made from sepa-
rate pieces, the edges of the cover and the bottom being beveled. It is

fastened together with wooden pegs, and the cover is attached as usual

by rawhide hinges and fastened hy a loop passing down over a project-

ing peg in front. The bottom of the box is painted black around the

edges and crossed by black bars; the ends of the top and sides are

painted red, and a broad, black band extends around the middle.

Figure 2, plate xlii, from St Lawrence island, is a workbox, circular

in form, made by bending a thin piece of spruce, three inches wide, so

that the ends overlap, and are sewed together with strips of whalebone

passed through slits pierced in both thicknesses of the beveled ends.

The top and the bottom are truncated cones in shape, chamfered and
fitted into grooves cut around the inner edges of the sides. A round

hole in the top serves for putting in and taking out small objects.

Figure 1, plate XLir, from Sledge island, is a box 4 inches high and

4r^ inches square, made of thin pieces of sjiruce smoothly finished. The

bottom is attached by wooden pegs; the sides are lieatly mortised

together. The cover is hinged by two pieces of rawhide and is fast--

eiied in front by a double-end string passing through a rawhide looi)

pendent from the cover. The handlis on the cover consists of two

pieces of rawhide cord tied together in the middle, the ends passed

through holes and knotted inside, forming a loop about an inch aiid a

half in length. The box is grooved around the top and the sides in-

parallel lines; the outer grooves, painted black, are broad ahd shallow^

while those on the inside are narrower and red in color both on the cover

and sides. On the center of the cover is a pointed oval groove, black

in color. The bottom of the box and a broad band around the sides are

not painted.
A circular box, from Sledge island (number 45093), is seven inches

high and over nine inches in diameter, made from a strip of spruce

bent until the beveled edges overlap, and sewed together with a double
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row of stitching with spruce rootlet. The bottom is chamfered and

fitted into a groove like the head of a barrel
;
the cover is slightly con-

vex above and concave within
;
three parallel grooves cross the top at

equal intervals, and two others, about an inch apart, extend around

the edge. The body of the box has also a broad and a narrow groove
near each edge. The cover is painted red and a band of this color

extends around each edge of the box; the grooves are all colored

black. A cord loop, two inches in length, forms a handle for the cover,

which is hinged with sinew cord and is fastened by two ends of a raw-

hide cord which project through a hole in front of the box and pass

through a loop pendent from the lid.

Another box (number 176081), from Sledge island, is oval in outline,

but is contracted in the middle by means of a stout, sinew cord passed

through holes on each side, forming a stout cross-stay. The sides are

made of two pieces with the ends lapping, sewed together in the same

manner as in the preceding specimen, and the bottom is similarly fitted

into a groove by a chamfered edge. The cover is also hinged in the

same manner and is provided with a similar fastening. A looped raw-

hide handle, each end of which is divided into two parts, is passed

through four holes and knotted on the underside.

HANDLES FOR WORKBOXES AND WATER BUCKETS

Handles for women's workboxes and for water buckets are frequently
• made of ivory or of bone. They present a considerable variety of

form and many of them are handsomely carved. A large number
were obtained, of which the following specimens, illustirated in plate

XLiii, present the principal variations:

Figure 16, from Xorton sound, is a plain rod of ivory, nearly square
in cross section.

Figure 5, from Unalaklit, is a rod of ivory, suboval in cross section,

with the upper surface etched in parallel lines extending obliquely
from the middle of the top to the edge.

Figure 11, from Sledge island, is a small, flat rod, broadened verti-

cally at each end to be pierced for a cord. The upper surface is marked
with raven totem signs and a simple etched i)attern.

Figure 24, from Shaktolik, has the lower side scallo])ed and the upper
side etched coarsely with lines and points.

Figure 10, from Norton sound, is slightly curved and lias the up])er

portion covered with zigzag patterns.

Figure 26, from Cape Darby, is suboval in cross section and has

across its upper surface the figures of ten whales carved in relief.

Figure 17, from Unalaklit, is a flattened ivory rod, carved at one end
'

to represent the head of a seal, and with the figures of several whales

etched upon its upper surface.

Figure 13, from Norton sound, is nearly square in cross section,
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scalloped along eacli side, aud grooved along the middle of the upper
surface; the ends terminate in the head of an animal which has been
much worn by long use; the details are consequently obliterated.

Figure 9, is a handle obtained by Mr L. M. Turner from Norton sound.

It is suboval in cross section, and has in relief along its upper surface

the figures of thirty seal heads; on each side of the two holes in which
the cord is fastened to attach it to the box or bucket is also carved in

relief the figure of a right whale.

Figure 14, from Cape Darby, is an ivory rod, suboval in cross section,

with the figures of seven right-whale tails projecting from one side.

Specimen 45157, from Sledge island, is a small rod, evidently used for

a box cover, having along its upper edge, in an upright i)osition, the

figures of twelve whale-tails joined by their tips.

Figure 12, from Point Hope, is an ivory rod, oblong in cross section.

Carved on one side of the middle is the projecting figure of the tail of

a right whale, aud on the upper surface are etched the figures of two

right whales and the tails of four others.

Figure 0, from Kigiktauik, is a bucket handle of ivory, strongly
curved aud haviug in relief along its upper surface the figures of nine

seal heads, several etched figures of seals with spears in their backs,
rude figures representing otters, and a framework for storing objects

above ground;

Figure 8, from Poiut Hope, is a slender ivory rod, triangular in cross

section, doubly scalloped along both sides, and having a slight border-

ing pattern of etched lines.

Figure 1, from Sledge island, is a bucket handle consisting of a fiat,

ivory rod about four inches in length, with a neatly carved, five-link

chain of ivory depending from a loop in each end. These chains ter-

minate below with a carving, representing the head of a small seal.

Through the fiat surface near each end of the handle is a large, round

hole in which fits, swivel-like, a small, round rod of ivory, terminating

above iu the figure of a seal's head, the eyes and ears of which are

represented by a black substance inlaid in the ivory, while the mouth

and the nostrils are etched. The lower ends of these handle rods are

pierced with holes for receiving the cords connecting them, with the

bucket.

Figure 22, from Sledge island, is a heavy rod of ivory, suboval in

cross section, terminating in a ring in which hangs by another ring

the image of a right whale's tail about two inches in length. Upon
the middle of the upper surface are etched figures of two right whales,

and across the rod, near each end, are carved in strong relief two

other figures of right whales. This carving is remarkably well done

and is a very artistic jjiece of work.

Figure 7, from Kigiktauik, is a plain, slightly curved handle of rein-

deer horn, suboval iu cross section.

Figure 2, from St Michael, is a handle of deerhorn, round iu cross
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section, and bent at an obtuse angle in the center. It Las a shallow

groove along its convex upper surface, in which are a number of small,

round points.

Figure 4, froni i!s^univak island., is a thin, curved piece of deerhorn

with the ends rounded, and having a rounded protuberance in the sides

at about one-third of the distance from each end. The upper surface

has two parallel incised lines extending nearly its entire length, which

are intersected at the widened points by a series of concentric circles

with holes through the center.
•

Figure 23, from Ca])e Prince of Wales, is a large, strong handle of

walrus ivory, with a doubly serrated edge on one side but smooth on

the other. Two parallel grooves extend along the upper surface; the

lower surface is convex.

Figure I'O, from the Diomede islands, is a bar of walrus ivory. The
ends at-e flattened, but the center is curved upward. Carved at each

end is the figure of a polar bear in a standing position, looking
outward.

Figure 21, obtained at St Michael by Mr. L. M. Turner, is a rounded

bar of ivory, flattened on its lower surface and convex above, with a

well-carved head of a polar bear, facing outward, on each end. A large
iiole is pierced lengthwise through this handle to admit the passage of

a cord for attaching it to a water bucket.

Figure 18, from Unalaklit, is a flattened bar of ivory with the figure

of a right whale, facing inward toward the center, carved in relief ujxju

its upper surface at each end. In the back of each whale, near the

tail, are two large, vertical holes for attaching the cord.

Figure 15, from Cape Prince of Wales, is a bar of walrus ivory, flat

on the lower surface. On the upi)er side two right whales, facing out-

ward, are carved in relief on one end, and on the other end is the

figure of a wolf.

Figure 3, from Point Hope, is a small carving intended for a work-

box handle, with a pair of seals' heads, facing outward, in high relief

on each end of the upper surface. Between these heads are deeply
incised lines forming a simple pattern.

Figure 19, from St Michael, is a rod of ivory carved in the form of

a Avolf, the legs being represented by the downward-projecting knobs,
which' are pierced for the attachment of cords.

Figure 25, from the Diomede islands, is an ivory handle for a watet

bucket. It is a flat bar, 8^ inches long and li broad, having each end

rounded and pierced with a hole three-quarters of an inch in diameter.

In the center is another smaller round hole. In the holes at the ends

are round pins, in which are holes with grooves below them at each side

to admit the cords for attaching the handle to the bucket. The heads

of the pins are carved to represent the heads, shoulders, and forelegs

of white bears in an upright position, facing inward toward the center^,

inside the bears' heads, on the upper surfnce, near the hole in the center,
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are carved in relief two figures of seals with their heads facing inwaud.

The whole group represents two seals lying on the ice near their hole

antl two polar bears rising from the water at the edge of the ice, close

to the seals.

NEEDLE-CASES

The women have a great variety of cases for holding their needles,

differing widely in form and made from a diversity of materials, show-

ing the remarkable ingenuity of these i)eople in their adaptation of

ornamental designs to practical purposes.

In the country about the lower Yukon and southward to the Kusko-

kwim a favorite form of needle-case is made from a section of the hollow

wing-bone of a goose or other large waterfowl, plugged at each end

with wooden stoppers, one representing the head and the other the tail

of a fish. The surfaces of these cases are covered with a variety of

incised patterns, as will be seen by the following figures comprising

plate XLiv :

Figure 35, from Kushunuk, is one of these needle-cases, representing

a fish. Figure 33, from Cape Vancouver, and figure 3 A, from Sabotnisky,

also represent fishes and have tufts of seal hair inserted around the

wooden head and tail.

Figure 30, from Kushunuk, has the stopper carved in the shape of

the head of a young white whale. Figure 30, also from Kushunuk, has

a fiat stopper in one end and a round knob on the other.

l^igure 38, from Norton sound, is an ivory tube in the form of a

woman's leg, with etched lines to represent the seams of the trousers.

Figure 37, from Konigunugumut, is made of wood, over which are

placed five empty cartridge shells. The stopper is in the shape of a

cormorant's head.

Figure 46, from Unalaklit, is an octagonal tube of ivory.

Figure 30, from Hotham inlet, is a round, ivory tube with a figure

of an Arctic hare in strong relief on two opposite sides, near one end.

Figure 32, from St Michael, is an ivory tube, round at one end and

broadened by a ridge on each side near the other. It has the raven

totem etched upon it.

Figure 48, from Unalaklit, is a short, ivory tube plugged at one end

and with blue beads inlaid around it. The surface is surrounded by

zigzag etchings and raven totem marks.

Figure 29, from Sledge island, has in relief on two sides the figures

of two white whales.

Figure 45, from the lower Yukon, is a tube in the form of a woman

standing with her arms held against her sides.

Figure 40, from King island, is a round tube carved with two human

figures, facing inward from each end, in a sitting position, with the

elbows resting upon the knees and the hands folded under the chin.

This is a fine piece of carving, and from the fact that it has been much

worn by handling it is doubtless of great age.
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•Figure 31, from tbe lower Yukon, is a tube with tlie head of a walrus

in relief on each of two sides near one end and the head of a seal on

the other end.

Figure 28, from Kotzebue sound, is of ivory in the shape of a small

flask closed by a wooden stopper. The wooden bottom is held in place
with wooden pegs. In relief on one side of the neck is the figure of a

right whale, and on opposite sides are two bears.

Needle-cases are sometimes used without stoppers, in which case a

large cord of sealskin is passed through the center, which terminates

in a hook of bone or ivory for holdmg thimbles, or hung to it by small

€ords are various little pendent ornaments, which consist sometimes

of,the canine teeth of various animals, but are often small carvings

representing arrowheads, human faces, miniature belt fasteners, and

various animal forms.
.
When this style of needle-case is used the needles

are thrust into the sealskin cord and are drawn into the case by pulling

on the other end of the cord, and when needed can be withdrawn by a

reverse movement.

Figure 25, obtained on ]!forton sound by Mr L. M. Turner, is a good

example of this style of needle-case with sealskin needle hokler.

Figure 2G, from St Michael, is a small, neatly carved needle-case pend-
ant representing a,reindeer's foot.

Figures 22, 23, and 27 represent a number of these small pendants,
all of which were obtained at Kushuuuk. Tlie last mentioned is in the

form of a frog with a large head but without the fore-limbs.

women's "housewives" '

The little cases oi: bags for materials used in sewing and for other

articles for women's work, commonly called "
housewives," are in general

use among the western Eskimo. They are made from skins of various

kinds and embellished with needlework in ornamental i)atterns. The

lower end terminates usually in a bag and the upper end is rounded;
to the latter a rawhide cord is attached, having at its end a slender

cross-pie.ce.,of bone, ivory, or deerhorn from three to eight inches in

iengthj^which is generally carved into various designs with the iuge-

nuity characteristic of these people. When not in use the "housewife"

is rolled -up, the cord is wound several times around it and fastened by

thrusting one end of the cross-piece under the cord.

A specimen of these housewives from Ivaialigamut (number 37918)

is made from the skin of reindeer ears and pieces of skin from other

parts, of the same animal. The upper end is rounded and trimmed with

stripes of white, black, and russet leather parallel to the curved edge,

'the seams being sewed in black^nd white. Tbe lower end terminates

in a bag, the inner surface of which is divided into square sections by
double row* of stitching, along which are painted bordering red lines.

Along the outer edges is a narrow strip of white reindeer fur succeeded

by a little strip of plucked beaver, outside of which is a coarse fringe

made from little strips from the edge of the skin of reindeer ears.
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Plate XLV, 14, from the lower Yukon, is a small housewife covered on
the inside with ornamental i)atterns'of red, white, and black. It con-

tains three pockets, and is bordered with a narrow strip of muskrat
skin; the back is made of flshskin.

Plate XLV, 32, from the lower Yukon, is a piece of flshskin intended to

form the outer ends of a large housewife. It is sewed with ornameutal

patterns, oval in outline on three sides and straight across the other,
and bordered by a narrow fringe of sealskin.

Plate XLV, 31, obtained on Xunivak island by Dr W. H. Dall, is a

good example of a housewife made from the skin of reindeer ears,
bordered by a fringe of small strips of the same material. The sides

have a border of white reindeer skiu, surrounded by a narrow strip of

sealskin and miuk fur around its upper edge. The interior is divided

into <juadrate spaces by parallel seams of black and white and rows of

small beads. At intervals around the outer edges are little tags of red

worsted. The string for fastening is covered with beads.

Plate XLV, 15, shows a specimen from Big lake, with a central band
of deerskin about an inch and a half wide by ten inches long, bordered

along each side with skins from six reindeer ears sewed together along
the sides. On one end is a semilunar piece of skin, having its front

covered with rows of beads and an ornamental i)attern of white and

reddish sealskin, sewed with sinew thread and strips of white quills.

The inside is crossed by parallel rows of stitching with red-painted
border lines: the inclosed areas are not colored, but are adorned with

small clusters of beads in their centers.

A large number of the fastening rods were obtained. The following,

figured in plate xlv, illustrate a few of the variations in form and

outline :

Figure 29, from Nunivak island, and figure 30, from Big lake, show

two fastening rods in the shape of salmon.

Figure 27, from Konigunugumut, and figure 28, from Agiukchugu-

mut, are also fish-like in form.

Figure 24, from Ukagamut, is a neatly carved rod in two sections,

united by a cross bar. On one side is represented a white Avhale, and

on the other a seal, the figures being very much elongated and slit

through the backs.

Figure 26, from ISTulukhtulogumut, is a round fastening rod, repre-

senting a seal; it has an eye at the lower end for attaching the cord.

Figure 25 shows a rod from Big lake which terminates in the head

and tail of a wolf, the legs of the animal being represented by etched

lines on the surface.

Figure 17, from the lower Yukon, is a small, rod-like piece of ivory

with a grotesque head at each end, one side apparently representing

that of a bird and the other that of some other creature.

Figure 13, from Ohalitmut, is a handsome, flat, ivory rod, having ou

one side at each end the flgure of a seal carved in relief, and in the cen-

ter the head of a man surrounded by a raised border with ray-like,
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etolied lines extending out from it, evidently intended to represent a

liood witli'a fur border. On the other side is the face of a woman with

iattooedliues on the chin and a similar indication of a fur hood, and

also two seals in relief.

Figure 21, from Big lake, is a round, slender rod terminating in the

head of an unlaiown animal.

, Figure 12, from the lower Yukon, is a slender rod having an eye at

the lower end for the attachment of a cord, and is composed of a series

of oval sections divided by grooves and raised headings.
, Figure 18, from the lower Yukon, is another round rod surrounded

by grooves and beadings. :

Figure 10, from Cape Nome, has an eye on one end for attaching the

cord, and is sharpened at the other to serve as a bodkin. It is etched

near its base with the: raven totem.

Figure 10, from Nnbviukhchugaluk, is triangular in cross section

and notched along two of the corners; on one side is etched the raven

totem. This piece also terminates in a point for use as a bodkin.

Figures 3 and 11 are both from Cape Vancouver, and have their

ends flattened, to serve as sole-creasers in making boots.

Figure 8, from the lower Yukon; figure 4, from Big lake; figure 7,

from Chalitmut; figure G, from Kusliunuk, and figure 5, from Koni-

gunugumut, are all double rods, divided along the middle but joined
near. the outer ends.

Figure 9, from Chalitmut, has two detached rods united by four

round iron pegs or rivets, the two rods not touching anywhere along
their length.

"

.

Figure 20, from the Yukon; figure 1, from Sabotnisky; figure 10,

from Konigunugumut, and figure 2, from Chalitmut, are variously orn.i-

mented with lines and circles etched upon the surfaces.

Figure 23, from Sfugunugumut, is a round ivory rod, with a seal

carved in relief on the upper side..

Figure 22, from the lower Kuskokwim, is a flattened image of a seal

carved in ivory.

NEEDLES AND BODKINS

Formerly bone needles were used exclusively by the Eskimo, the

holes for the stitches l>eing pierced with a fine-pointed bodkin or awl

of bone, ivory, or deerhorn
;
but since intercourse with white men has

become more frequent they hav^e obtained steel needles and pieces of

iron, from, which needles are made by themselves. Although many
bodkins are now pointed with iron, a great majority of those in use are

still made from bone, ivory, or horn.

,, Figures 1 and 2, plate XLViiin, from St Michael, are ivory needles

used for sewing coarse seams in making boat covers or for similar

iheayy work.

. In the collection there is a small, flat, wooden tablet (number 41204),
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from Cape Darby, four and one-half inclies long by three-quarters of an
inch wide and an eighth of an inch thick, used for supporting a bone
or an ivory needle while the eye is being pierced. The following speci-
mens are shown in plate XLVi:

Figure 15, from Sabotnisky, is a sharp-pointed bodkin, made from
the wing-bone of a large bird.

Figure 13, from Kushunuk, is another bodkin, made from the hollow

wing-bone of a bird. It has a neatly made wooden head, inserted like

a plug in its upper end.

Figure 1, from St Michael, is of deerhorn, the upper end in the
form of a human figure, with a face represented on both sides. A
stick passing through a hole in the body and projecting on either side

forms the arms. The lower end is rounded and grooved, with a hollow

at the tip, in which is fitted a slender, tapering point of deerhorn that

can be removed and replaced at will. This is the only imjdement of

its kind that was seen. It is fashioned after iron-pointed tools used
for a similar purpose.

Figure 14, from Kazbinsky, is a slender, tapering bodkin of ivory,

having its upper end cut into the form of a fish-head.

Figupe 9, from Cape Prince of Wales, terminates in a link, by which
is attached a loose piece cut in the form of a bird-head. Little tufts

of seal hair are inserted in holes around the upper end of the handle

and in the bird head, held in place by means of wooden pegs.

Figure 8, from Big lake, is made of ivory; it has two links in its

upper end, and the top is carved to represent a fish-head.

Figure 11, from Cape Vancouver, is triangular in cross section and

has little strings of beads attached to the handle, the top of which is

surmounted by a knob.

Figure 10, from Askinuk, is terminated by a link with a pendant in

which blue beads are set.

Figure 12, from Cape Prince of Wales, is triangular in cross section,

with the upper end neatly cut into the form of a reindeer head.

Figure 7, from the Kuskokwim, is a handsome ivory bodkin termi-

nating in three links, with the hind flippers of a seal pendent from the

top.

Figure 4, from Chalitmut, has an iron point and a handle of walrus

ivory terminating in two links, the tpp one in the form of a fish-tail.

Figure 2, from Cape Vancouver, is a long iron point with a handle

of walrus ivory in the form of a salmon, along the body of which are

set little tufts of seal hair.

Figure 6, from the lower Yukon, is an iron-pointed bodkin with a

wooden handle and a little wooden sheath for slipping over the point.

Figure 10, also from the lower Yukon, is a specimen of the larger

bodkins or awls used for piercing heavy skins employed in making
kaiaks and for other similar work.

Figure 3, from Nulukhtulogumut, is a strong iron implement with

an ivory handle fashioned in the shape of a seal.
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Figure 5, from Chalitmut, has an ivory handle terminating in two

knobs, one above the other, and sejtarated by a projecting beading.

BOOT-SOLE 0REA8ER.S

For crimi)ing or creasing the sealskin soles of boots around the toe

and heel, small, sharp-edged, flat-pointed pieces of ivorj' or bone are

used. Sometimes these are knife-like in shape, as in figure 49, plate

XLiv, from Sledge island, or are smooth, plain pieces like the specimen
shown in figure 43 of the same plate, which was obtained by Doctor

Dall from Nuuivak island.

Figure 47 of the plate referred to represents a creaser in the form of

a walrus; the head and tusks are carved, and the flippers and certain

other anatomical, details are etched on the back of the implement.
This specimen is also from Nunivak island.

Plate XLIV, 42, from Point Hope, is an elaborate boot creaser of this

kind, to the upper end of which, attached by a link, is a carving repre-

senting the head of a white bear. The body of the implement is sinuous

nearly to the end where it is flattened to a wedge shape.

Fig. 29—I'.oiit-sole creaser (full size).

Plate XLIV, 41, from Kotzebue sound, is a creaser made from ivory
in the form of a knife, with a pendant attached by a link to the butt.

Plate XLIV, 50, from Cape Prince of Wales, is a creaser with a link

at one end, to which is attached a short bodkin.

Plate XLIV, 51, from Kotzebue sound, is a creaser made by shaping
down the small end of a piece of bone.

The accompanying figure 29 is"an iv^ory boot-sole creaser from Nush-

agak; it is triangular in cross-section, with pictures etched on the three

sides. The side, represented shows a house witlt smoke issuing from

the smoke hole, an elevated storehouse to the left, and soine people

approaching with a loaded sledge from the right.

Plate XLIV, 44, from Nunivak island, is a creaser in the form of a

murre's head.

AVOMEN'S KNIVES

(
The knives used by Eskimo women for skinning and cutting up

game and fish vary considerably in form. Some consist simi»ly of a

broad piece of slate, roughly crescentic in shape, with the curved side

ground to a thin edgeTf

Figure 8, ])late xLtflJ from Razbinsky, represents one of these rough
•slate knives.

P^
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Figure G, plate xlvii, from Kusbunuk, is a small knife made of slate

set in a slot in the end of an oval wooden handle.

Figure 7, plate xlvii, from the lower Yukon, is made of a fine-grain

stone very similar in appearance to slate, set into a wooden handle.

This specimen is more neatly made than is usually the case with these

implements.

Figure 5, plate xlvii, from the lower Yukon, is a rough piece of slate

set in a rudely made, wooden handle.

Figure 9, plate xlvii, from the lower Yukon, is a slate knife attached

to a wooden handle by means of a rawhide cord passed through a hole

in the back. It has a sheath made from two pieces of wood fastened

together with a rawhide cord.

Figure 10, plate xlvii, from St Michael, is ^ long slate blade fitted

into a slot in the end of a wooden handle anTl bound in place with a

lashing of untauned sealskin.

Figure 4, plate xlvii, from Kofiigunugumut, is a specimen of the

iron-blade knives which, since the introduction of iron into Alaska, are

gradually displacing the old stone and slate implements. It is set in a

neatly made wooden handle.

Figure 1, plate xlvii, from Sfuguuugumut, is another iron- blade

knife with a solid ivory handle.

Specimens of wooden-handle knives, similar in character to those

from the American coast, were obtained on St Lawrence island, but

they show the customary rude workmanship of that district.

THIMBLES AND THIMBLE HOLDERS

Thimbles for women are made usually from small, oval pieces of tough

sealskin, having a slit extending across one edge, forming a loop-like

strap, through which the forefinger is thrust, so that the strap rests

across the nail and the pad of skin in the inner side of the finger (see

figure 20, plate xliv, from Xubviukhchugaluk). Some of the women

use metal thimbles obtained from the traders, which are also imitated

in ivory by themselves, but most of the women prefer the old-fashioned

sealskin thimbles.

Figure 21, plate xliv, from Chalitmut, is one of these ivory thimbles

made to rest like a cap over the end of the finger; the back is cut away

except for a strap or band across the inner border. In form this is a

combination of the metal thimble of the white people and the old

style made from a piece of sealskin.

Sealskin thimbles are carried usually on a holder or guard attached

to the end of a cord, which is either fastened to the workbag or forms

a pendant to the strap of the needle-case. These holders vary greatly

in form, but are most frequently of hook shape.

Figure 1, plate xliv, from St Michael, is a thimble holder made from

a plain piece of bone from the leg of a bird; it is the rudest and

simplest form of this article.
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Figure 24, plate xliv, also from St Michael, is in tlie form of a

double crescent, with a hole in the middle over which the thimble is

slipped and retained in place by the crescent-shape bar.

Figure 14, plate xliv, from Norton bay, is a plain, hook-like holder.

Figure 19, plate xliv, from Kotzebue sound; figure 18, from Hotham

inlet, and figure 17, from Point Hoi)e, are all made from ivory and rep-

resent different forms of this little implement.

Figure 2, plate xliv, from St Lawrence island, is a rude hook made
from a walrus tooth, l^igure 4, from Kushunuk, is a rather rudely
made hook of deerhoru. Figure 3 is another deerhorn hook from the

same locality as the last. Figure 7, from Nunivaik island, is a hook

made from walrus ivory in the form of a salmon.

Figures o, 8, 9, 10, and 13, of plate xliv, represent various forms of

this implement made from ivory. All are from Kushunuk.

Figure 11, plate xliv, from Nubviukhchugaluk, and figure 12, of the

same plate, are ivory hook-shape holders from Kotzebue sound.

Figure 15, plate xliv, from Unalaklit, is a hook-shape holder having
a leather band which slips down over the hook, holding it closed and

preventing the thimble from dropping off.

Figure G, plate XLiV, from Kushunuk, is a specimen which has a

wrapping of spruce rootlets around the shank and inside the slot

wiiich forms the hook to keep the thimble in place.

Figure 16, plate xliv, is a double thimble guard of ivory from Toint

Hope.
implements for making thread and cord V

Thread for sewing clothing or other small articles is made of sinew

from the legs of reindeer, dried and beaten with a maul to loosen the

fibers, which are then divided and cleaned. From the Kuskokwim
northward to Kotzebue sound and the islands of Bering strait, small

comb-like implements with from two to four teeth are in use for this

purpose. On the lower Yukon a species of tough grass is obtained and
utilized for making thread and for other purposes. After being dried

and beaten it is hatcheled with the combs which are used for making
thread from sinew. Cords are made in different ways and of various

materials, according to the uses for which they are intended. The
kind most commonly in use is made from tanned sealskin, which

is trimmed to an oval shape, from which a continuous strip is cut.

Sometimes an entire skin is made into an unbroken cord. For heavier

cords the skin of the walrus is utilized. Tanned reindeer skins are

also cut into thongs, and sinews of reindeer and seals are twisted into

cords of various sizes. On the lower Yukon and in the interior ter-

ritory occupied by the Eskimo, cord is made from the inner bark of the

willow. Strips of whalebone are also frequently employed for lashings
on sledges, boats, and various implements.

Figure 5, plate XLViiia, from Norton sound, represents one of the

combs used in making thread from sinew.

Figure 6, plate XLViiia, from the Diomede islands, is a comb or sinew
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sbredder of walrus ivory, with four large, coarse teeth and a narrow
handle.

Figure 1, plate XLViiia, from Sledge island, is a tliree-toothed sinew
shredder with a flattened knob-like blade at the end of the handle.

Figures, plate XLviiia, from Cape Kome, is a small, flat piece of
deerhorn with three flat teeth on one end, and figure 2, plate xlviii a,
from Sledge island, is a similar implement made of ivory.

Figure 4, plate xlviii «, from Cape Darby, is a toothed ivory imple-
ment of this kind, one tooth being attached to the side of the main
piece by means of a strong wrapping of willow root.

Figures 7 and 9, plate xlviii a, from the lower Yukon; figure S, from

Mission, and figure 10, from Sabotnisky, are specimens of combs which
have been used in making grass thread.

The accompanying figure 30, from Sledge island, represents some of

the implements used for twisting sinew cords. A full set consists of

two flattened ivory rods with a small knob or head at each end, and
four bodkin-like ivory rods each with the figure of a deer-head at the

upper end. These implements are all pierced with holes and strung

(^^c^J-./ i'<',J,\-rt^^-,}t ^'^^\{;^'lk\- ..''.L......M^

Fio. 30—Sinew twisters (J).

on a rawhide cord in order that they may convjeniently be carried and
not readily mislaid.

Figure 8, plate xlviii &, from Cape Vancouver, and figure 5 of the

same plate, from Nunivak island, represent reels on which thread is

wound. They are sometimes used also as shuttles in making small

meshed nets.

Figures 4 and G, plate xlviii h, from l^univak island, are specimens
of thread reels carved to represent mythical beings, half woman and

half seal, with the hands held against the sides of the faces.

Figures 3 and 7, plate xlviii 6, from the same island, are ivory reels

carved to represent seals.

Figure 31 represents a sinew cord spinner from St Lawrence island.

Q'his object is made of ivory and consists of three parts; these are a

quadrate base for holding in the hand, and pierced in the middle of

the outer surface for the insertion of one end of a slender rod having a

knob at its other end. A flattened rod is pierced near one end and

slipped upon the first-named rod, upon which it revolves. The sinew

to be spun is attached to the flattened rod at the shoulder, just below

the hole, and by a rapid circular motion of the hand the flattened rod

is caused to revolve rapidly, giving the desired twisting to the cord.
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j^o implements of tliis kind were seen among the Eskimo elsewhere
in the region visited, and it is quite possible that the St Lawrence
islanders obtained the idea from some of the whaling ships which stop
so frequently along their shore.

;>ii!i!er Iroin St Linvri'iicp island.

SIvlN-DRESSIN« TOOL.S

For dressing and tanning skins several different implements are

used, the most important of which are scrapers for cleaning the fat and
water from the surface, and polishers for the purpose of softening the
hide. From the lower Kuskokwim to the northern part of Xorton
sound and the coast of Bering strait, stone-blade scrapers with long
handles are the prevailing style, although on the coast and islands of

IJering strait a short-handle scraper is frequently seen, while from
Kotzebue sound northward they are all of the latter type, with the
handle made to fit the hand and elaborately carved.

Plate xx,lx, 17, from Big lake, represents one of these scrapers of
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hard, green schistose ground to a crescentic edge, fitted to a wooden
handle eleven inches in length, which extends downward, overlapping
about one-half the length of the blade, and held in place by a rawhide

lashing which is prevented from slipping by a ridge along the lower

edge of the wood. The upper part of the handle is bent downward
for convenience in grasinug.

Plate XLix, 19, from the lower Yukon, is a slate scraper similar in

design to the last, with a wooden handle attached by a lashing of

spruce root, the upper part bent downward nearly to a right angle.
Plate XLIX, 20, from Nubviukhchugaluk, is a scraper consisting of a

chisel-shape blade inserted in a broad wooden handle which overlaps
the upper part and is held in position by a lashing of spruce root. On
the upper surface of the handle is a groove to receive the forefinger,
on the inner side is another groove to receive the thumb, and two

grooves on the under surface of the downward-turned end of the handle
admit the remaining three fingers.

Plate XLIX, 15, from the lower Yukon, is a short scraper with a

wooden handle curved downward to a pistol-like grip, and a heavy
blade of black chert ground to a chisel-shape edge, fitted to the handle
with an intervening pad of grass. The blade is held in position by
means of a strong lashing of spruce root.

Plate XLIX, 12, from the lower Yukon, has a broad, flattened blade of

slate, chisel-shape at the edge, with an overlapping wooden handle

held in i)lace by a spruce-root lashing. The handle is bent downward
to form the grip.

Plate XLIX, 18, from Xorton sound, has a large, slate blade with a

rounded, chisel-shape edge. It is fitted into a groove in the wooden

handle,- which is held securely in place by a rawhide lashing. The
handle is broad near the blade and narrows gradually to a rounded

grip, which is bent abruptly downward; a groove extends along the

upper surface, and others, on two sides, below the grip, form a rest for

the forefinger and the thumb.

Plate XLIX, 10, from Sledge island, has a flat blade of slate with a

rounded edge fitted against a shoulder on the lower surface of the

overlapping wooden handle, which has a projecting spur just above the

grii>, intended to rest between the thumb and the forefinger when the

implement is in use.

Plate XLIX, 13, from Cape Prince of Wales, is a small scraper with a

flat, chisel like blade of black slate, held in position against the short

oval wooden handle by a rawhide cord. Another scraper from Cap©
Prince of Wales (number 43405) consists of a rudely chipped flint blade,

fitted into a mortise in the rough wooden handle and secured by a

lashing of sinew. The upper end of the handle is bent downward and

has two grooves on the lower surface to receive the second and third

fingers.

Plate XLIX, 11, from Sledge island, has a thin, chisel-shape blade of

18 ETH 8
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black slate wedged into a slot in the wooden handle, which is broad

near the socket and tapers gradually to the grip, where it is enlarged
to form a broad oval to rest in the palm of the hand. A broad groove
runs down tlie front of the handle, and the sides are flattened to form

rests for the thumb and the forefinger.

Plate XLix, 7, from Kotzebue sound, is a short handle for a scraper,
made of fossil mammoth ivory, with a slit in its lower end for the

Insertion of a flint blade. It is hoHowed on the lower side of the bent

upper portion to receive the thumb. On the outer surface are two

grooves for the second and third fingers. The first finger is intended to

rest at the base of the blade.

Plate XLIX, 8, from Kowak river, has a chisel-point, chipped flint

blade, inserted in a plain handle of fossil mammoth ivory. Another

specimen (number 48627), from Kotzebue sound, has a chipped flint

blade inserted into a slot in the mammoth ivory handle, which has a

groove on the inside for a thumb rest and two on the upper surface for

the first and second fingers. A deep slot on the under surface is

intended to receive the third and fourth fingers.

Plate XL.IX, 14, from Hotham inlet, is a wooden handle larger than

that last described, but grooved in the same manner to receive the

fingers.

Plate XLIX, 3, also from Hotham inlet, is a short handle of mam-
moth ivory, with a slot for the insertion of a flint blade. The back of

the handle forms a flaring edge intended, when in use, to rest on the

under surface of the hand near the base of the thumb, while the first

and second fingers are placed in a deep groove in front and the third

and fourth fingers lie in a deep excavation on the under surface.

Plate XLIX, 2, from Point Hope, is a handle made from fossil mam-
moth ivory, with a deep groove on the inside for receiving the thumb,
two grooves on the upper surface for the first and second fingers, and

an excavation on the lower surface for the third and fourth fingers.

Plate XLIX, 4, from Point Hope, is a scraper consisting of a small flint

blade fitted into a handle of mammoth ivory. On the inside is a shal-

low depression for the reception of the thumb, and another above for

the first and second fingers; a deep slot across the lower surface is for

the third and fourth fingers.

Plate XLIX, 9, from Point Hope, has a blade of brown flint in a wooden

handle, which has a deep slot for the thumb on the inner side, two

grooves for the first and second fingers on the upper surface, and a

deep excavation below for the third and fourth fingers.

Plate XLIX, 6, from Point Hope, is a very curious specimen, roughly

triangailar in shape; the chipped flint blade is fitted into a groove in a

wooden handle, which has a large blue bead inlaid on the upper part;

on the inside is a deep slot for the reception of the point of the thumb;

along the front of the top is a deep excavation bordered above by three

grooves for the ends of three fingers, and on the outside a hollow for

the little finger.
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Another form of scraper, used specially for cleaning tbe skins of
birds and small mammals, is somewhat knife-like in shape. Plate l, 5,
is a specimen of this type of implement from Nunivak island. It is

made of deerhorn with a slightly spoon-shape blade, and has incised

parallel lines across the upper side of the handle.
Plate L, 6, from Big lake, is also of deerhorn, and is somewhat simi-

lar in shape to the preceding.
Plate L, 3, from Ikogmut, is of ivory. The edge is sharp and across

the butt of the handle is a series of notches forming short teeth, which
are used in cleaning fat, blood, and other matter from among the
feathers or hair of the skins and for softening hard spots. On the
lower side of the handle are four round projections, each pierced with
a large hole, and on the back etched lines form a conventional pattern.

Plate L, 2, from Norton sound, is another of these ivory knife-like

scrapers with a notched butt.

Plate L, 15, from ISIorton sound, is an ivory scraper generally similar

in form to the preceding, but lacking the toothed butt.

Plate L, 1, from St Michael, is of ivory and has a number of small
knobs on the handle and a coarsely-toothed butt.

Plate L, 4, from Cape Prince of Wales, also of ivory, has a long, taper-

ing blade and a toothed butt. It has four grooves on the lower side of

the handle to form a grip for the fingers.

Plate L, 9, from St Michael, is a ruder implement of this kind, semi-

lunar in shape and with a flat back.

Plate L, 11, from Point Hope, is a tray-shape implement about 4
inches long and 2J inches wide, deeply excavated inside and with a

sharp edge all around the exterior rim. It is used by placing the

thumb inside with the fingers grasping the back and pressing either

side or end against the skin.

Plate L, 12, is a rudely made scraper from the Diomede islands.

Plate L, 8, from Point Hope, is a scoop-shape scraper made from
fossil mammoth ivory; the inside is slightly excavated and the lower

edge is sharpened. It is used by placing it in the palm of the hand
with the grooved end resting against the inside of the fingers, the con-

vex under surface against the palm, and j)ushiug it from the operator.
This is the only implement of this kind that was seen, all the other

scoop-shape scrapers being used by drawing toward the person.
Plate L, 7, from Sledge island, is a flat rod of deerhorn beveled to an

edge on one side; each end is pierced with two holes in which a strong
rawhide cord is fastened, by which the ends are drawn toward each

other until they form a horseshoe-shape curve; it is used by grasping
the cross cord and drawing the edge of the scraper along the skin

toward the operator.
Plate L, 18, from Kotzebue sound, is a scraper made from the shoulder-

blade of some animal
;
the butt is sawed down and shaped to serve as a

handle; the outer end is also cut off and the thin lower portion cut to

a straight edge.
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Plate L, 13, from Chalitmut, is a deerhorn scraper with a well shaped

upcurved handle, a blade formed like au obliquely truueated half of a

spoou, and a sharpened edge.
Plate L, 16, from Sledge island, and figure 17, of the same plate, from

the lower Yukon, are sections of deerhorn with one surface flattened

and cut to a sharp edge.
Plate L, 11, obtained on St Lawrence island by Captain C. L. Hooper,

is a crescent-shape piece of reindeer horn with a sharp edge, flat upon
one side and beveled to three surfaces on the other, with a groove run-

ning down the center of each.

Plate L, 10, from St Lawrence island, is of ivory, dish-shaped, some-

what oval in outline and nearly straight on the upper or thicker side
;
the

other side is curved and thinned down to a sharp edge. It is used by
resting the thumb on the interior and grasping the back with the first

and second fingers.

Plate XLix, 1
,
obtained by Mr L. M. Turner at St Michael, is a rounded

bowlder-like piece of

granite about 5 inches in

its longest diameter for

rubbing and softening

skins; the lower surface

is smoothed and polished

by use.

SKIIS^ DRESSING

Among the Eskimo it

is customary for the men
to dress the skins oflarge
animals such as rein-

deer, wolves, wolver-

ines, bears, seals, and walrus, while the women prepare the skins

of smaller creatures such as fawns, hares, muskrats, marmots, and

waterfowl, and sometimes assist the men in the preparation of the

larger skins.

In dressing sealskins and walrus hides they are first scraped to free

them from the adherent particles of flesh and fat, then rolled into a

bundle with the hair side inward and kept in the house or the kashim

until they become sour and the hair loosens; small sealskins are some-

times dipped in hot water to hasten the loosening of the hair; the hair

is then scraped off and the skin is stretched on a wooden frame, made
from sticks of driftwood- (figure 32), by stout cords passed through
slits around the edges and over the side bars of the frame, when they
are again scraped and placed outside the house to dry. When dry

they are removed from the frames and folded compactly into flat, oblong

l)ackages (figure 33), for convenience in carrying or storing. If the

skin is to be tanned with the hair on, for use in making boots or

Fig. 32— Stretched sealskin.
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clotliing, it is soaked tlioroughly in urine to remove the fat, then

stretched, scraped, and dried in the manner described.
The beautifully white, parchment-like leather used for boot§ and

ornamental work is made from small sealskins from which the hair has
been removed. The skin is then soaked in urine to free it from the oil,
stretched upon the drying frame and exposed in the open air during
the coldest months of winter; the intense cold and the beating of the

dry snow upon the surface of the skin bleaches it to a satiny whiteness.
A finer quality of white leather is obtained from the gullets of large
seals and walrus treated in the same manner. The russet colored seal-

skin, used for ornamental work, is made by washing the surtace of this

white, parchment-like leather with dye obtained from alder bark.
The skin of the wolf-fish [Annarrichas lupus), called M-chu-hluJc by

the Eskimo, when stretched and dried makes a thin, blackish, parchment-
like material, which is cut into narrow strips and frequently welted into

the seams of boots and other articles of clothing, or used for other

ornamental purposes. The white woolly skin of the new-born fur seal,
after being tanned, is dyed a rich brown by an infusion of alder bark
and cut into narrow strips for borders to

garments or for making tassels for boots ,...-'' '""]
-—

.,

and frocks. ^- ----' -'^

To tan reindeer skin with the hair on, /;;? j
""'

the fleshy side of the skin is wetted with %MM^^M^ki^ '

urine; it is then rolled into a compact r
\ J

bundle, w^ith the hair side outward, and "\ _ [ L,
'

permitted to remain a few hours in the '^"~-, i /

warm kashim, after which it is unrolled „ „ „ ^,

'

'^^ ,,•' Pig. 33—Method of folding sealskin.

and any remaining fragments of sinew or

flesh are removed with a scraper. It is then dried and again thor-

oughly scraped and hung up open in the kashim while a fire is

burning, and dried until it becomes hard and almost as brittle as

pasteboard, when it is taken down and scraped carefully and lightly
on the inner side. This breaks the grain of the leather and covers

the epidermis at the roots of the hair with numberless little cracks,

rendering the skin very pliable. After this treatment the skin is

scraped again more thoroughly, and boiled fish eggs, while still warm, i/

are rubbed on the inner surface. It is then rolled up and permitted to

lie for a few hours, after which it is unrolled and worked and rubbed

between the hands until it becomes dry and soft; a final scraping then

removes any remaining roughness or adherent matter and completes
the process of tanning. Eeindeer skins tanned in this manner are

beautifully white on the inside and the leather is as soft and pliable as

chamois skin.

Small skins are soaked in urine to remove the fat, after which they

are stretched and worked with the hands and finally rubbed with

pieces of pumice until dry. Urine is so much used in tanning and for
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other purposes that every house is i)rovicled with cue or more tubs in

which a constantly renewed supply is kei)t.

Marmot skins and the skins of niuskrats and birds are rubbed and

worked in the hands, after which the women use their teeth to chew
the harder i^arts to render them soft; they are then stretched and

dried and a slight wash of oil is applied to render them more pliable.

The skins of salmon and losh are dressed and used for making bags,

boots, mittens, and waterproof garments by the Eskimo of the lower

Yukon; The intestines of seals, cleaned and inflated, are dried, and

form a kind of translucent parchment, which is out into strips and

sewed to form the waterproof frocks worn by the men when at sea in

the kaiaks or when out on land in rainy weather. These garments
will shed water for several hours. Coverings for the smoke holes in

roofs of houses and kashims are made of this material, which is used

also for covering bedding during transportation or in open camps.
The Eskimo who live away from the coast, lacking the sea animals,

use the intestines of deer and bears for similar purposes.

HUJ^Tiis'G A:N^r) imisrTixG iaiplements

ANIMAL, TRAPS AND SNARES

Owing to the rapid extermination of reindeer in the neighborhood of

the coast of Norton sound, the natives depend on hunting the various

kinds of seals and on fishing for their main supply of food. For over a

hundred miles along that coast, during my residence at St Michael, not

a dozen reindeer were killed each year. Twenty years earlier reindeer

were extremely numerous throughout the same district, but the intro-

duction of firearms, after the Americans took possession of the country,
resulted in a wasteful slaughter by the natives, who soon succeeded in

virtually exterminating these animals in the larger portion of the coast

region.

Before the introduction of firearms the Eskimo had various ingenious
modes of capturing and killing deer. They were stalked in the usual

manner by hunters, armed with bows and arrows, who approached the

herds by creeping from one shelter to another until within bow shot.

At other times two hunters went together, and when a herd of reindeer

was seen one of the hunters walked immediately behind the other, so

that their two bodies were in contact. Then, while keeping step as

one man, they walked directly toward the herd. The deer would per-

mit them to come within a certain distance and then make a wide cir-

cuit for the purpose of passing behind the advancing hunters; the man
in the rear then took advantage of the first hollow or other shelter to

throw himself on the ground and lie hidden while his comj)anion con-

tinued onward, apparently without paying the slightest attention to

the game; as a result the deer would circle in behind him, and while

watching him were almost certain to run within bow shot of the con-
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cealed hunter; when they were near enough he would spring up and

discharge his arrows; this would distract their attention from the first

man, who in the meantime had also concealed himself. In running to

escape from the hunter who had just discharged his arrows, the game
would frequently circle within shot of the other man and become so

confused as to run wildly back and forth, approaching each man in

turn several times before the survivors regained their wits suflBciently

to make their escape.

Another method was to close the lower end of a rocky pass through
which the deer were accustomed to travel, and then make a drive from

the open valley and inclose an entire herd at once, when they were
"^d with lances and arrows. The people said that in cases of this

t they were accustomed to kill every deer thus inclosed, with-

out -regard to number, and that frequently such large numbers were

killed that they were unable to utilize them, and they were left where

they fell.

Deer were also snared with strong nooses of rawhide, which were

tied to stout bushes and held open by light strings of grass or sinew con-

necting them with other bushes, or with small

stakes planted in the ground. In feeding, the

deer would entangle their antlers or thrust in

their heads, so that they were held or strangled

by the nooses closing around their necks.

Another method practiced by the young men
in early summer, when the fawns were born, was

to look for them, and when a fawn only a few

days old was found they would run it down.

The hunters considered this sport to be a great LI {

test of agility and endurance, for instead of no. 34—Moiieiofadeer

shooting the fawn with arrows, as might readily
*'"*''^-

have been done, it was a matter of pride to pursue the animal until

it became so tired and its feet so tender that it stopped and permitted

itself to be captured.
At the time of my visit to Point Barrow in 1881, reindeer were still

common in the low mountains to the south and southeast of that place,

but it had become very easy to obtain breech loading guns and ammu-

nition from the whalers, and the people were destroying the deer very

rapidly. One old man and his son, it was claimed, had nearly five

hundred skins in storage, and others had an abundance of them.

Ball's sheep were also killed, in large numbers by these people and

by the Eskimo of Kowak river, judging from the number of skins seen

among them.
'

Figure 34 shows a model of a deer snare from the lower Yukon; it

consists of two straight sticks, to the larger of which the end of the

snare is firmly attached, while the outer side of the loop is lightly held

by a smaller stick which serves to keep the snare in place.
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This method of snaring deer is illustrated in figure 35, which repre-
sents a boot-sole creaser from Nushagak. It is etched on three sides,
and on tlje side shown are two reindeer caught in rawhide snares, with
another snare still set between them.

The white bear is found only at very rare intervals on the mainland
south of Bering strait. A single young white bear was killed a few
miles south of St Michael during my residence there, and was said to

have been the first one seen in many years. On St Lawrence island they
are frequently seen on the ice during winter and spring. The hunters
there kill them by concealing themselves among the ice hummocks in

the course the bear is pursuing, and as he passes shoot him in the head
between the eye and the ear. This spot is chosen on account of the

thinness of the skull, as the .44-caliber breech-loading guns which

they use have not power enough to kill the bear if shot in any other

part. I saw a great many skulls of these animals on the island named,
and all of them had bullet holes in the same place.
From Point Hope to Point Barrow bears are not uncommon, and a

number of Eskimo living along the coast from Bering strait northward
have been frightfully disfigured by encounters with then). A man
from Point Hope told me of an encounter with one of these animals

that took place near his vil-

lage in the winter of 1880.

Two men left the village and

Fio.35-Ktriiii,-(.ii iv„ry, HiiowingdeeiHiiares (g).
wcut out ou the sea icc dur-

ing the night to set their nets

for seals; while they were setting thfe nets, at some distance from each

other, one of them heard the snow cracking under the feet of a white

boar which was approaching. The hunter was without weapons of any
kind, and as it was too dark to see the animal he quietly lay down fiat

upon his back on the ice, hoping to escape notice. The bear came

directly up to him, and stopping, began smelling along his body, until

finally he pressed his cold muzzle against the hunter's nose and mouth
and sniffed vigorously several times. As he did this the hunter held

his breath until his head swam. Suddenly the bear heard the other

hunter moving about and raised his head to listen; then he sniffed at

the hunter's face again and started off' on a trot toward the other man.
When the bear had been gone a few moments the prostrate hunter

sprang to his feet and fied lor his life tovA'ard the shore, hearing the

death cry of his comrade as he ran. About noon the next day, when
the sun came to the horizon, the villagers armed themselves and went
out on the ice, accom])anied by the wife of the missing hunter. They
reached the place at dawn and found the bear still feasting on the

hunter's remains. The wife fired the first shot at him, followed by the

others, and the bear fell; then the woman drew a hunting knife and

rushing at the bear slaslied its sides until the skin hung in shreds,
when she stoi)ped from exhaustion.
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Another man in tliat region has the scalp and flesh from one side of
his head, including one eye, torn away by a stroke from the paw of one
of these animals.

Formerly, after bears had been brought to bay by dogs they were
killed with stone or iron-pointed lances, and, indeed, the people of the
Siberian shore still kill many in this old fashion.

Wolves are killed with guns or arrows or are taken with various
kinds of traps; steel traps have been introduced by the traders, but
the ancient devices are still sometimes used for both wolves and foxes.

One of the common methods of killing wolves in ancient tunes, which
is still practiced to a slight extent, was by the use of

spits made of whalebone. A slender piece of bone, 8

or 9 inches in length and a third of an inch wide is

pointed at each end, and, after being softened, is bent

upon itself in folds 1^ or 2 inches in length. It is then

bound in position by a strip of cord and laid aside until

it becomes dry, when it retains the form in which it has

been bent. The cord is then taken oif and the whale-

bone is soaked in oil for a short time, then wrapped in

tallow, blubber, or sometimes a piece of fish-skin, after

which it is placed in a locality frequented by wolves

and foxes.

Discovering this morsel the animal begins to devour

it, but finding that it is not easily masticated, swallows
it entire, doubtless mistaking it for a piece of gristle.

When the whalebone becomes warm and is moistened
in the stomach, it straightens out and the pointed ends

pierce the beast to death or cause such pain that it

is soon found and dispatched by the hunter who has

followed its trail.

Figure 3G shows examples of this implement both in

the folded and extended form
; they were obtained at

St Michael. Dead falls, used as traps for minks, foxes,

and sometimes for larger animals, are made by build-

ing a small Inclosure of sticks driven into the ground,
over the entrance to which a heavy log is supported by an ordinary

4-shai)e device.

Plate LI, 6, illustrates a bait spit for use in one of these "
4-traps,"

Avhich was obtained at Port Clarence by Doctor Dall. It consists of a

double-pointed bone spit about seven inches in length, with a notch an

inch from one point, against which is fastened the end of another bone

spit resting against the notch, and projecting at the other end opposite

the point of the first named.
Near Andrei vsky I saw snares for catching lynxes made by building

a dome-shape pile of brush, with one or more narrow openings leading

to the bait, which was placed on the ground under the center. At the

Fig. 36—Game spits.
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mouth of eacli of these openings a rawhide loop was so arranged that

the lynx could not reach the bait without getting its head or legs

entangled, and as the p,nimal drew back the snare would close and hold

it fast.

Another common style of snare was made by setting a noose over a

path used by animals and digging a deep hole in the ground below it.

To the lower end of the snare a heavy stone was attached, hanging in

the month of the pit; the upper part of the snare was held open by

attaching it by strings to surrounding objects, and a trigger was so

arranged thiit at a touch from a passing animal the stone would be

freed and drop into the hole, causing the snare to close and draw the

animal's neck down to the ground and hold it fast.

Sometimes a noose was set at the entrance to a tunnel made in the

frozen snow, with a bait of meat at the rear end, and in endeavoring

to reach this the animals were snared. I was informed that animals as

large as reindeer, and even bears, were formerly caught by means of

snares, and that

they were in gen-

eral use for tak-

ing red and white

foxes.

South of the

mouth of the Yu-

kon the Eskimo

formerly made

pits for ctitching

wolves by dig-

ging iu summer

Fig. 37—Fox or wolf trap with siuew spring. SquarC hOlCS

down to the per-

manently frozen earth, and then making a wall about the sides and

grading the earth in a gentle sloi)e up to the ontside edge, thus making
a pit so deep that no animal could jump out; it was then covered with

a frail roof concealed by straw and weeds, with the bait laid on the

center. In winter the roof was covered with snow. According to the

old men this was the commonest style of trap used in ancient times,

and with it many animals were caught.
One of the most ingenious traps found among the Eskimo was one

by means of which the tension of a set of strong, twisted sinew cords

was used to throw a lever and brain the animal that sprung it. These

traps were known to the people from the northern shore of Norton

sound to Kotzebue sound; they are not now used on the American

coast, as they have been superseded by steel traps, but I was informed

that formerly they were in common use.

On St Lawrence island were found many pieces of such traps that

were large enough to kill foxes, and from this I conclude that they are

still in use in that district. The accompanying sketch (hgure 37) from
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a model made by an Eskimo living at the head of Norton sound, shows
the parts and illustrates the working of this ingenious contrivance:

1—1 is a cylinder of wood, that material or bone ordinarily being used
for these traps; 2—2 are crosspieces of wood or bone, bound together

by strong sinew, cords; 3 is an ivory or bone block; 4 is an ivory or

bone pin, fitting into 3, and is attached to a cord passing through a
hole in the cylinder to the bait at 10; 5 is a slot cut through the side

of the cylinder; 6 is a stout lever of bone with a knob at its inner end,
which is inserted through the cords connecting 2—2; 8 is a pointed

spike of bone or ivory (a nail is sometimes used on St Lawrence island);
7 is a peg projecting from the side of tlie lever. 2—2 are twisted in

opposite directions until the twisting of the connecting cords, which

pass around them and through the cylinder, causes a strong tension,
thus holding the crossi)ieces so firmly against the ends of the cylinders
that they can not slip back. This also draws the cord so taut in the

cylinder that when the lever, 6, is drawn back to lie parallel with 9, a

great resistance is encountered, acting like a spring to throw it back

to its first position. The lever, 6, is held in position next to 9 by pass-

ing 4 over 7 and into 3. The bait is tied to the end of a cord attached

to 4 at 10, so that it lies just within 8. The trap is then fastened firmly

to the ground and concealed with earth, but care is taken to insure the

free working of the lever. The bait is then exposed in line with the

lever and when a slight pull is given, the pin, 4, is freed and the lever

springs sharply over, burying the spike set in its end in the skull of the

animal.

These traps work very nicely and strike a heavy blow. They are

ordinarily made for killing foxes and wolves, but I was told (hat

formerly they were sometimes used for bears.

Figure 13, plate li, illustrates a cylinder for one of these traps from

St Lawrence island. It is 12 inches long and 5 inches in diameter, and

is made from a piece of the jawbone of a whale. It is capped at each

end by a ring of bone held in position by four iron nails. A deep notch

is cut in the middle of one side of the cylinder, at one end of which is

a slot and at the other a round hole through the side.

Figure 11, plate li, from the same island, is a lever made of bone,

forked, and armed at the outer end with iron spikes. The inner end

terminates in a rim of bone. This is the striking arm of one of these

traps. It has a notch on one side for receiving the trigger. With this

arm is a bone ring (plate li, 15), pierced with four holes, intended for a

cap, at one end of the cylinder.

Figure 12, plate li, from the same island, represents another striking

arm for a trap, with three iron spikes set in it.

For trapping beavers in their houses square nets, 4 or 5 feet across,

with meshes large enough for the beaver's head to pass through, are

fastened over the entrance to the animal's house below the surface of

the water, so that in going out or in the animal will become entangled

and drown. These nets are sometimes used in the same way for otters.
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Hares are snared and netted in spring by setting the nets or snares

among the bushes which they frequent, so that they become entangled
while moving about, or by setting fine sinew nets in open spaces

among the bushes and then making a drive and frightening the animals

into them. This method is practiced for taking both the large Arctic

hare and the white rabbit.

Parry's marmot is a common animal in many parts of Alaska, par-

ticularly about the head of Norton sound and along the shore of

Kaviak peninsula. Their skins are highly prized for making light

frocks for summer use and form a prominent article of trade among
these iieoi)le. They are best when taken early in spring, soon after the

marmots have come out of their holes and while they are still in the

soft, grayish winter fur. They are taken in several ways. One method

consists of a noose fastened to the end of a willow or alder stick 4 or

5 feet long, with the large end planted firmly in the snow or ground.

The small end, having the noose attached to it, is bent down so that

the noose hangs just over the marmot's runway in the snow or on the

ground, and is held in place by a small cross stick above it, which is

hooked under a stick bent across the runway with its ends thrust into

the ground. It is fastened so lightly that as the animal passes a touch

releases the trigger and the bent stick springs up and catches it.

Figure 4, plate li, is an example of ihis style of snare from Cape

Darby. The noose is made of whalebone, and is x>assed through a

small wooden cylinder, which causes it to run freely and at the same

time helps to hold it in position.

Similar nooses Avere obtained from the head of Kotzebue sound with

the cylinders made from the hollow wing-bones of birds. In these

latter a hole is made in one side of the bone at the lower end, in which

is tied the end of a fine rawhide line. This line passes up through
the cylinder, and has a small, round block of wood tied crosswise at

the other end of the cylinder.

Figure 38 is another style of marmot trap, from the head of Norton

sound, made from a cylinder of wood a little over eight inches in

length. The cylinder is made in two parts, fastened together by means

of a willow-bark lashing through holes made along the line of junction

on both sides. A slot is cut through the upper side and a deep groove

runs around the inside from it, and there are two holes near the other

end. A strong running noose, made from feather vane or whalebone,

is inserted through the upper slot and lies concealed within the groove

on the inside. At the upper end of the noose is a sinew cord, which is

attached to a bent stick having one end planted firmly in the ground
and held in position by a strand of willow bark tied to it, passed down

through the two holes in the cyhnder, and knotted on the under side.

As the animal comes out of a hole or along a runway, where the trap

is set, it enters the cylinder, and finding the passage barred by the

strand of willow bark across the end, bites it oft". This releases the
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bent stick, which flies up and draws the concealed noose taut about

the animal's body and holds it against the upper side of the cylinder

until it is strangled or the trapper comes to remove it.

Among the people living to the south of the Yukon mouth thousands

of muskrats and minks are caught every fall and winter in small

wicker fish traps, such as are used for taking the blackfish {Dallia).

These traps are set in creeks and small rivers, beneath the ice, with

a close wicker or brush fence extending as wings from either side and

completely shutting off" the stream except at the opening occupied by
the funnel-shape mouth of the trap. In this way from ten to twenty
mink have been known to be taken in a single day. The traps are

completely submerged, and, of course, when the animals swim into

them they are unable to rise to the surface, and quickly drown. At

Fig. 38—Marmot trap.

times animals even as large as the land otter enter these traps and

are taken.

The skins of minks, muskrats, and marmots are taken off", by a slit

between the hind legs, and dried on stretchers, with the flesh side out-

ward. The stretchers are made by fastening together two long, slender

sticks by means of crossbars, which permit them to be brought

together by a hinge-like motion and pushed into the inside of the skin ;

they are then spread, thus stretching the skin and holding it until it

is dry. This contrivance and the "
figure-4

" dead-fall were probably

introduced by white men.

Land otters and beavers are taken at their holes by means of steel

traps.

The hunting of fur-bearing animals of all descriptions commences

with the first heavy frost of autumn and continues until the short cold

days of midwinter.^ Then a period of cessation ensues until February,
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when the hunting and trapping are resumed and continued until the

sun in April renders the fur too harsh and brittle to be of value.

The hunting of seals, Avhales, and walrus is conducted in a variety
of ways, according to the season.

Each year about the first of September the hunters on the coast of

Norton sound begin to overhaul their seal nets, repair broken or weak

places, and rig them with sinkers and floats. The nets used are from

10 to 15 fathoms in length and from IJ to 2 fathoms in depth, made
from rawhide, with a mesh large enough to admit easily the head of a

seal; they are buoyed with wooden floats, or sometimes with inflated

bladders; the floats are frequently made in the form of sea fowls or

the heads of seals. The lower side of the net is strung with sinkers

of stone, bone, or ivory, and is anchored at each end by a large stone

tied with a heavy rawhide cord. These nets work precisely like the

gill nets used for salmon fishing, and are very efl'ective.

By the middle of September fur seals of two or three species begin to

come in shore and pass about the rocky points or around reefs which

guard the entrances to the bays and coves which they are in the habit

of entering. The nets are watched by the owners, and when a seal is

caught the hunter goes out in his kaiak and brains it with a club or

stone, fashioned for the purpose; then if the net has been damaged it is

repaired and reset.

During the dark nights of midwinter seals are netted beneath the

ice. The blowholes of the seals are located during the day; at night

the hunters go out and make four holes in the ice, in the form of a

square, at equal distances from the seal hole; a square net is then

placed under the ice by means of a long pole and a cord, so arranged as

to cover the access to the hole from below, and held in place by cords

passing up through the holes in the ice. When the seal rises to breathe

it becomes entangled in the net and is captured. This method of net-

ting is common from Bering strait to Point Barrow.

Another method of netting seals through the ice was observed on

the shore between Bering strait and St Michael. In swimming along
the shore the seals are obliged to pass near the rocky points and head-

lands. Taking advantage of this, the hunters make a series of holes

through the ice at intervals of from 10 to 15 feet, and then, by use of a

pole a little longer than the distance between the holes, a stout sealskin

line is passed along from hole to hole until the cord is run out to the

distance desired, and is used to drag the long net below the ice. Sink-

ers are fastened to the lower edge of the net, and it is held in position

at each end by a stout cord tied to a crossbar at the hole or to a stake

set in the ice. While swimming beneath the ice during the night the

seals become entangled in the net and drown.

For light sinkers on these nets, long, pointed, ivory weights are used

by the people from the northern end of Norton sound to the coast of

Bering strait.
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Figure 17, plate tii, is an example of. one of the ivory sinkers from
Sledge island; it is long, rounded, and tapers from the middle toward
each end.

Figure 16, plate lit, from Cape Nome, is another sinker of this de-

scription, made from a walrus tusk, with three links in the middle.

Figure 18, plate Lii, is a light ivory sinker, from Sledge island, with

etchings on its surface representing boats and houses.

Figure 2, plate lii, from Cape Espenberg, is a club used for killing
seals; it has a rounded, curving, wooden handle, with a rawhide cord
wound around it to afford a good grip. A rounded knob of bone,
grooved to lit against the side of the handle, is fastened to the head by
a lashing passing through two holes and around a groove at the back.

Figure 5, plate lii, from the head of Norton sound, is an oval brain-

ing stone, having a groove around the middle and the ends brought
down to a truncated point. This stone is used on the end of a stout

cord, which is fastened firmly about the groove.

Figure 1, plate lii, from Point Hope, is a braining stone of mottled

black and white color, roughly oval in outline, with a hole pierced

through one end, in which is fastened a stout rawhide loop, by means of

which the hunter swings the stone and brings it down upon the head
of the animal.

Figure 3, plate lii, from Kigiktauik, is an oval bone head for a

braining club, with a prominent ridge along the face and truncated on

the back; it is provided with three holes, by means of which it is lashed

to the handle.

Figure 23, plaie lii, from the Diomede islands, is a float for a seal

net, with a long, flattened handle, oval in cross section and j)ierced at

the lower end for attachment to the net cord.

Figure 22, plate lii, from Cape Nome, is a float in the shape of a

seal head, with blue beads inlaid for eyes and tufts of hair inserted on

each side of the nose to represent bristles. A hole is pierced through
the neck, through which the cord is passed for fastening it to the net.

Figure 15, plate lii, from Point Hope, is a curiously made float rep-

resenting a seal, with a rounded body, terminating at the rear in an

ivory ring for attachment of a cord
;
on the back a larger ivory ring is

inserted and held in place by a wooden pin. In this ring are linked

two ivory pendants, having upon their outer surfaces incisions rep-

resenting the eyes, nostrils, and mouth of an animal, probably a seal.

The eyes of the seal in the head of the float are represented by inlaid

white beads.

Figure 21, plate lii, represents the head of a seal, with the eyes

formed by inlaid blue beads. A large bone ring is inserted in the mouth,

from which hang two ivory pendants.

Figure 2(3, plate lii, represents a double-head seal, with a hole made

through the wood on the back end for the attachment of the cord, and

an ivory pin, with a single link pendant, inserted in the breast.
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Figure 25, plate lii, is a rudely oval, wooden net float, pierced on
one side. It is from Icy cape.

Figure 24, plate lit, from St Lawrence island, is a Avooden net float,

somewhat rounded in outline, with an ear on one side, which is pierced
with a hole for the attachment of the line.

Figure 14, plate lit, from St Michael, are specimens, made from wal-

rus ribs, of a class of implements which serve a double jiurpose; they
are used as sinkers and as handles for hauling in the seal or beluga
nets.

Figure 20, plate lii, from one of the Diomede islands, is an elongated
oval sinker for a seal net, made of walrus ivory ;

it is surrounded with

etched bands of zigzag pattern.

About the end of February the Eskimo from Bering strait southward

begin to hunt seals at the outer edge of the shore ice, where the leads

are open at that season. On the 28th of February, 1880, 1 met a party
of peoiile on their way from the head of Norton bay to Cape Darby,
where they were going to hunt seals on the ice until spring opened.
At midnight on March 28, the same season, I reached a village on

the northern shore of Norton sound as a i^arty of seal hunters came
in from the outer edge of the ice, bringing several fine, large hair seals.

The entire village was up awaiting their return, and we were cordially
welcomed to the ensuing feast, which lasted until well into the morning.
The entrails and other parts of the viscera were cooked and passed
around as special delicacies, while the people of the village who had
come to share in the feast assisted in dressing the animals.

At this season, also, the people about St Michael begin their usual

spring hunting upon the ice. They leave their village, hauling their

kaiaks, spears, guns, and other implements on small, light sledges made

specially for the i)urpose. Whenever open water is to be crossed the

kaiak is launched, the sled placed upon it, and the hunter paddles to

the opposite side, where he resumes his journey upon the ice. The
method of obtaining seals at this time is by the hunter concealing him-

self on the ice close to the water, and from this point of vantage shoot-

ing or spearing them as they swim along the edge. Sometimes a seal

is shot or speared while lying asleep on the ice.

When the ice breaks up, so that there is much open water, with

scattered floes and cakes of varying size, the hunters make long hunts

in their kaial^s, searching for places where the seals have hauled up
onto the ice.

On the 10th of May, one season, I met a party of Eskimo between

Pastolik, near the Yukon mouth, and St Michael. They had umiaks of

ordinary size on sleds, drawn by dogs, and were going with their families

to the outer edge of St Michael island to hunt seals, planning to return

to the Yukon mouth in the umiaks when the ice had left the coast.

During the early spring months the small hair seals come up through
holes in the ice to be delivered of their young. These holes are
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sometimes covered by the hunter with au arch of snow, and the seals are

surprised and speared as they come up. Wheu stalking these seals as

they lie sleeping or sunning themselves on the ice, the hunter wears a
pair of knee protectors made of white bear or white dog skin, which
reach from just above the knee to the ankle, and have the long shaggy
fur outward. They are secured upon the leg by strings along their

edges, like a legging, but they do not inclose the leg in the rear. A
huge mitten of the same skin, reaching from the hand to a little above
the elbow, is also worn on the left arm. Armed with a spear, which has
a long line fastened to a detachable point, the hunter approaches erect
as near to the seal as is prudent, then lies flat upon the ice and places
his bent left arm before him so that the huge fur mitten forms a shield

between him and the seal. The fur hood is raised over his head, so that
the long border of gray or whitish fnr blends with the mitten. The
color of the fur harmonizes so well with that of the snow that the hunter
can creep to within the desired distance of the seal without being
detected. He is always careful to keep his body flat and in a direct

line behind the mitten, and trails his gun or spear behind him with his

right hand until near enough to make sure of his aim. When stalking
a seal in this manner the hunter carries a small wooden scratcher, con-

sisting of a neatly carved handle, tipped with seal claws. If the seal

becomes uneasy or suspicious, the hunter pauses, and Avith this imple-
ment scratches the snow or ice in the same manner and with the same
force as a seal while digging a hole in the ice. Hearing this the seal

seems satisfied and drops asleep again. This is repeated, if neces-

sary, until the hunter is within reach of the animal, when he drives his

spear into it, braces himself, and holds fast to the line. If close to a

hole, the seal struggles into it. By holding the line the hunter pre-

vents its escape, and the animal soon drowns and is hauled out. Of
late years gnus are commonly used for this class of hunting, and the

seal is shot through the head, so that it remains on the ice.

On the Diomede islands I obtained a typical pair of white bear skin

knee protectors, having a triangular piece of sealskin sewed on their

upiier edge to extend above the knee, along the leg, and provided with a

cord which extends thence up to the waist belt of the hunter.

Figure 7, plate Lii, from Point Hope, is an ivory-handle scratcher

with a ring in the upper end; the handle is crescentic in cross section.

The lower end is divided into two parts, on which two claws are held

firmly in position by a sinew lashing.

Figure 8, plate lit, from Point Hope, is a similar scratcher with an

ivory handle, and with three claws fitted on the lower end in the same

manner as in the preceding specimen. The upper end of the handle is

carved to represent the head of a seal.

Figure 9, plate Lii, from St Michael, is a very ancient scratcher

obtained in the ruins of an old village. It is made of reindeer horn

and has tv/o x)oints forming a Y^shape end, on which the seal claws

18 ETH—y
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were fitted. The handle has a groove around it for the sinew cord that

served to hold the claws in place.

Figure 6, plate lii, from St Lawrence island, is a small scratcher

with a wooden handle, and with three large claws upon the tip, which

are held in position in the usual manner by sinew cords.

Figure 11, plate lii, from I^orton sound, is a wooden-handle scratcher

with three claws fastened in position by fine sinew cords i^assed through
a hole in the handle. The upper end of the handle is bound with sinew

cords to afford a firm grip, and a loop of similar cord is fastened to the

butt for suspending the implement from the wrist.

Figure 10, plate lii, from Cape Prince of Wales, Is a handsomely
made scratcher with a long wooden handle, having three claws on the

lower end, attached in the usual manner. The handle is carved on

both sides, above and below, and terminates in the image of a white

bear's head, having blue beads inlaid for eyes.

Figure 4, plate lii, from St Michael, is a rather rudely made scratcher,

with a wooden handle having four claws at the tip, held in position by
a strip of rawhide pierced with four holes and drawn over the claws,

with a fiap extending back on the handle and bouud by a cord lashing.

Another method of approaching seals on the ice is by the hunter

covering a light framework with white sheeting and placing it upon a

kaiak sled in such a way as to conceal himself and the sled, which he

pushes cautiously before him until he is within range and shoots the

seal with a rifle. Should he not be provided with a rifle, he uses a

spear, but approaches near enough to be sure of the cast and then

fixes the barb firmly in the animal's body.

After having killed a seal at sea the hunter is sometimes able, if the

seal be small, to drag it upon the kaiak and thrust it inside; but if it

be large this is impossible, and he is compelled to tow it to the shore or

to the nearest ice, where it can be cut up and stowed in the interior of

the kaiak. The towline is made fast to the animal by cutting slits in

the skin through which cords are i^assed, or the flippers are tied

together by cords and drawn against the body and a cord passed

through a slit in the upper lip and the head drawn down on the breast.

In order to pass the cord between the slits in the skin without diffi-

culty, small, slender bone or ivory probes are sometimes used, having a

notch at the upper end and a groove along both sides. The cord is

looped and placed over the notched end; the hunter holds the two ends

in his hands and passes the doubled cord through from one slit in the

skin to another.

Figure 12, plate lii, represents an implement of this kind obtained

on Kotzebue sound. It is of deerhorn, with a wooden handle fastened

on by sinew cords and heavily grooved on four sides to enable the

holder to secure a firm grip.

During the winter and late in the fall seals are usually fat enough
to float when killed in the water, but in spring, and sometimes at
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other seasons, they are so thin that they sink and the hunter loses

them. To insure their floating while being towed, it is a common prac-
tice to make slits in the skin at various points and, with a long pointed
instrument of deerhorn, to loosen the blubber from the muscle for a

space of a foot or more in diameter. Then, by use of a hollow tube,
made from the wing-bone of a bird or from other material, air is blown
in and the place inflated

;
wooden plugs are then inserted in the slits

and driven in tightly to prevent the air from escaping. By the aid of

several'such inflated spots the seal is floated and the danger of losing
it is avoided.

Figure 13, plate lit, from Sledge island, is one of the probes used for

loosening the blubber in the manner described. It consists of a long,
curved rod of deerhorn, round in cross section and pointed at the top.
It is set in a slit made in the round wooden handle and held in position

by means of a lashing of spruce root. A similar instrument was
obtained at Cape Nome.

Figure 19, plate lii, from Sledge island, shows a set of eight of the

described wooden plugs, flattened oval in cross section. They are

fashioned to a thin, rounded point at one end and are broad and trun-

cated at the other, giving them a wedge shape.

During the latter part of August and early i)art of September nets are

set near rocky islets or reefs to catch white whales. These nets are simi-

lar to those intended for seals, except that they have larger meshes
and are longer and wider. Whales enter them and are entangled

exactly as fish are caught in gill nets, and, being held under water by
the weight of heavy anchor stones, are drowned and remain until the

hunter makes his visit to the net. As these nets are set so far from

shore that it is impossible to observe them from the land, a daily visit

is made in a kaiak to inspect them. Sometimes white whales are cap-

tured in seal nets near the shore, but this occurs only once or twice in

a season. Occasionally a school of these whales, while swimming in

company, encounter one of these nets set for them and by their united

strength tear it to pieces and escape.

BIRD SNARES AND NETS

The Eskimo have various ingenious methods of taking ptarmigan
and water fowl. During the winter small sinew snares are set among
the bushes where the ptarmigan resort to feed or to rest. Sometimes

little brush fences are built, with openings at intervals in which the

snares are_set so that the birds may be taken when trying to pass

through. Figure 10, plate li, illustrates one of these snares, from Nor-

ton sound. It consists of a stake nearly 14 inches in length, having a

rawhide running noose attached to its upper end by a sinew lashing;

a twisted sinew cord about a foot in length serves to attach the snare

and stake to the trunk or branch of an adjacent bush.

As spring opens the male birds commence to molt and the brown
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summer plumage appears about their necks. At tliis time they become

extremely pugnacious and utter loud notes of challenge, which so excite

other males within hearing that desperate battles ensue. The birds

occupy small knolls or banks of snow, which give them a vantage point

from which to look over the adjacent plain. If, when on his knoll, the

male ptarmigan hears another uttering his call within the area he con-

siders his own he flies to the intruder and fiercely attacks him. This

habit is taken advantage of by the Eskimo, who stuff the skin of one

of these birds rudely and mount it upon a stick which holds the head

outstretched. This decoy is taken to the vicinity of one of the calling

males, and it is planted on a knoll or snowdrift so that it forms a con-

spicuous object. The hunter then surrounds it with a finely made net

of sinew cord supported by slender sticks. Both netting and sticks are

pale yellow in color, and are scarcely discernible at a short distance.

The hunter then conceals himself close by and imitates the challenge

note; the bird hears it and flies straight to the spot. As he flies swiftly

along within a few feet of the ground he sees his supposed rival, dashes

at him, and is entangled in the net. The hunter secures him, after which

he carries the decoy and the net to the vicinity of another bird.

Figure 9, plate li, illustrates one of these fine-meshed x)tarmigan

nets, from St Michael. It is made of sinew cord, and is about 10 feet

in length. At each end it has a wooden spreader, in the form of a round

stake, about 18 inches in length, tapering at the lower end, to which a

deerhorn j)oint is securely lashed. In the middle of the net is a similar

wooden spreader.
In the collection from Cape Prince of Wales is a similar but stronger

sinew net (number 43354) having the two end spreaders and three

wooden sticks for use along the middle of the net for holding it in

position.

Once when hunting near the Yukon mouth in the month of May,
while patches of snow still covered the ground in places, I saw my
Eskimo companion decoy ptarmigan by molding some soft snow into

the form of a bird; around the part representing the neck he placed a

bunch of brown moss to imitate the brown plumage. This image was

placed on a small knoll
;
from a short distance the imitation of a ptar-

migan was excellent and the hunter succeeded in calling up several

birds that were in the vicinity. He told me that hunters used to call

the birds in this manner to shoot tliem with arrows when they were

hunting on the tundra and had no food.

After the first snow of winter great flocks of ptarmigan migrate
southward across the Kaviak peninsula and resort to the valleys of

Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers for the winter. They fly mainly at

night, and usually begin to move just as it is becoming dusk, when it

is still possible to distinguish objects at a distance of 75 or 100 yards.
A favorite direction for these flights is down the valleys of the rivers

flowing southward into Norton bay.
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When the migrating season commences the people take advantage of
it to capture the birds with salmon nets. Each net is from 50 to 100 feet

in length and is spread open by wooden rods; a man or a woman at each
end and another in the middle holds the net flat on the ground; when
a flock of ptarmigan come skimming along within two or three feet of
the ground, the net is suddenly raised and thrown against and over
the birds, so as to cover as many as possible. The persons at the ends
hold the net down, while the one in the middle proceeds to wring the

necks of the captured birds. After throwing them to one side the net
is again placed in position. In this manner a hundred birds or more
are sometimes captured in a few minutes.

Gulls are taken about the northern shore of Norton sound and the

coast of Bering strait by means of bone or deerhorn barbs, pointed at

both ends and having a sinew or rawhide cord tied in a groove around
the middle, the other end of the cord being fjistened to any suitable

object that will serve as an anchor; or a long line is anchored at both
ends and floated on the surface of the water With barbs attached to it

at intervals. Each barb is slipped lengthwise down the throat of a

small fish which serves as bait.
" As the gulls in their flight see the dead

fish floating on the water they seize and swallow them; when they

attempt to fly away the barbs turn in their throats and hold them fast.

Figure 7, plate Li, represents one of these barbs made of deerhorn;
it was obtained from Norton sound.

Along the northern coast of Norton sound the people gather the eggs
of sea fowl from the clifls by means of seal nets, which they roll into a

cable and lash in that shape with cords; the nets are then lowered

over the clifls and the upper ends firmly fastened to rocks or stakes.

The egg gatherer fastens a sash about his waist, removes his boots,

and goes down the net, hand over hand, to the ledges below, the meshes

of the net forming excellent holding places for the fingers and toes; the

hunter then fills the inside of his frock above the sash with the eggs
and climbs to the top of the cli tt".

In a camp at Cape Thompson, on the Arctic coast, I saw many dead

murresvwhich had been caught by letting a man down by a long line

from the top of the cliff to the ledges where the birds were breeding;

there he used a scoop net and caught as many birds as he wished by

putting it over them while they sat stupidly on their eggs.

On the islands of Bering strait the people catch great numbers of

auklets with scoop nets, and also by placing the rudely stuffed skin of

one of the birds on a rocky ledge and a fine-mesh net or snare about

it. These birds swarm around the rocky cliffs like bees and continually

alight near each other, so that the hunter has only to place the snares

in position and come out of concealment to take the birds as they are

caught.

Figure 5, plate li, illustrates one of these snares from St Lawrence

island. It consists of a wooden stake, about five inches in length.
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having about its upper end a wrapping of wbaleboue which secures

the middle of another strip of whalebone extending outward about a

foot in each direction, each end of which is made into a running noose.

Figure 1, plate Li, represents a set of snares, from Big lake, used for

catching ducks or other wild fowl about the borders of grassy lakes.

It consists of a strong si^rnce root, three or four feet in length, with

a rawhide cord fastened to each end, by which it is firmly attached to

stakes. Spaced at regular intervals along this root are eight running

nooses, also made of spruce root, spliced by one end to the main root,

leaving a j)oint projecting outward about two inches, which serves to

hold the noose open. The snares are set just above the surface of the

water across the small openings in the floating grass and weeds, and

as the birds attenii)t to pass through they are caught. Similar snares

of whalebone were obtained along the shore of Korton sound,' and

thence northward to Kowak river and Kotzebue sound.

An ordinary sling, consisting of a strip of leather in the middle and

two long strings at each end, for casting a stone, is used among the

Eskimo from the mouth of the Yukon to Kotzebue sound for killing

birds. A compound sling or bolas is used for catching birds by the

people of the coast from Unalaklit to Kotzebue sound, the islands of

Bering strait, St Lawrence island, and the adjacent Siberian coast. It

is used but little by the people around the northern end of Norton

sound, but in the other districts mentioned it is in common use.

These implements have from four to eight braided sinew or rawhide

cords, varying from 24 to 30 inches in length, united at one end, where

they are usually bound together with a tassel of grass or fine wood

shavings; at the free end of each cord is a weight of bone, wood, or

ivory, usually in the form of an oval ball, but occasionally it is carved

into the form of au animal, as in the specimen from Point Hope, illus-

trated in figure 8, plate li, which has ivory weights representing five

white bears, a bird, and a seal. Another example, from IS'uluklitu-

logumut, shown in figure 10, plate l,i, has four pear-shape ivory balls,

with raven totem marks etched upon their surfaces at the lower

ends of the rawhide cords; to the united upper ends are attached two

white gull feathers to guide the implement in its flight. The specimen

represented in figure 14, plate li, which was obtained at St Law-

rence island, has four oval wooden balls united by a braided sinew

cord; another from Port Clarence, shown in figure 3 of the same plate,

has six oval balls of bone attached to sinew cords.

When in search of game the bolas is worn wound around the

hunter's head like a fillet, with the balls resting on the brow. When
a flock of ducks, geese, or other wild fowl pass overhead, at an altitude

not exceeding 40 or 50 yards, the hunter by a quick motion untwists

the sling. Holding the united ends of the cords in his right hand, he

seizes the balls with the left and draws the cords so tight that they

lie parallel to each other; then, as tiie birds come within throwing
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distance, he swings the balls around his head once or twice and casts

them, aiming a little in front of the flock. When the balls leave the
hand they are close together, the cords trail behind, and they travel
so swiftly that it is diflScult to follow their flight with the eye. As they
begin to lose their impetus they acquire a gyrating motion, and spread
apart until at their highest point they stand out to the full extent of

the cords in a circle four or five feet in diameter; they seem to hang
thus for a moment, then, if nothing has been encountered, turn and drop
to the earth. While in the air the cords do not appear to interfere

with each other, but when the sling reaches the ground the cords will

be found to be interwoven in a perfect network of entanglement; if a
bird is struck it is enwrapped by the cords and its wings so hampered
that it falls helpless.

It is curious to note the quickness with which this implement
changes its course if one of the balls encounters any obstruction. At
Cape Wankarem 1 saw the Chukchi capture many eider ducks by its

aid, and frequently saw one of the extended balls or its cord touch a

duck, when the other balls appeared as if endowed with intelligence;
their course was rapidly changed, and the bird enwrapped as com-

pletely as if it had been struck squarely by the sling. Owing to the

space covered by these implements they are very effective when cast

among a flock of birds. They are used mostly on low points over which

waterfowl fly at certain hours of the day.
The Eskimo of the Yukon delta and the low country to the southward

make drives of waterfowl on the marshes during August, when the old

birds have molted their wing-feathers and the young are still unable

to fly. Salmon nets are arranged by means of stout braces and stakes

to form a pound with wings on one side; the people form a long line

across the marsh and, by shouting and striking the ground with sticks

as they advance, drive the birds before them toward the pound. As they

approach it, the line of people converge until they reach the wings, and

the birds, thus inclosed, are driven in and killed with sticks. Thou-

sands o|^downy young are thus slaughtered and thrown away, while

umiaks are filled with the larger or adult birds. One of the fur traders

told me that he witnessed a drive of this kind where about a ton of

young birds were killed and thrown aside, while several umiaks were

loaded with the larger birds, among which were many varieties of ducks

and geese. Thete drives and the constant egg gathering that is prac-

ticed every spring are having their effect in rapidly diminishing the

number of waterfowl in this district.

SEAL SPEARS

The ordinary types of weapons used for spearing seals from a kaiak

vary from 4 to 4^ feet in length. They have a light wooden shaft,

rounded or slightly oval in cross section, of about the same size from

butt to point, with a long, rounded head of bone or ivory having a
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hole in the tip in which is fitted a wooden socket with an oval slot, to

receive the wedge-shape base of a detachable barbed point of bone or

deerhorn. The heads of some of these spears are shaped into roniided,

tapering- points, which are inserted in the ends of the wooden shafts;
in others the heads have deep, wedge-shape slots in which the bev-

eled ends of the shafts are fitted, and have a small shoulder at their

upper ends to prevent the lashings from slipping. In all instances the

heads are held firmly in position by strong lashings of braided sinevr

coM, which sometimes extends up the shaft in a long spiral, with from
one to three bands of wrapping at the upper end, inclosing the (piills

of feathers placed near the butt, the other ends of the feathers being
inserted in deep slits in the shaft, as ,are also the ends of the sinew

cord, to hold the wrappings in position. The ivory points for these

spears are from an inch to three inches in length, and have two or three

barbs along each side, with the points and edges formed by four beveled

faces, and are pierced near the base to receive a sealskin cord which
connects them with the hafts. When the spear is thrown, the barbed

point, when imbedded in the animal, is immediately detached from the

head of the shaft, to which it remains attached only by the sealskin

cord which has been wrapped around the shaft; as it unwinds the

shaft of the spear is drawn crosswise after the retreating animal, and
serves as a drag to exhaust its strength and render it more easily over-

taken by the hunter. The method most frequently used, however, is

to attach to the barbed i)oint a line about 3J feet in length, which is

divided at about two thirds of its length into two ends, which are

attached to the shaft about two feet apart, a little nearer to the head
than to the butt, and are then wound tightly about the shaft. Plate

LUX, drawn from a ])hotograph, illustrates the attitude of a St Michael
man casting a seal spear from a kaiak.

Figure 2, plate liv, from Unal^klit, is made with the head, point,
and lashings placed upon the hafts in the usual manner, but the butt
is without feathering.

Figure 4, plate liv, a typical spear of this class, from Norton

sound, has on the butt three feathers from a cormorant's tail, but is

otherwise very similar in its finish to the one just described.

Figure 3, plate liv, from St Michael, is a spear having an ivory head
fitted upon the shaft by means of a slot. The barbed point is attached
to the shaft by a line about IC inches long, fastened just above the

lashing which binds the head to the shaft.

Figure 5, plate liv, from Big lake, has an ivory head, roughly trian-

gular in cross section, with angles rounded and the butt cut down to

a smaller size and inserted in a slot on the end of the wooden shaft,
which is attached to the head by a rawhide lashing passed through a
hole in the shaft and in the adjoining part of the head. Outside of this

the usual sinew lashing holds the shaft firmly over the end of the head.

Figure 6, plate liv, from Cape Vancouver, is another spear, with a

double-feathered butt and an ivory head carved at the end to represent
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the head of an otter. The inner end of the head has a wedge shape
slot, in which the beveled point of the shaft is fitted; in the base of the
head is a hole through which a rawhide lashing is passed and wound
tightly around the projecting sides of the slot, holding the head firmly

against the shaft. A braided sinew cord is also wouhd about the shaft

from the head to the butt, where the featherings are held in plaqe by a

tight wrapping. .

All the small spears with featherless shafts whicliwere collected

came from the shores of IS^ortoii sound; those with single feathering,
were obtained between Bering strait and the Kuskokwim, and those

with the double feathering from Kunivak island and the adjacent
mainland at Cape Vancouver, Chalitmut, and other villages of that

district.

These spears are the lightest weapons of this character used by the

Alaskan Eskimo, and serve mainly for the- capture of the smaller seals.

Throwing-sticks are in general use for casting them.
.

Figure 1, plate liv, from Nunivak island, is an example of another

style of seal spear intended to be used with a throwing-stick; the

head is short and thick and the feathered butt of the shaft has attached

to it a bladder float, over which is a light netting of twisted sinew cord.

WALRUS AND WHALE SPEARS

For taking the larger, and more vigorous seals, walrus, and white

whales, a spear of about the same size and length is used in connection

with a float and float-board. The dragging of the shaft against the

wa^r, in the kind of spears just described, is suflScient for retarding

the flight of the smaller seals after they are struck, but for the larger ani-

mals the greater resistance of a large float on a long line' is required.

This latter style of implement is in use from Kotzebue souiid to Bristol

bay. The haft is not feathered, and the head is rather longer,and

slightly heavier than that on ordinary spears of the class just described.

The heads are of ivory or bone, and, in the region about Nuhivak .island

and the adjacent mainland, are commonly carved into the conventional

forms of wolves or land otters.

Figure 7, plate liv, from Nunivak island, is such a spear, with ili6

end of the head carved to represent the head of a land otter, with blue

beads inlaid for eyes. •

Figure 8, plate liv, from the lower Kuskokwim, is a spear with the

shaft carved to represent the conventionalized form of a wolf. The

ivory head has a w6dge shape point by which it is fitted to the shaft;

and is bound firmly in place by a spruce-root lashing in jilace of the

usual sinew or sealskin cord.

Figure 10, plate liv, from the Yukon mouth, is a spear with the

float line and board attached. The barbed ivory point has a triangular

iron tip inserted in a slot, and is united to the head by a rod of deer-

horn inserted in a hole in its lower end. The point is pierced through

the middle for the insertion of a strong rawhide line, which passes
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back and is looped to the lower end of a strong sealskin line six to

eight fathoms long, connecting the spearhead with the float, which

consists of the entire skin of a seal with all of the openings closed and

having a nozzle by means of which it is inflated. A cord loop in the

front end serves to attach it to the end of the float line, which also

has a permanent loop for this purpose.
The float-board consists of a strong, oval hoop of spruce made in two

U -shape pieces, with the ends brought together and beveled to form

a neatly fitting joint, which is wrapped firmly with a lashiug of si)ruce

root; the sides have holes by which a thin board is fastened to the

under side, the ends of which are notched in front to form a coarsely
serrated i)attern with five points that are inserted in slots cut in the

front of the hoop. The front of the board is oval, and the sides taper

gradually to the points of two projecting arms, which extend four or

five inches behind the bow; between these arms a deep slot is cut,

with the inner border rounded. The board has a round hole in the

center and a crescentic hole on each side (plate liv, 10).

On the kaiak the float-board is placed in front of the hunter, with

the arm-like points thrust beneath the cross lashing to hold it in jiosi-

tion, and upon it lies the coil of float line with the spear attached and

resting on the spear guards on the right rail of the boat; the end of

the line is passed back under the hunter's right arm to the float which,

fully inflated, rests on the deck just back of the manhole.

When the spear is thrown the coil runs oft' rapidly and the float is

thrown overboard. In some cases, when the prey is vigorous and leads

a long pursuit, another line, like that shown in figure 9, plate Liv, is

made fast through the semilunar orifices in the center of the float-board,
which latter, when drawn through the water by means of this cord,

assumes a position nearly at a right angle to the course of the animal

and forms a heavy drag to imjiede its progress.

When hunting on the ice the float-board, with the line coiled upon it,

is carried in the left hand of the hunter and the spear in the right hand
while he watches along the borders of the leads or holes for the appear-
ance of the seal. When he succeeds in striking it, he holds firmly to

the line until the animal is exhausted, or if necessary the float-board

attached to the line is cast into the water, while the hunter hurries to

his kaiak and embarks in pursuit.

In addition to the smaller spears used in connection with the throw-

ing stick and float-board, larger spears are used to cast directly from
the hand. These spears have a stout wooden shaft from four to seven

feet long, with a finger-rest of bone or ivory lashed on at about one-

third of its length from the butt. The head is of bone or ivory, rounded
and fitted to the wooden shaft by lashings in a manner similar to that of

the smaller spears. It is pierced near the base for the reception of the

line by which it is attached to the shaft. Several feet of this line are

wound about the shaft, so that when the point is detached the cord will

unwind and the shaft will form a drag to impede the animal in its efforts
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to escape. Figure 2, plate Lva, is a typical spear of this kind from
St Michael.

Figure 3, plate LVa, illustrates a typical example of this kind of

spear which was obtained at Sledge island. The shaft is a little over
six feet long, tapering from the middle toward both ends, the upper
end being the smaller. The private mark of the owner is marked on
the shaft in red and black paint. The head is held in place by a com-
bination of sinew and rawhide lashings. Spears very similar to this

are in common use on the shores of Norton sound and Bering strait.

Figure 1, plate Lva, from IS^orton sound, is an example of the large

spear used in that locality.

Figure 8, plate Lva, is another spear of this kind, about seven feet in

length, from Port Clarence. Jhe shaft is strongly lashed with rawhide
in several places, the lashings being held in place by small bone pins,
and a strong finger-rest in the form of a seal-head is attached to one

side for use in casting; the butt has a tapering, rounded point of bone,
fastened by a rawhide lashing which passes through an orifice in the

bone. The bone head is inserted in a groove in the wooden shaft,

against which it is held firmly by a rawhide lashing; an ivory rod

about seven inches in length is inserted in the top and on it is fitted

the detachable harpoon point, the tip of which is slit and a triangular

piece of brass inserted to form a sharp point. The detachable point
has a hole through which is passed the cord which attaches it to the

shaft.

Figure 7, plate LVrt, from Sledge island, is a similar but shorter

walrus and whale spear, having the bone head worked into an image
of a white bear's head, with pieces of blue beads inlaid for eyes.

Spears of this character were found also in use along the coast of

Kotzebue sound and northward to Point Barrow.

From St Lawrence island a similar but ruder spear of this kind was

obtained. It has a long, rounded shaft, with a small ivory head and a

finger- rest at the middle; the short bone tip at the butt is sharpened
to a wedge-shape point. This specimen, which measures nearly eight

feet, is the longest of any of the spears that were seen.

Figure C, plate Lva, from Norton sound, is a spear used for walrus

and whales, somewhat similar in general character to those already

described, but the long, slender . shaft has a spur-shape point of bone

inserted in its upper end and fastened by a rawhide cord. This pro-

jects obliquely from the shaft instead of being in line with it, as in the

other specimens described. The usual lashings of rawhide are around

the shaft, but the bone head is smaller and terminates in a knob, in

which is inserted the bone peg on which is fitted the detachable point.

This point has a fiat, triangular, iron tip and a hole through the base

for the attachment of a stout rawhide cord that passes backward

through two grooves in the bone head and thence along the shaft to

the butt, where it is coiled and attached to a float.

Figure 5, plate LVa, from Chichinagamut, is the style of large hand
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spear used on Nunivak island and the adjacent mainland, between the

Yukon and the Kuskokwiin. A deerhorn peg is inserted in the side of

the shaft to serve as a finger-rest for casting. The shaft is largest near

the head, round in cross section, and tapers gradually back to the

truncated tip. A modification of this style is seen in figure 4, i)Iate

Lva, from Pastolik, which has the finger-rest formed of a small bone

pin inserted in the side of the shaft, but with the latter oval in cross

section and tapering each way, like the Norton sound spears of this

kind.

FLOATS

The sealskins used as floats in connection with spears in capturing

large seals, walrus, and white whales, are taken from the seals entire

and are tanned usually with the hair removed. To stop the holes made
in them by spears or in other ways, and to prevent their fastenings from

becoming loose and the consequent loss of the float and the game, plugs
of wood, bone, ivory, or deerhorn are used, which are stud-like in form,
with spreading heads and a deep groove around the side. The hole in

the skin is first sewed up or patched, if necessary, leaving a very small

orifice, through which the stopper is pressed until it projects far enough
on the inside for the workman to wrap a stout lashing of thin rawhide

or sinew cord around the groove and make it fast. This work is done

through a hole left open at the muzzle of the skin, after which the

nozzle through which it is inflated is inserted and fastened by rawhide

lashings. Some of these stoppers are plain, but most of them have the

upper surface carved in a great variety of ornamental designs.

Figure 5, plate lvi «, illustrates a specimen of one of these stoppers
obtained at Konigunugumut, having the top in the form of a cone.

Figure 7, plate lvi
rt,

from Nubviukhchugaluk, has a conical head

with half of a blue bead set in the top.

Figure 1, plate lvi«, from Koiiigunugumut, has an oval head.

Figure 4, plate lvi a, from the same locality, has an oval head with

the raven totem sign etched upon its surface.

Figure 0, j>late lvi a, also from the same locality, has a round, flat top,

with two concentric circles surrounding a wooden plug set in the center.

Figure 3, plate lvi a, from Cape Nome, has the top surrounded by a

circle with an inlaid bead in the center and a conical base.

Figure 10, plate lvi a, from Cape Nome, has the top in the form of a

seal's head, with the eyes, nostrils, and ears indicated by round wooden

pegs inlaid in the ivory.

Figure 14, plate lvi a, from Sledge island, is a large, round, wooden

plug, on the surface of which are three concentric incised circles.

Figure 13, plate lvi a, from Cape Vancouver, has the ui^per surface

very slightly rounded and bearing the features of a woman in low

relief. The eyes, nostrils, and mouth are incised; there are two labret

holes on each side of the lower lip, and radiating lines from the middle

of the mouth indicate tattooing.
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Figure 15, plate LVia, from Agiukcliugiiinut, is of ivory and has a
human face carved on the surface of the head.

Figure 9, plate lvi «, from Cape Vancouver, is an ivory plug, oval in

outline, with the face of a short-ear owl on its upper surface.

Figure 2, plate lvi a, from Chalitmut, is a small stopper with the

face of a seal in relief on its surface.

Figure 8, plate lvi a, from Cape Darby, is a stop])er with a stem in the

form of a link, with its base projecting and pierced with a hole, through
which a crosspiece

cf ivory is inserted

to hold the lashing

in position. In the

link, and carved
from the same piece

of ivory, is a seal-

head with bristles

set in by plugs of

wood to indicate the

whiskers; the eyes,

nostrils, and ears

are represented by
wooden plugs.

Figure 12, plate

LVI a, from Cape

Darby, is another

huk plug, having
carved on it a seal-

head, the nostrils

and eyes formed by
inlaid beads. The

base has the usual

constricted neck,
but is conical in-

stead of flattened.

Figure 11, plate

LVifl, from Sledge

island, is made like

the preceding, with

a conical base attached to the open link by a narrow neck. In this

link is another one, the outer end of which is carved to represent the

end of an inflated float.

Figure 16, plate lvi a, from Kushunuk, is a long, slender float with an

ivory nozzle. It is made from the intestines of a seal, and is intended

to be attached to the shaft of a hand spear. Some of these floats

are made from the bladders or stomachs of seals and walrus, and are

usually oval in shape.

Figure 39, from Nunivak island, is a sealskin float, tanned with most

Fig. 39—Sealskin float (about i'o)-
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of the hair removed. It has an ivorj'' uozzle fitted in the place of one

of the fore-flippers. The front of the skin is bent downward and

wrapped with rawhide cord, with an ivory peg stuck through to pre-

vent the cord from slipping. The cord has a loose end about three

feet In length with a loop for attaching it to the float line.

The nozzles for the smaller tloats, which are attached to the shafts of

spears, are made usually of ivory ; they are round and have a projec-

tion at one end which is pierced for the attachment of a line to bind

the uozzle to the shaft of the spear; an enlarged rim prevents the

lashing from slipping off". In some specimens the base is not pierced,

but a projecting piece is left which is concave on the lower surface and

convex on the up])er and serves to retain the lashing.

Figure 29, plate lvi a, represents a uozzle or mouthpiece obtained at

Cape Vancouver. It is intended for a small float.

Figure 24, plate lvi a, is a nozzle from Cape Darby. The projection

on the side has a single hole for the passage of the cord and a shoulder

on the projecting end which is grooved for the lashing.

Figure 27, plate Lvra, from Unalaklit, is another mouthpiece with a

single flattened hole through its projecting lower side.

Figure 17, plate lvi a, from Kushunuk, is a large mouthpiece having
a raven totem mark on one side of the base, which is pierced with three

holes for the lashings.

Figure 20, plate lvi a, from St Michael, has two holes through the

base for the attachment of the cord.

Figure 18, plate lvi «, from St Lawrence island, is another nozzle, as

is also figure 19 of the same plate, from Cape Darby. Both of these are

of ivory, and the latter has etched upon its surface several raven totem

signs.

Figure 21, plate lvi a, from the Yukon mouth, is made of deerhorn,

and has three holes along the base for the attachment of cords.

Figure 28, plate lvi a, from Cape Nome, has four holes along the base

for the attachment of cords.

Figure 25, plate lvi a, from Konigunugumut, is carved in the form

of a walrus head, the projecting tusks below forming one side of the

opening at the base for the attachment of the cords.

For the purpose of attaching one float line to another when greater

length is needed, or for joining lines along the shafts of spears, small

ivory blocks are used, which are made in great variety of form, and

considerable ingenuity is displayed in carving their surfaces into vari-

ous figures and patterns. One form consists of a small block with a

round hole across its length, near the underside. Another larger hole

runs from below and extends obliquely upward, continuing on the upper

surface" as a grooye around the base of an enlarged head on the upper

side of the block, iu which a permanent loop is inserted. When the

hunter wishes to attach another cord to lengthen his line he passes the

loo])ed end through the hole on the underside to the upper surface and
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slips it over the head, where it falls into the slot or neck and forms a
firm attachment.

Figure 20, plate lvi b, represents one of these blocks, obtained at

Paimut. It is carved on the underside to represent a bear, with the

fore-paws extended around in front. When this figure is turned over,
the hind-legs and the tail, which appear on the opposite side, are seen

to form the fore-legs of another bear, while the fore-legs of the first

form the hind-limbs of the latter. In the space inclosed by the legs of

the last-named bear is the figure of a seal-head in strong relief, which
forms the head over which is passed the loop of the cord to be attached.

Figure 19, plate lvi h, from Chalitmut, is a block having the head
carved to represent a grotesque face.

Figure 21, plate lvi b, shows a specimen from Kaialigamut, the head
of which is carved to form a human face and on the opposite end is

etched the head of a seal.

Figure 16, i^late lvi b, from Sabotnisky, is a plain block with a deep

groove cut in the head for the permanent loop, instead of a hole side-

wise through it.

Figure 15, plate lvi &, from St Michael, is one of these blocks with

a grotesque face on the head. Two rawhide loops are placed in it in

position to show the manner of making the attachment of lines.

Figure 7, plate lvi &, from Nulukhtulogumut, has a diamond-shape
head projecting forward to a point.

Figure 8, plate lvi &, from Kunivak island, has an almond-shape

head, crossed lengthwise by an incised line.

Figure 22, plate lvi b, from St Michael, has the head decorated with

incised concentric circles arranged in two pairs.

Figure 9, plate lvi b, from Kushunuk, has the head cut into an oval

form, with a strong ridge along its top, which turns abruptly down-

ward in front.

Figure 6, plate lvi b, from the lower Kuskokwim, has a long, beak-

like projection for the head, as does figure 5 of the same plate, from

Koiiigunugumut.

Figure 23, plate lvi ft, from Askinuk, represents a grotesque counte-

nance. In it are inserted two loops to show the method of attachment.

Another style of cord attacher, commonly used to fasten the end of

the float line to the short loop on a detachable spearhead, consists of a

bar-like piece of ivory, pierced with two holes through which is passed

the end of a rawhide loop, forming the permanent attachment, which

projects beyond the side of the bar far enough to permit another loop

to be run through it, passed over the bar, and drawn back; the bar

lies across the end of the second loop and prevents slipping. Attachers

of this kind are commonly made in the form of a double crescent joined

along one side, having two parallel holes for the permanent loop; the

upper sides are convex and the lower ones slightly concave.

Figure 1, plate lvi b, represents one of these cord attachers, in the
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form of a Avhite whale, with the loop in position to show the method of

attachment. It is from the coast between Yukon and Knskokwim
rivers. Figure 1 L of the same plate, obtained at St Michael by Mr L. M.

Turner, is in the form of a seal, and figure 10 shows a specimen from
the Yukon mouth,' also fashioned in the form of a white whale.

Still another form of these cord afctachers consists of a rounded,
upright block, pierced with two parallel holes for the attachment of the

permanent loop, just above which is a deeply grooved constriction or

neck to receive the temporary loop.

Figure 13, plate lvi &, shows a specimen of this form of the implement,
obtained at Askinuk

;
on it is a human face, with labret holes at the

corners of the mouth, and a raised rim around the face representing a
fur hood. The raven totem mark is incised on the sides.

Figure 12, plate lvi&, from Sledge island, is similar in form, and has
a woman's countenance upon the upper surface, with two labret holes

in the middle of the lower lip.

Figure 4, plate L,\ib, from Kushunuk. has a grotesque face upon its

upper surface.

Fig. 40—Cord attacher (about §).

Figure 14, plate lvi
ft,

from Cape Vancouver, has the face of an owl

upon the upper surface.

Figure 2, plate lvi?/, from Kushunuk, has a wolf-head upon the

up]»er surface.

The accompanying figure, 40, from Unalaklit, is very well carved to

represent a hair seal; blue beads are inlaid for eyes.

Figure 41 « shows a well carved attacher from Golofnin bay; at one

end the nostrils of a seal are indicated by round holes, with the cord

hole for a mouth; in the top is a deep excavation, in the middle of

which stands a projecting knob carved to represent a seal-head, over

which the loop of the temporary attachment is passed; on the lower

side (figure 41 &) is the figure of a whale in relief/

Figure 3, plate LVii, from Kulwoguwigumut, has the upper surface

plain, except for a median ridge running lengthwise across it.

Figure 18, plate lvi
ft,

from Norton sound, is a long, flat-head speci-

men, with a cord inserted to show the manner of attaching the loops.

Figure 17, plate LVi&, from Cape Prince of Wales, is a handsomely
made ivory swivel for attachment to a float line to jjrevent it from

becoming twisted by the movement of the float; the block, or maia

portion, is handsomely carved in the form of a white bear's head, in

which fragments of blue beads are set for eyes. The swivel is formed

by an ivory rod, about an inch in length, with the head carved in the
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shape of a clo.sed liuraan fist; it is placed in a hole in the lower side of
the bear head and projects to the rear.

The front ends of large floats are commonly provided with a cross bar
of ivory, which serves as a handle for raising them, and at the same
time is convenient for looping the lines.

Figure 26, plate LVirt, from Unalaklit, is such a handle bar with the
head of a seal carved at each end.

Figure 23, plate lvi a, from the Dio-

mede islands, is another such bar carved
in the form of a woman.

Figure 22, i>late lvi a, from the lower

Knskokwim, has one end cut into the

form of a grotesque head, and figure 30

of the same plate, from Sledge island,
has upon one end the head of a salmon

and at the otlier a seal's hind flippers.

Figure 31, plate lvi a, from St Law-
rence island, is a wooden bar, rounded
in cross section, with a rounded knob
at each end.

LANCES

In addition to the spears for killing

whales and walrus, tvfo distinct kinds

of lances are used by the Eskimo. The

ordinary form is found generally on the

Asiatic and American coasts of Bering
straits and thence northward along the

Arctic coast. It consists of a slender

wooden shaft, from six to seven feet in

length, with a rounded point of flint,

nephrite, or other hard stone, held in

position by rawhide or willow-root lash-

ings. In recent years some of these

lances have been tipped with iron, but

the use of stone for this purpose is con-

nected with the superstition that exists

among these people which prohibits the

use of iron in cutting up these animals.

Figure 3, plate LVft, from Cape Nome, is a typical example of this

style of lance. It has a shaft about 5^ feet in length, oval in cross sec-

tion, with a rounded point of chipped flint set in the slot at the end and

bound firmly in position with a sinew lashing.

Figure 4, plate lv6, from St Michael, is a shorter shafted lance, with

the point made from marble ground down to the leaf-shape outline

18 ETH 10

Fig. 41—Cord attacher, obverse and
reverse (about %).
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common to the stone points of these weapons. Usually the shafts of

these lances are plain, but a specimen (number 33891) from Norton

sound, has a finger rest of bone bound midway on the shaft.

The other form of lance is a peculiar one used along the coast of Nor-

ton sound, about Nunivak island, and in the region lying between the

mouths of Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers. It is from 4 to 4| feet in

length and has a walrus ivory butt from 20 to 24 inches in length fas-

tened to the end of the wooden shaft. The end of the butt has two

holes, through which a sinew cord is passed and wound tightly around

the junction of the two i^arts of the shaft. The head has a round hole

for the reception of the point, which is held in position by a stout

lashing of sinew cord.

Figure 2, plate lvZ;, represents a specimen of this kind of lance

obtained on Nunivak island. It has a butt made from a walrus tusk,

along each side of which is etched a long, slender figure of an animal,

having a blue bead inlaid for the eye; the tip of the butt is shaped to

a tapering point. In the wooden shaft, just above the ivory butt, a

deerhorn peg is inserted for a finger-rest.

Another example (number 1G8579) from Nunivak island has the ivory

butt etched with the outline of a long arm, with a hand at the lower

end and the i^alm pierced.

Figure 1, plate Lvft, from Nunivak island, has a round bone head

with three deep grooves extending around it, leaving four ridges ter-

minating in a shoulder next to the shaft, bound in position by a cotton

cord, evidently obtained from some trader. A long, tapering ivory butt,

triangular in cross section, is fastened to the wooden shaft, and about

the junction is a strong binding of cord similar to that used on the head.

All the points used on these lances are detachable, and every hunter

carries a small bag made from sealskin or other hide, containing eight

or ten additional points.

Figure 17, plate LViia, from the lower Yukon, is a fish-skin bag for

holding a set of spearj)oints. These points vary somewhat in char

acter, but are from 8 to 10 inches in length, with thin, triangular tips

of stone, glass, iron, or other material. Sometimes the points are made
of ivory or bone, but this is not common. Slate is perhaps most

frequently used, and occasionally flint or iron points are seen.

Figure 5, plate lv h, from Chalitmut, is a lance with a wooden shaft

on which a raven totem mark is incised. The point to this is of slate,

beveled on both sides to a sharp edge, and set in a wooden foreshaft;

with it is a wooden sheath, to slip over the point and ])rotect it when
not in use (figure 25, plate lvii«). Figure 27, plate LViia, represents

another form of these wooden sheaths for lance points.

Figure 19, jilate LViia, shows a lance from Port Clarence, Bering
strait. It has a wooden shaft, with a chipped flint point inserted in a

slot in the end and held in position by a wrapping of whalebone. The

upper end of the shaft is wrapped with whalebone to prevent splitting,

and a small tuft of seal hair is inserted in a narrow slot on the side.
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Figure 22, plate lvii«, from Cape Nome, and figure 21 of the same
plate, from Norton sound, are lances of this kind, with the points bound
to the wooden shafts by wrappings of whalebone.

Figure 18, plate lvii a, from Unalaklit, has a wooden shaft, with a

long, slender point of flint, shaped like the flint arrow-tips used in that

region for hunting deer.

Figure 24, plate lvii a, from Cape Vancouver, has a long, gracefully

shaped head of slate, set in a wooden shaft.

Sojne of these lances, instead of a plain wooden shaft or a wooden
shaft with an ivory butt, have the upper part or foreshaft made of bone
or ivory.

Figure 23, plate lvii«, from the lower Kuskokwim, has a bone fore-

shaft set in a slot in the wooden shaft and held in place by a sinew

lashing. It has a triangular slate point, between which and the fore-

shaft is a deep notch forming a barb.

Figure 26, j)late lvii a, from Anogogmut, has a bone foreshaft with a

triangular slate tip. The foreshaft is excavated at its posterior end
for the reception of the end of the wooden part, which is thrust into

this hole without other fastening.

Figure 16, jjlate lvii«, from Chalitmut, has an ivory foreshaft with a

triangular iron point set in a slot in its end. On the side of the fore-

shaft a sharp-pointed ivory spur is set, pointed backward, and made to

serve as a barb to fix the point in the body of the animal. With this

specimen is a neat sheath, made from two pieces of wood carefully

excavated to the form of the head and bound together by a spruce-root

lashing.

Figure 20, plate lvii a, obtained on Nunivak island by Doctor Dall,

has the head made from a piece of iron riveted to a wooden shaft,

which is pierced with a hole in which a strong rawhide loop is fastened,

evidently for attaching the head to the line, so that the weapon could

be withdrawn and used repeatedly on the same animal. A long sheath

of wood, wrapped with spruce roots, serves to protect this point when

not in use.

These lances are used when the seal or walrus has been disabled, so

that it can not keep out of reach of its pursuers, when the hunter pad-

dles up close alongside and strikes the animal, driving the detachable

head in its entire length. The head remains in the animal, and the

hunter immediately fits another point into the shaft and repeats the

blow, thus inserting as many of the barbed heads as possible, until

the animal is killed or the supply of points exhausted. Every hunter

has his private mark cut on these points, so that, when the animal is

secured, each is enabled to reclaim his own.

SPEAR AND LANCE HEADS

Figure 34, plate lvii &, illustrates a round ivory head for one of the

smaller seal spears used with a throwing stick, obtained at Big lake.

Figure 18, plate lvii 6, represents one of the barbed deerhorn points
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used ill the small spears. They are from St Michael. Figure 17 of the

same plate shows a seal spearpoint uotchied alohg oue side. It also

cairie from St Michael.
'

Figure 20, plate LViI &, from Xorton bay j figure 16, plate lvii h, from

Cape Nome, aud figure 19, plate lvii &, from Nunivak islaud, are exam-

ples of the points used in the large hand spears thrown by means of a

linger rest on the Side of the shaft.

Figure 33, j)late lvii b, from Anogogmut, is a head for a light spear
cast with a throwing stick and used in connection with the detachable

harjioon head and sealskin tioat.

Figure 12, i^late lvii h, from Kigiktauik, is the point for one of these

spears made entirely of deerhorn. Ordinarily these points are tipped
with iroii, copper, or stone set in a slot in the end of the point. When
not in use these points, which have a permanent loop fastened to them,
are kept in a wooden sheath to jirevent the thin metal or stone tip from

being broken.

Figure 14, plate lvii b, from Kushunuk, is one of these points having
a triangular copper tip. On both the front and the back of the point
raven totem signs are etched.

Figure 15, plate lvii 6, from Kaialigamut, shows another of these

•points with the sheath in position over the tip.

Figure 5, plate LVii/->, from Chalitmut, is an iron point for a walrus

spear, fastened to the bone rod which connects it with the spearhead.
The rod is lashed to a wooden butt which fits into the spearhead.

Figure G, plate lvii 6, from Sledge island, is a detached point for one

of these spears with a triangular tip of thin iron. It terminates at the

inner end in a single beveled point.

Figure 8, plate lvii b, from Sledge islaud, is a point for one of these

spears made entirely from iron worked down to a shape similar to that

of the others.

Figure 13, plate lvii &, from St Lawrence island, is a curiously

shaped point for one of these spears made from bone with a thin iron

tip inserted in a slot.

Figure ll, plate LVII&, from tJnalaklit, is a bone point for a large
hand si)ear, the inner end terminating in two sharp points.

Figure 4, plate lvii 6, obtained on Nunivak island by Boctor Ball,

is a good example of a head for a large spear, with a sheath made of

wood and wrapped with spruce root.

Figtire 7, plate LViiZ>, from Sledge island, is a specimen of the ivory
rods used to connect tiie detachable spearpoint with the head of the

spear shaft. .

Figure 1, plate lvii 6, from Cape Xome, is a walrus ivory spur, such

as is used at the butt of the large hand spears for walrus and whales.

This specimen is very old, and has etched along its surface upon one

side scenes of whale and walrus hunting in umiaks, and wolves and

the killer whale iipon the other.
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Figure 3, plate lvii h, from St Lawrence island, is a bone spur such
as is used on the ends of walrus spears on that island.

Figure 2, plate lvii i, from St Lawrence island, is another spur for

a walrus spear shaft.

Figure 9, plate lvii h, from the lower Yukon, and figure 10 of the
same plate, from Eazbiusky, represent triangular slate tips for use on
detachable points of walrus and seal spears.

Figure (J, plate lvii «, from Kigiktauik, is a handsome flint lance-

point of bluish stone, very regular in form.

Figure 9, plate LViio, from Xortou bay, is a triangular slate lance-

point with the border beveled down on both sides to form the edge.

Figure 4, plate lvii a, from Cape Prince of Wales, is a large, round-

pointed, flint lancehead.

Figure 1, plate LViia, is an old flint lancehead obtained from an
ancient village site at St Michael.

Figure 10, plate lvii a, from Kushunuk, is a curiously formed slate

lancepoint.

Figure 11, plate LViia, from Cai)e Darby, is a leaf-shape slate

point.

Figure 2, plate lvii a, from King island, is a handsomely made flint

point, subtriangular in outline.

Figure 8, plate lvii «, from Nubviuklichugaluk, is a diamond-shape,
flint lancepoint.

Figure 5, jflate lvii a, from Unalaklit, is made of quartz crystal.

Figure 7, plate lvii a, from Big lake, is a handsomely made, oval lance-

point of bluish flint.

Figure 13, plate lvii«, from Point Hope, and figure 12 of the same

plate, from Kotzebue sound, are well-chipped flint points.

Figure 3, plate lvii a, from Kotzebue sound, is a handsomely made
flint point of dull greenish color.

Figure ]5, plate LViia, from St Lawrence island, i^^
a lancehead of

bone, tipped with a thin, oval iron point which is riv'teted in place by
an iron pin; it has a deep slot at the upper end in which the wooden

shalt is fitted, and has a hole just below the slot through which passes

•the rawhide cord which binds it to the shaft.

Figure 42 (2), from Kotzebue sound, is one of the points used on the

three-point bird spears. Figure 42 (8), obtained on St Lawrence island

by Captain C. L. Hooper, is a rudely made ])rong for a bird spear-

point. Figure 42 (7), from Cai)e Nome, is a bone point such as is used

on the shafts of bird spears. Figure 12 (3), from Cape Nome, and

figure 42 (4), from Cape Prince of Wales, represent points for bird

spears. Figure 42 (G), from St Lawrence island, is a prong or spur for

attachment to the side of the shaft of a bird spear. Figure 42 (5),

from St Lawrence island, shows the bone points for a small, three-

point bird and fish spear.
In places where there is considerable whale and walrus hunting, each
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hunter has several laneepoints, which are kept wrapped in some kind

of skin to protect them from injury.

Figure 14, plate lviia, from Cape Darby, illustrates a wrapper of

this kind for laneepoints, made from the skin of a swan's neck, with

the feathers left on, and having a rawhide cord attached to one end as

a fastening. The lanceheads are so wrapped that each has a fold of

the skin between it and the next.

On the shafts of the large hand spears various kinds of finger-rests

are used. Sometimes a small pin of ivory, deerhorn, or bone is driven

into the shaft and left projecting from half an inch to an inch, sloping

slightly backward to aftord a firm rest for the finger.

From Point Hope three finger-rests of deerhorn were obtained. Fig-
ures 25 and 26, plate Lvii6, illustrate these specimens, each of which
has the head of a deer carved on the outer end. Figure 24 of the same

Fig. 42—Spearpoints for birds and fish (J).

plate shows the other example, which is carved to represent the head
of an unknown animal, the eyes being formed by inlaid blue beads.

The base of each of these finger-rests is in the form of a long, thm

strip for lashing along the shaft of the spear.

Figure 28, plate lvii?>, from Sledge island, is a handsomely carved

finger-rest, with the head of a white bear on the outer end and the base

made concave to fit the spear shaft. There is a hole through the base

to receive the cord whichfastens it in place.

Figure 29, plate Lviifc, from the same locality as the specimen last

described, represents the head of a seal.

Figure 27, plate LViii, from St Michael, represents the head and
shoulders of a seal. The base has three holes to receive the cord.

Figure 22, plate Lvii^, from Unalaklit, has a triangular hole in the

base for the cord.
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Figure 21, plate L,\iih, from Sledge island, is carved to represent the
head of a seal.

Figure 30, plate lvii h, from Konigunugumut, is a round piece of

ivory, with the interior excavated and crossed by a triangular hole for

the passage of a cord.

Figure 32, plate LViift, from the lower Yukon, and figure 31 of the
same plate, from :N^uuivak island, are roughly triangular finger rests

of a very common style. They have three holes along the base for the
cord.

Figure 23, plate lvii ft, from Sledge island, is a small, curved object,
with a seal-head on the top and i)ierced with five small holes along
the base for the attachment of cords by which it is lashed to the sliaft

of the spear. This devi(;e serves to hold a cord at a point where it is

desired to pass it along the shaft in a different direction without form-

ing a knot. Ordinarily small pegs are inserted in the shafts of these

spears for this purpose, but in some instances objects of this kind are

used.

In addition to the use of spears for killing seals, walrus, and
white whales, the Eskimo have several forms of spears for capturing

birds, which vary considerably in length and in other details. The
commonest form consists of a round wooden shaft, varying from 3 feet

9 inches to 4 feet 3 inches in length, with three long, rounded, tapering

points, barbed along the inner side with a series of serrations curved

slightly outward and set in the form of a triangle in grooves around

the lower end of the shaft. A strong sinew lashing, about one-third of

the distance from their lower end, secures them to a small central knot

on the end of the shaft, thence to their lower ends they are wrapped
about with a braided sinew cord, which afterward passes spirally

about the handle to the butt, where it is fastened. Plate lviii, after a

photograph, illustrates the method of casting bird spears at St Michael.

Figure o, plate lix, from Anogogmut, is a typical example of these

spears. The shaft is not feathered.

Figure 6 of the same plate, from Cape Nome, has a shorter shaft,

near the butt of which are inserted three feathers from the tail of a

cormorant. Figure 2, from Norton sound, is a bird spear with three

rudely made points of deerhorn, the serrations on which are made to

turn to the sides instead of toward the center as is the usual custom.

Figure 3, from St Michael, has three deerhorn points, with serrations

on their out«r sides. Figure 1, from Nunivak island, has three bone

points, triangular in cross section, with serrations in pairs facing

inward.

From Nunivak island and the adjacent mainland some spears were

obtained similar to the preceding, except that they were not feathered

and have four points. Figure 1, plate lix, from Nulukhtulogumut, is

a typical specimen of these four-point bird spears. It has serrations

on the inner faces of the points.
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The most curious bird spears are those with a long point of bone,

ivory, or deerhoru, serrated on one or both sides, inserted in the end
of the wooden shaft. Set in the shaft, at about one-third of the dis-

tance from the butt, are three points of bone, ivory, or deerhorn, which
are hxshed in position with their sliarp points extending obliquely out-

ward, forming a triangle. These spears are from 4 to C feet in length
and freciuently have handsomely made points.

Figure 8, plate Lix, from iJunivak island, is one of these spears with
a bone point triangular in cross section and 22 inches in length. It is

grooved along all the angles, which have serrations along them in

pairs, at intervals of an inch or more, with a series of coarsely made
serrations near the butt. The points on the shaft are triangular in

cross section and are barbed along their inner edges. This specimen
is without feathering at the base of the shaft.

Figure 9, plate lix, represents a spear obtained by Mr L. M. Turner
at St ]Michael. It has three cormorant feathers on the shaft and
three barbs, on two of which the serrations face outward and on the

other they are inward. The point is of ivory, hexagonal in cross

section, and barbed on two sides.

Figure 7, plate lix, from St Michael, has an ivory point, roughly
oval in cross section, with two sets of barbs on the edges; three

barbs on the shaft are of deerhorn serrated along their inner edges.

Figure 11, plate lix, from liazbinsky, is a large and heavily made
bird spear, with a strong point of deerhorn and three heavy points
on the shaft.

Figure 10, i^late lix, from St Michael, is another spear of this

description, having ihe point set in a slit at the upper end of the

wooden shaft and secured by a rawhide lashing. Three bone points
are lashed to the shaft near the butt.

Bird spears are used for capturing waterfowl, particularly during
the late summer and fall, when the geese and ducks have molted their

wing-feathers and are unable to fly; also for catching the young of

various water birds. The object of the three prongs on the shaft is

to catch the bird by the neck or the wing when the point may have
missed it. In using the spear but little attempt is made to strike the

bird with the point, but it is thrown in such a manner that it will

diverge slightly to one side as it approaches the quarry, so that the

shaft will slide along the back or the neck and one or more of the

IJoints will catch the neck or the wing.

THROWING sticks

The Eskimo are very ex])ert in casting spears with the throwing stick.

The small, light spears used in hunting seals are cast from 30 to 50

yards with considerable accuracy and force. I have seen them practice

by the hour throwing their spears at young waterfowl, and their accu-

racy is remarkable. The birds sometimes would see the spear com-

ing and dive just before it reached them, but almost Invariably the
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weapon struck in the middle of the circle on the water where the bird

had gone down. Bird spears are generally cast overhand, so as to

strike from above, but if the birds are shy and dive quickly, the spears
are cast with an underhand throw so that they skim along the surface

of the water. I have seen a hunter throwing a spear at waterfowl on
the surface of a stream when small waves were running ;

the spear
w^ould tip the crests of the waves, sending up little jets of spray, and

yet continue its course for 20 or 25 yards. This method is very confus-

ing to the birds, as they are frequently struck by the spear before tliey

seem to be aware of its approach. When throwing spears into llocks

of partly fledged ducks or geese that are bunched together, two or

even three are sometimes impaled at once upon the triple points.

Hunters in kaiaks are able to follow a seal or a diving waterfowl in

calm weather by the lines of bubbles which rise from the swimming
animal and mark its course beneath the surface. On one occasion I

amused myself for nearly half a day with two Eskimo companions in

kaiaks by i)ursuing half-fledged eider ducks in the sea off the end of

Stuart island. After a little instruction from my companions I was

surprised to see how readily the birds could be followed, for when they
came to the surface they were always within easy range of a cast of

the spear.
In using the throwing stick for casting the spear in a curve through

the air by an overhand motion, the throwing stick is held pointing

backward; the end of the spear shaft is laid in the groove on its upper

surface, resting against the ivory i)in or other crosspiece at the outer

end; the shaft of the spear crosses the fingers and is held in position

by grasping with the thumb and forefingefi aroundthe throwing stick.

The under side of the spear rests upon the extended end of the third

finger, which lies along a groove in the throwing stick. This gives the

outer end of the spear an upward cant, so that when it is cast it takes

a slightly upward course. If the cast is to be made directly forward

with a vertical motion of the hand, the spear is held with the groove

upward; but in throwing the spear along the surface of the water the

throwing stick is so held that the groove faces outwardly. In using

throwing sticks that have pins set along the side for finger-rests, the

spear is held in position by the thumb and second finger instead of

with the thumb and first finger, as is usual with other throwing sticks.

In the case of the three-peg tlirowing sticks the spear rests upon the

tnrned-in ends of the first and third fingers, while the thumb and

second finger hold it in position from above.

Tlie throwing sticks used by the Unalit Eskimo are made of a length

proportioned to the size of the person who is to use them; this is

determined by the measurement of the forearm from the point of the

right elbow to the tip of the outstretched forefinger. Throwing sticks

used with the spears for hunting white whales are made longer by the

width of the forefinger than those used for seal and bird spears.

The ordinary length of (he seal spears uSed with throwing sticks by
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the Unalit is calculated as three times the distance from the point of

the maker's elbow to the tip of the outstretched forefinger, with the

added width of the left thumb for each of the first two cubits and the

width of the left hand added to the last. Seal hunters are not so care-

ful about the precise length of their throwing sticks as the white whale

hunters, who are extremely exact in their measurements.

Figure 43 (6) represents a throwing stick, from Sledge island, with the

tapering jioint deeply grooved and provided with an ivory pin against
which the slightly excavated tip of the spear is intended to rest. The
handle is rounded near the end and notched on the sides to receive the

thumb and the little finger. Small, rudely made depressions in the

upper surface serve for the ends of the second and third fingers, and a

Fig. 43—Throwing sticks (JK

hole running obliquely through is intended for the insertion of the

forefinger.

Figure 43 (1) shows a throwing stick, from Sabotnisky, with a peg of

ivory in the groove on its upper surface to receive the butt of the spear.

The handle has a hole on the underside to receive the forefinger, a

wooden pin on the inside as a rest for the second finger, with a deep
notch opposite for the thumb, and the upper surface of the slightly

expanded butt has a flat depression to receive the ends of the last two

fingers.

Figure 43 (7), also from Sabotnisky, is similar in form to the last, with

a wooden peg at the end of the groove to receive the butt of the si>ear.

Another wooden pin on the inside of the handle serves as a rest for the

forefinger, while an excavation on the upper surface for the tips of the

last three fingers is oval in form, with incisions representing a crane

with long bill and legs, which is a totemic sign.
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Figure 43 (4), likewise from Sabotnisky, has two pins on the handle,
against which rest the second and little fingers. The usual slot for the

thumb and an aperture for the admission of the first finger are pro-
vided. -

Figure 43 (5), from St Michael, has two pins, one of wood and the other

of deerhorn, on the side of the handle as rests for the first and last

fingers. Three hollows on the upper surface serve for the tips of the

last three fingers. An upright wooden pin at the end of the groove in

the handle is intended to retain the butt of the spear.

Figure 43 (3), from Norton sound, has a hole on the underside for the

forefinger, a shallow depression on the upper surface for receiving the

tips of the fingers, and two bone pins on the side, against which the

third and last fingers may rest.

Figure 43 (9), from St IVIichael, has two wooden j)ins on the side and
a depression on the upper surface as rests for the fingers, and a hole

through the lower part for the forefinger, in front of which is cut the

raven totem sign.

Figure 43 (2), from Cape Vancoiaver, is a long, slender stick, with a

narrow groove on one side of the handle for the thumb, two pins on the

opposite side as rests for the first and second fingers, and a deep

depression on the top for the ends of the last two fingers.

Figure 43.(8), from Nunivak island, has two pins on one side of the

handle as rests for the first and second fingers, a groove for the thumb,
and a crossbar of ivory at the end of the groove in the upper surface,

with a small spur at its side to retain the butt of the spear.

Figure 43 (11), from Kushunuk, has three pegs along one side of the

handle, and a groove on the upper surface as a rest for the fingers,

while a rounded slot on the opposite side is intended for the thumb.

Figure 43 (10), from Nunivak island, was obtained by Doctor Dall.

It has three pegs on one side of the handle and three depressions on

the upper surface as finger-rests and a deep slot to receive the thumb.

Among the throwing sticks obtained by Doctor Dall on Nunivak

island is one having two bone pegs on one side and made to use in the

left hand. This is the only example of the kind in the collection.

BOWS

Bows and arrows were still in common use for shooting birds and

fish in some districts of northwestern Alaska during my residence there.

The Eskimo hunter's rule for making his bow was that it should be the

length of his outstretched arms, measuring from the finger tips. The

length of the ordinary hunting or war arrow was the distance from the

tip of the extended left thumb to the inner end of the right collarbone,

but if the man happened to be short armed he usually measured from

the tip of the left forefinger instead of from the thumb.

Among the Eskimo the making of sinew-backed bows attained a

high degree of excellence, particularly in the district between lower

Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers, where bows are still used more than
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elsewhere iu Alaska. These bows are of the kiud generally in use, -but

some are made Avithout backing. At St Michael, and thence to the

northward, bows without sinew backing were common, but the majority
of all bows in this region have a backing of some kind.

A large number of bows were collected which vary considerably in

formand style of backing.

Figure 1, plate lx, illustrates a bow from Askinuk, narrowed and
thickened in the middle, where it is grasped by the hand

;
thence it

broadens in eacli direction for a short distance and then narrows

toward the tips, where it is notched for the reception of the string.

Figure 4, plate LX, from Nunivak island, is a bow with a heavy
sinew cable along the back, with three sets of cross-lashings to hold it

in position; the string is of twisted sinew.

Figure 2, plate lx, from the lower Yukon, is backed with a single

heavy cable of sinew, with two cross-lathings near the ends and one in

th'.' middle.

Figure 6, plate lx, is a bow from Askinuk, made with a single cable

as backing, which is held in position by fine cross lashings; to force ui)

and.tighten this backing two small wooden blocks, each notched on its

upper side, are inserted on one side of the middle.

Figure o, plate lx, is a broad, heavy bow from Tununuk, with a sin-

gle cable along the back and a continuous lashing to hold it in position

along the inner two-thirds of its length. The string is of sinew, with a

wrapping of spruce root on the middle to afitbrd a good hold for the

fingers.

Figure 7, plate lx, from Nunivak island, has a single cable along the

back, which is held in position by a continuous cross-lashing along
the middle third and one near each end; inserted under the cable in

the center of the bow is a long strip of ivory, flattened below and

grooved above, to receive the cable, which is intended as a strength-
ener'and to give elasticity.

Figure 3, iDlate lx, from Unalaklit, has two flattened cables of sinew

along the back, with a thin layer of skin beneath them. They are held

in position by a continuous cross-lashing of sinew, which extends along
the entire length from within about six inches of the ends.

Figure 8, plate lx, from Pastolik, has a single light cable along the

back, v/ith a cross-lashing extending about one-third of the length each

way from the middle. This bow has a double curve about one-fourth

of the length inward from each end; along the biick, in this curve, is

laid a piece of deerhorn, which is flat on the lower side for resting

upon the bow and grooved above to receive the cable.

Figure 10, plate lx, represents a heavy bow obtained by Captain
Hooper on St Lawrence island. It has a double curve about eight
inches from each end and is backed with a series of braided sinew

cords, the ends of which are wound around the bow and form cross-

lashings for about eight inches from each end.

Figure 11, plate lx, is a bow from Cape Vancouver, with a double
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curve about fifteen inches from each end. It has a single cable of

sinew as a backing, held in position by numerous cross lashings, and a

long strip of ivory along the middle, under the backing, to give addi-

tional strength.

Figure 9, plate Lx, is a broad, thin bow from Razbinsky, with a raw-

hide string and a sinew cable as backing, fastened by numerous cross-

lashings; there is a double curve about a quarter of the distance from

each end, in which is set a short, triangular wooden pin, having a
broad base, and notched above to receive the backing. A strip of wood
is inserted under the backing as a strengthener.

Figure 26, plate lxi &, from the lower Yukon, represents a strip of

bone, flat on one side and grooved on the other. It is intended for use

as a strengthener to be inserted under the sinew backing of a bow.

Figure 2, plate li, is a small bow from St Michael, with a sinew

backing, fastened by a number of cross lashings at short intervals.

Attached to the bow by means of long sinew cords are two slender

bone arrows about nine inches long, with barbed points. This imple-

ment is used for killing rauskrats. The hunter, having found a hole of

these animals in the ground, or at the entrance of their house, sits

quietly down in front of it, with one of these arrows fitted on the string

ready to shoot. The moment the head of the muskrat is seen at the

mouth of the hole the arrow is loosed and the barb point entering the

animal prevents its escape, while the cord that attaches the arrow to

the bow enables the hunter to drag it out of its burrow.

ARROWS

, ARROWS FOR LARGE GAME

Several forms of arrows are used in different parts of the Alaskan

mainland and on the adjacent islands. Among those collected the most

important were the arrows used for hunting large game and in war.

These consist of a straight wooden shaft, sometimes terminating in a

foreshaft of bone or of ivory, with a stone or metal point set in a slot

in the end. Others have a long point of bone or ivory with a sharp

edge, either notched or smooth.

Figure 5, plate lxi a, represents an arrow from Cape Darby, having

a straight bone tip, suboval in cross section, with three notches on one

side, and shaped to a sharp point. The shaft has a notch for the bow-

string, but it is not feathered.

Figure 9, plate lxi a, shows a deer arrow from Big lake, having a long

bone point with four notches along each side, and a narrow, flattened

base inserted in the split end of the shaft and firmly lashed to it by a

sinew cord. At the butt of tiie arrow are three feathers with one side

of the plume removed, the tips being inserted in little slits near the

end of the shaft, and the butts, which point forward, being held in

position by a sinew lashing. This is the method commonly adopted on

the'Alaskan mainland for attaching feathers to arrows.
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Figure 1, plate lxi a, shows one oftwo arrows from St Lawrence island,

both of which have long, pointed, triangular heads of ivory, the butts

of which are set in slots in the wooden shafts and fastened by sinew

lashings. The shafts have their fore ends triangular in continuation

of the shape of the points, but toward the butt they become round,
and are flattened as they approach the end. One of these shafts is

broadly flattened as an aid to the feathering in guiding its flight; the

other was feathered upon both sides of the flattened butt, but the

feathering has been lost.

Figures 4 and 6, i)late lxi a, are ivory-pointed arrows from St Law-
rence island.

Figure 2, plate lxi «, represents an arrow from St Lawrence island,

having a long, triangular point of ivory with four notches on one side

of the point without barbing, except on the hindmost, where the point
is cut to a wedge-shape for insertion in a slot in the wooden shaft. This

shaft has two feathers from a cormorant tail, fastened in the usual

manner.

Figure 8, plate lxi a, shows an arrow obtained on Nunivak island by
Doctor Ball. It has a long bone point with three notches on the side

and a groove running along their bases, thus marking the arrow as

belonging to a man of the wolf totem. The point is inserted in a hole

in the shaft, which is wound with sinew lashing; it has three feathers

near the butt, held in j)ositidn by a sinew cord.

Figure 3, plate lxi«, shows an arrow from St Lawrence island, with

a long, flattened bone point with a strong barb on one surface and

grooved along the other. . There are two tail-feathers of a cormorant

on the flattened sides of the shaft near the butt.

Figure 7, plate LXir/, shows an arrow obtained at St Michael by Mr
L. M. Turner. The point is of bone, triangular in cross-section, but

becoming round near the butt, where it in inserted in the shaft and held

in place by a sinew lashing. The butt of the shaft is not feathered.

Figure 10, plate lxi a, represents an arrow obtained by Doctor Dall

from Nunivak island; it has a foreshaft of bone, is suboval in cross-

section, with a single strong notch and barb on one side and a thin,

triangular tip of iron inserted in a notch at the top. It has three

halves of feathers at equal intervals around the butt, fastened in the

usual manner.

Figure 11, plate lxi a, from St Lawrence island, has a bone fore-

shaft in which a triangular point is inserted, and two cormorant

feathers near the butt of the shaft.

Figure 12, plate lxi a, from St Lawrence island, has a bone fore-

shaft set on the shaft iu an unusual manner. The foreshaft has a

wedge-shape slot in which the wooden shaft is inserted, and an iron

point is fixed in a slot in the other end of the foreshaft. Both point

and foreshaft are held in position by wooden rivets, and a sinew lash-

ing is wound around the junction of the foreshaft and shaft to bind

tLem securely in place.
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Among the arrowpoints without shafts, obtained on St Lawrence
island, are several of peculiar form. Among these the specimens
shown in figures 12, U, and 15, plate LXift, differ most from those

already described. They are all made from bone.

Figure 11, plate LXi 6, from Kowak river, is a double-notch arrow-

point of deerhorn, and figure 10 of the same plate is a single-notch
ivory point from Nubviukhchugaluk.
Figure 8, plate lxi6, from the lower Yukon, is a bone foreshaft with

a single notch on one side and with a small slate point.

Figure 9, plate lxi6, from Point Hope, is a bone foreshaft with a
single deep notch and a well-made tip of chipped flint.

Figure 6, plate lxi&, from Razbinsky, is a triangular slate point.

Figure 7, plate lxi6, from Cape Prince of Wales, is a triangular
point of hard, green stone.

Figure 22, plate LXift, is a beautifully chipped flint arrowhead from
Point Hope.

Figure 21, plate LXi6, is a flint point from Unalaklit.

Figures 20, 23, plate lxi&, are flint points from Hotham inlet.

Figure 24, plate Lxifo, from Shaktolik; figure 25 of the same plate,
from Xubviukhchugaluk, and figure 5 of the plate, from St Michael,
illustrate well made flint points.

Figure 13, plate LXi6, is an iron point, from St Lawrence island,

resembling some of the bone points in form.

BIRD ARROWS

Arrows with blunt heads of various patterns are used for killing
birds.

Figure 2, plate lxic, is a featherless arrow from St Lawrence island,

with a rounded, conical head of ivory that has a hole in the base for

the insertion of the shaft.

Figure 3, plate lxic, is an arrow from Cape Darby, with a bone head
that terminates in a knob-shape enlargement with a series of notches

around the edge, forming a crenelated pattern.

Figure 4, plate lxic, is an arrow from Pastolik, with a long bone

head, which is excavated and crossed by two slots which form four

points ranged in a circle around the edge. The butt has two feathers.

Figure 1, plate lxic, is an arrow from Cape Vancouver, with a round

head of ivory terminating in a conical point. Just back of the head

the shaft is crossed by two bone pins which are passed through it at

right angles, with the points projecting. . The butt has three feathers

which are bound on with a strip of whalebone.

Figure 5, plate lxic, is a boy's bird arrow from Kigiktauik, with a

knob-like head of bone which has four points around its surface. The

tapering end of the shaft is inserted in a hole at the base of the head.

On the butt are two feathers.

Figure 6, plate lxi c, shows an arrow, from Kigiktauik, with a double-

pointed bone head on which the raven totem sign is engraved.
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Figure 7, plate LXie, illustrates an arrow from the lower Yukon, with

a knoblike bone head notched around its edge and terminating in a

small point in the center. At the base of the shaft are three feathers

of the gerfalcon, fastened by sinew wrappings.

FI8H ARROWS

In addition to the arrows used for killing birds and mammals, the

Eskimo have others for shooting iish, which vary considerably in

the shape of the heads.

^

Figure 44 (3) represents one of

these fish arrows from Razbiusky.
It has a wooden shaft, with three

feather vanes at the butt and
a single barbed point of bone in-

serted in the split end of the

shaft and held in position by
sinew lashing.

Figure 44 (4, 5) are fish arrows

from Xunivak island, each having
a single, long point with a series of

barbs along the inside and a short

supplementary barb on the oppo-
site side of the shaft. The base is

set in a slot in the shaft and held

in place by sinew lashings. At
the butt are two feathers.

Figure 44
((>)

shows a fish arrow,
from the lower Yukon, with two

barbs of unequal length, notched

along their outer edges, set into the

head of the shaft with their backs

nearly touching, and held in posi-

tion by a strong lashing. At the

butt of the shaft are three feath-

ers, the ends of which are inserted

and fastened by sinew lashings.

Figure 44 (7) shows a fish arrow,
from yunivak island, somewhat

similar to the preceding specimen, having two points of bone, barbed

along their outer surfaces and held in position by sinew lashings. The

butt has three feather vanes.

Figure 44 (8) illustrates another double-pointed fish arrow, from

Razbinsky, with barbs along the inner faces of the points.

Figure 44 (9) shows a fish arrow, from Xorton sound, which has three

bone points with a series of barbs along the inner face of each
;
the long,

pointed lower ends are inserted in deep grooves in the sides of the

l» I*
Fig. 44—Fish arrows (j^).
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shaft, where they are fastened by sinew lashings. At .the base are
three feathers.

Figure 44 (10) represents a handsomely made triple point fish arrow
from Cape Vancouver, with the points serrated as in the preceding
specimen and held in position by an ivory ferule slipped over tliem.

At the base of the shaft are three tail-feathers of a cormorant. They
are notched along their inner vaues and bound in place by a sinew cord
at their tips and a strip of whalBbone about the lower ends.

Figure 44 (2) shows a fish arrow from Cape Vancouver
;
it has a bone

head, provided with a detachable barbed point fastened to the shaft by
a cord.

Figure 44 (1) shows a fish arrow from the Yukon mouth, having a
detachable point, with a long sinew cord, which is divided on its inner

half and attached at two widely separated points to the shaft. Wlien a
fish is struck and the point freed, the shaft floats and forms a drag to

impede its escape.
ARKOWPOTNTS

Figure 2, plate x,xi6, is a bone arrowhead from Sabotnisky, the tip

of which is notched to form four points. The base forms a wedge-

shape point for insertion in the shaft.

Figure 17, plate i.xi&, from Kigiktauik, is a bone point beveled down
to form five faces.

Figure 1, plate LXift, from Nunivak island, is a conical point of wood

having two short, iron crossbars inserted at right angles through the

head. The inner end is cut down to a wedge-shape point for insertion

in the shaft.

Figures 3 and 18, plate lxi&, show conical points of ivory from St

Lawrence island. Their bases are excavated, with a round hole for

receiving the points of the shafts.

Figure 16, plate Lxi&, from Nunivak island, is of ivory, with the base

excavated to receive the shaft. The conical point is surrounded by
rounded auxiliary points, formed by incisions along the sides, making
a crenelated pattern.

QUIVERS

Figure 8, plate Lxic, represents a fish-skin quiver from the lower

Yukon. It has a cord attached at the upper edge and at another point

about midway on one side.

Figure 27, plate lxi?>, shows a long ivory rod which was obtained at

St Michael by Mr Turner; it is intended for insertion along the side of

a quiver to stiffen it It is crescentic in cross section and large at one

end, which terminates in the figure of a wolf's head. The back of the

rod has three holes for the passage of a lashing.

WRIST-GUARDS

Figure 4, plate lxi6, shows a bone wrist-guard from St Michael, made

to wear upon the left wrist to prevent the bowstring from striking it.

18 ETH^ 11
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It is bound on by a strip of rawhide, which is passed through two holes

on one side and one upon the other.

Figure 19, plate LXifc, illustrates a bone wrist-guard from Kowak

river, with a single hole on one side for the attachment of a cord. Wrist-

guards are all made crescentic in cross section, in order to fit the curve

of the wrist.

BOXES FOR ARROW- AND SPEAR POINTS

The Eskimo store and carry the thin, flat points for arrows, spears,

and lances in small wooden boxes, in the manufacture of which they

display considerable ingenuity.
A box of this kind (number 3624^), from Kushunuk, is flattened and

square in outline and made from a single piece of wood; the excavated

interior is shallow
j

it is grooved just below the upper edge to receive

the sliding cover, which has a notch on the top near one end for a

thumb-rest in drawing it out. On two corners of the box a rawhide

loop is fastened for hanging it to the belt or for attaching it to any other

object.

Figure 10, plate lxii, is a long, flattened box from Cape Nome. It

is less than an inch in height, is 7^ inches long, and has a sliding

cover. The sides and top are ornamented with a variety of incised

cross-line patterns.

Figure 5, i^late lxii, is a long, thin box from Nunivak island,

slightly convex above and below, pointed oval at one end and truncated

at the other. It has a long, narrow cover* fitting like a stopper and

resting at each end on a sunken ledge, and a thumb-piece for raising it

projects at the rear. On the upper side of the front end of the box are

incised the outlines of the mouth, nostrils, and eyes of some animal.

Figure 1, plate lxii, from Pikmiktalik, is a rudely oval box, grooved
around the sides and along the bottom, but otherwise is not ornamented.

Figure 4, plate lxii, represents a box, from Cape Nome, fashioned in

the form of a fish known as the losh. The eyes are formed by small

ivory pegs with the centers excavated for the pupils; the gill openings
are marked by incised crescentic lines; the mouth is incised, and the

tail is represented as doubled and lying forward midway along the

body. It has a long, oval, stopper-like cover resting on a sunken ledge
at each end.

Figure 6, plate lxii, shows a box, from Askinuk, in the shape of a

seal. The eyes and the mouth are incised and the front flippers are

in relief; the cover is a long-i)ointed oval in outline and tits into the

side, thus differing from the ordinary method of fitting it either in the

upper or the under surface.

Figure 3, plate lxii, illustrates a box, from Norton sound, represent-

ing a seal in flattened outline. The head is well made, the eyes and

nostrils being formed by inlaid pieces of ivory. The cover represents

another seal, the projecting head and neck forming the thumb piece

for raising it. The eyes and the nostrils are marked by ivory pegs.
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A box (number G4220) from the Diomede islands represents a rude,
heavily-made figure of a right whale cut from a piece of wood; the
mouth and blowholes are incised; the lower surface of the body is

excavated, forming a somewhat rounded, conical orifice on which fits a

stopper-like cover in the shape of a seal; this is held in place by means
of a rawhide cord passing through a hole in the under surface of the

whale, thence through two holes in the shoulders of the seal, and is

fastened on the under surface. Toward the rear of the seal's back a

loop of cord is attached, the end of which passes through a hole in

the tail of the whale and through which the cord is passed for fasten-

ing. This box is a kind of fetich in which are kept the small spear-
and lance-points used in killing whales.

A box (number 632G8) exactly like the preceding was obtained on
St Lawrence island.

Figure 2, plate lxii, shows a flattened oval box, from Cape Nome,
representing a seal with a smaller one on its back

;
the latter forms a

long, pointed, oval cover; the eyes of the larger seal are indicated by
blue beads. The top of the box is crossed by a series of parallel

lines extending from the middle diagonally backward toward the

border.

FIREARMS

Although primitive forms of weapons are still largely used, guns are

common everywhere among the Eskimo. The guns obtained by them

during the early period of their contact with the Eussians 'were

extremely clumsy, and the Russians brought with them the forked

supports for these weapons which they were accustomed to use in

Siberia. In some of the more retired parts of the country between the

lower Yukon and the Kuskokwim these supports still exist, as the poor

quality of the guns and the scarcity of ammunitioi\ render its aid nec-

essary in hunting to secure a fair degree of accuracy and success.

Figure 31, plate lxiii, illustrates one of these forked supports, from

Chalitmut, having two legs tipped with ivory points and a crossbar of

ivory to hold them in position. Along each of the three outer faces of

these legs is a groove in which small, round, ivory pegs are set at inter-

vals; at the upper end the support has a rounded head in which is a

deep slot; through the sides is a hole in which fits an ivory pin, fas-

tened by a rawhide cord. A deerhorn disk is fitted into the slot and

is held in place by a pin; it has a long, flattened projection on one side

which is grooved to receive the gun barrel and has three holes for the

lashings by which it was secured; as this disk moved freely on the pin

the support folded down parallel to the gunstock when being carried,

and could be readily set in position when needed.

Figure 24, plate lxiii, from Kigiktauik; figure 25 of the same plate,

from Chalitmut; and figure 26, from Kushunuk, illustrate examples of

the pieces of deerhorn intended for securing the lower side of the gun
barrel to connect the forked rest with the gun.
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Fijjure 8, plate l.viii, rei)re8eiit8 a pair of bullet molds, from Clialit-

mut, made from two small blocks of slate neatly hollowed out and set

in wooden blocks, united by pins and corresponding holes so that the

faces of the molds are brou{ifht squarely toj?ether; there is a conical

hole at the top by means of which lead can be poured into the mold.

Figure 10, plate lxiii, represents a bullet starter, from Cape Van-

couver, for use in muzzle-loadiug guns; it is made of wood and has a

bone handle. Figure 15, plate lxiii, shows another bullet starter

made entirely of bone, which was obtained at Anogognnit.

Nearly all the guns in use at present among the Eskimo are muzzle-

loaders, and the ingenuity of the natives is displaye<l in the many
iorms of cap boxes, powder chargers, and flasks made by them,

A common style of cap box is made of wood, thitttMied and rectangu-
lar in shape, with a sliding cover. Some of these are plain, others

have their surfaces cut into a variety of i)atterns. Figure 28, plate

LXIII, from Pastoiik; figure 30 of the same plate, from Cape Nome;
and figure 29, from Sledge island, are examples of this style of box.

Other small wooden cap boxes are rounded in cross section, broadest

at the base, and tapering toward the top, where they are truncated

and fitted with a wooden stopper. Figure 17, plate lxiii, illnstiates

one of these boxes, obtained at Cai)e Vancouver. It has a s<Mies of

grooves around the sides.

Figure 27, i)late lxiii, froin Kusliunuk, is a round sidctl box, shai)ed

like a truncated cone, with a separate piece fitted in the bottom. Fig-

ure of the same plate, from Kowak river, is another tapering box of

this kind, with the top turned out to form a lip, under which is fas-

tened a rawhide cord for attaching the box to the hunting bag.
Another curious style of box, made to contain a few caps in each

end, illustrated in figure 1, plate lxiii, was obtained at St Michael.

It is a long, cylindi^cal box, largest in the nnddle and tapering toward

both ends, which are truncated. It consists of two pieces, excavated,

neatly fitted together, and fastened by sinew cords. F^xtending cross-

wise through the middle is a wooden pin for the attachment of the cord

which fastens the box to the hunting bag. A little wooden stopper is

inserted in each end.

Other cap boxes are made of ivory, cut into various forms, with a

stopper in one end and the other closed by a piece of wood which is

held in position by rivets. Figure 4, plate lxiii, from Cape Nome;
figure 5 of the same plate, from Norton sound; figure 7, from Nubviuk-

chugaluk; and figure 2, from Kaviak x)eninsula, illustrate specimens
of these boxes.

Powder chargers are even more varied in form, and show more inge-

nuity in design than the cap boxes.

Figure 3, plate lxiii, is a small charger, made of bone, with a long,

round, wooden cap box attached to it by a sinew cord. It was obtained

at Norton bay.
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Figure 14, plate LXiii, represents a rounded bone charger from
Hotham inlet. It has an ornamental device of circles and dots and
the raven totem etched upon its surface.

Figure 18, plate lxiii, from Unalaklit, has its lower end carved into

the form of a human head.

Figure 12, plate lxiii, from Cape Vancouver, represents a cormo-
rant's head.

Figure 11, plate lxiii, from Cape Vancouver, represents the head of

a skua-gull.

Figure 9, plate lxiii, from Sledge island, is a cylindrical ivory

charger with a knob on the lower end.

Figure 13, jilate lxiii, from St Lawrence island, is rounded with a

small, spout-like jirojection on the rim.

Figure 10, plate lxiii, from Cape Vancouver, represents a falcon's

head.

Figure 20, plate lxiii, from Sledge island, is a rounded bone charger
with a wooden stopper; it is intended for carrying a charge of jjowder

ready for putting in the gun when needed.

Figure 19, plate lxiii, represents a powder flask obtained at Kotze-

bue sound; it is made from a section of deerhorn, excavated and fitted

with a wooden stopper at each end; one of these is perforated and a

small plug of wood inserted, by removing which an inlet is formed

for the powder. A charger of deerhorn is attached to the flask by a

sinew cord.

Figure 23, plate lxiii, from Cape Vancouver, is a wooden powder
flask in the form of a sea parrot's head. The small end at the neck is

bound together with sinew lashings, and a rounded stopper is fitted in

the hole.

Figure 22, plate lxiii, from Nulukhtulogumut, shows a small, leather-

covered flask with an ivory mouthpiece in which a wooden stopper is

fitted; to this is attached an ivory charger in the shape of a cormorant's

head. With this charger is a small ivory disk, having a conical perfora-

tion in the center, which is intended to be placed over the nipple of the

gun for priming it.

The form of both of the preceding flasks is an imitation of those

«old by the fur traders.

Figure 21, plate lxiii, from Sledge island, is a wooden powder flask

with the sides carved in a twiniug pattern.

Figure 32, plate lxiii, from Norton bay, is a wooden flask fitted at

each end with an ivory cover and having an iron tip at the nozzle.

The Eskimo of Plover bay on the Siberian shore and on St Lawrence

island, as well as those along the shores of Bering strait &nd thence up
the Alaskan coast to Point Barrow, are successful hunters of the right

whale; for this purpose the old-fashioned barbed spear is the weapon

ordinarily used, but it is being superceded by firearms wherever the

people have been able to obtain them. At Plover bay the natives had
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a bomb gun which they had obtained from some whaler. While on a

summer cruise on a whaling ship some of the men had learned the use

of this gun and they took the earliest opi)ortunity to obtain one; in the

fall it was planted on the ice near the entrance to the bay, and as the

whales swam slowly along the narrow lead that remained open in

midchannel the bomb lances were fired into them without any lines

attached. This was always done while tlie whales were heading up the

bay, so that they might swim as far as possible toward the head of the

bay and die under the ice; a few days later the gases would inflate

their bodies to such an ex^nt that the carcasses would burst through
the ice and indicate their position to the people, who would at once cut

them up, using> the blubber for food and keeping the whalebone to be

traded to the whalers in the spring. The people at Point Barrow have

also used a whaling gun for some time.

The walrus is found on many parts of the coast, but is rarely seen

near St Michael; about Nunivak island and the coast of the adjacent

mainland it is caught during fall and spring. N^ear the mouth of the

Kuskokwim the hunters endeavor to surprise herds of walrus in the

shallow bays along the coast. When they succeed, they form a line of

kaiaks between the animals and the sea, and by shouting and striking

the sides of the kaiaks with their paddles, so alarm them that they are

driven ashore, where they are easily killed. In the fall of 1879 thirty

of these animals were captured by a drive of this kind just south of

Cape Vancouver. This method, however, can be employed only where

the water is very shallow, so that the walrus can not escape by diving

and passing beneath the kaiaks.

Although spears and lances are still used in ^alrus hunting, as fire-

arms become more plentiful among the natives many of these ani-

mals are shot with rifles, which are used in addition to the old-style

weapons for killing the beluga or white whale. This animal is some-

times stranded at low water and is then easily killed. These whales

are treated with great respect by the Eskimo, and when one is taken

certain ceremonies must be observed to avoid ofieuding it. At St

Michael I saw the hunters haul a recently killed beluga ashore, and

before it was completely dragged out of the water one of them poured
some urine in its mouth and then addressed several sentences to its

shade in propitiation for having killed it. At Point Hope one was

killed during the visit of the revenue cutter Corwin to that place in

the summer of 1881, and while it was being drawn ashore the people

gathered on the beach and sang a song of welcome such as is used in

the kashim during certain dances.

HUNTING BAGS AND HELMETS

Hunting bags are made in various forms and are worn by a strap

over the shoulders; in them the hunters carry their powder, bullets,

cap boxes, and other small articles needed in the chase. Bags of this

kind made from the skins of wolves' heads are highly prized.
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Figure 33, plate lxiii, from St Michael, is such a bag made from
the skins of two wolves' heads, bound around the edge with red flan-

nel and lined with white cotton. A shoulder strap made of white
cotton and ornamented with stitching of red worsted is attached to it.

At St Michael I obtained a long, slender hunting bag (number 38458)
made of alternating strips of white and brown deerskin, with a fringe
of the same cut in little strips around the lower end. It is bordered
above by a trimming of skin from a loon's throat, which is succeeded

by ornamental bands of deerskin and a strip of wolverine fur.

The people of the seacoast between Yukon and EuskokAvim rivers

use conical wooden helmets to protect their eyes from the glare of the

sun when hunting at sea; these are ornamented with carved ivory

images or are painted with various devices.

At Kushunuk were seen many of these hats which were painted

white, on which were various phallic pictures in red; these pictures
had a certain significance connected with the religious beliefs of the

people, which I failed to ascertain. The same idea was shown in a

phallic picture on a pair of paddles obtained at this village, eacli of the

two having one-half of the picture upon it, so that it was completed

by joining them at their edges.
From the mouth of the Yukon northward, wooden visors are used to

shade the eyes; these are somewhat similar in shape to the helmets

but they lack the conical top; the forepieces of the visors are often

ornamented with ivory carvings and have at the back a plume of

feathers from the tails of old squaw ducks.

Figure 22, plate lxiv, represents ^ne of these conical helmets from

Kushunuk. It has a strip of deerhorn lashed around the base at the

rear to hold the bent ends in position. On both sides are fastened, by
sinew cord passed through holes, wing-like pieces of ivory, carved with

open-work pattern and ornamented with groups of concentric circles,

with a central hole in each. On the middle of the front are two carved

walrus heads of ivory, and on each side of these are two ivory strips

representing heads of gulls. The outer surface of this helmet is

painted slate color splashed with white.

Another helmet, from Kaialigamut (figure 20, plate lxiv), is without

ivory ornaments on the front. It is held together at the back by a

strip of deerhorn pierced with holes, through which pass lashings of

cord
;
the edges, where they are held together in the rear, are fastened

together with spruce-root lashings. The outer surface is painted white

and decorated with red figures; bordering grooves on the top and

bottom are also red.

The visors worn by the people of i^orton sound and the lower Yukon
are usually plain, but sometimes are made to represent the head of

some animal. They consist of a fillet of wood passing around the back

of the head, with the front carried out to form a long, rounded fore-

piece.

Figure 21, plate lxiv, illustrates one of these unornamented visors,
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wliicli was obtained at Eazbinsky. It has a groove around the edge
and a deep, broad groove down the front; at the rear the overlapping

ends are lashed togetlier with willow bark. The specimen from St

Michael, shown in plate LXiv, 15, is more heavily made. On the middle

of the front is a groove. The front is carried out to represent the head

of a pike, with a mouth formed by a deeply incised groove, in which

are set numerous small reindeer teeth; two deep holes represent the

nostrils, and two amber-colored beads are inlaid for eyes. One side of

the visor is black, the other side is not colored. Visors from the shore

of N^orton sound are sometimes ornamented with ivory figures lashed to

their sides and front, like the helmets from south of the Yukon mouth.

Figure 18, plate lxiv, illustrates a visor of this kind, which has a

wing-like piece oii each side and the head of a gull in front; the

median ridge is ornamented with the ivory images of two walrus

heads. The back of the visor has an oval ring of shavings projecting

upward and stuck full of feathers from the tails of cormorants and
old wife ducks.

Figure 2, plate lxiv, from Chalitmut; figure 19 of the same plate,

from Norton bay; and figure 17, from Sledge island, represent visors

made from pieces of wood, with a rawhide strip or cord attached on

each side for passing over the back of the liead. The first specimen
mentioned is painted black on both sides and has a series of ivory pegs
and white beads inlaid in two rows on the upper surface. The visor

shown in plate lxiv, 19, has a shallow groove, painted red, around the

upper edge; inside of this is a deep, narrow groove, which, with the

remainder of the visor, is uncolor»d. The third specimen delate lxiv,

17) has the lower part of the visor, a band around the edge, and a

long, oval groove down the front, painted black. A shallow groove,

extending around the borders above and below inside the black line, is

colored red.

The ornamentation of helmets with ivory carvings varies but little in

the several localities. Usually there is a long, flat, wing-shape piece

on each side and the head of a bird in front; the middle is occupied

by carvings of walrus heads or figures of other animals.

The following specimens, shown in figure 45, illustrate some of the

ornaments:

Number 8 represents one of the wing-shape pieces from Shaktolik,

with open-work pattern and a series of circles and dots. Number 7

shows one of the ivory strips obtained at Kushunuk
;
it is carved to

represent the head of a cormorant. Another, from Askinuk (number

6), represents the head of a gull. A specimen from St Michael (num-
ber 5) is an ivory walrus head for the front of a helmet. Another,
from Kushunuk (number 3), represents a land otter, the eyes of which

are represented by inlaid blue beads, and similar beads are inlaid in

the centers of circles etched along the back. A thin band of deerhorn

from the lower Yukon (number 2) is flattened on one side and beveled
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to three faces on the other; it is pierced with holes, in pairs, to receive

the lashings, with which it is bound on the back of a helmet to hold the

bent ends of the wood in position. A walrus head, cut from ivory, from

Kushunuk (Museum number 38719), is for ornamenting the front of a

hunting helmet. A similar ornament from Anogogmut (number 1)

represents the flattened image of a seal, with eyes formed by inlaid

blue beads. Another of these ornaments (number 4), from the lower

Yukon, is a flattened, conventionalized image of a wolf. Along the

Fio. 45—Tvory ornanients for hunting lielmets (i).

back and the sides it is ornamented with etched lines and a series of

three pairs of concentric circles, each having a wooden peg inserted in

a central hole.
SNOW aOGGLES

To preserve the eyes from the glare of the sun on the snow in the

spring and thus prevent snow blindness, goggles are in general use

among the Eskimo. They vary considerably, according to locality, but

the specimens illustrated give the principal variations in form among

those collected.

Figure 5, plate lxiv, represents a flattened, funnel shape specimen

of these goggles, obtained from the lower Yukon. The projecting

front extends out both abo^•e and below in a gradual slope to the edges
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of a single broad slit, the upper border slightly overhaugiug the lower.

They have a rounded notch for fitting over the nose, and are held in

position by a cord which passes over the back of the head. A speci-

men from Point Hope, shown in plate LXiv, 11, is somewhat similar to

the preceding, except that the slit is smaller and the upper front bor-

der projects farther beyond the lower.

Another pair from the Lower Yukon (plate Lxiv, 4) have two narrow

slits divided in the middle by a septum. A notch is cut on the inner

surface for the nose, and the front is carved in slight relief to represent
a human face, with the nose between the eye slits. The forehead pro-

jects at the eyebrows to form a visor-like edge. The inside and top of

the goggles are painted black and the front red.

A pair from Norton sound (figure 0, plate lxiv) have two slits, a

notch for the nose resting against a strong septum in the middle, and
a visor-like projection along the top in front. The goggles from Sabot-

nisky (figure 13, plate lxiv) have a notcli for the nose and two flat-

tened eye slits divided by a rudely made septum. The top is grooved
to represent hair, and a nose is shown between the slits, giving them
a mask-like appearance. They are painted red in front, but are not

colored behind.

Figure 8, plate lxiv, represents spectacle-shape goggles from Cape
Darby, with two narrow eye slits and a visor-like projection in front.

There is a deep groove for the nose and the outline is narrowed in the

middle, so that the eyepieces are suboval in shape.
Another pair (figure 1, plate lxiv), from Norton bay, are still more

like spectacles than the preceding, being greatly narrowed in the mid-

dle between the two slits for the eyes. The front slopes gently to the

borders of the slits and there is no visor. Another example of neatly

made goggles (figure 9, plate lxiv), also obtained at Norton bay, are

narrowed in the middle with two narrow slits and a visor in front.

The upper borders of the eyepieces are deeply notched to i)ermit the

circulation of air about the eyes. Tbe pair shown in figure 3, plate lxiv,
are also from Norton bay. Thej^ consist of two suboval eyepieces, held

together by two sinew cords which are strung with beads. Each of

these eyepieces has a long, narrow eye slit.

Figure 14, plate lxiv, represents spectacle-shape goggles from

Kushunuk; they are fashioned to extend forward, surrounding the

large, oval eyeholes in a flattened, tubular form
;
the insides of the eye-

holes are painted black, as is the upper portion of the outside, with the

exception of the borders of the eyeholes which are red.

A specimen from St Lawrence island, figure 12, plate lxiv, consists

of a trough shape piece of wood, concave within and convex on the

outside; it is somewhat crescentic in form, with a notch on the lower

side for the nose; the eyeholes are straight within against the wooden

crossbar or septum which divides them, and their outer edges are oval;

they are large, and without any arrangement for shading them.
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A pair of goggles (figure 10, plate lxiv) obtained at Port Clarence

by Doctor T. H. Bean, are made from three pieces of wood; both the

upper and lower pieces are grooved to admit the insertion of a fragment
of common window glass in each oval eyehole; they are lashed together
with whalebone cord passed through holes; a projecting visor over-

hangs the front; inside a bar of wood is lashed, which is notched on
each side over the eye to permit circulation of air.

A clumsily made pair from the Diomede islands (figure 7, plate LXiv)
consist of two pieces of canvas sewed together; eyeholes are cut in the

middle of each, in which are inserted pieces of window glass; the can-

vas is backed by a rudely formed wooden framework, rather quadrate in

outline. These are the only goggles of this kind that were seen.

Figure 10, plate lxiv, represents a pair of wooden goggles from Nor-

ton sound; they are notched for the nose, and project at the sides as

long, oval ends reaching to the temples; the tubular front has two large,

oval holes, and a strip of rawhide, rounded in front, is pegged to the

upper surface to form a visor.

HUNTING AND SKINNING KNIVES

The stone knives formerly in universal use among the Eskimo have

been almost entirely displaced by the ordinary butcher knives sold by
the traders. Some of these old-fashioned Hint knives were procured at

Hotham inlet, and were in actual use when obtained; they are illus-

trated in plate xlvii, figures 2, 3. They consist of leaf-shape, chipped
flint blades, set in short wooden handles split at the lower end to receive

the blade which is held in place by a wrapping of rawhide or sinew

cord, or (as in figure 3) by a lashing of willow root.

From the northern end of Norton sound a beautiful knife (plate lxv, 3)

was obtained. The narrow, leafshape blade of nephrite is 8^ inches in

length and 2^ inches wide at its broadest part, and is slightly convex

on one side; the other side is slightly grooved near each edge and has

a broad, slightly elevated, flat ridge running down the center to near the

point; it is double-edged and brought to a slightly rounded point. The

handle is of ivory, oval in cross section, 3^^ inches in length ;
the blade is

set in a slot, the sides of which overlap about 2 inches, through which

ivory pegs are inserted to hold it in place. In the handle are seven

boles, through which a rawhide cord is wound and crossed to afford a

firm grip for the hand. The wooden sheath (plate lxv, 2) follows the

outline of the knife and extends halfway up the handle; it is in two

parts, which are fastened together by thin strips of whalebone passed

through holes in the edges. Across one side of the sheath, near the

butt, are two small, parallel grooves which form the private mark of the

owner. This specimen, from its large size and the beauty and regu-

larity of its finish, is probably unique. It was purchased at Nubviukh-

chugaluk from a Kaviak Eskimo who said that it had been an heirloom

in his family for many generations; although now of no practical utility
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he prized it very much from its association, and it was only after two

years of careful effort that I succeeded in obtaining it by paying what

he considered a large price. Other jade knives, somewhat similar to

this but much smaller and with less perfect blades, were also seen.

Knives are usually worn by the Eskimo in a sheath strapped to the

outside of the right thigh, just below the hip, so that the handle may
readily be grasped ;

some of the men, however, have the sheath sus-

pended from the waist belt.

DRAG HANDLES

Drag handles, attached to a stout permanent loop of sealskin cord,

are used for hauling dead seals or other heavy weights over the snow
or ice. They are made of wood, bone, ivory, or deerhorn, carved in a

variety of forms, considerable ingenuity being exercised in adapting
the designs to the shape of the handle and to the purpose for which it

is to be used.

Plate Lxvi, 16, from Kushunuk, is a cylindrical wooden handle,

grooved around the middle for receiving the loop.

Plate Lxvi, 4, from St Michael, is an ivory handle, in the form of a

crossbar, with the head of a white bear carved

e'^*^

on each end and a square slot crosswise through

^^f the middle for receiving the cord.

'"XBffl^^^^ Plate LXVI, 18, from Cape Darby, rejjresents

^^^j^^sii-^^***^^^^ two white whales lashed together on their ven-

FiG.46-Cordhandieofivor.v(i).
^^al surfaccs and picrccd through the middle for

receiving the ends of the cords, which project

through their mouths and form a loop on that end. The other ends of

the whales terminate in a ring from which are suspended six links

of ivory ;
to the last link of one of these chains is suspended a small

carving in the form of a whale's tail.

Plate LXVI, 14, shows a handle, from Sledge island, in the form of a

white bear. A Cord passes through the lower surface.

A rounded block, carved in the form of two seals lying face to face,

with their fore-tlirpers along their muzzles, is illustrated in plate lxvi,
1. It has two holes pierced in one end which join and issue as a single
hole at the other end. It was obtained at Unalaklit.

Plate LXVI, 15, represents a handle, from Sledge island, in the shape
of a white whale, which is iiierced transversely for the cord.

Figure 46 shows an ivory cord handle from Sledge island. It is an

extremely artistic carving, representing the head of a white bear with

a small seal in its mouth. On the lower surface of the head is a figure,

in relief, of another seal.

Plate LXVI, 19, shows another elaborate drag handle from Cape Darby.
The central portion consists of a piece of ivory, pierced by two round

holes, and a third one forming a slot through which is passed the cord

for the loop. From one of these rings is hung, as a link, the tail of a

whale, and from the other two chains, each consisting of eight links,
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oue of which terminates iu the head and fore-legs of a white bear and
the other in the tail and hind-flippers of a ?eal.

Plate Lxvi, 12, from Sledge island, is a four prong ivory rod, with
white-bears' heads carved upon two of the points and a seal's head on

another; the fourth point terminates in a ring in which is linked a

pendant representing the head and shoulders of a seal.

Piute LXVI, 2, from Cape Nome, is a small ivory handle, pierced with

a hole at one end, which forks and terminates in two holes on the other

end. On one side is carved in relief the form of a seal, and on. the

other the form of a white bear.

Plate LXVI, 17, is a handle, fashioned in tlje form of a white-bef^r's

head, with blue beacls inlaid for eyes. The two cords form one loop,

projecting from the bear's mouth, and on the other side they jiroject

from separate holes at the rear.

Plate LXVI, 11, from Sledge island, is an ivory image of a seal, with

a hole through the back, in which is fitted an ivory pin, terminating
above in the figure of a seal's head. To the lower end is attached the

cord forming the loop.

Plate LXVI, 5, from the Diomede islands, is a handle made of a bar of

ivory, an elongated oval in outline, with a convexity near each end on

the lower side and slightly excavated within. In the middle of this

excavation is a hole, through which passes the cord forming a loop.

On tlie upper side the cords pass through holes in two figurines of

seals, which rest with their heads down against the outer borders of

the bar.

Plate LXVI, 8, from Sledge island, has carved on one end the head of

a seal and on the other that of a white bear.

Plate LXVI, 10, from Kotzebue sound, is in the shape of the head of a

white bear, represented as holding a seal crosswise in its mouth; i^ is

pierced lengthwise on the under side for the passage of a cord.

Plate LXVI, 7, from Kotzebue sound, is an elongated bar, with a

seal's head on each end. The handle is surrounded by eight series of

etched parallel lines.

Plate LXVI, 3, from Cape Prince of Wales, has four images of seals

carved in high relief on the small ivory center through which the cord

passes.
Plate LXVI, 13, from Nubviukhchugaluk, is a handle in the form of a

white-bear's head, represented as holding a stick crosswise in its mouth,

and just back of this, carved from a separate piece, the head of a seal.

FISHING AXD FISHING I^IPLEMEISTTS

METHODS OF FISHING

Fishing forms one of the main sources of food supply among the

western Eskimo, and in its pursuit a variety of methods and imple-

ments are employed. The fishing season along the coast of Norton

sound opens about the end ot March or early in April of each year; at
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this time the spring tides begiu to show along the shore, where the

water forces its way up through the cracks in the ice. During the

cold weather of winter the touicod and the sculpin remain in deep

water, but as spring approaches they begiu to return to the vicinity

of the shore, and holes in the ice are made through Avhich they are

caught by means of hook and line. During May, as the weather grows
warmer, the tomcod become extremely numerous, and at this time tlie

old men and women may be seen scattered about on the ice, a few

hundred yards from the shore, where they fish during many hours of

the day. Figure 47, from a ])hotograph taken at St Michael, shows
a man at one of the fishing holes.

TTiG. 47—Tomcod fishing through sea ice at St Michael.

For fishing through the ice a hole from six to eight inches in diam-

eter is made. The ice pick employed for this purpose consists of a

stout wooden staff", usually provided with a point made from the end
of an old chisel or a flat piece of iron

;
but formerly, and indeed fre-

quently during my residence in Alaska, picks pointed with reindeer

horn or ivory were in use.

Figure 10, plate lxvii, illustrates one of these picks from Norton

sound; it consists of a wooden staff, nearly four feet long, terminating
in a deerhorn point, which is lashed firmly to the staff with cords of

sealskin.

As the ice is generally several feet in thickness, the hole becomes
filled with small fragments as the work of digging progresses. To
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remove tliese, as well as to skim out the film of ice that constantly
forms on cold days, a small scoop with a netted bottom is used by the
natives of the coast from the mouth of the Kuskokwim to Kotzebue
sound. A typical specimen of an ice scoop, from St Michael, is illus-

trated in figure 9, plate lxvii. The rim consists of a band of deerhorn
bent into a circle, the overlapping ends being pierced and lashed

together with rawhide cord. The upper edge has a long, rounded

point in front; the lower edge has holes in pairs, through which is

passed the rawhide cord, which is netted across the bottom in a hexa-

gonal pattern. This scoop is fastened to the handle with a lashing of

sinew cord, which passes through a hole in the handle and over the

rim. The wooden handle is oval in cross section, and is about 34

inches in length.

In the vicinity of Bering strait the net of some of these implements
is formed of a cord made of twisted filaments of whalebone.

Another variety of this Implement, from St Lawrence island, is illus-

trated in figure 8, plate Lxvii; it consists of a slightly grooved wooden

handle, to which is attached a scoop-shape piece of bone. Still another,
from the same locality, is shown in figure 7, plate lxvii ;

it is made from

the shoulder-blade of some animal, pierced near its small end with two

holes, through which a lashing is passed, which fastens it firmly to a

wooden handle four feet in length.

The implements used in fishing for tomcod consist of a short pole,

from 25 to 36 inches in length, and a long line made from whalebone,

sinew, rawhide, or the feather quills of gulls or other large waterfowl.

These are split and worked a little to render them more pliable, and

knotted together while moist, forming a tough and durable line. On
the lower end of the line, six to ten inches from the bottom, a sinker

of stone, bone, or ivory is attached, pierced at each end for attachment

to the line. The hooks usually have a straight ivory or bone shank,

with a ho]e at the upper end for the line, and two holes near the lower

end, at right angles with each other, through which are thrust small,

double-pointed iron skewers, with their ends bent upward, forming a

hook with four points. The rods are usually provided near the top

with an ivory or bone guide, perforated near the tip for the passage of

the line, and fastened to the rod by sinew cord. The base of the rod

is notched, so that the line may be wound on it when not in use. In

connection with these rods a slender stick of about the same length is

used. It is held in the left hand, and so manipulated as to enable the

fisherman to bring the hook to the surface without rising from his seat

on a mat spread on the ice. As the fish comes to the surface it is

thrown to one side on the ice and disengages itself, as the hook is not

barbed. The fisherman then gives it a rap with the stick to prevent it

from struggling back to the hole, and returns his hook to the water.

No bait is used, as the fish nibble at the white ivory shank, and are

caught by a continued up-and down movement of the hook.

In autumn the tomcod are extremely abundant near St Michael. At
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this season cold north winds generally blow and render it very uncom-
fortable to remain for hours in one x)osition on the ice. To remedy this,

small shelters are arrauged, consisting of grass mats, held on a frame-

work of sticks, to the windward of the hole. In November, soon after

the ice is formed, a fisherman frequently catches 200 pounds of tomcod
in a day, but from 10 to 40 pounds is the average, result of a day's

fishing.

Figure 24, plate lxviii, represents an outfit for tomcod fishing, Irom

Cape Nome, consisting of the two rods, a whalebone line, stone sinker,
and hook as described. The line is guided through the notch in the

end of the rod, which is cut in at each end so that it forms a shuttle-

like stick, upon which the line is wound when not in use. In some
instances the four hooks are arranged around the sinker and held in

place by means of short, elastic leaders of whalebone or quill.

Among the fishermen of Norton sound and along the American shore

of Bering strait the lines on which these hooks are held usually pass

through holes in the sinker and are wedged in place. On St Lawrence

island, sinkers are made with a hole at the bottom for suspending a

hook, and four other holes for a similar puri)ose at each of the rounded
corners. Figure 5, plate Lxviii, represents one of the sinkers from this

island; the hooks are made of iron and have from three to four jjoints

on the end of a straight shank, which is lashed to a whalebone leader

by a sinew cord; the upper end of the leader is passed through the holes

in the sinker and knotted. Accompanying this specimen is the stick

for manipulating the line when lauding the fish (figure 32, x)late

LXViii). Figure 31, plate lxviii, illustrates another tomcod fishing

outfit, from Norton sound, consisting of a shuttle-like rod notched at

each end and a thin rawhide line with an ivory sinker, which is in

two parts, excavated in the middle and filled with lead; the two halves

are held together by a lashing of whalebone; a whalebone loop extends
from the bottom of the sinker and to it is attached a small hook made
by lashing a small iron point across the lower end of a whalebone

shank; just above the sinker a leader of whalebone is attached to a line

with a similar hook.

Figure 28, plate LXix, represents a large sinker, from St Lawrence

island, made from a piece of the jawbone of a whale. On two of the

sides, a little below the middle, are holes through which pass whale-

bone leaders about nine inches long, on which are hooks with bone
shanks having conical knobs on the lower ends; there are three slits

on one shank and two on the other, in which upstanding points of

bone are inserted and fastened in position with fine cord made from

whalebone.

From Cape Nome was obtained an obovate ivory sinker, shown in

figure 4, plate lxix. It has three holes in the sides, in which are inserted

three upstanding points of ivory over an inch in length, held in posi-
tion by a wrapping of fine whalebone; lower, through one side of the
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sinker, passes a whalebone leader with a small hook at each end
;
these

hooks have an ivory shank through which is i^assed a pointed iron spike
bent upward at the point. Hanging from the lower end of the sinker

is another leader of about the same length as the others with a straight

shanked hook of the ordinary style, with four points.

The style of tomcod hook used from the Yukon mouth to the Kus-

kokwim is illustrated in figure 3, plate lxix. This specimen, obtained

at Askinuk, has a long, round shank of deerhorn, with a knob at the

upper end for attachment of the line, and the lower end is enlarged
to a doubly conical base, which has three slits at equal intervals, nar-

rowed on the outside and widening within. Above these, on the upper

cone, are three similar slits alternating around the surface with the

first-named. Into these slits are fitted long, slender, sharp-pointed

spines of deerhorn, 3^ tp 4 inches in length, projecting upward and

slightly outward. This hook is moved slowly up and down in the

water, and catches the fish by piercing them from below while they

are gathered about the ivory sinker.

Figure 21, plate lxviii, from Cape Prince of Wales, is a common

style of ivory-shanked tomcod hook,'*with four projecting iron points.

It varies from the ordinary style in having the shank made in a series

of curves instead of being straight.

A peculiar style of tomcod hook and sinker, from Cape Nome, is

shown in figure 10, plate lxix. The sinker is made from an old, stained

piece of ivory, fashioned into the shape of a fish. Two blue beads are

inserted in rings of ivory near the lower end to represent eyes, and

another is inlaid on the lower surface. The tail is formed of a piece of

white ivory attached to a truncated end of the dark material by a lash-

ing of fine cord; the mouth is represented by a hole, in which is a

leader, attached to which, below the sinker, are three orange-yellow

pieces from the bill of the crested auklet, which are strung on a

fine sinew cord with two blue beads, serving to attract the fish. At

the lower end of the leader is a hook, with the upper part of the shank

of ivory and the lower of deerhorn. These are fastened together with

small bone pegs and a lashing of fine cord around the joint. At the

base were four iron points, one of which has been broken oft'.

Figure 26, plate lxviii, from Cape Nome, is a rod used for fishing

for tomcod, with an ivory line guide in the end. Figure 20, plate

LXVIII, from St Lawrence island, are bone shanks for tomcod hooks,

made with two slits on the sides at the lower end, in which may be

inserted upright bone barbs; the upper end is broadened and flattened

a little and pierced for the attachment of a line. Figure 22 of the

same plate, from St Lawrence island, is a rather flat, shuttle-shape rod,

notched at each end and having wound upon it a long line made from

whalebone, with a set of four tomcod hooks at the ends of leaders,

which are of the ordinary straight-shank pattern with four barbed

points of copper. Figure 9, plate lxviii, from St Michael, is a deer-

18 ETH 12
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horn guide from a tomcod rod. Figure 12, plate Lxviii, shows another

tip for a tomcod rod, from Sledge island.

Another set of hooks and sinker from Hotham inlet are shown in

figure 5, plate lxix. The sinker is of greenish slate, with a rounded

ivory tip at the upper end, excavated to admit the pointed end of the

stone, which is riveted in place. There are two holes in the middle of

the stone, at right angles to each other, for the passage of the leaders.

Only a single pair of leaders are in place, the other set having been

lost. Figures 14 and 10, plate lxviii, illustrate forms of tomcod hooks,
obtained at Sfugunugumut, which are used also for catching smelts.

When tomcod' are abundant along the coast in autumn and spring,

smelts also are plentiful, and often are caught on the same hooks; but

in some localities special hooks are made for taking smelts, one of

which, from I^Tunivak island, is illustrated in figure 13, plate lxviii.

This has a straight ivory shank, largest near its lower end, in which a

recurved copper hook is set and held in place by a wooden plug.

While fishing for tomcod, sculpin of several species are frequently

caught in shallow water. A number of hooks made especially for taking
these fish were obtained at Caj)e Nome. Sculpin hooks from the northern

shore of Xorton sound and from Bering strait are made from pieces of

stone and ivory, fitted together to form an oval shank (figure 21, plate

lxix). The surface of the stone is grooved to receive the ivory, which

forms the lower end, and is fastened by a lashing. The hook, either of

iron or copper, passes through the shank and the point is upturned in

front. The shank is ornamented with little tags of sinew cord at the

lower corners, to which are attached blue beads and the sheaths from

the bills of anklets. The stone chosen for these hooks varies consid-

erably, but is usually of some bright color. Sometimes the lower end

is made also of stone of another color instead of ivory, as in the speci-

men from Cape Nome, illustrated in figure 12, plate lxix, which is used

also as a grayling hook.

A sculpin hook and sinker of dark-colored stone is represented in

figure 14, plate lxix. It was obtained at Cape Nome. The sinker

is i)ierced at the upper end for the attachment of the rawhide line;

to this upper end is fastened a finely braided sinew cord, having an

orange-yellow piece from an anklet's bill at its lower end. The other

end of the sinker has a white ivory cap fitted over it and held in place

by a wooden peg; in the lower end is a hole in which is a small seal-

skin band, to which are attached some pieces of skin from the legs of

birds, and below this extends a leader, terminating in a fiat-shank

hook. The leader is also ornamented with a blue bead and a piece from

the bill of an anklet. The shank of the hook is composed of three

pieces, the upper and lower of ivory, and the middle one of stone,

neatly fitted in grooves in the ivory and fastened by a lashing; a single-

IDoint copper barb is inserted through the shank and bent upward
in front. In the truncated base of the ivory of the shank are two

holes below the place where the hook is inserted, to which are hung
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two short sinew cords, on eacli of which is strung a blue bead and an

orange-colored piece from the bill of an auklet. These various orna-

ments are intended as lures for the fish. Another of these sculpiu
hooks from Cape Nome is shown in figure 22, plate LXix. It is

attached by a leader to a small ivory sinker, which is yellow on one
side and blackened on the other; on the dark side are inserted two
white ivory eyes with a dark colored wooden plug in the center of each
to represent the pupil. On the other side is a hole for attaching the

leader; small bits of red flannel are fastened to this end for lures. The
other end terminates in a flattened point, in which is a hole for the line.

Strung on the leader is a blue bead and an orange-yellow piece from
the bill of an auklet. The shank, which has near the end two holes

for the line, is made from deerhorn and flattened, becoming larger
toward the lower end, where an oblong piece of ivory is inserted just
back of the point of the hook, which is a single, sharp-pointed iron

barb inserted through the lower end of the shank and bent upward in

front. At each of the lower corners of the shank is a short sinew

cord, on which are strung a blue and a white bead and an orange
sheath from the bill of an auklet.

Another sculpiu hook from the same locality is rei)resented in figure

8, plate LXIX. It is made from a stout piece of iron, the ends bent

together and the points sharpened and upturned. It is attached to a

sinker of gneiss, which is elongated-oval in shape and fastened to the

line by a lashing of whalebone, which passes around it from end to end.

A small hook from Sledge island (figure 20, plate LXix) is made from

two pieces of ivory joined by a small connecting rod, on which is

strung a flat blue bead. It is shaped to represent a fish. At the lower

end are two small, dark-colored wooden pegs set in to represent eyes.

A short copper hook projects on the inside. Another sculpiu hook,
from Cape Nome (number 45281), is made in three pieces. The lower

part is of dark chocolate-colored stone, the middle of reddish granite,

and the upper part of ivory. They are lashed together in the usual

rjanner.

For catching salmon trout and the large-fin grayling, small, orna-

mented hooks are made of stone and ivory. These hooks are similar

in character to those used for catching smelts and sculpiu along the

shore of Norton sound and the coast of Bering strait. One of these

grayling hooks from Cape Nome is shown in figure 12, plate lxix. It

is made from two pieces of stone, the upper of which is chocolate-

color and the lower reddish white. They are neatly joined together

and held in position by a sinew lashing, which passes through a hole in

one piece and around a groove along the middle line of the other. A
small iron pin is passed through the lower part of the shank and curves

upward in front to form the hook. Attached to the upper and lower

ends of the shank are orange-yellow sheaths from the beak of an

auklet, the lower end having also a blue bead.

Figure 21, plate lxix, represents two hooks from the Diomede
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islands. One is similar in form and ornamentation to tlie last pre-

ceding specimen, but the lower portion is of yellowish bone and the

upper part of greenish-gray stone. The other is similar in shai^e, but

the upper half of the shank is of white ivory, with two encircling

grooves in which narrow strips of skin from the legs of an anklet are

bound, and the lower half of the shank is of dark-colored ivory. A
grayling hook from Unalaklit (figure 48) has a leader of whalebone.

The white ivory shank has a dull green spiral band, produced by stain-

ing the ivory in some unknown manner.

Figure 30, plate Lxix, represents a set of hooks from the lower Yukon,
which are intended for catching losh. They have tapering wooden

shanks, split at the lower end to receive the butts of long wooden or

deerhorn points, which are lashed in position with spruce
root. Most of these hooks are provided with rawhide

leaders, but one leader is made from a strip of whalebone.

They are held together by thrusting the points into a

rounded mass of fine shavings bound together with a

strip of spruce root.

A hook from the Lower Yukon (figure 15, plate lxviii)
has an obovate shank of deerhorn, with a spur-like barb of

iron thrust through the lower end. The upi)er end is taper-

ing, flattened, and pierced with a hole for the reception of a

line. Hooks of this kind are used for small whitefish and
losh in the streams back from the coast. A losh hook from
the head of Norton bay (figure 17, plate lxix) has an obo-

vate shank of ivory, bored across through the shank and
filled with lead to give additional weight. The lower end

has a hole through which is thrust a small, double-point
rod of iron, bent upward at the ends to form two barbs.

A hook used for catching large whitefish or nelma (fig-

ure 10, xilate lxviii) was obtained at Paimut. It has a

curved deerhorn shank, broadening toward the lower

end, in which are incisions representing the mouth and

eyes of a fish. Between the eyes is inserted a strong
iron barb, bent upward at the point. The upper end of the shank is

forked like the tail of a fish, and has a hole for the line. A hook for

catching pickerel and whitefish, illustrated in figure 19, plate lxviii,
is from Unalaklit. The shank is broad and flattened toward the upper

end, where it has two holes for attachment of the line. The edges are

serrated. Near the lower end it is slender and has an upcurled barb

of iron fastened with a lashing of sinew cord. Another hook, obtained

at Sledge island, is somewhat similar to the preceding, but the barb,
instead of being fastened by a lashing, is inserted through a hole in

the shank, the upper portion of which is broad and has only two
notches on the sides (figure 11, plate lxviii). Two hooks, from St

Michael, used for catching wolf fish, illustrated in figures 9 and 11,

Fig. 48—Grayling
Look (i).
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I)late LXix, are attached to rounded, tapering sinkers of ivory. One
of them has a deerhorn shank, serrated on the edges, with a stout

iron barb inserted through the lower end. The other hook has a

rude, straight shank, made from a stick about four inches in length,
with a notch at the upper end for attaching the line, which passes
downward to the lower end, where a pointed spine of deerhorn is

lashed obliquely across it. Another variety of hook is a rudely made
specimen from St Lawrence island (figure 25, plate LXix). It is cut

from a piece of walrus ivory and is provided with a long barbed point.

It was used for catching wolf fish, but probably both this and the two

preceding examples were also used for cod-fishing.

A similar hook from the same locality is shown in figure 29, plate

LXIX. In this case, however, the shank is of wood with a barbed point

of bone fitted in a slot at the base. The upper end of the shank has a

hole for attaching the whalebone line. This hook was used probably
for catching codfish. An outfit for catching wolf fish, illustrated in fig-

ure 27, plate lxviii, was obtained at the head of I^orton sound. It

consists of a shuttle-like rod, 28 inches in length, on which is wound a

rawhide line, near the end of which a rounded piece of lava, reddish

in color, is fastened with a basket lashing. The hook has a straight

deerhorn shank, to the lower end of which is lashed crosswise an iron

nail with the projecting end pointed. In the fork between the hook and

the shank a kind of bait composed of sinew-like material is secured

by a lashing. Figure 28, plate lxviii, shows a similar outfit from Nor-

ton sound, with the sinker made of a rounded granite pebble grooved
at each end for the attachment of the rawhide lashing Another out-

fit (figure 25, plate lxviii), from Korton sound, for catching blackfish

[Ballia) is a long, slender, shuttle like rod 20 inches in length, on which

is wound a short line of sinew with a small hook at one end. This

hook has a straight, rounded ivory shank and is provided with a

pointed iron pin through the lower end, with the tip upcurved.

itflong the shore of Bering sea and the adjacent Arctic coast con-

siderable ingenuity is displayed by the people in manufacturing sink-

ers for fishing lines, and a great variety are made. For several species

of fish the sinker is intended to attract the fish, as well as to serve as

a weight for the line, and is made of a variegated white and dark

colored stone. Other sinkers, of ivory, have a portion of the surface

blackened, and some of the stone sinkers have an ivory cap. A large

collection of these objects was obtained, from which typical examples

have been selected for illustration.

A specimen from the Diomede islands (figure 32, plate lxix) is a

piece of bone, discolored to a chocolate-brown, pierced with a hole and

grooved near the upper end to receive the line. The lower end has

a hole for fastening the leader for the hook. The lower end represents

the head of a fish, with an incision for the mouth
;
a blue bead repre-

sents one eye and a piece of lead the other. Another example from
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the same locality (figure 16, plate LXix) is a long, oval stone with a

rounded ivory cap, held in position by a deerhorn pin passed through
both substances. A hole for the line is in the upper end of the ivory

cap and another in the lower end of the stone portion. A similar

sinker (figure 1, plate lxix) was obtained at Port Clarence by Dr
Dall. It is made from a piece of granite and has a cap of chocolate-

color ivory, held in position by an iron rivet through the two pieces;

the ivory portion has a flattened point, and on the sides a pair of eyes
are represented by two inlaid rings of ivory, in which blue beads are

set. A similar sinker, from Cape Xome (figure 7, plate lxix) is made
of stone, with a small ivory cap fastened by a rivet. The long, round

stone sinker shown in figure 27, plate Lxix, was obtained on Sledge
island. It tapers below to a blunt point, where it is pierced for a

leader. The upper end is truncated, and has fitted on it a long, round

tail-like piece of ivory, lashed in position with a strand of whalebone

passed through holes in the two parts. In the stone is a hole to

receive a long leader for two hooks. Another sinker, of variegated
black and white stone, from the same locality (figure 26, plate lxix),
has an ivory cap fastened with a lashing passed through a hole in the

lower end of the ivory and around a groove in the stone. A black

and white stone sinker from Cape Nome (figure 23, plate lxix) has

been broken in the middle and neatly mended with a strong lashing of

whalebone passed through two holes and around a deei) groove in the

sides. A small sinker of greenish stone from Sledge island (figure 19,

plate LXIX) is rudely shaped to represent a fish, having ivory pegs
with black centers inlaid for eyes. It has a small hole at each end for

attaching the lines. Another specimen from the same locality (figure

13, plate LXIX) is a handsome sinker of variegated white and brown

stone, with a deep groove on each side near the ends, in which holes

are bored for attaching the lines. The black and white ivory sinker

shown in figure 18, jjlate lxix, was obtained on Nunivak island. Eyes,
also black and white in color, are inlaid in the black upper surface.

The black and white, flattened stone sinker shown in figure 6, plate

LXIX, is from Cape Nome. A long ivory sinker from Hotham inlet (figure

15, i)late LXIX) has a hole at each end; the upper end is surrounded by
four grooves and raven totem marks. On one side is a rude etching

representing a framework for drying fish. The bone sinker from St

Law^rence island, shown in figure 31, plate lxix, is triangular in cross

section and pierced at the upper end for the line
;
on the lower half,

at each of the angles, is an ear containing a hole for attaching a leader.

Another example from the same place (figure 33, plate lxix) is a rude

bone sinker, roughly obovate in shape, with a hole at the upper end

for a line and two ear-like projections near the lower end for attaching
leaders. A heavy ivory sinker (figure 2, plate lxix) was obtained at

Plover bay by Mr W. M. Noyes. It has holes around the sides and the

bottom for attaching leaders. The upper end is oval in cross section

and tapers to a thin, flat point, pierced for the line. About the base
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are three upright spines, projecting slightly outward, carved from the
same piece, which serve as additional hooks for capturing fish that

may gather around, attracted by the white ivory. This sinker has
been used in fishing for toracod and other small fish. In the deep
water off the headlands, from Golofuin bay to Cape Nome, large crabs

are very abundant ; sometimes specimens are seen measuring three feet

from tip to tip of their outstretched claws. They are caught during
March and April by the use of a bait of dead fish tied to the end of a
line and sunk to the bottom through a hole in the ice. In March, 1880,
near Cape Darby, I saw large numbers of people fishing for crabs by
this method, and on the 10th of March, west of Cape Darby, I found a

party of about twenty-five peoijle, from Sledge island, who had been
starved out at home and were camping there, living on the tomcod and

crabs, which were abundant. Their crab lines were fastened to small

sticks set in the snow beside the holes in the ice, thus enabling one

person to watch several holes. When the crab seized the bait the

stick was moved sufiQciently to attract the attention of the watcher,
who at once drew in his line. Small snow shelters were built beside

the holes to protect the fishermen from the wind; they were open on

one side and had a crescentic base with the convexity toward the direc-

tion of the wind, while some of them were partially arched over. The
crabs were so plentiful that one day, soon after my arrival, a man and
a woman came in bringing about tVo hundred pounds, which they had
taken during the day.
As soon as the ice leaves the coast of Norton sound, in June, herrings

arrive and spawn on the seaweed about the rocky points and shores of

the small bays. At this time many of them are caught by means of

small seines made from rawhide or sinew cord; but about the latter

part of June commences what to these people is the most important of

all fishing seasons. This is the time for the arrival of the salmon. The

king salmon enter the rivers first, and are followed during the season

by two or three smaller species of inferior quality. Along the entire

coast, from the Kuskokwim to Point Barrow and up Kuskokwim and

Yukon rivers, the Eskimo are very busy during July and August

catching and curing these fish. The cleaning is done by the women.

The fish are split from the head to the base of the tail, the entrails

removed, and the fish thrown over a raised framework and left hanging
until dry, when they are stored away in bales or bunches. The large

king salmon (chow-chee), after being split, are slashed crosswise at short

intervals to open the flesh and thus facilitate drying; the backbone is

also generally removed and dried separately. When dry, the smaller

species, called dog salmon, are always tied in bunches of twenty, and

are stored or sold in this shape.

FISH TRAPS

Along the entire seacoast salmon are caught in gill nets, which are

placed at intervals along the shore. On lower Yukon and Kusko-
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kwim rivers wicker fish traps are set, with a brush and wicker-work

fence connecting them with the shore. These fish traps form an elon-

gated cone, with a funnel-shape entrance in the larger end. Each has

two long poles at the sides of the mouth or broad end and another at

the small end, by means of which it is raised or lowered. It is set at

the outer end of the wicker-work fence with the mouth facing down-

stream, and held in place by i>oles driven in the river bottom with their

ends projecting above the water.

A model of a trap from the lower Yukon, used for catching salmon,
is illustrated in figure 14, plate lxx. The funnel-shape mouth is fas-

tened to a square framework, with handle-like extensions along the

upper and lower sides, by means of which poles are fastened for guid-

ing the trap in setting, and which rest against the poles driven into the

river bottom to keep the trap in position.

The Eskimo living near the base of the Kuslevak mountains go to

the Yukon delta to fish for salmon. Norton bay and the shores around

the head of Norton sound are occupied by i^eople from the surround-

ing districts, who gather there during the fishing season. Nearly all

of the Sledge islanders resort to the adjacent mainland at this time.

Throughout the region the people go out from their villages to sum-

mer camps at places where the run of fish is known to be greatest, and
all enjoy a season of plenty, always anticipated with i^leasure by the

entire community.
At times fish are so pleutiful on the lower Yukon in July, while the

dog salmon are running, that the wicker fish traps, which measured to 5

feet in diameter and about 10 feet in length, have to be emptied several

times a day to jjrevent their breaking. The gill nets are also watclied

constantly by the owner, who goes out in his kaiak whenever the

motion of the floats shows there are fish in them, and, drawing up the

net so that the heads of the fish are above water, he stuns them by a
blow from a short club and removes them from the net.

Figure 2, jjlate lxx, represents one ofthese clubs for killing fish, which

was obtained at Sabotuisky. It is made of spruce and is reduced

in size downward to form a slender handle, suboval in cross section,

grooved on each side, and wrapped with spruce root at the grip.

Toward the end it becomes larger and is rounded, and then tapers

again to a truncated point. Another club of this character, from

Sledge island, is shown in figure 1 of the same plate. It is 30 inches

long, and is oval in cross section.

The blackfish (Dallia pectoralis) is common wherever sluggish
streams and lakelets occur from Kotzebue sound to Kuskokwim river.

Throughout this region they are taken by means of small wicker traps,
about 18 inches in diameter and 5 feet long, which are set in small

streams, with a wicker fence leading from the mouths of the traps to the

shore.

A model of one of these traps, from St Michael, is illustrated in
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figure 13, plate Lxx, showing the method of construction. Splints of

spruce are fastened together in a bunch to form the small end of the

trap, and are held in position by a rawhide or spruce-root lashing j

thence toward the mouth they are held in place by a wrapping of

spruce root, which is wound spirally several times around the circum-

ference to the mouth, forming a cone-shape basket; the splints are

fastened to the wrapping by a lashing of spruce root or rawhide, which
is wound around the crossings of the framework; in the mouth of the

trap is a conical mouthpiece attached to a square framework of four

sticks and inserted in the larger end of the trap, where it is fastened by
lashings on each side.

By means of traps of this character vast quantities of blackfish are

taken in the waters of the low country between Yukon and Kuskokwim

rivers, where they are very abundant, and form one of the principal
sources of food supply for the jieople during several months of the

year.

After the salmon season, the main trapping for fish is done along the

lower Yukon and in the adjacent region in autumn, just before and after

the streams become frozen; at this time the salmon traps are set again
and vast quantities of whitefish, losh, i)ickerel, and blackfish are secured

and j)reserved by freezing for use later in the season. The trai)s are

kept out until midwinter, but the main catch is while the fish are crowd-

ing in from the small streams. Plate lxxi, from a photograph, shows

the method of setting these traps through the ice on the Yukon, near

Ikogmut (Mission).
On Norton sound, when high gales blow from the north during Sep-

tember and October, very low tides ensue, and the women go out among
the exposed rocks to gather mussels, ascidians, and several kinds of

fish which are found concealed beneath the large stones off the rocky

points.

NETS

Gill nets for salmon are set usually on a line leading from the shore.

The inner end of the line is made fast to a stone or a stake, and the

owner carries the other end out to the proper distance and anchors it

with a stone. At the outer end of the net is fastened a wooden marker-

float, commonly made in the form of a bird. Bounded wooden floats,

varying considerably in form, are also strung at intervals along the

upper edge of the net. A specimen of these net floats, from Ikogmut,
is illustrated in figure 4, plate lxx. It is fashioned in the shape of a

loon, with a long, projecting neck, and is made from a single piece of

wood. A hole runs through it for attaching the cord,; two incised

grooves outline the wings, and a wide, shallow groove extends around

the edge. All of these grooves are painted red
;
the center of the back

has a greenish tint, but the wings are not colored.

At Cape Blossom, on the Arctic coast, the people were seen using gill

nets about 25 feet in length, strung with floats and sinkers in the usual
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manner. A stout cord held one end fast to a stake on the shore, while

the owner, by means of several slender poles lashed together, pushed
the anchor stone on the outer end out to its place, thus setting the net.

\Yhen the floats gave indication that ftsh had been caught, the net was

pulled in hand over hand, the fish removed, and the net reset. This

plan appeared to work very successfully, as evidenced by the large
number of fish on the drying frames close by.
On Kotzebue sound, in the month of September, I saw a party of

Malemut catching whitefish with a seine. The net was fitted with
wooden floats and stone sinkers in the usual manner, and was about
60 feet long, the ends being spread by stout stalies secured by lashings
of cord. The shore end of the net was held by two men standing at

the water's edge; the other end was jiushed out from the shore to its

full extent by the aid of several long poles. A long, rawhide line was
made fast to the outer end of the net and another to the middle of the

string of poles, by which itwas pulled along. One man carried the inner

Fio. 49—Seining on Kotzebue sound.

end of the pole along the beach between the two rear line men and the

men holding the net. In this way the net was drawn along the beach
for 100 or 200 yards, and when the fish were running large hauls were

made. The accompanying figure 49, showing this method, is from a

sketch made at the time.

Between Cape Eomanzof and the mouth of Kuskokwim river the

greater part of the fishing is done by means of di]>-nets, but great

quantities of stickleback and other small fish are taken in small nets

or seines of fine rawhide cord. Large dip-nets for whitefish are made
of the same material, and among the x^eople south of Cape Vancouver

this style of net is used more than the gill net. A dip-net obtained by
Lieutenant Stoney at the head of Kotzebue sound is about three feet

long, and is made of twisted sinew cord. The upper third of the net has

meshes about an inch in diameter; this is joined to the finer-mesh

lower portion by a rawhide cord, which is knotted into the adjoining
meshes of the two parts. The meshes of the lower portion are less

than half the size of those of the upper part. On the lower point
of the net is a rawhide loop, by means of which it can be raised and
the contents discharged. A small dip-net obtained at Ikogmut is
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Fig. 50—^Hesh of dip-net made of sinew

(about J).

shown in figure 16, plate lxx. The hoop at the top is a round willow

stick, with the beveled ends overlapping and bound together. The
handle extends across the hoop and projects four and one-half inches

on one side. The net is shallow, made
of twisted sinew cord, and is joined to

the hoop by a spiral wrapping of sx)ruce

root, which passes around the frame and

through the bordering meshes.

The accompanying figure 50 shows the

mesh ofalarger dip-netfrom Sabotnisky.
This net is about thirty inches in diame-

ter, is made of twisted sinew cord, and

is used for catching various kinds of

small fish. A small, strongly made dip-

net of willow bark, obtained by Lieuten-

ant Stoney from the region back of

Kotzebue sound, is shown in figure 10,

plate LXX. It is only about fifteen inches in diameter; the meshes are

of diamond shape around the border and quadrate on the bottom.

The mesh of a large dip-net used for catching salmon and whitefish

(figure 51) was obtained from Sabotnisky. It is about six feet in

length and the same in diameter, and is made of willow bark. The

hoop is of spruce wood, with a

long, slender handle of the same

material, which crosses the hoop.

Figure 12, plate lxx, represents

a dip-net from Plover bay, Sibe-

ria, made of whalebone, which is

used for catching small fish in the

lakes and streams of that vicinity.

The mouth of the net is held

open by a stout rim of whalebone.

Four strands of the same material

are attached at intervals around

the rim and fastened together

about sixteen inches above it. A
heavy granite bowlder, grooved
to receive the lashing, is fastened

to a whalebone ring in the bottom

of the net, which is used by being

thrown out into the water and

then hauled to the shore by a cord.

A herring seine of sinew cord,

from St Michael (figure 52), has a number of rounded, subtriangular

wooden floats pierced at their small end for attachment to a sealskin

cord which runs along the upper edge of the net; to a cord stretched

Fig. 51—Mesh of dip-net made of willow bark (f).
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along the lower border are lashed pieces of deerhoru four to five inches

in length, which serve as weights and also as handles by which the

net can be hauled to the shore. A seine of twisted sinew cord similar

to the preceding, obtained at Hotham inlet (number 63612), is about

thirty inches in width, with a stretcher of wood at each end. It has

oval wooden floats and deerhorn and stone sinkers.

A sraall-mesh seine of sinew cord, used for herring and whitefish,

obtained at Cape Prince of Wales, is shown in figure 53. It is nearly

thirty inches wide, and has

wooden stretchers at each

end, a series of rounded,

tapering floats along the up-

per edge, and handle-like

sinkers of ivory along the

lower border. Another
small-mesh herring seine,
about five feet wide, obtained

at St Michael (figure 54), is

made from fine sealskin cord.

Along the bottom is strung a

series of small oval stone sink-

ers, notched above and below

to secure the lashings.
Floats for nets are some-

times carved in the shape of

birds and in other forms. Fig-
ure 15, plate Lxx, represents
a float rudely fashioned in the

form ofa grebe ; another, from
the lower Yukon (plate lxx,

8), represents the head of

a man and the flattened tail

of a bird. A float from St

Lawrence island (figure 55)
is round in cross section,

large in the middle, and

tapers gradually to both

ends, where there are slight

shoulders to retain the cords by which it is made fast. Others are

merely rounded blocks of wood, pierced for attachment to the net.

In addition to the wooden floats, others are made from the inflated

bladders or stomachs of various animals. Figure 9, plate lxx, illus-

trates a set of three such floats and a wooden marker-float for use on
one end of the net. The latter is a thin, curved piece of wood in the

form of a thumbless hand, with a round, excav^ated depression in the

center, which, with the inside of the finger tips, is painted black. This

Fig. 52—Mesh, float, and sinker of herring seine (J).
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hand is similar to that represented so frequently in this region on masks
and in paintings of mythological beings. Figure 7, plate lxx, illus-

trates a stone sinker for a net, obtained at Point Hope, consisting of a

roughly triangular pebble with

a lashing of rawhide terminating
in a loop for attaching it to the

net. It is not grooved, advant-

age being taken of the natural

shape to secure the lashings.

Another example (figure G, plate

lxx), from the Diomede islands,

is a rounded bowlder, with

two pecked grooves extending
around it in opposite directions,

around which is a stout sealskin

cord. The lashings on both this

and the preceding sinker are per-

manent, and the attachment to

the net is made by a separate
cord.

Ivory or bone weights fre-

quently alternate with stone

sinkers on the nets, and serve

both as sinkers and handles.

They vary from five to six or

seven inches in length, are more
or less curved, and have a hole

at each end for fastening them
to the net. A small bone handle of this kind (number 36395), with

the raven totem mark on its inner surface, was obtained at Kushunuk.
A set of four such handles from the lower Yukon are shown in figure 11,

plate LXX. Another

set of four handles,
from Cape Vancou-

ver, illustrated in fig-

ure 3, plate LXX, are

slender, curved, bone

rods, with a hole at

each end. The sub-

oval weight of walrus

ivory shown in figure

5, plate LXX, was ob-

riG.54—Sealakin-cord herring seine with stone sinker (g).
taiUCd OU bt ijaW-

rence island.

Directly after the freezing of the Yukon in the fall there is an annual

run of lamprey, which pass up the river, just below the ice, in great

Fig. 53—Herring seine, with stretcher at one end and

with float and sinker (J).
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numbers. Holes are kept open in the ice by the people who watch for

the first appearance of these iish. As soon as the first one is seen

everybody seizes a dip-net or a stout stick with a short cross-piece at

the lower end and throws out as

many as possible. When the main

body of the fish have passed, the

people run up the river for some dis-

tance, cut other holes, and repeat the

„ „ „ „
, .« t,.. catch. This is continued until the

Fig. 5o—^\ ooden net float (g) .

people are exhausted by the violent

exertion or a neighboring village is reached, when they are compelled
to stop and give way to those living in that locality.

NET-MAKINa IMPLEMENTS

GAUGES

Various tools are used by the Eskimo in the manufacture of nets,

several forms of which were seen in different districts. From St Law-

rence island several curiously shaped whalebone gauges for the meshes

of nets were obtained. One of these (number 127020) is a trifle over

six and one-half inches in length, and is a flat, oblong tablet, with a

small projection at each end on one side. From the holes through it

near one end it had evidently been used previously as part of a sledge
runner. The specimen illustrated in figure 4, plate lxxii, is similar in

form and material to the preceding, but is smaller. Similar but shorter

examples are shown in figures 2 and 3, plate lxxii. Each of these has

a long, curved handle projecting from one corner and a short spur from

the other.

A whalebone gauge from Kotzebue sound (figure 7, plate lxxii) is

notched along each side to receive a sinew cord to secure it to the

wooden handle in which it is inserted. The specimen from Sledge
island (figure 13, plate lxxii) is a long-blade gauge of ivory, with a

heavy back. The handle is grooved to receive the fingers, and ter-

minates in an image of a seal's head, with eyes, ears, and nose repre-

sented by inlaid, blackened wooden pegs.
The long-blade ivory gauge with heavy back, from Cape Darby (fig-

ure 12, plate lxxii), has a long, tapering deerhorn handle riveted and
lashed to its upper side. The example from the Diomede islands (fig-

ure 14, plate lxxii) is a large, heavy, ivory gauge with a plain handle,
which has a rude projection at the inner end to prevent it from slip-

ping. The deerhorn gauge from Cape Nome (figure 8, iflate lxxii) is

fastened in the split end of a wooden handle by a lashing of spruce
root. A gauge similar to this was obtained on Nunivak island. A
small, double-end gauge from Sabotnisky (figure 10, plate lxxii) is

slightly difl'erent in size at each end. the handle is enlarged in the

middle and has a stick lashed to it by spruce roots to make it large

enough to afford a convenient grip for the hand. The single-blade
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deerliorn gauge from Shaktolik (figure 5, plate Lxxii) is similar in

form to the precediug; it has a circular hole through the middle, sur-

rounded by an incised circle; the handle is pierced with four holes,

three of equal size and one larger. Figure 9, plate lxxii, shows a hand-

somely made ivory gauge from Cape Vancouver, with a handle wrapped

by spruce roots, and figure 6, plate lxxii, illustrates a small gauge from

Kushunuk, made of deerhoru, with a handle enlarged toward the butt.

The deerhoru gauge from Kunivak island shown in figure 11, plate

LXXII, is grooved along the upper edge and has a handle terminating
in a hook curved downward.

The specimen from Nubviukhchugaluk (figure 1, plate lxxii) is a

small gauge entirely different in form from the others. It is of deer-

horn, with a handle oval in cross section, from which it projects at a

right angle a little over two inches.

SHUTTLES AXD NEEDLES

The shuttles used in making nets also vary considerably in size and

form, according to locality and to the purpose for which the nets are to

be used.

Figure 14, plate Lxxiii, illustrates a small wooden shuttle from

Sledge island, used for making fine-mesh nets. The long, slender, ivory

shuttle, shown in figure 26, plate LXiii, is also from Sledge island.

The long, slender shuttle from Cape Kome, shown in figure 25, plate

LXXIII, has the central portion of wood and the two ends made of bone,

with a wedge-shape notch on the inner side, into which the tapering

ends of the wooden portion are fitted and held in position by means of

a series of cross rivets.

The shuttle from the lower Yukon (figure 28, plate LXXiii) is made of

deerhorn and has conventional figures and patterns etched on one

surface. Another deerhorn shuttle from Cape Nome (figure 18, plate

LXXIII) has four reindeer etched on one side. The specimen from Kot-

zebue sound (figure 27, plate lxxiii) is a long, plain, deerhorn shuttle.

The deerhorn shuttle from Nunivak island (figure 19, plate lxxiii)

has the end openings deeper than usual and the borders along the sides

are raised above the i^lane of the flat, central i)ortiou. One of the arms

is made from a separate piece and is attached by means of sinew cords

passed through three holes in the main part of the shuttle.

The specimen from Cape Kome shown in figure 21, plate lxxiii, is a

long wooden shuttle. At the bottom of the notch in each end it is

crossed by a sinew lashing, to prevent it from splitting, the lashing

passing through two holes on each side of the edge. A deep groove

runs along the sides between the notches in the ends. The long

wooden shuttle from Sledge island represented in figure 23, plate

LXXIII, has a deep groove along the sides between the notches.

Figure 20, plate lxxiii, shows a large, heavy, wooden shuttle, such

as is used in making nets for catching white whales or large seals. It
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was obtained on one of the Diomede islands. The large wooden shuttle

from Cape Vancouver (figure 8, plate lxxiii) has two sides made of

separate pieces, which are held together by crossbars which pierce the

sides at the bottom of each notch. The inside is excavated to forn"

two long, triangular borders.

Figure 21, plate lxxiii, represents a large, rather broad, wooden
shuttle from Nunivak island. It has a flat groove extending between
the notches.

The wooden shuttle shown in figure 10, plate lxxiii, is from Paimut,
as is also that shown in figure 9 of the same plate, which is made of

one piece with two long openings in the middle.

The specimen from Norton sound (figure 22, plate lxxiii) is a large
wooden shuttle used in making nets for capturing seals and white

whales.

The deerhorn shuttle from Nulukhtulogumut (figure 16, plate lxxiii)
contains some fine, twisted sinew cord.

A long, narrow, wooden shuttle from Sabotnisky (figure 15, plate

lxxiii) has the two ends lashed with sinew cord to prevent the wood
from splitting; wound upon it is some fine cord made from the twisted

inner bark of the willow. The large wooden shuttle from the lower

Yukon (figure 17, plate lxxiii) is also filled with cord made from mate-
rial similar to that in the preceding specimen.
The shuttle from St Lawrence island (figure 12, plate lxxiii) is made

of whalebone in the shape of an arrowpoint, with the center excavated,

leaving a long, tongue-like point projecting from the base toward the

tip. Another shuttle (figure 11, plate lxxiii) from the same locality
is filled with well-made, twisted sinew cord.

Figure 13, plate lxxiii, represents a shuttle, obtained on the coast of

Japan by General Capron, which is similar in pattern to the preceding.
The Eskimo of eastern Siberia and of St Lawrence island must have
derived the pattern of their shuttles from farther south, and the

imported design thus replaced the ordinary kind in use among their

relatives of the islands of Bering strait and the American shore.

Figure 7, plate lxxiii, represents a long, wooden, netting needle,

tapering toward both ends, with a large hole in the middle; it is used
for mending the broken meshes of nets. The double-point ivory net-

ting needle from Askinuk (figure 4, plate lxxiii) is similar in shape to

the preceding.
The ivory netting needle, pierced at one end, shown in figure 6, plate

lxxiii, was obtained at Cape ]!^^onie. The large, curved needle of deer-

horn represented in figure 5, plate lxxiii, is from the lower Yukon.

Figure 3, plate lxxiii, from Ukagamut, and figure 1 of the same plate,

from Kushunuk, represent small needles used in mending the meshes
of small nets. A needle from St Michael (figure 2, plate lxxiii) is

somewhat similar to the preceding, but has a hole near the center

instead of near one end.
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MARLINSPIKES

Marlinspikes are used for tying and slipping meshes while making
nets; they also serve for slipping meshes to enlarge or to reduce their
size when it is desired to change the uses of nets.

Figure 21, plate lxxii, illustrates a large marlinspike, from Raz-

binsky. It is made from reindeer horn, tapers to a blunt end, and lias

the upper end forked.

Figure 18, plate Lxxir, shows an implement, from the lower Kusko-
kwim, similar to the last mentioned but smaller in size. A curved mar-

linspike from Pastolik ^figure 17, plate lxxii) is made of ivory and is

oblong in cross sec-

tion. Another exam-

ple, from Cape Nome
(figure 19, plate FlG.r>6-I\orvinarlinsi.ike(i).

Lxxii), has an ivory

point fitted into a slot in a wooden handle and held in place by a

rawhide lashing.

Figure IG, plate lxxii, represents a marlinspike from Norton sound;
it is made of ivory and is double pointed ;

it is nearly plain on two
sides and convex on the other. A line of walrus is etched upon one

side, houses on another, and a conventional pattern ornaments the

third.

Figure 56 shows a marlinspike used for slipping knots in large nets.

It is from Nunivak island and is round in shape, the handle terminat-

ing in a figure of the head of a murre, with the mouth, nostrils, and

eyes marked by incised lines. A marlinspike from Norton sound

(figure 57) has a bone point set in a slot in the wooden handle and held

in position by lashings of spruce root. The example from Cape Nome

Fig. 57—Marlinspike with bone point (^).

(figure 20, plate lxxii) has a large, blunt point at one end and at the

other a small, spur-like point which serves for loosening knots.

Figure 15, plate lxxii, represents a marlinspike from Kotzebue

sound; it is a long, slender rod of ivory, triangular in cross section,

having all its surfaces ornamented with etched figures of whales, wal-

rus, and hunting scenes. A specimen from the lower Yukon has a

round ivory point set in a wooden handle and held in place by a lashing
of sinew cord.

ri;els

Several forms of reels are employed for holding the small cord used

in making nets.

Figure 24, plate lxxii, represents one of these reels from Norton

sound. It is neatly groove! ;
at the tips of the arms of the fork at one

end are two seal-heads, and the hind-flippers are at the other end; a

18 ETH 13
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grooved pattern extends down tlieir backs and the fore-flippers are

indicated by etched lines.

A grotesquely made reel of deerhorn, from Sledge island, is shown in

figure 20, plate lxxii. One end is ornamented with the head of a wolf;

the opposite side is forked to represent the legs of the animal, and two

forked arms at the other end represent the hind-limbs.

A reel of deerhorn from Sabotnisky (figure 25, plate lxxii) has the

tops of the arms at one end, as well as one of the arms at the other

end, carved in the shape of animal heads. On the sides are etched

patterns.

Figure 23, plate lxxii, from Cape Nome, and figure 22 of the same

plate, from Kigiktauik, represent deerhorn reels without ornament.

FISH SPEARS

In the fall season holes are made in the ice at places where the water

is sufficiently clear to render objects visible several feet below the sur-

face. Through these holes fish are speared, and large quantities of

whitefish and pickerel are obtained by this method.

Figure 3, i)late lxvii, shows a typical example of these fish spears
from St Michael.

"

It consists of a wooden shaft about six feet in length,

with a sharp, deerhorn i)oint, surrounded by narrow pieces of deer-

horn with triangular points which are secured by a lashing to a

shoulder on the shaft. At the base of these points a wooden crossbar,

fastened by a strong leather cord, holds the points in their relative

position. When a fish is struck with the central point, the triangular

sidepieces spread a little, grasp the fish firmly with their inner edges,
and hold it until it can be drawn out of the water. A somewhat simi-

lar fish spear from Razbinsky (figure 5, plate lxvii) has the central

point barbed, instead of smooth as in the preceding specimen; the

sidepieces are fastened against a shoulder on the shaft by rawhide

cords, and the points are lashed across the ends in a similar manner.

Figure 42, 1, represents a deerhorn prong for one of these fish spears

from the lower Yukon. Another fish spear, from Razbinsky (plate

lxvii, 0), has two points of reindeer horn with two notches on one

side of each. A short-handle fish spear from the lower Yukon (plate

lxvii, 4) has only one large, single barb point lashed against the

side of the shaft. The head of a fish spear from Nunivak island,

(plate LXViii, 1) has the central point surrounded by six others,

inserted in slits in the end of the shaft and held in place by a lashing

of spruce root. All of these i)oiuts are barbed for about four inches

along one edge.
A small fish spear from Nunivak island (figure 2, plate lxvii) has a

central point, surrounded by three other points, forming a triangle;

these points are inserted in the shaft and held in position by a rounded

ivory ferule. The shaft is very slender, round in cross section, and
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about four feet iu length; it is in two sections with overlapping cutis

bev^eled and lield together by a lashing of twisted sinew cord.

Another spear from the same locality (iigure 1, plate Lxvii) is sim-

ilar to the preceding except that it has four points instead of three

surrounding the central point, which are also held in position by an

ivory ring. The inner sides of all the points on both of these spears
are notched to form barbs.

From the lower Kuskokwim northward to Kotzebue sound spears
used for taking salmon and whitefish have large points of bone, deer-

horn, or ivory, with from one to three barbs. They are pierced near the

butt for the attachment of a cord, and at this end are of a rounded

wedge shape for insertion into a slot in the end of a long wooden shaft;

a stout sealskin line is made fast to the point, drawn up along the

shaft, and terminated in a coil, which is held in the hand of the fisher-

man. When a fish is struck the shaft becomes detached, leaving the

barbed point in the fish, which is hauled ashore by aid of the line.

The points of these spears vary considerably in character, as is shown

iu the examples described; they are intended for capturing large fish in

the streams flowing into the sea, or in the tributaries of the larger

rivers in the interior; but they are also sometimes used for spearing

white whales.

Figure 7, plate lxviii, illustrates one of these points from ^N^orton

SDund; it is made of bone and has four barbs, two on each side; to

the hole in the butt is attached a piece of stout rawhide line. A slen-

der point of deerhorn, from Kowak river (figure 30, plate lxviii), has a

barb on each side. Another from the same locality (figure 2, plate

LXVIII) is a flat, slender point of bone with a single barb. A bone

point from Chalitmut (figure 3, plate lxviii) has a single barb and is

made in two pieces; the overlapping ends are riveted together and

wrapped with two rawhide lashings'. A short, rudely made bofie point

from JSTorton sound (figure 8, plate lxviii) has two barbs, one on each

side, and two holes near the base. Figure 4, plate lxviii, from Agiuk-

chugumut, and figure 29 of the same plate, from Norton sound, repre-

sent bone points with one barb.

To attract pickerel and large whitefish within reach of their spears

while fishing through holes in the ice, the Eskimo of the lower Yukon

make use of the figure of a fish about six or seven inches long. They
have two holes pierced through the back for sinew cords, which are tied

together a few inches above and continue thence upward as a single

string. These images are well fashioned, with the eyes, gill openings,

scales, and lateral line indicated by etched lines. The fisherman stands

directly over the liole and dangles the image a few feet below the sur-

face of the water, holding the spear in his hand ready to thrust on the

approach of the fish, which rush at the lure and are readily speared.

Figure G, plate lxviii, represents one of these lures, which was obtained

at Kazbinsky.
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ARTS AIS^D MAT^ITFACTURES

BONE AND IVORY CARVINCf ^

The Alaskan Eskimo are remarkable for their dexterity iu working

wood, bone, ivory, and reindeer born. This is i^articnlarly noticeable

among the people on the islands of Bering strait and the mainland

coast from Point Hope southward to the mouth of Kuskokwim river.

Within this area the implements used in hunting and for household

purposes are liaudsomely made and often are elaborately ornamented;

special skill is shown in adapting the forms of mammals, birds, and

fish, with which they are familiar, to the ornamentation of useful arti-

cles. In addition to utilizing animal forms for this purpose, thej' dis-

play considerable imaginative faculty in the conception of designs for

fanciful carvings, as well as in ornamental patterns, which are fre-

quently etched on the surface of various objects. Many of their carv-

ings are really artistic, and the skill with wliich animal forms are

carved in relief is admirable. The beauty of their work is the more

surprising when we consider the rude tools with which it is accom-

plished. Of the articles obtained many are very ancient, and, the old

men told me, had been made by the use of flint tools. The execution

of these carvings is equal to that of the specimens produced by the use

of iron and steel tools at the present time.

While a considerable degree of artistic taste and skill is quite gen-

eral, there are some districts in which the people seem to have a

greater amount of ability in this direction than the average. The most

notable instance of this is among the people living between the Yukon
delta and the lower Kuskokwim, which is amply illustrated in the

collection, obtained in that locality, of elaborate masks, handsomely
ornamented wooden boxes and trays, and a great variety of beautifully

executed ivory work. The villages of Askinuk, Kushunuk, Agiukchu-

gamut, and others in this vicinity, supplied a fine series of ivory carvings,

well-made wooden dishes, and numerous implements of wood and ivory,

all marked by excellence of workmanship. The people of Ukagamut
were living in the greatest squalor, even for Eskimo, yet among them

were found beautiful specimens of ivory carving.

Before Avorking bone, deerhorn, or ivory, it is the custom to soak

the material thoroughly in urine in order to soften it, and indeed it is

frequently wetted with the same liquid as the work progresses. For

rendering the etched lines on the surface of carvings more distinct, a

black paint is made from a mixture of gunpowder and blood, which is

rubbed into the freshly cut incisions, making a permanent stain.

In places where ivory is plentiful the men appeared to delight in occu-

pying their leisure time iu making carvings from that material or from

bone, sometimes for use, but frequently merely for pastime, and many
little images are made as toys for children. The articles thus produced
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are not regarded by them as haviug any particular value, and I was
often amused at the delight with which they sold specimens of their

work for one or two needles, a brass button, or some similar trifle.

The women of the district between the Yukon delta and Kuskokwim
river are not very proficient in needlework or in ornamenting their gar-

ments, the artistic skill appearing to be confined to the men; but on
the islands and the adjacent American shore of Bering strait, while the

men make very handsome ivory work, the women are equally skilful in

beautifiil ornamental needlework on articles of clothing. This is nota-

bly the case with the finely decorated sealskin boots for which the

natives of Diomede and King islands are noted.

The men at Point Hoi>e, on the Arctic coast, are also skilful in ivory
work. About the shores of Kotzebue sound and Bering strait various

articles and implements, such as celts, knives, knife sharpeners, and

labrets, are made from nephrite.

On the Asiatic shore the Eskimo appear to have lost much of their

skill in carving and other ornamental work
; consequently their cloth-

ing and implements, both on the mainland coast and on St Lawrence

island, are rudely made.

In ascending Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers, as the coast districts are

left behind skill in carving becomes less and less marked among the

Eskimo, until those living as neighbors to the Tinne appear to have

but little ability in that art. Paimut, the last Eskimo village on the

Yukon, was notable for the fact that the tools and other implements in

use were as rude a.s those of the adjacent Tinne.

In addition to their skill in carving, the Eskimo of the coast display

great ability in etching upon tools and implements, notably on ivory

drill-bows, scenes from their daily life, records of hunts, or other events.

They also produce a great variety of ornamental designs, composed of

straight or curved lines, dots, circles, and human or grotesque faces.

Upon the surfaces of their wooden dishes they frequently i)aint a ground
color of redj upon which, as well as upon those that are not colored, are

drawn in black various well made patterns and figures representing

totem animals, personal markings, or mythological creatures.

DRAWING

The Eskimo also possess considerable skill in map making. While

traveling between the Yukon delta and the Kuskokwim, several men
drew for me excellent maps of the districts with which they were

familiar, although probably they had never seen a map of any kind

made by a white man. At other points to the northward of St Michael

considerable skill was manifested by several persons in sketching out-

lines of the coast, with its indentations and projections.

During one winter at St Michael a young Eskimo, about 23 or 24 years

of age, came from the country of the Kaviak peninsula and remained

about the station. While there he" took great pleasure in looking at
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the numerous illustrated papers we had, and would come day after day
and borrow them; finally he came and asked me for a pencil and some

paper, which I supplied him. Some days later I chanced to go to his

tent, and found him lying prone upon the ground, with an old magazine
before him, engaged in copying one of the pictures on the piece of

paper which I had given him.

When he saw me he seemed to be very much abashed and tried to

conceal the drawing, but I took it up and was surprised at the ability

he had shown. He had done so well that I asked him if he could

draw me some pictures of Eskimo villages and scenes. He agreed to

try to do so. He was furnished with a supply of pencils and paper,

and the result was a series of a dozen or more pictures which were

remarkable, considering that they were made by a savage whose ideas

were similar to those of his people, ^cept what he had learned by

looking over the papers I had loaned him a short time before.

WRITTEN RECORDS

The Eskimo also have an idea of keeping records or tallies of events,

as was illustrated in a trading record kept by a Malemut during a

winter trading trip which he made from St Michael to Kotzebue

sound. It was kept for his own reference and without any suggestion
from another. It was drawn on small fragments of brown paper and

was a good example of picture writing; small, partly conventional out-

lines were made to represent the various articles of trading goods,
which were drawn beside a representation of the skins for which he

had exchanged them. On the same paper he drew a route map of his

journey, markinjj the villages at which he had stopped.

PAINTS AND COLORS

A picture, image, paint, or color is called a'-lhin-uJc by the Unalit.

Fine shades of color are not differentiated by these people, but they
have names for most of the primary colors.

Black is called tun-u'-U; white, M-tugliu-li; red, Icauig'-u-lt; brown

or russet, Icau-uf'-u-Ulch-lu'-g^uk; green, chun-nJch'-lulc or chHtl-iq/'-u-lt.

Various other shades are distinguished as being colored like natural

objects; gray or clay color is called Mgu'-yii-gniiV-ifi-uk (from M-gu'-yuk,

clay, and a'-lMn-uJi, color) ; purple is ki-uii' d'-lMn-iik; blue is ku-logh'-un

a'-lhtn-uk.

Coloring matter i« obtained from various sources. The dark reddish

shade which is given to tanned sealskin is obtained by soaking the

inner bark of the alder in urine for a day and washing the skin with

the infusion. White is made from a white clayey earth
; yellow and

red from ocherous earths; red is also obtained from oxide of iron;

black is made from plumbago, charcoal, or gunpowder, the two latter

being mixed with blood; green is obtained from oxide of copper.
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For the purpose of storing their fragments of paint the Eskimo use

boxes somewhat similar iu general character to those used for tools,

save that they are very much smaller. These boxes also serve for keep-

ing other small articles, such as fishhooks, spear- or arrow-points, etc.

Figure 8, plate lxii, illustrates a small ivory paint box obtained

from Norton sound by Mr L. M. Turner. It is about four inches long-

by an inch and a half wide, and with the exception of the cover is

made from one piece. It is oblong, and has a sunken ledge at each

end to receive the cover. On one end a human face is carved in relief,

on the other end the mouth and nostrils of an animal, and on the

bottom the figure of a seal. A small wooden box from St Michael

(number 33021) is oval in outline and represents the body of a seal.

The cover is in the form of a smaller seal, of which the projecting head

and neck serve as a handle for raising it. Another paint box, from

the lower Yukon (figure 13, i^late lxii), is cut from a single piece of

wood and represents a salmon, the eyes, nostrils, mouth, gill openings,

and lateral line being indicated by incised lines. A square cover fits

like a stopper in the top and has a rawhide loop on its center for

raising it. A box from Norton sound (figure 11, plate Llii) represents

two seals, one on the back of the other, with their heads turned to

the left, the upper seal forming the cover. The eyes of both are rep-

lesented by inlaid beads, the nostrils and mouths are indicated by
incised lines, and the fore-flippers of the larger seal are carved in

relief on its sides. A somewhat similar box (figure 15, i)late lxii) was

obtained on Nuuivak island, but it represents the figure of only a

single seal.

A curious colored box (figure 12, plate lxii) was obtained at Cape
Vancouver. It represents a seal with the mouth open and with the

teeth in relief; the fore-flippers are carved in relief on the sides, the

eyes and nostrils are indicated by ivory pegs, and various other pegs
are inserted on the surface of the body. The back- and fore-flippers are

painted a dull bluish color
;
the sides are red, and the same color extends

forward over the top of the head to the muzzle; the chin, throat, lower

surface of the body, and outline of the flippers, with triangular spots

to mark the ears, are black; the teeth are outlined in red. A similar

box from the same locality (figure 17, plate lxii) represents a banded

seal. The lower surface of the body and a large, triangular space from

the crown to the shoulders are colored black; the remainder of the

upper surface is alternately banded with red and black lines.

A paint box from Norton sound (figure 0, plate lxii) is made from a

single piece, and represents a seal. The fore-flippers are in relief, the

tail and hind flippers are carved free, and the whiskers are represented

by little tufts of seal hair set in on each side of the muzzle. The cover,

which is of spoon shape, fits like a stopper and is provided with a

projecting rod which serves as a thumb piece for raising it.

A curiously shaped box from Big lake (figure 16, plate lxii) is
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Fig. 58—Wooden paint box (about §).

inteuded to represent the larva of some insect. It is cut from a single

piece and has an oval, stopper-like cover, with a cord loop in the center

for raising it. A series of alternately red and black grooves encircle

the sides of the body; the crescentic mouth is incised, two beads rep-

resent the nostrils, and two incised rings outline the eyes. The mouth,

nostrils, and eyes are painted red, the

rest of the face showing the natural

color of the wood.

A box from the lower Yukon (figure

58) is flattened above and below, and
is pear shape around the sides, which
are formed by bending a thin strip of

wood, the ends being sewed together
with spruce root

;
the bottom is fast-

ened on with wooden pegs, and a

stopper-like cover, with a flaring rim,

fits into the top, on which a series of small triangular and circular

pieces of ivory are inlaid. The colors which originally ornamented

this box have disappeared through long use. A box from Pastolik

(number 33014) is somewhat similar to the preceding, but the cover is

held in place by a long cord which is wound several times around the

box and fastened over a peg which projects in front.

A rudely oval box from the lower Yukon (figure 7, plate lxii) is

cut from a single piece of wood, and has two compartments to each

of which is fitted a stopper-like cover, one rounded in outline and the

other with one end truncated;

they are provided with small

cord loops for lifting them.

The body of the box has a

groove extending entirely

around the sides; another

starting from it jjasses under

the bottom to the opposite

side.

A handsome wooden box

from Big lake (figure 50) is

carved from a single piece,

and has a stopper-like cover.

The body of the box represents

a seal with the front flippers

in relief and the eyes formed

by white beads; the wrists of

the flippers are crossed by a small inlaid bar of ivory. At one end

of the cover is a human face carved in relief, the mouth and eyes

being represented by pieces of ivory neatly inlaid. This face and a

circle about the eyes of the seal, as well as a long ridge connected with

Fig. r)9—Wooden iiaiiit box (about §).
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the flippers and the bottom of the box, are colored red. The rear end
of the cover is blue, and the remainder of the box is black.

An oval box from St Lawrence island (number 652G7) represents the

rude outline of a seal with a smaller one on its back, which forms the

cover, fitting like a stopper. On the back of the cover are inlaid six

halves of blue beads. A sinew cord projecting several inches through
the cover serves for raising it. The eyes of the larger seal are formed

by round pieces of ivory, with some black substance filling a hole in

the center of each to indicate the pupil.

An oblong wooden box from I^univak island (number 43878) is made
of two pieces, the lower two-thirds forming the main part and the other

the cover, which is held in place by two bone pegs inserted in the lower

edge, at each end, and fitting into corresponding holes in the ends of

the lower portion of the box. On the sides and ends of the box are inlaid

square strips of ivory, about half an inch from the edge, and a number
of small ivory pegs are set in the space between the inlaid strips.

POTTERY
,

The manufacture of pottery from clay is widely spread among the

Eskimo with whom I came in contact, but the women are the only

potters. 'J he process of making vessels from clay, as witnessed at St

Michael, is as follows:

A quantity of tough, blue clay is moistened and kneaded thoroughly
with the hands until it assumes plasticity; then short, tough blades of a

species of marsh grass and a small quantity of fine, black, volcanic sand

from the beach are mixed with it. A round, flat laj'^er of the prepared

clay is worked out to form the bottom of the vessel, and about the edge
of this a wall is built up with a thin band of clay, carried around a num-
ber of times until the desired height is reached. The top is then

smoothed, and is either left plain or slightly scalloped with the fingers.

The sides of the vessels are usually left plain,' but sometimes they
are ornamented with a series of simple, incised lines made with a stick.

Several vessels obtained at St Michael have the sides curving slightly

until near the top, where they are somewhat constricted and the rim

is made slightly flaring.

After the shaping and the ornamentation of the vessel are completed,

it IS placed near the fire until it becomes dry; then a fire is built both on

the inside and the outside, and it is baked for an hour or two with as

great a heat as can be obtained.

In a summer camp at Hotham inlet a number of pots were seen,

varying in capacity from two to three gallons. Several of the larger

ones had the tops scalloped and were slightly constricted in outline

below the rim. On the sides they were ornamented with short, paral-

lel, horizontal lines, beginning near the rim and forming a band extend-

ing to the bottom, as shown in figure 60, from a sketch made at the

time.
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^ Despite the ability shown by the Eskimo of this region in carving
bone and ivory, I saw only two efforts m£l*i^t modeling in clay beyond
the manufacture of pots and lamps. Thes^w'ere both rude clay dolls,

obtained at a village on the lower Yukon.
A specimen of earthenware from St Michael (number 43068) is 9 inches

high by lOJ wide. Around the inside, near the top, occurs a series of

small incised dots; on the inside of the rim are live parallel incised

grooves, just below a broader groove which borders the edge; the

upper surface of the edge is marked also with a shallow groove.
Another vessel from tlie same locality has three lines of dots around its

outer border, near the rim, with two sets of double parallel grooves,
and just inside the slightly flaring rim are four roughly made grooves.
From St Lawrence island were obtained some small clay vessels

which were used for suspending over ignited lamps. One of these (fig-

ure 13, plate xxviii) is 4^ inches long, 3^ wide, and li in depth. It

is quadrate in outline, with rounded corners, each of which is provided
with two holes through which are passed

strijis of whalebone by which it was sus-

pended. A similar vessel from the same

locality (number 63546) measures 6 inches

in length, 4| in width, and 2 inches in

depth; it has a small lug at each corner,
near the ui)per edge, pierced for the recep-

tion of the cord by which it was suspended
over the lamp. Another of these small pots
from the same place (figure 1, plate xxviii)

"--''''^'•'''*^'^^"'^
parallel. It measures 8i inches in length

Fig. 60—Clay pot tiom Hotliam inlet. , „, , , -..j,-," ...
by 3 broad, and a little over au inch in

depth. Another specimen from the same island (number 62547) is fash-

ioned like the preceding three vessels, all of which are too small for use

in cooking food, and probably served for the purpose of trying out seal

oil for use in the lamps.

MATS, BASKETS, AND BAGS

From the shore of Norton sound to the Kuskokwim tiie women are

\j expert in weaving grass mats, baskets, and bags. Grass mats are used

on the sleeping jbenches and for wrapping around bedding. They are

used also as sails for kaiaks, and formerly were utilized as sails for

umiaks. They now frequently serve as curtains to partition off the

corners of a room or a sleeping platform. Small mats are placed also

in the manholes of kaiaks to serve as seats. The bags are used for

storing fish, berries, and other food supplies, or for clothing. Smaller

bags and baskets are made for containing small articles used in the

house.

At Chukwuk, on the lower Yukon, I saw a woman making one of
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these mats and watched the process she employed. A set of three or

four straws were twisted and the ends turned in, forming a strand, a
number of which were arranged side by side with their ends fastened

along a stick, forming one end of the mat and hanging down for the

warp. Another strand was tlien used as a woof. By a deft twist of

the fingers it was carried from one side to the other, passing above and
below the strands of the warp; then the woof strand was passed
around the outer strand of the warp and turned to repeat the operation.
The strands were made continuous by adding straws as necessary, and
with each motion the strands were twisted a little so as to keep them

firmly together. By this simple method a variety of i^atterns are

produced.

Figure 15, plate Lxxiv, illustrates a common sleeping mat of the

kind used by the Eskimo from Kotzebue sound to the Kuskokwim. It

was obtained on Norton sound. The size of these mats varies; the

example shown is 4 feet long by 3f wide, but they are sometimes made
twice this size.

A toy grass mat, made for use with a doll (figure 8, plate lxxiv), is

also from Norton sound. It is woven in the same way as the larger

mats, except that the warp is twisted at intervals and the strands

are crossed, thus producing small quadrate openings in the pattern.
lu making grass bags, they are started from a point at the bottom,

where the strands of the warp, consisting of two or more grass stems,
are fastened together and extend vertically downward. The woof is

formed by a double strand of grass which is twisted about itself with

the strands of the warp inclosed in the turns; both are continually
twisted as the weaving progresses. In coarsely made bags, the strands

of the woof are spaced from an inch to two inches apart, and those of

the warp at intervals of from a quarter to half an inch. These bags
have a conical bottom, which slopes from the center to the sides. At
the mouth the ends of the warp are braided to form a continuous edge.

Figure 14, plate lxxiv, represents one of these loosely woven bags
from Norton sound. These bags, when used for storing fish, sometimes

contain from 50 to 100 pounds, which is frozen into a solid mass and

packed away in storehouses for use during the months when fresh food

can not be obtained. The contents become so thoroughly frozen by the

intense cold of winter that when required for use the mass has to be

separated by use of wedges and mauls.

Another bag from Norton sound (figure 11, plate lxxiv) is similar to

the preceding, except that the bottom has a long, narrow base instead

of ending in a point. Along the mouth the strands of the warp are

brought together in little braids about an inch and a half in length,

spaced at intervals of about half an inch and merged into a thick,

braided border, which forms the rim. The weaving is done as in the

specimen last described, except that the warp consists of two grass

stems, extending down the sides to the bottom, without being twisted.
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The woof is twisted, but tlie strands are spaced only a little over a

quarter of an inch apart.

A bag obtained at St Michael by Mr L. M. Turner (figure 9, plate

Lxxiv) is somewhat similar to the preceding specimens, but the warp
is divided alternately by the twisted strands of the woof, forming a

slightly zigzag pattern from near the mouth to the edge of the bottom,
where the warp extends again in parallel lines.

A closely woven bag, intended to hold clothing (figure 13, plate

LXXIV), is from the lower Kuskokwim. It is made like the example
from St Michael, except that the solid weaving of the sides extends to

the braid at the mouth. The warp extends up and down the sides, as

usual, and the strands of the woof are woven close together, forming
a com])act, thick texture. Several black lines of varying width extend

around the bag, and are made by interweaving strands of blackened

sinew cord. This pattern and another of ornamental black bands are

made in the country between Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers and thence

southward to Bristol bay. One specimen from the latter locality, in

addition to the black lines, has three broken bands of russet brown,
made by drawing small strips of brown leather through the warp.
From the lower Kuskokwim was obtained also a grass bag, 11 inches

in height and 13 inches across the bottom, woven in the same manner
as the last specimen. It is circular in shape around the sides and

widest near the bottom, narrowing gradually to near the toi^, which is

suddenly constricted to an opening five inches in diameter.

The people of the lower Yukon and thence northward to Kotzebiie

sound make various sizes of grass baskets of a coil pattern. A strand

of grass is laid in a coil forming the warp, the woof is then woven in

by interlacing grass stems, and the coil is continued until the fiat bot-

tom is completed. The coils are then superimposed one upon the other

until the basket is built up to the top, where it is narrowed in to form

a circuhir, oval, or square opening. Frequently the coil is commenced
on the bottom around a vacant space, from an inch to three inches in

diameter, into which is sewed a piece of rawhide. The rim at the top
has the grass brought over and neatly turned in on the under side,

forming a smoothly finished edge.
One of these baskets (number 48139), used for storing clothing and

various small articles, which was obtained from the mouth of the Yukon,
measures lOi inches in height by 13 inches in width, with an opening
at the top 10 inches in diameter. A basket of this description from

Kushunuk (figure 7, plate lxxiv) is roughly quadrate in otitline, with

rounded corners; it has the bottom woven in the same manner as those

of the bags which have been described. Another basket, obtained on

Putnam river by Lieutenant Stoney (figure 10, plate lxxiv), has a flat

bottom, with a long, oval piece of rawhide in the center; the sides

round gradually upward to an oval opening.
A basket from St Michael (figure 1, plate lxxiv) has a flat bottom,
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with a center made from a piece of rawhide; the sides, built up of coils,

narrow inward to the top, where they are suddenly constricted to a
rolled rim surrounding the circular openin;:. The basket from the lower
Yukon shown in figure 4, plate Lxxiv, has a flat bottom with a cir-

cular piece of rawhide in the center. A double strand of grass is twisted
into the woof between each of the coils on the sides, producing a

doubly ridged surface. The top has a slight rim around the central

opening.
A toy basket from the lower Yukon (figure 5, plat^ lxxiv) has the

warp varied at intervals with grass cords passed around the surface,
about a third of an inch apart, in three parallel rows. These cords

consist of three strands, only one of which is woven into the warp,
leaving the remainder in relief on the surface.

Figure 6, plate lxxiv, shows a basket from St Michael. In this

specimen the coil starts from the center of the flat bottom; the sides

slope slightly outward and end at the upper edge without being con-

stricted, forming a dish shape. Another basket from the coast of

I^'orton sound has the usual flat bottom; the sides slope slightly out-

ward, swell around the middle, and then are drawn in again toward
the top to form a rim around the opening.
On the lower Yukon coiled baskets are made of spruce roots, which

form ^yery strong, rigid walls. They vary in form, but all have flat

bottoms. A basket of this* kind, from that locality (figure 2, plate

LXXIV), is roughly quadrate in form, with rounded corners. The sides

are nearly straight, but are constricted abruptly above, forming a

neck like rim about an inch high, which surrounds the square opening
in the top. Another specimen, from Sledge island (figure 3, plate

lxxiv), is round in shape, with the sides slightly curved and constricted

above to a slightly flaring tip around the opening.
The most elaborately finished specimen procured is shown in figure

12, jdate lxxiv. This was obtained from the lower Y^ukon district.

It is round in shape, with slightly curving sides, which are constricted

abruptly to the neck of a slightly flaring rim. It ha& a flattened

conical top, which has two small sinew hinges, and is fastened in front

with sinew cords; a loop of the same material on the top forms the

handle.

A "housewife" of woven grass, obtained on the lower Yukon, is

woven with open-work similar to the bags which have been described.

TRAVEL AKJ> TKA?*rSPORTATIOX

SLEDS

The Alaskan Eskimo of the mainland and on all the islands about

Bering strait, including St Lawrence island, use dogs and sleds for

winter traveling. Plate lxxv, from a photograph taken at St Michael,

represents a Malemut family ready to start on a journey. On the
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American coast and adjacent islands sleds from 9 to 10 feet in leiif^tli

are built strongly of driftwood. Their runners are from 2 to 3 inches

broad and from C to 7 inches high. They are straight nearly to the

front, where they curve up regularly'- to the level of the bed. Along
the sides four or five stanchions are mortised into the upper edge of

the runners and project upward about 2| to 3 feet; the ends of bow-

shape pieces of wood are also mortised in the top of the runners, and
both these and the stanchions are fastened with wooden pins. These

bow-shape pieces curve upward and inward about five inches above the

tops of the runners, forming the supports on which rests the bed of

the sled, which is from 16 to 24 inches in width, and is formed of a kind

of latticework. A crescentic or bow-shape piece of wood is fastened

across the front, from which two long, thin, wooden slats run length-
wise to the rear, where they rest on the upcurved bows, to which they
are lashed. Across these pieces a series of thin wooden slats are lashed

by rawhide cords passed through holes and corresponding holes in the

longitudinal slats, which extend out to the rear line of the runners and
have a long strip of wood lashed along each side. A long wooden rod

is fastened firmly to the upturned point of the runner on each side and
extends to the rear of the sled, resting on the tops of the stanchions,

forming a rail. A stout rawhide cord is passed through holes in the

top of the stanchions and wound around the rail, holding it firmly in

position. The rail usually projects a few^ inches beyond the last stan-

chion on each side, forming handles for guiding the sled. Some sleds

also have a crosspiece resting on the last stanchions at the rear. On
the sides a stout rawhide cord is fastened at the end of the rail and is

passed down around the side bar of the bed and back to the rail again
in a diagonal or zigzag pattern along the entire length, thus forming
a netting, which prevents articles from falling from the sled. Inside

of this netting it is customary to place a large sheet of canvas or of

skins sewed together to form a covering for the load. The flaps are

folded over the top, and a rawhide lashing from rail to rail holds the

load firmly in place. From five to nine dogs are attached to large sleds

of this character, and a considerable load can be hauled on them. With
seven dogs it is customary, on trips along the coast of Norton sound, to

haul a load weighing 300 or 400 pounds.
Smaller sheds, from 5 to 6 ieet in length, are used about the villages

or for short journeys.

Figure IG, plate Lxxvi, represents a model of one of these sleds,
which was obtained at the head of Is'^orton sound. A simpler form of

sled also is used by the people along the coast from Kotzebue sound
to the Yukon mouth. The runners are of the same fashion as those

last described, to which a stout crosspiece is fastened on the inside of

the uj)turned ends, and two or three short stanchions, 6 to 8 inches in

height, are mortised into their upper edge. A rail on each side is

lashed against the crosspiece and extends backward, resting upon and
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lashed to the tops of the stanchions to form rails. Crosspieces con-

nect the sides of the sled between the stanchions.

These sleds are very light, weighing only from 15 to 20 ijounds.

They are used for short hunting or fishing trips, and are hauled usually

by the hunter himself. In the spring they are used by hunters to haul

their kaiaks on the sea ice to open water, or to the cracks that are

opening. When such a break is reached, the hunter places the sled on

the top of the kaiak, back of the manhole, and paddles across to the

other side, where he disembarks, places the kaiak on the sled, and

resumes his journey. In this manner these people make long trips

over the sea ice in search of seals and walrus.

Fio. 61—Kaviak hunter with hand sled.

When a hunter wishes to make a trip to the mountains in winter in

search of reindeer and does not care to take dogs with him, he fre-

quently loads his provisions, bedding, and gun on one of these light

sleds and drags it to the camping place.

The accompanying illustration (figure 61), from a photograph, rep-

resents a deer hunter leaving St Michael with one of these sleds for

a winter hunt in the mountains backward from the coast.

Both of the styles of sleds described are in common use over nearly

the entire coast district visited.

The runners of the larger sleds are commonly shod with thin, flat

strips of bone—sawed from the jawbone of a whale—of the same

width as the runner, and fastened on with wooden pegs; the smaller
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sleds commonly have the runners unshod, although sometimes strii)S of

bone are used for that purpose.

Figure 62 illustrates a sled from Plover bay, Siberia, which is 'the

style used on St Lawrence island and the adjacent Siberian coast. It

is modeled after those used by the Chukchi of eastern Siberia. The
runners are made from pieces of driftwood

; they are suboval in cross

section, about 2 inches wide by IJ thick, and taper toward the front.

To the front ends of the runners is lashed an overlapping piece of wood
of the same width and about half an inch thick, which extends down
the under side of the runner and is curved up over the back, reaching

midway to the rear of the sled, where it is lashed to the end of a flat

piece of wood which serves as the rail. Bowed pieces of reindeer

horn are fixed in the tops of the runners, to which they are fastened by
whalebone or rawhide lashings. Two tiattened sticks extend from the

top of the first bow to a little beyond the last one, to form a resting

place for the bed of the sled and to which it is lashed. Crosspieces

are then lashed to these sticks. On each side a brace is formed by a

rod of wood, which is lashed against the side of the stringer and to the

Fig. 62 —Sled used on the Siberian shore of Bering strait.

runner 15 inches in front of the rear end and extending obliquely for-

ward under the bed. At the rear end a bow of wood is lashed to the

last deerhorn bow under the bottom, forming a curve about 10 inches

high above the bed
;
from each side of this, near the top, another bow

extends forward and downward to the base of the second deerhorn

bow, where it is firmly lashed. To serve as a shoe, a thin, flat piece of

Avood is fastened to the lower side of each runner by rawhide lashings

l^assed through the runner and through holes in the shoe, which are

countersunk, so that the friction against the surface of the snow or

rocks shall not cut the cord. The load is fastened on these sleds with

rawliide cords, and the attachment for hauling is made to the forward

part of the runners and the first crosspiece.
This form of sled is used with dogs by the Eskimo and sedentary

Chukchi of the Asiatic coast, and with reindeer by the reindeer using
Chukchi of that region.

Figure 1, plate Lxxvr, represents another stj^le of sled, from St

Lawrence island, us'ed for transporting to the village the meat and blub-

ber from the place where the game is killed. It is about 15 inches in

length and the same in width, and has two stout, Avalrus-tusk run-

ners about 15 inches long, an inch and a half deep, and two-thirds of an
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inch wide; they have a flange-like projecting edge along tlie outside

of the upper border, and are held together by three rounded wooden
crossbars 14 inches long, with two grooves in their ends, held in posi-

tion by strong rawhide lashings that pass through two holes in the

upper edges of the runners. The front ends of the runners are curved

upward and have a large slot in them for attaching the cord by which
the sled is hauled. In the rear end of each runner are two holes, in

which are inserted stout rawhide loops, and a hole just in front of the

second crossbar serves for another rawhide loop; these looj^s receive

the lashings with which the load is held in place.

DOCi HARNESS AND ACCOUTERMENTS

The ordinary style of harness used for dogs is made of rawhide

straps. It consists of a collar with a strap extending down from the

back of the neck to the middle of the back, where it meets a strap

which passes from the lower part of the collar between the fore-legs

and up on each side over the ribs, to be attached to the back strap ;
at

this point is made fast the leading line, which is from three to five

feet long, and is attached either directly to the front of the sled or to a

single straight leading line fastened to the sled and extending forward

to a tlistance sufficient for the attachment of all the dogs belonging to

tlie team. When the team consists of more than three dogs, they are

attached to the main leading line in pairs, with the most intelligent

dog in front as a leader.

When the load is very heavy, or the dogs are too numerous to work

well in a single team, they may be attached to the forward stanchions,

sometimes one or even two on each side, in addition to the team in

front.

On the islands of Bering strait and along the Asiatic coast, long-

handle whips are used for driving dogs; specimens of these were

obtained on Sledge, King, and St Lawrence islands. The handles of

the whips from King and St Lawrence islands are round rods of spruce,

a little over forty inches in length, and have rawhide lashes fastened

to them with sinew cord.

One of these whips from St Lawrence island (figure 15, plate lxxvi)

has a lash made from a piece of sealskin, with the edges sewed together,

forming a round cord, with a slender strip of sealskin at the tip for a

cracker. On the handle is a ferule of walrus ivory, rudely represent-

ing the head of a white bear; the end of the handle is wedged into the

ferule, which projects spur-like on one side.

A King island whip (number 45407) has a stout lash made of a piece

of walrus hide, with a small rawhide cracker at the tip. At the butt

of the handle is a round ivory ferule, sloping to a flaring rim, which

extends around it. The use of these whips also extends to the main-

land of the American coast at Cape Prince of Wales, and thence north-

ward to Point Hope on the Arctic coast.

18 ETH 14
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The Eskimo to the southward of Bering strait use short-handle whips
with a long lash, generally of braided rawhide, largest just in front of

its attachment to the handle and tapering to a point at the end, w^hich

is provided with a sealskin cracker.

The ferules used on the handles of these whips vary considerably
in form, as is shown in the specimens illustrated. One example, from

St Lawrence island (figure 7, plate lxxvi), is slightly spoon-shape in

outline, projecting spur-like on one side. A round ferule from the

Diomede islands (figure 11, plate lxxvi) is of walrus ivory and has a

lobe-like projection on each side. Figure 9, plate lxxvi, shows a

round ivory ferule from Sledge island, wdth a carving representing the

head of a white bear projecting on one side. Another, from Point

Hope (figure 10, plate lxxvi), is a small ivory specimen with a flattened

spur on one side.

In many localities I found in use swivels made of bone, deerhorn,

ivory, or wood, which were fastened to the cords by which dogs were

attached to stakes or other objects, to prevent the cords from becoming
twisted by the movement of the animals.

Figure 13, plate lxxvi, represents a large wooden swivel of this

kind from Eazbinsky, on the lower Yukon. It consists of a round
wooden rod, deej)ly notched on one side, with a hole pierced through
the head formed by the notch, through which is inserted a stout

wooden rod with a large head. In the opposite ends of the two rods

are holes in which cords are fastened.

Swivels exactly similar in design, but made of deerhorn or ivory,
were obtained on the Diomede islands, St Lawrence island, on Kowak
river at the head of Kotzebue sound, and at Point Belcher on the

Arctic coast. Figure 2, plate lxxvi, represents one of these ivory
swivels from the Diomede islands.

Another style of swivel used similarly to the preceding, as well as on

dog harness to prevent the lines from becoming twisted, is made by
inserting a large-head rod of deerhorn or ivory in a hole in the center

of a square or oval block of the same material, around the borders of

which are four holes, to which are attached cords with their ends

fastened together a few inches beyond their starting points. Figure

12, plate lxxvi, shows such a swivel from Unalaklit, made of deer-

horn, with a square block on the head. Another swivel of this char-

acter, with an oval head (figure 6, plate lxxvi), is from Cape Nome.
A similar specimen was obtained on Kowak river.

A deerhorn swivel from the lower Yukon (figure 8, plate lxxvi) has

a head roughly triangular in shape, with two holes for the lines
; through

another hole in the center is a deerhorn rod with a large head and with

a hole at the small end for the attachment of a cord.

In addition to swivels, small, double eye blocks are also commonly
used on dog harness; these are cut from bone, deerhorn, or ivory, and
have holes passing through them in two directions. Blocks of this
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character were obtained from various localities between Norton sound
and Point Hope, on the Arctic coast, and thence across Bering strait to

the coast of Siberia, and on St Lawrence island.

Figure 4, plate Lxxvi, illustrates a small ivory block of this charac-

ter, from St Lawrence island. It is somewhat pear-shape, with a hole

through one end, surrounded by a lip or bead-like elevation
;
this hole

and a groove on each side are intended to receive a permanent cord. In

a direction transverse to this hole is a larger one, through which the

cord is passed in making a temporary attachment. Another of these

blocks from St Lawrence island (figure 5, plate lxxvi) has an incised

groove, forming a neck, between the two holes.

Some of these blocks are very rudely shaped, as is shown in figure 3,

plate LXXVI, from St Lawrence island. This example is cut without

any attempt to round off the corners. Another very plainly made

specimen was obtained at TJnalaklit.

In addition to the use of dogs for hauling sleds, it is a common prac-

tice among the Eskimo when traveling in summer to put their dogs on

shore and harness them to a long line attached to the bow of the boat,
one of the party remaining on shore to drive the dogs, which travel

along the beach and pull the boat. By the employment of this means
much labor is saved.

BREAST YOKES

From Kunivak island southward beyond the mouth of Kuskokwim
river the people are in the habit of using breast yokes when carrying

heavy burdens on their backs; they are made of flattened pieces of

wood, cresceutic in form, with a hole at one end through which a cord

is fastened; at the other end is a knob-like enlargement, with a notch

on its outer side, over which a loop on the end of the cord can be

slipped.

Figure 14, plate lxxvi, illustrates one of these breast yokes, which

was obtained on ]N^univak island by Doctor W. H. Dall. It consists of a

flattened board, slightly crescentic in shape, about three inches wide

and half an inch- in thickness. On the curved front is carved in relief a

human face, the eyes, mouth, and nostrils being incised, as are also

four parallel lines extending downward from near the corners of the

mouth, to represent tattooing; across the front each way from the face

is a broad groove which narrows to a point at the outer end, along each

edge of which are set six small reindeer teeth. The face, grooves, and

tips of the yoke are painted red; the remainder of the front and upper

border is black. Doctor Dall obtained another yoke of this kind on

:N^univak island; it has a beveled front and a slight ridge along the cen-

ter, which is narrow in the middle but broader toward the ends.

A yoke from Chalitmut (number 36023) is constricted in the middle

and expanded into a wing-like form toward each end.
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SNOWSIIOES

Aaioiis' the western Eskimo snowshoe.s are in common use. They
are of the greatest service for trav^eling-, both over the sea ice and on

land, and are used by both men and women, but more hirgely of course

by men, as their more active life necessitates almost constant travel

while hunting, visiting netting places on the ice, or traps on the shore.

For traveling on land, where the snow is softer and deeper than on the

sea ice, snowshoes with larger and finer netting are used. Figure 63

represents snowshoes, used for land travel, which were obtained near

the head of Norton bay. They are made of two pieces of wood, spliced

in front where they curve upward at the toe, held together by means of

Fio. 63—Snowshoes from Jfoitou bay.

two crossbars in the middle, before and behind the foot-rest. The net-

ting in front of the first crossbar is hexagonal in shape, and in the rear

consists of ten cords passing through holes in the hindmost crossbar

and converging to the thong that binds the frame together at the heel.

The foot-rest is on a stout netting made of widely spaced crosscords

attached to the framework on the sides as well as to the crossbars.

This is the general style of snowshoe worn about the shores of

Norton sound and thence southward to the Kuskokwim, and up lower

Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers. Various forms of coarsely netted

snowshoes are used on the sea ice at difierent points along the coast.

Figure G4 shows the style of snowshoe used at Cape Darby. The

frame is in two pieces, rounded in cross section and tapering in front,

where they are curved strongly upward at the ends which overlap and
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-are lashed together. At the heel the rim tapers backward to a point
and is held together by a rawhide lashing; the toe netting is replaced

by a cord passing from side to side and two other crosscords which

pass diagonally from near the point of the upturned toe to holes in

the front of the crossbar. The foot rest is made of a strong cord of

rawhide passed through holes in the side of the frame and over the

Fig. 64—Snowshoe from Cape Darby.

front and rear of the crossbars, forming a pattern somewhat similar to

that in the shoes used on land.

A roughly oval shoe from Icy cape (figure 65) is rudely made and

pointed at the heel. The spaces in front and behind the crossbars are

filled with fine netting of babiche, which is fastened through holes in

the rim. The foot-rest is made by rectangular netting fastened through
holes in the sides of the framework and over the front and rear cross-

bars. These shoes are intermediate in character between those used

on land and the ones intended for service on sea ice.

A short, stoutly made shoe from St Lawrence island (figure 6G) has

the framework oblong in cross section, with the corners slightly

rounded and turned upward abruptly at the toe, the curve commenc-

FlG. 65—SnovTslioe from Icy cape.

ing immediately in front of the first crossbar. The ends of the side-

pieces meet at the toe and are held firmly together by a lashing Of

whalebone passed through holes. The rear crossbar is close to the

heel, which is held in position by the end of the cord used for the foot-

rest, which passes through a hole on one side, and, crossing the trian-

gular space behind the last crossbar, is tied through a hole in the
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opposite side. The space between tlie front and rear crossbars occupies

almost the entire area of the slioe and is crossed by a stent netting of

rectangular pattern, with some of the strands passing diagonally, pro-

ducing a combination of patterns. These coarsely netted shoes are

intended for use upon frozen snow or on the rough surface of the sea

ice, for\rhich purposes they are very serviceable, as the masses of

broken ice have many small openings large enough for the foot to pass

through, which render traveling very difficult without such assistance.

By aid of these shoes hunters are enabled to travel safely and fre-

quently to pass over weak i)laces where newly made ice would not

otherwise support them. On the Asiatic coast the Eskimo use snow-

shoes similar to those from St Lawrence island that have been

described, and others rather more elongated but similar in general

pattern.

IH
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Fio. 67—Ice staff (J).

the weight of the man is distributed over three points, and thus he
is often enabled to pass over places which

otherwise would not support him.

Tliese stalls are also used in summer travel.

During this season the tuudras are covered

with tussocks and soft beds of sphagnum,
which render walking excessively laborious

and difficult. By use of the staff the traveler

is enabled to walk more safely, and by lessen-

ing the weight on his feet, does not sink so

deeply in spongy patches of moss or in semi-

marshy ground.

Figure 67 illustrates one of these ice staffs

from Cape Nome.
An ice staff from Point Barrow (figure G8)

consists of a round wooden staff nearly five

feet in length, the lower end being tipped

with a cap of ivory, held in place by a pin

through its base. Through the upper end is

a hole, in which is a sealskin loop for hang-

ing the staff on the wrist.

ICE CREEPERS

Ice creepers are used to prevent the feet

from slipping while traveling over the sea

ice or frozen snow in spring. In some of

them the central groove is deepened to form

an oblong slot, piercing through, and on

others the points are formed in groups near

each end.

Figure 69 (3) represents a pair of ice creep-

ers from Cape Darby, consisting of small, fiat,

oblong ivory rods 3J inches in length, with

the upper surface slightly rounded and the

lower side having a deep, flat groove extend-

ing lengthwise along the middle, leaving

two high ridges that are crossed by deep

grooves, producing a row ofpyramidal points

along each edge. The ends are provided

with two holes, in which are fastened the

rawhide cords by which the creepers are

attached to the sole of the boot.

A pair of ice creepers from St Lawrence island (figure 69, 5)

are in the form of flat, ivory bars, about 4 inches long and an nces-ice

inch wide. Eight small holes are drilled into the lower sur-
*'*"' *^*"

face, in which are inserted small, round-pointed iron spikes; there are
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two boles through each end for the cords by whicli they are fastened

to the foot. Figure 69 (1 and la) show the upper and lower surfaces

of a broader and heavier pair of ice creepers from the Diomede islands.

They are turned up at the ends to retain them in place on the foot, and
have four rows of pyramidal points along the lower surface.

Figure 69 (2 and 4), from St Michael and St Lawrence island, respec-

tively, represent ivory creepers with a row of x>yraniidal points along
each side. Through the middle, between the rows of points, is cut a

Fig. 69—Ice creepers (J).

long, rectangular slot, and in the ends of each are holes for the cords

by which they are fostened on.

Other creepers of similar style were obtained Irom Plover bay on

the Siberian shore.

BOATS

The Eskimo of the Alaskan coast, the islands of Bering strait, and
rhe coast of Siberia use large open boats, varying in length from fifteen

to forty feet, and jnade by covering a wooden framework with seal-

skin or walrus-hide. These are the umiaks so well known from their

use by Greenlanders. Among the people from the head of Xorton

sound and northward to Point Barrow, these boats are known as

u'-mV-dli ; among the Unalit of the eastern shore of Norton sound and
southward they are called an'-\julc. Tliey vary in size according to

locality or to the puri)ose for which they are made, and their pattern
also varies slightly with the locality. Originally they were propelled

by paddles, after which slender-blade oars were adopted in some locali-

ties, and these are still used.

Although oars are in common use, yet it is not rare to see umiaks

l)ropelled wholly by paddles, as was done in ancient times. Paddles
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were seen in use at Cape Prince of Wales on Bering strait, and at

points northward and southward from that locality.

The oars are held in place usually by means of a rawhide lashing
made fast, on the inside of the boat, to the framework. The steering
is always done with a large, broad-blade paddle.

In an(!ient times sails sometimes were improvised by sewing together

grass mats and putting them up between two long sticks, which were

fastened to the framework of the umiak and stayed by means of cords

so as to extend upward and outward in V-shape form, one from each

side of the boat. Later, after the arrival of white men, a single upright
mast with stays and with blocks made from bonepr ivory, were adopted
in imitation of the rigging used on the ships of the strangers.

Sails were next made from the skins of reindeer or other animals,

sewed to a proper size and shape and fastened to a yard, which was

raised or lowered by tackle made of walrus-hide cord passed through
an ivory or bone block or through a hole in the upper end of the mast.

Some sails are still made of old deerskins or light sealskins sewed

together, but many are seen of light canvas or drilling obtained from

vessels or through fnr traders.

The framework of these boats is formed of neatly shaped pieces cut

from driftwood and lashed together with rawhide cords, which are

passed through holes drilled in the wood, as shown iii the model, from

St Michael, illustrated in plate Lxxvii, -38. The covering is of heavy
sealskin or walrus-hide, tanned to remove the hair, sewed into proper

shape, and drawn over the framework. In the edges many little slits

are cut, through which is passed the cord which lashes it to the ij*ame-

work on the inside under the rail. After it is in place the lashings are

drawn tightly and permitted to dry; as it contracts the cover becomes

as tight as a drumhead, after which several coats of seal 6il
,
are

applied to the outside and allowed to become thoroughly dry,, when

the cover becomes impervious to water for a w^eek or ten days, at the

expiration of which time it becomes water-soaked and it is then neces-

sary to haul up the boat on the shore apd, after allowing it to dry, to

give it another coating of oil, otherwise the skins would rot. Travel-

ing is done by day, and at night the boats are hauled up on the beach

and turned bottom up or upon one edge, so that they may dry during

the night. When treated carefully in the manner described, the cover

of an umiak will last for several years.

In comparison with the Norton sound umiaks, I noticed that the

boats used by the people of Bering strait have somewhat less sheer to

the sides and are provided with flaps of sealskin about two feet wide,

which are attached along the rail and folded down inside the boat in

fair weather; in .rough weather these flaps are raised and held in place

by stout sticks lashed to the framework around the sides and their

ends thrust into a series of holes or slots along the upper edge of the

flap. In addition to these, the people of Bering strait carry sealskin
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floats, which are inflated and lashed under the rail on the outside, to

prevent the boat from swamping.
Sometimes umiaks are driven out to sea by storms and their occu-

pants are unable to regain the shore, when the dashing spray and the

waves soak the cover and the rawhide lashings of the frame until they
relax and the boat collapses, drowning all on board.

From Kotzebue sound northward the umiaks are very similar to

those of IsTorton sound, but are slightly narrower. At the former place,

during the summer of 1881, I saw a number of umiaks, each of which

had a figure of a man painted roughly in black close to the bow.

The umiaks of the Yukon and adjacent country, and thence southward,
are commonly ornamented, on the middle of each side, with the fig-

ure of a mythic, alligator like animal called pcil-rai'-yulc; the head, with

open mouth and projecting tongue, is close to the bow, while the tail

reaches the stern (figure 15G).

The umiaks seen among the Eskimo south of East cape, Siberia, at

Mechigme bay, St Lawrence island, and Plover bay, were all very much
narrower than those of Norton sound, and with very little sheer to

their sides
;
some of them seemed to have almost perpendicular sides.

All of the umiaks used in the latter region are provided with a set of

sealskin floats to fasten along the outside below the rail in rough
weather, which render the boats very buoyant, and but little water can

be shipped even in very stormy weather. With their boats fitted in

this manner with inflated floats, these people sail fearlessly along their

stormy coasts and cross back and forth between the mainland and St

Lawrence island.

The oars used in the umiaks of the American mainland are kept in

position by means of rawhide stays, which are attached firmly to a

notch in the part of the oar which rests on the rail; the stays extend

fore-and-aft a short distance and are fastened to the side pieces on the

inside below the rail. The steering is performed with a broad-blade pad-

dle. On St Lawrence island oarlocks have been copied from those seen

on whaling vessels. An example of these (figure 34, plate lxxviii),

made of oak, is provided with a pin to fit in a hole in the rail of the

boat, and its upper portion is pierced to receive the oar.

Figure 19, plate lxxviii, represents an ivory block, from Sledge

island, used for the rigging of an umiak. Another form of these blocks,

from the same place, is shown in figure 20 of the same plate. A hand-

somely made little block from Cape Nome (figure 21, plate lxxviii), has

the head of a seal carved in relief on the lower side.

A smaller boat or canoe, called Tcai'alc, is also used along the Ameri-

can coast and the adjacent islands; but I have never seen one among
the people of the Siberian coast nor among the St Lawrence islanders.

It is decked over, except a hole amidships, where the navigator sits.

They vary somewhat in size and shape in diflerent localities, but the

general plan of construction is the same.
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The frame consists of small strips of wood running lengthwise and

brought together at the bow and stern
; they are connected by curved

ribs, placed at short intervals and fastened by rawhide cords; the bow
has a stem piece of wood, roughly triangular in form; another piece at

the stern is flattened, but varies in form according to the style of the

kaiak in which it is placed. The rail is formed of a strong piece of wood,
into which the upper ends of the ribs are mortised, holding the rail in

place and forming a support for the deck of the boat, in the middle of

which is a circular opening, forming the manhole, surrounded by a

wooden hoop, which is fastened to two pieces extending to the bow and

stern, and resting on the cross-pieces which support the deck. On each

side of the manhole is a short stanchion mortised into the rail and the

lower side of the rim of the manhole. The entire surface is covered

with sealskins, tanned with the hair taken off, and sewed together
with sinew cord. The seams are oiled or coated with reindeer tallow,

and the entire surface of the boat is thoroughly covered with oil, which

is permitted to dry before the boat is placed in the water.

In front of the manhole the deck is crossed from side to side by two
stout rawhide cords, three or four feet apart, and one or two similar

cords are placed at the back of the manhole; slipped on these cords at

the rail, on each side, are spur-like pieces of deerhorn, ivory, or bone,
which project upward and form a rest on which may be placed the

paddle or the hunting spears.

Commencing with the kaiaks in use at Nunivak Island, the following

descriptions show the different forms used successively along the coast

nearly to Point Barrow :

Figure 2, plate lxxix, illustrates a kaiak from Nunivak island, 15

feet 1 inch long, 14 inches deep, with 29 inches beam. Another kaiak,

from the same island (figure 1, plate lxxix), is 15 feet 1 inch long, li

inches deep, and has 29 inches beam. These kaiaks are heavily made,
the framework being strong and stoutly built, in order to withstand the

stormy seas which they have to encounter about this island. A similar

form is in use on the coast of the adjacent mainland.

The manhole is placed a trifle back from the center; the rim is lashed

to the rail by rawhide cords
;
the cross-pieces which support the deck

are upcurved toward the middle, forming a ridge, on the top of which

is lashed a stout stick extending each way from the manhole to the bow

and to the stern, where it projects as a short, handle-like, quadrate spur;

below this the stern slopes downward, with a slight slant toward the

front. The wooden parts on top of the bow-are cut out, forming a

large, round opening just above the rail, around which the skin cover-

ing is cut away. On some of the kaiaks this opening is made to repre-

sent the eye of some mythological animal, the mouth of which is painted

in black on the outside of the covering. In front of the stern are two

loops of cord, which are attached to the central ridge, and hang on each

side, so that the shafts of the spears, which lie on the ivory rests, may
be thrust into them and their points placed under the crosscord to
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hold them firmly in place. The cross section of these kaiaks is slightly
rounded along the keel, with a stronger broken curve along each side

to the rail.

Figure 3, plate Lxxrx, shows a kaiak from St Michael. It is 16

feet 8^ inches long arid 12 inches deep, with 27^ inches beam.
The kaiaks of Xorton sound are made lighter and narrower than

those from liuuivak island. They are essentially the same in the plan
of framework except that the projecting stern extends out even with
the spur-like point of the top-piece, which reaches back from the man-
hole. In the bow this top piece extends forward to the upturned point
of the stem, leaving a broad, slot like interspace. When these kaiaks
are covered, the covering follows the point of the stem and of this cen-

tral piece so as to leave an open space. The same is done at the stern,
so that there is a slot-like opening there. This projecting point at the
stern serves as a handle for lifting the kaiak, as does the projecting
point of the centerpiece at the bow. The central ridge, produced by
the stick fastened along the top of the u]>turned crosspieces of the

deck, is similar to that in the kaiaks from Kunivak island.

Figure 4, plate lxxix, represents a kaiak from King island. It is 15

feet 3 inches long, 13J inches deep, and has 2Si inches beam. These
kaiaks are comparatively short and broad, with an upcurved bow very
similar in form to that of the iJ^univak island type, and with the same
kind of circular opening through the bow piece. The stern is quite

different, however, as it extends back from the manhole nearly straight
for a short distance and then curves regularly down to the level of the
keel point. These kaiaks are strongly made; they are used in the

stormy waters of the strait, and sometimes are taken even to the Sibe-

rian coast of the strait and to St Lawrence island.

The kaiaks of Nunivak island and of Bering strait are curiously alike

in general form, corresponding in a broad bottom and in the strength of

their framework. The Nunivak island kaiaks, however, are sometimes
twice the size of those used in Bering strait, and at times the bow is

very strongly upcurved and the projecting end piece on the top of the
stern extends out, or out and down, so that the point reaches halfway
to the level of the keel.

At Kushunuk and Askinuk, as well as along the southern border of

the Yukon mouth, the Xunivak island style of kaiak is in use, but to

the northward it gives way to the type nsed in Norton sound. South-
ward from ]S^univak island there is a decrease in the size and height
until they reach their minimum in the Aleutian islands.

The kaiaks in use on the shores of Kotzebue sound are much smaller

and slenderer than those found elsewhere along the Alaskan main-

land, and are built on a somewhat different model. This style of kaiak
is found from Kotzebue sound northward to Point Barrow, but at the

latter place they are made about one-fourth longiT than in Kotzebue

sound, and as their width is but little greater, they are proportion-

ately slenderer.
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A kaiak from Cape Kruseiistern (figare 6, plate lxxix) is 17 feet

3 inches in length, 8 inches in depth back of the manhole, and has 18

inches beam. Another, from Cape Esjienberg (figure 5, plate lxxix),
is 14 feet 4 inches long, 13 inches deep, and has 24 inches beam. These
are examples of the Kotzebue sound kaiaks. They are long, slender,

and sharp-pointed at both ends; the manhole is placed somewhat back-

ward of the center, and the deck is flat from the rear of the manhole to

the stern. Just in front of the manhole the deck is sprung upward by
means of the upcurved cross pieces so as to form a rising slope, which

extends back to the rim of the manhole.

This curving surface is brought to a central ridge by means of a strip

of wood bound along the tops of the uijcurving cross-pieces. The
manhole is fitted into position along the rear of this raised portion,

with its borders sloping down and backward to the lower flat deck

behind. These kaiaks lie very low in the water, and the upsprung
curve of the deck just in front of the manhole serves to throw off the

water and prevent the.full force of the waves from striking against the

occupant.
Kaiaks with two or three manholes are now used to a limited extent

along the Alaskan coast. These have been introduced by the Russian

traders from the Aleutian islands, but they are rarely used by the

natives. They are ordinarily made for the convenience of white men,
who can thus utilize native labor to propel them.

In journeying on rivers or along the coast, the Eskimo frequently

fasten two kaiaks side by side by lashing cross-sticks against the front

and rear of the manholes with rawhide cord. A kind of platform of

sticks is also made across the deck, on which small loads of goods are

placed. These are fixed usually behind the manhole, although at

times a load is carried both before and behind the occupant.

On one occasion, near St Michael, I saw two kaiaks lashed together

in this way, with a man in each, and just behind them was placed a

small pile of household goods, consisting mainly of bedding, upon which

sat a woman. In front a small mast, held in position by guys, had been

raised on a crosspiece lashed on the decks near the front crosscords,

and a small sail, made from parchment-like gut skin, was raised. This

odd-looking vessel was making very good time on a small stream before

the wind. In rough weather at sea hunters frequently lash their kaiaks

together in pairs in order to rest or to prevent accident.

When the Coricin reached King island, in Bering strait^ one stormy

day in the summer of 1881, the islanders lashed their kaiaks in pairs,

and came ott' with piles of furs and other articles of trade heaped up

on the decks behind the manholes.

The rim of the manhole is made slightly flaring or with the cover

constri(;ted just beneath it next to the deck. Around this constriction

a cord is passed, which fastens down the borders of the waterproof

frock worn by the occupant in rough or wet weather. With this gar-

ment lashed down it is impossible for any water to reach the interior.
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When occupied by skilful paddle-men these boats are very difficult to

upset and will ride through extremely rough weather in safety. I was
told that some of the most skilful among the coast people could upset
their kaiaks and right them again by the use of the paddle, but the

old men said this feat was now becoming rare as the young hunters

were degenerating and were not as good kaiak men as formerly,

BOAT HOOKS

Boat hooks are used by the men on umiaks and kaiaks all along the

coast and on the islands, the principal diiference in them being in the

larger size of those used on the umiaks. These boat hooks are of great

service, particularly to men on kaiaks when lauding on rocky shores or

upon the ice, and those having pointed spurs at the butt are used for

fending off ice when paddling about at sea during spring and autumn.

Figure 1, plate lxxx, illustrates a stout boat hook, 6 feet in length,
for use in a umiak, which was obtained on Norton sound. The end
of the shaft has a strong bone point lashed against a shoulder with
rawhide cords; a foot inward from the lower end a strong spur of

deerhorn is lashed against the side, from which it projects at a right

angle. This is the style of boat hook commonly used on umiaks, the

shafts varying from 6 to 8 feet in length.
A boat hook intended for use on a kaiak, obtained at Golofnin bay,

is shown in figure 3, plate lxxx. It is 4 feet 9 inches in length; the

shaft is rounded and tapering, with a long, spur-like hook of walrus

ivory set in a notch near its end and held in place by lashing with

strips of whalebone passed through holes in the spur and shalt. This
hook is flattened triangular in cross section; the inner edge is thin,
but it broadens toward the back; it projects backward toward the end
of the shaft and ends in a tapering point.

Boat hooks of this kind are common from the mouth of the Kusko-
kwim to Kotzebue sound, and vary but little in shape and in the form of

the spur or hook. The backs of these ivory hooks are covered with
conventional patterns of diagonally etched lines, <;rossed by long, hori-

zontal grooves. This pattern is common on these implements over a
wide extent of territory. A specimen in the National Museum (num-
bered 73797) was brought from Taku harbor, in southeastern Alaska.
It is made of walrus ivory and is marked with the pattern described.

Figure 15, plate lxxviii, shows an ivory hook from Sledge island,
which has two points at one end and the other fashioned into the form
of a seal-head. Another small ivory hook of this kind (figure 26, plate

lxxviii) has three walrus-heads along the back. A long ivory hook
from TJnalaklit (figure 23, plate lxxviii) has etched upon it a conven-

tional pattern of straight lines and the raven totem sign.
A deerhorn hook from Askinuk (figure 25, plate lxxviii) has the back

carved to represent the head of a walrus, the outlines of the flippers
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being etched on the sides of the hook. A hook from Big lake (figure

22, plate lxxviii) has two raised heads extending along each side near

the middle. Another, from the same place (figure 24, plate lxxyiii), has

the back carved into the form of the head and body of a wolf, with

etched lines below on the sides to represent the legs. A boat hook

from Sledge island (figure 5, plate lxxx) has a strong wooden shaft, 3

feet 9 inches long, grooved along both sides. It has a double-point
hook of deerhorn bound to one side by a rawhide lashing, which passes

through two holes in the shaft and through corresponding holes in

the hook. The other end of the shaft is heavily grooved crosswise

to afford a firmer grasp.

These double-point hooks are frequently notched at the ends, so

that the points become double, as shown in the specimen from St

Michael, illustrated in figure 18, plate lxxviii. Boat hooks of this

style are commonly used for drawing out articles from the interior of

kaiaks which can not be reached with the hand.

An ivory hook (figure 17, plate lxxviii) obtained on Norton sound

by Mr L. M. Turner, has a forked point at one end and the head of a

seal carved on the other.

A boat hook from the lower Yukon (figure 2, plate lxxx) has a round

handle, three feet in length, with a deerhorn hook lashed with spruce

roots to one side of the end; the lashing passes through two holes

in the handle, then through a corresponding hole near the outer end of

the hook, and around a notch at the base. The holes in the handle,

through which the loops pass, are plugged with wooden pins to bind

the lashings. A detached hook for a similar implement from the lower

Yukon, shown in figure 16, plate lxxviii, has its surface covered with

a heavily etched pattern.

A short boat hook from the lower Kuskokwim (figure 4, plate lxxx)
has a backward-pointed spur of deerhorn near one end, which is held

in place by rawhide lashings through holes in the hook and in the shaft.

A pointed spur of deerhorn at the butt is set in a groove in the same

side as the hook at the other end, and is fastened by strong rawhide

cords passed through holes in the spur and thence around the notched

shaft. The ends of the lashings at each end of the hook are inserted in

slits made in the shaft with a flat-point chisel of bone or ivory.

PADDLES

In Kotzebue sound the blades of the paddles used on umiaks are

made rounded and very short. North of this district, at Point Hope,

the paddle blades are lanceolate in shape, broadest near the handle,

and taper downward to a long, sharp point.

The paddles used on kaiaks are made in two forms, one having a

blade at each end and the other being provided with a single blade.

The forms of the blades vary according to locality. The single-blade

paddles have the handles terminating in a crossbar, which is sometimes
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cut from the same piece of wood, and at other times is formed from a

separate piece pierced with a hole, by which it is fitted on the end of

the baudle.

Figure 29, i)late lxxviii, shows one of these crosspieces for a paddle
handle from the lower Yukon. It is made of bone, is oval in outline,

and is provided with a projecting lip on the lower side, through which

is a round hole for putting on the end of the handle.

Figure 70 a represents an umiak paddle used in Kotzebue sound, and

figure 70 & shows a form of umiak paddle seen at Point Hope.
The kaiak paddles used by the people of Nuniv^ak island and the

adjacent mainland are neatly made and frequently ornamented, in red

and black paint, with figures forming the private marks or totem

signs of the owner.

The Bering strait islanders decorate their kaiak paddles in patterns
of red and black, which probably form totem and ownership marks.

Figure 71 b represents a double-blade paddle from King island. It

is about 8 feet long and the handle is suboval in cross section. The
blades are long, narrow, and tlat on the surface which is to be used

_)

Fig. 70—Forins of umiak x'addles.

against the water, and are strengthened along tlie backs by a ridge

down the middle. One of the blades is i)ainted black and the other

red, and the handle is surrounded by red aiul black bands. Another

double-blade paddle, obtained at Point Barrow by Lieutenant Ray
(figure 71 a), is 7 feet in length, with the blades nearly flat on both sides

and much broader and more rounded than those of the preceding speci-

men. The backs of the blades have a very slight ridge running down
the center. A single-blade paddle from King island (figure 9, plate

Lxxx) has a large, broad blade, with a central ridge on the outside.

The lower two-thirds of the blade is painted black, and a triangular

spot of black is marked on each side; the edge of the blade, where it

joins the handle at the upper end, is also black, with a ring extending
around the handle. All of these black markings are bordered by a

narrow line of red and constitute the private marks of the owner.

Another single-blade kaiak paddle, from Kushunuk (figure 7, plate

LXXX), has a crosspiece fitted on the top of the handle by means of a

square hole. The blade is long and slender and is tipped with black for

a short distance; this is succeeded by several bands, varying in width,

alternately of red, black, and uncolored wood. The handle near the
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blade is surrounded by a broad, black baud, with a red band above and
another below it.

Figure 8, plate lxxx, represents one of a pair of single-blade kaiak
paddles from Kushunuk. It has a long, narrow
blade, and the crossbar at the end of the handle
is cut from the same piece. The paddle is marked
with black lines and bars representing a female

phallic emblem, one-half of the figure being on
each of the two paddles forming the set. On
each side of the crossbar are incised lines repre-

senting the mouth, nostrils, and eyes of a semi-

human face. On one side the mouth is curved

downward, and on the other it is upcurved. The
two paddles are exact duplicates as to their

markings.
A single-blade paddle from Big lake (figure 6,

plate Lxxx) is somewhat similar in form to the

preceding. On the middle of the blade on each
side is painted a red disk, surrounded by a black

circle, from which a black band extends up the
median ridge of the blade to its upper edge,
where a black ring surrounds the handle; from
this point to the tip the edge of the blade is

Ijainted black.

In the vicinity of the lower Kuskokwim the

paddle blades are somewhat similar in shape,
but vary in the character of the figures painted
on them, which indicate the totems or the owner-

ship marks of their makers.

Figure 10, plate lxxx, illustrates a thin, sword-

shape implement of wood, which was obtained at

Cape Denbeigh. It is flat on one surface, down
the middle of which extends a small groove, while

the other surface is so ridged that the cross

section forms a flattened triangle. It is employed
by seal and walrus hunters for a double pur-

pose—as a paddle for propelling the kaiak

slowly and cautiously toward sleeping seals, and
for striking the water with the flat side to

frighten a wounded animal and cause it to dive

again before it can take breath, and thus become
exhausted more quickly. From the Chukchi of

the Asiatic coast, northwest of Bering strait, I ob-

tained a similar imjilement made from a
lon^",

flat

piece of whalebone fitted to a wooden handle.

Strips of bone cut from the jaw or rib of a whale are sometimes
18 ETH 15

I

Fig. 71—Kaiak paddles from

Point Barrow and King
island i-^).
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lashed- to the rails of umiaks at the poiut where the oars pass over them

to preserve the cover from wear by friction.

One of these strips, obtained at Port Clarence by Dr Dall, is shown

in figure 35, plate lxxviii. It is flattened below, with one edge turned

down, forming a slight lip; the upper portion is rounded, and has a

l^rojecting shoulder to retain the lashing which binds it to the rail of

the boat.

SPEAR AND PADDLE GUARDS

In Bering strait, where considerable whale fishing is done, small

ivory or bone forks are lashed to the bows of umiaks, just inside and

between the front ends of the rails; in these the ends of the lances and

spears rest, and through them the lines run out. The projecting sides

of these forks are usually carved in the form of the heads and shoulders

of white bears. They are made in two jiieces and are united in the

middle by an ivory or bone block mortised in and fastened by wooden

or ivory pegs. In some instances the two halves are lashed together

by rawhide cords i)assed through holes; on the outer edges are holes

through which pass the lashings which attach them to the bow.

Figure 33, plate lxxviii, shows an example of these lance guards
from the Diomede islands; another (figure 37, plate lxxviii) from Cai)e

Prince of Wales, has been illustrated among the mythological figures

to show the ''thunderbird" Wshich is etched on its surface (see plate

cviia).
To prevent the spears and paddles from falling off the sloping deck

of the kaiak, when not in use, there are used guards consisting of

upstanding, spur-like pieces of bone, ivory, or deerhorn, which rest on

the gunwale on each side, and are fastened to the crossline of the kaiak,
which passes through a hole in the base. This base of the guard is

flattened and sometimes heavily scored with grooves to give it a firmer

hold against the surface of the skin covering. The guards are made
in a variety of forms, the simjilest of which is a subtriangular piece
with the broad base downward.

Figure 4, plate lxxviii, represents one of these guards, which was
obtained at Kofiigunugumut; it is rounded in outline and narrow

above, where it ends in the form of a tail of a white whale. Another,
from Chalitmut (figure 3, plate lxxviii), is curved over at the end and

pierced with a narrow, pear-shaj^e hole through the tip.

Another simple form is a flattened, shell-like piece of ivory, having
the bottom curved or flat for resting on the surface of the cover, with a

thin, flattened or oval upturned point, the outer side of which is gen-

erally covered with etched patterns. Sometimes the inner surface is

also ornamented in the same manner. Figure 8, plate lxxviii, from

Anogogmut; figure 10, plate lxxviii, from Kushunuk, and figures 7

and 9, plate lxxviii, from Sfugunugumut, re])resent examples of this

kind of guard.
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Fig. 72—Ivory spear guard for kaiak (f).

In many cases these spear guards are made in the form of various
animal figures.

Figures 72 and 73 represent a pair of beautifully made ivory guards
from Kaialigamut. One of them (figure 72) has the broad outer sur-
face carved to represent grotesque semihuman features, and the upper
end represents the face of a seal, while on the two sides are the figures
of white whales. On the other (figure 73), on both sides, are carved
semihuman faces, and on eacli side is the figure of a seal in relief, and
terminating in the head of a seal.

These are all beautifully executed

carvings.
A guard from Cape Vancouver

(figure 12, plate lxxviii) is in the

form of a hand, with the palm
pierced and a tuft of seal hair set

in the back and held in place by a

wooden plug. Another, from Cape
Nome (figure 5, plate lxxviii), is

carved in the shape of the head of a white bear. A rounded guard with

truncated end (figure 13, plate lxxviii) is from Sfugunugumut. A
specimen from Agiukchugumut (figure 11, plate lxxviii) is in the form
of the head and shoulders of a human being, with the hands repre-
sented by a flipper etched on each shoulder. Another example from

Cape Xome (figure C, plate lxxviii) is in the shape of the head of a
white bear, with fragments of blue beads representing the eyes and
another bead inlaid on the top of the head.

On Nunivak island a somewhat different form of guard is made. It

is carved in the shape of a seal or other animal, with the body some six

or seven inches in length, and has

a hole passing diagonally through
the side, through which are passed
the cross-cords. These figures

then lie diagonally along the cover

near the rail with the heads point-

ing upward.

Figure 14, plate lxxviii, repre-

sents one of these guards, which

is in the form of a land otter.

Figure 2, plate lxxviii, shows an ivory guard, obtained at Kotzebue

sound, of a pattern different from those generally used. The portion
whicli rests on the cover of the kaiak is rounded above and tapers
downward to a wedge-shape point; the upright part forms an obtuse

point, which curves forward from the base. A similar guard, made
from deerliorn, was obtained on Sledge island.

For repairing broken ribs or for strengthening weak places in the

frames of umiaks and kaiaks, strips of ivory or deerhorn are used as

Fig. 73— Ivory spear giianl for kaiak (§).
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splices; holes are pierced tlirough the ends, or a shoulder is left across

the upper side to retain the lashings by which they are fastened. Fig-

ures 32 and 30, plate lxxviii, show examples of splices for. use on

umiaks, collected on Sledge island.

A small deerhorn splice, from St Michael, intended for use on a kaiak,

is shown in figure 31, plate lxxviii. It is pointed oval in outline, and

has holes along the middle to receive the lashing.

A longer splice, from Chalitmut (figure 30, plate lxxviii), is slightly

hollowed below and convex on the outer side; it has two holes along

the central line, which is grooved on the convex surface; the latter is

crossed by numerous incised lines to prevent the lashings from slipping.

When paddling about among the broken ice in spring and autumn

there is danger of the skin covering of the kaiak being cut at the bow

by floating pieces of ice; to lessen this risk protectors are made from

deerhorn and bound on the bow at the water line.

Figure 27, plate lxxviii, represents one of these protectors from

Pikmiktalik; it is 7^ inches long, and is excavated within so as to form

a hollow shoulder. One end terminates in a hollow, spoon-shape

point, which rests against the bow above the water line. The lower

end has a bar of the material left across it, which rests against the

bow below the water line, thus permitting the curve to enter the hollow

but not to rest against the interior of the protector. Holes along the

sides and three notches across the outer surface serve for the lashing

by which it is attached to the bow of the boat. The sides are orna-

mented with a conventional pattern of etched lines.

A similar bow i)rotector from Cape ]S^ome (figure 28, plate lxxviii)
is made of deerhorn; it has holes along the sides for attaching it to the

boat. This protector is not ornamented.

The cross-cords for kaiaks are generally i)lain rawhide lines, but

sometimes they are ornamented with beads carved from walrus ivory
and strung on them. The commonest form of these represents an

inflated sealskin float, generally alternated with round or elongated
beads of ivory, and ornamented with etched patterns or having the

surfaces of the beads pierced with round holes, in which are inserted

small, black w^ooden pegs.

Figure 1, j)late lxxviii, represents one of these cords from King
island. The ornaments strung along it are held in place by wooden

wedges, inserted in the holes through which the cord passes. Examples
of similar cords were collected at points from Bristol bay to beyond
Kotzebue sound.

TRADE AND TRADING VOYAGES

According to traditions of the Unalit, the people on the coast of

Bering strait, in ancient times, made regular summer trading voyages
back and forth across the strait. Old men told me of having seen small

pieces of cloth which had been brought by the people of East cape,
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Siberia, and sold as curiosities to the American Eskimo, before the Rus-
sians took possession of the country. They also informed me that the

use of tobacco was introduced among them, before they were brought
into direct contact with white men, by means of trade with their

Asiatic neighbors, who brought across Bering strait small bundles,
called "hands," of Circassian leaf tobacco.

In ancient times intertribal communication along the coast was irreg-

ular and uncertain, owing to the hostile attitude of the people toward
one another. For this reason trading was then confined to those villages
which happened to be on friendly terms. Kow the old barriers have
been broken down, and active barter between the different communities
has become a marked feature of their life. This is particularly the case

among the people living between the Kuskokwim and Kotzebue sound.

The numerous fur-trading stations which have been established among
them, and the visits of trading vessels and whaling ships to the coast

of Bering strait, have served to quicken and encourage among them
the spirit of trade. In summer the people of Bering strait make visits

to the head of Kotzebue sound and to the mouth of the Yukon, carry-

ing the skins of tame reindeer purchased from the people of the Asiatic

coast, for which they receive in barter skins of various fur-bearing
animals that are used in turn for trading with vessels in Bering strait

or with their Asiatic neighbors. For the latter i)urpose beaver and

land-otter skins are the most highly prized, as the Chukchi of Siberia

will always offer two full-size deerskins for one of either of the skins

named. They cut them into strips for trimming the collars of their

deerskin coats, and use them also for trading with the Eussians,

Parties of traders from East cape, Siberia, and the Diomede islands

also make yearly voyages to Kotzebue sound, where the Eskimo of

Kowak and Xoatak rivers hold a sort of summer fair. After the sea

freezes in winter, the Eskimo, who have thus obtained a stock of rein-

deer skins, start out with dogs .and sledges to travel along the coast

and barter for furs. In the winter of 1880 I met, on Norton sound, a

sledge party of Eskimo, who were making a trading trip from Sledge
island to Kotzebue sound.

The Malemut along Kotzebue sound make trading trips southward

to the Yukon, and even to their enemies, the Tinuc, of Koyukuk river.

The Malemut are the most energetic and enterprising of all the people
of this region. They are great traders, and are more courageous and

domineering than most of the natives with whom they deal, and are

in consequence much disliked by the people with whom they come in

contact.

When, in 1873-'74, the reindeer suddenly left the shores of Norton

sound, these people pushed on in family parties from point to point

until, in 1877-'78, they had reached Kuskokwim river, Nunivak island,

and Bristol bay.

During trading voyages there are carried from one part of the coun-
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try to another beads and other articles of use or ornament, as well as

pieces of jadeite, which material, according to some of the Eskimo, is

found in the mountains inland from Kotzebue sound and also on Kaviak

peninsula. Small articles, such as green and red paint and wooden

dishes, were sent out from the lower Yukon; and the people of other

localities who have a surplus of seal oil, dried fish, and skins of various

animals, take them to points where they can be exchanged for other

desirable commodities.

During one winter at St Michael the skin of a Siberian squirrel was

brought to me by an Eskimo living on Norton sound, he having
obtained it on Bering strait. The skin must have come from the inte-

rior of Siberia.

In the month of August, 1870, we were visited at St Michael by an

umiak from Cape Prince of Wales, and another from King island. In

July, 1881, a number of umiaks arrived from the former place. These

all brought deerskins and tanned hides of seal and walrus for trade.

The umiaks in full sail, crowded with fur-clad people, dogs, and their

various possessions, made a very picturesque sight. Among the men
were some Chukchi from the northern coast of Siberia. These were

recognized by our officers, who had spent a couple of weeks with them
earlier in the season. The Chukchi generally start out on their trad-

ing voyages in May, traveling along the shore with dog sleds, hauling
on them their umiaks, which are folded, until they reach open water,

when the sleds are left at some point and the umiaks set up; then, tak-

ing the dogs and goods on board, they coast along the shore of Bering
sound and over to the American side. Some of them even visit the

llussian fair at Ghigiga, near Anadyr river, during the winter to dis-

pose of the furs they have gathered on their summer trading voyages.

During one season an umiak came to St Michael from King island,

but the people were poorly supplied with goods for trading, having

only dried salmon and seal oil. As usual, they were very difficult to

trade with on account of their slowness in closing a bargain. A man
would bring in a bunch of dried fish, throw it on the floor, and then

stand about as if he had no interest in anything going on, until asked

what he wished; when the regular price was offered he would almost

invariably refuse, and then a long talk would ensue, which ended either

by his accepting what was offered or by taking away the fish. This

slowness is common with these people.
I was at a trading station on the head of Norton bay one winter

when a Malemut chief wished to exchange some reindeer skins for

various articles. It was in the evening, and after prolonged haggling,
and changing one article for another, which lasted until 3 oclock next

morning, half a dozen skins were finally bought from him. We retired

and were hardly in bed before the man came back to exchange for other

things some of the goods which he had taken. Finally the trader put
him off until next day, when he again occupied a couple of hours before
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he was satisfied. This may be an extreme case, but it ilhistrates their

general methods of trading.
In July, 1881, we found at Hotham inlet a row of over 150 conical

lodges set up for over a mile along the beach, which were occupied

by Malemut from Selawik lake and natives from Kowak and ^N^oatak

rivers. In 1880 Captain Hooper found about twelve hundred of these

people encamped at Cape Blossom, but in 1881 the main camp had
been located at Hotham inlet. When we arrived there we saw a small

trading schooner lying off the village, surrounded by umiaks three or

four deep and the deck crowded by a dense mass of the Eskimo.

Tobacco, drilling, knives, ammunition, and other small articles were
used to buy from them the skins of reindeer, wolves, black bear, arctic

hare, red, white, and cross foxes, etc. As we proceeded up the coast a

number of umiaks were seen on their way to the camp at Hotham inlet,

and at many points we saw umiaks on trading trips up the coast, and
some of the people told us that they had bought rifles and cartridges
from the men of Cape Prince of Wales.

At many places from Point Hope to Point Barrow we were offered

whalebone, ivory, the skins of reindeer, mountain sheep. Parry's mar-

mot, whistlers, and many white ajid red fox skins. Whisky and car-

tridges seemed to be about the only articles desired by these people in

exchange. This was unfortunate, considering the fact that the object

of our visit to the coast was to prevent the sale of these very articles

to the natives.

Near Cape Lisburne we met nine umiaks containing about one

hundred people from Point Hope, who were on their way to the vicinity

of Point Barrow to trade. Their dogs were running along the shore,

keeping abreast of the boats but stopping occasionally to howl dolefally.

We obtained two photographs of their camp near our anchorage.
While we were anchored in Kotzebue sound in September, several

umiaks passed on their way back to Cape Prince of Whales from a

trading voyage up the coast. One came alongside the Coricin that

had a huge sail made by sewing numberless pieces of deerskin into a

strange patchwork.
To show the difiBculty attending the navigation of these frail boats in

Bering straiit I will state that, although we made six passages through
the strait during the summer of 1881, only once was it clear enough from

fog to permit the high land of both shores to be seen. Among the

islanders of Bering strait the main articles they had for barter were

coils of rawhide line, tanned sealskins, and handsomely made, water-

proof sealskin boots. At East cape and along the Siberian coast,

including St Lawrence island, the articles of trade among the Eskimo

were walrus ivory, whalebone, and the skins of white foxes and rein-

deer. The St Lawrence islanders make frequent trading voyages to

the Siberian coast, where they obtain reindeer skins for clothing.

Formerly these people went along the American coast as far as Cape
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Nome, but this has not occurred recently. On a clear day the head-

land on the Siberian shore is visible from St Lawrence island, some

40 or 50 miles away.

During the summer of 1879 the Tinne from Anvik, on the lower

Yukon, descended the river in several umiaks and visited St Michael

to exchange their wooden tubs and dishes for seal oil and other

products of the coast district.

UNITS OF VALUE AND MEASUREMENT—NUMERATION

UNITS OF VALUE

The skins of mammals, being the most valuable portable property

among the Alaskan Eskimo, give the most convenient standard of

value. In very early days, before the advent of the Russians about

the Yukon district, the skin of the full-grown land otter was consid-

ered tlie unit of value. Equaling it was the skin of the large hair seal.

Of late years the skin of the beaver has replaced the otter skin as

the unit of trade value. All other skins, furs, and articles of trade

generally are sold as "a skin"' and multiples or fractious of "a skin,"

as it is termed. In addition to this, certain small, untanned skins,

used for making fur coats or blouses, are tied in lots sufficient to make
a coat, and are sold in this way. It requires four skins of reindeer

fawns, or forty skins of Parry's marmot or of the muskrat, for a coat,

and these sets are known by terms designating these bunches. Thus:

Four fawn skins — noiiJch'-Mt.

Forty Parry's marmot skins = cJiigtJih'-kiU.

Forty muskrat skins = i-l%g'4-wukh'-Tcut.

The pelt of a wolf or a wolverine is worth several "skins" in trade,

while a number of pelts of muskrats or Parry's marmot are required
to make the value of ''a skin."

The foregoing terms are of the Unalit, but similar ones are in use

among all the Eskimo of this region.

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

All units of linear measurement among these people are based on

body measurements—mainly of the hand and the arm, which form the

readiest standards. Such units of measurement are used also by them
for gauging the size and length of all of their tools, implements, and,
in fact, of nearly everything made by them.

As the length of a man's hands and arms are usually in proportion
to the length of his body, it is evident that bows, arrows, spears, boat

frames, etc, when made by him according to a fixed number of spans or

cubits, will be in direct proportion to himself, and thus especially suit-

able to his use, whether he be large or small.
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The following terms are from the Unalit, and cover the units of

measurement commonly in use, although others probably exist:

Large, dn-to'-uk.

Small, miTc'-i-lin'-u-uh.

Ni-g'm'
' is the measurement of the length of the mesh in the largest seal nets

used for the large hair seal or muk-luk. It is found by measuring a line from the tip
of the extended thumb of the right hand across the palm of the hand, the fingers

being closed.

Nu-ki-shun' ni-g'tn' is the mesh of the small salmon (nH-ka') net. This is the dis-

tance from the wrinkle or line dividing the first and second joints of the right fore-

finger to the line midway between the base of the thumb and the forefinger.

Tu-bukh-chun' ni-ffhi' is the size of the mesh used for nets for the large sea whitefish

(Ui-buk'). It is found by taking the width of the extended first three fingers on the

palmar surface at the first joint.

Tu<i-i-juk' -wJiukh-clmn' ni-g'in' is the size of the mesh for the large salmon (tug-t-

shuk'-trhuk), and is measured from the base of the extended thumb along the inner

surface of the hand to the tip of the extended first finger.

I-ka'-tlilu-ukh'-pukh-chun m-g'in' is the mesh for the herring seine (herring=i-fca'-

thhi-ilkh'-puk). The width of the inner surface of the two extended first fingers at

the first joint.

Slokh-chun' ni-g'in' is the mesh used in nets for the white whale {a'to'-uk). The tips

of the extended thumbs are placed together and the measurement takeu on the

palmar surface across both extended hands along the line of the thumbs.

Tnn-tu-shuti' ni-ghiik'. The length of the rawhide line used for a reindeer snare is

obtained by passing the cord twice around the sole of the left foot and drawing the

double loop up to the groin while sitting on the floor with feet extended.

Kai-okh'-hUkh-chim' ni-g'in' is the mesh used iu nets for the Arctic hare {kai-okh'-

Mik). It is determined bj- the width of the palm at the base of the fingers.

A-kuf-ugikh-chun' ni-ghuk'. The length of the cord used for snaring ptarmigan

(d-kuj'-i-gik). The distance from the tip of the outstretched forefinger along the

palm and the inner side of the forearm to the point of the elbow.

Pa-lok'-tukh-chun' ku'-bvi-Hhd, the mesh used in nets for beaver {pd-lok'-tdk). The
distance around the head on a line with the middle of the forehead.

U-mlg'-u-mun is the distance from the tip of the extended left thumb, with fingers

closed, along the inside of the extended arm to the armpit.

K'okh-kog'-ii-niik, the distance measured from the end of the left thumb across the

palm of the closed hand, thence along the upper side of the outstretched arm and
across the chest to the inner end of the right collar bone.

Tuj'-i-mun', same as the last, but extended to the point of the right shoulder.

I-ku'-yig-i-nug'-it-muk, same as the last, but extended to the point of the right

elbow, the right arm being extended and flexed at the elbow.

I-gu'-yi-gvg'-i-nuk. This is the measurement used for making the stem, or bow-

piece, of a kaiak. It is found by measuring from the tip of the extended forefinger,

through the palm of the hand and along the inner side of the arm, to the point of

the elbow, with the added width of the left forefinger, which is placed crosswise on

the angle of the elbow.

Ji'-hilg'-ii-nHk is a measurement used for making boot soles, the height of kaiak

frames, etc. It is a span, or the distance between the outstretched tips of the

thumb and the second finger of the right hand.

Kiii-u' is the height of a man's knees from the ground; used in making dog-sleds.

Ydg'-u-nuk. The distance from the tip of the extended left thumb, along the arm,
across the chest, and to the tip of the extended right thumb. This is the most com-

•
Ni-g'in' is the name given to the gauge used in measuring meshes of nets of any kind.
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mon unit of measure used amon;^ these people. It is the regular measurement used

for all objects having considerable length, such as rawhide lines, nets, cloth, etc. It

is adopted by the fur traders, and is called a ' fathom.' By it cloth and other trading

goods of that character are sold, the end of the article to be measured being taken

in the left hand, with the extreme end opposite the tip of the left thumb, then the

edge of the cloth is slid through the right hand and raised until it is drawn across

the chest, under the chin, by the outstretched right hand; then the left hand drops
its end and takes a new hold at the point of the right thumb, and so the operation
is repeated until the desired length is obtained.

CHRONOMETRY

The Eskimo divide their time by moons, each moon being designated

by the title of the most characteristic local phenomenon which accom-

panies it. The following lists of mouths from various localities agree

in this. By the '' moons" all time is reckoned during the year, and dates

are set in advance for certain festivals and rites. In addition to the

moons, the year is frequently divided into four seasons according to the

regular occupations that occur in each—but this is indefinite and irreg-

ular as compared with the other method.

In counting years they are referred to as winters—the winter being
the most impressive i)art of each year in this high latitude.

The following are Unalit terms:

A year, (itlil-han'-i.

A moon, i-gha'-Juk.

Spring, n'-jn-nukh'-kuk.

Summer, ki-iik'.

Autumn, uk-shu'-uk.

Winter, uk-shuk'.

Long ago, u-ka'.

Very long ago, u-ka -mi.

Thirteen moons are counted to a year, but I failed, unfortunately, to

obtain the complete series. In the following lists the moons are arranged
as they correspond with our months; as a matter of course, this corres-

pondence is not perfect, but is very close.

January, TVi'-wlk. "To turn about," from an ancient game played with a top.

February, Nai-ikh'-chik. Time first seals {nai'-yik') are born.

March, Ti-gi</'i-1 iikh'-ohik. The time of creeping on game. From the custom of

hunting seals on the ice by stalking.

April, Kip-niikh'-chik. The time of cutting off. From the appearance of sharp
lines where the white of the ptarmigans' bodies is contrasted with the brown of the

new summer neck feathers which begin to appear at this time.

May, Kai'-dkh-tug'-o-wik. Time for going in kaiaks. The ice opens at this time

so that the hunters go out to sea in kaiaks.

June, No-ukh'-clmg'-u-tvik. Time of fawn hunting.

July, Kon-in'-ni-g'e'-nut in-if-u-vi-ut. The time of geese getting new wing feathers

(molting).

August, Euj'-u-gut in-tj'-u-vi-ut. Time for brooding geese to molt.

September, Am-i-ghai'-ghu-wlk. The time for velvet shedding (from horns of rein-

deer).

October, Ku'-hvi-jukh-piig'-ii-tvik. Time for setting seal nets.

November, tfk'-ichu-tug'-u-wik. Time for bringing in winter stores.

December, Chati'-i-ug'-u-ivik. Time of the drum—the month when the winter fes-

tivals begin.
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Very often several different names may be used to designate the
same moon if it should chance to be at a season when different occu-

pations or notable occurrences in nature are observed, and I have used
the most common terms.

On the lower Yukon, near Mission, the following terms are used for

the moons:

January, U-i'-wuk. The season for top-spinning and for running around the

kashim. '

January (last part, and first part of February), A-ki-luh' st-a'-gu-wlk. Time of

offal eating (from a-ki-lukJi-stakh-tdk, "he boils offal"). This name comes from the

scarcity of food likely to occur at this time and the necessity that arises during such

periods to eat scraps of every description. Another name used for this moon is

I-ga-luh'-liikh, the cold moon.

February-March, Knp-nukh-clmk. The time of opening the upper passageways
into the houses. This term was said to come from the time long ago when they
claim it was much warmer than now and when the sun began to melt the snow a

month earlier than at present.

March-April, Tm'-u-mi-dkh'-lhu-iig'-u-tvlk. Birds come.

April-May, Tin'-u-mi-ag'-ii-wik. Geese come (tin-ii-mi-ilk, goose).

May-June, Man-it' dn-u'-tit. Time of eggs {man' tk).

June-July, Nuk' siig'-o-wik. Time of salmon (nuk'-suk).

July-Aiigust, U-ko'-go-li-sog'-u-wtk, Time for red salmon (w-fcofy'-o-irA;). Also, TuT'-

ii-miat' in-u'-tit, Waterfowl molt.

August-September, Tin'-u-mi-dt thl-u'-vi-dt. Time for young geese to fly.

September-October, Am-x-gai'-gu-wlk. Time for shedding velvet {a-mi'-vik) from

reindeer horns.

October-November, Chup'-wliik. Mush ice forms.

November-December, Ka'-gitdgh'-u-wik. Time of muskrats (ka-gi'-tak).

December-January, Chai-ugh'-u-wik, Time of the feast (chai'iik).

Among $he Eskimo just south of the Yukon delta the following

moons are- recdgnjzed :

January, Wi'-ivik. From the game with a top ;
also the time of a certain festival in

which the dancers wear straw fillets stuck full of feathers.

February, A-gdh-Iukh'-liik. The time of much moon (long nights).

March, Un-dgh-o-wik. Time of taking hares in nets.

April, Kup-nukh'-chuk. Time of opening summer doors.

May, Tin-mi-dgh'-u-ivik. Arrival of geese.

June, Chi-siigh'-ii-wik. Time of whitefish.

July, Tiig-i-ynk'-puk ka-gu'-H. The time of braining salmon. (The fish are struck

on the head when lifted from the water.)

August, Tul-u-mi-ut lu-ii'-ti. Geese molt.

September, Eti'-gi-yut' tii-ii'-ti. Swans molt.

October, Ttn-u'-tif. The flying away (migration of birds).

November, Am'-i-gha'-ghun. Time of velvet shedding (from reindeer horns).

The name for December was not obtained.

NUMERATION

The following notes and numerals are from the Unalit Eskimo, but

are typical of the system in use among all the Eskimo with whom I

came in contact, except those of the Aleutian islands:

Kit-stchl', count.

^r<-sk7n'-niU-, counting.

KU''8tchiok,'hci counts;
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The intertribal communication between the mainland Alaskan Eskimo

and the constant trade carried on amonj? them have developed consider-

able quickness in the use of numbers up to two or three hundred; this

is quite general with both old and young. Going beyond the numbers

ordinarily used in trade, how^ever, the most intelligent among them

become quickly confused.

In order for them to count correctly it is necessary to have the objects

lying before them, and these are placed in groups of twenties as they
are counted. If required to count abstractly they soon become con-

fused after reaching one or two score; in this, however, there is great
individual variation. About the Bering strait region most boys of 10

or 12 years of age count objects very readily up to one hundred and

over, and some men can reach four hundred, but it is only among the

most intelligent natives of this section that four hundred can be

counted, and it is rare that attempt is made to exceed that number.
<" The Eskimo system of counting is based on a series of fives, rising

in this way to twenties. The fingers and toes furnish the counters for

computing numbers, as is explained below. Among the Unalit Eskimo,
as elsewhere among these people, there is great variability in indi-

vidual power. The most intelligent men and boys can count very

readily up to two hundred or more, while others seem incapable of

counting to twenty without blundering and repeated mistakes, like a

stupid, slow-witted child. At every mistake made by such persons

they are compelled to return and commence at one again, being
unable to hold the numbers clearly enough in mind to take them up at

intermediate points. Not feven the most intelligent among them seem

capable of counting readily beyond the number of his fingers and toes

without the aid of objects directly before him. For this purpose I

usually provided gun caps or matches, which served very conveniently
as markers.

In counting such small objects they commonly placed them in groups
of five, and as four of these were completed they were swept into a

single large group of twenty; in this way successive twenties were

completed and kept separately.
When making twenty the person would sometimes count the fives,

commencing each time at one, but the most intelligent usually counted

on to twenty, using the numerals of the regular series as given in the

list. When an Eskimo was asked to count up to twenty without using

fingers or toes, his eyes would seek, involuntarily, for something with

which to tally, and even when asked to count five his eyes would turn

at once to one of his hands, though he might make no visible use of his

fingers.

In using the fingers and toes for counting, the closed hands are held in

front of the waist, palms down, and thumbs near together. Commenc
ing with the little finger of the right hand, as one, they pass to the left,

opening or extending each finger in succession as its number is called
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until the ri^ht tbumb, or number five, is reached. Passing thence to

the little finger of the left hand for six, the fingers of this hand are

opened successively until the left thumb and ten are reached. As ten is

said the two hands, thumbs near together and fingers all outstretched,

palms down, are extended a little from the body. Then the right foot is

advanced a little and the right forefinger points at the little toe of that

foot as the counter says at-MaJch'-tok. This word ordinarily means "it

goes down,'' and is used here both to indicate the descent in counting
from hands to feet as well as having, at times, an acquired meaning in

this connection of eleven. The toes are counted from right to left until

the right great toe is reached, when both hands with open fingers,

palms down, are extended toward the right foot, which is advanced a

little more as the counter announces fifteen. The counter then lets the

left hand fall by the side and points at the left great toe, saying, gukk'-toTc^

meaning "it goes over," and sometimes conveying in this connection

the acquired meaning of sixteen, as well as the going "over" of the

count from one side of the body to the other. The other toes of the left

foot are then enumerated from right to left, and as the small toe is

reached, if the person be sitting, he extends both feet in front of him,

doing the same with his hands, palms down, and says twenty; if he be

standing, then the open hands are extended downward with a slight

motion and the number is spoken.
The use of ilt-lclialih'-tok and gukh'-tok for numerals, as given above,

is not uncommon among the intelligent people who are able to count

readily up to twenty in a single series of numerals. Among the igno-

rant and slow-witted twenty is reached by making uj) four series of num-

bers running from one to five. In cases of this kind these two words

are used between ten and eleven and fifteen and sixteen, simply to

convey their regTilar meaning. They are most commonly used in count-

ing the fingers and toes, when their application is quite natural; but

often they are used in counting various other objects, and seem to be

in a transitional state toward becoming the regularly recognized numer-

als. When ased as numerals, as noted above, their meaning in that

sense seems to be recognized by everyone.
Two is usually miil'-u-ghuk, but it is often replaced by ai'-pd, which

means second, or a pair. This latter word is used commonly to desig-

nate one of a pair, such, for instance, as in speaking of the close friend

of another person, who is referred to as his ai'-pu. The name for the

right arm and hand taken together is td-hlW-pik.

The term for five is ta-hli'mik. The right hand alone is called

td-lilik'-pim ai'-ht {ai'-hik = hand, either right or left).

Nine is ko'-lin-o-gho-tai'-Un-un, from ko-Un', ten, and tai'-tiik, not, or

lacking; i. e., ten lacking one.

Eo-Un', ten, is from ko-hW, the upper half or the upper part of the

body, or the count of the fingers. The word half is ko'-kiin.

Twenty is yu-i'niik, from yuk, man, and means "a man completed."
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Wbeu the person reaches twenty he will very often say yu-i-naM'-tdk,

meaning "the man is finished," If he is asked how many fingers and

toes he has counted he will reply "j/?<-i'-wjU'."

When forty is reached a singular change takes place in the naming
of the twenties. For instance, forty is mliV -{i-gliu-i'-in-ali, from mal'-ii-

ghiilc, two, and i'-pi-iik, a set of animal's legs and paws, with the toes,

this last coming from i'-ptk, the name given to the combined leg, foot,

and toes of any mammal. Thus forty becomes "two sets of animal's

paws." In this way each succeeding twenty is designated by combin-

ing one of the cardinal numbers with i'-pl-iik up to four hundred. At
this point a change occurs, and the idea of a man is combined with that

of the animal, as follows: Four hundred is yu-i'-niim yum ipi'. This

may be analyzed as follows: yu-i'-nmn, twenty ; yum, of a man's; i-x>i',

sets of paws; or, "twenty sets of man's paws," this meaning twenty
times twenty.
The following tables of Unalit numerals, with explanatory notes and

the facts already given, will render plain their system of counting.
The first column in the first table gives the numerals as commonly

used when counting the fingers and toes; the second column gives the

forms used in counting exterior objects or to express a complete num-
ber. These two sets of numbers are sometimes interchangeably used,
so that no invariable custom defines their usage.

1. d-taii'-tsik d-iau'-tsik.

2. miiV-u-ghuk, or ai'-pd miil-u-ghuk, or ai-pd.
3. plu-a'-shu-uk plii-ai'-yun.

4. sta'-mxk sta'-mun.

5. td-h li'-mik tu-Ml'-mun.

6. a-ghu-bm'-ghuk a-gh u-bin'-lign,

7. mdl-u-ghun'-lign mnl-u-ghun'-lign.
8. pin-ai-t/un'-Ugn pin-ai-yun'-lign.

9. ko'-lin-o-gho-tai'-lirl-iin ko' Im-o-gho-tai' -lift-un.

10. ko-lin' ko-lin'.

11. dt-khakh'-tok, or d-tau'-isik ko-ld' d-tau'-tsi-viuk chi'-pt-tok.

12. aV-pa, or mdl'-u-ghuk , . . . ko-ld' mdl-n-gu'-mk cM'-pi-tok.

13. pin-a'•aJiu-uk ko-ld' ptn-ai'-yttn-ik chi'-pi-tok.

14. sta'-mtk ko-ld' sta'-mm-ik cM-pi-tok.

15. d-ki'-mt-dk, or td-hli'-mik ko-ld' td-hli-mun-ik chi-pi-tok.

16. giikh'-tok ko-ld' a-glm-hin'-Ugn-ik chi-pi-tok.

17. ai'-pd, or mdl'-u-ghuk ko-ld' mdl-u-ghun' -lign- >k chi-pi-tok.

18. pin-a'shu-xik ko-ld' pin-ai'-yun-lign-ik chi-pi-tok.

19. sta'-mik ko-ld' ko-lin'-o-gho-tai'-Un-dg'-a-g'uk.

20. yu-i'-nuk, or td-hU'-mik yu-i'-nuk.

21. d-tau'-taik yu-i'-nuk d-tau'-isi-miik chip'-hlu-ku,

22. ai'-pd, or mdl'-v,-ghuk yu-i'-nHk mdl-u-ghun'-ik chip'-hlu-kn.

23. pin-a'-shu-uk yu-i'-ndk pin-ai' -yun-ik chip'-hlu-ku.

24. sta'-mik yu-i'-nuk sta'-min-ik chip'-hlu-ku.

25. td-hli'mik yu-i'-nuk td-hli'-min-ik chip'-h lu-ku.

26. a-ghrt-hin-ghdk yu-i'-nuk a-ghu-bin'-lign-ik chip'-hlu-ku.
27. mdV-li-ghun'-lign yu-i'-uHk mdl-ii-ghun'-lign-ik chip'-hlu-ku.
28. pin-ai-yun'-lign yu-i'-nuk pin-ai-yun'-Ugn-ik chip'-hlu-ku.
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29. ko'-Un-o-gho-tai'-lin-un yu-i'-nuTc Jco-lm-o-oho-tai'-lin-og'-tl-g'nk cMp-
hlu-ku.

30. ko-lin' yu-i'-nuk ko-Iiv'-ik chip-hlii-ku.

40. mal'-u-ghu-i'-pi-ak.

50. mal'-u-ghu-i'-jn-ak ko-lin'-ik cMp'-i-hlu'-ku.

60. pin-ai'-yun i'-pi-dk.

70. piii-ai'-yun i'-pi-dk ko-lin'-ik chip'-i-hlu'-ku.

80. sta'-mun i'-pi-dk.

90. sta'-mun i'-pi-dk ko-lin'-ik chip'-x-hlu'-ku .

100. ta-hli'-mun i'-pi-dk.

400. yu-i'-ndm yum i-pi'.

It will be noted that numerals above ten in the second column have
the verb cM'-pt-toTc, signifying "it is added," or "additional." Thus
Ico-ld' d-taii'-tsi-mnlc cM'-pi-tok means, literally,

" to ten one is added."

Above twenty the verb cMp'-hlu-Tcii, or chip'4-hlu-ku, is used, meaning
" is added of the next." Thus yu-i' mih dtau'-tsi-muJc chip'-lilu-hu

means, literally,
"
twenty, and one is added of the next."

The ordinal numbers are as follows :

First chi-ok'-h lik.

Second kin-ok'-h lik.

Third pin-a'-shu-ut.

Fourth sta'-mit.

Fifth td-hli'-mit.

Sixth d-ghu-Mn'-ghtit.

Seventh mdV-u-ghun'-li-ghut.

Eighth pin-ai-yun'-li-ghut.

Ninth ko'-lin-o-gho-tai'-lin-o-ut.

Tenth ko'-lin-o-ut' .

Eleventh ko-lim' cMp'-nH-gha.
Twelfth ko'-lin mdl-H-ghu'-gii-nik chip'-nin-ut. .

Thirteenth ko'-lin pin-ai'-yu-nik ch ip'-nin-ut.

Fourteenth ko'-Jin sta'-mdn-ik chip'-nin-ut.

Fifteenth d-ki'-mi-a'-ghut.

Sixteenth d-ki'-mi-agm' chip'-nu-gha.

Seventeenth d-ki'-mi-dk mdl-u-ghu'-gu-nik chip'-nin-ut.

Eighteenth d-ki'-mi-dk pin-ai'-yu-nik chip'-nin-ut.

Nineteenth d-kV-mi-ak sta'-mdn-ik chip'-nin-ut.

Twentieth d-ki'-mi-dk td-h li'-mdn-ik chip'-nin-ut, or yu-i'-ndt.

Thirtieth yu-i'-nuk ko'-lin-ik chip'-niii-uk.

Fortieth mdl-u-ghuk' i'-pi-a'-ghut.

Fiftieth mdl-u-ghuk' i'pi-dk ko'-li-muk chip'-nin-uk.

The numerals of repetition are:

Once d-tau'-tsikh ku'-milk.

Twice mdl'-H-ghiikh ku'-gu-nik.

Three times pin-ai'-yiikh ku'-nik.

Fonr times sta'-nmkh ku'-nik.

Five times td-hW-mukh ku'-nik.

Six times d-ghu-Mn'-lukh ku'-nik.

Seven times mdl-u-ghun'-lukh ku'-nik.

Eight times pin-ai-yun'-lukh ku'-nik.

Nine times ko'-Un-o-gho-tai'-lin-okh ku'-nik.

Ten ti mes ko'-lin-okh ku'-nik.
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Eleven times ko'-ld o fau'-tsikh Jiu'-tuk.

Twelve times lo'-ld mdl'-il-gMk1i ku'-nik.

Thirteen times ko'-ld pin-ai'-yukh ku'-nik.

Fourteen times ko'-ld sta'-mukh ku'-ntk.

Fifteen times ko'-ld td-hW-mukh ku'-nik.

Sixteen times ko'-ld d-ghu-hin-lukh ku'-nik.

SeAeuteen times ko'-ld mdl-ii-ghun'-liikh ku'-nik.

Eighteen times. ko'-ld jnu-ai-yun'-liikh ku'-uik.

Nineteen times ko'-ld ko-liu.-o-<jho-tai'-liu-okh ku'-nik.

Twenty times yu-i'-nukh ku'-muk.

Thirty times yu-i'-nuk ko'-lin-Hkh ku'-nik.

Forty times mUl-ii-ghiik i'-pi-iikh ku'-muk.

Fifty times muV-u-ghuk i'-pi-ukh ko-liu-okh ku'-nik.

Sixty times pin-a'-yun i'-pt-dkh ku'-nik.

The distributive numerals are :

One to each U-tau'tsi-o kd-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Two to each mdl'-u-ghu kd-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Three to each piu-a'-shu-d kd-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Four to each sia-man ka'-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Five to each td-hli'-man ka'-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Six to oach d-ghu-hin'-likh-kok ka'-ghakli'-lu-ku.

Seven to each mal-u-ghun' likh-kok ka'-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Eight to each piH-ai'-yun-Ukh-kok ka'-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Nine to each ko' -liu-o-gho-taV-liu-okh'-kok ka'-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Ten to each ko-Un-okh-kok ka'-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Eleven to each ko-ld d-tau'-tsi-muk chip'-ninkh kd-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Twelve to each ko-ld mal-ii-ghun'-ik chip'-ninkh kd-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Thirteen to each ko-ld piu-ai'-yun-ik chip'-ninkh kd-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Fourteen to each ko-ld sta-mdn'-ik chip-ninkh kd-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Fifteen to each ko-ld td-hW-mcin-ik or, d-ki'-mi-dkh' ka-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Sixteen to each ., d-ki'-mi-dk d-tau'-tsi-mdk chip'-ninkh kd-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Seventeen to each d-ki'-mi-dk mdl-u-ghun'-ikh chip'-ninkh kd-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Eighteen to each d-ki'-vn-dk piti-ai'-yun-ik chip'-ninkh kd-ghakh -lu-ku.

Nineteen to each d-ki'-mi-dk sta'~mdn-ik chip-ninkh kd-ghakh' -lu-ku.

Twenty to each d-ki'-mi-dk td-hli'-min ik chijy'-ninkh ka-ghakh'-lu-ku, or

yu-i'-nam kd-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Thirty to each yu-i'-nHk ko'-Un-ik kd-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Forty to each mdl'-u-ghu-i'-pi-a'-ghu kd-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Fifty to each mal'-li-ghu-V-pi-ak ko'-Un-ik kd-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Four hundred to each yu-i-niim i'-pi-um kd-ghakh'-lu-ku.

Following- are a number of miscellaneous terms bearing on numeration :

How many ? kdf'-ch i-u'-iit ?

Several kdf'-chl- kh an .

One only d-iau'-tai-khiik.

Two only ^.mdl-il-ghu'-khiik.

Three only piii-aV -yu-khdn.
Four only sta'-md-khdn.

Five only td-hli'-md-khdn.

Six only d-gho-hin'-li-khdn

Seven only mdl-u-ghun'-li-khdn.

Eight only pin-ai-yun'-U-kh an .

Nine only ko-lin'-o-gho-iaV-lin-o-khdn.

Ten only ko-W-khdn.
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Fifteen only «. ki'-mt-a'-kMn.

Twenty only y u-i' nd-lhan.

Forty only mal'-ii-ghuh i'-pi-a'-khcin.
One-half (in length) lo-Mn'-td- Mn'-u-f/ha.
One-half (in quantity) aii-ilh'-ha, or au-ilh'-u-huJc.

A part or portion, in length or quantity an-ukh'-uk.

All tfi man' ,

None pi'-tuk.

For purposes of biirter four skius of the reindeer fawn—just enough
to make a fur coat or parkie—are tied in a bunch aud called a "parkie
of fawn skins." The following set of numerals is used in counting
these sets of fawn skins or parkies:

One parkie of fawn skins d-tau'-tsi-ktit.

Two parkies of fawn skins meil'-ii-ghu'-i-kut.

Three parkies of fawn skins pln-a-shu'-i-kiit.

Four parkies of fawn skins sta-maV -kut.

Five parkies of fawn skins tci-hW-mai-kut.

Six parkies of fawn skins a-ghu-hin'-Ukli-kut .

Seven parkies of fawn skins mdl-u-ghim'-Ukh-kut.

Eight parkies of fawn skins pin-ai-yun'-likh-kiit.

Nine parkies of fawn skins ko'-Iin-o-gho-tai'-Un-okh'-kut.

Ten parkies of fawn skins ko'-lt-kiit.

Eleven parkies of fawn skins ko'-li-kiit U-tau'-tsi-nik chip'-i-tut.
Twelve parkies of fawn skins ko'-li-kut mdl-u-ghu'-i-ntk chip'-i-tiit.

Thirteen parkies of fawn skins ko'-li-kut pin-a-shu'-i-nik cMp'-i-tut.
Fourteen parkies of fawn skins ko'-Ji-kiU sla-mai'-nik cMp'-i-tnt.
Fifteen parkies of fawn skins ko'-li-kut ta'-hli-mai'-nik chip'-i-tiit, or ii-ki'-mi-

dkh'-kilt.

Sixteen parkies of fawn skins a-kV -mx-dkh-kiit a-tau-tsi'-nik cMp'-i-tut.
Seventeen parkies of fawn skius d-ki'-mi-dkh-kut mdl-il-ghu'-l-tiik chip'-i-tut.

Eighteen parkies of fawn skins d-ki'-mi-dkh-kxit pih-a-shu'-i-nik cJiip'i-tut.

Nineteen parkies of fawn skins d-ki'-mi-dkh-kut sta-maV-nik chip'-i-tut.

Twenty parkies of fawn skins dki'-mi-dkh-kiit td'-hli-mai'-nik chip'-i-tut, or

yu-i'-nakh-kuk.

Forty parkies of fawn skins mdV-u-ghu-i'-pi-akh'-kuk.

Sixty parkies of fawn skins pin-ai'-yun i'-pl-akh'-kuk.

VIIiLAGES AIN^D HOUSES

The Eskimo villages of western Alaska are located with reference to

proximity to hunting and fishing grounds and to the most favorable

landing place for their kaiaks and umiaks that may be found. The
sites vary greatly, from the head of some beautifully sheltered cove to

the precipitous face of a rocky slope, as on Sledge and King islands.

Formerly, the constant danger from hostile raids caused the people to

choose locations for their dwellings which were easy of defense. This
is demonstrated by the sites of ruins on the coast of Bering sea and the
ruins of former Eskimo villages on the Arctic coast of Siberia, north-

westward of Bering strait.

These ancient villages were built usually on the highest points of

islands, near the shore, or on high capes or peninsulas commanding
18 ETH IG
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a wide view over both sea and land. Formerly, as at present, the vil-

lage was usually an irregular group of semi-subterranean houses built

about a large central building, called by the Unalit, Mj'-t-gi. This term

corresponds to the name JcasJiim^ of the fur traders, which has been

used throughout this paper to designate structures of this kind.

These buildings are on the same general plan as the dwelling houseS;

but are much larger and are used as the central x)oint of the village

social life. They are ordinarily made large enough to contain all the

villagers, besides guests that may come during festivals. In some of

the villages, however, where the number of inhabitants is considerable,"

two or more of these buildings are constructed. Their size is neces-

sarily limited by the material available, which is mainly drift logs cast

up along the shope. - The people of the lower Yukon* have a tradition

that there formerly existed below Ikogmut a village that contained

thirty-five kashims; at present there are many villages in which there

are two of these buildings.

i/y/Nootv

V

/ Snow houses, so common among the Eskimo of Greenland aiul other

eastern regions, are known in Alaska only as temporary shelters erected

by hunters when out on short excursions from their village during

winter; they are termed an-i-gu-yulc' ^
and their use is familiar to all of

\ the Eskimo, although they are so rarely constructed.

^•^On Kowak river there are villages in which the Eskimo have adopted
from their Tinne neighbors the use of conical lodges for summer use,

and it is worthy of note that the former appear to have adopted other

customs from the same source. On Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers the

contrary is the case; there the Tinne have adopted many of the Eskimo

customs and usages, while the Eskimo appear to have derived very little

from their Tinne neighbors.

The Eskimo of the Kuskokwim and northward to the vicinity of

Bering strait have summer villages, built in a more or less permanent

manner, to which they resort during the fishing season. From Kotze-

bue sound northward the people use tents or skin lodges while at their

fishing stations in summer.
e-

' ~~~~ ' ~~~~
1 This term ia derived from the word kaj'-i-gi'm= ''

mj- kaj'4-gl."
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V

v^

A typical dwelling house used by the people of St Michael is con-
structed by building a rectangular framework of logs, 8 or 9 feet high
in the middle and 5 feet at the sides; this is covered with smaller logs
or rude slabs, over which earth is thrown to a thickness of 3 or 4
feet. Eaised platforms occupy three sides of the single room and are
used for sleeping places, commonly by a family on each side. The front

of the room has a low, arched doorway leading in from the outer cov-

ered entry, which is used only in summer, when a bearskin hangs over

Fig. 75—Storehouse at St Michael.

the doorway as a curtain; in winter this entrance is closed and an

underground passage or tunnel leads from the outer end of the covered

entry way to a point below the floor just inside the summer door. The

place on each side of the door, or an unoccupied platform on one side of

the room, is used for the storage of bags of seal oil, wooden dishes, tubs,
or other domestic utensils, and of articles of food. Figure 74 is a Sec-

tion plan of one of these houses. Each family has a small saucer-shape

clay lamp burning near its platform. On the earthen floor directly
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under the smoke hole is a fireplace, where-cooking is done; this usu-

ally has a flat slab of stone set edgewise in the floor on the side toward

the doorway to serve as a wind-break for preventing drafts from striking

directly on the fiie.

Many of the houses are built with a long, low, covered passageway,

used both in winter and in summer, and the underground entrance is

omitted; some houses are very narrow and have only one wide sleeping

bench at the rear end, where one or two fjimilies are accommodated.

In some cases the entrance passage above ground is large enough to

serve as a storeroom, but usually every household is the owner of a

storehouse. Where timber is scarce, as in the country between Cape
Vancouver and the mouth of the Kuskokwim, these are built of turf.

At Point Barrow underground storerooms, with a trap in the roof,

were seen. At St Michael storehouses are erected on four stout posts,

made from drift logs, set firmly in the ground and projecting 10 or 12

feet, forming an equal-sided quadrangle. About 5 feet from the ground
the hewed ends of timbers are inserted to form parallel stringers, on

which are laid roughly hewed sticks for a floor, the ends projecting

2 or 3 feet on either side. To form the walls rough planks are fitted,

with their ends locked by means of notches. The top is covered with

sticks similar to the flooring, on which is placed a grass thatch or

sometimes a covering of earth. The doorway in front, 2i to 3 feet

square, is framed beside one of the corner posts by a roughly hewed

cap and jamb; the door is of rough plank, on rawhide hinges, fastened

by a stout cord.

Outside on the projecting ends of the floor are laid the sledge, kaiak,

and other objects belonging to the owner, while the inside serves as a

receptacle for food supplies and other perishable articles.

The accompanying illustration (figure 75) gives a good idea of a

typical storehouse of this character.

Where timber is abundant, as on the lower Yukon, these storehouses

are more elaborately constructed, being raised from 6 to 8 feet above

the ground, with the posts arranged and held in place in the same

manner as in those at St Michael. The front and rear walls are made
of well-hewed iflanks, set upright, with an oval door in the center of

the front, access to which is gained by a notched log. The ends of the

floor logs project in front far enough to support separate cross sticks,

forming a narrow outside platform. On the sides, the planks forming
the walls are placed horizontally. The roof has a double pitch, and is

usually made of bark held in place by cross sticks or other weights.

The upright planks that form the front and rear of these structures

are held in position by crosspieces extending between the corner posts,

as shown m i>late Lxxxi.

In addition to the storehouses, every village has elevated frames

upon which sledges and kaiaks maybe placed; this is necessary, owing
to the number of dogs in every village and the danger of their eating
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the rawhide covers of tlie kaiaks and the lashings of the sledges.
These frames are formed usually of two horizontal, parallel poles, or
small logs, raised on posts with forked ends or mortised into the

timber, their size and strength depending on the abundance of neces-

sary material.

Kashims are common everywhere among the Eskimo and have been

adopted by the adjacent Tinnc of lower Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers.

They vary in size according to the number of inhabitants in the village.
The material used for these structures is driftwood, consisting of logs
and poles which float down the rivers in. spring and are strewn along
their banks or carried to sea and scattered along the coast during the

following summer. Spruce is the most common variety. The logs are,

usually deprived of their bark by friction and are seasoned by exi)osure.

Logs 15 or 20 inches in diameter are not uncommon, and some are

found reaching 30 feet in length; as a rule, however, the timbers are

much smaller.

In constructing a kashim the logs are laid in the form of a square
to the height of 7 or 8 feet; from thence they are drawn in on every

side, in alternate courses, until the last are short, and surround a square

opening in the roof, directly over the middle of the room, and from 9 to

12 feet above the floor, forming a frame for the smoke hole, which is

about 2 or 2^ feet in width. If the building is small, it is covered with

a heavy layer of earth, but if large, a crib work is built around it, held

together by a frame, so as to inclose the building and form a double'

wall, inside of which is thrown a heavy layer of earth.

The floor is usuallj' of hewed planks laid close together, and occupies
about one-third of the area of the room, in the shape of a square in the

center; it is laid on sills at the end so that the planks can readily be

taken up ;
below these there is a pit from 3 to 4 feet deep, in which the

fire is built to heat tlie room for sweat baths, or at rare intervals in

winter; but usually the heat from the bodies of the occupants keeps the

temperature so high that they remain nude, or partly so, much of the

time, even in winter. Other i)lanks usually cover the ground back to

the walls, although in many places, especially where wood is scarce, the

floor of this portion of the room consists merely of the earth, beaten

hard. The entrance consists of a long, roofed passage, built of logs

and covered with earth; the outer end of this is faced with planks,

over which is a square, round, or arched doorway leading into the room

in summer^ when it is closed only by a bearskin curtain. In winter

this entrance, which is above the ground, is closed tightly, and a round

hole in the floor near the outer end of the upper passage leads through
a low tunnel, along which the people pass on their hands and knees to

the fire pit, and thence through a circular or oval hole to the middle of

the room.

These rooms are from 12 to 25 feet square. Around the inside, about

4 feet from the floor, extends a bench, hewed from a single log, 15 to 18
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inches wide and usually from 4 to 6 inclies in thickness, or left half

rounded below
5
this heavy bench is supported by stout sticks placed

diagonally across the corners of the room, and is used as a sleeping

place, also as a seat during festivals and at other times.

At the back of the room, supported on an upright post from 2 to 3

feet high, a lamp is kept burning, by public contribution, at all times

when the kashim is gloomy. A gut-skin cover is used over the smoke

hole at all times, except when the fire is burning in the pit, or when the

heat becomes too oppressive.

The accompanying illustration (figure 76) shows the outside pf the

kashim at St Michael, with the long passageway of logs. A sectional

plan of one of these buildings is given in figure 77.

i lu. 7t>—Kashim at tit Michael.

Pikmiktalik was a very populous place in the days when reindeer

were plentiful along this coast, some ten or fifteen years previously to

my residence in this region; but in 1878 only two or three families

remained, and the kashim and other houses were falling to pieces.

Pastolik, near the Yukon mouth, is the southernmost settlement of

the Unalit, and its buildings are typical. Ascending the Yukon and

passing several unimportant little villages, the first characteristic

settlement of the Yukon Eskimo is reached above Andreivsky. From
that point up the river the towns are similar to one another, consisting

of winter houses and kashims built on the ordinary plan, and of large,

loosely built summer houses of hewed planks on an inner framework,
with sloping roofs.
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The village of Starikwikhpak above Andreivsky, is built on a high
bank of the Yukon in the midst of a thick growth' of tall alders and

cottonwoods, and contains about forty people.

Next above is Kazbinsky, containing some twenty-five houses and
two kashims. It is the largest existing village of the Yukon Eskimo,
and the only one seen that was arranged with any degree of regu-

larity. There the winter and summer houses are built together, and
the rude alignment of the summer houses is evidenced in the illustra-

tion (plate Lxxxii). The summer houses front a small creek which
flows into the Yukon at that point. Back of them, in a more regular

arrangement, are most of the winter houses.
;
Near one end of this

row are two kashims, and immediately back of them is the graveyard,
the latter forming a part of the village and becoming so offensive in

summer that it is impossible at times for the fur traders to camp in

the vicinity.

The summer houses at this place and all along the Yukon up to

Fig. 77—Section of kashim at St Michael.

Paimut, the upper Eskimo village on the river, are alike built of heavy
slabs and planks split and hewed from drift logs.

Plate LXXXII, from a photograph, is a view taken at'Eazbinsky in

winter, showing the tops of some winter houses in the foreground and

a row of plank summer houses in the background.
The summer houses throughout this part of Alaska vary so slightly

/ in the details of their construction that a description of those seen at

Eazbinsky will serve as typical of all in that region. The front and'

rear ends are constructed of roughly hewed planks set upright; the

sides are of horizontal timbers hewed and loosely fitted. About five

feet from the ground a log extends from side to side of the structure,

resting upon two posts in the middle, with braces at either end, hav-

ing their ends set in the ground, and connected by similar logs which

extend from front to rear along the eaves.

In some houses the braces at the front and rear are replaced by two

tall poles set in the ground midway between the corners, two or three

/
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yards apart and projecting several feet above the top of the roof.

Lengthwise over the top of the house extend hewed sticks which hold

in position the upright posts and the logs that bind the upright planks.

The use of crosspieces fastened at each end to the top of upright

timbers is a common method adopted by the Eskimo of Norton sound

and the lower Yukon for binding the framework of their structures.

Braces, which fit into a notch in an upright post with the other end

planted in the ground, are also commonly used. Sometimes the walls

of summer houses are built with u])right sticks all around, as can be

seen at Ikogmut, but more commonly the ends are formed of upright

pieces and the sides of timbers laid horizontally. The inner frame-

work is bound together by withes or wooden pins and held in place at

the eaves by joists, across which are thrown poles or planks, forming
an open attic or platform for the storage of dried fish and other arti-

cles of food, nets, and various implements. The roof is double-pitched
and covered with slabs or planks over which pieces of bark are laid.

Along the sides of the room, at from one to three feet above the floor, are

r broad sleeping platforms, which accommodate from one to three fami-

lies. In the front, a foot or two above the ground, a semilunar piece

\/ is cut from each of two adjoining planks, forming an oval doorway
about three feet high. Small square or round windows, a few inches in

diameter, are sometimes cut in the walls near the sleeping platforms.
There is also plenty of ventilation from other directions, as very little

effort is made to prevent the wind from circulating freely through the

numerous cracks.

Plate Lxxxi, which represents the storehouses at Ikogmut, shows
also one of these summer houses in the background.
In the winter of 1880 the people at Paimut were found living in their

summer houses on a high bank overlooking the Yukon, and I was told

that their winter village on the island in the river had been swept
away by high water the season before.

At Chukwhuk, just above Ikogmut, the winter houses, as is usual in

this district, were arranged with the sleeping platforms raised about
V three feet from tlie ground, leaving si>ace below for storing supplies.

The house at which I stopi)ed was supplied with three of these plat-

forms, each having its oil lamp on an upright post. Near one lamp a

woman was making a pair of ornamented gloves, and by another lamp
a woman was braiding a straw mat.

At a village in the Big-lake district, lying in the strip of country
between the two nearest points of lower Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers,

the houses were of the ordinary kind, except that they were rather

smaller than on the Yukon and had extraordinarily long entrance

passages.
At the base of Kuslevak mountains the houses were made of smaller

timbers, brought a long distance from the coast in boats, or of a

light framework of short, crooked alder trunks covered with brush
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from the banks of the streams in the neighborhood. These houses were

very small and depended for their strength partly upon the hard, frozen

covering of earth. Igiogagainut, a village lyin^ between Kuslevak
mountains and Cape Romanzof, consisted of several small hovels of this

kind. Their interior plan was as near the usual type as the material

would allow, as the rooms were only 4J feet high to the small, square
smoke holes, which were covered with sheets of clear ice about 4 inches

thick instead of with the usual gut skin. From the smoke holes the walls

sloped to the ground, making iiiclosures from 12 to 15 feet in diameter.

These places were crowded Avith i)eople. On the earthen floors were

layers of soft, decaying garbage of every description, from which the

heat arising from the crowded human bodies evolved a sickening odor.

Js^ear Cape Romanof was a summer fishing village of four houses,
which looked lik^ so many mounds, about 6 feet high. We found them
to be built entirely above ground and of split drift logs, held u]) in the

usual manner and covered with earth. A square opening 3 feet high
in one wall served as a door, entering directly into the room, and the

square smoke hole in the roof formed the only other aperture. Sleep-

ing platforms were rudely made on the earthen floor.

Askiuuk, south of Cape llomanzof, is built on the top of an earthen

mound which rises about 15 feet above the level of the surrounding

country. The present village covers nearly the entire top of this mound.

The inhabitants say that this elevation has accumulated from the long-

occupancy of the spot by their people, and its present appearance
would seem to justify the assertion.

The houses are clustered together in the most irregular manner, and

T the entrances to the passageways leading to the interiors open out in

the most unexpected places. Sometimes one of these passages opens
on the top of another house built lower down on the side of the mound,

or, it may be, between two houses, or almost against the side of an

adjoining one. Near by is a very extensive graveyard, which has some

interesting burial places, but my visit was too brief to enable me to

examine it carefully.

The Askiuuk kashim is like those at the next village to the south,

called Kushunuk. At this place there are two kashims, the smaller one

being about 30 by 30 feet on the floor and 20 feet high at the smoke

hole. The walls are of split logs placed vertically, with their plane

faces inward and resting at their upper ends against the logs which

form the framework of the roof; the floor is of heavy hewed planks.

Extending around the room on the floor, and about 3^ feet from the

walls, are small logs, serving to mark otf the sleeping places of the

men and at the same time as head rests, the sleepers lying with their

heads toward the middle of the room. Three feet above and C inches

nearer the walls other logs extend around the room, with planks

between them and the sides, aflbrding a broad sleeping bench, sup-

ported in the middle by upright posts and at each end inserted in the
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wall of the structure. The roof is made by the usual arrangement

of logs forming a rectangular pyramid with a flat top, in the middle of

which is the smoke *hole. The entrance passage is unusually high

and roomy, opening directly into the kashim above ground by means

of a round hole in the front of the wall.

In winter the entrance is through a hole in the floor of the entrance

passage, thence through the underground tunnel as usual to an exit

hole, which has on each side a walrus tusk with the point and base

sunk into the plank and the curve upward, affording convenient hand-

rests when going in and out and preventing the necessity of placing

the hands on the wet planks at the side of the hole. The plan of this

kashim is shown in figure 78.

In addition to the kashims, the village contained about twenty

houses, accommodating about one hundred and twenty-five people. It

Fig. 78—Section of kasliiiu at Kn.sbunuk.

is built in a straggling manner on a slightly rising piece of ground,
with elevated storehouses and raised frameworks for the boats and

sledges. The entire area covered is about a quarter of a mile in

length. Kearer the sea is the site of an ancient village that was

occupied by the ancestors of these people.
To the southward of this place the next village was Kaialigamut,

which contained about one hundred people and two kashims. The
houses and kashirns were like those of the last two villages described,

except that the kashims were smaller and were provided with a second

and narrower shelf above the first sleeping benches, on which the men

placed their clothing and other belongings.
The early Russian traders who visited this district say that the peo-

ple in these large villages had underground passageways leading from

the kashim to adjacent houses, for use in case of sudden attack by an

enemy. A Russian told me that he once discovered a passage of this
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kind from the kashim to an ancient house and from there to another

house. It was further stated that in those days the people made their

houses larger, so that they could use their bows in them for repelling
an attack by the enemy.
The village of Ukagamut, near Mount Robert Lincoln, contained

about twenty people. The huts were extremely small, owing to the scar-

city of wood. The interiors were excessively filthy and permeated with

the stench of decaying animal matter. The smoke holes were covered

with slabs of ice, and the floors were several inches deep with an oozy
mass of refuse. The dried fish stored in the houses and used for food

was covered with blue and green mold, and the entire place was the

most miserable that I saw in that region. The inhabitants were suf-

fering from skin diseases and from.the attacks of an ailment resembling

epilepsy.

Tununuk was a summer village on Cape Vancouver at the time of my
visit in December, 1879. A few people were found wintering there.

Wood was scarce and the houses were small and filthy.

South of this point wood was so scarce that in several villages there

was none for making elevated storehouses, and for that purpose small

huts were built of turf cut into slabs and laid up in walls, which were

frozen solid and covered with flat roofs of the same material. The

doors, which were the only opeuings, consisted of slabs of frozen turf

about 2^ by 3 feet and 4 inches thick. At one village I saw about

twenty of these huts, all of which were 4 or 5 feet high and from to 8

feet in diameter.

In the second village south of Cape Vancouver the houses were

made of turf slabs laid up about the frail framework of small sticks

and brush and covered with earth. This had been wet and frozen so

that the walls were very firm, but the people stated that they would

leave them early in the spring, for as soon as warm weather began the

walls would melt and fall in.

The smoke holes of the houses in all this district were covered with

slabs of ice, from which the heat inside continually caused water to

drop down the walls, rendering the floor a soft and sticky mass except
in the coldest weather.

From Cape Vancouver to the Kuskokwim the land is very low, and

whenever the wind blows a gale in shore the coast villages are in dan-

ger of being flooded. The day before my arrival at Chalitmut the sea

flowed inland and rose to a depth of three feet over the floor of the

kashim; the people who were caught inside made a hole in the roof, to

which they crept and stayed for hours, until the water had subsided.

Every few years the ice sweeps away one or more villages in this district,

causing loss of life.

At Chichiriagamut, in this district, a heavy rain fell during my stay,

and the water came into the kashim from the surrounding drainage so

that it was 18 inches deep in the tuuuel-like entrance passage and had
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to be baled out twice a day. The kasbim was very small and low, with

no floor except the beaten earth ;
the fire pit in the middle of the room

Avas in the depression which began at the walls and sloped gradually

toward the center. This central depression was full of water, and

the entire floor was covered except for a narrow border about four feet

wide aroi\ud the sides. In this kashim two lamps were burning upon

supports, one on each side of the room. These supports were rudely

carved in the form of a human face, representing quite a different type

from the countenances of the people, and constituted the only attempt

at such work that I saw among the Eskimo (figure 79). When the

Kuskokwim was reached the abundance of driftwood was shown by
the larger size of the houses and kashims, and by the presence of ele-

vated storehouses and frames for sleds and boats.

From St Michael northward along the coast of the mainland there

existed a much greater variety of houses than

had been noted to the southward of that

place. From St Michael to Uiiaktolik, in-

cluding Kigiktauik,Unalaklit, and Shaktolik,
with a few smaller places, the houses are of

the typo general among the Unalit, as the

people belong mainly to that group.

Tup-hanikwa, north of Unalaklit, had in

February, 1880, a single house, which was

occupied by three families. The single room

was 10 by 12 feet in dimension and about 5^
feet high. On the night of my visit sixteen

adults slept on the earthen floor of this small

room.

At the villages of Atnuk and Nubviukh-

chugaluk the houses were large, well made,
and provided with a floor of hewed planks;
the sleeping platforms were raised about 18

inches above the floor.

In March, 1880, the village of Ignituk, near Cape Darby, contained

about one hundred and fifty people. It was built at the mouth of a

small canyon leading down to the sea, and the lower houses were on the

upper edge of an abrupt sloj)e 40 or 50 feet above the beach, where were

arranged on sleds the kaiaks of the villagers ready for seal hunting on

the sea ice. The houses had plank floors and broad sleeping benches.

They were built with a small, square anteroom, which was used as a

storeroom for provisions, and from it a passage about 3 feet high and
10 to 20 feet in length led to the round hole giving access to the living
room. This hole was either in the end of the passage opening through
the wall of the room just above the floor, or through the floor inside

the front wall. In the middle of the floor the planks were laid so that

they could be taken up, as is done in the kashims. Close to the fire-

Fir.. 79—Carved lamp support.

^
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place, between it and the door, was a large flat slab of stone placed on

edge to protect the fire from the draft. Some of the houses had two

sleeping platforms, one above the other, the lower one raised very little

above the floor and the other about three feet above it. Plans of two
of these houses are shown in figures 80 and 81.

On the long strip of low, saudy coast, between Ignituk and Cape
Nome, were located a number of small houses, which were used by the

people while snaring marmots {Spermophilus parryi) in spring, or

when salmon fishing in summer. These summer houses, or shelters,

were conical lodges, made by standing up sticks of driftwood in a

Fig. 80—Section of house at Ijiuituk.

close circle, with their tops leaning together, forming a structure like

an Indian tij)i; they were built by first lashing together three pieces

of wood and setting them up like a tripod, the others being leaned

against them to complete the rude structure. On the inside a rough

sleeping platform was supported on four corner stakes at the back of

the room. A narrow vacant space between two of the logs, forming
the wall, served as a doorway.

In the village on the north side of Cape Nome the houses were built

very much like those of Ignituk, but varied in some particulars.

Fig. 81—Section of Louse at Ignituk.

They were constructed of driftwood, with an outer storeroom, which

was entered through a hole in the roof, access to which was gained by
means of a notched ladder. From this storeroom was a passage about

three feet high, which ended in a hole leading through the wall directly

onto the plank floor of the living room, which had a sleeping bench

about four feet from the floor, and below this the floor was usually occu-

pied for the same purpose. Leading from the entrance storeroom

were one or two other passages communicating with other living rooms,

and on one side a short passage opened into a room about 8 by 10 feet

in dimension and 6 or 7 feet in height, which served as a cooking room
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for the group of families living iu the structure. Ko fires were ever lit

in the living rooms. The sectional plan of one of these houses is shown
in figure 82, and a ground plan in figure 83.

On Sledge island the winter village was perched on a steep slope,

facing the sea, and well above the water. The houses were set one

Fia. 82—Section of house at Gape iS'oine.

back of the other on the slope of the rocky talus that extends up to

the Lop of the high bluff; they were built on the plan of those at Cape
Nome, above described, except that the storeroom usually opened on a

level with the ground in front, instead of through the roof. In July,

1881, this village was almost deserted, as the people were on the adja-

cent mainland engaged in salmon fishing.

In all the last-named villages elevated frameworks for boats and

sledges were numerous; iu those where the floors were made of hewed

Fig. 83—Ground plan of bouse at Cape Nome.

planks, long use had worn them smooth and the inmates were careful

to keep them clean, sweeping them as often as necessary with a little

wisp of twigs.

King island, in Bering strait, is a rugged mass of granite rising
sheer from the water for hundreds of feet on three sides, and on the
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fourth side, where the village is located, it is very difficult to make a

landing. In July, 1881, the Coricin anchored a few hundred yards off

the shore; the rugged granite yvalls rose in sharp, serrated, angular
slopes almost perpendicularly from the edge of the water to the village
and thence upward to the high crest. Along the edge of the water

great granite bowlders added to the difficulty of landing, thence up
to the village a broken j^ath zigzagged sharply up the jagged slope.
From the vessel the village presented the appearance of a cluster of

cliff-swallows' nests on the face of the island, the entrances to the

houses looking like rounded black holes among the granite bowlders
used for their walls. As the anchor chain went rattling out, the peo-

ple, who had been watching us from the houses, gave a loud shout and
ran down to the water, leaping from rock to rock and looking like pig-

mies, so dwarfed were they by the gigantic background.
The winter houses at this place were made by excavating the loose

rocks, thus forming a deep niche in the steep slope, and by walling up
the front and sides with stones placed over a driftwood framework.

Access to these houses was gained by a long, arched stone passage-

way, which sloped from the outer entrance in and up to a hole in the

plank floor. The inside of the living rooms were arranged with plank
floor and benches, just as on Sledge island, but there were no outer

storerooms or cooking rooms in the passageway. Driftwood was abun-

dant there, but the principal material used for covering the houses was
broken granite.

The summer houses were remarkable structures
; they were square

inclosures, made wholly of tanned walrus hide, with a slightly arched

roof of walrus skins drawn snugly over the wooden framework and
lashed firmly in place. The houses were elevated and held in place

by a framework which consisted of two main poles standing upright
with their bases fastened among the rocks and connected by a wooden
crossbar lashed to them 10 or 20 feet from the ground. From this

crossbar other bars extended on a level back to the slope of the hill,

where they were made fast. The floor was of roughly hewed planks,
and at the back rested against the face of the hill. From the hillside

a plank extended to one of the corners of the house, and a little plank
walk passed thence around the side of the house to the front, being
railed by a pole lashed, at about the height of a man's hand, to uprights
set in the rocks. On the seaward side was a circular opening, which

served as a combined door and window. Figure 84 represents one of

these summer houses.

In some of these houses one corner was walled off from the room with

walrus hide as a square inclosure to serve as a sleeping room. In one

of the houses the entire rear half was walled across and again subdi-

vided by a walrus-skin partition, forming two sleeping rooms, entrance

to which was given by a round hole cut in the skin. Each of these

inner rooms served for a family, and contained their bedding and
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various small possessions, the longer outer room being a general sit-

ting and work room and a receptacle for dried fisli and other stores.

The translucent walrus hides rendered these houses very light, and

they were kept quite clean. In summer fresh meat and fish were kept
in a great cleft in the cliff close to the landing place, and accessible

only from the water. There were various elevated frameworks here

for storing the boats.

On the larger Diomede island, in the middle of Bering strait, the vil-

lages differed in several respects from those of the King islanders.

Fig. 84—Walrus skin siniinier house on King island.

The summer houses were built among the winter dwellings, and were
above ground, with stone walls and gravel-covered roofs. An arched

stone passage, similar to those of the winter houses, but shorter, led to the

living room. With the exception of being less carefully built to exclude

water, these summer houses Avere very similar to those used in winter.

Kaised on four posts over or very near the entrance to each summer
house was a storehouse, the supporting posts and framework of which
were made from driftwood, and the sides and roofs of walrus hide, like

the elevated houses on King island.
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At Cape Prince of Wales, on the American shore of Bering strait,
there were two villages. One near the hill at the southern side of the

cape was called the " hill village," and the other, located on the flat, was
called the "

spit village." They were separated by a space of about 75

yards. The houses were built of driftwood covered with earth, and
were very similar to those of the Diomede islands. The people of
these two villages had a standing feud that occasionally broke into

open quarrels. Those of the "spit village" were the most aggressive,
and were hated and feared by the others.

Crossing the strait a large Eskimo village was found on the point of
East cape, Siberia. This was built on a steep slope fronting the sea,
and its dome-shape houses with small outer openings gave it the
same appearance of being a cluster of cliff swallows' nests that we had

Fig. 85—Eskimo villajio at East cape, Siberia.

noticed on our approach to King island. From the anchorage fifty-four

occupied houses were counted; these must have contained over two
hundred and tifty people.
Just around the cape, to the north, was a village of equal size, which

was not visited. The village on the point was built on a slope of loose

granite fragments inclined at such an angle that there was space for

only a narrow trail in front of most of the houses, and then a sharp
descent of some yards. The houses consisted of a stone wall laid up
two or three feet from the ground, in oval form, and continued in the

shape of an arched or open-top entrance passage three or four yards

long, as shown in figure 8o.

Upon this stone wall was a framework of whale-ribs arched to a com-

mon point over one side of the entrance, where they were met by the

18 ETH 17
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jawbone of a whale, the upper end of which was slightly curved inward

to meet the ribs crossed on the top. The jawbone, held in place by
lashings and heavy stones, was thus made to sustain the weight of the

structure. Over this framework tanned walrus hides were laid and

secured by lashings and heavy stones or whale vertebra; attached to the

ends of cords. The front part of the room was used for storing various

articles of food and property, and the rear part was supplied with pologs,

or small rooms, made by sewing reindeer skins into the form of a cov-

ered square or rectangular box without a bottom, about 7 or 8 by 10 or

12 feet square and about 4 feet high, which were held in place by raw-

hide ropes extending from each upper corner and the middle of the

sides to the framework of the roof. In this way very close, warm rooms

were made inside the house, in which, on a small raised i^latform of

planks or beaten earth, the beds were placed. Each family had its own

polog. Wood seemed to be very scarce among these people. The
illustration shows the situation of the village and the position of the

houses. The elevated platform on the right, for sleds and boats, is

made of whales' jawbones (figure 85).

Scattered along the hillside among the occui)ied houses were the

remains of many ruined houses, which were similar in character to the

dwellings seen on the Diomede islands—partly underground, with

external stone walls—and a very large number of pits showed the sites

of still older houses. It was evident that in earlier times these people
had used underground houses exclusively, but more recently had
abandoned them and built their dwellings in the manner described.

At Plover bay, on the same coast, the village consisted mainly
of walrus-hide huts similar to those at East cape, except that they
had no stone walls about the bases, and the frames were composed of

driftwood instead of whale ribs
5
but the interior arrangement of deer-

skin pologs w^as the same. The illustration (plate lxxxiii a), from a

photograph, will give an idea of the exterior of these houses.

A few small, half underground houses of driftwood and whalebones

covered with earth in the regular Eskimo style, were found here. On
the northern side of the mouth of the bay a zigzag path leads high up
on the bluft's to a rock-walled shelter used as a lookout to watch for

whales or for vessels at sea.

This village is not very populous, and through the introduction of

whisky and of various diseases by the whalers, who call here every

season, the Eskimo at this point are in a fair way to become extinct.

The accompanying illustration (plate lxxxiv) represents two women
from this locality.

St Lawrence island had several large and populous villages previous
to the year ] 879. During the winter of 1879-'80 a famine, accompanied
by disease, caused the death of at least two-thirds of the entire popu-
lation of the island, and several villages were completely depopulated.

During the summer of 1881 I visited these villages on the revenue
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cutter Goricin^ and found the tundra surrounding the village sites cov-

ered with corpses of the inhabitants; and dozens of them were still

lying where they had died in the houses.

In two villages at the southwestern end of the island were several

summer houses of walrus skin, like those used at Plover bay, and
various winter houses. These latter, were framed with the jawbones
and ribs of whales, which were planted in the ground, arching in at the

top, forming an oval framework supporting the roof. The latter was
made of similar bones with a little driftwood added, and the entire

structure was covered with earth. Owing to the scarcity of material

these houses were small and rude, but were very similar to buildings
on the northern shore of Norton sound.

Close by the winter houses were elevated storehouses, upheld on four

jawbones of whales planted upright in the ground. Most of the

summer houses were framed of long strips of bone sawed lengthwise
from whales' jaws, with, one end ^laruted in the ground and the other

bent over toward a stout jawbone of a whale standing upright in the

ground, on one side of the oval area inclosed

by the bone strii)s. Alternating with these

strips were whale ribs, which also curved

over toward the upright post. The frame

pieces were planted very shallowly in the

ground and were held steady by a rock

weighing over 100 pounds, which was hung
from the i)ost-like jawbone which formed

the main strength of the structure. An
idea of these frames is given by the accom-

panying sketch (figure 86).

The interior of these summer houses

measured about 20 feet in diameter, and were supplied with pologs
made of reindeer skins sewed together and suspended from the roof,

as is done on the Siberian coast. Exteriorly they were covered with

walrus skins, which were lashed on and held in j)lace by heavy weights
of stone, driftwood, and bones, to prevent their being toppled over by
the frequent gales.

In a large village on the northern shore of the island, where all the

inhabitants had perished, I found many similar summer houses, also

some partly subterranean winter houses, differing from any others seen

in this region. They were roofed with whalebones and driftwood, over

which was the usual layer of earth. Over the outer end of the passage-

way was a roofed, stockaded shelter made of driftwood, with one side

or a part of one side left open, facing away from the direction of the

prevailing wind. These shelters were from 5 to 8 feet across and about

5 or 6 feet high. In the floor opened a square hole, giving access to the

passageway, which was 2 or 3 feet high and from 50 to 75 feet in length
and built wholly underground. In several instances they were curved

Fig. 80—House frame of trliale ribs

and jawbone.
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laterally or turned at an angle, as if to cut oft" a draft; but it is possible

this may have been caused by starting at both ends of the tunnel when

excavating it and failing to meet in a direct line. The houses had two

sets of broad sleeping benches on the right and left sides of the room.

Over the center of the floor was a square hole in the roof; just back of

•

'

Fig. 87—Section of house on St Lawrence island.

this a round opening had been made, in which was fitted a large ver-

tebra of a whale hollowed out to form a short cylinder, serving as a

smoke hole or ventilator, wbich could be left open during stormy
weather when the larger opening was covered. The accompanying
section of one of these houses (figure 87) exj)lains the method of their

construction.

Pig. 88—Summer camp at Hotham inlet.

At Cape Espenberg, on Kotzebue sound, in July, 1881, we found a

camp of traveling Malemut. They had several low, round-top tents, 3J
to 4 feet high and 6 to 7 feet wide, made of drilling drawn over slender

poles crossed and bent, with their ends thrust into the ground. One
conical lodge, also covered with drilling, was about 10 feet high and 8

feet in diameter on the ground.
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At HotLam inlet, near the head of Kotzebue sound, on the 15th of

July of the same year, a large gathering of Eskimo from Kowak and
Noatak rivers was seen. They were living in a row of conical lodges

extending in a line for more than a mile along a low, sandy spit par-
allel to the shore of the sound. Figure 88, from a photograph, illus-

trates this camp for the season of 1881. This camp was arranged with

almost military precision ; along the beach, above high-water mark,
with their sterns to the sea, w^ere ranged between sixty and seventy
umiaks, turned with the bottom upward and toward the prevailing

wind, tilted on one rail, the other being supported on two sticks 3J to

4 feet fong. Seventy-five yards back from the umiaks, in a line parallel

to the beach, were ranged over two hundred kaiaks, supported about

three feet from the ground on low trestles made of branching stakes.

Below each kaiak, supported on a rest 3 or 4 inches above the ground,
was the set of spears, paddles, etc, belonging to the boat. The kaiaks

were all of the long, slender

pattern common at Kotze-

bue sound, and were ranged

parallel to each other, point-

ing toward the sea, in a line

with the umiaks. Fifty
yards back from the kaiaks,
and ranged in a line parallel

with them, were the conical

lodges occupied by the peo-

ple; they were framed by
slender poles standing in a

circle, with the upper ends

meeting and held in place

by a strong wooden hoop
lashed to the poles with
rawhide cord midway between the ground and the top. The acconi-

panying sketch (figure 89) shows the manner of arranging theframework.

The frames were about 10 feet high and from 12 to 15 feet in diam-

eter at the base; they were covered with untanned winter deerskins

sewed into squares containing about six deerskins, which were thrown

over the framework with the hair outward. Several of these squares

were necessary for each lodge. In some cases the deerskins were cov-

ered with a laige sheet of drilling or calico, as shown in plate Lxxxiii b.

Behind the lodges were stakes to which each family had tied its dogs^

fastened so as to be just out of reach of each other.

This was a summer trading camp of these people, and contained

from six to eight hundred persons. Figure 90 shows the plan of the

encampment.
In size and methodical arrangement this camp presented a very

striking appearance and was the only one I ever saw in which the

Fig. 89—Frame for summer lod":e, Hotliam inlet.
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Eskimo had followed a deliberate plan. The large number of boats,

and the necessity for having clear space to enable each crew to launch

without interfering with its neighbors, must have brought about this

plan, which could not have been improved, as the entire cami) could

embark and paddle to a trading vessel in less than five minutes.

\

Fifi. 90—Arrangement of summer camp at Hotham inlet.

This was a temporary camp which is located here for a few weeks

each summer for the purpose of trading with vessels which cruise in

these waters, as well as for nleeting and trading with the people from

both shores of Bering strait.

At Point Hojje, just north of Kotzebue sound, was found a large

Eskimo village, containing between three hundred and four hundred peo-

ple, living in conical summer lodges. The winter village of semi-subter-

ranean houses was on the outer edge of the cape, the summer village

being nearer the mainland.

Kear Cape Tiiompson was
found a small party of peo-

ple, from Point Hope, who
were on their way up the

coast and were waiting here

for better weather. They
were living in conical lodges
covered with a patchwork
of sealskins sewed together.

. The entrance to each lodge
was through a square hole

in one side, about two feet

from the ground, as shown
in the accompanying illus-

tration (figure 91).

At Cape Lisburne was found another camp of Point Hope people on

their way northward Two photographs of this camp were obtained,
from one of which plate Lxxxv was drawn. This camp had the usual

conical lodges, some of them being round-topped like those seen at

Cape Espenberg.

Fig. 91—Summer lodge at Cape Thompson.
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Just north of Cape Lisburne three or four winter houses were seen,
but it could not be determined whether they were occupied.
Near Icy cape were several summer camps of Point Barrow people.

They were living in conical lodges, many of which were covered M'ith

canvas taken from wrecked whaling vessels. In front of each camp
was erected a stout post from 12 to 20 feet high, notched on the sides

for convenience in climbing. Near the top was a crossbar, used as a

seat or perch. The coast in this part of the district is very flat and

low, and these posts are used as lookout points whence the people are

able to see the "
blowing" of whales or the approach of ships. As we

passed by the shore each post was usually occupied by a man who
waved his shirt to induce us to stop.

From here to Point Barrow were several similar summer camps of

from two to ten lodges each. At Point Barrow the winter houses were

of the ordinary half underground type with a long, tunnel-like entrance

way; scarcity of driftwood had necessitated the use of whale ribs and

jawbones in framing these houses. At this point the storehouses for

meat were built very nearly in the style of the winter houses, except
that the only entrance was by a trapdoor in the roof, so that they
were really half-underground cellars.

Near the winter houses were i)latforms 6 to 8 feet above the ground,
on which were stored spears, nets, and various hunting and household

paraphernalia. At the time of our visit in August the inhabitants

were living in conical lodges.

RUINS

Euins of ancient Eskimo villages are common on the lower Yukon and

thence along the coast line to Point Barrow. On the Siberian shore

they were seen from East cape along the Arctic coast to Cape Wanka-
rem. Various circumstances prevented the recording of more than a

few superficial notes in regard to them, which are here inserted for the

purpose of bringing them to the attention of future workers in that

region. On the shore of the bay on the southern side of St Michael

island I dug into an old village site where saucer-shape pits indicated

the places formerly occupied by houses. The village had been burned,

as was evident from the numerous fragments of charred timbers mixed

with the soil. In the few cubic feet of earth turned up at this place

were found a slate fish knife, an ivory spearhead, a doll, and a toy dish,

the latter two cut from bark. The men I had with me from the village

at St Michael became so alarmed by their superstitious feelings that

I was obliged to give up the idea of getting further aid from them in

this place. I learned afterward that this village had been built by

people from Pastolik, at the mouth of the Yukon, Avho went there to

fish and to hunt seals before the Kussians came to the country.

On the highest point of Whale island, which is a steep islet just off-

shore near the present village of St Michael, were the ruins of a
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kashim and of several bouses. The St Michael people told me that this

place was destroyed, long before the Kussians came, by a war party from

below the Yukon mouth. The sea has encroached upon the islet until

a portion of the land formerly occupied by the village has been washed

away. The permanently frozen soil at this place stopped us at the

depth of about two feet. Here, and at another ancient Unalit village

site which was examined superficially, we found specimens of bone and

ivory carvings which were very ancient, as many of them crumbled to

pieces on being exi)osed.

Along the lower Yukon are many indications of villages destroyed

by war parties. According to the old men these parties came from

Askinuk and Kushunuk, near the Kuskokwim, as there was almost

constant warfare between the people of these two sections before the

advent of the Russians.

Both the fur traders and the Eskimo claim that there are a large

number of house sites on the left bank of the Yukon, a few miles below

Ikogmut. This is the village that the Yukon Eskimo say had 35

kashims, and there are many tales relating to the period when it was

occupied. At the time of my Yukon trips this site Avas heavily cov-

ered with snow, and I could not see it; but it would undoubtedly well

repay thorough excavation during the summer months. One of the

traditions is that this village was built by people from Bristol bay,

joined by others from Nunivak island and Kushunuk. One informant

said that a portion of this village was occupied up to 1848, when the

last inhabitants died of smallpox, but whether or not this is true I was
unable to learn.

Another informant told me that near the entrance of Goodnews bay,

near the mouth of the Kuskokwim, there is a circular pit about 75 feet

in diameter, marking the former site of a very large kashim. A few

miles south of Shaktolik, near the head of Norton sound, I learned of the

existence of a large village site. Both the Eskimo and the fur traders

who told me of this said that the houses had been those of Shaktolik

people, and that some of them must have been connected by under-

ground passageways, judging from the ditch-like depressions from one

to the other along the surface of the ground. The Shaktolik men who
told me this said that there were many other old village sites about

there and that they were once inhabited by a race of very small people
who have all disappeared.
From the Malemut of Kotzebue sound and adjacent region I learned

that there are many old village sites in that district. Many of these

places were destroyed by war x)artiesof Tinne from the interior, accord-

ing to the traditions of the present inhabitants.

On Elephant point, at the head of Kotzebue sound, 1 saw the site of

an old village, with about fifteen. pits marking the locations of the

houses. The pits sloped toward the center and showed by their out-

lines that the houses had been small and roughly circular, with a short
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passageway leading into them, the entire structure having been partly
underground.
The Eskimo of East cape, Siberia, said that there were many old

village sites along the coast in that vicinity. These houses had stone
foundations, many of which are still in place. There is a large ruined
village of this kind near the one still occupied on the cape.
On the extreme point of Cape Wankarem, and at its greatest eleva-

tion, just above the luesent camp of the reindeer Chukchi, a series of
three sites of old Eskimo villages were found. The accompanying
sketch map of the cape shows the relative sites of these villages, and
also indicates another fact which may give a slight clew to the age of
one of them.

Fig. 92—Sites of ancient villages at Cape Wankarem, Siberia.

Number 1 is the site of a village which at present contains the ruins

of three houses; other houses have evidently been washed away by the

encroachment of the sea. These three houses are of mound shajje, with

a pit or depression in the middle, and a trench-like depression lead-

ing out from each of them toward the sea shows the position of the

entrance passage. Numerous ribs and jawbones of whales lie scattered

about, and the decaying end of a whale's jawbone, projecting through
the toj) of one of the mounds, shows the material used in framing them.

Number 2 represents a series of five similar house sites, facing the

dotted area on the sketch map; and at number 3 is indicated still

another series of ten house sites like the preceding, all unquestionably
of Eskimo origin.

Number 4 is the site of the present Chukchi camp, consisting of skin

lodges, as we found it at the time of our visit. No recent whale bones
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were seen about the Chukchi camp, but there were many vertebrae and

other bones gathered from the ruins of the Eskimo houses. A man
was seen digging up a whale's jawbone from one of the old house sites,

and there were evidences that many others had been removed in the

same manner by the present inhabitants.

During repeated visits made to these ruins I was impressed by
several circumstances which may serve to shed light on their age, as

shown by the following observations:

Villages 1 and 2 are on a high knoll which rises like an island from

the low, flat shore, the sides sloping down to the narrow, pebble-cov-

ered neck of land (at 7) which separates a lagoon on one side from the

open sea on the other. Number 4 is on higher ground than the neck at

number 7, and is made up of sand and gravel. Number 5 is the present
seashore or water line. Number 6 is a well-marked ancient water line,

close to the edge of which was built the village marked 3. There is

a gravelly beach between the present and former water lines. Number
7 is a pebble-covered beach, probably two feet above extreme high water

line at present.

It will be noticed that number 2 fronts directly upon 7 and is located

exactly as an Eskimo village would be placed if 7 were an open chan-

nel. The western Eskimo have an almost invariable custom of build-

ing their villages facing the water and parallel with the shore line. I

think it may safely be stated that none of these people ever placed a

village site in the relation to the sea that the site of number 2 now bears,
and it consequently follows, almost as a demonstrated fact, that village

number 2 was built and occupied when 7 was an open waterway, sepa-

ratiog the high knoll of Cape Wankarem from the mainland and thus

forming it into an island.

I think number 2 marks the most ancient of the villages, for number
3 is so placed in regard to the ancient beach (6) that it could not have
been safely inhabited until the sea came to occupy nearly its present
water line. 1 should conclude that the land had been raised about

three feet from its ancient leveL at the time the water line stood at 6,

when village number 3 was occupied. The gradual upraising of the

coast must have made village number 2 untenable and caused the

people to change to number 3, that and number 1 probably being the

last villages occupied by the Eskimo, who had disappeared from this

part of the coast before the historical period.

The severity of the Arctic climate on this bleak coast renders it very

difficult, if not impossible, to make an estimate of any value (basing cal-

culations upon the decay of perishable articles) as to the length of time

that has elapsed since an ancient site was occupied. If data were at

hand to estimate the rate of the rise of the land on the northwestern

Alaska and Siberian coasts, we would have a key to the approximate

age of villages 2 and 3 at Cape Wankarem, and probably to the age of

numerous other settlements along the same shore.
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FOOD

Being a race of hunters and fishermen the food supply of the Eskimo
is essentially composed of game and fish, which are prepared in a

variety of ways. But little attention is paid to cleanliness in the

preparation of food among these people. The flesh of reindeer, moun-
tain sheep, bears, seals, walrus and other large game are commonly
boiled in sea water to give it a salty flavor.

Meat is frequently kept for a considerable length of time and some-
times until it becomes semiputrid. At Point Barrow, in the middle of

August, ]881, the people still had the carcasses of deer which had been
killed the preceding winter and spring. This meat was kept in small

underground pits, which the frozen subsoil rendered cold, but not cold

enough to prevent a bluish fungus growth which completely covered
the carcasses of the animals and the walls of the storerooms.

Meat killed in summer is often dried, as are also the various kinds of

salmon, which are split down to the base of the tail and hung on wooden
frames until dry. The smaller species of salmon, known as dog salmon,
are tied in bunches of twenty when dry and placed in storehouses for

future use.

The large flakes of dried king salmon are usually packed away in

bales or bundles. Tomcod, sculpin, and whitetish also are dried, the

smaller species, such as tomcod and sculpin, being hung upon strings.
The roe of herring is gathered on the seaweed during spawning time
and some of this is dried and preserved for winter use, when it is boiled

and eaten with great relish.

On the lower Kuskokwim and thence to the Yukon the people try
out the oil from a species of whitefish found there and store in bags
for winter use the clear white fat thus obtained.

Fish are boiled and sometimes are roasted over an open fire as is

frequently done with meat, but boiling is the usual method of prepar-

ing both fish and meat. Fish taken in winter are usually placed in

grass bags and kept frozen until required, when they are eaten raw,
while still frozen, or are boiled. Crabs, mussels, and ascidians are boiled.

In the district between the Yukon and the Kuskokwim, the heads of

king salmon, taken in summer, are placed in small pits in the ground
surrounded by straw and covered Avith turf. They are kept there during
summer and in the autumn have decayed until even the bones have
become of the same consistency as the general mass. They are then

taken out and kneaded in a wooden tray until they form a pasty com-

pound and are eaten as a favorite dish by some of the people. The
odor of this mess is almost unendurable to one not accustomed to it,

and is even too strong for the stomachs of many of the Eskimo.

The back fat of the reindeer is cut into small pieces and chewed by
the women until it becomes a pasty mass, which is put into a wooden
dish. When enough of this has been prepared, a quantity of snow and
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some salmon or crauberries are mixed with it and the who'e is kneaded

until it becomes a homogeneous mass. This compound is regarded as

the greatest delicacy that can be served to guests and at feasts.

Tbe blubber of seals, walrus, or whales is stored and often eaten in

its natural form; or the oil may be tried out and stored in bags and

used for food as well as for burning in lamps. When used as food it

is placed in a small wooden tray or dish and the people dip their dried

fish or other meat into it. The oil is never drunk by them except when

desiring to take it as a purgative; at such times a large draft of seal

oil is usually effective.

The oil obtained from whiteflsh is regarded as a great delicacy when
eaten with dried salmon. Walrus flippers and the skin of the white

whale are also among the choice bits of the Eskimo larder. The blood

of seals or other large game is made into a stew called Jcai-u'-shdJc. The

soup of boiled meat is called mi-chu'-i% and is greatly relished.

On the mainland it is customary for the women to go out every spring
and search the marshes for the eggs of wild fowl which breed there.

Upon the islands waterfowl are caught and their eggs taken from the

cliffs facing the sea, and many geese and ducks are speared or netted

while molting at the end of the breeding season.

In autumn the women gather a large supply of blueberries, heath

berries, salmon berries, and cranberries, which they store for winter

use. At this season is also gathered a kind of wild sorrel, which is

boiled and crushed with a pestle and then put into a wooden tub or

barrel and covered with water, where it is left to ferment in the sun.

This makes a very jileasant acid relish, which is added to various dishes

in the winter and is called Tco-pa'-tiik. Young willow leaves are also

boiled and eaten.

The women also gather the bulbous roots of a species of grass, which

are either boiled or eaten raw
; they have a sweetish, nutty flavor. They

also search for the little stores of these roots which have been gathered

by field mice. They feel around among the grass-covered knolls with

a long-handle staff until a soft spot is found, showing the location of

the hidden store, which they quickly transfer to their baskets.

All the Eskimo are forced by the harsh nature ot their climatic sur-

roundings to provide a supply of food for winter, but they are careless

and improvident in many ways. They frequently consume nearly all of

their stores during midwinter festivals and live in semi-starvation

throughout the early spring.
The seal nets set out in the fall are of the utmost importance to the

natives, as they depend upon the catch ot seals at this time for food

and for a supply of oil for their lamps and other purposes, as well as

the skins for buying necessary articles from the traders.

Just before the netting season, one of my paddle men, an unusually
industrious hunter, found that there was some whisky in a village

where we stopped. Before I knew it he had traded oft' his only seal

net for enough whisky to make himself intoxicated, in which condition
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he immediately proceeded to place himself. The result was that he and
his family were very short of food during the following winter.

The terrible famine and accompanying disease which caused the death
of over a thousand people on St Lawrence island during the winter of

1879 and 1880 was said to have been caused by the use of whisky.
The people of that island usually obtained their supply of food for the

winter by killing walrus from the great herds of these animals that go
through Bering strait on the first ice in the fall. The walrus remain

about the island only a few days and then go south, when the ice closes

about and shuts the island in till spring.

Just before the time for the walrus to reach the island that season,
the Eskimo obtained a supply of whisky from some vessels and began
a prolonged debauch, which ended only when the supply was exhausted.

When this occurred the annual migration of the walrus had passed,
and the peoi)le were shut in for the winter by the ice. The result was
that over two-thirds of the population died before spring.. The follow-

ing spring, when the Coricin visited the islands, some of the survivors

came on board bringing a few articles for trade. They wished only to

purchase ritle cartridges and more whisky.

During July, 1881, the Corivin made a visit to this famine stricken

district, where the miserable survivors were seen. Only a single dog
was left among them, the others having been eaten by the starving

people. Two of the largest villages were entirely depopulated.
In July I landed at a i)lace on the northern shore where two houses

were standing, in which, wrapped in their fur blankets on the sleeping

platforms, lay about 25 dead bodies of adults, and upon the ground
and outside were a few others. Some miles to the eastward, along the

coast, was another village, where there were 200 dead people. In a

large house were found about 15 bodies x)laced one upon another like

cordwood at one end of the room, while as many others lay dead in

their blankets on the platforms.
In the houses all the wooden and clay food vessels were found turned

bottom upward and put away in one corner—mute evidences of the

famine. Scattered about the houses on the outside were various tools

and implements, clay pots, wooden dishes, trays, guns, knives, axes,

ammunition, and emj)ty bottles; among these articles were the skulls of

walrus and of many dogs. The bodies of the people were found every-

where in the village as well as scattered along in a line toward the

graveyard for half a mile inland.

The first to die had been taken farthest away, and usually placed

at full length beside the sled that had carried the bodies. Scattered

about such bodies lay the tools and implements belonging to the dead.

In one instance a body lay outstretched upon a sled, while behind it,

prone upon his face, with arms outstretched and almost touching the

sled runners, lay the body of a man who had died while pushing the

sled bearing the body of his friend or relative.

Others were found lying in the underground passageways to the
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houses, and one body was found halfway out of the entrance. Most of

the bodies lying about the villages had evidently been dragged there

and left wherever it was most convenient by the living during the later

period of the famine. The total absence of the bodies of children in

these villages gave rise to the suspicion that they had been eaten by the

adults; but possibly this may not have been the case. The strongest
evidence in this regard, however, was in one village where there were

over two hundred dead adults, and although 1 looked carefully for the

bodies of children, none could be found; yet there was no positive evi-

dence that cannibalism had been practiced by the natives. That this

custom sometimes prevailed, however, in ancient times, during famines,
I learned from the Unalit; nevertheless they openly expressed their

abhorrence of the practice.

On the bluff at the northwest i)oint of this island we found a couple
of surviving families living in round-top, walrus-hide summer houses.

At the foot of the hill not far from their present camping place was a

winter village, where about 100 people lay dead; the bodies were scat-

tered about outside or were lying in their blankets in the houses, as we
had seen them in other places.

The two families living there consisted of about a dozen people; the

adults seemed very much depressed and had little aninmtion. Among
them were two bright little girls, who had the usual childish careless-

ness, and kept near us while we were on shore. AVhen I shot a snow

bunting near the village they called to me and ran to show me its nest

on the hillside.

When I asked one of the inhabitants what had become of the peoj)le
who formerly lived on that part of the island, he waved his hand toward
the winter village, saying, "All mucky mucky,

^^

being the jargon term
for "dead."

I tried to obtain a photograph of the women and little girls, and for

that purpose placed them in position and focused the camera. While
I was waiting for a lull in the wind to take the picture, the husband of

one of the women came up and asked in a listless, matter-offact tone,
"All mucky now V^ meaning, "Will they all die now?" He evidently
took it for granted that my camera was a conjuring box, which would

complete the work of the famine, yet he seemed perfectly inditierent to

the consequences.
A curious trait noticed among these survivors was their apparent

loss of the customary fear which the natives usually show when near a

spot where many persons have died. The death of all their friends

and relatives seemed to have rendered them apathetic and beyond the

influence of ordinary fear of that kind. The two families mentioned
were camped on the hill just above the village full of dead bodies, and
whenever they went down to the shore to launch their umiak they were
forced to pass close to the dead, yet they seemed oblivious to their

gruesome surroundings.
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TOBACCO a:n^d smoking

METHODS OF USING TOBACCO

Tobacco was first introduced among the Alaskan Eskimo from Asia,

by way of Bering strait, by their Siberian neighbors, and by the same
route came the pipes witli cylindrical bowls and wide rims, similar to

those used in eastern Asia.

Tobacco is used in different forms by both sexes; the women usually
chew it or take it in the form of snuff, but rarely smoke it; the men
use it in all these ways. The tobacco now used by these people is

obtained from the traders, and is usually in the form of the natural leaf,

tied in small bunches called "hands."

For chewing, the tobacco is cut into shreds on small boards which
are usually merely plain tablets from a few inches to a foot or more
in diameter, but they
are sometimes orna-

mented with an incised

pattern. When the

tobacco has been cut

sufQciently fine it is

mixed with ashes ob-

tained from tree fun-

gus and kneaded and
rolled into rounded

pellets or quids, often

being chewed a little

by the women in order

to incorporate the
ashes more thorough-

ly. The tree fungus
from which the ashes

are made forms a regular article of trade with the Tinne of the inte-

rior, who bring it to the coast every summer and sell it to the Eskimo.

Figure 93 represents a specimen of this tree fungus, which was obtained

at St 3Iichael from a trading party of the Yukon Tinne. Figure 118

illustrates one of the tobacco boards.

It is common when traveling among these people to see the women

engaged in cutting up tobacco, kneading it with ashes, or chewing it

into quids in order to supply their husbands or other male relatives

with a stock for use on the ensuing day. From four to eight of the

pellets are prepared at one time; these are packed in little boxes ready

for use.

The men do not usually chew the quids, but hold them in the cheek,

and rarely expectorate the juice. After holding a quid in his mouth

for some time, if the chewer wishes to rest, eat, or drink, he takes it

out, and after rolling it into a little ball, places it behind his right ear,

where it remains until again needed.

Fig. 93—Fungus used for making ashes to mix with tobacco.
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In addition to the usual tobacco mixed with fungus ashes these

people are also fond of using the nicotine that accumulates in their

pipestems. At intervals every smoker opens his pipestem and care-

fully removes the oily mass of tobacco extract, which he places with

his chewing tobacco; a portion of this is combined with the quid and

adds greatly to his eujoyment, owing to its strong narcotic influence.

I have frequently seen them place this material in their mouths almost

undiluted and in quantity that appeared suflBcient to cause the indi-

vidual's death, yet apparently without producing the least nausea or

other ill eftect.

Some of the writers on the Eskimo have claimed that they eat this

concentrated tobacco, but I think this a mistake, as I frequently saw

them placing it in their mouths and holding it there in the same man-

ner that they did ordinary quids.

For smoking the tobacco is cut very fine, then a little tuft of fur is

plucked from the clothing and wadded at the bottom of the narrow,

cylindrical bowl of the pipe, and the tobacco is placed on top of this

until the bowl is full. A small fragment of tinder is then lighted with

flint and steel and i)laced on the tobacco. The smoker gives two or

three short, sharp draws, which thoroughly ignite the tinder and

tobacco, and then draws the smoke into his lungs by a long, deep

inhalation, Avhich consumes all the tobacco contained in the pipe.

After retaining the smoke as long as po&sible it is exhaled, and the

smoker puts away the pipe.

For making snuff the tobacco is finely shredded, and is then thor-

oughly dried, after which it is pounded in a small wooden mortar with

a wooden pestle until reduced to powder. These mortars are gener-

ally more or less goblet-shape, although I obtained one specimen from

the lower Yukon, shown in plate Lxxxvi, 30, which is like a small

wooden dii)per, with a hole near the end of the handle for suspending
it. Another typical example of these mortars (plate lxxxv, 28) was

obtained at Razbinsky. The i)estles usually consist of sticks from an

inch to an inch and a half in diameter, rounded at the lower end, and

from 10 to 15 inches in length. A good specimen of these implements,
from Kigiktauik, is shown in figure 27.

After the tobacco has been reduced to powder it is sifted, to remove

the coarser i^articles, until it is finally of the fineness required. For

this purpose there are used small sieves, similar to the specimen from

Ilazbinsky (figure 29), which are made by cutting out a cylinder of

wood about two inches long, and fastening over one end a cover of

parchment made from some thin skin or from the intestine of some

animal, which is punctured with numerous small holes, and the edges
bound to the cylinder by a sinew cord wrapped around a groove in the

border. The sieve frames are sometimes made from bark, and one

such specimen collected on the lower Yukon has the sieve made from

a piece of coarse sacking.
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TOBACCO IMPLEMENTS

SNUFF-BOXES

The snuff is kept in neatly made boxes, and is used by placing one
end of a tube (made from the wing-bone of a goose or other water fowl)

successively in each of the nostrils and inhaling vigorously from the
snuft-box in which the other end of the tube is placed.
The boxes used for containing snuflf vary greatly in form, many of

them showing remarkable skill in carving and ingenuity in conception
of the designs.

A snuff-box from Kigiktauik (number 33074) is formed of a band of

bone bent into a circle and riveted at the ends by pieces of iron; this

serves as a foundation on which is fitted a top and a bottom in the form
of truncated cones, the top having a round hole in the center, capped
with a wooden cover. The band of bone has a few circles and dots

etched on its surface.

A circular wooden snuff-box from Kaialigamut (figure 20, plate

Lxxxvi) is slightly narrower at the top and is beveled inward from

the rim both above and below to the convex top and bottom; the

cover has a projecting arm, extending slightly beyond the edge of the

box, by which it can be raised. In both top and bottom are set five

small ivory pegs with broad heads. The box is painted black, except
the beveled edge of the rim above and below and the lever-like handle

on the cover, which are red. Another specimen, brought from Norton

sound, is shaped similarly to the preceding, but has four grooves around

the outside, forming bead-like ridges, the upj)er and lower ones being
the largest.

The snuff-box from Anogogmut (figure 21, plate lxxxvi) is somewhat

similar to the above-described specimen from Kigiktauik, but the top

and the bottom are carved in relief to represent a human face surrounded

by a beveled ridge ;
two beads are inlaid to represent labrets, and the

mouth and the eyes are indicated by inlaid pieces of ivory. A series of

beads is set in a groove around tbe middle of the box, which is painted

red.

An oval wooden box from Kushunuk (figure 11, plate lxxxvi) forms

a sharp angle at each end; the top and bottom are slightly convex.

The sides are painted with alternate stripes of black and red; on the

top the red is replaced by dull blue, the bottom also being of that

color. A loop of sealskin cord three and a half inches long forms a

handle on the cover.

Another oval box, obtained at St Michael (figure 6, plate lxxxvi)

has the sides made of leather covered with black whalebone, the ends

of which are notched and interlocked. The top and bottom are of wood

neatly fitted. To the center of the top is fastened a stout rawhide cord

about three inches long, which has attached to its end a small tube for

inhaling snuff".

18 ETH 18
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A curious box from Ohalitmut (figure 15, plate Lxxxvi) is oval in

shape and is cut from a single T)iece of wood. The oval cover is set

in one side and has a rawhide handle. On the sides, carved in strong

relief, are two grotesque, seal-like animals facing each other. The
bodies are painted red and the intervening area black. The entire

surface of the box is marked with crescent-shape incisions and studded

with white beads of different sizes.

A box from the lower Yukon (figure 12, plate lxxxvi) represents a

large seal upon its back with the head and the tail upraised and a smaller

seal lying upon it, this latter forming the cover. This is a well-made

carving in strong relief, witli numerous small ivory pegs and white

beads set about the surface. Around the neck of each seal is fastened

a flattened piece of bird quill. The seals are represented with open
mouths and beads form the eyes.

The small square box from Nunivak island (figure 3, -plate lxxxvi)
is made of ivory, with the top and bottom of separate pieces fastened

by pegs. Across the top three strips of brass are inlaid, and the small

wooden lid has a loop of rawhide for a handle. The sides of the box
are etched with two parallel lines connecting a series of circles and
dots.

A square wooden box from Nulukhtulogumut (figure 2, plate lxxxvi)
has the bottom neatly fitted and a small, square lid near one end with

a loop of sinew for a handle; around the sides and the top, passing over

the middle in both directions, narrow strips of ivory are inlaid. The
bottom of the box, the sides of the top, and the end farthest from the

lid are painted red; the remainder is black.

A round-cornered box from King island (figure 1, plate lxxxvi) has

square pieces of lead and bone inlaid around the sides and the top. In

the top are two circular pieces of white bone, and white beads are

inserted over the surface, except on the bottom. The lid is a thin

piece of wood which slides in a groove and has a projecting thumb-

piece at one end. A box very similar to this was obtained on Nuui-

vak island; its surface is inlaid with strijis and squares of brass and
numerous white beads.

Another box from Nunivak island (figure 4, plate lxxxvi) is of wood

heavily inlaid with cross-bands of brass. The lid, which is inlaid in

the same manner, consists of a small, square, wooden cap fitted into

the beveled edges of a small hole in the center of the toi).

An oval box from Kushunuk (figure 5, i)hite lxxxvi) is made of

birch-bark which is bent and the overlapping ends cut and interlaced.

The top and the bottom are fitted with wooden stoppers, the'upper one

having a strip of beaver skin for a handle. Another box from Kushu-
nuk (figure 7, plate lxxxvi) is of wood, oval in outline. The bottom
and the cover are pointed oval in form, and the latter has a projecting

thumb-piece at one end. It is painted black and pieces of white crock-

ery are inlaid in regular series over the surface.
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A large ivory snuft-box from l!^ubviukhchugaluk (figure 23, plate

Lxxxvi) is neatly made from a liollowed-out cross section of a walrus
tusk. The top and the bottom are of wood and the surface is grooved
horizontally and vertically.

SNUFF-TUBES

For taking snuff from the boxes, tubes made from the hollow wing-
bones of geese and other water fowl are used

; they are truncated at

both ends, and vary in length from .3^ to oj inches. Frequently they
are attached to the cover of the snuff-box by a rawhide cord, but some-
times they are carried separately. They are in general use from the

Kuskokwim northward to Kotzebue sound, and the method of using
them is the same as previously described.

The surface of these implements is sometimes plain, as in the speci-

men shown in plate xc, 1, from Cape Nome, which has merely a rude

groove around the middle for the attachment of a cord.

Another tube (figure 2, plate xc) from Kushunuk, is also plain, and
has wound around it, near one end, several turns of a smooth rootlet,

the ends being tucked under to hold it in place. The specimen from

Anogogmut (figure 4, plate xc) is likewise plain, but its ends are slightly
reduced in size, and near the shoulder, around the tube, are three

parallel incised lines.

A tube from the lower Yukon (figure 3, plate xc) has the ends

slightly reduced and the sides beveled to form eight faces. Another,
from Razbinsky (plate xc, 13), is encircled with smooth, parallel grooves

extending in a regular series from end to end, producing a scalloped

surface, the intervening ridges being neatly rounded. The specimen
from Cape Vancouver (plate xc, 14) is similar to this, but has an incised

groove around the top of each ridge.

Another tube (figure 5, plate xc) from Askinuk, has two broad

grooves near each end, with three incised lines around the bordering

ridges. Another specimen from the same place (figure 15, plate xc) is

handsomely etched with lines, circles, dots, and cross patterns, and has

numerous tridentate marks representing the raven totem.

The specimens illustrated in figures 6 and 12, plate xc, are from Chal-

itmut.

Tubes variously ornamented with etched lines are shown in figure

11, from the lower Yukon; figure 9, from Konigunugumut; figure 10,

from Askinuk; figure 7, from the lower Yukon, and figure 8, from Cape
Vancouver.

BOXES FOR FUNGUS ASHES

For storing the wood fungus ashes, which are used with chewing

tobacco, small boxes are made; these are usually rather tubular in

shape and are made from a considerable variety of materials. Among
the large series obtained are specimens made from sections of reindeer
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antler hollowed out and fitted with a cap of wood or antler at each

end. Some are made from the butts of walrus tusks hollowed out and

fitted with covers, and others are of wood or bone.

One of these boxes, from Hotham inlet (figure 7, plate lxxxvii), is

made from a piece of Walrus ivory and shaped something like the hoof

of a reindeer. About its upper end is sewed a piece of cloth provided

with a puckering string for closing it. The surface is plain, except for

a series of circles and dots which extend around its upper border.

A box from Golofnin bay (figure 5, plate lxxxvii) is made from the

butt of a large walrus tusk, and has a wooden bottom held in place by
wooden pins set through holes drilled in the ivory. The sides of this

box, which have been split, are repaired with small copper clamps and

a sinew cord wound around the middle. The toi) is neatly made of

walrus ivory, oval in outline, with a sunken shoulder to fit in the open-

ing of the box. In the back are two holes through which a rawhide

cord is passed and tied; the cord then runs up through a hole in the

edge of the cover and along a slot on the top, then down again near

the front edge and through a hole just below the top of tlie box, from

which hangs its free end. By the use of this simple contrivauce the

cover can be raised or closed without danger of dropping it. This

device for the covers of these boxes is in common use along the coast

from the Yukon mouth to Kotzebue sound.

A specimen from Hotham inlet (plate lxxxvii, 4) is made from a

piece of reindeer antler and has a wooden bottom held in place by

snugly fitting the outline of the box. The top is a simple wooden piece

with a short rawhide cord, with a knot in its end, projecting from the

middle of the upper surface, by which it can be lifted out. The box is

oval in shape, and has incised lines in pairs around the outside, dividing
it into four nearly equal sections, in which are etched a variety of fig-

ures, including birds, mammals, boats, sledges, trees, waterfowl, and

people. The etching is deep and is rendered very distinct by having
dark-reddish coloring matter rubbed into the incised lines. On one

side is etched the raven totem, with a circle and dot just in front, simi-

lar to the mark described as existing on a kashim cover at Kigiktauik,
and undoubtedly intended to represent the same idea of the raven's

tracks in the snow, with the mark left where it had eaten meat (see

figure IIG, page 325).

Number G4184 is a tall box of walrus ivory, fiattened-oval in shape,
also from Hotham inlet. Around the base on one side are etched the

figures of six reindeer
;
on the other side is represented a house with

an elevated cache and a man shooting a* the hindmost of the deer.

Around the upper border is carved a zigzag pattern, pendent from
which is a series of raven totem marks. On another specimen of simi-

lar shai)e, from Kazbinsky, on the lower Yukon, each of the borders is

ornamented with a zigzag pattern and with raven totem marks extend-

ing thence toward the middle of the box.
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Auotlier box from Hotham inlet (figure 8, plate Lxxx\ii) is made
from a piece of reindeer antler, with a knob on the side, and a wooden
lid which is held in position by a cord fastened on one side and strung

through holes in the cover, as in the specimen shown in figure 5 of the

same j^late. The surface of the box is covered with circles and dots,
and has etched around the middle a series of conical summer lodges.
A long, cylindrical specimen from Sledge island (figure 0, plate

Lxxxvii) has the surface carved in a series of scallops and ridges

extending around it. The bottom is fastened with four wooden pins.

The box is provided with a wooden lid.

A box from Nuuivak island (figure 3, i^late lxxxvii) is of reiiideer

antler, with a wooden top and bottom. In slight relief upon its sides

are represented the fore and hind flippers of a seal, with circle-and-dot

patterns elsewhere along the sides.

Figure 12, plate lxxxvii, represents a box, from Kotzebue sound,
made from a piece of whalebone. The bottom is formed of a rounded

piece of the same material. On the surface are etched the arms and the

breast of a woman with a curious fish-like head; on the back a small,

square piece of iron is inlaid. A specimen from Norton sound (number

33199) has a zigzag border pattern on both ends and raven totem

marks extending toward the middle.

A vase-shape wooden box from Kaialigamut (figure 14, plate

LXXXVII) is four inches in height and is very regular in outline. It has

a flaring rim and a wooden cover; the sides are set with small, round,

ivory pegs symmetrically arranged, and around the rim are inserted four

white beads. Another round wooden box (figure 11, plate lxxxvii) has

a beveled edge, like the chime of a barrel, and the bottom is neatly
inserted. In the center of the lid is set a j)iece of wood, convex in out-

line, on which is carved in relief a grotesque face intended to represent
some mythological being. The eyes are formed by ivory pegs with large

heads, and the sides of the box are ornamented with similar pegs, as well

as with long, triangular pieces of ivory neatly inlaid near the upper edge,
with the smaller ends pointing downward. The box is painted black

around the sides, with a red border, and a black circle surrounds the

cover. The face on the cover has a red forehead, a broad black band

across the eyes, a red band across the mouth and cheeks, and a black

chin. From each corner of the mouth extends a stout rawhide cord

about four inches in length, which serves as a handle for raising the

cover.

An oval wooden box, from the country south of the Yukon mouth,
has a groove incised around its border in two directions. The top and

the bottom are made of thin pieces of wood set into holes cut parallel

to the sides of the box. The surface is inlaid in symmetrical patterns

with small square, triangular, and round pieces of white crockery.

A square wooden box :^om Kushunuk (figure 13, plate lxxxvii) has

the corners beveled and scored with a deep, vertical groove; another
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groove encircles the bottom of the box, which also has a circular groove

on the center. The neatly fitted cover is a thin piece of wood, with an

incised circle about the middle and a projecting thumb-piece which fits

upon beveled shoulders on the rim at one side.

A round wooden box from the lower Yukon (figure 6, plate Lxxxvii)
is a little less than 5 inches in height and 2 inches in diameter. It has

a deep incision around the base, with a flaring, rim-like bottom. The

cover is fitted, like a stopper, into the top, and is incised to form a flar-

ing rim; it has a knob on the top.

Another round box from the Yukon (figure 10, plate lxxxyii) has the

middle part formed by a narrow band of bone bent and fastened with

bone rivets and pegs. The excavated top and bottom are made of

wood in the form of truncated cones with slightly projecting rims;

they fit stopper-like into the bone circle. On the bone part are etched

circles and dots with a continuous zigzag border. On the top of the

box a round section of walrus tooth is inlaid in the center, and five

smaller pieces are set at regular intervals around the beveled edge. On
both the upper and the lower edge of the border are inserted small tufts

of seal hair fastened with pegs.

QUID BOXES

Figure 16, plate Lxxxvi, represents a small quid box, obtained on

Nunivak island by Dr W. H. Dall. It is shaped in the form of a

murre's head, the lower mandible forming a thumb piece for raising the

lid. The cover is formed by the jaw and throat; the eyes are outlined

by incised circles; the nostrils consist of a hole pierced through the

mandible in front of the eyes, in which is a sinew cord for attaching
the box to the belt or for hanging it around the neck of the owner.

A quid box from Chalitmut (figure 8, plate lxxxvi) is flattened

above and below, and is oval in outline, with one end truncated. It is

cut from a single piece, with the exception of the cover, which fits into

the top flush with its edges, on which a rawhide loop serves as a handle.

Around the sides, near the upper edge, is a deep groove, in which nine

ivory pegs are set at regular intervals. Six ivory pegs are inserted

in the top and seven on the bottom along an incised line following the

border. In the truncated end are five others, one at each corner and

one in the middle.

A specimen from Kushunuk (figure 14, plate lxxxvi) is an oval

box large enough to hold only one or two quids of tobacco. The top
is rather more flattened than that of the i)receding box, and has a

stopper-like cover. Each end is carved to represent the features of

some animal, incised lines marking the mouth, nostrils, and eyebrows.
On its surface are several inlaid white beads, and similar beads repre
sent the eyes and nostrils.

A quid box from Askinuk (figure 17, plate lxxxvi) represents a

walrus, with projecting tusks, lying on its back. On its abdominal sur-
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face is the figure of a young walrus, which forms the lid and fits

stopper-like into an oval opening in the larger animal. The flippers
are carved in relief, and the eyes are represented by inlaid beads, those
of the larger walrus being red, those of the young one white. One of

the tusks of the larger animal is made of wood and the other of bone.

Those of the smaller walrus are both of bone. Another specimen
from Askinuk (figure 2C, plate lxxxvi) is a curiously grotesque box,
rather oval in shape, with two long, flipper-like projections on one end.

The cover rudely represents a seal-head turned up to form the thumb-

piece, while the neck and shoulders slope downward and have a

stopper-shape base which fits into an oval hole in the top of the box.
'

A box from Anogogmut t^figure 9, plate lxxxvi) is egg-shape in out-

line and flattened above and below. It is carved from a single piece
of wood, except the stopper, which fits neatly into the top. Around
the sides are inlaid beads and circular bits of crockery, and a gored pat-
tern is cut in relief on the surface of the sides. This box, which is

apparently made of birch, is a very neat piece of workmanship.
The handsomely carved box from Kulwoguwigumut (figure 13, plate

lxxxvi) is rather flat on its upper surface and oval on the other sides;
the cover, more or less square in shape, fits like a stopper into the upi)er
surface and has a projecting thumb-piece about half an inch long.

Holding this box with the cover downward it represents a grotesque

figure of a porcupine; the mouth is deeply incised; the eyes, formed by
ivory pegs, are in saucer-shape depressions witji incised crescentic

lines back of the eyes; the nostrils are indicated by small pieces of

ivory. On the rear side of the figure are three round-head ivory pegs
set in a triangle.

A circular box from Kushunuk (figure 22, plate lxxxvi) is formed

of a band of spruce, with the overlapping ends beveled and fastened by
some kind of gum or cement; the. bottom is fitted into a groove in the

rim and the top is also neatly fitted. The cap of the box fits stopper-
like into the top and is slightly convex in outline, having the face of a

man carved in low relief on its upper surface. The eyes and labrets

are represented by round-head ivory pegs, and the mouth is a crescentic

incision with a hole in the center, through which is fastened a rawhide

loop, serving to lift the cover.

A round wooden box from Sledge island (figure 25, plate lxxxvi) is

made in two nearly equal parts which fit together by an inner border on

the under half. It is cracked on one side and bound together by a

sinew cord.

A small wooden box from Chalitmut (figure 18, plate lxxxvi) has the

form of a human head
;
the face is carved in relief, the eyes and labrets

are represented by inlaid white beads; the mouth is deeply incised and

crescentic in form. In a groove which extends around the face are set

a series of round-head ivory pegs; the back of the bead has a hole

in which fits a cover with a projecting thumb-piece crossing a notch on
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the edge of the box. The face is painted red, the back of the head

black, and the cover bluish.

Another box from Chalitmut (figure 24, plate lxxxvi) is carved in

shape of a bear's head; it is painted black, with the open mouth and

nostrils in red; one eye is formed by an incised circle with a black cen-

ter, the other is an oval incision with a small fragment of glass set in

the center to represent the pupil. The cover is ingeniously made so

that the lower jaw of the open mouth serves as a thumb piece by which

it can be raised. There is a circular orifice in the head into which the

cover fits, with a flaring rim, forming a continuous outline with the

body of the box.

An oval wooden quid box from Kushunuk (figure 10, plate Lxxxvi)
has the top and the bottom neatly fitted; a groove is incised around

the side and three grooves in the cover, which has a rawhide loop.

Eouud ivory pegs are inlaid on all the surfaces; it is painted bluish

and the grooves are red.

An ivory quid box from Unalaklit (figure 19, plate lxxxvi) has

carved on the surface, in relief, the figures of four seals. A braided

grass cord is attached for a handle, and the bottom is closed by a

wooden stopper. The cover has been lost.

PIPES

The tobacco pipes used by the Eskimo on the mainland and adja-

cent islands of no/thern Alaska vary considerably in different locali-

ties, as shown in the series illustrated, but in general their remarkable

likeness to pipes used in China and Japan is noteworthy, and suggests
the source whence the patterns were derived. All of them have a

small, cylindrical bowl, with a flaring top of greater or less breadth.

V The bowls are ordinarily made of stone, lead, or copper. They are set

on the end of the stem and held in place by rawhide or sinew cord

passed around the stem or through holes pierced in it.

Exceptions to this style are found in some pipes from Kotzebue

sound, Cape Prince of Wales, Cape Nome, and St Lawrence island,

which are made with the bowl and the stem in one piece; but in general
character they are similar to the others,

V Pipe stems are usually of wood, with.ajpaouthpiece of bone or ivory,

although sometimes the wood itself is rounded to serve this purpose,
or it may be tipped with an empty brass or copper cartridge shell, with

a hole bored in the head. On Norton sound and in the Yukon district

the stems are made usually of two pieces of wood, hollowed out and
lashed together with a rawhide cord, so that they can be separated to

obtain the nicotine, which is removed occasionally and mixed with the

chewing tobacco.

On the coast of Bering strait and at Cape Nome, Port Clarence,

Cape Prince of Wales, Sledge island, and Kotzebue sound, the pipes,
which are made in one piece, have small, door-like pieces fiitted neatly
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in the lower part of the stem, which can be removed at will to enable

the owner to clean out the accumulated nicotine. Each pipe is usually-

provided with a small metal implement, which is used for cleaning the

bowl and for tamping the tobacco; it is attached to the stem by a string
or band of beads, or sometimes by a strip of tanned rawhide.

In addition to those described, there are handsomely ornamented

pipes made of ivory, with metal bowls. These are not very numerous,
but were seen at widely separated localities from the Yukon mouth
northward through Bering strait to Kotzebue sound. They are of the

ordinary type, but have a narrow stem, beveled on four sides, and are

handsomely ornamented with etched scenes, illustrating native customs

and life, similar in general style to the etchings on drill bows.

Figure 13, x)late Lxxxviii, represents a wooden mold used by the

Eskimo for casting the wide mouth leaden bowls for their pipes. It

was obtained at St Michael. It consists of five pieces; the two side

pieces in which the shape of the pipe is excavated are held together by
sinew cords in notches at each end; below a square stick forms the

base, on which stands a small, upright, round stick to form the hole in

Fig. 94—Pipe from Kotzebue sound (about J).

the bottom of the bowl, on the inside of which is a ring of wood with

five spoke-like projections reaching to the edge of the mold, which

serves to produce the pattern that is seen on the bowls of many of the

pipes. A round wooden cover fits snugly over the top of the mold,
which has a round hole in the center through which the molten lead is

poured.
From among the large number of pipes obtained from widely sepa-

rated localities, the following specimens have been selected for illus-

tration as representing the principal varieties found among them:

A pipe from Kotzebue sound (figure 94) is a huge afi"air, very heavy
and clumsy. The wooden stem, 18 inches in length and 3 inches in

diameter, near the bowl, is beveled to form eight sides, and has two

neatly fitted square tablets, about 4^ inches long, fitted into its lower

side; these have a projection on one end to enable them to be lifted out

for the purpose of extracting the accumulated nicotine. The bowl of

the pipe is of lead, and several roughly oval pieces of the same metal

are inlaid on the stem near the bowl; the mouthpiece is a tapering
tube of lead about 2^ inches in length.
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A wooden pipe from Cape Priuce of Wales (figure 4, plate lxxxviii)
is cut from a siugle piece, the slightly flaring bowl being lined with

tin, and an empty cartridge shell is fitted on the'end of the stem for a

mouthpiece. Tlie lower end of the stem has three long pieces of wood

fitted into openings to permit the removal of the nicotine from the

interior. Fragments of a large blue bead are inlaid on the stem.

The pipe from Cape Nome (figure 1, plate lxxxviii) is somewhat
similar to the preceding, but the end of the stem is made in a separate

piece, fitted into the larger part by a tapering joint, and wrapped with

rawhide cord; a coj^per cartridge shell forms the mouthpiece. The
underside of the pipe has a long oval piece of wood set in an opening,
the rear end of which is guarded by a strip of tin, having its two ends

inserted in the wood and fitted against the curve of the surface. An
iron picker about three inches in length is fastened to the stem by a

strip of rawhide. This picker is neatly made, with one end bent over

against a notch in the stem, forming an eye for the strap; the lower

end is octagonal and has a chisel-shape tip.

A pipe from Sledge island (figure 2, plate lxxxviii) is very similar

to the preceding. The bowl forms a part of the stem and is lined with

lead; on the underside of the stem, near the bowl, is inserted a long,

narrow piece of wood, to cover a hole made for removing the nicotine,

and a similar hole appears near the mouthpiece, on the upper part of

the stem. The mouthpiece is made by shaping the tip of the stem to a

rounded point, leaving a shoulder about one-third of an inch from

the end.

The pipe from St Lawrence isLind (figure 3, lxxxviii) is similar

in shape to the preceding, but both the stem and the bowl are of lead.

On the lower portion of the stem, next to the bowl, is an open pat-

tern, in which are inlaid small pieces of wood; the bowl is fitted on
the top of the stem, and held in place by a rawhide cord which passes
around the enlarged end of the stem, the lower surface of which has

the usual long, narrow tablet for covering an orifice.

A pipe from Unalaklit (figure 5, plate lxxxviii) has a wooden stem
made in two pieces, the rear section Jointed to the forward by a

shoulder and a long, cone-shape, beveled i)oint, which is inserted in

the other section and fastened by a ring of brass, the ends of which
are united by copper rivets. The mouthpiece is a smoothly tapering

piece of ivory fitted into the stem, the joint being surrounded by a
broad copper ring. A plug of wood fits into the front end of the stem
to permit the removal of the nicotine, for which purpose the joint in

the stem is also contrived. The small cylindrical bowl is of lead with
a broad flaring rim; on its base are two shoulders for securing the bowl
to the stem by a rawhide cord, which is wound several times around
the shoulders and the end of the stem and tucked under itself at each
side.

The pipe shown in figure 11, plate lxxxviii, is more strongly curved
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than the preceding, with a tapering wooden stem on which is mounted
a neatly made copper bowl, with openwork patterns on the flaring rim,
and with shoulders for the cord by which it is attached to the stem.

Two narrow tablets are inserted on the lower side of the stem, and the

front end is excavated and the hole closed by a wooden plug; the mouth-

piece is of ivory, neatly made and fitted, into tJie wood, the joint beiiig

covered with a ferrule niade from a brass partridge shell.; ,'

The pipe from Gape,Nome (figure 8, plate lxxxviij) is somewhat
similar in shape to the preceding and has a well-made copper bowl and
a wooden stem,,in which are two holes; through them a cord is passed
and wrapped around shoulders on the bowl, making two or three turns

on each side, the ends being fastened by tucking them under. lii the
front of the stem is a small wooden plug with a projecting end to

enable the owner to remove it with his teeth; a small tablet is also

fitted into a hole in the stem and i)rovided with a tag of sealskin to

facilitate its removal. The well-made mouthpiece ofivory is fitted into

the wood and the joint is wrapped with sinew cord. A small iron

picker is attached to the upper part. of the stem. by a string of bead«

about seven inches in length.
A pipe from Port Clarence (figure 7, plate Lxxxviii) is very similar in

shape to the x^receding, but its bowl is made from soft stone lashed on

with sinew cord passed around the end of the stem.
.
The mouthpiece

consists of a small cartridge shell fitted into the wood, and Over the

joint is a copper thimble.

Figure 10, plate lxxxviii, represents a pipe of the style generally in

use about Norton sound and southward to the lower Kuskokwiin. The
wooden stem is split lengthwise and the two parts are held togetterby
a continuous wrapping of sealskin cord, which serves also to hold the

leaden bowl in position on the stem. The bowl is neatly made,.with

openwork around the flaring rim. The mouthpiece is a copper car-

tridge shell fitted over the end of the stem. An iron picker is attaciied

to the stem by a band of beads made of six strings, separated by leather

spacers and fastened by the lashing on the stem.

A pipe with a stem similar to the preceding (figure (J, plate lxxxviii}
is from Point Hope. A mouthpiece of walrus ivorj^ is fitted to the Stem

by a copper cartridge shell. The flaring rim of the bowl is made froii

bituminous coal lined with a thin sheet of iron, and is set directly oii

the stem without the usual neck-piece between. An iron piclver is

attached to the stem by a rawhide strap fastened with a sinew cord.

At present pipe bowls generally are made of metal, copper and lead

being most in use, but formerly stone bowls, similar in shape, were

common, and a few specimens of these were obtained, principally from

the vicinity of Bering strait.

Figure 12, plate lxxxviii, represents one of these bowls, made of

hard, olive-gray stone. It was obtained at Nubviukhchugaluk.
A bowl made of walrus ivory (figure 14, lxxxviii) was dug from the
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site of an old village near 8t Michael. It is slightly different in pat-

tern from either the stone or the metal bowls. It is very old, ante-

dating the arrival of the Eussians on the shore of Xorton sound.

A wooden-stem pipe from Cape Prince of Wales (figure 95) has a

small brass bowl. Pipes of this shape are occasionally seen between

Norton sound and Kotzebue sound.

Figure 1, plate lxxxix, represents an ivory-stem jiipe with a

stone bowl which was obtained at St Michael. The stem is diamond-

shape in cross section, and has its surface elaborately etched. On
one side a series of umiaks and kaiaks are pursuing a walrus; on the

other side are reindeer that have just crossed a river, and a man in a

kaiak has thrown a spear into the back of the last one as it emerges
from the water, while at the farther end a man is shooting another with

an arrow. On the remainder of the surface is a series of conventional

designs.

Another handsomely etched ivory pipestem (figure 3, plate lxxxix)
was obtained at Norton sound. On the side shown in the illustration

are various hunting scenes in which are whales, walrus, and seals, and

Fig. 95—Pipe from Capo Prince of Wales (J).

a man is shooting with a bow and arrow just in front of a kashim in

which peoi)le are dancing to the music of a drum.

The handsomely etched pipestem shown in plate lxxxix, 2, was
obtained in Kotzebue sound by Lieutenant Stoney. It has the raven

totem marks near the mouthpiece, and a variety of hunting and other

scenes of Eskimo life, besides various conventional designs, over its

surface. Another handsome pipe (figure 4, plate lxxxix) was also

obtained at the same i)lace by Lieutenant Stoney. Tlie leaden bowl
has an old clock-wheel inlaid in the top of the flaring rim. Like the

preceding, the stem has the raven totem mark near the mouthinece,
and is elaborately etched with scenes from the life of the i^eople, among
which are the hunting and trapping of game and fish, dancing iu the

kashim, and playing football.

TOBACCO BAGS

With the pipes are carried small, round-bottom tobacco bags, made
from various kinds of ornamental fur or skin, the borders often having
handsome patterns formed by different colored skins, fur, or beadwork
tassels. The top is generally bordered by strips of fur of the wolverine,

jnink, or other animal, or sometimes by a band of ornamental needle-

work.
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Figure 2, plate Lxxxvii, represents one of these bags, wbicli was
obtained at Paimut, on tlie lower Yukon. It is about 10 inches deep,
and is intended for carrying the pipe, tobacco, flint, steel, and tinder.

The back is of winter reindeer skin, witli the hair cut close; the
front is of the skin of Parry's marmot; around the lower edge and near
the ni)per border are sewed strips of wolverine skin. The lower two-

thirds of the bag is ornamented by a pattern of white-hair deerskin

with two narrow strips of black skin welted in the seams, and a row
of small tufts of red worsted spaced around at regular intervals. The
mouth of the bag is surrounded by pattern work of white and dark
threads on narrow strips of yellow and black skin, the extreme edge
being bound with calico.

A similar bag, of nearly the same size and shape (number 48136), was
obtained at Cape Darby. As is usual in all these bags, the bottom is

rounded and the top straight. The lower two- thirds is fringed with

a narrow strip of mink skin, inside which is a pattern made with strips

of white reindeer skin, with narrow strips of black skin welted into the

seams, and two series of small red worsted tags spaced all around. The
border of the bag is of white, parchment-like sealskin, and the string
for closing it is of the same material.

Figure 1, plate lxxxvii, represents a smaller bag of the same shape,
but with less ornamentation. It is 5i inches deep, and is made of deer-

skin, which IS worn nearly bare of hair by use. A band of skin is sewed

around the mouth and little strings of red and white beads, about an

inch in length, hang in iiairs around the lower border and sides, each

string having pendent from it a small tuft of mink fur.

HOUSE-IilFE AND SOCIAL CUSTOMS

THE KASHIM

Among the Eskimo in every village of the Alaskan mainland and the

islands of Bering strait the Tcashim is the center of social and religious

bfe. In it every man has a recognized place according to his standing

in the community, and it is also the common sleeping place for the men.

The women and the children live in houses apart and the men sleep

with their families only occasionally.

When a new kashim is to be built the villagers of Xorton sound make

a song of invitation to people of the same tribe living in neighboring

places, which is learned by one of the young men, who is then sent to

invite the guests. The messenger goes to the designated village, where

he enters the kashim and during a dance sings his song of invitation to

both men and women. When an invitation of this kind is given all

respond and join in building the new kashim. This is said to j^roduce

friendly feeling between the neighboring places, which will render them

successful in their hunting.
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The men are nearly always to be found in the kashim when in the

village, this being their general gathering place, where they work on

tools or implements of the chase, or in preparing skins.

Dances and festivals of all kinds are held in this building, and there

the shamans perform some of their most important ceremonies. The
old men gather there and repeat the traditions of their fathers. The

younger ones are thus instructed and become familiar with the tales

and wisdom of the elders.

It is the usual place for the reception of guests; and there is scarcely

an occurrence of note in the life of an Eskimo man which he can not

connect with rites in which the kashim plays an important part. This

is essentially the house of the men
;
at certain times, and during the

performance of certain rites, the women are rigidly excluded, and the

men sleep there at all times when their observances require them to

keep apart from their wives.

Games are played there in winter by men and boys, and twice or three

times a day food is brought by the women from the surrounding houses.

Unmarried men sleep there at all times, as they have no recognized

place elsew here, except as the providers of food for their parents or other

relatives dependent on their exertions. The sleeping place, near the

oil lamp which burns at the back of the room opposite the summer

entrance, is the place of honor, where the wise old men sit with the

shamans and best hunters. The place near the entrance on the front

side of the room is allotted to the worthless men who are poor and con-

tribute nothing to the general welfare of the community, also to orphan

boys and friendless persons.
The first time a child is taken into a kashim in the village of its

parents, the latter present a gift to each person present at the time

as a propitiatory oft'ering and to secure the good will of their neigh-

bors. A similar custom is observed by all strangers arriving at the

village; they are required to dance and sing a little and, if on an ordi-

nary journey, are supposed to make presents according to their means.

All messengers who reach villages for the purpose of announcing a

festival or an invitation to other observances in their own town, deliver

their message in the form of a song while dancing in the kashim.

In the summer of 1879 a party of Eskimo from East cape, Siberia,

and the Diomede islands in Bering strait, came to St Michael. On
their arrival they sang and danced in the kashim, making offerings to

the people. The songs and dances were very similar to those I had
seen performed on Sledge island in honor of the fur trader and myself

during our winter visit to that place.

At the time of this visit we entered the kashim and gave the headman
some tobacco to distribute among the men present and some needles

for the women. These he divided among them, and afterward the men
who took part in the dance as representatives of the community gave
us each a small present, which was considered as establishing friendly
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feeling between us, extending the privilege of tbe kashim, and as a

testimony of the good will of the inhabitants.

South of the Yukon the fur traders make a practice of complying
with this custom of giving j)resents whenever they visit a village for

the first time, and at St Michael we did the same whenever we were

invited to attend the first autumnal festival; but the Eskimo do not

expect the white men to dance and sing, as would be obligatory with

their own people.

The presents are always handed to the headmen of the village, who
divide and distribute them among their fellow townsmen. All guests

whom it is desired to honor are given seats on the side of the kashim

where the old men of the village sit. If that side of the kashim

chances to be fully occupied, some of the men make room for their

guests. At a village near the head of Norton sound I was given

the usual place of honor in the kashim, and when the women brought
in food a dish of boiled seal intestines was i)resented to me as a spe-

cial delicacy.

The observance of giving presents and of i)lacing the old men and the

guests at the head of the kashim is customary also among the Tiune of

the Yukon, who have adopted these customs from the Eskimo.

The men usually wear no clothing while in the kashim, but this being
the custom it does not excite the slightest notice. The women fre-

quently sit upon the floor by their relatives until the latter have fin-

ished their repast, or sometimes leave after delivering the food and

return later to remove the empty dishes. During festivals, dances, and

other ceremonies the women gather in the kashim as spectators and

sometimes take part in the performances.

SWEAT BATHS

In these buildings sweat baths are taken by men and boys at inter-

vals of a week or ten days during the winter. Every man has a small

urine tub near his place, where this liquid is saved for use in bathing.

A portion of the floor in the center of the room is made of planks so

arranged that it can be taken up, exposing a pit beneath, in which a fire

of drift logs is built. When the smoke has passed off" and the wood is

reduced to a bed of coals, a cover is put over the smoke hole in the

roof and the men sit naked about the room until they are in profuse

perspiration ; they then bathe in the urine, which combines with the oil

on their bodies, and thus takes the place of soap, after which they go

outside and pour water over their bodies until they become cool. While

bathing they remain in the kashim with the temperature so high that

their skin becomes shining red and appears to be almost at the point

of blistering; then going outside they squat about in the snow perfectly

nude, and seem to enjoy the contrasting temperature. On several

occasions I saw them go from the sweat bath to holes in the ice on

neighboring streams and, squatting there, pour ice water over their
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backs and shoulders with a wooden dipper, apparently experienciug the

greatest pleasure from the operation.

Throughout the region visited the men, while taking their sweat

baths, are accustomed to use a cap made of the skin of some waterfowl,

usually the red- or black-throat loon. The skin is cut open along the

belly and removed entire, minus the neck, wings and legs; it is then

dried and softened so as to be pliable and is fastened together at the

neck in suoh a way that it can be worn on the head. Owing to the

intense heat generated in the fire pit, the bathers, who are always

males, are obliged to use respirators to protect their lungs. These are

made of fine shavings of willow or spruce bound into the form of an

oblong pad formed to cover the mouth, the chin, and a portion of the

cheeks. These i)ads are convex externally and concave within; cross-

ing the concave side is a small wooden rod, either round or square, so

that the wearer can

grasp it in his teeth

and thus hold the

respirator in posi-
tion.

Some of the res-

pirators are made of

shavings bound to-

gether at each end

by a few strands of

the same material

and furnished with

a wooden holder.
Others are more
elaborately made, as

in the example from

Shaktolik shown in figure 9G. This is a little over 5 inches in length
and 4 inches broad, and is made of fine wood shavings; it is smoothly
oval in outline, with the border rounded by means of a rope-like band
of shavings tightly wound with a cord made of the same material.

Inclosed within this oval ring is a soft mass of shavings held in posi-

tion by a loosely twisted cord made of the same. On the inner side

the shavings are packed loosely and held in position by the rod or

mouthpiece which crosses the pad horizontally.

Fig. 96— Resjiirator, front view (J).

DWELLING HOUSES

The dwelling houses are the domain of the women. From one to

three families may occupy the platforms in the single room which the

house contains, but each is quite separate and independent in all of its

domestic arrangements. Each woman who is the head of a family has
an oil lamp beside her sleeping bench where she sews or carries on her

household work. Her own cooking utensds and wooden dishes for food,
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together with the stock of seal oil, dried salmon, and other articles of
domestic economy, are kept at one side of the platform or in a corner
of the room devoted to this purpose.
When the time approaches for the preparation of a meal, a fire is

built in the middle of the room and the food made ready, after which
each woman places a quantity in one or more wooden 'dishes, takes it to

the kashim, and sets it beside her husband, father, or whoever she has

provided for.

CHILDBIRTH

During childbirth old women who are reputed to have skill in such
matters act as midwives. Formerly, among- the Unalit, when a woman
was confined with her first child she was considered unclean and put out

in a tent or other shelter by herself for a certain period. This custom is

now becoming obsolete, but it is still observed by the Eskimo of

Kaviak peninsula, by the Maleinut, and by other remote tribes. In one

case that came to my knowledge a young Malemut woman was confined

with her first child at a village on the lower Yukon. It was midwinter,
but she was put outside in a small brush hut covered with snow and
her food handed her by her husband through a small opening. Despite
the intensely cold weather, she was kept there for about two months.

When a child is born it is given the name of the last person who
died in the village, or the name of a deceased relative who may have
lived in another place. The child thus becomes the namesake and

representative of the dead person at the feast to the dead, as described

under the heading of that festival. In case the child is born away
from the village, at a camp or on the tundra, it is commonly given the

name of the first object that catches its mother's eyes, such as a bush
or other plant, a mountain, lake, or other natural object.

The name thus given is sometimes changed. When a person becomes

old he takes a new name, hoping thereby to obtain an extension of life.

The new name given is usually indicative of some personal peculiarity,

and, after a person makes a change of this kind, it is considered

imi^roper to mention the former one. Some of the Malemut dislike

very much to pronounce their own names, and if a man be asked his

name he will appear confused and will generally turn to a bystander,

asking him to give the desired information.

Formerly it was a common custom to kill female children
at^

birth if

they were not wanted, and girls were often killed when from 4 to 6

years of age. Children of this sex are looked upon as a burden, since

they are not capable of contributing to the food supply of the family,

while they add to the number of persons to be maintained. When
infants are killed they are taken out naked to the graveyard and there

exposed to the cold, their mouths being filled with snow, so that they

will freeze to death quickly.

Near St Michael I saw a young Malemut girl of 10 or 12 years,

18 ETH 19
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who, vsoon after birth, had been exposed in this manner with lier month

filled with snow. Fortunately for the child, this occurred close to a

trading station. By accident the trader found her a few moments

later, and by threats succeeded in making the mother take her back.

The child was afterward reared without further attempt on the ]>art of

the parents to take its life.

One of the Eskimo told me that if a man had a girl not more than 5

or C years old who cried much, or if he disliked it for any reason, or

found it difficult to obtain food for the family, he would take it far out

on the ice at sea or on the tundra during a severe snow storm, and

there abandon it to perish by exposure.
A man at St Michael was in my house one day and told me in a

casual way that his wife had given birth to another girl, and added,

"At first I was going to throw it away on the tundra, and then I could

not, for it was too dear to me." This man was one of the most intelli-

gent Eskimo I knew. He had been associated with the Russians and

other white men since early boyhood, and was one of the so-called con

verts of the Bussian church; yet the idea that a man was not perfectly

justified in disposing of a girl child as he saw fit never for a moment
occurred to him.

On the other hand, a pair of childless Eskimo frequently adopt a

child, either a girl or a boy, preferably the latter. This is done so that

when they die there will be some one left whose duty it will be to make
the customary feast and offerings to their shades at the festival of the

dead. All of the Eskimo appear to have great dread of dying Avithout

being assured that their shades will be remembered during the fes-

tivals, fearing if neglected that they would thereby suffer destitution

in the future life.

In March, 1880, while on a journey to Sledge island, just south of

Bering strait, we were accompanied for the last 75 miles by the wife of

our Eskimo interpreter, who was a fine looking woman of about 30

years and was heavy with child. She went with us in order that her

confinement might take place among her own people, wlio lived on the

island. Notwithstanding her condition, she tramped steadily through
the snow with the rest of us day after day, and on the morning of our

arrival at the island she was in the room with us talking and laughing
when she became suddenly ill, went to her mother's house, and was

delivered of a fine boy in less than half an hour. Directlj^ after the

birth a shaman came in and borrowed from me a drum and a small

ivory carving of a white whale, which I had purchased on the road.

The father explained that the image of the whale was borrowed to put
in the child's mouth so as to feed him upon something that would make
him grow up a fine hunter. The shaman beat the drum and sang for

half an hour over the boy to make him stout-hearted and manl3^ The
woman remained at this village a few days and then walked back the

75 miles to her home, carrying the child on her back.
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PUBERTY

Among the Malemut, and southward from the lower Yukon and adja-
cent districts, when a girl reaches the age of puberty she is considered

unclean for forty days ; she must therefore live by herself in a corner of

the house with her face to the wall, and always keep her hood over her

head, with her hair hanging disheveled over her eyes. During this time

she must not go out by day and but once each night when every one is

asleep, but if it is summer the girl commonly lives in a rough shelter out-

side the house. At the end of the period she bathes and is clothed in

new garments, after which she may be taken in marriage. The same
custom formerly prevailed among the Unalit, but at present the girl is

secluded behind a grass mat in one corner of the room for the period of

only four days, during which time she is said to be d'-gu-li7i-ghi'-gf(k,

meaning she becomes a woman, and is considered unclean. A iieculiar

atmosphere is supposed to surround her at this time, and if a young
man should come near enough for it to touch him it would render him
visible to every animal he might hunt, so that his success as a hunter

would be gone. Should a considerable time pass after a girl reaches

puberty and no suitor appear, the father accumulates a large amount
of food and makes a festival for the purpose of announcing that his

daughter is ready for marriage.

MARRIAGE

Among the Unalit when a young man sees a girl he wishes to marry
he tells his parents and one of them goes to the girl's parents to ask

their consent. Having obtained this, the suitof dresses in his finest

clothing and goes to the bride's house with a new suit of garments,
which he puts upon her and she becomes his wife. If the parents of

either party have no children at home, the newly married couple go to

live with them; otherwise they set up an establishment of their own,
either building a new house or sharing one with some one else.

The Unalit frequently marry first cousins or remote blood relatives

with the idea that in such a case a wife is nearer to her husband. One
man said that in case of famine, if a man's wife was from another family

she would steal food from him to save her own life, while the husband

would die of starvation; but should a woman be of his own blood she

would share fairly with him; The wife is considered to become more a

part of the husband's family than he of hers. However, brothers and

sisters, and step brothers and step-sisters, do not intermarry.

From the lower Yukon to the Kuskokwim child betrothals are com-

mon and may occur in two ways. The parents of a very small girl

who have no son may agree with the parents of several sons that one

of the boys shall live with them and become the girl's husband. Again,

a young boy may sometimes choose a family, containing a girl, in which
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Le would like to live. In such case he takes with him his clothiug

and implemeuts, besides a flue suit of clothes for his future bride, and

leaving his own parents, goes to the people whom he has adopted, and

transfers hlial duty of every kind to his adopted father to the exclusion

of his own parents. In such cases the girl is frequently not over 4 or 5

years of age. Sometimes such arrangements are made by a couple

to take effect when the first girl is born.

In these child marriages when the girl reaches puberty both she and

her husband are considered unclean, and neither of them is permitted

to take part in any work for a month, at the end of wliich period the

young husband takes presents to the kashim and distributes them.

After this lie enjoys the rights of other heads of families.

Meu who are able to provide for them frequently take two or even

more wives. In such cases the first wife is regarded as the head of the

family and has charge of the food, but either may carry food to the

kashim for the husband. A man may discard a wife who is a scold, or

unfaithful to him, or who is niggardly with food, keeping the best for

herself. On the other hand, a woman may leave a man who is cruel to

her or who fails to provide the necessary subsistence. When a husband

finds that his wife is unfaithful he may beat her, but he rarely avenges
himself on the man concerned, although at times this may form an

excuse for an affray where enmity had previously existed between the

parties. An old man told me that in ancient times when the husband

and a lover quarreled about a woman they were disarmed by the neigh-

bors and then settled the trouble with their fists or by wrestling, the

victor in the struggle taking tlie woman. It is a common custom for

two men living m different villages to agree to become bond fellows, or

brothers by adoption. Having made this arrangement, whenever one

of the men goes to the other's village he is received as the bond

brother's guest and is given the use of his host's bed with his wife

during his staj'. When the visit is returned the same favor is extended

to the other, consequently neither family knows who is the father of

the children. Meu who have made this arrangement term one another

Mn'-i-(fun'; each terms the other one's wife MW-^r-w'-^/J/Zr, and the cliil-

dren of the two families call each other Mt-lnun' . Among people south

of the Yukon the last term is sometimes used between children of two

families where the man has married the discarded wife of another.

It is frequently the case that a man enjoys the rights of a husband

before living regularly with the woman he takes for a wife, and noth-

ing wrong is thought of it, unmarried females being considered free to

suit themselves in this regard.

MORAIi CHARACTERISTICS

Blood revenge is considered a sacred duty among all the Eskimo, and
it is a common thing to find men who dare not visit certain villages

because of a blood feud existing, owing to their having killed some one
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whose near relatives live in the place. On different occasions 1 had
men go with me where they dared not go without the protection afforded

by a white man's presence. In one place a man kept by me like a
shadow for two days and slept touching me at night. The man who
held the feud against him would come into the house where we stopped
and sit for hours watching the one with me like a beast of prey, and the

mere fact that my Eskimo companion was with a white man was all

that saved him.

In another case a boy of 14 years shot and killed a man who had
murdered his father when the boy was an infant. The duty of blood

revenge belongs to the nearest male relative, so that if the son is an

infant, and too young to avenge his father at the time, it rests with liim

to seek revenge as soon as he attains puberty. If a man has no son,

then his brother, father, uncle, or whosoever is nearest of kin must

avenge him.

In the case of the boy mentioned, the man who had killed his father

lived in the same village with him until he became grown. One morn-

ing, as the man was preparing to hitch up his dogs and start on a trip,

the boy's uncle handed him a loaded rifle and told him that it was time

to avenge his father's death; the boy at once went outside and, taking
deliberate aim, shot the man dead. Fortunately the dead man had no

relatives, or it would have devolved upon them to retaliate by killing

the boy.

Owing to this custom, a man who has killed another watches inces-

santly, and in the end his eyes acquire a peculiar restless expression
which the Eskimo have learned to recognize at once. Several of them
told me that they could always recognize a man who had killed another

by the expression of his eyes, and from cases observed by myself I think

that this is undoubtedly true.

The desultory feud existing between the Kotzebue sound Malemut
and the Tinne of the interior partakes of the character of blood revenge,

except that each side seeks to avenge the death of relatives or fellow

tribesmen upon any of the opposing tribe.

Stealing from people of the same village or tribe is regarded as

wrong. The thief is made ashamed by being talked to in the kashim

when all the people are present, and in this way is frequently forced to

restore the articles he has taken. An old man at St Michael told me
that once a number of men took an incorrigible thief and while some

held him others beat him on the back of his hand until he roared with

pain, but that the fellow stole just the same afterward, and nothing
further was done except to talk to him in the kashim. To steal from a

stranger or from people of another tribe is not considered wrong so

long as it does not bring trouble on the community.
The Eskimo living about the trading stations have adopted some

ideas in regard to this matter from the whites. As a result of this,

coupled with the memory of some wholesome chastisements that have
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followed theft at various times, the property of white mea 'S tolerably

safe ill most places.

The ouly feeling of conscience or moral duty that I noted among* the

Eskimo seemed to be an instinctive desire to do that which was most

conducive to the general good of the community, as looked at from their

point of view. . Whatever experience has taught them to be best is

done, guided by superstitious usages and customs. If asked why they
do certain things, they would almost invariably reply, ''We have

always done so." But in most cases an underlying reason could be

obtained if they were questioned further, and if they had sufficient

confidence in the questioner to express themselves to him freely regard-

ing their deepest beliefs.

A curious innate distrust of strangers, or of people apart from them-

selves, was shown by the common demand for pay in advance when

they were asked to do anything for white men. This was seen repeat-

edly among the Unalit, yet I do not suppose that m all their dealings
with white men during recent years they had known of an instance in

which one was employed without being paid in full.

In the same way they would hesitate and even refuse to give white

men any articles of value to be paid for at another time. On the other

hand, it was a constant practice among them to obtain credit at the

trading stations, to be paid when they should have procured the neces-

sary skins. In this, however, they were very honest, paying all debts

contracted in this manner.

During my residence at St Michael I saw men trusted for goods who
came from distant villages and were scarcely known by sight to the

traders. This would often happen when the man lived in a village 100

or 200 miles away.
On one occasion an Eskimo came to St Michael in midwinter from

near Kotzebue sound, bringing a mink skin to settle a debt which he

had contracted with the trader the previous year. If this man had
desired to do so, he need not have come and the trader would have

had no means of obtaining his pay. This was but one of many such

cases that came to my notice.

A curious jiart of this custom was that very often the same Eskimo
who would be perfectly honest and go to great trouble and exertion to

settle a debt would not hesitate to steal from the same trader. Among
themselves this feeling is not generally so strong, and if a man borrows

from another and fails to return the article he is not held to account

for it. This is done under the general feeling that if a person has

enough property to enable him to lend some of it, he has more than he

needs. The one who makes the loan under these circumstances does

not even feel justified in asking a return of the article, and waits for it

to be given back voluntarily.

My interpreter, a full-blood Eskimo, once told me that he had loaned

an old pistol the season before and the borrower had never returned
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it. I asked liiin why he did not ask for it, as they lived near each
other in the same village. To this he replied that he could not, and
must wait for the man to bring the pistol back of his own accord.

Begging is common only among those Eskimo who have had consider-

able intercourse with white men. This custom has evidently come about

through indiscriminate giving of presents. From St Michael south-

ward to the Yukon mouth, and thence up the river to Chukwhnk, the

people have had more dealings with white men than elsewhere in the

region covered by my travels. They were also the most persistent

beggars that I met, and in some villages were so importunate that they

fairly drove me away
The people not accustomed to meeting white men were little addicted

to begging, and their manners were usually much more frank and
attractive.

Hospitality is regarded as a duty among the Eskimo, so far as con-

cerns their own friends in the surrounding villages, and to strangers
in certain cases, as well as to all guests visiting the villages during
festivals. By the exercise of hospitality to their friends and the people
of neighboring villages their good will is retained and they are saved

from any evil influence to which they might otherwise be subjected.

Strangers are usually regarded with more or less suspicion, and in

ancient times were commonly put to death.

During my sledge journeys among them 1 experienced a hospitable

reception at most of the places, but on a few occasions the people were

sullen and disobliging, apparently resenting my presence. At Cai)e

Nome and on Sledge island during a winter visit I found the people

extremely kind and hospitable.

At the time of our arrival at Sledge island the inhabitants were so

destitute that their dogs had all died of starvation, and some of the

people were living upon scraps. Owing to the lack of food for our

dogs the trader and myself decided to return at once to the mainland,

but the headman and several of the other villagers surrounded us,

urging us to stay over two nights, in order that they might sliow their

appreciation of our visit, and assuring us at the same time that they
would find something for our dogs.
True to his promise, the headman went out among the villagers and

the women soon came to us, bringing little fragments of seal meat,

blubber, and tish, so that we finally gathered enough food for our dogs.

We were shown to the best house in the place, and in the evening, when

we had unrolled our blankets, the headman asked if we wished to

sleep. When we replied that we did, he at once sent out all of the

people who had congregated there with the exception of the owners of

the house.

Stopping on Sledge island at this time we found a number of King
islanders from farther north in Bering strait. They had come down the

coast, visiting at various villages in order to live upon the people, as
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the food supply at their own home had been exhausted. They were a

stroug, energetic set of men, and, being bold and dishonest, did not

hesitate to bully and otherwise terrify the more peaceable villagers into

sui)plying them with food.

In the morning after my arrival at Sledge island a knife was stolen

from my box of trading goods, and on making this known to the head-

man he sent out a small boy, who returned in a few moments with the

knife, everyone apparently knowing who had committed the theft.

A little later one of the King island men, who was sitting close by

me, and who had traveled down the coast with the trader and myself

the previous day, tried to steal a small article from me but was

detected in the act, and 1 at once ordered him to leave the house. To

this he paid uo attention, I then seized him by the right arm, and

when he saw that I was in earnest his face grew dark with passion, but

he did not hesitate to take up his mittens and leave the room. He did

not return during the day, but that evening when the people had left the

room and the trader and myself were preparing for bed, we noticed that

the headman of the village was still seated by the entrance way on the

other side of the room, although everyone else had left and the family

occupying the house were asleep. Making down our beds upon the

floor, we wrapped ourselves in the blankets. We had a suspicion that

the cause of the headman's presence was due to the trouble that I had

had with the King islander during the day, and I awoke several times

during the night and found him sitting wakeful by the entrance hole.

About 3 oclock the next morning I was awakened by a Alight noise,

and, raising my head cautiously, heard someone creeping in through the

passageway. A moment later the head of the thief whom I had sent

out and shamed before his companions the day before was thrust into

the room. In an instant the watchful headman had taken him by the

shoulder and spoke rapidly to him in an undertone. In a few minutes

the King islander drew back and went away. The headman remained

in his place until we arose in the morning. During the day we left

the island and at a hut on the mainland encountered the same King
islander, he having left the village immediately after going out of the

house.

I have always considered that the watch kept by the headman dur-

ing that night was all that prevented an attempt by the King islander

to obtain revenge for my having offended him.

When we came to the first hut on the nuiinland, upon our return

from the island, the Eskimo living there urged us to remain all night,
and when we refused to do this he insisted on our going in to eat some
crabs and dried fish with him before resuming our journey.
Near Cape Darby we were welcomed in a cordial way and made to

join in a feast of freshly killed seal, and in villages on the lower Yukon
I met the same hospitable treatment.

At some other i)laces our reception was the reverse of this. In the
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large village of Koriigunugumut, near tbe mouth of the Kuskokwim,
I was given a very surly reception, and it was almost necessary for me
to use force before I could get anyone to guide me to the next village.
On the contrary, at Askinuk and Kaialigamut, in the same district, the

people rau out at our approach, unharnessed our dogs, put our sledges
on the framework, and carried our bedding into the kashim with the

greatest good will.

At King island, iu Bering strait, the same spirit was shown by the

people during the visit of the Gorwin, when they insisted on having us

enter their houses. Their attention sometimes became embarrassing,
as in one instance when I was stopping in a house on the outer side of

St Michael island. An old man came home from fishing iu the afternoon

and was given a small tray containing tomcod livers and berries, kneaded

by his wife into a kind of paste. From his trinket box he took an old

spoon fastened to a short woodeu handle and began eating tbe mix-

ture with great pleasure, until he suddenly remembered that there was
a guest present. At this he stopped eating and, wiping the bowl of the

spoon on the toe of his sealskin boot, gravely handed it and the dish

to me, whereupon I declined them with equal gravity.
That morning I had fallen into the water while hunting, and as a

consequence remained in the house all day to dry my clothes. At one

time or another during the day nearly everyone in the village came to

see me, and in every instance my hostess placed a few tomcods before

the callers.

This practice of offering a small quantity of food to guests is con-

sidered to be proper among the Eskimo. Wherever I visited them,
and any people of the same village came in in a social way, they were

given food, unless everyone was on the verge of famine.

On October 3, 1878, 1 arrived at Kigiktauik in a large kaiak with two

paddle men. As we drew near the village one of the men welcomed
us by firing his gun in the air, and then ran down to help us land, after

which he led the way to his house. The room was partly filled with

bags of seal oil and other food supplies, and the remaining space was

soon occupied by a dozen or more villagers, who came to see us and
were regaled with the tea that was left after I had finished my supper,
and soon after my blankets were taken to the kashim, where I retired.

A small knot of Eskimo were gathered in the middle of the room

around a blanket spread on the floor, and were deeply interested iu a

game of poker, the stakes being musket caps, which were used for chips.

Scattered about on the floor and sleeping benches were a number
of men and boys in varying stages of nudity, which was entirely justi-

fied by the oppressive heat arising from the bodies of the people congre-

gated in the tightly closed room. Two small seal-oil lamps, consisting

of saucer-shape clay dishes of oil with moss wicks, threw a dim light

on the smoke-blackened interior. In a short time the planks were

taken up from over the tire pit, and a roaring tire was built for a sweat
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batb. The men and boys bronglit in tbeir urine tubs, aud wore loou-

skin caps on tlieir heads. Each one had a respirator made of fine wood

shavings woven into a pad to hohl in the teeth to cover the li[)S and

nostrils, without which it would not have been possible for them to

breathe in the stifling heat. When the wood had burned down to a

bed of coals the cover was replaced over the smoke hole in.the roof,

and when the men had perspired enough they bathed and then went

out to take a cold-water douche.

lu the winter of 1880 I traveled around the northern coast of Norton

sound and found many of the vilhiges on the verge of famine. This

was due mainly to the fact that they had eaten most of their supi)lies

early in the season, trusting to the weather being such that they could

take sufficient fish for their needs later on. As the winter turned oat

to be excessively severe, nearly all of the dogs along this coast were

starved and the i)eople were on very short allowance for a long time.

Just north of Uualaklit I camped in a small hut 10 by 12 feet in area

and 5J feet high in the middle. Three families were living in this

house, and including my party numbered sixteen adults who occupied
the room that night. The air was so foul that when a candle was

lighted it went out, and a match would flare up and immediately become

extinguished as though dipped in water. After making a hole in one

corner of the cover of the smoke hole the air became suflicieutly pure
for us to pass the night without ill efl'ect.

At the village of Ufiaktolik, just beyond the last place mentioned, I

found a room 15 by 20 feet in area and 6 feet high, where we numbered

twenty-five people during the night of our stay.

Wherever we found the people with a small food supply they were

usually quiet and depressed; but at a village on the northern shore of

iJsortou sound, where food was plentiful, everyone appeared to be in

the greatest good humor.

During the summer food is more abundant than in winter, and the

people are more cheerful at that season and inclined to give a heartier

welcome to a stranger. The winter season being one of possible famine,
there is generally a slight feeling of uncertainty regarding the future.

When we landed from the Gorwin at a summer trading village on

the shore of Ilotham inlet, in Kotzebue sound, we were surrounded at

once by two or three hundred people, all shouting and smiling good

naturedly. They crowded about us with the greatest curiosity, and
several at once volunteered to carry my camera and box of trading

goods to one of the lodges. We walked along in the midst of a rabble

of fur clad figures and a great variety of strong odors which they
exhaled. The dirty brown faces, ornamented with the huge stone

labrets of the men and the tattooed chin lines of the women, were alive

with animation; their mouths were wide open and their eyes glistened
with curiosity and excitement. Before us moved a crowd of fat chil-

dren, who tried to run ahead and look back at the same time, so that
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they were constantly falling over one another. Entering one of the

lodges where the owner had carried my stock of trading goods, I pro-
ceeded to purchase such ethnological material as was brought nie by
the people.

The eagerness to see the strangers was so great that a dense crowd
outside pressed against the frail walls of the lodge until the frame-

work was broken in several places. At this the owner became offended

and insisted on my giving him a present to pay for the damage thus

done by his fellow-villagers.

At Cape Espeuberg we landed at another summer village of five

lodges, where some thirty people were stopping. Several u])turned
sleds and umiaks, and supplies of dried seal and walrus meat lay scat-

tered about, and a freshly killed seal was lying under an old piece of

sealskin.

Fastened to stakes in a circle about the camp were over twenty dogs,
which set up a howl of welcome as we lauded, their cries being joined

by the voices of the children. The women and children rau down to

the shore to meet us, and the whole party was very friendly.

At Cape Lisburne we found a camp of people from Point Hope.
Xine umiaks were drawn up on the shore and braced ui) on one edge

by sticks and paddles. Scattered about on the ground were sealskin

bags of oil and large pieces of walrus and whale meat. Just back of

the umiaks were the conical and round-top lodges, where the men
and the women of the camp were walking about or sitting in the sun,

engaged in sewing or in other work. These people were dressed in fur

clothing, which was very ragged and daubed with dirt and grease,

presenting an extremely filthy appearance. In one of the lodges an

old woman, stripx)ed to the waist, was rolling up a bed. Children

played about the lodges with small, fat puppies, and numerous well-fed

dogs prowled listlessly through the camp.
Between the lodges ran a clear, sparkling brook, entering the sea

over the pebbly beach, and just back of the camp rose high cliffs,

fronting the shore.

Before we left they broke camp. The umiaks were launched, oil

bags, tents, clothing, meat, and supplies were bundled into them, and

several dogs being harnessed to the towline from each umiak, they
started up the coast, a single person from each umiak remaining on

shore to drive the dogs.
The people of the islands and shore of Bering strait and Kotzebue

sound are notorious among the trading vessels for pilfering. On
several occasions the villagers of Cape Prince of Wales fairly took

possession of vessels with small crews, and carried off whatever they

wished.

While in the villagfe at East cape, Siberia, the children were con-

stantly trying to steal small objects from me and repeatedly attempted

to take my handkerchief from my pocket. At Point Hope, while I was
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buying ethnological specimens in the village, one of the men suddenly

began talking and demanded some tobacco, saying that he bad not

been paid enough for something which he had sold me. He assumed an

air of anger and in a loud voice and with many gestures tried to bully

nie into giving him something additional; while he was motioning with

his hands to emphasize his demands I noticed that he had concealed

in his palm a small comb, which I at once recognized as having been

stolen from my box of trading goods. I immediately grasped his wrist

and wrested the comb from his hand, calling him a thief. His com-

panions, 'who had undoubtedly seen him take the article, laughed at

him in ridicule at his being caught, whereupon he slunk away without

further word.

As with all savages, the Eskimo are extremely sensitive to ridicule

and are very quick to take offense at real or seeming slights.

When among their own tribesmen in large villages they frequently
become obtrusive, and the energetic, athletic people about the

shores of Bering strait and northward are inclined to become over-

bearing and domineering when in sufficient numbers to warrant it. On
the other hand, when traveling away from their native places in

small numbers, among strangers, they become very quiet and mild-

mannered. When we landed at Point Hope a great crowd of people
came running down to the beach, crying, "a-s/«', asiw'," meaning "a
present, a i)resent," and caught hold of us on either side. They hung
to our arms and clothing, continually asking for presents. Two men
ran along on each side of the captain of the Corn-in^ begging for the

gloves he wore, while others kept trying to steal some tobacco leaves

which I was carrying under my arm.

The whalers give the people of this locality a bad reputation, as they
do likewise those of Point Barrow. During the summer of our visit a

whaling vessel was crushed by the ice pack just off Point Barrow, and
the crew threw upon the ice a large quantity of provisions, clothing,
and other articles before the vessel sank. The Eskimo at the jjoint

had seen the accident and with their dog sleds hurried out to the

wreck where they at once set to work to loot everything they could get
hold of. They ran aloft like monkeys and cut away the sails, which,
with the sails of the small boats, they carried ashore.

They stole the clothes chests of the officers, the chronometers, charts,
and the ship's books; the latter they tore up, and the next day, when
the officers tried to recover some of their clothes, they refused to deliver

them, and wore them about before the eyes of the owners. The
wrecked crew went ashore and camped near the place occupied by the

Eskimo, who were living upon canned meats and crackers from the

ship's stores, and refused to permit any of the whalers to take any
unless it was paid, for with some of the small supply of tobacco which
had been saved. As a consequence, the wrecked crew were forced to

give up what few things they had been able to save and were forced
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to live for some time upon seal and walras meat, while their Eskimo

neighbors were feasting upon the provisions from the wreck.

Owing to the constant danger of being wrecked at this point and
cast ashore among these people, the whalers fear to oftend them
and constantly make them presents. The Eskimo recognize this as

being a sort df peace offering resulting from a feeling of fear, and

they are therefore insolent and overbearing. When they came on
board the Corwin they were sulky, and any slight contradiction seemed
to render them very angry.
The Malemut at the head of Kotzebue sound are another vigorous,

overbearing tribe. As among the E.skimo of Bering strait, they are

quarrelsome and have frequent bloody affrays among themselves. The
ITnalit and Yukon people regard them with the greatest fear and hatred

and say that they are like dogs—always showing their teeth and ready
to fight. The Malemut are the only Eskimo who still keep up the old

fend against the Tiune, and are a brave, hardy set of men. They are

extremely reckless of human life, and a shaman was killed by them

during my residence at St Michael, because, they said, "he told too

many lies."

They buy whisky from trading vessels and have drunken orgies, dur-

ing which several persons are usually hurt or killed. In 1871) a fatal

quarrel of this kind took place on Kotzebue sound; the people said it

was the fault of the Americans for selling them whisky, and the rela-

tives of the dead men threatened to kill with impunity the first white

man they could in order to have blood revenge.

They also had the reputation of being extremely treacherous among
themselves, not hesitating to kill one another, even of their own tribe,

when opportunity offered while hunting in the mountains—a gun or a

few skins being sufficient incentive. As a consequence, hunters among,
this tribe would not go into the mountains with each other, unless they
.chanced to be relatives or had become companions by a sort of

formal adoption.
One intelligent Malemut, who was a fine hunter, told me it was very

hard work to hunt reindeer in the mountains, as a man could only

sleep a little, having to watch that other men did not surprise and kill

him.

One winter, while preparing for a sledge journey into the Malemut

country, my Unalit interpreter begged me not to go, saying that the

Malemut were very bad people. He was soon followed by the head-

man of the Unalit at St Micliael, who repeated the injunction, assuring
me that the "dogs of ^Malemut" would surely kill me if I went.

On the other hand, the Malemut despise the Unalit, saying that they
are cowards and like children. When the Corwin anchored off Cape
Prince of Wales in Bering strait, the people came off to us in a number
of umiaks. They halted at some distance from the vessel and shouted,
^^

nil-kii-riil; nu-ku-rul;^' meaning
"
good, good," in order to assure us of
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their friendly disposition. When tliey were motioned to come along-

side, they approached hesitatingly until some of them recognized me,

having seen me during a visit they had made to St Michael the previ-

ous year. At this they began to shout vociferously to attract my
attention, and immediately came on board. This lack of confidence

was caused by the fact that these people had looted it small trading

vessel the year before, and later in the same season, when they boarded

a larger ship, they had been very roughly handled.

When the trading umiaks from the shores of Bering strait made
their summer visits to St Michael, the people were always remarkably
civil and quiet, in marked contrast to their manner when seen about

their native place. At Cape Prince of Wales I went ashore in a small

boat with a couple of men. On our way we met an umiak with twelve

or fifteen iiaddlers; as they came near they turned and paddled straight

at our little dingy, whooping and shouting at the top of their voices

and coming so directly at us that I feared they would run us down.

When within a boat's length the paddle men on one side suddenly
backed water while those of the other side made a heavy stroke, causing
the big umiak to turn as on a pivot and shoot astern of us. As we
landed several hundred people ran down to meet us and as many as

could get hold of our boat seized it along the sides and dragged it some
25 or 30 yards up the beach with us still seated in it; afterward, when
I wished to go on board, it was only with the greatest difliculty that I

could get one of them to help launch the boat.

As already noted, the people at Point Hope were boisterous and
confident when we saw them at home, but later in the season when we
met several umiaks with people from that place near Cape Lisburne,

they came within about 150 yards of the Corwin and then all raised

their empty hands over their heads, shouting
"
nii-hu-ruk, nu-ku-ruk,'''

until the officer of the deck called to them, after which they came on

board, but were very quiet.

The Malemut extend their wanderings from Kotzebue sound even to

Kuskokwim river and Bristol bay, but hardy as they are they have the

same prudence in avoiding trouble while away from home. One case

illustrating this came to my knowledge in connection with a party of

them who were camping beside a village of Kuskokwim Eskimo. One
of the Malemut became enraged at a Kuskokwim man, and hastened

into his tent to obtain a weapon. Two of his companions went after

him and tried to persuade him to give up his idea of revenge for the

slight affront, but he refused to listen to them and went out. His two
fellow tribesmen then took him, one by each arm, and walked along;
still trying to dissuade him from his project. When he again refused

to listen to then), the man on his right suddenly drew his long sheath

knife and slashed him in the abdomen, completely disemboweling him,
so that he sank down and died in a few moments. In speaking of it

afterward, the man who had done the killing said that if they had
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been among- their own people be would not have interfered, but added:
" We were only a few among- the Kuskokwim men, and if our companion
bad killed one of their men they would have killed all of us, and it

was better that he should die."

It was not uncommon among the Eskimo, particularly about the

shores of Bering strait and northward, for some man of great courage
and superior ability to gather about him a certain following and then

rule the people through fear; such men usually confirmed their power
by killing any one who opposed them. In order to keep their follow-

ers in a friendly mood, they made particular effort to supply them
with an abundance of food in times of scarcity, or to give them j)resents

of clothing at festivals; they also try to secure the good will of white

men whenever they think it to their interest to do so.

At Point ilo])e we saw such a chief, who had killed four men and
had the entire village terrorized. The people were overawed by his

courage and cunning, and hated him so much that a number of them
went quietly to the captain of the Corwin and begged him to carry the

man away.

During our stay at Point Hope this fellow was never seen* without a

ride in his hand, and the people said he always carried it. During the

trading on the Goricin, whenever one of the villagers was offered a fair

price for one of his articles and began to haggle for a greater one, this

man would quietly take the goods offered and give them to the other,

who would then accept them without another word. I tried to procure
his photograph, but he became verj' nervous ajid could not be made to

stand quiet, until he was told that it would be very bad for him if he

did not. As soon as I had taken his photograph he insisted on having
me stand in the same position that he had taken while being photo-

graphed. Then he looked under the cloth covering the camera, and

when he saw my image on the ground glass he appeared to be greatly

pleased, seeming- to think that he had thus counteracted any ill effect

that might follow in his own case.

While stopping at a village near the head of ]!^orton sound I was
shown a man who was badly crippled, and my informant gave me the

history of the manner in which he received his injury. He went out

with three comi)anions hunting reindeer in the mountains, back of the

head of Norton sound. At night they made camp, and placing a

spruce log under a light shelter, all lay down, side by side, using the

log for a pillow. A man who entertained enmity against one of the

party had followed them from their own village; in the night, while thej^

were asleep, he crept up and fired his rifle into the head of the man

upon one side in such a manner that it was in line with the heads of

the others, and the ball passed through the heads of three of the men,

killing them instantly. The other one sprang to his feet, but before he

could collect his wits he was struck down by the clubbed gun in the

hands of the murderer, and beaten until he appeared to be dead. The
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murderer tlieii calmly returned to the village as though nothing had

happened. In the course of the next twenty-four hours the man who
had been beaten managed to crawl back to the village, where, after a

long illness, he finally recovered, but was badly crippled for life. The
one who had done the killing made no further effort to molest him, ajid

no one attempted to avenge him for the murder of the other three men.

The murderer and the survivor continued to live in the same village

for years.

The Alaskan Eskimo, so far as I observed, have no recognized chiefs

except such as gain a certain intiuence over their fellow-villagers

through superior shrewdness, wisdom, age, wealth, or shamanism.
The old men are listened to with respect, and there are usually one
or more in each village who by their extended acquaintance with the

traditions, customs, and rites connected Mith the festivals, as well as

being possessed of an unusual degree of common sense, are deferred to

and act as chief advisers of the community.
On the lower Yukon and beyond to Kuskokwim river such leaders

are termed nas-hiik, meaning literally "the head." Among the Unalit

Eskimo they are called (in-ai-yu-JcdJc, "the one to whom all listen."

These terms are also applied to men who gain a leadership by means
of their greater shrewdness, whereby they become possessed of more

property than their fellows, and by a judicious distribution of food

and their superior force of character obtain a higher standing and a

certain following among the people.
The man who has accumulated much property, but is without ability

to guide his fellows, is referred to merely as a rich man or tu-gii.

All Eskimo villages have a headman, whose influence is obtained

through the general belief of his fellow villagers in his superior ability
and good judgment. These men possess no fixed authority, but are

respected, and their directions as to the movements and occupations of

the villagers are generally heeded.

In some cases a headman may be succeeded by his son when the

latter has the necessary qualities. An example of this was the Eskimo
najned Tal ya-li\k, the headman at Unalaklit, whose father had been
one of the best headmen in that region.

In some villages, where trading stations are established, the traders

are accustomed to make a sort of chief by choosing men who are

friendly to the whites, and who at the same time have a certain amount
of influence among their people. In order to have any standing in a

position of this kind a man must be endowed with a greater amount
of good sense and ability than the majority of his fellows. Usually
these headmen have greater force of character than their associates

and are either feared or liked by them; in either case their position is

assured. If at anytime another man shows superior ability or skill in

promoting the welfare of the village, the older leader may be replaced

by common consent.
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Among the'Malemut, as also amoug tbe Eskimo of Bering strait and
the adjacent Arctic coast, an active trade is carried on. In this region it

is common for the shrewdest man in each village to accumulate several

hundreds of dollars' worth of property and become a recognized leader

among his fellows.

The Eskimo are very jealous of anyone who accumulates much prop-

erty, and in consequence these rich men, in order to retain the public

good will, are forced to be very open-handed with the commnnity and
thus create a body of dependents. They make little festivals at which
are distributed food and other presents, so that the people appreciate
the fact that it is to their interest to encourage the man in his eftbrts

toward Jeadership, in order that they may be benefited thereby.
In every trading expedition these men are usually the owners of the

umiaks, and control the others, even to the extent of doing their trad-

ing for them, but the authority of such a leader lasts only so long as

he is looked upon as a public benefactor. Such men make a point of

gathering an abundant supply of food every summer in order that they

may feed the needy and give numerous festivals during the winter.

Sometimes they obtain a stronger influence over the people by combin-

ing the offices of shaman with those of headman.
Whenever a successful trader among them accumulates property and

food, and is known to work solely for his own welfare, and is careless

of his fellow villagers, he becomes an object of envy and hatred which
ends in one of two ways—the villagers may compel him to make a feast

and distribute his goods, or they may kill him and divide his projjerty

among themselves. When the first choice is given him he must give

away all he possesses at the enforced festival and must then abandon
the idea of accumulating more, under fear of being killed. If he is

killed his i)roperty is distributed among the people, entirely regardless
of the claims of his family, which is left destitute and dependent on
the charity of others. This was done at the time of the killing of

A-giin-a-pai'-ak, at Unalaklit. This man was a native of the Kaviak

peninsula, on the coast of Bering strait, and had been forced to leave

there after having killed a man, for fear of the dead man's relatives

taking blood revenge. He had located at Unalaklit, and by his domi-

neering character and ability as a trader became one of the most prom-
inent leaders among the people of that region. He plotted to capture
and rob the trading station at St Michael, and was prevented from

carrying out the plan only by the timidity these people manifest when

dealing with white men.

He constantly made trading voyages by umiak to Bering strait in

summer, and in winter made long sledge journeys. Wherever he went

lie was accompanied by various hangers-on and was feared by the people
he visited. During my residence I knew of several murders he had

committed, some of which were very atrocious. In one instance he

18 ETH 20
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wished to go to St Michael in bis umiak during the sumluer, and being
short of an oarsuian he seized a woman living in Unalaklit and thrust

her aboard the boat. The woman's husband was crippled so that he

needed her services, and to i^revent his wife from going he hurried

down to the shore and tried to detain her. This enraged the headman,
who drew his knife and killed the husband on the spot, and, leaving

him where he lay, pushed off and made the trip, the wife serviug at the

oar during the entire time. The following winter this man became

extremely overbearing and very free with his threats toward various

people, and at last threatened the life of his brother-in-law for having
refused to join in the murder of some people in order to get their furs.

The brother-in-law received information of this, and entering the man's

house one night while he was sleeping, struck him on the head with an

ax, killing him instantly. The man's son, a grown youth, was sleeping
in the room and sprang up at the sound of the blow and was struck

down by his uncle, who had just slain the father. After this occur-

rence the people of the surrounding villages felt greatly relieved. Yet,
from that time forth, the man who had done the killing was constantly
under the inlluence of fear from the expectation that blood revenge

might be taken by relatives of the dead man.

The nephew of this man killed a fur trader on Kuskokwim river

in a very brutal manner and was arrested by the fur traders at St

Michael in the spring of 1877. His younger brother had been impli-

cated in the murder, and as soon as Kun'-u-giin was arrested be turned

to the men who took him, saying,
" Kill me, but do not hurt my brother."

He kept repeating this, evidently thinking that the men would execute

vengeance on him at once. He was placed on board a vessel and sent

to San Francisco, where he was condemned to Ave years' imprison-
ment. There he was reported to have become an industrious workman
and a favorite with the j)risou officials.

The men who aspire to be leaders make it a special point to put
themselves as nearly as possible on an equal footing with white men,
and become very sullen and angry if they are not treated with greater
consideration than their fellows.

From Bering strait northward the rich man becomes known as

u'-mt-a'-litk, or the umiak owner. During the time that war was car-

ried on between the tribes the best warrior planned the attack, and
was known among the Unalit as miigolch'-chM. He, however, had no

fixed authority, as each one fought independently of the others, but all

combined in the general onslaught. An enemy was termed um'-i-lus'-

til-gtl, or " one who is angry with me."

One born in another village is termed a-um'-td. A stranger is tun-

m'-ii-hdkh', or " seen the first time." This term is also applied to strange

objects of any kind. A person belonging to the same clan is recog-

nized as a relative, ujo'-huk'.

The Eskimo of Norton sound speak of themselves as Yu'-pik, meaning
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fine or complete people. Au Indian, or Tinne, is termed fn-lci'-lik, from

m'-TciJi,
" a louse egg;

" this is a term of derision, referring to the fact

that the long hair of the Tinne is commonly filled with the eggs of

these parasites. The Eskimo i^ractice the tonsure, so that their hair is

not so conspicuous as that of the Tinne. The Russians are termed

Kas-((l; from Cossack; all other whites are known as A-g^tl'-nJc.

Among the Unalit, with the exceptions mentioned below, whatever
a man makes, or obtains by hunting, is his own.
When a man dies some of his implements and other articles are

placed by his grave and the remainder are divided among his children

and other relatives, the former usually receiving the larger share. The
wife generally makes the distribution soon after her husband's death,
often on the day of the funeral. In some cases, however, if a man's
blood relatives are greedy, they make the division among themselves,

leaving very little for the family.

To the sons usually pass the hunting implements, while the orna-

ments and household articles go to the wife and daughters. If there

are several sous the eldest get the least, the most valuable things

being given to the youngest. Articles of particular value, such as

heirlooms (pai-tuJc), go to the youngest son, as does also the father's

rifle, which, however, is used by the eldest brother until the younger
one is old enough to use it.

When a man dies his sous, if old enough, support the family; other-

wise they are cared for by relatives.

The most productive places for setting seal and salmon nets are cer-

tain rocky points which guard the entrances to bays. The right to use

them is regarded as personal property, and is handed down from father

to son. After the death of the father the sons use these i)laces in com-

mon until all of the brothers, save one, get new places at unoccupied

points. If anyone else puts a net in one of these places the original

owner is permitted to take it out and put down his own. These net

places are sometimes rented or given out on shares, when the man who
allows another to use his place is entitled to half the catch.

The first deer, seal, white whale, or other kind of large game killed

by a young man is brought to the village, aud there one of the old men
cuts it up and divides it among the villagers, without leaving a particle

for the young hunter; this is done, they say, that the young man may
be successful afterward in hunting. If a net is set for any particular

game and something else is caught, the latter also is divided among
the villagers in the same way, it being said that if this is done other

animals of the same kind will come to the net. This is the practice

when a white whale is caught in a seal net or a seal in a salmon net.

Seals killed with gun or spear may be taken at once to the village,

but all seals taken in nets in the fall must be stored in a cache built of

stones and covered with logs and stones. These storage places are

built on the shore near the places where the nets are set. The cache
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is called Miu-nnk'. If a seal carcass is taken from the iiettiDg place

or from tlie caclie and carried to the village before the netting season

is over, it is claimed that all the other seals will know it and become

angry, so that no more will be taken during that season.

If meat is needed a piece of flesh may be cut from the seals and

carried overland to the village, but a person must be very cautious

and keep away from the shore. At the close of the netting season the

seal bodies may be taken from the cache and carried to the vdlage by
water.

The idea that unexpected game is a kind of treasure trove is firmly
fixed in the minds of these people. On occasions when I sent men out

to shoot waterfowl and they chanced to kill a seal they always consid-

ered the latter their own property, although they were hired to hunt
and Avere paid for their time. In such instances if I obtained the seal

it was by paying for it in addition to the regular wages. Their invari-

able reply when asked about this would be: "You said nothing about

killing a seal, so it is mine."

On one occasion, while stopping for a short time in a small village

just west of Cape Darby, on the shore of Norton sound, I refused to

buy the ivory carvings and other ethnological specimens ottered, telling

the villagers that I would return in a few days and buy the things they
had to sell. On my return I found the entire village was oftended at

my having refused to buy their articles on the former visit, and not one

of them would trade with me.

As a rule the Eskimo sold their implements and ivory carvings at

prices fixed by myself and seemed to regard it as a great piece of sport
that anyone would be simple enough to purchase such objects. At

Sabotnisky, on the Yukon, the people took whatever I ottered, and

laughed over obtaining such prizes as needles, buttons, tobacco, etc,

in exchange for such objects, saying that I was giving away my goods.
In large villages the peoiile would frequently struggle to get within

reach of me, each striving to be first, saying that my goods would be

gone before they could get any of them. At a village on the lower

Yukon it was amusing to witness the absurd delight some of the i:atives

exhibited when I bought their carvings and other small objects.

xVbout St Michael the children were always pleased to be employed
on little errands or jobs of light work, and they were e:iger to trap and

bring me mice and shrews for specimens. They were given in return

gun caps, matches, or ship's bread, and the deliberate gravity with

which some of them would decide what they would have for a mouse
was very amusing. They are very mischievous in a quiet way, delight-

ing in petty practical jokes on one another. One day I surprised a boy
10 years of age who was following close behind me mimicking my
motions, while his comrades stood at a safe distance greatly enter-

tained by the performance.
The young men are cheerful, light-hearted, and fond of jokes and
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amusement. During my hunting excursions, wbenever I had several

young men along they were continually telling stories,joking, singing,
etc. When in camp and during all-night festivals in winter I fre-

quently heard them laugh at one another for being sleepy. At one
of the bladder feasts a young fellow who could scarcely keep his eyes
open replied to the sallies made at his expense by saying that he saw
/three of everything he looked at and accused his comrade sitting next
to him of being unable to find his mouth with the food before him.

Among the furs offered us at Point Hope was the skin of an Arctic

hare with the tail of a fox sewed upon it as a practical joke. After

they had sold all of their valuable articles, they were persistent in

offering worthless things, and would laugh heartily when these were

rejected. The same men would return again and again, repeatedly

offering something which had been refused, and seemed to be greatly
amused each time.

They are quick to express their ideas by signs when dealing with

people who do not understand their language. At Point Hope the

men kept holding up their hands together in a cup-shape position,

locking the palms and wagging their heads from side to side iu a droll

way to indicate that they wished to get some whisky with which to

become drunk.

On the lower Yukon and southward there is a trading custom known
as pa-tnldi'-till: When a person Avishes to start one of these he takes

some article into the kashim and gives it to the man with whom he

wishes to trade, saying at the same time, "It is a paUikli'-tulx.''^ The
other is bound to receive it, and give in return some article of about

equal value; the first man then brings something else, and so they
alternate until, sometimes, two men will exchange nearly everything

they originally possessed; the man who received the first present being
bound to continue until the originator wishes to stop.

The fur traders sometimes take advantage of this custom to force an

Eskimo to trade his furs when they can get them iu no other way. A
fur trader told me of securing in this way from one man the skins of

30 mink, 8 land otters, 4 seals, and 2 cups and saucers; finally the

Eskimo wished to give his rifle, but at that the trader stopped the

transaction.

TREATMENT OF DISEASE

In treating diseases the most common method is for the shamans to

perform certain incantations. There are cases, however, iu which more

direct methods are pursued; blood letting is commonly practiced to

relieve inflamed or aching portions of the body. For this purpose
small lancets of stone or iron are used. In one instance I saw a man

lancing the scalp of his httle girl's head, the long, thin, iron point of

the instrument being thrust twelve or fifteen times between the scalp

and the skull.
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Fig. 97—Laniet iiointeil with nephrite (J).

One of these lancets (figure 97) was obtaiued on the northern shore

of Norton sound. It is a small, thin, double-edge blade, of hard, pale-

greenish stone,
an inch and an

eighth in leugth,
broad-

ened at

the butt,

which is inserted in the split end of a short wooden handle

and wrapped tightly with a strong sinew cord. I saw other

old instruments of this kind made of slate, but at present
most of the lancets are similar in shape but are made of iron.

An aching tooth is extracted by placing the square point
of a piece of deerhorn against it and striking the other end
a sharp blow with an object used as a mallet.

On the islands in Bering strait I saw men using long-
handle scratchers to relieve irritation caused by eruptions
on the skin or by parasites. Figure 98 illustrates one of

these implements Avhich was obtained on Sledge island. It

consists of a wooden rod about 17 inches in length, having a

thin-edge ivory disk an inch in diameter fitted on one end.

In the collection obtained in Labrador by Mr L. M. Turner,
there is a specimen of a similar instrument.

MORTUARY CUSTOMS

The burial customs of the Eskimo with whom I came in con-

tact vary so greatly that I have given in detail an account
of the observances noted in different localities, beginning with
the Unalit at St Michael.

The following are Unalit terms used by the St Michael

people :

Corpse tu'-kd-vml'-u-g't-a (dead one).

Spirit or shade td-g'un'-u-ghuk.

Ghost, or visible shade a-lhi-ukh'-tok.

Grave kuii-tt'.

^ When a person dies during the day his relatives, amid loud

wailing, proceed at once to dress him in the best clothing

they possess, using, if iwssible, garments that have never
been worn. Should the death take place at night, the body
is not dressed until just at sunrise the following morning.
Some of the male relatives or friends go out and make a

rude box of drift logs in the usual burial place, which is a
short distance back of the village. During this time the ^'»- os-Back

body lies in its place on the sleeping platform, with the oil
^''^^^ '^'^

lamp burning day and night close by, until the burial, while the rel-

atives and friends sit about on other sleeping benches. When the box
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is completed, either on the same day or the next, the body is placed
in a sitting posture with the heels drawn back against the hips and
the knees resting against the chest; the elboM's" are drawn down
against the sides, and the forearms and hands are bent so as to clasp
the abdomen, the right hand and arm being placed above the left.

Figure 99 shows the position of the body ready for burial. It is then

wrapped in grass mats or deerskins and bound tightly with rawhide
cords. By means of cords the body is usually raised through the smoke
hole in the roof, but is never taken out by the doorway. Should the

smoke hole be too small, an opening is made in the rear side of the house
and then closed again. The body is taken to the grave and jilaced

upon one side in the box, below it being placed the deerskin bed of

the deceased, and over it his blankets. If the deceased be a man, his

pipe, flint and steel, tinder, and pouch of tobacco are placed in the box,

and, if a snuff' taker, his snuff-box and tube. Then the cover of rough
planks or logs is put on and fastened down
with logs or stones. In case of a man, his pad-
dle is planted blade upward in the ground near

by, or is lashed to a corner post of the box itself,

so that the relatives and friends may see the

a' hliii-nk or totem mark, and thus know whose
remains lie there.

If the grave box is made of planks the totem

picture is usually drawn upon its front in red or

black, or sometimes the front bears the picture

of some animal which the father of the dead

man excelled in hunting. If the father took

part m a war party against the common enemy
of his tribe, then the figure of a bow is painted
on the box. Should this receptacle be of such

a nature as not to permit the making of pic-

tures upon its surface, they are drawn on a small piece of board made
for the purpose and fastened to the end of a stick five or six feet long,

and the latter is planted at the side or at one end of the box. In a con-

spicuous place on a corner post of the grave, or on posts set up for

the purx)ose, are placed the dead man's snowshoes, spears, bow and

arrows, or gun; upon the ground by the grave is laid his open work

bag, with all the small tools in place, and his kaiak frame is set

close by.
Should the deceased be a woman, her workbag, needles, thread, and

fish knife are placed beside her in the box. Her wooden dishes, pots,

and other belongings are placed by the grave, and to the corner post

are hung her metal bracelets, deer tooth belt, and favorite wooden dish,

and sometimes a fish knife. The markings upon the grave box, or on

the small board made for the purpose, are those of her family totem,

or illustrate the exploits of her father, as is done in the case of a man.

Fig. 99—Position of burial of

tlio dead at St Michael.
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These customs, with certain variations, are still observed. At St

Michael I saw a father's grave marked with his totem picture, while

on the grave box of his sou close by was the picture of the animal

which the father had excelled in hunting.

When the grave with its various belongings is arranged, the rela-

tives make small offerings of food of different kinds, and pour water on

the ground beside it, after which all go home.

During the day on which a person dies in the village no one is per-

mitted to work, and the relatives must perform no labor during the

three following days. It is especially forbidden during this period to

cut with any edged instrument, such as a knife or an ax; and the use

of pointed instruments, like needles or bodkins, is also forbidden. This

is said to be done to avoid cutting or injuring the shade, which may be

present at any time during this period, and, if accidentally injured by
any of these things, it would become very angry and bring sickness or

death to the people. The relatives must also be very careful at this

time not to make any loud or harsh noises that may startle or anger
the shade.

In ancient times the Unalit of this vicinity exposed their dead on

the open tundra back of the village, throwing their Aveapons and tools

beside them. It was the custom to lay the body at full length on its

back and plant two sticks about three feet long, one on each side of the

head, so that they would cross over the tace. The old man who told

me this said that everyone used to be thrown on the ground in this

manner, but he thought that it was from seeing the grave boxes made
for the dead in other places that the Unalit had been led to adopt the

present custom. The use of grave boxes undoubtedly came from the

south, as it was observed that their greatest elaboration was found

south of t'he territory occupied by the Unalit, while to the northward
the Malemut still throw out many of their dead. My informant added
that it was better to keep the dead in grave boxes, for it kei)t their

shades from wandering about as they used to do; besides, it was bad
to have the dogs eat the bodies.

If the deceased was a hunter, the totem of his father was usually

painted on his grave box at the time of the burial, but if he was not a

hunter this totem picture was not made on the box until the stake of

invitation to the feast of the dead was planted by the grave the follow-

ing winter. (See account of festivals to the dead.) If the person was

disliked, or was without relatives to make a feast, no totem markings
were put on the box. If he was a very bad man he was buried in a box,
while food and water were offered to the shade; but no weapons or

other marks of respect were placed beside the grave, no feast was made
to his memory, and he was forgotten.
About eight miles from the village of Kigiktauik I saw the remains

of a body with a sled. My Eskimo companions told me it was the

body of a man who had died in the village from a loathsome disease,
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and the people had brought it out there and abandoned it without any
attendant observances.

Among the Unalit the graveyard is usually quite close to one side of
the village, generally behind it or on a small adjacent knoll. The
illustration (figure 100) from a photograph taken near St Michael, will
show the method of disposing of the dead in that vicinity.

During my residence at St Michael a shaman died, and the following
notes were made on the observances that followed:

Fig. 100— Mt'tliod of disposing ol the dead at St Michael.

In consideration of the fact that the deceased had been a shaman,
no one did any work in the village for three days following his death.

The body, however, had been prepared and placed in the grave box
on the morning that he died. The night following, when the people

prepared to retire, each man in the village took his urine tub and

poured a little of its contents upon the ground before the door, saying,

"This is our water; drink"—believing that should the shade return

during the night and try to enter, it would taste this water and, finding
it bad, would go away.

*
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During the first day after the death everyone near the village was

said to be soft and nerveless, with very slight power of resistance, so

that any evil influence could injure him easily; but the next day the

people said they were a little harder than before, and on the third day
the body was becoming frozen, so that they were approaching hardi-

ness again.

On the evening of the second day the men in every house in the vil-

lage took their urine buckets and, turning them bottom upward, went
about the house, thrusting the bottom of the vessel into every corner

and into the smokehole and the doorway. This, it was said, was done to

drive out the shade if it should be in the house, and from this custom
the second day of mourning is called a-Mu>V-ig-uty or "the bottom day."
After this was done and the people were ready to retire for the night

every man took a long grass stem and, bending it, stuck both ends into

the ground in a conspicuous place in the middle of the doorway. Tliey
said this would frighten the si)irit off, for should it come about and

try to enter the house it would see this bent

grass, and, believing it to be a snare, would

go away, fearing to be caught. On the

third morning, before eating, every man,

woman, and child in the village bathed in

urine, which cleansed them of any evil that

might have gathered about their persons,
and also rendered their liesh firm, so that

they were hardy and able to withstand the

ordinary influence of the shade.

On the lower Yukon, below Ikogmut, the

following customs were observed:

These people are very averse to hav-

ing a dead body in the house, and the

corpse is placed in the grave box at the earliest possible moment.
This is so marked that the relatives frequently dress the person in the
new burial clothing while he is dying in order that he may be removed

immediately after death. After death the body is placed in a sitting

posture on the floor; the knees are drawn up and the feet back, so that
the knees rest against the chest and the heels against the hips; then
the head is forced down between the knees until the back of the neck
is on a line with the tops of the knees; the arms are drawn around

encircling the legs above the ankles and just under the forehead. It

is then tied with strong cords to hold it in this position and drawn up
through the smoke hole in the roof and carried to the graveyard, where
it is placed upon the top of an old grave box while one is being made
for it. Figure 101 illustrates the position of the body ready for burial.

When the box is ready, usually the next day, the body is placed in it

upon a deerskin bed, while other deerskins or cloth covers are thrown
over it. All of the small tools of the deceased are placed in the box

Fig. 101—Position olbnrial of the dead
on the lower Yukon.
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and a cover of rough planks is fastened down over the top with wooden
pegs. Just before the body is placed in the box the cords that bind it

are cut, in order, they say, that the shade may return and occupy the

body and move about if necessary.
The grave boxes in this vicinity are made of hewn slabs or planks,

squared at the ends, and supported by a stout central piece from

below, and frequently with four corner posts, which extend some dis-

tance above the box. jS^one of the relatives touch the body, this work

being done by others. The housemates of the deceased must remain
in their accustomed i)laces in tlio house during the four days following
the death, while the shade is believed to be still about. During this

time all of them must keep fur hoods drawn over their heads to pre-
vent the influence of the shade from entering their heads and killing
them. At once, after the body is taken out of the house, his sleeping

place must be swept clean and piled full of bags and other things, so

as not to leave any room for the

shade to return and reoccupy
it. At the same time the two

persons who slept with him

upon each side must not, upon

any account, leave their i)laces.

If they were to do so the shade

might return and, by occupy-

ing a vacant place, bring sick-

ness or death to its original

owner or to the inmates of the

house. For this reason none of

the dead person's housemates - •

are permitted to go outside

during the four days following
the death. The deceased per-

son's nearest relatives cut their hair short along the forehead in sign of

mourning.

During the four days that the shade is thought to remain with the

body none of the relatives are peniiitted to use any sharp edge or

pointed instrument for fear of injuring the shade and causing it to

become angry and to bring misfortune upon them. One old man said

that should the relatives cut anything with a sharp instrument dur-

ing this time, it would be as though he had cut his own shade and
would die.

Near the upper end of the Yukon delta is a small graveyard in

which was seen a newly made box placed over an old one made for a

member of the same family. This new box was made of heavy hewn

planks, painted red, and supported about a foot above the old one by
the same set of corner posts, as shown in figure 102.

To the pole erected before this grave were attached a cup, a spoon

Fig. 102—Grave boxes, Yukon delta.
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and a kaiak paddle, and a pair of umiak oars were placed against
the box, which contained the body of a boy, the son of an old man in

the village, who, it was said, was prohibited from doing any work for

three moons following the death of his son.

At each end of the boxes at this place was erected a post, to the top
of which was fastened a cross board bearing some articles of ornament

or of value belonging to the deceased. The boxes were all supported
two feet or more above the ground by corner posts, which extended

several feet above their tops.

At Eazbinsky the graveyard is placed immediately behind the kashim
in the wintei' village, so near that the odor arising from the bodies

becomes almost unbearable in the warm weather when spring opens.
These grave boxes are well made and are ranged roughly in rows.

At the time of my*\'isit there were about

thirty of them, some of which are

forming an irregular square.

Flo 103—Buiinl box at Kazbinskv.

shown in plate xci.

They were made of hSM-u planks
about 3J by 3 feet in horizontal

measurement and 2 feet deep, and
were raised about two feet from

the ground on corner posts, with

a lifth suj)port formed by the

butts of small trees so jdanted
that the spreading roots upturned

supported the bottoms of the

boxes, which \rere all painted red,

and the posts were banded with

the same color. The fronts of the

boxes were ornamented with rows

of bone pegs, as shown in the

illustration (figure 103), and the corner posts were also ornamented in

the same manner.

On some of the boxes were rude figures in black of a man shooting
with bow and arrow at a deer or bear. The number and arrangement
of the bone pegs varied, but the general plan was the same.

At Eazbinsky most of the utensils of the deceased were placed in the

boxes with the bodies. A few old reindeer horns and some posts bear-

ing invitation effigies for the feast to the dead were the main objects to

be seen about these boxes. Beside some of them, however, were hewn
boards five or six feet long, supported six or seven feet from the ground
on two posts, and bearing the figures of skins of animals and other

objects on their fronts.

At the village of Starikwikhpak, just below Eazbinsky, were two

grave boxes almost exactly like those just described. On the front of

one of them was a large figure in black, representing a man shooting
with bow and arrow at a reindeer.
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At Kushunuk, near Cape Vancouver, the dead are placed with the

knees drawn up against the chest, and the wrists are crossed and tied to

the ankles in front. They are tlieii buried in rude boxes, made of sniall

drift logs, which are built on the ground near the village. About aud

upon the boxes are placed the tools and weapons of the deceased. '

Tununuk village, at Cape Vancouver, faces the sea; on a small flat

aud about 20 yards in front of the entrance to the kashim, between it

aud the sea, were three large wooden posts, representing human fig-

ures, and several subordinate posts. They were of drift logs, G or 7

feet high by 12 to 15 inches in diameter, without bark, and not carved

except on the top. These were ranged in a row parallel to the beach

and across the front of the kashim. The top of each i^ost was carved

to represent a human head and neck. Commencing on the left, as I

faced them, the following account describes them in succession :

The first post had its head covered with the remains of a fur hood,
such as is worn by the peoi)le of this vicinity. The mouth and eyes

Fi'i. 104—Memorial images at Cape Vancouver.

were made of ivory, inlaid in the wood; from each shoulder of the fig-

ure a walrus tusk curved outward aud upward to represent arms.

These tusks were notched above to form places for hanging objects;

that on the right side bore suspended from it an ivory-handle fish

knife, and near the body were several iron bracelets. From the tip of

the left arm hung a small woodeu dish, and nearer the body were more

iron bracelets. About where the hips should be was another pair of

walrus tusks inserted parallel to the upper ones, representing legs.

The post was painted in broad, alternating bauds of colors, commenc-

ing at the head aud going down iu the following order, namely, red,

white, black, white, red. To the left of this was a plain, upright post,

to which hung an iron bucket, and on the ground near its base was a

woodeu box containing a woman's workbag and outfit of clothing.

The next large post represented a man, whose mouth and eyes were

of inlaid ivory, and with tusks for arms and legs, as in the post first

described. Two large bead labrets were at tlie corners of the mouth.
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At tbe base of this post a bow and quiver of arrows were fastened.

Just behind it was a box full of man's clotliinj;- and small tools.

On a small post to the right there was a wooden model of an umiak,

and on another post to the left were five wooden models of kaiaks.

Close to these last was another post, bearing on the board across its top

nine images of the large hair seal. A fourth post bore a model of a

kaiak,in which was a man holding a spear poised ready to cast. These

symbols were explained to me as follows: The umiak and kaiak models

showed that the person represented had made and owned these boats.

The nine hair seals were the result of his greatest day's hunting, and

the kaiak with the man seated in it showed that he had been a hunter

at sea.

The third large post was very old and dilapidated from long expo-

sure. Its mouth, eyes, and arms, like the others, were of ivory, but it

was not provided with legs. On two jjosts close by were models of a

large hair seal and a reindeer, with a third post to the right bearing

the figure of a man in a kaiak with poised spear. This man was said

to have been a good hunter both on land and at sea, especially at sea.

These posts (figure 104) were said to represent people who had been

lost and their bodies never recovered. The first i)Ost was for a woman
who had been buried by a landslide in the mountains, while the men
were drowned at sea. I was told that among the people of this and

neighboring villages, as well as of the villages about Big lake, in the

interior from this point, it is the custom to erect memorial posts for all

people who die in such a manner that their bodies are not recovered.

Each year for five years succeeding the death a new fur coat or cloth

shirt is put on the figure at the time of invitation to the festival for the

dead, and offerings are made to it as though the body of the deceased

were in its grave box there. When the shade comes about the village

to attend the festival to the dead, or at other times, these posts are

supposed to afford it a resting place, and it sees that it has not been

forgotten or left unhonored by its relatives.

At several villages between Cape Vancouver and the mouth of

Kuskokwim river were found grave boxes rudely made of driftwood,
and about them were placed the usual display of guns, bows and arrows,

paddles, and similar objects.

At the next village to the south, beyond Cape Vancouver, the graves
were located on a high knoll overlooking the village, and were unusually

conspicuous on account of the long poles of driftwood which were

erected near each, and to the tops of which an ax or a gun was

usually fastened crosswise.

At Big lake village, on the tundra, midway between Yukon and Kusko-
kwim rivers, are a number of small wooden figures similar in character

to those above described, and, like them, raised in honor of people whose
bodies were lost. In front ofmany of the graves at this place were large

headboards, made of hewn planks about four feet long, placed across
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the top of two upright posts. To the middle of these were piuned from

two to three wooden inaskoids, representing human faces with inlaid

ivory eyes and mouths; from holes or pegs at the ears hung small

strings of beads, such as the villagers wear, and below the masks were
bead necklaces, some of the latter being very valuable from the Eskimo

point of view. The accompanying illustration (figure 105), from a sketch

made on the spot, shows two of these maskoids. The graveyard at this

place was very curious, having a large number of maskoids and images
with curious ornamentation, but I was unable to remain long enough
to give it a thorough examination.

I was informed that the graveyards of the villages on the Kuskokwim,
below Kolniakof Redoubt, are full of remarkable images of carved

wood. Onewas described

to me as being roofed 1
1) * LlL

with wooden slabs, and

consisted of a life-size

figure, with round face,

narrow slits for eyes, and

four hands like a Hindoo
idol. Two of the hands

held a tin plate each for

votive offerings, and the

body was dressed in a

new white shirt and bore

elaborate bead orna-

ments. The abundance

of carved figures in the

graveyards of this dis-

trict, as was noted also

among those of the adja-

cent Tinne of the lower

Yukon, is very remarka-

ble, and their use does

not extend northward of thie Yukon in a single instance, so far as could

be learned.

On lower Kuskokwim river the Eskimo believe that the shade of a

male stays with the body until the fifth day after his death; the shade

of a female remains with the body for four days. On the Y'ukon and

among the Eskimo to the north the shades of men and women alike

are believed to remain with the body four days after death. Through-
out this region the villagers abstain from all work on the day of the

death, and in many places the day following is similarly observed.

None of the relatives of the deceased must do any work during the

entire time in which the shade is believed to remain with the body.

Along the coast north of St Michael there is much less elaboration in

the mode of burial. On the beach near Cape Nome, on the northern

Fig. 105—Monument board at a Big-lake grave.
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shore of Norton sound, several summer fishing camps were located, and

among these were a few rude graves made by building up slight

melosures of drift logs and covering them with similar material. At
one place in this vicinity was a cone-shape inclosure made by standing
drift logs on end in a circle eight or irine feet in diameter, with their

upper ends meeting. From the top of this projected a long pole, and
inside was a wooden box containing the remains of a shaman, swung
by cords midway between the ground and the top of the structure.

This man, I was told, had caused himself to be burned alive two years
before the time of my visit, in the expectation of returning to life with

much stronger poM'ers than he had previously possessed; but the hope
of the shaman failed to become realized at the appointed time, so his

body was inclosed in a box and the cone of driftwood was erected over it.

Near tlie village at Cape Nome was a large burial box (figure 106)

supported about
O five feet above the

g r o u n d on four

posts. This box
was made of rude,
hewn i)Ianks cut

from drift logs, and
was said to be the

grave of a noted

shaman who could

breathe fire from

his mouth. The
other graves about

the village at this

cape were roughly
made of drift logs,

with the remains

of totem marks,
stones, and imple-

ments about them, very much like the drift log burial places near St

Michael, previously described.

On Sledge island, in Bering strait, I examined several giaves on a

sharp rocky slope of the island just above the village. These consisted

of shallow pits among the rocks, surrounded by rude lines of stones,

forming rims, over which were laid drift logs held in place by heavy
stones. No implements or other marks of distinction were observed
about these graves, possibly on account of their age.
In July, 1S81, I climbed the rocky hill above the Kskimo village at

East cape, Siberia, and found tbe graves located just above and back
of the houses among the rocks covering a long ridge. They were very

rude, consisting of a shallow pit formed by taking out the stones and

laying them to form a rectangular inclosure C or 8 feet long and 2 or '6

Fig. lot)—Grave box at Capo Xoiiie.
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iV

feet wide. In these places the bodies were laid at full length upon
their backs, with deerskin beds below, and over the top was a covering
of rude planks or drift logs, or sometimes a
small cairn. Upon and about the graves lay /^ av^
various implements of the deceased. <^

'^

^Ci*
Graves ofmen in this spotwere marked with

spearheads 5
those of the women with pot-

sherds and stone lamps ;
at one of these graves

was the skull of a polar bear, and at another
a few reindeer horns. The. inclosures were so

roughly and lightly made that the village

dogs had robbed many of them of their con-

tents. The graveyard extended along the
hillside for nearly a mile just above and in

sight of the village, and as I reached one of

the graves quite near the houses I found a dog
devouring the remains of a boy 10 or 12 years
of age. Some village children who had fol-

lowed me did not pay the slightest attention

to this, although but a few days before the
dead boy must have been their playmate.
Ou the southern point of St Lawrence island

I found the graveyard located about a mile
back of the village. Some bodies had been

placed under acairn and others were laid at full

length on the ground, with a ring of stones

ranged around them and a stick of driftwood
six or eight feet long either on the ground at
the foot of the grave or planted so as to pro-

ject at an angle like the bowsprit of a ship

(figure 107). No implements were seen here.

From the lack of graves near other villages
visited on this island, it is probable that the

villagers place their dead at a distance from
their houses, as is the custom at Plover bay,
Siberia. This may possibly account for the
absence of children's bodies among the scores

of victims of famine and disease which were
found in two or three villages visited on this

island. At Plover bay, Siberia, the burial

place was located at the base of the low spot
on which the village stands, and about a mile
from the houses. Some graves were on the

flat at the foot of a rocky slope, and others

on the rocky bench, about a hundred feet

above. Many of the bodies were laid at full

18 ETH 21

Fig. 107—Grave on St Lawrence
island.
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length in shallow pits made by removing the rocks, and were covered

with stones. Along the edges of the graves lines of small stones were

arranged in a rude oval. Over the heads of some of them were piled

four or five pairs of reindeer antlers.

A musket and numerous spears, with other implements, all broken

so as to render them useless, were scattered about. Many of the

bodies had been laid upon the ground and surrounded by an oval of

stones, with a stick of driftwood at the foot, exactly as in graves seen

on St Lawrence island. At none of those made in this manner were

there any implements or other things deposited, and they may have

been the burial places of people from St Lawrence island.

At Point Hope, just beyond Kotzebue sound, was a large graveyard,
in which the bodies were placed in rude boxes built of driftwood, above

the ground, and surrounded by implements. Still north of this, at

Cape Lisburne, I found a solitary grave on the side of a ravine by the

shore. It was an irregularly walled inclosure in rectangular shape,

about 3 feet high, 3 feet wide, and 6 feet long, built of fragments of

slate rock, and covered with drift logs. This grave was very old, as

the skeleton was nearly destroyed by weathering, and no implements
whatever were found.

TOTEMS A?^D FA3I1LY >IARKS

From Kuskokwim river northward to the shores of Bering strait and

Kotzebue sound the Eskimo have a regular system of totem marks

and the accompanying subdivision of the people into Rentes.
It was

extremely difficult to obtain information on this point, but the follow-

ing notes are sufficiently definite to settle the fact of the existence

among them of gentes and totemic signs:

Pictures, carvings, or devices of any kind, totemic or otherwise, are

called a'-lhin-uh by the Unalit. Peoj^le belonging to the same gens
are considered to be relatives, termed u-jo'-lmW by the Unalit.

Fig. 108—Arrowpoint sliowing wolf totein sigus (^).

The gray wolf is called Mg'-u-lun'-uk; the wolf totem or mark,

Tiig-ii-lun'-u-go'-uk ; the wolf gens, Mg'-n-lun'-u-go-alh'4-gH.
Arrows or other weapons marked with the sign of the wolf or other

animal totem mark are believed to become invested with some of tlie

qualities of the animal represented and to be endowed with special

fatality.

Among other totem marks that of the wolf is well represented on

some arrows with deerhoru points, used for large game by a party
of Malemut who were hunting reindeer on Nunivak island. These

arrows have two isolated barbs with a line along their base to repre-

sent a wolf's back with upstanding ears, which are indicated by the
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two barbs. The same idea is expressed on the base of the arrowpoiut,
where an incised line about an inch in length is drawn along the sur-

face of the bone with the two short, parallel, incised lines j)rojectiug
from it. The arrowpoiut illustrated to show this ^figure 108) was

Fig. 109—Spearhead representing a -wolf (/g).

obtained on Nunivak island, but was made and used by a Malemut from
the vicinity of Kotzebue sound.

The wolf totem is exhibited on numerous spearheads of walrus ivory
obtained at various places from the shore of Norton sound south-

FiQ. 110—Spearhead representing a wolf (about g).

ward to Kuskokwim river. These spearheads are usually well made,

showing the mouth of the wolf open, with the line of teeth in relief

around the open jaws, in the front of which is a hole lined with a

wooden socket, in which the conical butt of the spearpoint is placed.

Fig. Ill—Spearhead representing an otter (J).

The nostrils and the eyes of the wolf are often represented by blackened

incised lines
j
or they may be circular pits in which wooden pegs are set,

or filled with a black substance, so as to show x)rominently. The wolf's

ears are usually carved in relief, or are made of sharp-pointed pegs of

Fig. 112—Spearhead representing an ermine (§).

ivory set in the sides of the head. In the latter case the eyes also are

made of round pegs of ivory, and the boles for the nostrils are plugged

with wooden pins. Others have the eyes represented by blue or black

beads inlaid in the ivory. The accompanying illustrations of two of
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those give mi idea of their jicneral character. Figure 100 is from lower

Kuskokwim river aiul figure 110 from Nunivak island.

Nearly all the wolf spearheads have represented upon
the surface the form of the wolf's body in low relief,

with the legs and feet extending around the under side.

The representation of the wolf or of some other ani-

mal totem seems to be connnon on this class of weap-

ons, which are used principally for killing white whales

or walrus.

Figure 111 illustrates a similar spearhead obtained

on Xunivak island. It is of ivory and represents the

land otter ti>teni. The muzzle is rounded, with a cir-

cular perforation for the eye. The mouth, nostrils, and
muzzle are outlined by incised lines, but no teeth are

shown. Along the sides are other incised tigures, as

shown in the illustration.

A spearhead from Chalitmut \tigure Ili2^ is carved

to represent an ermine, indicating the totem ni:nk of

the owner.

Women belonguig to the wolf gens braid stni)s of

wolfskin in their hair, and young men and boys wear

a wolf tail bung behind on the belt. It is said to have

been the ancient custom for all to wear some mark about

the dress by which the gens of earh person might be

distinguisheti.

Another gens among the Inalit is that of the ger-

falcon [Fnlconu<!ticolus t}i/r/alco). The name for gerfal-

con is chl-kuhv'-i-uk: the gerfalcon totem, vhikHbr'-i-a-

go'nk: the gerfalcon genSy thi knbr' la'-go-uhl'i-ffit. On
spears and arrows this totem mark is made by bars of

red paint, which are said to represent the bars on the

gerfalcons tail. These bars are shown on the arrow

illustrated in the accompanying figure 113. On the

Ihiw represented in the same figure this totem is indi-

cated by a red and black line along a shallow gr«n)ve

in the middle of the inside of the bow.

The raven totem or mark is represented by an etched

outline of the bird's foot and leg, forming a tridentate

« < «
totoan OB bow aad

PlO. 114—Siinplo forma ivf the n»veu totem.

mark, or sometimes -merely by an outline of the foot

Forms of this totem are shown in figure 114.

At East cape, Sibovia. 1 saw numerous arrow- and spear-beads of

V
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bone or ivory bearing tlie raven mark, and the same mark was seen
tattooed on the forehead of a boy at Plover bay (figure lli5).
These marks are frequently seen on carvings, weapons, and imple-

ments of almost every description. On clothing or

wooden utensils it may be marked with paint. On the

gut-skin smoke-hole cover of the kashim at Kigiktauik
two raven signs were drawn close together, with a red

spot in front of them, as shown in figure IIG.

On in(juiry I was told that the man who presented
the kashim with this cover had marked upon it his to-

tem sign, and that the red spot in front was intended
to represent the bloody mark in the snow where the

raven had eaten meat. My informant added that ^'°- "s-Raven totem

,. . 1 1 ^ ii .1 tattooing on a Plover
sometimes a ring was drawn before the raven tracks bay boy.

on the cover to represent a seal hole in the ice.

If a man who presented a cover to the kashim belonged to another

gens, or if his ancestors excelled in hunting a special kind of large game,
the figure of that animal was drawn
on the cover. One man, whose ances-

tors were noted for being 8uc(;essful

hunters of sea animals, drew three

!^;fi<[;?r^r''fr
^''

r"(^^^ <-8hape marks on the cover which he

^yi!Ij£I2'TIZS!'?'2lI^^^^^^ presented to the kashim, as follows-.

CV]!\ v/^-' '(-m^^v'^z 7'''^Ta < < <. These marks were said to

I ' '^" 'I ?/. ;,v\'v/. ,y, ^f^.'y:^!^ represent the rippling wake of an ani-

Fio. 116-Raven totems on sraoke-Iiole cover.
™^^ Swimming in the Watcr.

It is customary for liunters to carry
about with them an object representing their totem. A man belong-
ing to the raven gens carries in his quiver a pair of raven feet and
a quill feather from the same bird.

The gerfalcon man carries in his

quiver a quill feather of that totepi
bird.

There are other marks which are

somewhat diflerent in significance
from the totem mark, but which may
be adoi)ted for various reasons. At
St Micliael a man told me of three

hunters who went out one winter

during a famine, and after hunting
for a long time could find no game.
Finally one of them went back to

their sledge and took from it the

ham of a dog which he had brought with him. After eating some of

this he started off again, carrying the bone with him. He had gone
only a short distance when he encountered a seal and killed it. This,

Fig. 117—Wolf totem signs on a storehouse

door.

t-
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it was said, was due to the dog's hain-bone which he had with him, and

thereafter he carried this bone and adopted a mark to represent it in

place of his totem

sign, as did his sou

after him.

At Sabotnisky, on

the lower Yukon, I

saw an oval door of

hewn boards in a

storehouse, on which

was marked,with red

ocher, the outline of

an extended wolfskin

with the rude figure

of a wolf outlined on

the skin and sur-

rounded by a circle

(figure 117). In reply
to a question, one of

the villagers told me
that it was the fam-

ily mark of one of the

villagers. "All of our

people," he added,
"have marks which

have been handed

down by our fathers

from very long ago,

and we put them on

all of our things."

Another man at

this village said that

his ancient namesake

had been a famous bowman, and once while hunting, having nothing
but blunt-head arrows, such as are used for killing rabbits and other

small game, came across a large red bear, which he immediately began
to shoot; finally he broke all of the

bear's bones and killed it. After this

he adopted the red bear as his sign and

his descendants still use this mark.

Figure 118 represents a thin board,
on which tobacco is cut, which was

Tig. 118—Tobacco board -witli bear and loach sigua.

Fig. 119— Figures on a grave box.obtained at Sabotnisky. There is a

broad, shallow groove along each side,

succeeded by a small groove along its inner edge. The broad groove has

two incised curved marks representing bear claws. On each side and

y
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Dear the end on each side is au incised crescentic mark with a pointed

groove below, said to represent the mouth and barbel of a loach. At the

base of each bear claw is inserted a tuft of white seal bristles, with an-

other tuft on the edge close by and one on the tip of the barbel of the

loach. About one-third of the distance from the front are crosslines rep-

resenting a fish net stretched across the board. The edge of the board,

including the broad groove, bear-claw incisions, and loach mouth, is

painted red; the net is of dull bluish color. All of these marks have

totemic meanings which I did not have an opportunity to determine.

Figure 119 illustrates the figures painted on a grave box at Stari-

kwikhpak, which indicates that the father of the deceased was a noted

reindeer hunter.

WARS

Previous to the arrival of the Eussians on the Alaskan shore of

Bering sea the Eskimo waged an almost constant intertribal warfare;
at the same time, along the line of contact with the Tinne tribes of the

interior, a bitter feud was always in existence. The people of the coast

from the Yukon mouth to Kotzebue sound have many tales of villages

destroyed by war parties of Tinne. Back from the head of Norton

bay and Kotzebue sound, during the time of my residence in that

region, several Tinne were killed by Malemut while hunting reindeer

on the strip of uninhabited tundra lying between the districts occupied

by the two peoples. During the summer of 1879 a party of three Male-

mut from the head of Kotzebue sound ambushed and killed seven

Tinne who were found hunting reindeer in the interior.

As related by various Eskimo questioned by me, it appeared that a

favorite mode of carrying on their ancient warfare was to lie in ambush
near a village until night and then to creep up and close the passage-

way to the kashim, thus confining the men within, and afterward

shooting them with arrows through the smoke hole in the roof. Some-

times the women were put to death, at other times they were taken

home by the victors; but tbe men and the boys were always killed.

In those days villages were built on high points, where defense was
more easily made against an attacking party and from which a lookout

was kept almost constantly. When the warriors of one of the Unalit

villages wished to make up a party to attack an enemy, a song of invi-

tation was made and a messenger sent to sing it in the kashims at

other friendly villages; meanwhile the men of the village originating

the plot set to work in the kashim and made supplies of new bows and

arrows and prepared other weapons while waiting for their friends. The

people invited would join the men from the first village and all would

set out stealthily to surprise the enemy during the night. If they failed

in this an open battle ensued, unless the attacking i)arty became dis-

couraged and returned home. Near St Michael there were shown me
some of the old lookout places where the watchmen were stationed to

.J(0-^\^
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guard against the approach of the Mageuiut, who lived just south of

the Yukon mouth and were the chief enemies of the Unalit.

Near St Michael, on the top of an elevated islet close to the coast, is

the site of an ancient village which had been surprised and destroyed

by this last-named people long before the arrival of the Eussians in

that region. Digging in some of the pits marking the places once

occupied by houses, I found charred fragments of wood and various

small articles belonging to the former occupants.

The following account of the ancient warfare of the Eskimo on the

lower Yukon and adjacent region southward was given me in January,

1881, by an old man living near Andreivsky:
The i)eople of the lower Yukon and Pastolik fought against those

living on the southern part of the Yukon delta and the country south-

ward, including the villages at Big lake and in the Kuslevak mountains

and the Magemut of the coast just south of the Yukon mouth. The
old man said that the main war between these people started in a

great village located near Ikogmut. Two boys were playing with a

bone-tip dart, and one of them accidentally pierced his companion's

eye; this so enraged the father of the injured boy that he caught the

other and destroyed both his eyes. The fathers of the two boys then

fought, one armed with a beaver-tooth knife and the other with a bone

bodkin, the fight resulting in the death of both men. The quarrel was
taken up by relatives and friends on both sides, the village became

divided, and the weaker party was forced to leave the Yukon and go

southward, where they settled. From that time continual warfare was
carried on between them.

Battles took place usually in summer, and the victors killed all they
could of the males of the opposing side, even including infants, to

prevent them from growing up as enemies. The dead were thrown in

heaps and left. The females were commonly spared from death, but

were taken as slaves.

When young men fought in their first battle each was given to drink

some of the blood and made to eat a small piece of the heart of the

first enemy killed by them, in order to render them brave. An Unalit

at St Michael told me that in former days each of their young warriors

always ate a small piece of the heart of the first enemy killed by him
on a hostile raid.

During the battles on the Yukon the best fighters used to throw
themselves on their backs and kick their heels in the air in derision of

the enemy when they approached one another. When any of the men
exhausted their supply of arrows they would stand in front of their

comrades and break those of the euemy with their spear shafts by
striking them as they flew past. No shields were used. They said

that if an arrow was coming straight at a man he could not see it, so

it was very hard to avoid being hit, but that a man could readily see

one flying toward another. Some of the warriors are said to have
been very expert bowmen. My old informant told me that his name-
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sake was a famous bowman. On one occasion he was said to have

pinned an enemy to a wall of a house with an arrow so that he could

not release himself.

If a tight lasted a long time, so that both parties became tired and

hungry or sleepy, a fur coat would be waved on a stick by one side as

a sign of truce, during which both parties would rest, eat, or sleep, and
then renew the conflict. During the truce both sides stationed guards
who watched against surprise. Sometimes, the old man said, a man
would be shot so full of arrows that his body would bristle with them,
and, falling, be held almost free from the ground by their number.
At times volleys of arrows were fired in order to render it more diffi-

cult for the enemy to escape being hit. When one of the warriors had
shot away all his arrows and chanced to be surrounded by the enemy,
he could sometimes escape death for a long time by dodging and leap-

ing from side to side, but finally would be killed by some of them strik-

ing him upon the head with a warclub having a sharp spur of bone or

ivory on one side. The defeated party was always pursued and, if

possible, exterminated.

The Magemut are said to have been stronger in battle than the

Yukon men, and a larger number of the latter were always killed in a
conflict between these two people. Neither side had any recognized

chief, but each fought as he i)leased, with the exception that some of

the older men had general supervision and control of the expedition.
When a man on either side had relatives in the opposing -party, and

for this reason did not wish to take part in the battle, he would blacken
his face with charcoal and remain a noncombatant, both sides respect-

ing his neutrality. In this event, a man with his face blackened had
the privilege of going without danger among the people of either side

during a truce.

The Magemut always carried off the women after a successful raid,
but my Yukon informant told me this was not done by his people, which
statement was probably made merely from a desire on his part to give
his own i)eople the advantage in my eyes. He admitted, however, the

superior fighting qualities of his enemies, the Magemut.
When possible night raids were made by the villagers on both sides,

and the people were usually clubbed or speared to death. The con-

quered village was always pillaged, and if a warrior saw any personal
ornament on a slain enemy which pleased him, he seized it and wore it

himself, even placing in his lips the labrets taken from thefticeofa

dead foe. If one of the conquerors chanced to see a woman wearing
handsome beads or other ornaments, he would brain her and strip

them off.

The old man told me that in battles between the people of lower

Kuskoquim river and those of Bristol bay the victors made a practice
of cutting off the heads of their slain enemies and placing them on the

top of sharp stakes set in the ground, with arrows thrust crosswise

through their noses.
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The last battle fought between the Yukon people and the Magemut
was about the time the Eussians first established themselves at St

Michael. This tight took place on a flat piece of ground at the head of

the northern branch of the Yukon mouth. Several low mounds visible

on this little flat are said to mark the places where the dead were left

in a heap after the battle.

In ancient times the Eskimo of Bering strait were constantly at war

with one another, the people of the Diomede islands being leagued with

the Eskimo of the Siberian shore against the combined forces of those

on King island and the American shore from near the head of Kotze-

bue sound to Gape Prince of Wales and Port Clarence, An old man
from Sledge island told me that formerly it was customary among the

people of the Siberian coast to kill at sight any Eskimo from the Ameri-

can shore who might have been driven by storm across the strait,

either in umiaks or on the ice.

I was also informed that at one time the inhabitants of the lesser

Diomede island became angry with those of the greater Diomede

Island and united with the people of Cape Prince of Wales against

them, but were defeated. The last war party in this district came in

a fleet of umiaks from East cape, Siberia, and the Diomede islands,

and sailed up Port Clarence, but meeting a large force of the American

Eskimo, both sides agreed upon a peace, which has not since been

broken.

During the wars formerly waged among the people living on the

coasts and islands of Bering strait, there was in common use a kind of

armor made of imbricated plates of walrus iv^ory fastened together with

'sealskin cords. Plate xcii illustrates a nearly complete set of this

body armor, which was obtained on the Diomede islands.

Plates of ivory for armor of this kind were seen on St Lawrence

island, and on the Siberian shore at Cape Wankarem.
The i)eople about the shores of ISTorton and Kotzebue sounds were

. also familiar with the use of armor in ancient times. During my resi-

dence at St Michael two or three of the natives who lived turbulent

lives were reputed to have worn light iron armor under their fur frocks,

which it was claimed had been purchased from vessels, and from the

description must have been shirts of chain mail.

GAMES A:N^D toys
The Eskimo of the lower Yukon, the Alaskan coast district of Bering

sea, and the Arctic ocean have a considerable variety of games, both

for outdoor and indoor amusement, and most of them have a wide

range. The following detailed descriptions of some of them, although
taken mainly from the Unalit of Norton sound, represent games found

among other tribes. The greater portion of them are played while the

men are confined to the villages during the short, cold days of winter.

In the vicinity of St Michael and some other trading stations the

Eskimo have learned to play cards, usually poker, and are passionately
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fond of tliein; as with the southern aborigines, the Eskimo will gamble
away everything they possess. In the descriptions of the various

games the locality where each was observed is given, but it should be
noted that they are not ordinarily limited to any one tribe or district,

but, so far as could be learned, seemed to be generally distributed,
with slight local modifications. Implements used in some of the games
were obtained from widely separated places.

Friendly contests in trials of strength, wrestling, etc, were much
more common before than they have been since the arrival of white

men, their coming having put a stop to the predatory raids of one vil-

lage upon another and caused a diminution in the rivalry among the

Fig. 120—Boy with toy sled. St Lawrence island.

young men to excel in strength and agility which accompanied the

more warlike spirit of other days.
In addition to the games of the men, others are played by the women

and children. Boys have toy hunting outfits, with models of sleds,

kaiaks, and umiaks, and small bows and arrows for hunting birdsj they
also snare birds and set traps for mice and other small game. The girls

play with dolls made of ivory or other material, and also have small

models of disbes and other women's household utensils, with which

they amuse themselves in the house very much after the manner of

children in civilized countries, playing at housekeeping and women's

work of various kinds. Figure 120, from a sketch made by Mr H. W.
Elliott on St Lawrence island, represents the boy Poonook, with his
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toy sled. In the background is the shelter over the entrauce of the

tunnel leading to the interior of the half-underground house, the roof of

which appears like a mound on the right.

During one of my sledge journeys I was stormbound at Cape Darby,

near Bering strait, and during the day an old man in the house where

I stopped amused me by the ingenuity with which he made intricate

patterns of cord, holding the loop between his extended hands after the

manner of children making a "cat's cradle." For an hour or more he

made a constant succession of patterns with his sinew cord, forming

outlines of various birds and other animals of the region. The readi-

ness with which he wove the strings in and out showed that his dex-

terity must have been gained by long practice. I also heard of this

form of amusement among the Eskimo along the coast southward to the

mouth of the Kuskokwim,
The following games are in common use throughout this region:

First game—(St Michael). A round block about 6 inches long is

cut into the form of a large spool, but with the flaring rim of one end

replaced by a sharpened point. The top is from 2i to 3 inches across

and has a deep hole in the center. This spool-like object is planted in

the floor of the kashim with the large end upward, and an indetinite

number of players gather around it seated cross-legged on the floor.

Near the spool is a small pile of short sticks, of uniform size, used as

counters. These, with a small, pointed wooden dart, in size and shape
almost exactly like a sharpened lead pencil, compose the implements of

the game. The first player takes the butt of the dart between the

thumb and forefinger, with its point upward and his hand nearly on a

level with the spool. Then he gives the dart a deft upward toss, trying

to cause it to take a curved course, oo that it will fall with the point

downward and remain fast in the hole at the top of the spool. If he

succeeds he takes one of the counting sticks from the pile and tries

again; when he misses, the dart is passed to the next player, and so

on, until the counters are all gone, when the players count up and the

one having the most counters is tlie winner. Ordinarily this game is

played by men, women, or children merely for pastime, but sometimes

small articles are staked upon the outcome. It is a source of much

sport to the i)layers, who banter and laugh like school children at each

other's bad play.

Second game—(St Michael). A bundle of from fifty to seventy-

five small, squared, wooden splints, about 4 inches long and a little

larger than a match, are placed in a small pile crosswise on the back of

the player's outstretched right hand. The ^flayer then removes his

hand quickly and tries to grasp the falling sticks between his thumb and

fingers, still keeping the palm downward. If one or more of the sticks

fall to the ground it is a miss and the next player tries. Every time a

player succeeds in catching all of the falling sticks, he lays aside one

of them as a counter until all are gone, when each player counts up and
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the one holding the greatest number is the winner. These squared

splints are similar to those used for markers in the first game described.

Small stakes are sometimes played for in this game as in the first.

Third game—(St Michael). The bunch of slender splints already-

described are also used to play a game exactly likejackstraws. The

player grasps the bunch of sticks between the thumb and the forefinger

of the right hand, resting one end upon the floor; then he suddenly
releases them and they fall in a small heap. The players have a small

wooden hook, and each in succession removes as many of the sticks as

he can without moving any but the one taken. Each player keeps
those he succeeds in removing, and the one holding the largest number

at the end is the winner. Both men and women play this game, but

usually not together.

Fourth game {a-zhuW-ch-tak of the Unalit)
—

(St Michael). This

is played by men and women during the long twilight nights of June,
and is often continued during the whole night. A stake {nu-pug'-uzhulc)

is driven into the ground so as to project a foot or two. About this, in

a circle, some four yards away, sit the men and women players. One
of them places some small article of value at the foot of the stake for a

prize {an-Mu'-tik). The next player takes a small ring of twisted grass

{d-zhiikh'-ch-tak) about 6 inches in diameter, and tries to toss it so as to

encircle the stake. If he misses, the ring is passed to the next player.

When one encircles the stake he takes a prize and must substitute for

it another of about equal value, but of a different kind. In this way
a kind of trading is brought about, since each puts up something of

which he has a surplus.

Top spinning (u4'-wuk)
—(Lower Ynkon). In winter along the lower

Ynkon and adjacent region to the south the children of both sexes

gather in the kashim, and each child in succession spins its top. The

moment the top is spun the owner runs out through the entrance pas-

sage and attempts to make a complete circuit of the house and enter

again before the top stops spinning. A score is made every time this

is done successfully.

Dart throwing {yolch'-wMh)^{^t Michael). This is played in the

kashim by two or more persons, usually for a prize or stake. The

darts are small, short, and made of wood, largest at the point and

tapering backward toward the butt, in which is fastened a bird quill

for guiding the dart in its flight. In the large end of the dart is

fastened a sharp spike of bone, horn, or sometimes of ivory. The

target is a small, upright stick of some soft wood planted in the floor.

This may be placed in the middle of the room and the players divided

into two parties, seated on opposite sides of the target, or it may be

placed on one side of the room and the players seated together on the

other. In the former case a man is appointed from each side to return

the darts to the throwers and to give each player a counter when a

point is made. Each player has.two darts which he throws one after
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the other, and a score is made when a dart remains sticking into the

target. Ten small wooden counting sticks are placed on

the floor by the target, and one of these is given for each

score; the side gaining the most of these counters takes

the prize, and the game begins again.

At Cape iSTorae, south of Bering strait, a similar dart game
was seen, but there the target was a square, board-like

piece of wood with a dark-colored bull's-eye painted in the

center. This was set up in the kashim and the men and

boys threw their darts at it, scoring when they hit the bull's-

eye. The wooden portion of the darts used in this game,
both at Cape Kome and St Michael, was from five to six

inches in length and from three-fourths of an inch to an

inch in diameter at the larger end. Figure 121 represents

a dart from Cape Xome, used for throwing at a square board

target with a round, black bull's eye painted on its center.

The players place the target on one side of the kashim and

stand upon the other side to throw, scoring one for each

dart that sticks in the bull's-eye. These darts are nearly
two feet in length and have a tapering wooden handle, larg-

est at the front, with an ivory point fastened in the lower

end by a tapering, wedge-shape point, which is inserted in

the split end and lashed firmly. The upper end of the

shaft tapers to a small, round point, on which is fastened

the end of a feather from a cormorant's tail, which serves

to guide the dart in its flight.

Net and dart throwiNa game {nu-g''o'-hlUJ'a'-niik)
—

(St Michael). This is played in the kashim by men only.

A small, oval, wooden frame, about three inches long by
an inch and a half wide, having the interior finely netted

with cord, is hung from the roof and held in place by a cord

at each end. It is placed about four feet from the floor in

front of the summer entrance or under the smoke-hole in

the roof. Each player has a long, slender dart, about three

feet in length and a quarter of an inch in diameter, with a

barbed point of bone or deerhorn. To the butt end of the

dart is fastened a small cord, so that the player can draw it

back after throwing. When the point of the dart enters

the wooden ring it is held fast by the barbs on the point,

and this scores one for the successful player. Under this

target each player places some object as a prize. Then all

go to one side of the room and throw three darts in succes-

sion at the target. Whenever a player pierces the target so

that he must remove iiis dart with his hands, he is entitled

to take anything he wishes from the pile of prizes. In this

Fig. 121—Dart, way the game continues until all the articles are disposed of.
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Throwing sticks {M-bu'-tuk)
—

(St Michael). A rectangular ivory

pin, from five to seven inches in length, is planted upright in the floor

of the kashim. Each player puts up an object for a prize, and stand-

ing at a certain distance from the pin tosses in succession two small,

flat, ivory rods toward it. The man whose rod lies closest to the pin
when all have thrown is entitled to his choice of the articles staked by
the players, and the game proceeds until all of the articles are won.

The ivory rods used in this game are from about 2^ to 4 or 5 inches in

length, rather flattened, and quadrangular in cross section, the corners

rounded, and on one side of each end is a rounded bead, the two beads

facing in different directions. The name of these two small rods is the

same as that of the game. They are sometimes grooved along one or

both ftices, and usually are pierced near one end so that they may be

strung on a cord with from two to four larger ivory pins like that stuck

in tlie floor. These latter are brought down to a flat, rounded point at

one end, while the other is larger and rounded or squared, often with

the head of an animal carved upon it.

This collection of rods serves primarily for preparing and twisting
the sinew for sinew-backed bows, as has been exphiined by Mr John
Murdoch. These objects, including both classes of rods, were obtained

from the Alaskan coast between Kuskokwim river and the vicinity of

Point Barrow, as well as from the islands in Bering strait and on St

Lawrence island.

A handsome set obtained on Sledge island consists of four of the

large pins with the upper ends cafved to represent reindeer heads, and

two of the ordinary, small, flat rods. These, like most implements of

this kind, are made of walrus ivory; occasionally bone is used, but

this is uncommon in the region where ivory is found. One set of the

flat rods from Hotham inlet, Kotzebue sound, are marked with the

rav^n totem; others have a series of circle-and-dot ornamentation, but

many of them are plain. One specimen of the pin from Point Hope has

the larger end carved to represent one of the joints in the leg-bone of

a mammal, and another set from the same place has carved on them

the head of some small animal, probably a fox. Another set of these

implements in the National Museum was obtained by Mr Macfarlane at

Fort Anderson, in Hudson Bay territory.

Football {i-tig'-u-mi-u'-hlu-thi)
—

(St Michael). The ball {liiVlmJc)

used in this game is made of leather, stuft'ed with deer hair or moss,

and varies in size, but rarely exceeds Ave or six inches in diameter.

The game is played by young men and children. The usual season for

it is at the end of winter or in spring. I saw it played in various places

from Bering strait to the mouth of the Kuskokwim; at Cape Darby
it was played by children on the hard, drifted snow; it is also a popular

game on the lower Yukon. Two of the participants act as leaders,

one on each side choosing a player alternately from among those gath-

ered until they are equally divided. At a given distance apart two
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conspicuous marks are made on tbe snow or ground which serve as

goals, the players stand each by their goal and the ball is tossed upon
the ground midway between them; a rush is then made, each side

striving to drive the ball across its adversaries' line.

Another football game is begun by the men standing in two close,

parallel lines midway between the goals, their legs and bodies forming
two walls. The ball is then thrown between them and driven back

and forth by kicks and blows until it passes through one of the lines;

as soon as this occurs all rush to drive it to one or the other of the

goals.

The northern lights (aurora) of winter are said by these people to be

boys playing this game; others say that it is a game being played by
shades using walrus skulls as balls.

Women's football {un-Ml'-u-gHt)
—

(St Michael and neighboring
coast region, both north and south). This game is played by women

usually during the fall and winter. The ball used is generally consid-

erably larger than tbe one used in the men's game. The four players
stand opposite each other, thus—

Each pair has a ball, which is thrown or driven back and forth across

the square. The ball is thrown upon the ground midway between the

players, so that it shall bound toward the opposite one. She strikes the

ball down and back toward her partner with the palm of her open hand.

Sometimes the ball is caught on the toe or hand and tossed up and
struck or kicked back toward the other side. The person who misses

least or has fewer " dead " balls on her side wins. At times this game
is played by only two women.
Hand ball {]cai-tdl'-u-g^it)—{St Michael). The ball used in this

game is a rounded rectangular leather bag about three by six inches,
filled with sand or earth. This bag is called kai'-tuJc. The young men
of the village form one side in this game, tossing the ball from one to

the other, while the young women are on the opposite side and strive

to secure the bag and keep it going among themselves. A player on
the same side as another is called i-li'-Jca (i^lural, ili'-put) and the oppo-
nents are called i-li-MV-u-g'U. It is played in May and June, during the

long, pleasant twilight nights, sometiuies lasting the entire night.
When one of the young men has chanced not to have the ball in his

hand for a long time, his comrades cry out that he is "hungry
" and try

to get the ball to him. The women exert every effort to intercept it and
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if they succeed pursue aud catch the uulucky player and rub his head
with the ball, telling him that they will "oil his head so that he shall

not starve," while the other players shriek with laughter. This game
goes on night after night during the season on top of a hill near St

Michael, the laughter and cries of the players being heard for hours.
In addition to this game another is played, particularly among the

women, in which the ball is merely tossed from hand to hand.
Hockey {ai'-yu-taV'-u-g^it or pat-khi-tar'-u-g^H)

—
(St Michael). This

is played with a small ball of ivory, leather, or wood, and a stick

curved at the lower end. The ball and stick are called pat-hUi'-tuJc.

The ball is placed on the ground or ice and the players divide into two

parties. Each player with his stick attempts to drive the bail across

the opponents' goal, which is established as in the football game.
Grass-ball, game {mum'-u-g^u)—(St Michael). In summer the men

make a stout ball of grass, five or six inches in diameter, from which
the game takes its name. Sides are chosen and each, when having the

ball, pursues the other. The members of each side try to hit their

opponents with the ball while the latter attempt to avoid lieing struck

or to obtain the ball in order to hit their opponents. The side scoring
the greatest number of hits is the winner.

EOPE JU3IPING {d-tAkh'-ta-g^{i1c)—{St Michael). This is a summer
game played out of doors. A heavy rope, from 18 to 24 feet in length,
made of braided grass, is held at each end by a man or a woman and

swung in a circle. One player stands in the middle, sidewise to the

rope, and must jump it twice in succession as it is swung around and
then spring away without being touched. He is then replaced by a

companion, who repeats the performance. If either fails he exchanges
place with one of those swinging the rope. This rope is called

pi-haJch'-luk.

Blind-man's buff {ehaf-ta'-g^avn)—{&>t Michael). This is played by
young people during spring and summer. One of the players, either a
man or a woman, is blindfolded and the others stand in a circle around
him and set up a shout. After this all try to keep perfectly quiet,

creeping softly about oii the ground to avoid being caught, tjie first

person caught being in turn blindfolded.

Hide and seek (i-g^u'-ta-ghi'-tl-hU)—{S>t Michael). This game is

played in summer, when the grass is long, by both men and women,
but not together. The players divide into two sides, standing oppo-
site each other and bent over so that the crowns of each opposing pair
rest against each other, their hands being clasped and outstretched on
each side. Then a designated player hides in the grass or behind some
shelter and when well concealed utters a faint cry. The two sides

then separate, the opposing side searching for the one concealed.

When he is found all join as before, with heads and hands together,
while the one successful in discovering the other conceals himself in

the same manner.

18 eth 22
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Tag {u-la'-U4a'-g^ul{)—{^t Michael). This game is played at any sea-

son by men and women divided into equal parties, which are subdivided

into pairs. Then a designated player starts oft", pursued by the others,

the players on the opposite side trying to overtake and touch him

before he can touch the mate he was given from his own party. This

mate strives to get within reach of his companion, the opposite side

meanwhile using every effort to interfere between the two by running
after the first and hindering the latter. If the player succeeds in

touching his mate before he is touched he wins and another pair of

runners come out from his side. If he is touched first by one of his

opponents, he loses, and a pair of runners come out from among them

and take his place.

Twin tag (M-hluJch'-lcu-ta'-g^uJc)
—

(St Michael). In this game the

players are fastened together in pairs, being tied by the ankles. One

pair are given a start and are pursued by the others until one of the

two is touched by another j)air, whereupon the latter take their places.

This is a summer game.
EiNG AROUND {uhl-tii')

—
(St Michael). The jjlayers in this game are

either men or women together or separately. The players are divided

into two equal parties, each party joining hands and facing toward the

center of a circle. When ready they circle about as swiftly as possible,

all the time advancing toward a certain point agreed upon, and the

circle or ring of players which first reaches the goal is victorious.

This game affords much sport, as the members of each ring are eager

to reach the goal, but the double motion frequently causes them to

stumble and fall promiscuously over one another.

Tossing on walrus skin {aj-u4al'-u-g''U).
—I heard of this game

from Bering strait to the mouth of the Yukon. A large walrus hide

is spread out and hand-holes are cut around its border. One of the play-

ers stands upon the center, and a x^arty of men on one side and women
on the other, numbering as many as can reach it, take hold of the skin.

By united effort the players jerk the skin up, holding it tightly

stretched. The person on it is thrown high in the air and if he alights

on his feet one of the other side must take his place. Should he fall in

any other position he or one of his side must remain on the skin. This

is a summer game, but is sometimes practiced by the young men in the

kashim during winter.

Tug of war [tm-uTch-tai'-g^mm)
—

(St Michael). This is played
at any season. A strong rawhide loop is made; the contestants are

divided into two parties, and the strongest man of each party grasps
the loop with his right hand. The men on each side form a queue with

their arms around each other's bodies and pull at a given signal; the

side which first looses its hold on the loop is defeated. The loop is

called M-cli%k'. This game is played either out of doors or in the kashim,

by either men or women
;
sometimes it is played by a single pair of

men or women and is then called 7io-hu'-taun.
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Arm pulling {Ms-o'-g^aun)—{St Michael). Two men lock their

right arms and a string of other men form a queue, puUiug on both
sides until one gives way. This is a winter contest, engaged in within

the kashim.

Pole bulling (no-Jcuj'-im)
—

(St Michael). A round, slender pole, six

or eight feet long, is laid on the floor of the kashim and an equal number
of men sit upon the floor along each side of it with their knees bent
and hands grasping it. At a given signal all pull, the side dragging
the other across the central line being victors.

Stick raising {yd-g^u'-taJc)
—

(St Michael). A round stick a little

larger than a broom handle, is grasped firmly by two ])layers who are

usually standing; one player holds it down at arm's length, grasping
it firmly with both hands while the other attempts to raise it above
his head.

Finger pulling {a-f/u'-li-phun)
—(St Michael). This is played in

the kashim by four men; the two strongest players hook their right
second fingers and each man is grasped about his right shoulder and
under the left arm by his second; then all pull until one is defeated by
loosing his hold.

Foot pulling {it-Ma'-g^aun)
—

(St Michael.) Two men lie upon
their faces on the floor of the kashim with their feet together and
heads in opposite directions. Their right feet are hooked into a

short, rawhide loop, and each tries to crawl away and drag the other

backward.

Neck pulling (tu-nuchu'-ffaun)—(St Michael). Two men kneel

on the floor of the kashim, near and facing each other; their heads are

bowed and a rawhide loop is placed so as to rest over the backs of

their necks. A sticky is placed crosswise between each man's teeth,

projecting on either side above the cord of the loop so as to keep the

latter from slipping over the head. The men then drop forward on

their hands and each tries to back away, dragging his adversary;
the one who first succeeds is the victor.

Head pushing {chuii-uJch'-tu-g^aun)
—

(St Michael), Two men go
down upon their hands and knees on the kashim floor and, pressing
their foreheads together, strive to push each other back from their

positions.

Battering ram {tu'-M-M-gu'-td)
—

(St Michael). This is played by
four men in the kashim. Two of the players each takes his partner

upon his shoulder, the latter lying face downward with his body stif-

fened and feet projecting horizontally in front of the man carrying him.

In this position the carriers face each other and run one at the other

so that the feet of the two men on their shoulders shall come together,

trying in this Avay to upset each other, the defeated pair falling igno-

miuiously to the floor.

Wrestling {cM'-hluk)
—

(St Michael). Wrestling is usually done

by each man seizing his opijouent by the arms or body, trying to gain
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a square fall on the back without the aid of trippino- or any other use

of the feet or legs, except as supports. This is generally done for sport,

but I was told that in ancient times disputed claims for women were

sometimes settled in this manner. A stranger, upon arrival in a village,

is frequently challenged to wrestle with the local champion. . Powerful

men are very rough in this sport, and one method is to attempt by a

terrific hug to crusli the opponent. One old man told me that he had

seen the blood gush from a wrestler's mouth and nose from the pressure

of his antagonist. I heard of an instance where a white man visiting

the village of the Maleniut at Kotzebue sound during the winter was

repeatedly challenged to wrestle by one o/ the villagers. Finally, the

annoyance became so great that the stranger accepted the challenge,

and, being an extremely powerful man, seized the Eskimo and dashed

him to the floor of the kashim so heavily that he was badly hurt. This

was considered quite legitimate and the stranger was not molested

further.

Knee walking {cMs-'kn'ml-nk')
—(St Michael). The young men of

a village kneel on the plank flooring of the kashim and holding their

feet up with their hands walk about on bare knees, each trying to

outdo the others in endurance.

High jumping {Mt'-khiik)
—(St Michael). A stick is held or fas-

tened above the floor at a certain distance and the young men try to

excel in leaping over it, the stick gradually being raised to the limit of

the jumpers' powers.
Horizontal jumping [mi-chlMtdk)

—(St Michael). The jumpers
in this game practice it either outside of or within the kashim. A mark
is made from which the jumping is done and another on the ground or

floor scores the point reached by each.
^

Hurdle jumping {ya'-IX-ku'-juk)
—

(St Michael). Four umiak oars

are placed at an equal distance apart around the sides of the kashim,
about breast high above the floor; the contestants start in pairs, jump-

ing over them one after the other until one of each pair is defeated by

failing to clear one of the oars.

Foot racing {uk-whaim')—(St Michael). This is a favorite sport

among the Eskimo and is practiced usually in autumn when the new
ice is formed. The race extends from one to several miles, the course

usually lying to and around some natural object, such as an island or

a point of rocks, then back to the starting point.

Kaiak racing {j}an-u-g''min')
—

(St Michael). The men, each in his

kaiak, are ranged side by side near the shore, and then at a signal

paddle around a rock or islet, the winner being he who first touches

the shore on returning to the starting point.

Unnak races are also conducted in the same way, and hunters engage
in contests in throwing seal and walrus spears of various kinds.

From Kuskokwim river to Cape Prince of Wales, on both the main-

laud and the islands, children of both sexes were found using tops.
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Fig. 122—Top from Cape
Princeof Wales (about J).

These are commonly of disk shape, thiu at the edge and perforated in

the center for a peg. One from Cape Prince of Wales (figure 122) is of
walrus ivory; it is 2i inches in diameter and has a hole an inch wide
in the middle, which is closed by a neatly fitted wooden plug of the
same thickness as the top, through which passes a spindle-shape peg
four inches long. This is the general style of top used in the region
mentioned, but another kind is made to be spun with a guiding stick

and cord; these are often used by men as well as

by boys.
On the lower Yukon the children amuse them-

selves in winter by spinning tops on the wooden
floor of the kashim. The game is played by each
child spinning its toj) and then hurrying out

through the long passage to the entrance, making
a complete circuit around the outside of the

building, then back to the interior, trying to

return before the top has ceased spinning. These

toys are spun between the two hands, the upper

part of the spindle being held upright between
the palms.

Among other games, the children also have a

buzz, usually made by stringing a doubly perfo-

rated, flattened disk on a cord. The two ends of the cord are tied

together and' the ends of the loop thus formed are held in their hands,
so that by tightening and relaxing their hold the disk is caused to

twirl about, exactly as is done with a similar toy by civilized chil-

dren. These buzzes are usually made of wood, ivory, or bone,

although of recent years some are made of metal. I obtained one at

St Michael made from the adjoining phalangeal bones of some animal,

probably a seal, still

united by their carti-

lage. The string is a

single cord of sinew,
which is made fast be-

tween the two middle

bones, and at each end

of the string is tied a

Fio 123—Toy woodpecker (i). ShOrt CrOSS-Stick for

grasping.
Another toy obtained at St Michael, represented in figure 123, is the

image of a woodpecker made of wood fastened to a small wooden

spatula by means of a stout quill in place of legs. The surface of the

spatula is dotted over with red paint to represent food. By means of

a string fastened to the point of the bird's beak and passing down

through a hole in the spatula, the child is enabled to pull the bird's

head down. On releasing it, the elasticity of the quill throws it up
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again, thus giving a pecking motion and imitating the movements of

feeding. Various toys of this character are made by the Eskimo to

represent familiar animals or birds.

Fio. 124—Toy mouse (about I).

Fig. 125—Toy representing a murre swim-

miug (full size).

Figure 124 rei)resents a toy obtained at the village of Sabotnisky, on

the lower Yukon. It is a slender, Hat rod a little over an inch wide

and about 10 inches long, perforated with six round holes at equal
intervals along its length, through
which is passed in and out a sinew

cord, having its ends fastened to the

extremities of a small, narrow strip of

fur, forming an endless loop. Grasp-

ing the rod by the handle at one end,
the child draws on the free i)art of the

cord, causing the strip of fur to run in

and out of the holes along the surface,

thus representing a mouse.

The children also have small figures of birds, seals, and other ani-

mals, which their fathers carve in ivory, bone, and wood. Along the

seacoast ivory is the material ordinarily used for making these objects,

but among the Eskimo of the tundras, or along the

rivers of the interior, bone or deerhorn is more com-

monly employed. The bird images usually represent

geese, murres, or other waterfowl, and are made flat

upon the lower surface, so that they sit upright.
On St Lawrence island, and at various other points

which were visited, many of these objects were ob-

tained, of which the toy bird shown in figure 125 is

an example. They are similar in character to the

images with which a sort of game is played among
the eastern Eskimo.

In addition to the foregoing objects, dolls made for

girls'are among the most interesting of the children's

toys. On St Lawrence island two were obtained;
these are shown in figure 7, plate xciii, made rudely
of wood, and figure 8, plate xciii, wbich is of ivory.

The makers of these displayed very little skill or

artistic ability, as might be expected from their general lack of culture

in this direction compared with the people of the adjacent American
coast. Along the Alaskan shore wherever I went, as well as along

Fig. 126—Clay doll(i).
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Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers and on Nunivak island, dolls were found

in common use. They are usually small images of wood, ivory, or bone;

indeed, the only instance that I saw of the use of clay among the Eskimo
for making images of any kind was a pair of rudely
modeled dolls representing" the head and body,
wliich were obtained at Razbinsky, on the lower

Yukon. One of these dolls is shown in figure 126.

The inartistic character of these clay figures is in

striking contrast to the carvings produced by the

same people.

The dolls usually represent the anatomic details

of both sexes, and are from an inch to a foot or more
in length. Many of them are carved to represent

grotesque human figures, but the majority are sim-

ply upright ivory images with the arms by the sides

(as represented in figure 2, plate xciii) or held in

various positions across the body, sometimes one

hand being placed in front and the other behind

the back. Many of the natives use hard material

merely for the upper half of the body, the legs being made of skin,

stuffed with hair or skin to give them a semblance to the natural

form.

An ivory figure from Cape Prince

of Wales (figure 4, plate xciii) repre-

sents an old man with his hands

clasped behind the back. The arms

and legs are carved free from the body
and the work gives evidence of con-

siderable skill and ingenuity.

Only from Big lake, between the

lower Yukon and the mouth of the

Kuskokwim, were dolls obtained with

heads hollowed out, so that the eyes

and tlie mouth were pierced into the

cavity. The back of the heads of

these dolls, after the interior had

been excavated, were replaced by a

thin wooden cover neatly fitted in

the opening. Figure 127 represents

a hollow-head, wooden doll from Big
lake. Figure 5, plate xciii, from the

same locality, is made of bone, with

the head fitted on a wooden pin pro-

jecting from the body, so that it turns as on a swivel.

Another doll from Big lake (figure 128) is similar to the preceding and

is clothed in reindeer skin. The head is made of bone, and the beads

Fig. 128—Doll (nearly J).
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Ji

Fio. 129—Wooden doll (J).

attached to a cord passed tlirougli holes at the corners of the mouth

represent labrets. The interior of the liead is excavated.

The faces of dolls made in representation of females are etched to

show the eyebrows, and sometimes the tattooing; the faces of dolls

made to represent men have labrets of beads or pieces of ivory inserted

at the corners of the mouth. The method of dressing the hair of women
and their nose- and ear-rings are represented

by hair and beads hung in the proper places.

Some of the ivory dolls are provided with brace-

lets and bead necklaces as shown in figure 3,

plate xciii, from Hotham inlet.

Large dolls of wood, from the country be-

tween Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers, have the

eyes and the mouth repre-

sented by pieces of ivory
inlaid in the wood, as in fig-

ure 129, from Kaialigamut.
One of the most ingenious
of these toys was obtained

at Point Hope, on the Arctic

coast, and is represented in

figure 130. It is made of

wood, and the well-carved head has a short string
of beads attached to each side of the forehead for

earrings, while the labret holes at the corners of

the mouth show that it is intended to represent
a man. Each eye is indicated by a blue bead,
inserted so that the hole in the bead forms the

pupil. The neck is in the form of a smooth, round

pin, about half an inch in diameter, which sets

in a deep socket cut into the shoulders. About
the lower end of this pin are fastened two ends

of a cord which is passed around in opposite direc-

tions and out in front, through two small holes

in the body, and are tied together; thence they

pass downward through a larger hole to the back.

The lower part of the body is grasped from be-

hind by the thumb and last two fingers, leaving
the other two fingers* resting in the loop of the

cord. By slight pressure, either on one side or

the other of the loop, the head of the doll is made to turn to the right
or left at will. Another ivory doll (figure 6, plate xciii), from Una-

laklit, represents a woman holding a child in her arms. Similar dolls

are sometimes made to represent a small child in the hood of the fur

coat, after the fashion in which women are wont to carry their infants

throughout this region.

Fig. 130—Mechaiiieal

doll (i).
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Fig. 131—Toy bear with dog liamess (i).

The girls frequently have a uumber of dolls varying in size, the

smaller ones being made so that they will stand upright. While making
a brief visit to Sledge island, two little girls in the house where we
stopped amused us by watching their opportunity, while we were busy
about other things, to place their dolls standing in a semicircle before

us upon the tioor, while they sat quietly behind as though permitting
their dolls to take a look at the strangers. In connection with these

toys girls have alSo a complete outfit of toy bedding made from the

skins of mice or lemmings, small grass mats, toy boots, mittens, and

clothing, all patterned after those used

by the people of the locality.

Otlier favorite toys of the children

of both sexes are snow knives, which

are from four to fifteen inches long
and are made of ivory, bone, or wood,
the two first-named materials being
most commonly used. They are small

at the handle and expand toward

the end, usually curving upward and sometimes to one side. The mak-
ers frequently show great artistic skill in these objects; the handle
is often tipped with a carving representing the head of a salmon, gull,

seal, or other animal; the grip of the handle is insured by various pro-

jections, which sometimes consist of a series of three or more rounded
bosses pierced by a small hole in the middle, as in figure 2, plate xciv,
from the lower Yukon. This specimen is well carved from a piece of bone.

Figure 3, plate xciv, represents a large, handsomely made ivory
knife from Koniguuugumut; the raven totem mark is etched on each

side; three projecting
knobs on the handle

are pierced and the
holes plugged with

wood. Another speci-

men, from Chalitmut

(figure 4, plate xciv),
is made of ivory and has four murre heads in relief on the handle;
the surface is ornamented with etched lines. An ivory knife from

Ikogmut (figure 7, platQ xciv) has two long, rounded projections extend-

ing forward from the butt.

A large, handsomely made ivory knife from Kohigunugumut (figure 1,

plate XCIV) has on the under side of the handle five rounded projections

which are pierced for the insertion of plugs of wood; the raven totem

sign is etched on both sides. Figure 5, i)late xciv, illustrates an ivory

knife from Cape Vancouver, heavily etched on both sides
;
on the handle

are three sets of concentric circles, pierced in the center and with

wooden plugs inserted in the holes. A deerhorn knife from Kushunuk,

represented in figure 9, plate xciv, has a long slit in the handle, in

Fio. 132—Toy dogs and sled (about J).
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which is wound a piece of spruce root to afford a firm grip. Another

deerhorn knife, from Big lake (figure 11, plate xciv), is very plainly

made, A well-made deerhorn knife from the lower Kuskokwim (figure

13, plate XCIV) has the handle pierced with a large hole from which a

slit extends forward.

Figure C, plate xciv, represents a

handsome ivory knife, obtained on

Togiak river by 'Mr App legate.
The handle is curiously slit, with a

cross-bar in the opening, and an or-

dinary conventional design is etched

on the surface. Another knife, obtained also by Mr Applegate at the

same place (figure 8, plate xciv), is of deerhorn and is elaborately

etched. The end of the handle is carved to represent the head of a

bird, probably a gerfalcon. A well-made ivory knife from !N^ulukhtulo-

gumut (figure 10, plate xciv) has the handle carved to represent the

Fig. 133—Toy bear (J).

Fig. 134—Toy kaiali from St Lawrence island (4).

head of a salmon. A small and rather rudely made ivory knife from

Ikogmut (figure 12, plate xciv) also has the handle carved in the shape
of a salmon-head.

A large number of these knives were collected, most of them- being
carved and etched in great variety of pattern. Many of these objects
in the National Museum repre-

sent localities from the extreme

southern limit of the Alaskan

Eskimo nearly to Point Barrow.

These knives are rarely used

for any other purpose than as

toys; the children play with

them in winter, cutting up the

hard, drifted snow, or marking
thereon various fantastic; fig-

ures representing mammals, birds, or other fancies. In a village south

of the Yukon mouth I saw children make figures of animals in the

snow and then run about cutting them up with their knives, evidently

imitating the killing of game by the hunters.

Figure 131 represents a toy figure of a white bear, which was
obtained on the Diomede island. It is made of wood and has a raw-

FlQ. '.35—Ivory image of man and bear (i).
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hide harness on the neck and back, similar to that used for dogs. The

body is fashioned from a single piece, but the legs are made separately
and are attached to the body by a peg inserted in a hole and fastened

by other pegs.
A toy sled from St Lawrence island (figure 132) is carved from a

single piece of ivory and has two small ivory figures of dogs attached

to it with sinew cord.

Figure 133, from the same locality, represents a toy figure of a white

bear carved from a single piece of ivory.

Figure 134 illustrates an ivory model of a kaiak, from St Lawrence

island, and is a representation of the boats in use at that place. Look-

ing up from the manhole is a human head carved in relief, and just
back of the manhole is represented an inflated sealskin float.

The specimen from Norton bay, shown in figure 135, is an ivory

figure of a white bear with a man lying along its back. This toy is

intended as an illustration of an occurrence in one of the folktales.

MUSIC AI^D DANCES

The Eskimo of Bering sea and the lower Yukon are very fond of

singing. Songs have a prominent place in their religious observances

and festivals, as well as in their sports and dances. They also serve to

while away the time when traveling at sea and sometimes on shore.

Men are usually the singers, and will often keep up a monotonous

chant for hours when traveling a long distance by water, and I often

heard my men singing at night during sledge journeys when they were

unable to sleep from the severe cold or for other cause. On one occa-

sion I asked one of the men who was singing at night why he did so,

and he replied that it made him feel warmer. Frequently songs of this

kind, and some of those used while dancing, are a mere series of

meaningless syllables, such as at other times serve as a refrain. Songs
are composed for various other purposes, sometimes to preserve a rec-

ollection of past occurrences, to glorify some event, or for ridiculing

one another; these latter are similar to the nith songs of Greenland, and

are said to have been commonly used before white men came to Alaska.

During my residence at St Michael I heard of instances of their hav-

ing been sung by the Eskimo in some of the villages on the tundra,

between the mouths of Kuskokwim and Yukon rivers, before the assem-

bled people in the kashim. The only result was the satisfaction gained

by the victor's consciousness that he had enlisted the sympathy of his

fellow-townsmen and the chagrin of the one who felt himself worsted.

Songs are employed by shamans in their incantations and during

religious festivals. Special songs are sung to the shades of the dead

or to the inuas of various kinds to which the people are addressing their

petitions, either for the purpose of propitiating the superior powers to

prevent evil or to secure successful hunting. The songs in memory
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of the (lend are heard at all festivals to departed shades, and at times

are of an inexpressibly mournful character.

Almost invariably songs of every descrij^tion, when sung in the

kashim, are accompanied by the beating in regular time of one or more

tambourine-like drums in the hands of old men, and the drummers,
who are usually the leaders, sometimes sing a song, phrase by phrase,

a repetition by the rest of the people following. At other times they

are the only singers; this is particularly the case when dances are being

performed.

Songs for the great festivals of a religious character and often those

in honor of the dead, or for the bladder feast, are practiced for a long

l^eriod by the villagers so that thej^ may be given correctly at the proper

time, the composer of the song usually teaching it to the others a few

words at a time. Others of the songs have been handed down from

ancient times, being transmitted, like the folktales, from generation to

generation.

During one of my sledge journeys I chanced to stop at a village near

Cape Vancouver where the people were learning a song for the feast to

the dead. In the evening the lights were all extinguished in the

kashim and in complete darkness an old man gave out the song, a few

words at a time, and about twenty-tive men, ranged around the middle

of the room, united in singing the words to the time of a single drum
beaten by another old man. The burden of the song I did not catch,

but the refrain Avas a repetition of the syllables luV -ai-ya-hai'-yd-ya^

which serve for this purpose in many different songs over most of this

region.

At another village in the same district a song was rendered in parts,

the bass being sung by a number of men who kept excellent time

to the beating of several drums, while the women and the boys, who were

all arranged together on one side of the room, joined in the chorus

every few minutes, producing a very pleasing effect. One song that is

sung in a long, wailing chant is very effective, calling on the shades of

the dead to enter the offerings that may be given them during the fes-

tival in their honor. The part of this song recorded at St Michael is

as follows:

Tu-ko'-mdl-u-g'i'-(i tai'-kin-ii. A-la'-ai-ya'. Mii-klug-u-miik kdn-ukh'-kun-iim'-kin.

Dead ones come here. (Chorus.) Hair sealskin tent you-will-get (for a)

A la'-ai-ya'.

(Chorus.)

Tai'-kiri'd-ka'; tun-tn'-muk cho-(fokh'-kiin-um'-km. A-la'-ai-ya' . Tai'-kin-d-ka'.

Come here, do ; reindeer skin bed you will get (for a). (Chorus.) Como liere, do.

During one festival to the dead that was witnessed the mourners who
were making the gift offerings to the namesakes of their deceased rela-

tives, entered and, dancing together in the center of the kashim, sang an

invitation to their dead ones to return. The burden of the song was
that the absent ones were missed and were begged to return as their

friends were lonely. The loud, wailing manner in which this song was
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rendered to the music of the drums and the steady, monotonous chant

of the drummers rendered the whole very effective.

The following two songs give a general idea of the character of those

sung at festivals for pastime. The first is a song of a Malemut hunter

from the head of Kotzebue sound. He wishes for the time to come
when the reindeer shall renew their horns, that the hunting season

may begin. It was noted that the same idea was repeated again and

again with constant repetition of the same chorus, so that a few

phrases did duty for hours :

A-im'-it-yai' ya-t-yae un-a-i-ija i-yd ai-yae-ig'-i-a
(Chorus) (Chorus)

Co-ai-d-chug'-il-lt yae-yd-i-a iin' -a-i-yd-i-ya-ai
1 want (Chorus) (Chorus)

d-to'-ai-gud-ly iin-t-yae-yae kin'-gh'-kluii'-d
very much (Chorus) to see

i-yae-i-yd nug-g'ul-in.
(Chorus) the deer horns make, etc.

The following song, composed and sung by a man at Cape Prince of

Wales in Bering strait, expressed his wish to see the ships come in the

spring, because his tobacco was gone :

I-ghi-ghun-d t/n-i-yd-ae-yd mai'-u-ruk'-i-gd I-yun-t-yd-yd
The mouutain (Chorus) I wish to climb (Chorus)

chiin-mu-i-nak'. I-yae-yd Kut-kU'-ku-md,
to get to the water. (Chorus) I sit on the top,

ki-nig'-nai-gdk I-yun-d-yd-ya um'-i-iik-piik-mun-d
1 wish to see (Chorus) the big boats coming

A-yu-yae-ya ti-bd'-lae-ka.

(Chorus) tobac<!0 (with).

The following music was written for me by Bishop Seghers, an accom-

plished Catholic missionary (afterward killed on the upper Yukon), from

a song sung by the Eskimo during a dance at Ikogmut on the lower

Yukon in the winter of 1879. This gentleman, who was a skilled musi-

cian, said that the most remarkable thing he had noted in the songs of

the Eskimo, both of the lower Yukon and of the adjacent coast of

Bering sea, was the ease and accuracy with which they raised and

dropped an exact octave when singing:

Despite the fact that these people are so fond of their own music,

they are unable to understand or enjoy that of a more complicated
character. At St Michael some of the men were frequently invited

into one of the houses where there was a small organ, and the agent of

the Fur company would play simple melodies for them. In every
instance the visitors kept perfectly quiet, and watched the keyboard
of the instrument closely, as if fascinated. Finally, I asked an old

man who had attended several of these concerts if he enjoyed the

music, and he replied frankly that he did not, because, said he,
" I
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do not understand what the noise says. It sounds confusedly in my
ears and is strange to them, so that I do not know what it says. I like

better to hear the drum and singing in the kashim, for I understand

it." But he added that he liked to watch the movements of the per-

former's fingers as they sped over the keyboard, the rapid motion pleas-

ing- him. I afterward made the same inquiry of other men from various

distant localities along the coast, when they heard the music at St

Michael, and received an almost identical reply.

The drums used by the Eskimo of western Alaska and on the adjacent
coast of Siberia are made in one pattern, having- a rounded tambourine-

like frame, over one side of which is stretched a thin, parchment like

covering, usually made from the bladders of seals and walrus. The cover

is held in place by a cord of sinew or rawhide, wound around the outer

border of the drum in a sunken groove, enabling the cover to be tight-

ened at will.

The frames, usually made of spruce, are from one to three inches in

width and are bent to form a ring, either circular or somewhat pear-

shape in outline, measuring from ten to thirty inches in diameter. The

largest ones seen in use were in the district between lower Yukon and
Kuskokwim rivers. Near the Kuslevak mountains a drum was seen

covered with tanned reindeer skin, which was the only exception to

the ordinary covering that was noted, and this was due to the fact that

the usual material could not be obtained at that jioint.

Ordinarily the ends of the drum frame overlap and are fastened with

sinew or rawhide cords, which i)ass through holes m the wood; but

along the coast from Bering strait northward, drums were seen which

had the ends of the frame beveled to wedge-shape points and inserted

in a short, intervening piece of ivory of the same width and thickness

as the frame. These pieces were beveled with a deep, wedge-shape
slot to receive the ends of the wood, and juerced with holes through
which were passed wooden pegs to fasten the ends of the frame in place,

thus forming a neatly made joint. This splice is carved on its outer

border to match the groove on the edge of the frame for the reception of

the cover lashings. They are usually fitted with a handle from four to

six inches long, with a square notch in its upper surface for the recep-

tion of the lower edge of the frame. The latter is ordinarily held in posi-

tion by sinew lashings passed through holes and thence through corre-

sponding holes in the handle just below the notch, or are passed around

the handle. A drum from Sledge island and another from Cape Wan
karem, Siberia, are attached to their handles with wooden pegs inserted

through holes at the inner end of the handle and through the drum
frame in the notch. These handles are commonly plain rods of ivory,

deerhorn, or bone, round or oval in section, with the ends rounded, but

in many instances they are carved in various patterns.
One of these handles (number 43807), which was obtained at Shakto-

lik, is of walrus ivory, and is six inches long by an inch and a half in
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diameter. It is carved in the form of a walrus, the well-made bead

being placed at the inner end; on the lower side are four diagonal

grooves for finger-rests, and at tbe rear the animal's flippers are repre-

sented. The back is etched with short lines to indicate bristly hairs.

A handle from Point Hope, on the Arctic coast (figure 136) is of ivory,

four inches long. At one end is carved a human face, with small blue

beads inlaid for eyes and the mouth incised
; along the lower side are

four finger-grooves, and an ivory strip is fitted in the square slot for the

ends of the drum frame. Another specimen from the same place (num-

FiG. 136—Drum handle (i).

ber 63798) is similar to the preceding, but has the face curiously dis-

torted. The tip of the handle is patched with a block of wood neatly

fiistened with five wooden pegs.

A handle of reindeer horn from St Michael (figure 137) measures

five inches in length and represents the head and neck of a sand hill

crane. The beak is open, and small, round incisions mark the eyes

and ears; the slot for the frame of the drum is at the base of the neck,

and the wings of the bird are indicated by an incised line on each side,

extending diagonally to the rear, where they meet on the back
; short,

parallel, incised lines represent the quill feathers. A drum obtained at

Sledge island (number
45401) has a handle made
from a section of deerhorn

without ornamentation.

The frame, made of spruce,
is slightly pear-shape, with

the small end next to the

handle, and is about 20 inches in diameter. The ends overlap and are

fastened with sinew cord. It is fastened in the slot of the handle by
a wooden pin, and is beveled both ways on the inside from a central

ridge. On the outer surface, near the upper edge, is a deep groove to

receive the braided sinew cord that fastens the cover, which has the

looped end attached to a projecting wooden peg on the frame to the

right of the handle.

In a drum (number 38840) obtained at Cape Vancouver, the frame,

made of spruce wood, 3 inches broad, is bent in a circle, 28 inches in

diameter, the overlapping ends being sewed together with rawhide cord.

Fig. 137—Drum handle (J)
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Over this frame is stretched a cover of walrus or white-whale intestiue,

held ill place by a cord in a groove around the middle of the frame. It

has a large handle, 2G inches long, made of the same material as the

frame, and largest on the inner end, which is in the shape of a sea par-

rot's head. On the back of the bird's neck is a square notch, an inch

deep, into which the frame fits, and outside of which the handle projects

about 20 inches. The bill of the sea-parrot is colored red
;
the rest of the

handle is the color of the wood, except a band of red near the middle.

These large drums are frequently held bj' one man while the other

beats them with a long, slender rod. As with the smaller drums, they
are frequently struck so that the rod taps against the frame at the

same time that it strikes the cover, thus producing a sharp, rapping
sound which mingles with the more resonant tone.

The International Polar Expedition obtained at Point Barrow large

drums, somewhat similar to that collected by me at Cape Vancouver,
with handles alsocarved on the inner ends to represent the headsof birds,

one of which is that of a cormorant and another the head of a murre.

Fig. 138—Ivory baton for beating time on a stick (/g).

In the country between the lower Yukon and the Kuskokwim, as well

as on the American shore of Bering strait, I saw large and small drums
used at the same time, producing a pleasing combination of sound.

The drum is held by the handle in the left hand, the top slightly inclined

away from the drummer and about on a level with his chin. When
excited by the sound and movement, the drummers sometimes raise the

drums almost at arm length, so that the handles are on a level with

their brows. They are beaten in measured time, two strokes in quick

succession, then a short pause, and two strokes again. Each drummer
has a single slender, Hat rod about 12 to IC inches long, which he holds

in the right hand.

While witnessing a festival to the dead on the lower Yukon, I saw

people dancing near the graves to time beaten with a stick on the end
of a log projecting from one of the houses, and another party dancing
on the ice on the river to time beaten on a piece of driftwood which had
been taken to the riv^r for the purpose. This was the only instance

south of Norton sound in which 1 saw such an accompaniment to danc-

ing. On the American shore of Bering strait, and thence northward
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along the Arctic coast, resonant pieces of wood are regularly beaten

to aid the drum accompaniment during dancing. For this purpose a

short, heavy baton of walrus ivory is generally used. Such an instru-

ment (figure 138), was obtained at Port Clarence. It is 10^ inches in

length by an inch in diameter, rounded, beveled at each end, and has

the slight curve of the tusk from which it was made. Fine shavings
are bound around the butt by a braided sinew cord to afford a grip, and
a deerhorn peg close to the projecting end of the handle prevents the

hand from slipping. Extending from near this peg to the other end of

the grip is a loop of twisted sinew cord which aids in holding the instru-

ment firmly. On its outer end the mouth, eyes, asid blowholes of a

right whale are represented by incised holes and pits. Between the

blowholes are inserted some small, downy feathers, held in place by
wooden pegs, to represent the spouting of the whale.

In addition to the dances performed during the various festivals and
described in connection with those ceremonies, various others are prac-

ticed among the Eskimo with whom I came in contact. These latter

are generally executed for pastime, and are often merely a series of

movements supposed to be graceful or pleasing; at other times they
are distinctly symbolic, frequently carrying out and illustrating a long
narrative by gestures and sometimes accompanied by a song. Dances
are usually accompanied by the beating of one or more drums and by
the singing of the drummers, and sometimes of other males, but at times

the drummers cease, and the dancing continues to the sound of voices.

Some of these i^erformances are extremely grotesque, the dancers being

young men, often quite nude or simply wearing a pair of ornamental

trunks made of fine deerskin, who sing or utter loud cries and leap

about, gesticulating with their arms and legs and contorting their bodies

in every conceivable manner. The object of such dances is apparently
to amuse the spectators, and the successful dancers frequently cause

great laughter among the assembled people by the absurdity of their

attitudes and movements. The young men exert themselves in friendly

rivalry at such times until they are forced to cease from sheer exhaustion.

Both men and women take part in the dances, each having certain

movements peculiar to himself. The women remain with their feet

planted sc^uarely on the floor and, swaying the body and slowly gestic-

ulating with hands and arms, go through the figures permitted to them,

always keeping time to the music. Very commonly the women have a

long, feather wand in each hand which they wave slowly back and forth

as they move. During certain religious festivals they also use finger-

masks—small, round, flat pieces of wood with a i)rojection below, through
which are one or two holes for admitting the first or the first and second

fingers; they are carved to represent a human face or a face ">upposed to

belong to some animal, an inua^ or some supernatural being. They
are generally' painted and surrounded by a halo-like fringe, formed

by the upstanding hair on a narrow band of skin, usually of the reiu-

18 El H 23
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deer or wolf. Tbey are also oruainented with quill feathers of various

birds, frequently tijjped with down.

The men ordinarily rest the weig^ht of the body first on one foot and

then on the other, while the free foot is advanced, the ball resting on

the floor and the heel continually raised and brought down with a

sounding thump in tinie to the beating of the drums. At the same time

the dancers contort the bodj" and gesticulate with the hands and arms
in rythmic motion. Frequently the dancer sings or utters loud cries at

regular intervals, springing from one side to the other. The rythmic

beating of the drums and the accompanying songs work the dancers

to a pitch of great excitement, and they sometimes go on for hours

with these violent exertions, the perspiration rolling down their bodies,
until they cease from exhaustion.

With rare exceptions the dances are iierformed in the kashim, taking-

place during the winter months, that is, from October until the end

of April. Both songs and dances are practiced beforehand when pre-

paring for any great festival. In addition to the larger performances

accompanying the more important festivals, there are small dances of

rather frequent occurrjence among the villagers during the early part of

winter; but these are informal affairs performed for amusement by a

few of the young men.

A ceremonial dance is performed by a stranger who enters for the

first time the kashim of a village. On such occasion he is expected to

make a small offering or gift of propitiation to the headman, who
divides it among the other old men. The stranger then steps out upon
the floor and dances for a short time, sometimes singing a song express-

ing his friendship for the i)eople he is with, or merely a chorus song.
In this way he is considered to have introduced himself proi)erly and
thus to have gained the freedom of the kashim.

At St Michael we were usually invited to the first dances held in

the kashim every autumn Each year we made a practice of carrying
a little tobacco, which we handed to the headman upon entering, and
this he would divide into small portions and distribute among the

other men. At such times, if one of us would step out upon the fioor

and execute a short dance alter tlie style of the Eskimo, it was received

with great merriment by the assembled villagers.

The dances of the Eskimo, whether on the islands of Bering sea or

on the banks of Kuskokwim liver, are very similar in general character,
but local variations are common. On Sledge Island, in March, 1880,

was witnessed a curious and characteristic performance, different from

anything seen elsewhere. We found the i)eopie on the.verge of star-

vation, and nearly all of their dogs had died from lack of food. Our
own dogs were dying from the same cause, so we decided to return

at once to the mainland. When the headman of the villagers learned

this he came to beg us to remain at least one night with them so that

they might show us their appreciation of our visit, promising that the
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iuliabitaiits would find sometliiiig with which to feed our dogvs and that

they would give a dance in the kashiin in our honor.

About two hours after dark we were invited into the kashini and

given the place of honor at the rear end of the room. Half a dozen men,
including the headmen of the village, stepped out in time to singing
and drumming, and went through the movements of an ordinary dance
such as had been seen at the beginnings of dances at Cape Darby, Una-

laklit, and elsewhere southward to the mouth of Kuskokwim river.

One of these dancers wore about his brow a fillet made from the
skin of the head and neck of an Adams loon, with the beak left on and

I)rojecting over the middle of the forehead; another man wore a fillet

made from the white breast of a murre with the wing-feather of a

gerfalcon stuck in it so as to stand erect over the forehead.

Then a man and a woman took the floor, performing some figures or

movements such as I had seen used by a couple at Unalaklit. Next
was a dance of similar character by a half-grown boy and a girl; their

motions were greatly varied, but in perfect unison; they postured with
the body inclined first to one side and then to the other, alternating
with an inclination forward until their heads nearly touched the floor.

Many of their movements were characterized by the swaying grace
that is notable in many of the dances of these people.
When this was finished nine women and girls seated themselves close

together, cross-legged, and stripped to the waist, on a bench extend-

ing along one side of the room, facing in one direction along the length
of the bench. Drummers and singers struck up a medley diftereiit

from anything I had ever heard, and the women on the bench responded
by executing a long and complicated series of swaying motions with
the head, arms, and body, in perfect unison. From where I sat the

dancers were in profile, and their light-colored bodies showed in strong
contrast against the sooty wall. Their slow, regular motions, with
bodies swaying alternately from one side to the dther, now inclining
forward and then swaying back, the arms constantly waving in a series

of graceful movements, presented a remarkably pleasing sight.
The headman asked me if I liked the dance, and 1 told him that I

did and that I thought it a good one, whereupon he seemed greatly

l)leased and told me that several of the dancers were his wives. Directly
afterward he called out something to the singers, and the latter imme-

diately began adifterent song and the women a dift'erent set of motions.

In this way tlie headman changed the dances until over twenty distinct

songs and sets of motions had been executed; some of the songs and
movements were done in very slow time, while others were rapid. All

of the movements were evidently conventional and carefully learned

by the performers, as they were executed with great regularity.
On one occasicm, at Sabotnisky, on the lower Yukon, a dance was

given for ray benefit by several villagers. Two women took the most

prominent i)art. One of the performers by her gestures told the story
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of lier father's life and battles during the wars among the villagers

preceding the arrival of the white men; the gestures were niainly

beyond my comprehension, but the Eskimo about me appeared to

understand them all. 1 could interpret the motions of stealthy approach
and retreat, then a struggle with the enemy and the flight, ending by a

sudden turn and the killing of a pursuer by a spear thrust. In addition

there were a great deal of gesture and posture with'hands and bodies

which seemed to be full of meaning to the people about me. This

woman's companion went through a series of motions describing berry

picking and various other occupations of women in the summer and fall.

During all their movements both of them were extremely graceful and

kept accurate time to the music.

On February 12, 1880, 1 remained over night in the village of Unalak-

lit, where a uumber of dances were given in my honor. Soon after dark

I was invited to the kashim, where a dozen young men were stripped to

the waist and ranged around the room in a circle. Five or six old men
stood near the lamp at the rear end of the room beating a drum and

singing one of the common dance songs; the young men postured and

leaped with such energy that the perspiration ran down their bodies,

as it did also from the faces of the drum men. There seemed to be a

rivalry between the musicians and the dancers to outdo one another,

and the singers would stop to take breath occasionally, quickly begin-

ning again while the dancers were still panting, causing laughter at the

expense of the latter. This continued for some time, until the dancers

acknowledged themselves defeated and sat down. Then a young man
came out alone, stripped to the waist, and stood before the entrance

hole in the middle of the room. On his face was a mask representing a

wolf-head. He stood for a few moments ai)pearing to look intently
into the hole in the floor while he postured slowly back and forth with

his arms and body; while he did this two women came up behind him,
stood close by and began gesturing, imitating in x)erfect time every
motion made by him. Then the time of the song suddenly changed, the

women stepping out quickly, ane upon each side a few paces away,
and all three postured, swaying back and forth to the song. The man
moved first toward one woman then toward the other with a gliding
motion and appeared to try to grasp them with one hand, never losing
the time and keeping the motion uniform with the movements of the

women. After he had done this he resumed his first position, the women

ste])ped back to their former place, and the dance soon ended. This

was said to represent a wolf hunting reindeer.

When this dance ended, the man who wore the wolf mask went out,

but came in again very quickly wearing a mask representing a human

face; he took the same position as berfore, beginning with a set of

postures of the arras and body different from those seen in the first

dance. He was joined by the two women, one on each side of him, and
all went through the motion of picking berries, which was done very
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slowly with a continual graceful swaying of the body. This dance
ended the performauce.

At Cape Darby, on the same journey, I passed a night with the vil-

lagers and was invited into the kashim with my companion to witness

a dance given for us. We went in and found the entire population of

the village assembled. A small present of tobacco to the headman
was our offering as strangers, after which we were given the place of

honor by the drummers at the rear end of the room. Tlie song and the

drum-beating began at once, with a chorus song of meaningless syllables

like those sung in dances of conventional style. A number of men and
women kept the floor, going through a series of ordinary postures
until they became tired and sat down. These were followed by a man
and a woman who came forward and went through a new set of motions,
which I was told they had learned from people on the shore of Bering
strait. Afterward a woman came out and imitated the gathering of

eggs of sea fowl among the rocks. At certain intervals a song accom-

panied her movements, which was intended to represent the cries of

birds startled from their nests.

FEASTS A?fD FESTIVALS

THE FUNCTION OF THE CELEBRATIONS

Among the Eskimo of lower Kuskokwim and Yukon rivers and
thence northward along the coast to Kotzebue sound, as well as on the

islands of Bering strait, the festivals form some of the most important
features of their social life. The same may undoubtedly be said of the

Eskimo elsewhere in Alaska, but these remarks are intended to cover

the region over which my personal observations extended.

These festivals serve to enliven the long, depressing evenings of /

Arctic winter, and at intervals render the cold, stormy season a period
of enjoyment and feasting. They serve also to promote friendly inter-

course between the people of adjacent villages and districts. Through
the festivals comes an interchange of products and manufactures of

different localities, and, above all, they are important in expressing and

carrying out the religious behefs and observances of these people.

Nearly or quite all of the formal festivals of the Eskimo in this

region are of a more or less religious character. As examples of these

may be noted the Bladder feast and the Feast to the Dead.

CALENDAR OF FESTIVALS

Having been more familiar with the TJnalit Eskimo of Norton sound
than with any others of this region, I subjoin a list of festivals ob-

served among them, although it is probably not comj)lete. A somewhat
similar program exists among the other tribes within the limits of the

region covered by the present paper. While the same festival may
exist in dittereut localities over a considerable area, rites vary locally
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to a greater or less ex:teut, altbougli tlie central idea is preserved,

luterroiirse with the Kussians and snbsequently with the Americans at

St Michael and adjacent parts of Norton sound has modified in many-

respects the customs of the Eskimo in that region, yet the ancient

beliefs and observances are still preserved among the older people.

Certain festivals, however, are no longer celebrated in the district

named. Perhaps the most striking change has been in the disuse of

masks, which are still used in the complicated ceremonials of the

inhabitants of the country lying between the mouths of the Kusko-

kwim and the Yukon. Among the Unalit Eskimo about St Michael I

noted the folk)\ving festivals:

1. Ai-ya'f/uk, or Asking festival, which takes place each year about

the middle or latter part of November.

2. lhl'-n-(j''i, the Festival to the Dead. In this there are songs and

dances, with food oiferings and libations in honor of the dead. It is

held the last of November or the first of December.

3. Chaii'-\-ynli, the Bladder feast. This is held usually during the

December moon and sometimes extends into January. It is a festival

belonging essentially to the coast people, but is still preserved in

modified form among the Eskimo of lower Kuskokwim and Yukon
rivers.

\. A repetition of the Festival to the Dead is given at St Michael

two days after the close of the Bladder feast, and (5) another just

before the opening of the fishing season in spring.

G. Ikh' -tfi-l-a' -tul-h-tftl; Great feast to the Dead. This is the most nota-

ble of all the festivals, owing to the fact that years are spent in prepar-

ing for the display with which it is celebrated. Among the fur traders

it is known as the "
Ten-year feast," but in reality there is no definite

number of years between its recurrence. It is held at the time when the

makers consider that they have accumulated sufficient material in the

shape of food, skins of fur-bearing animals, and other objects of value

to properly honor the shades of their deceased relatives for whose

benefit the feast is held.

THE "INVITING-IN" FEAST

I-thn'-lxa-gi\Tc, a mask festival, known as the "inviting in feast," is

observed along the lower Yukon and southward to Kuskokwim river.

Masks in every variety of shai)e and form are made by the men for use in

it. Some of these are so large that it becomes necessary to hang them
from the roof of the kashim by a stout cord, and the owner stands behind

with the mask fastened to his head, wagging and swaying it from side

to side. The masks are usually carved to represent heads of animals,

frequently the totemic animals of the maker, and very often expressing

mythological fancies, which will be more fully detailed in treating
of masks. The shamans make masks representing the faces of their

supernatural or semihuman familiars by whose aid they claim to work
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their will. The object of these faces is to propitiate and do honor to

the animals or beings represented by them, and thus to bring about

plenty of game during the coming year and to ward off evil influences.

The inuas or shades of the various animals are invited and are sup-

posed to be present and enjoy the songs and dances, with the food and
drink offerings, given in their honor. The masks are burned at the

conclusion of the ceremonies, and should a man sell his mask he must

replace it with wood in about equal amount for the sacrificial fire which
takes place subsequent to the ceremony. This

festival is held usually in January or February
of each year. Although I was not able to

witness one of these observances, many of

the masks used in them were obtained.

THE "asking" festival
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their faces are kept turned toward the lioor so that they shall not be

recognized. Outside the children follow them from house to house,

shouting and making a great outcry. When they return to the kashim

the soot is washed from their faces and bodies with urine and, giving

some of the food to the old men, all sit down to the feast. A^ext day a

wand, called ai-yd'-gUlk, is made by a man chosen for the purpose. This

wand has a slender, rod-like handle, with three hanging globes at the

outer end. Figure 139 illustrates one of these wands.
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111 the evening: of this day the men are gathered in the kashim and

the women in their houses, as on the preceding night. The man who

prepared the wand takes it in his hand and stands with it in the middle

of the room; any man in the community has the privilege of telling

him the name of any article he wishes, sometimes giving him the name
of the woman from whom he desires to obtain it. The wand-bearer

then goes to the house of the woman named and stands before her,

swinging' the hanging globes on the wand, at the same time telling

her what he has come for, and then stands waiting. The woman thinks

of something which she desires in return and tells the wand-bearer,

whereupon he returns to the kashim and, swinging the globes before the

one who sent him, tells what is desired in return for the object he

demanded. In this way every one in the village asks for something.

When the messenger has comjdeted his task, the men go to their houses

and bring the articles for which they were asked, and when all have

returned to the kashim a dance is j^erformed.

The women then come, bringing with them the things asked for, and
the exchange is made through the messenger, who must have his face

blackened and wear a flshskin coat, or some other poor dress, having a

dogskin belt with the tail fastened on behind. If any article is desired

which the person asked does not j)ossess, he is bound by custom to

obtain it as soon as possible after the festival and present it to the one

who wishes it. The two exchanging presents in this way are considered

to hold a certain temporary relationship, termed i-lo'-fful: Formerly
those once made i-lo'-g'uk exchanged presents each succeeding year at

this festival, but that custom is now less strictly observed.

At the time of this festival any man had a right to request the

messenger to inform the woman he named, if she was unmarried, that

he wished to share her bed that night. The woman returned answer
that he must bring a deerskin for the bedding. When all were gath-
ered in the kashim he gave her the deerskin, and after the festival was
ended remained with her for the night.

After the wand has been used while conveying the messages of the

different ])eople, it is hung in a conspicuous place in the kashim and kept
there until the festival is ended. This instrument is much respected

by the community, and it is considered shameful to refuse the requests
made with it, and a person doing this would be despised by every one.

In some districts this festival is observed by asking presents between

I)ersons of the same sex. It exists substantially as described from the

vicinity of Bering strait to the mouth of Kuskokwim river, although
each locality varies slightly the details and rites i^erformed.
The custom of the men taking women during the night of this festi-

val is observed throughout this district. One variation of the festival

is for the messenger to be told secretly the desire of each person, and
until all meet in the kashim no one knows with whom he is to exchange.
On the lower Yukon and In the adjacent districts to the southward this
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is accomplished by eacli person making a small image of tlie object he

desires and hanging it on the messenger's wand, which is taken into

the kashim where all examine the images. Each then takes the image
of whatever he wishes to supply, and the messenger tells him from

whom it comes and what is desired in return.

THE TRADING FESTIVAL

Another celebration, known as the Trading festival and somewhat
alHed to tlie preceding, is held at irregular intervals almost everywhere

throughout the region. The following description of its observance at

Andreivsky, on the lower Yukon, will serve as an illustration of its

character. The fur trader who made the festival was instructed by
an old Eskimo and observed all the customary ceremonies.

Early in the winter the trader sent to several villages in the sur-

rounding district a messenger, who was instructed to go to two or three

of the best hunters in each place and tell them that the trader thought

they had skins of mink, otter, or of other fur-bearing animals, as the

case nnght be. The maker of the feast and the two or three men in

each village to whom he sent his special invitation were known during
the festival as ruis'lcut' or "heads." Each nas'JctiTc' replied to the mes-

senger that he thought the trader had powder, lead, or whatever

else he most desired. Then the messenger went into the kashim and
addressed the young men generally, saying that his nlis'kuk' thought

they possessed skins of various kinds. In this way the man went from

village to village, learning at the same time the date or time in a cer-

tain moon when all could go to the feast. A message of this kind

sent to a village is considered as an invitation to the feast to be held

at the village of the giver. The messenger having ended his errand,

returned, telling the niis'kulc' when the guests would arrive; also

what each headman among the invited guests wished from him. The
chief niis'JcuJc' then prepared for his guests, gathering food in abun-

dance, together with the various articles desired by the people invited.

Those who had been invited gathered at a predetermined village and
in a body approached the place appointed for the festival.

In the present feast, as soon as the guests came in sight a messenger
went to meet them on the ice of the Yukon. He ran out and stopped

just before the guests, so that they might send any message they wished

to the feast giver. In this instance an old woman sent word to a little

girl in the trader's family that she wished a reindeer skin. When the

first messenger came back, two others ran out to meet the guests, cry-

ing out as they went, "Are we not strong men? Are we not strong
men?" Then, as if in reply, "Yes, we are strong; yes, we are strong;
we do not stieal," and much more of the same kind of self glorification.

Running up close to the guests, they stopped and stared at them with-

out speaking, then turned and ran swiftly back. When they returned,
two others ran out in the same way. The last four messengers wore
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about their heads flUets made of skin from the throats of reindeer, so

arran<?ed that the long liairs stood up, looking like crowns.

When the guests were close to the lioiise of the feast giver tliey

stopped and two drums were taken out to them by messengers. Then,
while the villagers where the feast wasgiven stoodin front of their houses

looking at the guests, the latter sang and danced on the ice for a few

minutes. After they stopped the people of the trader's village danced

and sang a welcome. The dancing and singing of the guests was a

propitiatory ceremony, such as is customary with strangers on first

entering a kashim, while the dance of the hosts was one of welcome.

Then the guests came forward, passing by their hosts without a word,
and went into the kashim. As soon as they were seated, the host, or

ithief nasMIc, brought in and gave them the articles requested of the

messenger when he went ont on the ice to meet them. After this, food

was distributed to every one. In the evening the " heads " took into

the kashim the skins or other articles they had brought. • Each nasJcuk

must bring at least one of the skins of the kind named by the messengers
in. the invitation to the feast or he would be shamed. They usually

try, in defense of honor, to bring as many skins as i)ossible of each kind

requested.
While these skins are being brought in the hosts are seated at one

side of the room, beating drums and singing. As the naslul- to whom
the messenger went first in the village goes in with his furs, the host or

chief nasliik of the entertainers meets him as the most important guest
and ijuts upon him a new fur coat as a mark of honor. Then as each

headman goes m and throws down his skins he executes a short dance

in time with the drums, giving a pantomime representing some exploit

of his father or of his own, and singing at the same time in praise of the

l)erson represented. After this the young men Avho came on the gen-

eral invitation bring in their furs, each having at least one skin of the

kind desired, but as it is a distinction to bring more, some of them have

quite a number; these are thrown in a heap near the lamp at the head

of the room. When all of the guests have brought in their skins they
sit about the room for a time and sing. The host then takes out the

skins brought by the other headmen. He soon returns, bringing to

one of the headmen the articles requested of the messenger, these being
a fair equivalent for the furs he had brought to the trader. At the

same time the host throws down near the lamp some articles of value

and dances for a short time. He then goes out and returns with

the articles desired by the second headman, and so on until all have

received the things they desired. By this time the heap of articles

near the lami) has been augmented by the host on each return to the

kashim until there is an equiva^-^nt for the pile of furs brought by the

young men, wlien it is distributed among thehi. Then the host enter-

tains the guests by songs and dances and the festival is ended by the

distribution of food.
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The skins brought by the young men in this instance were taken by
the trader, but when the Eskimo give the festival tliese are distributed

among the young men of the village who contribute to the general

supply of articles to be distributed among the guests.

In the middle of February, 18S0, while at the head of N^orton sound,
a party of Malemut were met on their way to a trading festival of this

kind at Unalaklit. Their sledges were laden with reindeer skins. I

afterward learned that they took part in the festival, but being dissatis-

fied with the presents given in return for their skins, they took them
back and returned home.

In a rude sketch drawn for me by an Eskimo from the Kaviak pen-

insula, the figures of a party of men from Cape Prince of Wales are

portrayed, showing them on their way to a festival of this kind and

being met by the villagers of the place to which they are going.

FEASTS TO THE DEAD

MORTUARY FEASTS IX GENERAL

Every year the Ilil'-ii-g'l' at St Michael is held during the latter part
of November or early in December. It is repeated two days after the

Bladder feast of autumn and just before the beginning of the salmon

fishing in spring. It is given for the sole purpose of making offerings

of food, water, and clothing to the shades of those recently deceased,
and of ofterings to the dead who have not yet been honored by one

of the great festivals. The makers of this feast are the nearest rela-

tives of those who have died during the preceding year, joined by all

others of the village who have not given a great feast to their dead.

The day before the festival, among the Eskimo of St Michael and on

the lower Yukon, the nearest male relative goes to the grave of the

deceased and plants before it, if it be that of a man, a newly made stake

upon which is placed a small model of a seal spear, and if of a woman,
a wooden dish. Sometimes the spear model is replaced by the model of

a kaiak paddle or an umiak oar. Upon these implements are marked
the totems of the dead. At times, however, the totem of the deceased

is indicated by a simjile wooden image of the totem animal, which is

phiced on top of the stake. This is the notificatfcn which brings the

shade from the land of the dead to the grave, where it waits, ready to

be called into the kashim by the soiigs of invitation during the festival.

xitthe IhV-u-g'V held the year preceding a great festival to the dead,

those making the festival plant other stakes of invitation bearing the

same symbols before the graves of those to be honored, and by these

graves are sung songs of invitation to the shades, informing them of

the approaching festival. It is said that when one of these festivals

begins with its opening song of invitation, the shades are in their

graves and come thence to the kashim, where they assemble in the fire

pit, under the floor. At the proper time they ascend from their place
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beneath tlie floor, entering and possessing the bodies of their name-

sakes in tlie kashim, and thus obtaining for themselves the offerings

of food, drink, or clothing which are made to these namesakes for the

benefit of the deceased. It is by means of such offerings that the

shade is believed to obtain the supplies necessary for its wants in the

land of the dead.

When the offerings have been made and the songs concluded, the

shades are sent back to their abiding place by stamping upon the

floor. On the day of the feast no one is i)ermitted to do any work
about the village, and all work with sharivedged or pointed tools is

prohibited for fear that some shade may be about, and, being injured,

become angry and do harm to the people. All are supposed to take

part in this festival whose nearest relatives have died, and in propor-
tion to the care and generosity exercised on these occasions the shade

is made happy and comfortable.

These Eskimo fear to die unless they have someone to make offer-

ings to their memory, and childless persons generally adopt a child so

that their shade may not be forgotten at the festivals, as people who
have no one to make offerings for them are supposed to suffer great
destitution in the other world. For this reason it is regarded as the

severest punishment jjossible for a shade to have these rites neglected

by its relatives. When a person has been very much disliked, his shade

is sometimes imrposely ignored.
At St Michael and the lower Yukon, when this feast is held, each of

tbose who have dead friends to honor takes an oil lamp into the kashim
at midday, where the lamps are lighted and arranged around the room
a yard or two from the wall on supports about two feet high. If the

shade of a man is to be honored a lamj) is placed in front of the place
he formerly occupied in the room. These lamps are kept burning until

the festival is ended, and in this way the shades are supposed to be

lighted on their way back to the earth and to receive in the land of the

dead the light which they used in their houses. After this an old man
takes a drum, and sitting in front of the main lamp in the middle of

the room, beats it in slow, regular time, while singing the invitation to

the shades, accompanied by all the villagers. This is quite a long song,
of which the following few words are given :

Tii-ko'-Duil-u-g'i'-d, tai'-kin-d; A-Ia-ai-ya' mu-klug'-u-muk
Dead ones, come here ; (Chorus) sealskins (for a)

kdn-ukh'-kiin-um'-kin. j-la'-ai-ya'. Tai'-kin-a'-ka; tun-tu'-muk
"* tent you will get. (Chorus.) Come here, do; reindeer skins

cho-g'okh'-kun-um'-kin. A-la'-ai-ya'. Tai'-kin-a'-ka'.
for a bed you will get. (Chorus.) Come here, do.

When this is completed the persons who are making the feast rise,

and going to the food they have prepared and placed at the doorway,
take a small portion from every dish and cast it down on the floor as

an offering; then each takes a ladle of water and pours a little on the

floor so that it runs through the cracks. In this way they believe that
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the spiritual essence of the entire quantity of food and water from which
the small portions are offered goes to the shade. This essence of the

offerings is believed to be transported mysteriously to the abodes of

the shades and thus supply their wants until the time of the next

festival. After these offerings have been made the festival maker dis-

tributes the food that is left among the people present and all eat

heartily. Then, with songs and dances, the feast is ended and the

shades are, dismissed ——
GREAT FEAST TO THE DEAD

The great feast to the dead (the ten-year Egruska of the fur trader)

is the tkW -ti\-Txa'-tukh-tulc of the Unalit at St Michael and the Ukh'-td

or I'-U-g'l of the Eskimo at Ikogmut on the lower Yukon. The latter

term means "throwing away," from the custom of the feast makers

giving away everything during the festival. The nearest relative of

a deceased Eskimo in this region must honor the shade of the departed
with presents of food, drink, and clothing, through the dead person's

namesake at the first festival in honor of the shades following his

death; also by small food offerings at each of the following annual

observances of this festival until he takes part in the great feast to

the dead. The chief mourner is the nearest blood relative, either the

father, son, brother, or other near relation. The chief mourner, after

the expiration of one or two years, commences to save up valuable

articles, such as skins of various kinds, clothing, and other things

prized by these people; thus he or she saves for four, six, or even more

years until the store of goods has grown to a large amount of property,
as these people regard it, often worth hundreds of dollars.

At the same time others in the village are doing the same, until

finally a number of persons conclude that they have enough to make
one of these great festivals, when they agree on a time for its observ-

ance on some day during a certain moon in the ensuing year. Then, at

the holding of the next minor feast to the dead, each relative plants his

invitation stake beft)re the grave of the one he wishes to honor. The
invitation stake consists of a slender wooden rod, four to six feet high,

commonly having rings of red paint about its freshly cut surface, and

topped by a small, painted, wooden image of the totemic animal of the

deceased; this stake is supposed to notify the shade of the dead of the

approaching festival. To still further notify the shades, a song of invi-

tation is sung at the minor festival to the dead given the year before

the great feast, and as the shades are believed to be present at these

festivals, this song is supposed to be heard by them.

With the observance of this great festival a person is supposed to

have done his entire duty to the shades of his dead, and thenceforth

may abstain from making any further feasts in their honor without

being ashamed before his fellow villagers. However, should he lose

another very near relation he would be expected to repeat the usual
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rites, unless there should be someone to take his place. Tlie shade is

sui)posed to be supplied with sufficient food and property at this feast

to enable it to exist thenceforth without fear of want.

In January, 1880, I chanced to be at the small village of Eazbinsky,

on the lower Yukon, when the festival to the dead was held and the vil-

lagers were invited to attend the great feast to be given them the next

year. This i^relimiuary feast was entirely in the hands of the women,
who distributed food and presents among the people and sang the

song of invitation to the shades to return again next year. At the

same time a slow dance was executed.

I was informed that the great festival to which the shades were invited

wonld be given entirely by men. People from surrounding villages,

sometimes in a circuit of nearly 200 miles, are invited by messengers to

take part as guests in this feast.

The feast makers strive to make
as much show as possible and dis-

tribute great quantities of food

among the guests.

The following is an account of

one of these festivals witnessed

at Eazbinsky in January, 1881,

which will give a general idea of

their good character. It is from

notes made at the time the festi-

val was in progress.

Peojde came to this feast from

all the neighboring villages and
even from Kuskokwim river, until

the village was filled to overflow-

ing. On the evening of the day
on which the festival began, tlie

kashim was packed with men,
women, and children. A place was given me on a bench in a corner

ot the room and this was reserved during the entire time of the festival.

First evening

At the beginning of the festival the people were arranged in the

kashim as shown in the accompanying figure 140.

Six men with drums sat in the rear end of the kashim, facing the

door. Along each side, as shown in the diagram, sat a low of men who
did the singing. The drummers and singers all sat on long, rude
benches. The space from the drummers to the door was unoccui)ied,
but the back and sides of the room were packed with people. Several

songs were sung, all expressing welcome to the expected guests. Dur-

ing one of these a man who had come with other guests from Kusko-
kwim river suddenly appeared in the door, and, raising his voice over
the din of the drums and singing, shouted :

"
Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh ! Look
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at me. What are you saying of us Kuskokwim people? See here what

we bring you for presents." He then threw down some skins lie had

in his hands and went out, but returned immediately, dragging in sev-

eral large deerskins, which were placed in the same pile, and was fol-

lowed by four companions, who came from the same i)lace, each of

whom added to the pile. My interpreter told me that this was the

customary offering of guests who came from a distance.

I then sent him out to my sledge to obtain some articles with which

to make our offering in the same manner, so as to observe the custom of

propitiatory gifts. He returned with some leaf tobacco, which he

brought in while the singing still continued, crying out, as had the

others, "Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh! See here. What are you saying about

us St Michael people?" Throwing the tobacco on the common heap,

he went out and returned with one end of a roll of calico in his hands,

drawing the remainder through the entrance hole with great delibera-

tion, to make it appear as long as possible. An old man of the village

arose to distribute these offerings, and with this the day's entertainment

was closed. This is called the guests' day, or yu-giilh'-tut. The guests

from closely neighboring villages are not exi^ected to make propitia-

tory presents at these festivals, as they reciprocate by giving feasts

themselves, but those from afar are looked upon with disfavor unless

they make the customary gifts. Should the guest wish to take part in

any of the dances, it is almost imperative that he should have made
such ])resents on his arrival. The guests at these festivals are fur-

nish('d with food both for themselves and their dogs during the timeof

their attendance.
Second day

The kashini was tilled with i)eople in tlie evening, as it was the day
before. The drummers and singers were arranged in the same position,

and several songs were sung in time to the drums, one of which,
intended to describe the dangers and difficulties of a journey, is trans-

lated as follows :

We will sing a soug.

We will go dowu the current.

The waves will rise;

The waves will fall.

The dogs will growl at us.

After several songs had been sung, one of the men making the feast

came in suddenly with his face bent toward the floor and made a feint as

if intending to dance; then wheeled abont abruptly and went out. His

place was taken at once by five men and five women, also feast givers,

dressed in fine new clothing. Some of the women wore men's clothes

and some women's garments, thus indicating the sex of the i>erson for

whom they were making the feast. After a short dance these five went

out and were replaced by others until all the feast givers had danced.

This completed the second day's i)erforniance. In this dance some of

the men wore wolfskin fillets and some of the women fillets made from
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two ermine skins, tbe heads of the ermines being joined over the mid-

dle of the forehead and the skins drawn back on each side, and hanging
over the sides of the face. These were said to be totemic insignia.

Third day

About 4 oclock in the morning all the guests were aroused and called

into the kashim, where a far trader and myself, having come from

the most remote country, were given the places of honor on the bench

at the back of the room, to the left of the entrance. Xext to us were

the guests from Kuskokwim river, who came from the next farthest

place, the guests being j)laced in i^recedence according to the distance

from which they had come. The people were all seated in this way
under the direction of the old headman of the village, who sits at the

left of the drummers during the dances.

When the guests were all seated the villagers came in and filled the

vacant places. The seats of the guests thus allotted are reserved

throughout the festival, and if a villager happens to be seated in one

of them when the guest enters, he at once vacates it in favor of the

original occupant; not to do so would be considered gross rudeness

and would call forth a reprimand from the old men.

The kashim at this place had two tiers of sleeping benches around its

sides, aud these were both fully occupied by the guests. The villagers

gathered in a compact mass between the vacant space in the middle of

the room and the wall, but leaving a passageway along the sides and
back of the room, in which were ranged, at regular intervals, twelve

clay lamps, supported on wooden posts or wicker-top holders about 30

inches high.

Each of these lamps was filled with seal oil and kept burning day
and night during the festival. These lights are said to be made to

burn constantly, so that the road back and forth from the land of the

dead may be lighted and the shades to be honored may have no diffi-

culty in coming to the feast. If one of the feast makers fails to i>ut up
a lamp in the kashim and keep it lighted, the shade he or she wishes

to honor would be unable to find its way and would thus miss the feast.

When the people, numbering about two hundred, were seated, an old

man took a large drum, about 3i feet in diameter, aud sat on a stool in

the middle of the floor just iu front of the customary lamp which burns

at the back of the room. Then the headman of the village, who had
attended to the seating of the guests, sat on a small stool at the right

of the drummer, and on the left sat the headman's brother on a similar

stool. These acted as directors of the ceremonies and served also the

purpose of prompting the drummer during the songs. The arrange-
ment of the kashim was the same as on the first evening.
The feast givers now filed iu, each carrying a woven grass bag con-

taining a fine suit of clothing worn during the dance of the preceding

evening. At this time each was dressed in his or her poorest and old-

est suit of clothing, tied about the waist by a cord of plaited grass.
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As they came in, tliey stooped over and crept softly and humbly to

their places in the open space around the sides of the kashim as though

trying to avoid being seen. The wearing of old clothing and their

coming into the room in this way was to express humility and to show
how little they value their offerings. It is said that if one did not

enter in this manner, but should hold up his head and afterward not

be able to give as much as some of the others, he would be ashamed
and become the subject of ridicule; each feast maker is emulous to give ,

more than his fellows, and as no one knows how much the others have

to give, they come humbly so as not to assume any credit they may
subsequently lose. During all the rites of this festival, even in danc-

ing, they kept their faces cast to the floor to express their humility.

From this time forth throughout the festival, the feast makers wore

the filthiest and most miserable clothing they had, putting on the fine

garments in the grass bags only while performing certain dances. The
feast givers are expected to enter the kashim in the humble manner
described only when rites are being performed; at other times they
come in walking erect and moving briskly.

It is customary for the guests and others aside from the givers of the

feast to enter and leave the room slowly and with as little noise as

possible, so as not to attract attention, thus showing their respect for

tlie feast givers.

Having ranged themselves around the two sides and back of the

room, the feast givers took out the suits of new clothing from the grass

bags and exchanged them for their old garments. The wolfskin and

ermine fillets, already described, were put on, and the women held in

each hand a wand about two feet in length. These were slender sticks,

having the quill feathers of the golden eagle bound along their length,
and projecting from their tips were three bare vanes of large featbers,

each tipped with a tuft of downy plumes.
The drummers began to beat in measured time and sang the song of

invitation to the shades as if coming from the mourners. The song,

translated, is as follows, each person being supposed to invoke the rela-

tion he or she was honoring:

Come, mj' brother,
Return to us again;
We wait for you ;

Come, brother, come.

(Chorus)

Our mother, come back to us.

Returu once more.

(Chorus)

Return, our father;
We wait for you;
Come back to ns,

And we, who are lonely,

Will give you food—etc.

18 ETH 24
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The singing continued in mournful tones for some time. When lb

ended a man on one side of the room made a whining cry, which was

answered by another feast giver from the o])posite side; at this signal

all of them arose, the men ranging themselves along the sides of the

room while the women filed back and stood behind the drummers, all

facing toward the center. The women wore fillets of various kinds and

held a feather wand upright in each hand. Then the song of invitation

to the shades was repeated by both feast makers and drummers.

Suddenly the time of the drum beats was changed from slow to fast,

and two women just behind the drummers stepped forward close to them
and began a pantomime dance in imitation of walking; the hands were

used for these motions and moved alternately back and forth, the wands

being held nearly upright and parallel; at the same time they kept up
a slight swaying motion of the body, bending the kn«es slightly in time

to the drums. The other women feast givers stood in their places, and
some of them went through the same dance, while others performed
various other movements, among which was a pantomime of tying up
packages and packing away articles of various kinds by putting them
in a pile, then encircling them with a cord and tying it, shown by moving
the right hand from right to left over the left arm, all done in perfect

time to the music.

Then two men stepped forward, one on each side, one of whom began
to imitate the motion of a man's feet walking on snowshoes by the

outstret(;hed hands held palm downward and moved alternately back

and forth, at the same time stamping heavily with his right foot; the

other imitated a bear walking and stopping every now and then, as

though raising itself up on its hind feet and staring about. After

standing in this way for a few moments with his arms bowed in front

of him in an absurdly realistic position, he would again begin stamp-

ing heavily on the floor, giving his body a rolling motion, while he
moved his hands and arms in imitation of a bear's gait. This was
done remarkably well, and great laughter was created, this being the

object of the dancer.

Other men among the feast givers then took part in the dance, each

pantomiming some occupation of daily life. The most striking of these

was an imitation by one of traveling a long distance on snowshoes and

winding in and out among the hills. Tlie hands of the i^erformer were
in front of him, palms downward, and he moved back and forth with a

walking motion, inclining obliquely one way and the other to indicate

the slopes of the hills. Then he stopped and appeared to seize and
strike something. I could not understand this, but the Eskimo next

to me said the man was killing an otter in the snow. Another man
Imitated making a hole in the ice with his ice chisel, another paddling
a kaiak, and so various other pantomimes were executed, every motion

being made in time to the drum.
After a time the drummers ceased and rapped sharply on their stools
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with the drum handles. The dancers stopped and stamped quickly on
the floor, first with one foot, then with the other. Each of them raised

his hands over his head and drew them down over the body as if

wiping something from it. When their hands reached their hips they

began slapping their thighs quickly and sat down slowly on the floor.

Then the men, with bent bodies, filed slowly back to their original

places and sat dpwn by their companions. After sitting quietly for a

long time the dancers went home to replace with their old suits the

new clothing they had worn during the dance. I was told that the

wiping motion, followed by the stamping and the slapping on the

thighs, indicated that the feast makers thus cast off all uncleanness

that might be offensive to the shades, and thus render their offerings

acceptable.
In a short time the namesakes of the dead gathered in the place

made for them in the center of the room and sat down. The feast

givers then came in, each bearing one or more new wooden buckets

containing frozen fish. They went first to the lamps burning for the

shades and dropped on the floor by them fragments of the fish as food

offerings. Then a bucket of water was given to each of the namesakes,
and they dipped their hands twice into it and sprinkled it on the floor,

thus making a libation to the shades to accompany the food. After

this each feast maker gave the remainder of the fish to the namesakeof
his dead. After the namesakes had all eaten, the empty dishes were

removed. The feast givers then brought in between 3,000 and 4,000

pounds of frozen fish, consisting mainly of loach, whitefish, blackfisli,

and pickerel, which were placed by the door in individual piles. This

fish was in woveu-grass bags and frozen solid, having been kept thus

since autumn. Each feast giver sat down silently beside his or her

pile, and in a few moments a man came in and started to cross the

room to his place, when an old man called out some epithet, to which
he replied in seeming anger. The first speaker answered, and the two

kept up a rapid and apparently angry series of retorts for several

minutes.

This byplay, which had been prearranged in order to put the guests
in good humor, caused great laughter. When it was finished the feast

givers rose and, with wooden mauls and reindeer-horn wedges, sepa-
rated the masses of frozen fish into fragments, which were distributed

among the people, the guests from the greatest distance receiving the

most. The fur trader and myself received about 250 pounds each.

Fourth day

Very early in the morning the feast makers came into the kashim and
refilled their lamps with seal oil, and then brought in food consisting
of whitefish oil, dried salmon, and seal blubber. After they had made
their customary offering of small fragments before each of the lamps

burning for the dead, the food was distributed among the people, and
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everyone broke his fast. After the food was disposed of, songs of invi-

tation were sung to tlie dead and a dance was performed exactly like

that of the previous day. When this was ended, the feast givers

brought in about a ton of fine dried salmon, and each sat down behind

his or her pile. Then a man came in and the same style of word play

was engaged in as on the day before, after which the feast givers dis-

tributed their salmon, the trader and myself getting about 200 pounds
each. This was followed by an interval of about an hour, when the

dance was repeated. Following this more salmon and a quantity
of cranberries were distributed; then another interval ensued, lasting

until just before dark, and the dance given in the morning was again

repeated, but with a different ending.
As the dance concluded the central drummer, an old man, arose, and,

holding the drum and stick overhead, called out,
" Turn now as light (of

day) goes," and, with a loud, hissing noise, he turned slowly a quarter of

a circle with the sun, from left to right, and stopped; after a short pause
he turned another quarter of a circle and stopped again, and so on

until the circle was completed. At the same time all the dancers turned,

stopped, and started again with the drummer, making the same hissing

noise; when the circle was completed the dancers stamped their feet

and slapped their thighs to make themselves clean, and all went out

side. About half of the dancers then stood in front of the kashim and

began to dance, while most of the others went among the graves, which

were just behind the building, and danced before the grave boxes of

those in whose honor the feast was given. At the same time four men
who had lost relatives by drowning went to the ice of the Yukon,
where they danced. The old drummer stood on the top of the kashim

beating his drum for those dancing before the door; the dancers among
the graves had time beaten for them by an old man striking the end of

a log projecting from the wall of a house near by, and those who went
to the river danced to time beaten on a piece of wood carried by one of

the old men.

The reason given for the dance by the graves was that the shades of

the dead were believed to have returned from their place of abode in

the other world in response to the invitations and to be occupying their

grave boxes when not in the kashim, and by the dance the shades were

shown that their relatives were taking part in the festival. At the

close of this dance the children of the village, to the number of seventy
or eighty, gathered in the kashim, occupying the center of the room in

a square body, each child having a small wooden dish and a grass bag
in its hands, and shouting in deafening chorus,

" Wi-hlu!^^ (me, too)

The women had come in, meanwhile, bringing bags of berries, which

they put by handfuls into the dishes of the children, who immediately

emptied the dishes into the bags and held them out again, crying for
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more. This lasted about balf an liour, aud was greatly enjoyed by the

children, each trying to procure more than the next, while the spec-
tators appeared to be much amused.

Meanwhile berries and fish were handed about among the adults, who
sat packed around the sides of the room. Then the women feast givers
made presents of straw pads for skin boots and finely combed grass for

towels, the trader and myself getting our portion. The feast givers
then made an offering of water before each of the lamps, by pouring
a little on the floor, after which they gave the remainder to the
namesakes.

Later the two tiers of benches along the sides of the room were
crowded with men, and in the middle of the floor was a compact mass of
women and children, leaving a narrow passage around the sides next to

the wall, so that the feast givers could move about the lamps.
In a short time they came in and took their usual places by the

lamps. The women among them had brought a large number of small

articles, such as spruce gum, wooden snow knives for children, wooden

ladles, dishes, spruce root used for lashing, willow splints for fish traps,
reindeer sinew thread, and various other things. When all were in

the room and seated the husband or nearest male relation of each of

the women feast givers arose and held up the articles one after another,

making depreciative remarks about them, as if they had been obtained
so easily that they were of trifling value. One of the men held up
some reindeer sinew, saying, "Look at this. What is it? I don't

know. I was sitting in the snow last spring and it fell before me from
the sky." Another said, holding up another article,

" Look at this. It

was given me by Charlie" (the fur trader who was with me at the fes-

tival). Some of these remarks were quite amusing, causing everyone
to laugh heartily, and the whole performance was very much enjoyed.
When the men had finished this preliminary announcement the women

arose and each one called out the names of those to whom she wished to

make presents, and when the latter answered the articles were handed
or tossed to them. As there were a dozen or more i)ersons calling out
and replying at the same time, the uproar was very great. Instead of

calling the person's real name in every case, some of the women gave
them apt nicknames. My presence in the village to obtain ethno-

logical specimens had excited great curiosity, aud one woman caused
shouts of laughter by crying out, "Where is the buyer of good-for-

nothing things!"—and then handed me some presents.
For the first time during any part of tbe ceremony the feast givers

stood erect while distributing these presents. When nearly all of

the articles had been distributed, a small stick, attached to the end
of a line, was dropped down through the smoke hole in the roof. One of

the women feast givers who was sitting below caught hold of it and

began to draw in the line. As she did this she sang a slow-measured
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song, keeping time to the motions she made in hauling the cord. It

was verj^ mournful, and might have been some old hymn in a minor

key. It ran as follows :

Oh, my brother, come back to me,

Ai-yd-yd-yai.

Come back, my brother, I am lonely,

Ai-yd-yd-yai.

My brother come back and we
Will give you a small present,

Ai-yd-yd-yai-yae-yai, etc.

Along the line was fastened a number of articles. Each of the

women had a string, which she drew down in the same manner, singing
a similar song, asking the return of those for whom she mourned, while

the assembled people joined in at intervals wailing a mournful chorus.

The articles listened to these lines consisted of grass mats, grass
baskets or bags, grass socks, fishskin bags, calico, white drilling, tobacco

bags, wooden dishes, ladles, fishskin boots, workbags, loon-skin bathing

caps, and tool bags. Eacli line had many of these articles on it, one

kind always predominating, and to the end was fastened one or more

small wooden models of some implement such as small oars, paddles,
or other things symbolical of the occupation of the relative for whom
she was mourning, and from them the sex of the deceased could be

known. As these symbols appeared the women to whom they belonged
would grasp them, and, holding them out at arms' length above their

heads, would cry, "See! I have searched and this is what I have

found," meaning that they had looked for their lost ones and had found

only a toy or implement which they had used.

When the last of the line was drawn in, each song came to a close,

and the articles were untied and placed in a pile before the owner.

When all were ready, they arose and made excuses for the small num-
ber of things they had been able to gather for gifts. One woman said,

"I am poor and have no husband, so could get no more." A common
excuse was,

" I have been sick a great deal and have been unable to

get more." A woman who had an unusually large number of articles

would announce the number and then make her excuses with mock

humility. One of them had a hundred grass mats and a large number
of grass bags which she had made. Another had sixty grass mats.

One very old woman, on the end of whose line an arrow was tied,

began a song as she drew in the line and was joined by her husband.

Both were very old, and their quavering voices united in a sad wail

for their lost ones, as follows :

My children, where are you ?

Ai-yd-yd-yai.

Come back to us, ovir children.
We are lonely and sad.

Ai-yd-yd-yai.
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For our children are gone,
Wliile those of our friends remain.

Ai-yd-yd-yai.

Come back, nephew, come back, we miss you;

Ai-yd-yd-yai.

Come back to us, our lost ones,

We have presents for you.

Ai-yd-yd-yai.

This song had a wild, mouruful harmony, and was sung with an
earnestness that made it seem like a requiem for the dead.

When the women had given out all their articles among those present
the day's ceremonies were completed.

Fifth day

At midday the men among the feast givers were busy outside the

kashim tying together on long rawhide cords various articles, among
which were deer- and seal-skins. One man had eighty deerskins, worth

in trade one dollar each, and forty large sealskins, each worth two dol-

lars and a half. Others had smaller numbers of the same articles,

besides other things, and some men had a mixed assortment, among
which I saw over twenty pairs of trousers made of white drilling for

summer use, wooden dishes, rabbit-skin coats, and steel fox-traps. The

large articles were made into a roll and tied to one end of the cord, and
the smaller ones were strung on poles.

The men and the large boys were gathered in the kashim, but no

women or children were permitted there at this time. When the male

feast makers were ready they went into the kashim and occupied the

middle of the room. Their bundles of skins, etc, were then lowered

through the smoke hole, four at a time, one at each corner. As the bun-

dles appeared the owners stepped forward and began a song of invita-

tion to the dead, like those sung by the women on the previous day.
After the bundles had been raised and lowered from above several times

they rested on the floor and were untied. Then the cords were raised

and other bundles let down while the singing continued. In this way
all the bundles were lowered, the singers received their articles, and
the songs were ended. The poles bearing the smaller articles were put
down in the same way. When everything was in the kashim the feast

givers arose and told how easily they had obtained them, depreciating
their value in the same style as had been done with the gifts of the

women on the previous day. Then the articles were distributed with

excellent judgment. The guests from the interior were given seal-

skins, the givers saying they did this because seals were scarce with

those people. For a similar reason the people from the coast were

given reindeer skins.

After this was ended an interval passed during which the women and
the children came in. Then the male feast givers brought in a large
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amount of seal, wliale, and fish oil, some back fat of reindeer, several

boxes of pilot bread, and other food, which was piled up about the room,

each of the owners sitting by his jnle. After they had all told how easily

they had procured this food, two of them had a mock quarrel similar to

the performance on previous days. This depreciation of the articles is

to show their humility and lack of pride in their gifts. If this is not

done they believe that the shades will become augry and bring sick-

ness or other evil upon the village, and at the same time it serves to

assure the people that the givers do not feel proud of their posses-

sions.

When the food was ready for distribution, each person made a small

offering, by his or her lamj), of every kind of food and from each bag
of oil, dish, or tub, after which the remainder was distributed.

Among the food was a lot of small, bulbous roots, taken by the women
from the winter stores of mice on the tundra. After the boxes of pilot

bread were emi)tied of all but the fragments, the small boys, numbering
about thirty, were permitted to scramble for them, which they did with

great glee and good nature; when the boys had secured all the frag-

ments, they each cast down a few crumbs at the foot of the lamps, as an

offering to the shades, and went away. While standing about the room

the male feast givers then sang a short, lively song, at the end of which

the people carried home the food that had been distributed.

When this had all been taken out of the kashim, a shout was heard at

the smoke hole in the roof, and a man cried out: " Your bag is only half

full—that is the reason you have been sick," and lowered a large grass

bag filled to its utmost cgj^acity. Another man shouted down,
"
Big

sleeper! You slept all the last two years, and are still asleep; that is

the reason you have an empty bag." Another cried: "You stole very
little last year when the people were away from home; that is the reason

your bag is emi^ty."

Accompanied by some such cry, a large bag of things, belonging to

each feast maker, male and female, was lowered to the floor. The owners
then came forward, opened their bags, and held up the articles contained

therein, crying out, often six or eight of them at once, giving an imag-

inary history of the manner in which they had been obtained, and

belittling the efforts required to obtain them. The trader who was with

me was named Charlie Peterson, and article after article was held up
and its owner would cry out, "I stole this from Charlie;" or, "I took

this from Charlie;" or, "I took this from Charlie's man," which seemed

to afford considerable amusement. One man held up a rabbit-skin coat,

in mock admiration, and said: ''This is counted as fine fur upon this

side." Each bag contained several suits of fur clothing, intended for

the namesakes of the dead. The shouting of the fictitious histories of

the articles contained in the bags continued for about two hours. Many
of the accounts were extremely ludicrous, causing much merriment.

As each feast giver finished taking the things out of the bag he or she
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called out, "Come to me, my best beloved relative," at which the name-

sake of the deceased relative came forward from among the people. The
feast giver then removed the clothing fi:'om the namesake and replaced
it with a complete new suit, the person sitting passively while this was

being done. As soon as the new suit had been put upon the namesake,
the feast giver gathered up the discarded clothing on the floor with the

bags and placed them in the namesake's arms, who returned to his or

her place among the villagers. As the namesake turned away the feast

giver cried out in a loud voice, bidding the shade of his relative to

return to the grave where its bones lay.

This was sometimes accompanied by directions, such as, "Go back

to your grave on Clear creek and there circle about it once and then

enter your grave box." Others told the shade to circle about its grave
three times and enter it. Others told the shade to circle about the vil-

lage where it was buried and then enter the grave. The dead who
were buried beside this village were told to go out and circle about the

place or kashim and return to their graves. Shades of persons who
had been drowned were bidden to return to the river.

During this festival, from the time the dance of invitation is first

performed in front of the graves, the shades of the dead are supposed
to congregate in the pit under the floor of the kashim, and there to

hear and enjoy everything that goes on. Sometimes they are said to

be in the kashim itself, but are invisible. During the last day they are

believed to enter the bodies of their namesakes, so that when the

clothing is put on the latter the shades are clothed.

When a relative bids a shade to return to its burial place it must

obey, and it goes back wearing the essence of the new clothing, as it

is believed that when the old clothing is removed from the namesake

and the new put on, the spiritual essence of the new garments goes to

the shade.

Two men among the namesakes were given complete suits of cloth-

ing; also loaded guns, flasks of powder, caps, filled bullet pouches, and

similar articles. After receiving their gifts these men danced wildly

about, flourishing their guns and shouting in great excitement. One
man cried, "You dou't believe me; you think I lie, but I will guard and

protect the village from danger," at the same time firing his gun
toward the roof. The other ma.^. who received a gun went through a

similar jierformance. The shouts of twenty or thirty people among
the crowd of eager spectators and the firing of guns in the dim light of

the feeble oil lamps created a wild scene.

Soon after the new clothing was put on the namesakes, they went to

their homes, where they left their extra garments and returned to the

kashim. Then the feast givers exchanged their old garments for new

ones, taking the old clothing home, where it was left. In an hour

everyone had returned to the kashim, the drums were brought out again,

and the old men struck up the ordinary chorus song:

Ai-yu-yd-un-ai-yd, etc.
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The boys and the young men occupied the middle of the room, shout-

ing- wildly, contorting their bodies, and springing about in great excite-

ment until compelled to stop from lack of breath, but resuming the

dance after a short rest. This was continued without intermission

until the middle of the night.

Until this dance was concluded and the festival thus ended no one

was permitted to leave the village, as it was considered that to do so

would offend the shades and bring misfortune upon the villagers.

After the dance ended a great fire was lighted in the kashim, and the

men took a sweat bath. On the following morning the guests dispersed

to their homes.

On one of my sledge journeys I chanced to arrive at Kushutuk, near

liazbinsky, on the lower Yukon, one night during the great festival to

the dead. At dusk I lighted a candle in the kashim, where none of the

usual seal-oil lamps were burning at the time, and an old man at once

took a pole, seven or eight feet long, and began thumping on the floor

at the head of the room with measured strokes. At the same time two

young men arose and lighted a lamp upon each side of the room.

After about five minutes the old man gave the pole to a boy who (con-

tinued the thumping for a few minutes longer, until about a dozen of

the feast givers came in, each carrying a grass bag of new clothing.

They crept to their places in the same stooping posture noted at Eaz-

biusky, indicating their humility. After ranging themselves about the

room the feast givers changed their old clothing for the new suits con-

tained in the bag, and several men and women put on wolfskin fillets.

The women all carried feather-ornamented wands. The men formed in

line at the head of the room, standing in front of the drummers and,

when the latter began to beat time and sing, they commenced a dance.

Other men took tlieir places on each side of the room and joined in the

dance, which, including the bear dance, was almost an exact repetition

of the one performed at Kazbinsky.
After about five minutes the dancers stamped heavily on the floor, to

cleanse themselves, as they said, and then sat down. Soon after they

went out and brought in food, which they distributed after making the

customary offering to the shades by casting a small portion on the floor.

One of the old men told me that the thumping on the floor was to

arouse the shades and call them to the dance. They were said to be

sitting in the grave boxes, with the body, awaiting the invitation and

to answer the summons at once. They are supposed to enjoy these

dances equally with the living, and as the feasting and dancing please

the invited guests, so are the shades pleased and enlivened. The next

morning I was obliged to resume my journey and so failed to witness

the conclusion of this festival.

At Askinuk, near Oape Vancouver, I was in the kashim about dusk

one evening and found the women learning a song to be given at the
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festival to the dead a little later in the season. Later, during the same

evening, I sat with a lighted candle before nie in the kashim writing my
journal when a number of men came very quietly and seated them-
selves in a semicircle about me with their backs in my direction so that

the light of the candle was shut off from the rest of the room. I

inquired the reason for this and was told they wished to sing but could

not while the room was lighted, so they had arranged themselves in

this manner to shut off my light from the other part of the room with-

out disturbing me. I immediately blew out the light, leaving the room
in intense darkness, and the song began. I did not obtain the song,
but a chorus of the common syllables, un'-ai-yd-liai'-yiX-ya., occurred

between every few words as they were given out by some of the old

men. About twenty-five men were singing, their heavy bass voices

sounding very well. Each time they came to the end of the portion

recited, they closed with a curious kind of howl, and waited until the

next words were chanted by the prompters and then went on again.

They told me afterward that their reason for practicing this song in

utter darkness was that any shade which desired to be present to hear

the singing might do so without being driven away by the light.

DOLL FESTIVAL

For notes on the Doll festival
( Yu-gi-yMJc' or I'-ti-M-tah'), observed at

Ikogmut, the reader is referred to the tale of the Yu-gi-yhW among the

legends, and in this connection attention is also called to the Boll festi-

val, or Tuh-tuhn', among the Tinne near Anvik. The Eussian priest at

Mission (Ikogmut) regards this festival as idolatrous, and has tried for

many years to prevent the people from observing it at that place and
in the neighboring villages. Asa consequence, I found it difiicult to

learn much about it from the Eskimo during my brief stay in that

vicinity.

One old man at Ikogmut told me the legend of the Yu-gi-yhik', giving
an account of the origin of this festival as kept in their traditions, and
added that the day after the images were setup in the kashim the men
and the large boys of the place go out to bring firewood to the village,

which they leave at the doors of the women and girls with whom they
are paired during the festival.

During the continuance of the festival the namesakes of dead men
are paired with namesakes of their deceased wives without regard to

age, and during this period the men or the boys bring their temporary

partners firewood, and the latter prepare food for them, thus symboliz-

ing the former union of the dead.

BLADDER FEASTS

The bladder feast {Chau-t-yuTi) occurs annually at St Michael, com-

mencing between the 10th and the 20th of December, the exact date

depending on the phase of the moon.
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First day

The festival opens by the men giving the kashim, including the fire-

pit, a thorough cleaning. After dark all the men, women, and children

in the village gather on the roof of the kashim and an old man beats a

drum while the people unite in a song addressed to the wild x)arsnip

{ArchangcUca), the stalks of which are standing ungathered on the

distant hillsides.
Second day

On the second day four men go out and gather bundles of stalks of

the wild parsnip {i-M-tulc) which they place on top of the entrance way
outside the kashim. When evening comes these bundles are taken

inside and laid on the floor, while the little boys of the village roll over

them and wrestle with one another on top of them
;
then they are opened,

the stalks spread on the floor, and each man takes one in his hand and
sits at his place in the kashim uniting with the others in a song asking
the stalks to become dry; when the heat of the room dries the stalks

they are formed into a large sheaf.

Third day

At daybreak on this morning the sheaf is opened and from its con-

tents a smaller sheaf is made about a foot in diameter, one end of

which is thrust down on a stake, four or five feet long, planted in the

floor, in front of the oil lamp which ordinarily burns at the rear of the

room. When it is daylight each hunter brings into the kashim the

inflated bladders of all the seals, whales, walrus, and white bears that

he has killed during the year. Each man ties the bladders in a bunch

by the necks and these bunches are hung up on seal spears stuck in the

wall in a row six or eight feet above the floor, at the back of the room.

Food is then brought into the kashim and offerings of small fragments
are thrown on the floor before the bladders; a libation of water is also

made in the same place; then the food is passed about and everyone

partakes of it.

Fourth day

On this morning every hunter takes down his bunch of bladders and
marks each with bands and dots of paint made from charcoal and oil;

the charcoal used for this jjurpose is made usually from wild parsnip
stalks. In the evening small torches are made from parsnip stalks,

which burn with a bright, flaring, resinous flame. Each of the young
men takes one of the torches and rushes about the room, leaping and

shrieking like a madman, waving the flaming torches about the blad-

ders, so as to bathe them slightly in the fire and smoke, and then into

the faces of the men who are sitting about the room. When the place
becomes filled with thick smoke this XJerformance ends by the torch

bearers jumping wildly about and shouting, while the young men and

boys catch one another and in succession each one is forced backward
down through the hole in the middle of the floor; everyone resists in a

good-natured way until he is overcome and forced through.
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Fifth day

On this day the men remain in the kashim and no one is permitted to

do any work in the village, while all wait for the full moon. The first

night of the waning moon each man ties his bladders into a bundle,
which is fastened about the head of a large seal spear, and they are

then hung on a line strung across the back of the room. The same day
the men go out and make a hole in the sea ice before the village about

a quarter of a mile from the shore. When this has been done two men,
each with a small seal spear in his hand, run out to the hole in the ice

and dip the point of their spears in the water and run back to the

kashim as quickly as possible and stir up their bladders with the points
of their spears, after which they drop their sj)ears, and, going over to

the large bundle of parsnip stalks, strike it with their open hands.

Then two or three men start out and repeat this ceremony, and so on

until it has been done by every one of the hunters.

When this is finished all the hunters seat themselves around the

kashim and join in a song of welcome to the guests, while the other vil-

lagers, men, women, and children, file in one after the other and exe-

cute a short dance.

Sixth day

Just at sunrise the following morning every man takes his spear, on

which the bladders are hung, and, forming a long file, all go out to the

hole in the ice as fast as they can run. Keaching this, each kneels down

by it, and, tearing the bladders from his spear, thrusts them down one

by one through the hole under the ice. When this is finished all return

to the village. Meanwhile the old men have brought out the bundle

of parsnip stalks from the kashim and, placing them on the sea ice in

front of the village, have built a small fire of driftwood. As the men
return from the hole, the entire population gathers about the fire and
unites in a song of welcome to the guests.

Fire is now applied to the bundle of wild parsnip stalks and they
burst into a high, waving flame. As the returning men draw near

they start to run for the fire, each leaping through it in succession,

uttering a loud whoop in which the villagers join with a chorus of

shrieks and cries. On the occasions of my witnessing this rite I was

asked by the Eskimo to jump through the flame with the hunters, and

as they seemed to think it was required by custom I complied. When
the men have all passed through the flame the women and children rush

frantically into the fire, stamping and dashing the embers about until

it is extinguished, perfectly regardless of burning boots and clothing.

Everyone then forms in a line and marches once around the village;

sometimes two files are formed which march about the place in opposite

directions at the same time.

After this a fire is built in the kashim and the men take a sweat bath.

The fire having burned down, the kashim is closed, the floor planks put
in place, and the men form a circle around the room, each bent over and
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having Lis hands on the nape of the one in front of him; everyone is

completely nude. Two nude boys are jilaced in the middle of the ring-

while the men circle four times around the room from left to right (with

the sun), the boys, except those in the middle of the ring, climbing upon
their backs and chasing each other about.

As soon as the four circuits of the room have been completed, the

men stop and slap each other heartily ujDon the back until each has had

enough ;
then they stand back from the hole in the middle of the floor

and jump over it until some one nearly falls in. Two lines are now let

down from the roof; handles are tied to the ends, which are some dis-

tance from the floor, and the men grasp tliem, attempting to raise

themselves up and perform other trials of strength. This ends the

festival, but no work must be done in the village during the next

four days.

At one of these festivals witnessed at St Michael, the ceremonies of

the last morning varied from those described. Just before sunrise a

small bunch of dried parsnip stalks was lighted and waved about the

bladders and also over and inside the waterproof gut-skin shirts worn

by the hunters when in their kaiaks at sea,which were brought in for the

puri)ose. The headman of the village then stood up and each hunter

placed beside himself a small bundle of dried grass. The headman took

these, one after the other, and passed them about the bladders belong-

ing to their owners, repeating at the same time certain directions to

the shades in a low tone of voice. As soon as he had completed this,

the hunter to whom the bladders belonged Avould cry out ^'Ai-yaiP^

The straws were then lighted and again passed over the bladders, the

charred stumps being returned to the side of their owner, after which

the hunters made black paint of wild-parsnip charcoal and oil, with

which they striped one another's faces and drew a double cross (f)

upon the middle of each one's back and chest.

Then each hunter took the spear to which his bladders had been

fastened and all marched about the hole in the middle of the floor, each

making several feints before jiutting his bladders through the hole and

taking them outside. At the hole in the ice the bladders were burst

by means of a seal-claw ice scratcher, and several strands of seal sinew

were tied to each before thrusting it under the ice.

On December 15, 1879, I reached Kushunuk, near Cape Vancouver,
and found the Bladder festival in progress. Hanging from the roof

over the middle of the floor was a fantastic bird-shape image, said to

represent a sea gull. It had the primary quill feather of a gull stuck

in each side of the body to represent the wings. The body was covered

with the skin and feathers of the small Canada goose {Branta cana-

densis minima). It was fastened to a long, slender, rawhide cord

which passed through an eye fastened to one of the roof logs, and
thence down to the floor on one side of the room. By pulling and
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releasing this cord, the imajje could be made to glide ui) and down.
Behind this, at the back of the room, was planted a pole about ten feet

long, to the upper end of which a bundle of wild-parsnip stalks was
bound like a great brush or besom. The pole was banded along its

entire length with red and white i^aiut, and fastened on two sides of it,

near the middle, were two pairs of reindeer-skin strips which hung down
two or three feet. On the left side of the room, hung horizontally mid-

way between the floor and ceiling, was a large sheaf of seal and walrus

spears, their heads partly in one direction and partly in another.

Attached to these, a bunch being fastened to each spear, were sev-

eral hundred seal and walrus bladders, all of which were spotted
and blotched with grayish-white paint; each spear had tied to it the

bladders belonging to its owner. Hanging about the room, singly or

in bunches, were a number of reindeer bladders, but none of these were

hung with those of the seal and the walrus. On the side of the room

opposite the spears and bladders, at an equal height from the floor,

hung a large bundle of wild-parsnip stalks. All about the room and
on the sides were arranged various spears used in hunting seals and
walrus. Under the wild-parsnip stalks and beneath the spears and
bladders was a pile of thirty or forty wooden hunting helmets of various

shapes, some of which were ornamented with carved ivory images,
while others were not thus ornamented; they were painted white or

brown, with white blotches, and on many of them were depicted female

phallic symbols. Back of the entrance hole in the floor stood a large
walrus skull.

When I entered the room one of my dogs followed, and immediately
a man seized a drum and began beating it to exorcise the evil influence

of the dog's presence until it was hastily expelled. I looked about the

room and went over to the bladders and felt one to learn the nature of

the paint with which it was spotted; my movements seemed to startle

the men very much and ail raised a loud outcry. I afterward heard
the same cry raised if any loud noise was accidentally made near these

objects. When our camping outfit was brought in from the sledges,
two men took drums, and as the clothing and goods of the traders who
were with me were brought in, the drums were beaten softly and a song
was sung in a low, humming tone, but when our guns and some steel

traps were brought in, with other articles of iron, the drums were beaten

loudly and the songs raised in proportion. This was done that the

shades of the animals present in the bladders might not be frightened.

Early in the evening the boys of the village gathered outside the

kashim and raised a great outcry. An hour later the hunting helmets

were ranged around the kashim, forming a circle on the floor inclosing
the walrus skull and the stake. Very soon after this a bundle of straw,
such as is used for pads in boot soles, was thrown down from the hole

in the roof; a man took this, and holding it at arm's length over his

head while he marched around the ring of helmets, deposited it on the
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floor at the base of the stake. The wah-ns skull was then placed close

to the hole in the floor with a folded straw mat before it; two small

wooden buckets of water were brought in and placed in front of the

hole to symbolize the sea, the hole thus representing a seal hole lead-

ing into the sea through the ice. After this no one was permitted to

leave the room until the evening ceremonies were completed, as the exit

hole was the only means of egress and was supposed to be used during

this time by the shades of the animals, and consequently was tabooed.

During this time it became, figuratively, the entrance to the sea.

The men and the boys now put on their helmets, and the one who had

first taken the grass from beside each hunter again took it up and, after

waving it over his head, scattered it in the ring just inside the place

where the circle of helmets had been; this was said to represent the

drift weeds lying on the seashore.

A young man now seated himself under the spears and bladders and

another under the large bundle of wild-parsnip stalks, their feet resting

on the ring of grass. The drums began to beat loudly, and the young
men around the room imitated the notes of the eider duck. In a short

time the men and the boys ranged themselves around the room just

outside the circle made by the grass, the women and the girls being
behind them and next to the wall. The headman chanted a few words

of a song in time to the beating of the drums, which was taken up as

a refrain by every one, including men, women, and boys, each party

repeating it in alternation. During this song one of the young men
imitated in pantomime the motions of a loon and another those of a

murre. These men remained seated upon the floor, swaying their heads

and bodies about in the most singular postures, like those of a bird

diving and swimming under water, or on the surface, pecking with their

beaks, etc, after which they made a flapping motion with their hands as

if rising and flying away, imitating at the same time the cries of the

birds they were representing.
A short interval followed, during which a single drummer and singer

continued the music; then various others of the dancers began similar

bird movements, and all began drumming and singing as before. The
new dancers stood about the ring of grass, and one made the motions

of a beaver at work cutting bushes and building a dam. Another

gestured his encounter with the enemy and his escape from a hostile

force.

Suddenly one of the singers sprang to his feet and, seizing the two

wooden buckets of water, vanished through the hole in the floor. At
the same moment the men and boys ran out to the large bundle of wild-

parsnip stalks and each put his hunting helmet upon it as quickly as

possible. Nearly every one left the kashim at this time, and soon a man
came in who had been stripped to the waist at the outer door. He bore

a wooden dish of food, which he held high over his head, and circled

once around the room as an oflering to the shades and tunghat in the
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sky laud ;
then be stamped on the floor two or three times and the peo-

ple came in, bringing food, of which he partook.
i!^o further ceremonies were conducted until the middle of the night,

when the lights were suddenly extinguished and the shaman uttered,
from the roof, a long series of unintelligible words ending with a loud

shout, followed by his entry into the kashim. Then the lights were
renewed and a bucket of water was placed on the floor under the blad-

ders. A man and three boys then stripped, and one of the boys was

placed astride the man's back, where he hung by his arms and legs
twined about the man's body; the other two boys stood in a stooping

posture in front of the bucket of water, and the man carrying the boy
on his back stood beside them.

This man dipped up some water with his hand and tossed it up
toward the bladders, so that it fell back in a shower upon the two

boys and himself. After doing this for some time he carried the bucket

around the room, continually flirting the water up toward the roof with

one hand as a libation to the tunghdt of the air. The boys then knelt

in the middle of the room with bowed heads and rounded shoulders

while the cold water iu the buckets was dashed over them. Shortly
after a growling noise was heard under the floor, and a man with the

hood of his fur coat over his head and a kaiak paddle in his hand
entered and stood in one corner of the room. He was soon followed

by another, also carrying a paddle, who went to the corner occupied

by the first comer, while the latter went on to the next corner; then

a third man came in, and the preceding ones advanced each to the

next corner, and the first corner was occupied by the third man; a

fourth entered, and the changing of places was continued so that each

of the four corners was occupied. These men then marched around

the room several times, lifting the bladders with their paddle blades as

they passed and knocking down the spears that were stuck up on the

walls of the room.

After this they filed out, and the people gathered up the fallen spears,

removing their points. The bunch of wild-parsnip stalks was fast-

ened to the stake at the back of the room, and the bundle of spears, to

which the bladders were hung, was lowered to a level with the sleeping

benches, between three and four feet above the floor. When the four

men went outside they planted their paddles, blade downward, in front

of the kashim, forming a row across the entrance. To the top of each the

owner fastened his wooden hunting helmet, which had been worn under

his fur hood when in the kashim. To each helmet was fastened a bunch

of straw or grass similar to that used to form the ring on the floor, rep-

resenting seaweed. To the heads of this grass were fastened a few

small, downy gull feathers.

Early on the following morning the old men told us that we must not

stamp our feet in the kashim during that day, for fear of alarming the

shades of the animals that were expected to be present. The bunch of

18 ETH 25
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wild-parsnip stalks was lighted and waved flaming, toward the cardinal

points, after whicli the charred stumps were laid at the foot of the

stake. About noon two men took the small bundles of parsnip stalks

and lighted them, waving the flame about the bladders, and after

carrying them around the room went out through the passageway
to the outer door. The charred stalks were then brought back and

laid on the floor under the large bundle of stalks on the stake. Noth-

ing more was done until just after noon, when a bag made of sealskin

was brought in. The men then took their urine buckets and went out-

side, carrying the bag, and eacli poured urine from his bucket upon it,

shouting loudly some unintelligible words, after which all came back

into the room and stripped themselves to the waist.

Soon afterward the cover was removed from the smoke hole in the

roof, and the sealskin bag, having attached to it the four helmets worn

by the men who had entered with the paddles on the previous evening,
was lowered through the hole by a rawhide line and was hung on the

stake at the head of the room
;
then the owners went to the helmets

and removed the grass that was fastened to them, and each tied a feAV

blades to his bunch of bladders. The helmets were then taken down
and placed on the floor at tlie foot of the stake.

Up to this time the seal bag had been empty, but it was now taken

down and inflated and hung up by the nose on the middle of the sheaf

of spears to which the bladders were fastened; to each hiud-flii)per

was tied a primary wing-feather of the Paciflc glaucous gull. There

was then an interval without ceremonies lasting until evening.

Early in the evening everyone gathered in the kashim and the wal-

rus skull and the grass mats were placed in the same position as on the

previous evening. Suddenly a burning stalk of wild parsnii) was
waved in the entrance hole from below, a man's head appeared, and a

dish of food was placed on the floor and slid across to the corner of the

room between the bladders and the stake; the man entered and went

over to the bladders, where he stopped. Another man then went through
the same performance, waving the burning stalk and sliding in a dish

of food, etc, succeeded by two others, until the four men were ranged
side by side in front of the bladders. They were the same who had
come in with the paddles during a former ceremony.
The first lighted a bunch of parsnip stalks, to which was tied all the

points taken from the fallen spears on the preceding night. Waving
this about a few times in the corner where his wooden dish had been

slid, he raised it over his head and turned once slowly around. After

this the blazing mass was waved over the four wooden dishes which

had been slid into the corner, over the two empty buckets which had
contained the water symbolizing the sea during the last night's cere-

monies, and about the bladders and the charred stumps were then laid

at the foot of the stake.

He went next to the four wooden dishes and made motions as though
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scooping up food from them in both hands and casting it toward the

bladders; at the same time a man sitting- in an obscure corner gave a

vigorous pull to the line passing from his hand through a loop in the

roof and down to the bladders, which caused them to oscillate violently
and was supposed to indicate the acceptance of the offering by the

shades of the animals in the bladders.

The other three men repeated these rites in every detail, after which
the drums were beaten and the four men executed a curious dance in

front of the bladders, which were swung about as before, to indicate

their pleasure. The dance was begun by a pecking, jerking motion

from side to side and forward, while the dancers moved slowly along
in front of the bladders. Then the dance was changed to an oblique

galloping movement, after which the arms were tossed uj) and down,
giving the body a jumping motion; then first one leg, then the other,
was thrown up and a hop made on the other, followed by quick hops
sidewise and long jumps forward, all keeping perfect time to the drums.

This dance was said to be an imitation of the movements of seals and
walrus.

Throughout the performance a half-grown girl stood beside the four

dancers swaying her bodj' back and forth with an undulating motion.

The four men repeated their series of motions or dances several times

in succession, until they were compelled to stop from exhaustion; when

they ceased their places were taken by four others, who repeated the

dance, and they in turn by four others, and these again by two other

sets, another girl being substituted with each set of dancers.

One of the men told me that each of these sets of dancers comprised

only men of the same "kin," by which, so far as I could ascertain, he

referred to the gens, since people of the same gens are considered by
them as being of the same kin. In this case it evidently implied that

four gentes were represented in the festival, as indicated by the totem

marks on the four paddles standing before the door.

When the dance ended, the four dishes of food were carried around

the hole in the floor, after which their contents were distributed and

eaten. In a short time two straw mats were spread on the floor before

the entrance hole, and two men stripped to the waist sat upon them,

facing the hole. In the pit under the floor were all the hunters who
owned the bladders hanging in the kashim, and each had in his hand a

small wisp of straw or grass like that already described, which were

handed, in succession, to the men on the mats, the one handing them

up showing nothing but his hand and arm. As each wisp was passed

up, the man who received it called out the name of its owner, who

responded by making a short speech, which created great laughter

among the people seated around the kashim.

Among other things, the men stated in the speeches that the grass

they were handing up served as beds for the inuas of the bladders. When
each speech was ended, the man who had taken the grass handed it
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to the mau opposite ou the other mat, who broke it into halves and bound

the two ends together. Then taking up the stump of the parsnip-stalk

torch, to which the spearpoints were attached, he lighted it and passed
the lighted end over and around the grass, at the same time saying in

a loud voice,
" When they sit down they are sleepy and fall down;"

he then fell, and, rolling over, laid the grass on the floor. This was

repeated for every hunter, and symbolized the killing of the seals with

the spearpoints which were attached to the torch. In the middle of the

night the lamps were again extinguished and the shaman went on the

roof, where another speech was made to the bladders through the smoke

hole. This speech was ended by a blowing noise, such as is made by
seals and walrus when they come to the surface to breathe. Afterward

the shaman made a squeaking and grunting noise, such as a pup seal

utters when trying to find its mother.

At 4 oclock in the morning everyone arose, and the dances given by
sets of four men on the previous night were repeated in all their details,

except that fewer motions were made with the arms and the upper part

of the body. The woman dancing with each set took the unlighted
bunch of parsnip stalks and passed it about the dishes of food before

they were ofi'ered to the iiiuas of the bladders.

When the dance and the food ofterings had been completed, the chief

shaman—the one first mentioned as leading the ceremonies and who
directed all the observances—lighted a jiarsnip-stalk torch and passed
it about the room, holding it close to the floor. He then circled with it

about each of the dancers, who removed their fur coats and the torch

was passed about their bodies and inside and about their fur coats.

This was said to be done to purify the room and the dancers and to

remove any evil influence that might bring sickness or bad luck to the

hunters. Four of the men then sat beneath the bladders for a short

time, after which they arose and seated themselves close together on

the sleeping bench behind the spears and bladders.

A woman then brought in a large wooden bucket of food, and, after

passing a lighted parsnip-stalk torch about it, made an oflering to the

bladders. She then stood in front of the bladders, facing the middle

of the room, and so near that the bladders brushed her back when

they were swung back and forth a moment later by a man hauling on

a cord. The shaman then took a boy about twelve years of age, who
was stripped to the waist, and laid him across the entrance hole in the

floor, at the same time kneeling over him and making a low noise like

the note of the murre. Beneath the floor a man started a song, in

which the people in the kashim joined.

Immediately after the song was finished the hunters rushed to the

bladders and each took those he owned and fastened them about the

heads of two or three of the pointless spearshafts. A song was then

sung by the people and the bladders were laid with the spearshaftson the

floor by the entrance hole, while all of the other spears, the large stake.
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and the other things were taken down from the walls, and all the wild-

parsnip stalks that remained in the room were tied in a large bundle,
which was fastened to the top of the stake like a huge broom or brush.

When this was done, the shaman went on the roof and, removing the

cover, put in his head repeatedly at each corner of the smoke hole,
while he made a grunting noise like a young puppy. Another knelt

over the entrance hole in front of the kashini and repeated the noise.

It was now 3 oclock, and the spearshafts to which the bladders were
fastened were passed up to the shaman through the smoke hole. Their

owners immediately went out through the passageway, and each obtain-

ing the shafts bearing his bladders ran rapidly to the foot of the knoll

on which the village is located. When the hunters were all outside,
the top of the great brush of parsnip stalks on the stake was lighted,

making a huge torch, which was passed up through the smoke hole.

The chief shaman took it on his shoulder and ran across the snow-

covered plain as rapidly as possible, followed by all the men, holding
the bladders aloft on the ends of the spearshafts. Behind the hunters

ran the women, children, and old men, howling, screaming, and making
a great uproar.
The night was cold, calm, and very dark, so that the lurid flame of

the torch arose ten or twelve feet, casting a red glare over the snow-

covered plain and lighting up the swarm of fantastic, fur-covered

figures that went streaming along in wild excitement. Nearly a quar-
ter of a mile from the village the crowd reached the borders of a small

pond, where a square hole had been made through the ice, close by
which the shaman thrust the lower end of the stake into the snow so

that the torch stood erect. The hunters then stood by the hole in the

ice and, using a detached spearpoint, ripped open the bladders. Then

taking the collapsed bladders in one hand and a kaiak paddle in the

other, they marched several times around the hole, each time dipping
the point of the paddle blade and the collapsed bladders in the water

at the corners of the hole. They then put the bladders one at a time

into the water under the ice, where they remained. This ended the

ceremony and all returned to the village.

Soon after daybreak four men with their paddles came in and, as

before, moved from corner to corner in succession until all were in,

when they marched around the room, making no motions with their

paddles, and then went out. When the first of these men came in he

was greeted by a great shout from everyone in the room, and the other

three were greeted successively on their entrance by a loud groaning
noise. An hour later the old men told everyone to be quiet, and two

men went to the entrance hole in the floor where they sat down side

by side. One of them held a bundle of small sticks, each stick repre-

senting a hunter, and as he passed these singly from hand to hand the

other man rolled over on the floor as he had done with the grass wisps
on the previous evening.
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During this day all work was prohibited in the village. Even the

fur trader and myself were requested to do none, it being explained
that to work on this day would cause some of the people to die, since

it would offend the shades of the animals- We were also asked to be

very careful not to make any noise in the kashim. Every time any
sudden noise was accidentally made all of the men present united in a

chorus of cries, imitating the notes of the eider duck, so that the

shades of seals and other animals whose bladders had been suspended
in the room should attribute the noise to those birds rather than to the

people. In the afternoon a dance was performed by these men, in time

to drums and singing. It consisted of leaping and jumping movements
like those already described in the dance to the bladders. That even-

ing the head shaman, stripped to the skin, sat on the straw mat in front

of the exit hole in the floor with a fur hood over his head. Some men
then bound his hands and feet with rawhide cords and a long cord was
fastened to his neck by a slipping noose.

Two assistants then carried him down through the hole and placed
him on a grass mat in the fire pit. Another cord was then passed
around his hands and knees and bound at the back of his neck, being
drawn so tight that his face was brought down between his knees, and
in this position he was made fast. One of the assistants went out to

guard the outer door of the jiassageway, while the other came back
into the room and, after drawing tight the line fastened to the shaman's

neck, spread a grass mat over the hole in the floor. This line held by
the assistant now began to run out, then slacken up, then run out again,
as though something was traveling away with it below the floor.

This was continued for some time; meanwhile the drumming and

singing of the men in the kashim were kept up. Finally a kind of

groaning was heard from the shaman and several men ran to the hole

with the light, and found him bound as he had been at first, but about

five feet from the point where he had been placed.

During the performance the cord fastened to the shaman's neck, one

end of which was held by his assistant in the kashim, had been pulled
down under the floor for ten or fifteen yards, which must have been

done by the assistant outside, as the shaman was bound too securely
to do more than hitch a little along the ground, but the people in the

kashim believed that the drawing out of the cord had been done by the

shaman himself, indicating that he had traveled far away.
When he was unbound he came back into the kashim and sat down

before the exit hole. After sitting quietly for a moment he began to

tell a long story describing the journey he had just made into the sea,

following the shades of the seal bladders. He said that he had talked

with all but two of the shades and had seen some shades of the blad-

ders he owned playing together in the water; that some of the shades

told him they were very much pleased with the men who had taken

them and given them such a fine festival; others complained that
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the hunters had treated them badly and had not offered them sufficient

food. He added that the shades of the bladders swam faster this year
than the year before, making it more difficult to overtake them.

During- this account the names of the hunters were mentioned and
the shaman represented the bladder shades as criticising very harshly
the prominent faults of some of them, which seemed to chagrin the

victims of this criticism considerably. After this was ended two
buckets of water were placed in front of the exit hole in the floor and
a man lay down on each side of it. At midnight everyone in the

kashim arose and stripped to the skin, the floor was removed, and a great
fire made m the pit. When the wood burned down, leaving a bed of

glowing coals, the heat became intense, so that the men were in a

scorching atmosphere with the perspiration rolling down their bodies.

While in this condition all bathed in urine, which had been retained in

the woodeu buckets. This was said to render them clean from any evil

influence that might follow from the recent presence of the shades in their

midst, and ended the observances connected with the festival. Until

this bath had been taken no one was permitted to leave the kashim, nor

during the course of the festival was anyone permitted to hunt or fish.

At this village there were two kashims side by side, half of the vil-

lage belonging to ea?h. During the time that the feast just described

was being observed in one of these houses a similar festival was going
on in the other. I was unable to learn anything about the ceremonies

conducted there, as my attention was fully occupied in the one where I

stopped, but a hastj' visit showed that the arrangement of the interior

was exactly the same as iu the one described, except that in place of a

gull's image suspended iu the middle of the roof there was a rude
wooden image of a man wrapped in the skin of an eider duck.

I was informed here that the bladders were kept in the kashim for

seventeen days, with a different set of ceremonies for each day.

Two days after leaving Kushunuk, at the end of the festival, I

arrived at the large village of Kaialigamut, situated in the same dis-

trict, and learned that the bladders had on that morning been pat into

a small lake near by. In front of the kashim stood a row of four kaiak

paddles, their blades planted in the snow, showing that at least some
of the observances here were identical with those at Kushunuk.
When I entered the kashim and began to stamp the snow from my

feet a chorus of eider-duck sounds was raised by the men, showing
that a loud noise was tabooed here also. On noticing this I at once

ceased and went to one side of the.room to sit down, when one of the

old men came over and brushed the snow from my fur clothing, at the

same time pointing to an inflated sealskin that hung over my head,
and asked me to change to another part of the room.

These people seemed much more strict in their observances than those

at Kushunuk, to judge by the excessive caution used to avoid making
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noise. Any slight noise served to raise a few eider-duck notes, and

once when a dog strayed in every oue in the kashim grunted vocifer-

ously, at which the dog slunk out abashed.

No work was permitted here during this day, and no one was per-

mitted to leave tbe village until after all had taken a bath ou the mid-

night following. Should this rule be broken they believed that some

oue would surely die before another feast.

On a December afternoon in 1878 I arrived at Chifukhlugumut, a

village near the Yukon, south of Andreivsky, while the people were

celebrating the bladder feast. They were gathered in the kashim

siuging to the beating of three drums, two of which were very large

and the other of ordinary size. The large drums were about two and

a half feet in diameter and covered with tanned reindeer skin. The

songs were sung in very slow time and were descriptive of the wars

and exploits of their fathers in ancient times.

The only decorations in the kashim consisted of a bundle of wild-

parsnip stalks fastened horizontally to the rear end of the room by
means of two wooden pegs, and layers of these stalks about six feet long
which Avere fastened to the wall like screens on the sides of the room.

The drumming and songs were repeated three times during the fol-

lowing afternoon. One of the old men told me that, as they lived far

from tbe seacoast, they had killed no seals nor walrus, so had no

bladders to put in the water, consequently they did not burn the stalks

of the wild parsnips but put them in the kashim to make offerings to

them. At the end of the feast the stalks are laid on the frozen surface

of a small river near by, where they remain until carried away by the

ice in spring.

Here, as in other villages, no work of any kind was ])ermitted during
the festival, and no wood must be cut with an iron ax, but when abso-

lutely .necessary bone wedges may be used for splitting firewood. At
Kushunuk they used for this j)urpose a large pick, consisting of a

wooden handle with a walrus tusk for the point, the use of iron axes

being tabooed there as elsewhere in this region during the continuance

of this festival. All loud noises are also forbidden, even out of doors.

At a little village on the Yukon near Andreivsky, on January 17,

3881, I found the j)eople performing their final dance at the close of the

bladder feast. This date is a month later than is customary.
The bladders used in this festival are supposed to contain the shades

or innas of the slain animals. After an animal is killed the hunter

carefully removes and preserves the bladder until the time approaches
for the festival. When this time arrives songs are sung and the bladder

is inflated and hung in the kashim; the shade of the animal to which
the bladder belonged is supposed to remain with it and to exist in the

inflated bladder when it is hung in the kashim.

The feast is given for the purpose of pleasing and amusing the shades

and thus propitiating them, after which the bladders are taken to a
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hole in the ice and, after being opened, are thrust into the water under

the ice so that the shade may return to its i^roper element. The shade

is supposed to swim far out to sea and there to enter the bodies of

unborn animals of their kind, thus becoming reincarnated and render-

ing game more i^lentiful than it would be otherwise. If the shades are

pleased with the inanner in which they have been treated by the

hunter who killed the animal they occupied, it is said they will not be

afraid when they meet him in their new form and will permit him to

approach and kill them again without trouble.

Several of the St Michael Eskimo told me that they knew this rein-

carnation to be true, as a man living at a village on the outer side of

the island killed a seal a few years ago which had the same mark on its

bladder that he had put on the bladders at the festival the previous

year. It should be noted that each hunter puts his totem mark or

other i)ersonal sign in red or black paint upon his bladders so that

they may be distinguished from those of other hunters. The aromatic

smoke and red flames of the resinous stalks of the wild parsnip are

thought to be very pleasing to the shades of the animals whose bladders

are treated with them, and at the same time the flame drives away any
uncleanuess and unfavorable influence that may be present.

During the continuance of this festival at St Michael, and at other

places where it is observed, no man or large boy sleeps away from the

kashim and the men keep rigidly apart from the women. If a man
breaks this rule it is said he will have no success as a seal hunter. On
this account the men avoid as much as possible going into their own or

any other house, for fear of becoming unclean. They bathe twice a day,

morning and evening, in the kashim, but their food and water are

brought to them as usual by the women.
No females who have reached puberty are permitted near or under

the bladders while they hang in the kashim, as they are said to be

unclean and might offend the shades. Young, immature girls, how-

ever, may go about them as freely as the boys.

During the continuance of this festival it is a necessary observance

that the kashim shall never be left entirely vacant. An old man at St

Michael told me that during one of these festivals at Pastolik the men

forgot this and went to an adjacent kashim for a short time. Suddenly
one of them remembered that their kashim had been left vacant and

hurried back in time to hear the shades in the bladders talking to one

another. One end of the line to Avhich they were hung had become
untied and the bladders were said to have moved near the doorway
ready to leave, the shades being angry at their neglect.

MASKS AXD MASKETTES

Masks were found in use among the Eskimo from Kotzebue sound
to the mouth of the Kuskokwim, but their use attains the greatest

development in the country along the lower Yukon and. thence south-
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ward tlirough the intermediate country to the Koskokwim. Formerly
the Eskimo of Norton sound used masks much more than at present,

the influence of white men having considerably modified their ideas and

caused some of the ancient customs to become more or less obsolete.

On the rivers named, and especially on the little-visited marshy plain

lying between the lower courses of these streams, mask festivals were

observed with all their ancient elaboration and strictness of ceremony

during my residence at St Michael. Unfortunately, none of my jour-

neys were made at a time when these festivals were being held, but in

various villages I saw men at work prejiaring masks for approaching
ceremonies. The significance of the masks described is given from

information obtained directly from the Eskimo, unless otherwise stated.

In connection with the description of these curiously carved and

ornamented objects some prefatory remarks are necessary. Shamans
make masks representing grotesque faces of supernatural beings which

they claim to have seen. These maybe yu-ii, which are the spirits of

the elements, of places, and of inanimate things in general; the tun-

ghiit, or wandering genii, or the shades of people and animals. The
first-named are seen in lonely places, on the plains and mountains or

at sea, and more rarely about the villages, by the clairvoyant vision of

the shamans. They are usually invisible to common eyes, but some-

times render themselves visible to the peox)le for various purposes.

Many of them, especially among the tunghiU^ are of evil character,

bringing sickness and misfortune upon peox)le from mere wantonness

or for some fancied injury. The Eskimo believe that everything, ani-

mate or inanimate, is possessed of a shade, having semihuman form

and features, enjoying more or less freedom of motion; the sbamans

give form to their ideas of them in masks, as well as of others which

they claim inhabit the moon and the sky-land. In their daily life, if

the people witness some strange occurrence, are curiously affected, or

have a remarkable adventure, during which they seem to be influenced

or aided in a supernatural manner, the shamans interpret the meaning
and describe the appearance of the being that exerted its power.
Curious mythological beasts are also said to inhabit both land and

sea, but to become visible only on special occasions. Thes^ ideas fur-

nish material upon which their fancy works, conjuring up strange forms

that are usually modifications of known creatures. It is also believed

that in early days all animate beings had a dual existence, becoming at

will either like man or the animal forms they now wear. In those early

days there were but few people; if an animal wished to assume its

human form, the forearm, wing, or other limb was raised and pushed up
the muzzle or beak as if it were a mask, and the creature became man-

like in form and features. This idea is still held, and it is believed that

many animals now possess this power. The manlike form thus appear-

ing is called the inua and is supposed to represent the thinking part of

the creature, and at death becomes its shade.
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Shamans are believed to have the power of seeing through the

, animal mask to the manlike features behind. The ideas held on this
v

subject are well illustrated in the Eaven legends, where the changes
are made repeatedly from one form to another.

Masks may also represent totemic animals, and the wearers during
the festivals are believed actually to become the creature represented or

at least to be endowed with its spiritual essence. Some of the masks
of the lower Yukon and the adjacent territory to the Kuskokwim are

made with double faces. This is done by having the muzzle of the

animal fitted over and concealing the face of the inua below, the outer

mask being held in place by pegs so arranged that it can be removed,

quickly at a certain time in the ceremony, thus symbolizing the trans-

formation.

Another style of mask from the lower Kuskokwim has the under face

concealed by a small hinged door on each side, which opens out at the

proper time in a ceremony, indicating the metamorphosis. When the

/ mask represents a totemic animal, the wei rer needs no double face,

since he represents in jjerson the shade of the totemic animal.

When worn in any ceremonial, either as a totem miask or as represent-

ing the shade, yu-(t or tunghdJc, the wearer is believed to become myste-
y/ riously and unconsciously imbued with the spirit of the being which his

mask represents, just as the namesakes are entered into and possessed

by the shades at certain parts of the Festival to the Dead.

In connection with the collection of masks obtained it is interesting
that a number of them have wooden models of thumbless hands

attached to their sides, the palms of the hands being i)ierced with large,
^ circular holes; these are usually found on masks representing birds,

beasts, and spirits, having some connection with making game more or

less plentiful. I am inclined to think that the holes in the palms indi-

cate that the being will not hold the game, but will let it pass through
to the earth.

Many of the masks from this region are very complicated, having
numerous appendages of feathers and carved woodj these either rep-

resent limbs or are symbolic. The masks are also painted to represent
features or ideas connected with the mythology of the being.

Mask festivals are usually held as a species of thanksgiving to the

shades and jjowers of earth, air, and water for giving the hunters suc-

cess. The inuas or shades of the powers and creatures of the earth

are represented that they may be propitiated, thus insuring further

success. Unfortunately, I failed to secure the data by which the entire

significance of customs and beliefs connected with masks can be solved

satisfactorily. I trust, however, that the present notes, with the expla-

nations and descriptions of the- masks, may serve as a foundation for

more successful study of these subjects in the future
;
the field is now

open, but in a few years the customs of this people will be so modi-

fied that it will be difficult to obtain reliable data. When the Eskimo
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between Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers become so sopliisticated by con-

tact Avitli white men that mask festivals fall into disuse, it will be. but

a short time until all the wealth of mythological fancy connected with

them will become a sealed book.

Among the very large number of these objects obtained some of the

more interesting have been chosen for description and illustration, giv-

ing with each, so far as possible, its significance. Their wonderful vari-

ety and comidexity of ornamentation, which is symbolical throughout,
evinces a lively fancy in the makers.

/^i'igure 2, plate xcv, shows a long, flat, pear-shape mask from Sabot-

nisky on the lower Yukon, excavated behind and rather convex in front;

it measures 6 by 9 inches, and represents the features of a black bear.

On one side, covering the area of the right eye and cheek, is a round,
human face overhung by five tufts of human hair, which represents the

inua of the bear. The main surface of this mask is painted white,

bordered by red, the muzzle of the bear and border of the human face

being of the same color; the remainder of the face is black. From the

left corner of the mouth depends a small, red, wooden appendage repre-

senting the lower half of the tongue, which is attached to the interior

of the mouth by a small willow splint or peg so that it can move freely.

About the sides and upper border of the mask are nine holes where

large feathers were inserted upright.
Another mask from the same locality, and very much like the pre-

ceding, represents a red bear and has a human face on the right side,

painted red
;
the ears are indicated by small, paddle-shape, flattened

sticks lashed to split quills, which are fastened to the sides of the mask

by wooden plugs. It is 5^ inches broad by 8 inches long.

The collection contains another mask of the same character repre-

senting a red bear, but it is a little larger than either of those described.

It is from Starikwikhpak, on the lower Yukon.

The mask shown in figure 4, plate xcv, is from Cape Vancouver. It

is an oval representation of a semihuman face, a little over 8 inches

high by 5^ wide, rounded in front and slightly excavated behind. This

is a grotesque mask, portraying the features of a tunghdl\ The right eye
is prominent and rounded to the same size and shape as the mouth; the

left eye is a crescentic opening about two inches long with the corners

tamed down and near the upper border of an oval, flattened area on

the fiice. Just above the mouth on the inside is fastened, by means

of a peg, a tuft of Igng reindeer hair, which extends' down and out of

the mouth and hangs over the chin; there are no nostrils. A large

feather tipped with small, downy plumes extends out from each side

of the forehead, and another from the top. The border of this mask
has a narrow, red band around the top and sides, ending opposite the

mouth; the flattened space "extending from the crescent-shape eye

downward on the cheek is red, coarsely spotted with white
;
the remain-

der of the face is white.
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Figure 1, plate xcv, represents a small, flat, rounded mask, 5f by 4f
iucues, from Sabotnisky, ou the lower Yukou. It is shallowly exca-

vated, and is pierced for the eyes and mouth; the right eye is hori-

zontally oblong, the left is round. The mouth is represented by two

flattened, oval openings, inclined toward the center, which is occupied

by a rudely carved imitation of an owl's beak, fastened on by means of

a square pin fitted into an orifice in the mask. The sides of the face

and forehead, with a line descending between the eyes to the beak, are

green; an area about each eye and covering the cheeks is white,

spotted with red. The beak is not painted, except the red along the

grooves marking the gape; the lower sides of the face and the entire

chin are black. Three quill feathers tipped with downy plumes are

inserted in the forehead. This figure represents the mua of the short-

ear owl.

Figure 3, plate xcv, from the tundra south of the Yukon mouth, is a

well-carved mask representing a human face, 7^ inches long by 5^ wide,
oval in front and deeply concave behind. The features are well carved

and smoothly rounded. About the border are set eight wooden pegs,
with the ends split for holding a strip of deerskin with outstanding
hair to represent the fur hood worn by the Eskimo in winter. It is one

of the most carefully modeled of any mask obtained, and is one of the

few which represents a human face without distortion of some kind.

The eyes and mouth are pierced, and a large globular labret is rep-

resented at each corner of the mouth, fastened in place by a wooden

pin. The entire face is painted Indian red, with the goatee, mustache,

eyebrows, and upper eyelashes black.

Extending over the forehead and down each side of the face is a long,

black line with ray-like black markings projecting backward from it;

on each side of the chin this black line ends in the head and fore-feet

of the alligator-like animal known as X)alraiyuli. A disk-like pendant
with two concentric circles and a spot in the center is drawn in black

on the forehead, and is connected with the body of the palraiyuk,
where it crosses the brow, by black cross-lines.

Plate xcvifl, from Cape Eomanzof, is a very large mask, measuring
12 by 22 inches and G inches in depth, carved from a single piece of

wood, and is supposed to represent the sea parrot [Lunda cirrhata).

The open mouth of the bird covers over half the surface, and the

points of the mandibles project free from the face. In the open mouth

is represented the supposed features of the bird's inua. The eyes

are narrow and are set obliquely above two widely separated, round

nostrils and a broad, semilunar mouth with the corners depressed.

Around the border of the mouth of the bird, and thus bordering the

inclosed face, are small wooden pegs half an inch in length to represent

teeth. On the forehead of the mask, near the base and upper portion

of the beak, are carved the eyes of the bird. Surrounding the outer

border of the mask, and held out from it half to three-quarters of an
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inch by wooden pegs, is a hoop of splints. The interior of the mask is

roughly excavated, with a projecting lug on each side to prevent it

from slipping sidewise on the face, while below another lug serves as

a chin rest for the wearer. The general surface of the front of the mask
is painted a dull blue, coarsely spotted with white; the eyes have white

pupils and red irides; the beak of the bird is red, obliquely striped with

white, and the sides of its mouth are painted red. The face of the mua
is white, the interior of the nostrils red, each having four black, ray-like

lines drawn from its border about an inch upward on the side of the

face.

Plate XCV16, from Cape Eomanzof, south of the Yukon mouth, is a

very largie mask about 30 inches high by 10 inches wide. It is broadly
oval below and tapers up into a long projection or neck above, which

is formed of a separate piece lifted upon the body of the mask with

three pegs, inserted from behind, attaching a projecting shoulder to

the main part. On the extreme upper tip is a small figure of a human
head. Surrounding the mask on all sides, and held at a short distance

from it by lashings of willow root, is a hoop made of two thin, narrow

splints. A series of split pegs around the border holds in position a

narrow strip of reindeer skin, bearing long, upstanding hair.s, which

reaches up a little over half way on the neck or handle-like projection,

and there its ends are inserted in the wood.

The lower portion or body of the mask represents two faces. Tlie

lower, which is much the larger and occupies at least two-thirds of the

entire surface, is a grotesque semihuman face, having a huge, crescentic

mouth with upturned corners. There are two large, round nostrils in a

broadj spreading, rounded nose, and two crescentic eyes with upturned

corners, over which hang the broad, heavy eyebrows, which project an

inch and a half and sweep down with a crescentic curve over each eye,

meeting at an angle on the base of the nose two inches above their

lower border. The upper portion of the mask is occupied by the

rounded face of some animal, apparently intended to represent a seal,

which has a bulging brow and rounded, flat nose with nostrils deeply

incised, and a wide, oval mouth, with four square teeth cut in relief on

the lower jaw. The eyes are rounded and pierced, with a notch extend-

ing downward at the inner corner. The chin of this face rests on the

forehead of the huge lower one. The handle like projection extends

upward from the top of the last-described head, and is over 12 inches

high; it is flat behind, but rather oval on the sides, and has along its

front a deej), rounded groove extending the entire length to the head

at the top; along each side is a row of wooden pegs to represent teetli.

The head capping this projection is about 2J inches high and 2 inches

broad, representing ordinary human features; it is surrounded on the

edges by a groove in which is a band of reindeer skin with the hair

projecting like a halo. The large lower face is mainly white, the

mouth is red; the line about the upper lip, representing a mustache, is
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black, aud the circle about each nostril is of the same color; the

interior of the nostrils and the line following the outline of the eye-
brows are bluish slate color. The animal face resting above this is also

colored bluish slate, with the mouth painted red. The front of the pro-

jection above is white, the groove being red, as is also the entire face

of the small head at the top; the hooj) surrounding the border of the

mask is also red. The meaning of this mask is unknown, but 1 would
call attention to its general similarity to the composite masks and

carvings made among the Tlinket of southern Alaska.

The mask (number 38S5G) from Sabotnisky is 8J by 6 inches, and rep-
resents a grotesque human countenance. It is oval and deeply exca-

vated behind. Upon the sides are curved ridges in relief to represent

ears; the nose is a rounded, triangular piece fastened by two wooden

pegs; the eyes and mouth are pierced through the mask, the latter

being bordered by a row of reindeer teeth above aud below. The face

is painted bright red and bordered by a band of reindeer skin with

long hair. It is one of the few masks procured that approaches closely
to an ordinary hun)an countenance. Its significance was not learned.

Plate xcviii shows a huge mask, cut from a slab of wood, nearly 2

feet higli by 13 inches across, convex on its front and squared in out-

line, roughly excavated in the back with three projecting lugs for

holding the mask in jjlace against the chin and the sides of the face.

It represents a gigantic face, with large, rounded blocks of wood for

labrets just below the corners of the crescentic mouth. Above these

and joining the crescentic mouth on each side projects a flat, paddle-
like jjiece of wood representing a human hand and arm, the former

pierced by a large, round hole. Just back of these hands, and fast-

ened up and down along the side of the mask but separated from it

by about two inches, are two thin, flat strips of wood about two and a

half inches wide, held in place by pegs in the sides of the mask and
in the arms. These strips have feathers along their outer edges as

ornaments, as has also the squared top of the mask. The mouth is

very large, somewhat crescentic in shape, with the corners upturned
and extending out along the arms, nearly to the wrists. The nose

is large and rounded, with two large, round nostrils, and the eyes,

like the nostrils, are pierced through the wood; the brow is very

overhanging, and has a row of flat, oval, pointed wooden pegs along
its edge to represent eyebrows. In the forehead is cut a square hole

a little over two and a half inches in diameter. Below the upper lip

there is a row of square, flat wooden pegs along its edge to indicate

teeth, matching a similar set in the lower jaw; teeth, both upper and

under, are also represented in the portion of the mouth extending along
the arms.

On the brow of the mask are the wooden images of five seals and

two reindeer. The sides have a row of squared wooden pegs, repre-

senting teeth, up and down along its length above the arms, and another
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set along the bordering- ilat strip of wood parallel to the side of the

mask, thus representing a vertical mouth on each side of the face. The

images of the seals, reindeer, labrets, and arms, as well as the teeth and

eyebrows, are fastened to the main body of the mask by wooden pegs
inserted in holes. The inside of the mouths, on the sides of the head

as well as that in the usual place, are painted red, as are also the insides

of the hands; the chin is bluish; the labrets are white, with black

spots; the arms are blue below and white above, with a black line

drawn along the upper border of the mouth, Joining the mustache line

of the upi)erlip on the body of the mask. Over each nostril is a curved

black line to represent a depression ;
there is also a broad black band

across the region of the eyes from side to side, and a border of red

extends along the brow above the pegs, indicating the eyebrow^. This
V image represents the tunghuJc or being that controls the supply of game.

It is usually represented as living in the moon. The shamans commonly
make a pretense of going to him with offerings in order to bring game
into their districtwhen the hunters have been unsuccessful for some time.

* Masks of this character are too heavy to be worn upon the face with-

in, out additional support, so they are ordinarily suspended from the roof

of the kashim by strong cords. The wearer stands behind with the

mask bound about his head, and wags it from side to side during the

dance so as to produce the ordinary motion. I was told that in all the

great mask festivals several of these huge objects were usually thus

suspended from the roof.

From the lower Kuskokwim there is a circular mask, 15 inches in

diameter, in the form of a round board with a human face in relief on its

J
center in front, and excavated in the back. A hooj) of splints surrounds

the border of this mask, joined to it below and held out from the sides

elsewhere to a distance of from one to two inches by lashings. All

around the sides and top of the border are set the white, secondary quill-

feathers of swans or gulls. Above the forehead on each side is a rudely
carved head of a fish, and below on each side of the cheeks is the head
of a seal, all of which are set into the mask by pegs in their bases and

project forward at right angles to the plane of face. Between these

heads and on the border of the board opposite the sides of the face are

attached by pegs curious flat representations of thumbless hands with

holes in the palms. The mouth is large, wide, rounded at the corners,
and set around with the teeth of some mammal. The nostrils are large
and rounded; the eyes are oval and set in obliquely with their near cor

ners highest. The mouth, nostrils, and eyes are pierced through the

wood. The upper portion of this mask is made from a separate piece,
which is neatly fitted to the main part and held in place by rawhide

lashings. The main color of the front of the mask is white; a band of

black encircles the surface an inch or more outside the border of the

face. The borders of the face in relief are painted a dull green; the

inside of the mouth is red, and a heavy mustache and the depression
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over each nostril are black. The remainder of the face is white; the
hands are red, as are also the two seal-heads; the fish-heads are green.
This mask represents the face of a tunghdl:
A mask bearing original number 1445, from the country south of the

Yukon mouth, represents a human figure with outstretched arms and

legs, having a human face in relief on the front of the body. The head,
arms, and legs of this figure are attached to the central part of the
mask with wooden pins. A hoop fastened to the inside of the arms near
the elbows and to the legs at the knees holds the limbs in their out-

stretched position. On each side of the face on the front of the body
is a thumbless hand cut from a flattened piece of wood. These are

attached to the mask with flexible pegs of wood. This mask, from the

lower part of the body to the top of head, is 14 inches high and nearly
7 inches broad on the body. Its posterior surface is roughly concave,
with a projecting ledge of wood near the lower border of excava-

tion, to enable the wearer to seize it with his teeth for the purpose of

holding the mask more firmly in position. Around the body of the

mask are inserted downy, white swan's feathers; the outstretched

hands of the figure are thumbless, as are the hands on nearly all the

masks collected in that region. The holes in the palms, which are

usually made large and conspicuous, are indicated in this case by small,
ronnd punctures about one-tenth of an inch in diameter. The main
color of the front of the mask, including the arms, legs, and the hoop,
is white. The ears on the head of the figure are represented by small,
flat wooden pegs painted red; the mouth is also red. The eyebrows,
excavations for the eyes, mustache, and beard are indicated in black

paint, the eyebrows and mustache being represented by dots. The

arms, between the shoulders and elbows, are surrounded by a black

band with a white spot in the middle, and the forearms and the hands
to the fingers are red; the ends of the fingers are not painted.

•

The second pair of hands, mentioned as -being on either side of the

face in front of the body, are painted like the arms. There is a black

band around the thigh with a white spot in the center, and the lower

legs and the feet are red, with a white spot on the inside of the calf,

which corresponds to a similar spot on the inside of each wrist. The

border around the face carved on the front of the body is red, with white

dots at regular intervals about the circle. The face itself is white, with

eyebrows, snow-goggles, nostrils, a line over each nostril, mustache,
and beard represented in black

;
the lips are i)ainted red. The eyes and

the mouth are pierced through. The exact significance of this mask
was not learned, but the face on the front of the body undoubtedly

represents the supposed features of the inna of the being represented

by the main figure.

A mask from the lower Kuskokwim (number 64234), 10 by OJ inches,

is oval and deeply excavated, with a convex front imitating a hair seal

pierced by four almond-shape openings representing eyes and nostrils.

18ETH 26
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Just below these the chin is cut away and the carved, wooden head is

attached by sinew cords, so that it may be moved up and down, and

is controlled by a sinew cord passing through a hole from the rear of

the mask to its attachment on the throat. The flippers, both before

and behind, are represented by small, paddle shape wooden attach-

ments fastened to the body with small strips of whalebone. Upon
each side of the eyes and nostrils, which are pierced through the face

of the mask, are fastened small, wing-like doors, as if to close and
cover the face, but they are tied so as to remain permanently open.
On each of these doors is i^ainted in black the image of a white whale,
and a black line is drawn through the eyes on the face. A stout

splint hoop is attached at the shoulders on either side by wooden

splints, and surrounds the entire border of the mask, except in front.

The face and the interior of the doors are white, with the exception
of the black figures mentioned; also all of the seal's head, except
the crown and nape, which, with the back of the figure forming the

front of the mask, are painted slate color with white spots. This figure

is intended to represent a seal, the concealed face on its back being
the inua.

Figure 1, plate xcviii, is a long, slender mask representing the head,

neck, and beak of a sand-hill crane {Grus canadensis). It is 30 inches

long, with the head and beak about 24 inches in length, and is rudely

carved, having the top of the bird's head excavated for a small lamp,
with a hole in front on each side, representing the eyes for the light
to shine through. On the beak are a few wooden pegs to indicate

teeth, and the slender neck extends down to the breast of the bird

where the Avood takes a roughly oval form on which is a rudely shaped
human face, with the chin narrow and long drawn down. This face is

about 5| inches broad and slightly and roughly excavated behind. The
interior of the bird's mouth and the area around the eyes and ears, the

sides of the neck, as well as the space about the eyes, nostrils, and interior

of the mouth of the human face at the lower portion are painted red.

This mask was said to represent the inua of the crane. The maker was
a shaman, who claimed that once, when he was alone upon the tundra,
he saw a sand-hill crane standing at a distance looking at him; as he

approached, the feathers on the bird's breast parted, revealing the face

of the bird's inua, as shown in the carving.

Figure 2, plate xcviii, from the lower Kuskokwim, is a long, narrow,
flattened mask, Hi by 4J inches, representing an extremely elongated
human countenance with the face divided across the middle, just above
the lower point of the nose, and hinged together with rawhide cord so

as to move upon itself. Tlie eyes and the mouth are crescentic with
down-turned corners; the nose is long and slender with two rounded
nostrils pierced through the wood and having a dumbbell-shape pend-
ant on the nose ring. On the middle of the lower lip is a peculiarly

shaped labret made of a carved wooden flap, indicating, from the style
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of wearing this ornament, tbat the face represented is that of a woman.
The upper half of the countenance is painted white and the lower half

bluish slate color. Surrounding the upper half, at intervals of about
two inches, are inserted white swan feathers. The posterior surface is

rudely excavated. The meaning of this mask is not known.

Figure 3, plate xcviii, from Sabotnisky, on the lower Yukon, is a

grotesque human face with the forehead drawn out to the rear as a

long, skillet-like handle. This mask is about 20 inches in length, of

which the handle or projection back of the forehead represents three-

fourths. The inner side is shallowly excavated. The nose is very
short and rudely carved, and is placed so far up between the eyes as

to leave a very broad, flattened space for the upper lip and cheeks.

Below this is a broad, crescent-shape mouth with corners upturned,
and long, widely spaced teeth, represented by wooden pegs. Com-

mencing just at the base of the nose, above the eyes, and extending
back along the top of the extension to its extreme posterior end is a

deep groove representing a mouth bordered by widely spaced wooden

pegs for teeth. Along each side of this are set two feathers. The
entire front and upper surface of this mask is painted red, with the

face between the mouth and the eyes splashed with blood. This repre-
sents some mythical being, but its exact signification was not learned.

Figure 3, plate xcix, from Paimut, on the lower Yukon, is 8J by 7^
inches. This is a thin, flattened, rounded mask representing a gro-

tesque semihuman countenance. It has one round eye in the forehead,
one in the proper place on the left side, and another in the center of the

right cheek. Still another eye, of crescentic shape, is situated just
above the round one on the right side. The nose is narrow at the top,

curving down to the right and ending in a broad point. The mouth is

wide, slit-like, and pierced in two parts, the narrow, slit-like part on
the left being separated Irom the round, eyehole-like opening on the

right corner by a narrow, closed space. Surrounding the entire border

of the mouth are wooden pegs to represent teeth. The eyebrow above

the crescentic eye and a band around the border of the mask, as well

as the mouth and the chin, are red. The forehead and the top of the

nose are dull green, and the remainder of the face is white. When in

use the mask had quill feathers inserted around the edge. This rep-

resents the countenance of a tunghdk and is from the extreme upper
border of the Eskimo territory along the Yukon.

) Figure 2, plate xcix, from Sabotnisky, on the lower Yukon, is a thin,

iiattened mask, with the posterior side slightly excavated, represent-

ing a rude, semihuman face^ In the center of the face is a rounded

hole for the mouth, with two narrow, slit-like eyeholes above. Sur-

rounding the mouth, between it and the border of the mask, are four

broad, concentric grooves. The interior of the mouth and a line around

the border of the mask are red, the rest is painted white. This mask
also represents the features of a tunghdJc.
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Figure 4, plate xcix, from Sabotnisky, is 8^ inclies long by 6J inches

wide. It is a flattened, rounded mask, slightly excavated behind, with

a fantastic human face on the front. The nose is very short, leaving

the upper lips and cheek in one broad plane; the mouth is wide and

crescentic, with upturned corners. Surrounding the forehead from the

ears on either side is a band of deerskin with the hair upstanding.

Upon either cheek and from the middle of the forehead extend short

pieces of whalebone, having attached to their outer ends slender,

wooden, pencil-like appendages about five inches long, which move
with the motions of the dancer. Strung along the forehead above the

brows are small strips of parchment which are held in place by pegs
inserted in the wood and hang down over the eyes. The entire face

is painted green and spotted coarsely with dull brown pigment; the

sticks on the ends of the whalebone are red. Like preceding masks
this represents the face of a timghdl-.

Figure 1, plate xcix, is a thin, flattened mask, measuring 8 by 5J

inches, somewhat quadrate but rounded at the corners. The mouth is

crescentic, with the corners turned down, and two round eyeholes

pierce the front. Just above the mouth is set a carved attachment

representing the top of the head and uj^per mandible of a bird. A
wooden peg inserted below the mouth indicates the lower mandible.

Upon each side of the face is attached a long, narrow, flat strip, evi-

dently intended to indicate the doors, which open and close on similar

masks made in this district. Two crescentic incisions curving over the

eyes represent eyebrows and are colored red. Surrounding the borders

of the mask on each side and above are inserted feathers of the horned

owl. The main color of the face, as well as the inside of the flaps upon
each side is white. The bird's eyes and beak are black, as are also a

line across the eyebrows and cheeks, as well as the figures of the seal,

walrus, killer whale, reindeer, wolf, and beaver, which are drawn upon
the surface of the flaps on each side. This face represents the inua. of

some species of waterfowl, the name of which I did not learn; but from

the drawings of the various game animals upon the flaps attached to

the sides, I judge that it was used in festivals connected with obtaining
success in the hunt, which I learned to be the case with similar masks
in that region.

Figure 4, i)late 0, is a rudely carved figure of the sea parrot {Mormon
arctica), 7^ inches long by 4^ wide. This represents the upper half of

the bird's body as it would appear when swimming on the water. The
head and neck are made of a separate piece joined to the body by a

round pin. In the upturned beak is the wooden figure of a walrus, the

neck of which is made of cloth so as to form a loose joint and i^ermit the

head to flap about as the wearer of the mask dances. The mask is

surrounded by two successive hoops of splints held in place by being
lashed to pegs fastened in holes about the edges. Just in front of these

pegs is attached a narrow strip of reindeer skin from which long hairs
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project all around like a lialo. This is lield in position by being inserted
in the split ends of pegs placed around the border of the mask.
To the outer hoop surrounding the mask, one on each side and one

on the top, are attached three long quill feathers having the vanes y
removed on one side and with a tuft of downy feathers tied to their

ends. The bird's wings are represented by small, flat, somewhat paddle-
shape pieces, which are fastened to the shoulders of the image with flexi-

ble pieces of root inserted in holes, enabling the wings to play as the
wearer moved. Just back of these, one on each side, are rudely cut

representations of a pair of thumbless hands with the fingers free and
the palms pierced by a large, round hole. Back of these hands are

two paddle shape attachments of wood, representing the bird's feet,
also fastened to the body with flexible pieces of root. At the posterior
end three long, slender, paddle-shape strips are fastened in the same
manner to represent the bird's tail.

In the middle of the bird's back, occupying about one-half the space,
is a well-carved semihuman face, supposed to

represent the inua of the

bird. This face has the eyes pierced through the mask
;
the mouth is

represented as open, with the teeth thrown in relief by incised cross

lines. The walrus, bird's beak and feet, the pierced hands on the sides

with the exception of the tips of the fingers, the hoops encircling the

mask, and the border of the face on the bird's back, are painted red, as

well as the outlines of the mouth and the teeth. The bird's wings, neck,

back, and tail-feathers are dull blue. The bird's face and the pupil of

the eye are white and the iris black, the face on the bird's back is

white with black dots to represent the mustache, beard, and eyebrows.
The depression just above the nostrils is indicated in black, as is also a

representation of snow-goggles drawn across the eyes.

Figure 2, plate c, from Cape Eomanzof, south of the mouth of the

Yukon, is a mask 9 by oi inches, representing a guillemot swimming
on the surface of the water. The head and neck are carved from a

separate piece, which is fastened to the body by a peg. The wings are

indicated by thin, flipper-like pieces of wood attached by flexible pieces
of root, and at one time the tail was represented by similar appendages
which have been broken ofi' and lost. On the back of this figure is

carved in relief a curious, hastate-shape countenance, with the sharp

point near the base of the bird's neck. Near the center of the base of

this hastate-shape area on the bird's rump a single round hole pierces
the wood and represents an eye. Below this are placed two obliquely-

set, oval nostrils and a crescent-shape mouth with the corners upturned.
The upper part of the head, neck, and body of the bird are painted

dull blue, with large white spots. The lower part of the neck and

breast, with the surface of the flippers and the face on the back, are

white. The white face is thinly spotted with black on the sides and
lower portion and a single black spot is on the middle of the wing.
The interior of the nostrils is dull blue, and a broadly crescentic, white
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area surrounding the eye is bordered by a narrow black line. The face

on the back of the bird represents its viua.

Figure 1, plate c, from lower Kuskokwim river, is 11^ incbes long by
5 inches wide, and represents a human figure with outspread arms and

legs. The, head, arms, and legs are set in by squared pegs at their

inner jiortion, which are inserted into holes in the body of the mask.

The front of the body of this mask has a grotesque, semihuman face

in low relief, shut in by little doors which, hinged upon either side,

are made to open outward, and are controlled by sinew cords. This

figure is similar in general character, exce[>t the doors, to a mask
described from the lower Yu.kou (number 1445). The inside of the head

is deeply excavated and the back of the body is shallowly concave.

Along the inside of the hands and arms, as well as of the legs to the

feet, extend grooves painted red, bordered with black, and set with

pegs to represent teeth. This indicates that the being represented was

supposed to be provided with mouths all along these portions of its fig-

ure. The head has two round eyes and a crescentic mouth with points

upturned, but no features in relief. The face on the front of the body
has the eyeholes, broadly spaced nostrils, and flattened oval, nearly
horizontal mouth pierced through the mask; the mouth is provided
with squared, peg-like projections to indicate teeth. The entire mask,
when the doors ai*e closed in front, with the exception of the mouth
area along the arms and legs, is white.

The inner surfaces of the doors, as well as the concealed face, are

white with the exception of the outlined spectacle-like figure covering
the eyes, a line indicating the mustache, and the figures of two rein-

deer upon the inner side of one of the doors and the figures of two
seals upon the inner side of the other door, which are black. A nar-

row strip of deerskin with upstanding hair surrounds the head. Upon
each shoulder, as well as along the sides, are inserted white feathers.

The exact meaning of this figure is not known, but the doors conceal-

ing the face on the front of the body indicate that the concealed features

are supposed to represent the inner countenance oT'inna of the being.
Other masks of this character were seen in the region between Kusko-
kwim and Yukon rivers, as well as on the lower Kuskokwim, and in one

or.nlore.iustsiuces I saw masks having an outer or movable, portion

representing the muzzle of some animal which could be removed at a

certain time in the festival by a single motion of the hand. These
\/ were used. to represent the metamorphosis from the ordinary form of

the being indicated to that of its inua.

Figure .3,.plate C,from Pastolik, at the northern border of the Yukon

mouth, is. a rather flat, pear-shape mask, 12| inches long by 5i inches

broad. It is liiade with a grotesque, semihuman face on the rounded

larger end and tapers back to an obtuse point at the top. On the left side

of the face are two rudely carved representations of human legs fastened

to the mask by quills. One of these is inserted near the corner of the
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mouth and the other just above the top of the face. On the opposite
side are two slightly curved pieces of wood of the same size as the legs
and fastened to the mask in a similar manner. Each of these pieces
has five small, cylindrical sticks an inch and a half long fastened along
its lower border by sinew cords. Above these, on the sides of the

tapering summit of the mask, are two quills with downy feathers at

their tips, and the extreme summit has inserted in it a white swan
feather. The face of this mask is very grotesque, one eye being round
and nearly in the middle of the upper portion, to the left of which is a
crescentic eye over two inches ia length, the points of the crescent

being toward the center of the face. Between these eyes the ridge of

the nose is represented as having a curve similar to the outer border
of the crescentic eye, and the nostrils are placed vertically one above
the other. The mouth is crescent-shape and twisted around under the

large round eye, and in its left corner is a round opening. The teeth

are represented by squared, wooden pegs, and the mouth and eyes are

pierced through the mask. The face is white, splashed about the mouth
with some dark liquid, apparently blood. The two legs, as well as the

opposite attachments, are red, as is also a narrow border and the long,

pointed extension above the face. The cylindrical pendants are white,
and the ])rojection above the face is painted black, with large white

spots. This mask represents the features of a timghak.

Figure 1, plate ci, from south of the lower Yukon, is 12 by 6 inches,
and represents a salmon. It is a flat, oval mask, having the head
carved from a separate piece and fitted to the front end by a wooden

peg. At the other end the tail is represented by two loose pieces on
each side, fastened to the mask by pegs. Beneath the throat of the

salmon is the wooden e&gy of a hair seal, represented as swimming
crosswise to the course of the salmon, and fastened in position by a

peg. On the back, in front of the tail, is a small model of a kaiak,
held upright and crosswise to the length of the fish by a small splint;

at one time the kaiak evidently bore the image of a man seated in the

manhole.

On each side of the salmon's body are broad, thin, paddle-shape

pieces of wood, fastened with pegs, to represent the pectoral fins.

Just behind these, and near the tail, on each side, is the flat, wooden

image of a small salmon, the mouth, eyes, and gill openings of which

are represented by incised lines. Just below the junction of the sal-

mon's neck with the body are incised lines which represent a large

mouth with teeth
;
in the rear of this, on each side, is a large eye cut

in relief. The entire back of the fish is occupied by a semihuman face,

having a remarkable V-shape mouth, with the corners turned up and the

teeth cut in relief; two oval nostrils and the eyes are pierced through
the wood. The outline of the mouth and the gill openings of the sal-

mon's head, also of the mouth below the salmon's neck and the outlines

of the mouth and teeth in the face on the back, are red
;
and a band
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extending from the neck of the salmon around on each side to the end

of the tail, as well as the band along the sides of the small fish repre-

sented on either side of the salmon, are of the same color. The pupil

of the salmon's eye, the outline of the teeth in the large mouth below

the neck and outline of the eye just behind this, the spectacle-shape

area covering the eyes of the face, the interior of the nostrils, and the

line indicating the mustache, as well as a line surrounding the raised

border of the face, are black. The remainder of the outer side of the

mask, including the seal model and kaiak, are white; the seams on the

kaiak, however, are indicated by black lines. About the border of this

mask are set white quill-feathers of some gull. The interior is exca-

vated. The face on the back represents the inua of the fish.

Figure 2, plate ci, from lower Kuskokwim river, represents the hair

seal (PAoca harhata). This mask is carved as a flattened image of the

common hair seal. It is about 11 inches long by C inches in width, and

has four large, flipper-shape, wooden attachments to represent the four

limbs. These are carved on their borders to represent the toes of the

animal, and the eyes, nose, and mouth are well represented on the

rounded head. On the seal's back the greater portion of the surface is

occupied by a circular face like that of a man, having below the eyes
two pear-shape nostrils and a crescentic mouth, with upturned corners,

which has a double row of square-cut teeth. The upper surface of

this mask is painted white, and the membrane between the toes and
the hind-flippers are black. Across the eyes of the human face is

marked in black the outline of a pair of snow-goggles. The interior

of this mask has a shallow excavation, and the border is surrounded by
a groove in which is fa-stened a strip of skin from the neck of a rein-

deer, with the long hairs standing out all around like a halo. The face

on the back of this mask is supposed to represent the features of the

seal's inua.

Figure 3, i)late cii, from the lower Kuskokwim, measures 7i by 5

inches. It is an oval, flattened mask of thin material, having carved

in slight relief a grotesque human countenance with a Chinese like

physiognomy. The almond-shape eyes are set obliquely and the

broad, flattened nose with oval nostrils and huge crescentic mouth with

ux>turned corners are curiously like an exaggerated Chinese face. The

eyes are indicated by a sunken area on the surface of the wood, in which
are pierced the large, round pupils. Teeth are indicated by square-

cut, peg-like projections. A band of deerskin with long, i^rojecting

hair is set in a groove around the border. A broad, black line is drawn
across the eyes, and the upper lip and chin are painted red, the teeth

and rest of face being white, including the interior of the eyes. The

signification of this mask is unknown.

Figure 2, plate cii, shows a mask, from Sabotnisky, measuring 8i by
6i inches. It is a rudely oval representation of a death's-head and is

made by using fire to char the wood into the proper shape. The eyes
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are large, irregularly rounded, and pierced through. On each side of

the chin are represented two huge labrets, and a roughly fashioned

nose and high cheekbones are also indicated. In the rear the mask is

slightly excavated, with a ledge to enable the wearer to grasp it with

his teeth.

Figure 4, plate cii, from the lower Kuskokwim, measures 6| by 7 inches.

It is a quadrangular mask, with rounded corners, and is made of a thin,
rather flattened piece of wood. It has a broad mouth extending clear

across, with the lower jaw carved in a separate piece and hinged near

the ends witli sinew, so that it can be moved up and down. At the cor-

ners of the lower jaw are represented, by squared wooden appendages
with small, wooden strips, labret pendants of peculiar style, attached to

the chin with whalebone. The mouth above and below is bordered with

wooden pegs to represent teeth. Two suboval nostrils, near the middle

of the face, and eyes of the same size and shape are pierced through
the mask. The pupils are represented by small wooden pegs, carved

narrow at the ends and rounded in the middle, set in so that their

broad, rounded portion is in the middle of the eye opening. Just above

the eye, on each side, and set in by a squared wooden i)eg, is a some-

what pointed, flattened, or paddle-shape piece of wood representing an

ear. Fastened to each side of the face by splints, just above the cor-

ners of the mouth, are the ends of two hoops which extend out and

around the upper side of the countenance and are held in position

by the wrappings of splint j
to the outer of these hoops are attached

three long feathers with downy plumes at their tips. Fastened imme-

diately about the face of the mask, and held in jiosition by the split

ends of pegs set around the border, is a strip of deerskin with long,

upstanding hairs, forming a halo-like fringe. This mask represents

the inua of a Canada lynx. The ear tips are painted black behind, and

are white near their bases to represent the markings on the ears of

the lynx. The entire face is white, with rounded, bluish spots and a

series of brownish blotches along the borders of the mouth, above and

below, and a black line is drawn from eye to eye.

Figure 1, plate cii, shows a mask, from south of the Yukon mouth,

measuring 6 inches high by 4J wide. It is thin and rather flat, being

only slightly excavated behind, square on top and along the sides,

becoming rounded on the lower portion. It represents semihuman

features with bird-like mandibles projecting from above and below the

mouth, which is broad with the corners upturned, and extends on each

side to the extreme borders of the mask. The center of the mouth is

pierced through; a round block projects outward between the mandi-

bles and has attached to its outer end by a rag the rudely carved

effigy of a walrus head with projecting tusks. The eyes and nostrils

are pierced through the mask. Above the eyes, upon each side, are

the head and shoulders of a wolf in relief. The remainder of the

wolf's body and all its limbs are carved free on a block extending
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outward horizontally and attached to the side of the mask l)y wooden

pegs so as to be continuous with the part on the niasli. These wolves

are represented as walking toward the center, their heads close to-

gether and tails outstretched in opposite directions. Surrounding the

masks at a short distance is a small wooden hoop, in which is inserted

three feathers tipped with downy plumes, one on each side and one

on top. The forehead, a ring around each eye, a line over the nostrils,

the mustache, and the chin, with the entire figure of the wolf on the

left side, are black, spotted sparsely with white. The other wolf is

white, with the end of its tail and feet black, as are its eyes and

nostrils. The inside of the wolves' mouths, the mouth of the mask,

including the inside of the mandibles and the figure of the walrus, ex-

cepting the tusks, are red. The signification of this mask is unknown,
but I believe that the black and white wolves bear a symbolic reference

to day and night.

Figure 5, plate ciii, from lower Kuskokwim river, is 7f by 4^
inches. It is a rudely carved, rather fiattened maskette, thin on one

side and thicker on the other, with a nearly straiglit outline along
one side and rounded on the other three sides. Facing the straight

side of the mask the surface is excavated, leaving a raised edge or rim

near the other border, and in the depression thus formed is a rounded,
saucer-like excavation about two inches in diameter in which are pierced
two holes for eyes and a crescentic mouth. Surrounding the boiders of

this maskette are two hoops of splint held in position by willow bark

lashings. The syjace occupied by the small face is painted a slaty bluish

color, and a baud of the same color is drawn along the ridge toward the

outer border on the main portion of the maskette; the remainder is

white. This maskette represents a half moon and is connected with

religious ceremonials held during the winter in that region, but I failed

to learn its exact significance.

Figure 4, plate cm, from lower Kuskokwim river, is 5^ by 3|
inches. It is a small, flattened, rudely shaped maskette, representing a

grotesque semihumau countenance with two rounded eyes and an oval

mouth piercing the front. The nostrils are indicated by two squared

depressions. In the mouth three wooden pegs, two above and one

below, indicate teeth. The borders of this object are set with small,
white feathers and a rawhide cord is attached to its upper edge for

the purpose of sustaining it. It is somewhat pear-shape above, con-

tracting on the sides at a point between the nostrils and the mouth
and then expanding to form the rounded chin. Its significance is not

known.

Figure G, plate cm, is a maskette from the lower Kuskokwim, measur-

ing 5 by 1^ inches. It is a rudely quadrangular, fiattened piece of wood,
having roughly oval eyes and a crescentic mouth, pierced through.

Upon each side ofthe face are inserted two paddle-shape, slightly curved

sticks, expanded toward the ends. From the base of the nose a groove
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extends along the surface to the upper end. The chin and a space
above the eyes are dark slate in color, spotted with white; the re-

mainder is white. The purpose of this niaskette is for use in religious

observances, but the exact ceremonies in which it figured were not

learned.

Figure 2, plate cm, is a maskette from lower Kuskokwim river. It

measures 6^ by 2f inches, and is a very rudely made siiecimen, repre-

senting semihuman features on a long, thin, quadrangular block of

wood. The back portion is very slightly concave; the front has a ridge

running down the middle, from which a bevel extends to the outer

border on the right side. On the left side the surface of the mask is

scooped out parallel to this ridge to a depth of half an inch, so that

the ridge rises abruptly from the nearly plane surface on that side. By
means of a hinge of bark a long, thin, leaf-like tablet is attached to the

left side of the face. This little tablet closes like a door upon tbe face,

covering it completely to the median ridge on that side. The beveled

right side of the face has a crescentie eye with the corners pointing

downward, and an ovate hole through the little door on the other side

of the face serves as an eye for that side when it is closed.

The mouth is rudely and irregularly cut near the lower edge of the

maskette, having its left corner drawn up and expanded. A notch in

the lower end of the door upon that side serves, when it is closed, as a

portion of the mouth. The median ridge described serves as the nose.

Upon each side thin, flat strips of wood, somewhat quadrate in shape
with a rounded projection at their lower end, are attached by fibrous

bark and represent earrings. From the middle of the chin is hung, in

the same manner by a peg and a small strip of bark, another similarly

shaped, flat strip of wood, with the rounded projection on the lower end

but with a squared slit extending up and down its middle. This repre-

sents a curious form of labret and, from its position, indicates that the

face is intended for that of a woman. The general surface of the

maskette, including the fronts of the earrings, the labret, and both sides

of the small, leaf-like door are painted white. The nostril on the right

side is outlined in black. The earrings and labret have their outer

surfaces crossed with black lines, and the rounded lower end is black.

The inner side of the little door has painted upon it, in black, the out-

line of an umiak with the sail up and a solitary human figure in the

stern with the arms upraised. The portion of the maskette covered by
this leaflet has rudely drawn upon it, in black, four semihuman faces

representing mythical beings. Three feathers of the horned owl are

stuck along the upper edge. The meaning of this object is unknown.

Figure 3, plate cm, from the lower Kuskokwim, is a thin disk, 3^ inches

in diameter, with the "back concavely excavated and the front having a

raised ridge slightly within the border, inside of which is a circular face

with a distorted semihuman appearance. From the rim mentioned it is

beveled both outwardly and inwardly, the inner beveled portion border-
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iug tlie face. The right eye is indicated by a crescentic hole, with the

corners downward; the left eye is marked by an inserted wooden plug

projecting about one-fourth of an inch. An almond-shape nostril is the

only one represented. The nose, in dim relief, is twisted toward the

right; the mouth is large and rounded on the right corner, thence

extending across and up on the left side, ending in a sharp angle near

the eye peg. In a groove around the border is a strip of reindeer skin

with upstanding hair. On each side and at the top are inserted three

/ I quills tipped with downy plumes. Distorted countenances of this kind

J V are made to represent the supposed features of a number of supernatural

beings known as tungJiat.

Figure 1, plate cm, is a maskoid from Eazbinsky. It is a roughly
rounded block, 2f by 3 inches, having at its lower side a projection with

a hole for the insertion of one finger. Upon one side is carved a rep-

resentation of a bird's head; on the other a human countenance is

shown. A groove extends around tlie side of this block at the junction
of the two images, in which several feathers are set.

The representation of the entire head of any bird or animal on finger

masks is uncommon, this instance being one of the few that came to my
notice. The human face is painted red, as are the eyes and mouth
of the bird; the bird's face on each side and the line on the top of head
are white. The sides of the head and the line extending forward along
the ridge of the nose or beak are of slate color. This is used as a

finger mask by women in ceremonial dances; the exact meaning is

unknown.
From Eazbinsky, on the lower Yukon, is a very large and rather

roughly made finger mask (number 1620), representing on one side a

human face and deeply excavated on the other. It is the largest finger
mask that was seen; it measures 4f by 7 inches.

Figure 2, plate civ, is a finger mask from Big lake. It is a square,
thin block, with a broad, rounded extension projecting from its lower

edge through which are pierced two finger holes. The rear is exca-

vated smoothly. The front has a distorted semihuman face, in slight

relief, surrounded by a circular groove; the right eye is almond-shape
and is inclined toward the nose. On the left side is a crescentic eye
with the corners turned down. The mouth is a flattened oval with the

right-hand corner drawn outward and up; the nose is twisted to the

left. From the border of the circular countenance to each corner of

the block is drawn a black line, and the crescentic eye is surrounded by
a black area; the remainder of the face is painted white. Around the

border are inserted six long tufts of reindeer liair and six tail-feathers

of the old squaw duck, with tips of plumes. It is used by women in

ceremonial dances; otherwise its significance is unknown.

Figures 3 and 4, plate civ, show two finger masks from Konigunu-
gumut. Each is made from a discoidal, flattened block 2^ inches thick,
connected by a small neck with a broad wooden attachment, which is
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pierced by a doubly rounded hole for the insertion of two fingers. It is

surrounded by a groove in which is set a strip of deerskin with the long
hair upstanding and with a quill tipped with downy feathers extending
out over each side and up from the top. On one side of figure 4 is a

grotesque seinihuman face, with the mouth commencing as a down-
turned corner on the right side, thence extending over and down on
the other side, then sweeping up around the 16ft border of the face and
forehead. The eye upon the left side is absent; upon the right side is

a crescentic eye with corners down-turned, and the nose is curved
around toward the right. In the other example (figure 3) the block

is surrounded near its border by a ridge from which a narrow bevel

extends outward to the edge and another one inward to the border of

a face in relief which occupies the middle. This face has no nose, but
has the two crescentic eyes inclined downward toward the center and
a crescentic mouth with down-turned corners cut into the block. This

is used in ceremonial dances, as are other objects of this kind. The
distorted countenance of the mask shown in figure 4 represents the

supposed features of a tunghdk.

Figure 1, plate civ, from Norton sound, is a rounded, flattened disk,

5 inches long by 2| broad, with the center removed, forming a ring and
connected below by a short, neck to an enlarged ring-like appendage
for the insertion of two fingers. The hole through the center is nearly
an inch and a half in diameter and is crossed by two small strips of

wood. On each face of the disk, or ring, just inside the border, is a

shallow groove. Along another groove, around the outer edge of the

ring, are inserted five long, downy feathers. This specimen was col-

lected by Mr L. M. Turner, who states that it was intended to represent v

a star, the feathers indicating the twinkling of the light. This finger

mask was used by women in certain ceremonial dances.

Figure 1, plate cv, from Big lake, between Yukon and Kuskokwim

rivers, is a ring 4i inches in diameter inclosing a second ring a little

over 2^ inches in diameter, which is attached to the outer one by two

projections on opposite sides. On the lower side is a rounded projec-

tion about an inch in length and two inches broad, through which

are pierced holes for the insertion of two fingers. Each one of the

wooden rings is grooved entirely around the middle, and the outer one

is beveled on the inner half toward the center, while the inner one is

beveled both ways from the middle. The outer ring has its border

white, and is black, with white spots, on the beveled inner half. The

inner ring has its outer portion white, with black spots, the inner por-

tion being red, with white spots. Surrounding the border is a strip of

deerskin with upstanding hair, and five tail-feathers of the old-squaw

duck tipped with downy plumes. This mask also is used by women in

ceremonial dances, but its signification is unknown.

Figure 3, plate cv, from Pastolik, is 4f by 2f inches. It is a rudely

carved wooden block, roughly pear-shape in outline, with a curiously
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rounded, seiuihumau countenance upon the front and deeply but roughly
excavated behind. A projection

below is pierced with a rou nd hole

for the finger. Two round open-

ings for eyes and a larger one rep-

resenting tlie mouth pierce the

face and are the only indications

of a countenance. The face is

painted black, with a red border.

Upon each side and on the top is

inserted a quill with downy
plumes at the end. It is a wo-

man's finger mask, used in cere-

monial dances, but its

meaning is unknown.

Figure 2, plate cv,
from Cape liomauof, is

a pear-shai^e ring con-

taining within it a simi-

larly shaped block at-

tached at

the sharp

point of

the ring
and hav-
ing an ob-

ovate i)ro-

jection be-

low with
a hole in

the center
for the insertion of the finger.
The outer ring is beveled both

outwardly and inwardly, and has
a deep groove about its border
in which is fastened a strip of
reindeer skin having the long
hairs upstanding. On each side
and above are inserted long
feathers from the tail of the old-

s(iuaw duck, tipped with down.
The ring and the central block
are painted yellowish white on
both surfaces, with round red
and black dots. This mask was
used by the women in ceremo-
nial dances. ^^^' 1^2—Eagle-featLer wand used in dances (J).

Figure 141 shows a maskoid, from the lower Yukon, representing the

Fig. 141—Maskoid represent-

ing a seal-head witli rising
air bubbles (i).
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Lead of a small hair seal, with a slender rod about 9 inches in length,

projecting from the mouth and turning u^jward, hav-

ing fastened along its length at regular intervals five

flat wooden disks about an inch and a half in diame-

ter, representing bubbles rising on the surface of the

water. The seal's face is painted white, with black

dots on the muzzle for the whiskers, and the eyes and
nostrils are outlined in black. The inside of the mouth
is painted red and the top of head light blue. This '

vji

maskoid is 4J inches in diameter, and has the posterior
side excavated.

Number 33025 is a woman's finger mask, from Chalit-

mut, south of theYukon delta. It is a rounded wooden

ring, with a wooden disk in the center, held in position

by four small, spoke-like attachments from the outer

ring. This wooden disk has ui)on one surface two
incised eyes and a down-curved, crescentic mouth.

Upon the other surface it has a grotesque mouth twist-

ed far to one side, with a small wooden peg to repre-

sent an eye and a small, deep hole for the single nostril.

A strip of reindeer skin, with long, upstanding hair,

is fastened in a groove extending around the edge of

the outer ring. This is used by women during cere-

monial dances; its meaning is unknown.

OTHER CEREMONIATj OBJECTS

In addition to the masks various other articles

of personal adornment are used during ceremonial

dances. Among these may specially be noted the

feathered wands used by women and the fillets worn

about the head by both men and women. At Cape
Nome, on the northern shore of Norton sound,. I ob-

tained several specimens of wands made from the

quill-feathers of eagles, each of which consists of a

single primary feather with a short wooden rod thrust

into the truncated quill and held in place by a lashing
of sinew. At the tip of the feather are lashed two or

three downy plumes from the eagle.

On the coast of Bering sea from Norton bay south to

the Kuskokwim somewhat similar wands were in use.

On the lower Yukon and thence southward these

wi^nds are made by lashing an eagle quill-feather

along the length of a slender rod, having fastened at

its upper end two or three bare quills several inches in

length, with downy plumes attached to the ends, like ^'*'- i^s—Eagie-
" ' "^ ^ ' feather wand

that shown in figure 142, from Eazbinsky. About the used in dances (j).
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handle of the wand, surrounding the base of the large quill-feathers, are

lashed tufts of wolf hair or reindeer skin with the long hairs projecting.

A wand obtained at Gape Nome (figure 143) measures a little over 30

inches in length; those from the coast of Bering sea, farther to the

south, are somewhat longer. These wands are held upright in the

hands' of the women dancers and are moved back and forth, or from

one side to the other, with a slight swaying or beating motion, in time

with the movements of the dancers and the beating of the drum.

In addition to the wands mentioned there were obtained at Cape

Nome other articles used for personal adornment during the perform-

ance of a winter festival at that place. One of these is an armlet

(figure 144) consisting of a strap made of tanned sealskin, to which

is sewed under an inclosing flap the front part of the lower jaw of a

white fox.

At the same place were procured a pair of tanned sealskin gloves with

a pair of sea-parrot feet

sewed upon their backs.

Used in the same dances

at this place is a fillet

(original number 0343)

made of a small, rounded

ring of fine shavings
twisted together and hav-

ing thrust through it a

small wooden peg, to the

upper end of which, in

front, are attached three

short eagle feathers about

six inches long, and three long eagle quills just behind these. To each

side of this ring is attached the end of a narrow rawhide strap for

passing over the top of the head. This is worn so that the ring of

shavings rests like a pad on the middle of the forehead, with the eagle
feathers standing upright.
On Sledge island was seen a fillet, worn by a man during one of the

dances, which was made from the skin of the head, neck, and back of

the yellow-bill loon.

On Kotzebue sound was obtained one of these headdresses (figure 145).
The skin, with feathers in place, Iiad been removed, leaving the beak
in liosition. The skull had also been removed and the skin split along
the head and neck both above and below, and a narrow strip from

along the middle of the back upon each side formed a continuation of

the bauds of neck skin. These long strips of skin are tied together at

the junction of the neck and the body, thus leaving the skin from the
back to hang down twelve or fifteen inches over the wearer's shoulders.
The fillet is worn in such a position that the long yellow beak of the
bird projects outward over the forehead.

Fig. 144—Armlet worn during dances
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On the lower Yukon and thence to Kuskokwim river, the men during-
certain dances wear broad fili^ts made of wolfskin or of skin from the
neck of the reindeer, with the long hair upstanding. The wolfskin
hllets are made from narrow strips of skin taken from the animal's

shoulders or neck, where the fur is longest. These
strips are sewed to the edges of a band of tanned
sealskin, forming an upstanding ring of fur extend-

ing from the edges both upward and downward.
On the surface of the intermediate strip of seal-

skin, which is from two to three inches broad, are
sewed narrow, parallel strips of white, parchment-
like, tanned sealskin, or reindeer-skin with the
hair clipped so as to give it a velvety surface.

Another fillet (figure 146) from the same region
is made from

a strip of

white, parch-

ment-like,
tanned seal-

s k i n about
two inches in

breadth, hav-

ing sewed
along its sur-

face two narrow strips of black,
tanned sealskin half an inch apart,

with two jiarallel cords sewed to

the skin at eqnal distances between

these black bands. The upper bor-

der of this fillet has sewed on, in

addition, a narrow strip of skin from

the neck of the reindeer, with up-

standing hair eight inches in length.

The wolfskin fillet is worn so that

one of the bordering lines of wolf hair extends down, concealing the

upper half of the face, while the other line of fur stands up about the

crown. In the fillet last described the outer standing hairs form a

tall, crest-like circle about the crown.

18 ETH 27

Fig. 145—Looiiskin fillet

worn iu (lances.

Fig. 146—Reindeer-skin fillet (J).
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Another kind of fillet is tliat worn by women during the dances.

Two of these were seen at a festival ou the lower Yukon, one of which

was made from the skin of the white fox with the fur left on, and was

formed by a band of skin which extended around the head, with two

hanging strips attached over each teniijle and hanging below the chin

on each side. Another was made from skins of the large ermine of

that region. First was formed a band with the hair on and about an

inch and a half broad, to pass around the head. Attached to this by

Fig. 147—Woman with ermine fillet and eagle-feather wands.

their heads, and hanging down over each side of the face, were two

comiilete ermine skins. The women who wore these also carried eagle-
feather wands in their hands during the dances. In the accompany-
ing illustration (figure 147), from a photograph, the ermine-skin fillet

described is shown.

Ornamental armlets of various kinds are used by the men in these

dances. Figure 1, plate cvi, from Ikogmut, on the lower Yukon, is a

good exam])le of these. It is a broad band of reindeer skin with
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the hair clipped from it, and used with the hair side outward; the

band measures 9 by 3f inches. On the outside the border is occupied

by three successive narrow bands of skin, the outer one of reindeer,

the hair being clipped to about half an inch in length. This is suc-

ceeded by a narrow baud of skin from the neck of a duck, the feathers

forming a narrow border, which is succeeded by a narrow band of skin

from the hair seal with the short hairs remaining. Inside of these

bordering strips of fur is a surface of tanned skin colored reddish

brown. This is surrounded by a narrow strip of white, j)archment like

sealskin, having set in pairs at regular intervals along the two sides

tufts of hair 3i inches long, dyed reddish brown. The rest of the sur-

face is covered by narrow, alternating strips of white tanned parch-
ment of sealskin divided by equal spaces of the red skin of the back-

ground. Each of the white strips is held in j)lace by heavy stitching

Fio. 148—Wristlet from Ikogmut (full size).

of sinew thread sewed over and binding in two or three long, white,
reindeer hairs, which are laid along the strips, producing an alternat-

ing black and white seam. Along each red strip are four parallel rows

of stitches of the same kind, giving the surface of the armlet a longi-

tudinally striped and dotted appearance. This armlet is held in place

by leather thongs with the hair left on. A i)air of these, fastened at

one end of the armlet, is made of alternating pieces of mink, reindeer,
and a smooth, dark, tanned skin. They are sewed with sinew and rein-

deer hair, as described, in seams on the surface of the armlet. To the

tips of these thongs are attached several thin strips of sealskin with

the hair left on, serving as a sort of tassel. Armlets of this kind have
various styles of ornamentation, some of them being fringed with strips

of skin still bearing the hair, with their main surfaces of white, parch-
ment-like sealskin, sometimes having little strings of beads as pendants
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along their borders, or striped with narrow bands of skin or rows of

heavy stitching.

Figure 148 shows a wristlet from Ikogmut, on the lower Yukon, used

in these dances. It is made of tanned sealskin bordered by a narrow

strip with the hair left on. On the rest of the surface there is a series

of nine narrow alternating strips of yellowish-white and reddish brown

tanned sealskin, most of which have along their length a row of stripes

of the alternating dark and white patterns formed by sewing in white

reindeer hairs with sinew thread. At equal intervals in the midst of

other bands are two broader strips of the reddish brown skin, having

reindeer hairs crossing their surface and gathered in the middle by the

sinew stitching, so that a continuous series of X-shape figures are

formed around the entire length of the

wristlet.

Figure 149, from Sabotnisky, on the

lower Yukon, is an armlet worn by men on

each arm, between the elbow and shoulder,

during the bladder festival. It consists

of a long, rounded, tapering pad made of

some soft material, covered with fish-skin,

and having the two ends provided with a

rawhide cord for tying it about the arm.

This long pad is crossed diagonally by two

l)airs of narrow strips of skin sewed to its

surface. One of these strips is black and

made of the skin from the foot of some

waterfowl, probably a goose or swan.

The other strip is colored a dingy reddish

brown and was taken from some fish.

The pairs of strips mentioned extend

from the inside, near the point of the pad,

cross over its outer portion, and turn under

toward the opposite point again, so that the pairs cross on the outer side

near the middle. Inserted in the middle of the pad and projecting back

from it, so as to stand out a little from the arm when worn, is a wooden

rod having three wooden vanes lashed at each end along its length, to

represent the feather vanes used for feathering the butt of an arrow,

which this attachment is intended to represent.

The central shaft and one of these wooden vanes are painted red, tbe

other two are dull green. The red vane is crossed by a series of diag-

onally tapering black lines, broadest along the outer edge, the other

two are crossed by a series of black lines extending diagonally from

the border of the inner edge.
At Unalakit, on the shore of Norton sound, I obtained a pair of

ornamented trunks (nurdber 48799) used in dances by the Malemut.

They measure about 15 inches in length and extend from the hip to

Fig. 149—Armlet worn in dances (J).
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the upper thigh, and are made of tame reiudeer skin mottled white

and brown. They have an ornamental strip extending from the lower

border on each side and curving upward around the back of the gar-

ment, reaching within about 2h inches of the upper border in the rear.

Extending part way down the front of the leg, on each side, is an

ornamental band of white deerskin having a seam along the border

on one side with a row of small spaced bunches of red worsted. The
ornamental band, which extends from the lower edge of the trousers

around to the rear, and the short bands in front, are bordered by a

strip of wolverine fur. About the waist is a band containing a draw-

string for binding the garment around the hips.

Figure 2, plate cvi, from one of the Diomede islands, is a belt made
from the jaws of crabs, worn by women during certain festivals.

IIELIGIOX AXD MYTIIOLiOGY

EFFECT OF CHRISTIAN CONTACT

During the time of my residence in Alaska the Eskimo of the main-

land were still firm believers in their ancient religion; but slight

modification could be found in their customs, even immediately about

St Michael or at Mission (Ikogmut) on the lower Yukon, where the resi-

dence of Kussian priests during thirty-five or forty years had exerted

greater influence against the ancient beliefs than at any other point.

Services have been conducted irregularly in the small Greek Catholic

churches at the places named, as well as at one or two points farther

southward, but the influence on the Eskimo has been very slight. So
far as could be observed, the sole effect of the priestly efforts have
been to cause the Eskimo to become more secretive than formerly about

practicing their religious rites when in the vicinity of white men.

By gifts of small metal crosses, which the people wore as ornaments,
and by other means, they were occasionally induced to attend cliurch

service. I venture to say that during my residence there not a half

dozen full-blood Eskimo could be found in all that region who really
understood and believed in the white man's religion, and not one could

be found who did not believe implicitly in the j)ower of the shamans
and in the religious rites handed down by the elders.

In some districts, notably between lower Kuskokwim and lower

Yukon rivers, the ancient rites and beliefs were still ])racticed in their

aboriginal purity. Elsewhere the principal modification was in the

gradual but persistent weakening of the old ideas produced by inter-

course with the fur traders. This effect was more apparent tlian real,

for the liussians and Americans alike had ridiculed or treated with

contempt the old customs, until it had become almost impossible to

prevail upon the people to talk of their beliefs and traditions until, by
long acquaintance, their confidence had been gained. Curiously

enough, the great mask festival {A-gai'-yu-nul:) of the Eskimo south of
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the Yukon mouth has supphed terms by which the natives speak of the

Greek church and its services among themselves. When they saw

the Eussian priests in embroidered robes performing the comi^licated

oflBces of the church it was believed that they were witnessing the white

man's method of celebrating a mask festival similar to their own.

WITCHCRAFT

The Eskimo believe that persons dealing in witchcraft have the power
of stealing a jierson's inua or shade, so that it will cause him to pine away
and die. This I saw illustrated at a village on the lower Yukon, where

I had set up my camera to obtain a picture of the people as they were

moving about among the houses. When I was focusing the instrument

the headman of the village came up and insisted on looking under

the cloth. When 1 permitted him to do this he gazed intently for

a minute at the moving figures on the ground glass and then suddenly
withdrew his head and shouted at the top of his voice to the surround-

ing people, "He has all of your shades in this box," whereupon a panic

ensued among the group and in an instant they disappeared in their

houses.
SHADES OF THE DEAD

A ghost or visible shade is called a-lhi-tiM'-tol-j and is a form that an

invisible shade may sometimes assume. My inquiries among the people

developed the fact that they believe in the existence of two or three

distinct forms of the spiritual essence or soul. The td-ghmi'-it-g^dl-, or

invisible shade, is formed exactly in the shape of the body, is sentient,

and destined for a future life. Another is the po-lclihm' t(i-ghun'-Hg''d,

which has a form exactly like that of the body and is the life-giving

warmth. It is without sense and takes flight into the air when a per-

son dies.

From the people with whom I talked I obtained a suggestion of a third

kind of shade, which is supposed to reipain with the body and to pos-

sess evil powers whicli^ however, seem to be limited, but I could

not obtain more defiiiite information about it. The shades of the dead
are believed to linger for some time in the vicinity of their life scenes,

and on the northern shore of Norton sound 1 learned that for three

months after the death of a son the father must not drink from an

uncovered vessel, for if he does he may swallow some impurity from

the shade that may be present, and die.

During one of my sledge journeys I had an Eskimo with me from

the head of Norton sound to Sledge island. During the journey I

noticed for some days that whenever he drank he inserted a small dip-

per beneath his fur coat, and then lowering his face under the collar

drank from beneath. On imjuiry I was told that this was because his

son had died a short time before and he dared not drink from an
uncovered vessel, fearing that some emanation from his son's shade

might get into the water and, being swallowed, do him harm.
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lu ancient times the sinews in the arras and legs of a dead person
who bad been of evil repute during life Avere cut in order to prevent
the shade from returning- to the body and causing it to walk at night as

a ghoul.

Nearly every attribute possessed by the shades of i)eople is also

believed to be possessed equally by the shades of animals, and the

inua or shade of every animal is believed to possess semihuman form.

There are two places to which the shades of the dead may dei)art.

Some of the Eskimo told me it was believed that the shades of shamans
or persons who died by accident, violence, or starvation^ go to a land of \

plenty in the sky, where it has light, food, and water in abundance.

Shades of people who die from natural causes go to the under-

ground land of the dead. There also go the shades of all dead animals,
where each kind lives in a village of its own. In this underground
world the shades of people depend entirely on the offerings of food,

water, and clothing made to them by their relatives in the festivals

given to the dead. Even the shades in the land of plenty can be made

happier by being remembered with presents in these festivals.

Some few persons are supposed to be uncomfortable after death.

These are mainly thieves who steal from their fellow villagers, sorcerers

or bad shamans, witches, and the people who practice certain forbidden

customs. The shades of evil persons, as well as those of animals, are

sometimes believed to return and haunt the vicinity of their burial

place. In illustration of this belief I saw a curious custom observed at

the village of Kigiktauik. A hunter entered the kasliim bringing a red

fox which he had just taken from the trap; after skinning it the pelt
was stretched and placed in his storehouse. Then he returned to the

kashim and, taking the carcass, carefully cut the tendons of the fore

and hind legs and a hole at the navel. Carrying the carcass outside

he took it to the roof and, opening the smoke hole, held the body over

it. The men sitting in the kashim at once united in shouting, '^An-olc'!

(he goes) An-olc'! An-ok'!^^ at the top of their voices. The carcass was
then placed on the top of the hunter's storehouse, so that no dogs could

reach it. The peoijle told me that by this ceremony the shade of the

fox was dismissed either to the land of the dead or back to the tundra,
where it would be harmless. If this should not be done it might remain
with the body and go about in that shape, doing evil to the hunters or

others in the village. The legs must have the tendons cut in order to

keep the shade from reentering the body and walking about in that

form. No dog must be permitted to touch or defile the body for fear

of rendering the shade angry, and thus causing it to bring misfortune

to the hunter.

There is considerable difference between the Eskimo of different dis-

tricts in their manner of regarding the dead. At Eazbinsky, on the

Yukon, the graves are placed so close to the houses that they form a

part of the village, and become excessively offensive during summer.
The same custom is observed throughout that section of country.
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When the Coru-in was lying at the head of Kotzebue sound a Male-

mut begged to be permitted to stay all night on board, becanse if he

went on shore at dusk he would have to paddle by the grave of a man
who had died several weeks before.

Among the lower Yukon peojile it is said that when a person dies he

can not see or hear anything at first, but Avhen his body is i^laced in

the grave box his shade becomes clairvoyant and can see all that goes
on about him; then other dead people come and point out the road

leading to the land of the shades. In this connection reference is made
to the tale which gives an account of the return of a girl from the land

of the dead and covering the beliefs held on this subject among the

lower Yukon Eskimo.

When the shade of a recently deceased person becomes conscious, it

rises in form and clothing exactly as in life, and travels along the path
that leads away from the grave. The road has many others branching
off on one side or the other to villages where the shades of different

animals are living, each kind by itself. In these villages the shades of

animals occupy houses like those of human beings on earth. Finally
the shade arrives at a village, where it is claimed by relatives who have
died before, and is taken to a house where it lives an aimless existence,

depending on offerings of food, water, and clothing made by relatives

during the festivals to the dead.

During this journey from the grave the shade has brought with it the

tools placed by its grave with the offerings of food and water. Upon
these supplies the shade subsists during its journey to the other world.

On the Yukon a man told me that on the road to the village of the

dead the shade is offered water in a bucket, and if it attempts to drink

from the large receptacle without using the dipper, the other shades

clap the bucket over his head so that he is unable to drink. If a shade

disobeys the instructions of the shades in other ways they cause his

trousers to slip down so that he can not walk, and they otherwise annoy
him.

The first child born in a village after a person dies is given the dead
one's name, and must rei)resent that person in subsequent festivals

which are given in his honor. This is the case if a child is born in the

village between the time of the death and the next festival to the dead.
If there be no child born, then one of the persons who helped prepare
the grave box for the deceased is given his name and abandons his own
for that purpose.
When the festival to the dead is given in which the relatives of the

dead person wish to make offerings to the shade, the latter is invited to

attend by means of songs of invitation and by putting up sticks with
the totem marks of the deceased upon them. The shade becomes noti-

fied in this manner and returns to its grave box at the time appointed.

Songs of invitation and greeting call the shade from the grave box to

the fire pit under the floor of the kashim, where, in company with others.
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it receives the offerings of food, water, aud clothing that are cast on

the floor. Then is rendered the song that announces the presence of

the namesake, at which the shade enters the form of that person.
The feast giver then removes the new suit of clothing he wears for the

purpose and places it upon the namesake, and in doing this the shade

becomes newly clothed; the food offerings given to the namesake dur-

ing this festival are in the same way believed to be really given to the

dead. When this ceremony is finished the shade is dismissed back to

the land of the dead. During these festivals the shades present, below

the floor of the kashim, are supposed to enjoy the songs and dances

equally with the living. Songs and dances praising the exploits of the

dead are supposed to be especially pleasing to them.

If a person dies without anyone to make a festival for him, or to

obtain a namesake, he is forgotten and can never return to these festi-

vals, but must live as the poor and friendless live upon the earth. The
shades of all animals are believed to be formed like people, and many
kinds are supposed to be able to talk with one another and at times are

able to understand the speech of men. The shades of game animals

must be propitiated in many ways by offerings and by feasts and

dances, as in the Bladder festival.

It is believed that in ancient times all animals had the power to

change their forms at will. When they wished to become people they

merely pushed up the muzzle or beak in front of the head and changed
at once into man-like beings. The muzzle of the animal then remained

like a cap on top of the head, or it might be removed altogether, and
in order to become an animal again it had only to pull it down. Some
animals are still claimed to possess this power, but when they change
into people they become invisible except to shamans or others endowed
with mystic powers.

GENESIS MYTH—THE RAVEN FATHER

The belief referred to is well illustrated in the raven tales, where the

changes are repeatedly made by the characters. In this belief rests the

foundation of the mask dances of the Eskimo. The creation of the

earth and everything upon it is credited to the Raven Father [Tu-lu'-

kau-guk)^ who is said to have come from the sky and made the earth

when everything was covered with water. During a large part' of the

timie he retained the form of a raven and changed to a man at will by
pushing up his beak. The raven legends hereafter given render a

detailed statement regarding this matter superfluous here.

It should be added, however, that the part played by the raven, as

stated in the creation legend, is believed by the Eskimo from Kusko-

kwim river northward to Bering strait and well around on the Arctic

coast. By these legends it will be seen that the Eaven came from the

sky, where he had a father and where dwarf people were living, aud
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that he made things on earth so much like those in the sky that the

shamans still pretend to replace animals on the earth by trips to the

sky land.

The first man made on the earth returned to the sky land, where the

shades of shamans and people who are recompensed for a violent death

also go; the Eaven Father is believed still to live there. I was informed

that the Eskimo about Norton sound place fragments of dried fish or

other food in different places ou the tundra as offerings to the Eaven
Father in the sky; in return for which he gives them fine weather.

The Unalit say that to kill a raven will cause the Eaven Father to

become very angry and to send bad weather, and the lower Yukon
Eskimo dislike and fear ravens as evil birds.

The common mark symbolizing the raven is found upon all kinds of

carvings, ornamental work, tools, implements, and utensils among the

western Eskimo, as i)reviously described and illustrated. On the eth-

nological sjiecimens obtained from Point Barrow and through Bering
strait to Kuskokwim river, this mark is common. There is an ivory
bodkin in the National Museum, brought from the mouth of Mackenzie

river, which bears this mark, and I saw the same device tattooed on
the forehead of a boy at Plover bay, Siberia (see figure 115).

The Eaven Father, who made the land and everything upon it, is the

subject of many tales in which he is represented as benefiting man-
kind. When he returned to the sky he left on earth children like him-

self, and some of these are the subjects of numerous tales among the

Eskimo and adjacent tribes of Tinne, in northern Alaska. These Eaven
children frequently figure in their tales as boasters or in other discredit-

able and absurd ways, and while the ravens now living are thought to

be descendants of the Eaven Father, they have lost their magical
powers.
For .a long time they were said to have retained their powers of

changing back and forth at will from men to birds, but gradually lost

these powers until they became ordinary ravens as we see them today.

Many things, such as physical features of tlie landscape, etc, con-

nected with raven tales are pointed out as evidence of the Eaven
Father's former presence when the earth was new. Below Paimut on
the Yukon is a large block of stone resting near the water's edge which

they say was dropped there by the Eaven Father after he had made the

earth. When he had placed it there he told the people of the Yukon
that whenever fish became scarce they must tie an inflated bladder to

this stone and throw both into the river, whereupon fish would become

plentiful. They say that one year, when fish were very scarce, the

shamans did this and when the stone and the bladder struck the water
the latter immediately sank out of sight and the stone floated like

a piece of dry wood some distance down the river; then it returned

upstream of its own volition, went to its former place on the bank and
fish immediately became very numerous.
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Near St Michael is an island which the Eskimo say was made from

the straw pad from a boot which Raven Father once threw into the sea.

In the Raven tales it is made a point to describe the Raven as dressed

in dogskin or other miserable garments, and he always occupies a place

by the entrance of the kashim where the poor people are seated.

Curious transformations of people into beasts are also believed to

have taken place. Among these may be mentioned the one given in

the tale of Ta-lcu'-lca, where a woman became transformed into a red

bear, and which also accounts for the manner in which these animals

became ferocious.

In another tale the red bears originated from an image made by an

old woman near the Yukon. All animals are believed to have changed
from the original human-like being, taking throughout life their present

form, but the inua or shade is still similar to its former appearance.

SUPERNATURAL POWERS

Among the Unalit, who form a typical Eskimo group of this region,

the belief exists that there are different ways in which the person may
be gifted with supernatural power. Those who are able to foretell are

called a'-hlu-]iai'-lin-ul; "the one who knows everything." There are

/ also people who are clairvoyant, besides wizards or witches who control

supernatural beings or tunr/Mt, and conjure by means of magic words
and in other ways, and know the hidden properties of things.

There are also people who possess the secret of making amulets which

serve for various purposes. Occurrences out of the usual order of

events are thought to be the work of some supernatural influence.

^ Those possessing power over the invisible world are usually men, but

this power is sometimes held ])y women.
In connection with the belief in supernatural powers is an apparent

mystic virtue contained in the number four. In the creation legend the

Raven waved his wing four times over the clay images to endow them
with life. The first man in the same legend slept four years at the bot-

tom of the sea. The Raven was absent four days in the sky-land when
he went to bring berries to the earth. The Whale in which the Raven

entered, in another tale, was four days in dying. In the tale of the

Strange Boy, trom the Yukon, the hero slept in the kashim every fourth

night. The woman in the tale of the Land of Darkness, from Sledge

island, was told to take four steps, and these transported her to her

home from a great distance. In the Bladder festival, witnessed south

of the Yukon mouth, four men, representing four gentes, took a promi-
nent part.

In their original beliefs the Eskimo have noJ conception of a single i \ ^

^
i' supreme being or deity, but their spirit world is made up of shades I

'

and tunghat, which have an existence quite independent of any central

authority. At Ikogmut, on the lower Yukon, where the Russians have

had a mission for many years, the Eskimo call God Tun'-run-ai'-yuJc,
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or chief tun-(/h(U; a uame which has undoubtedly been introduced with

the ideas of the white man's religion. Some of these tungluit are more

powerful than others, just as some men are more skilful and shrewd
than others. Their ideas of the invisible world are based on conditions

of the present life with which they are familiar.

They have great faith in the power and wisdom of the shamans, who
are the highest authority, to whom all questions of religion and the

mysteries of the invisible world are referred.

Among the Unalit and adjacent people of the Bering seacoast the

shaman is known as the tim'-gka-Uk; at Point Barrow he is called

a)l-alh/-l'o]c.

A man first becomes aware of possessing shamanic powers by having
his attention drawn to some remarkable circumstance or event in his

life. Having noticed this, he secures the aid of some old shaman, or

practices in secret, to secure control of sufiQcient power to warrant

announcing himself to the people.

A noted shaman of the lower Yukon said that he was first led to

become such by having strange dreams and by frequently finding him-

self when he awoke at a different place from that in which he went to

sleep. From this he believed that the invisible powers wished him to

become a shaman, so he began to practice and soon succeeded in

becoming one.

Every tun'-ghaliJc, as the name imi^lies, is the owner or controller of

shades or supernatural beings called tun'-glidlc, dual tuii'f/hul; plural

tun'-ghiit. These beings possess supernatural power, and the more
of them the shaman subjects to his will the more powerful he becomes.

Tun'-ghiit are believed to be the personifications of various objects and
natural forces, or may be Avandering shades of men and animals, and
are invisible to all except shamaixs or people possessing clairvoyant

powers, unless they become visiole to ordinary people in order to

accomi)lisli some particular purpose. They have various strange forms,

usually manlike, with grotesque or monstrous faces, such as are shown
on many of the masks obtained in this region. They have the power of

changing their form; in many instances becoming animals or assuming
very terrifying shapes. At such times if they render themselves visible

to ordinary people the latter may be killed merely by the sight of them.

By their infiuence over these mysteries the shamans may avert or

drive away eyil influences of all kinds. If the evil has been produced
by some very powerful influence, through the magic of a bad shaman
or some wickedly disposed tun'-gliM, the shaman must enlist the aid of

others until, by their united power, they finally overcome the possessing
tun'-ghdlc and drive it away.

Among other exercises of their power the shamans claim to make
journeys to the land of the dead, and upon their return relate to the

people what they have seen in that region, and from this have arisen the

ideas commonly diffused among them on this subject. In addition to
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tlie tungliiit of inauimate things tbe shamans can see the shades of

dead people or animals which are invisible to persons not specially-

endowed.

The shades of people or of animals frequently come at the call of

shamans, doing their bidding, and sometimes the shade of a dead shaman
will appear for this purpose.
The Unalit told me of a shaman who once lived among them and

was aided by his dog, with whom he could talk, the dog being a

tumjliak whicli had taken that form. A common form of tunghdlc is

the yn-u^ or spirit of the elements, places, and things.

Along the coast of Norton sound and the lower Yukon shamans
sometimes cause the death of newborn infants and afterward steal the

body and dry it carefully, in order to keep it and have control of its

shade as a specially strong inllufence. On the Yukon I heard of an
instance in which one of these men stole the dried body of an infant

from another shaman and by aid of its shade became noted for his

remarkable powers. When he died his relatives were very much afraid

of the small mummy and burned it.

Men who are not shamans, but who understand some of these things,
will sometimes cause the death of a new-born child for the purpose of

having the services of its shade to secure success in hunting. The
child must be killed secretly and its body stolen, so that no one knows
of it; after the body is dried, it is placed in a bag and worn on the

person or carried in a kaiak when at sea. One of the best hunters at

St Michael had such a body, which he carried, wrapped in a little bag,
in his kaiak. By careful inquiry I learned that he had caused its

death and then obtained the body from its grave box near the village
without the knowledge of the mother. It is believed that when the

hunter carries one of these objects the shade of the infant, which is

clairvoyant, assists its possessor in finding game and directs the spear
in its flight so that the animal shall not escape. Owners of these

objects are extremely jealous of them and try to keep their possession
secret. It was by mere accident that I discovered the existence of the

one just mentioned.

At Point Hope, on the Arctic coast, a young man came on board the

Corwin wearing a pair of gloves, on the back of which were sewed a

pair of outspread feet of the sea parrot {Mormon arcMca). On question-

ing his companions they said that he was a shaman, and once while he

was fishing along the shore one of these birds had alighted on his

hands, leaving its feet to bring him success in salmon fishing.

Shamans are greatly feared, and their advice concerning hunting,

traveling, and other matters of this kind is usually obeyed, but many
failures on their part to give good counsel or to cure sickness may result

in serious consequences. In the fall of 1879 the Malemut of Kotzebue
sound killed a shaman, saying in explanation that he told too many lies.

If a shaman is suspected of using his powers to work evil upon his
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fellow-villagers he is also in danger of being killed by common consent

of the community. I heard of such men being killed in the region lying

between the mouths of the Yukon and Kuskokwim for failing to fulfill

their predictions and for suspected witchcraft. Observance of various

festivals and the attendant rites are usually executed according to

instructions of shamans, Avho learn by the aid of their mysterious power
what is acceptable to the shades and the tunghiit.

The moon is believed to be inhabited by a great man-like being,

which controls all the animals that are found on the earth, and when

a season of scarcity comes the shamans pretend to go up and make

offerings to him. If they succeed in pleasing this being he gives them

one Of the kind of animals that have become scarce, whereupon the

shaman returns with it to the earth and turns it loose, after which the

species again becomes plentiful. It is claimed that only in this way
can the earth be kept supplied with game, owing to the number killed

by hunters and by disease. On one occasion at St Michael, at the

beginning of the fall seal hunting, the old head-man of the village was

seen to go out secretly and make food offerings to the uew moon while

he sang a long song of propitiation to the spirit supposed to live in that

planet in order to control the supply of game.
The shamans claim that the man who lives in the moon has a very

bright face, so that they fear to look at him, and when they come near

they must look downward; for this reason two usually go together,

since one alone would be abashed. On the Yukon they claim to climb

up to the moon, but at the head of Korton sound an old man told me that

he used to fly up to the sky like a bird. In all this region the shamans

claim to possess the jDower >of visiting the moon. One winter on the

lower Yukon, about the middle of February, there was an eclipse of the

moon, and soon after throat disease caused the death of about a dozen

X)eople. Two shamans, father and son, started to visit the man in the

moon to find out why the disease had been sent and to learn how to

stoj) it. The pair were absent from the village several days, and then

returned and reported that when they, had climbed nearly to the moon
the old man became tired and stopped for a while, but the young man
went on. When he was near the moon the man came down to meet him
and was very angry, asking what he wanted there; the young man
was very much frightened, but told- the reason for his approach. He
was then told that the disease would kill several other people before it

would stop ;
and the moon man was going to keep the young fellow, but

his father begged so hard for him from below that he was permitted to

return.

On the lower Yukon and southward they say that there are other

ways of getting to the moon, one of which is for a man to put a slip

noose about his neck and have the people drag him about the interior

of the kashim until he is dead. At one time two noted shamans on the

Yukon did this, telling the j)eople to watch for them as they would
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come back during the next berry season. When the season designated
had passed, the people of the village said that one of the shamans came
back, coming a little out of the ground, looking like a doll, but he was

very small and weak and there was no one outside the houses at the

time to feed and care for him, except some children, so that he was
overlooked and went away again.

Nearly all epidemic diseases are supposed to come from the moon,
but occasionally they descend from the sun. An eclipse of the moon
is said to foretell an epidemic, and the shamans immediately proceed to

learn the cause in order to appease the being living there and, by
diverting his anger, save the people. Among the inhabitants along
the lower Yukon it is believed,that a subtle essence or unclean influ-

ence descends to the earth during an eclipse, and if any of it is

caught in utensils of any kind it will produce sickness. As a result,

immediately on the commencement of an eclipse, every woman turns

bottom side up all her pots, wobden buckets, and dishes.

After an eclipse at St Michael the TTnalit said that the sun had
died and come to life again. The length of duration of an eclipse is

said to indicate the severity of the visitation to follow. In the village

of Paimut, on the lower Yukon, in December, 1880, 1 overheard people

talking about a recent eclipse of the moon and all agreed that it fore-

boded either an epidemic or war. Some thought that it meant a raid

of the Tiune, living higher up the river, as revenge upon the Eskimo
for having killed some moose the year before, the Eskimo evidently

thinking that the moose belonged to the people in the region where they
are usually found, and their having killed some of the animals would
call for reprisals by the Tinne.

South of Cape Vancouver, at the village of Chichifiagamut, we were

overtaken by a severe storm and, in order to witness the rites, I x>aid

a shaman to change the weather. After dark he knelt on a straw mat
in the middle of the kashim and enveloi)ed himself, with the exception
of his face, in a large gut-skin shirt; then, resting his knees and elbows

on the floor, he uttered a long speech at the top of his voice. When
this was ended he concealed his face in the shirt and made a great

variety of grunts, groans, and other noises. During this time two men
stood on each side of him and over his back passed a double cord,

extending lengthwise of his body, with a stick fastened to each end,
which was held fast to the floor on each side of him. When the sha-

man finished making the noises mentioned a third man made a panto-

mime with his hands as if lifting some invisible substance from the

shaman's back. Tiiis motion was repeated a number of times and then

the two men raised the sticks to which the cords were tied and circled

several times around the shaman, constantly turning their sticks end

over end, and finally stopping in their former positions. The shaman
then caused his voice to die away in the distance, after which he arose

and said that we would have a change of weather in two days.
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At the village of Sfuguuugumut, in the same district, another shaman

attempted to change the weather for my benefit as follows: He put on

a gut-skin shirt and was wrapped closely in a large straw mat while

squatting in a sitting posture on the floor of the kashim. Four men

stood about him, and alter he had uttered a long series of curious cries

they went through various lifting motions in unison as if raising some-

thing from him. Then followed several veiitriloquial voices, after which

the old man was unwrapped and assured us of good weather in two

days.
At a village just north of Cape Vancouver another shaman essayed to

conjure the weather for me. He knelt in front of the entrance, inside of

the kashim, and held both hands beneath his gut-skin shirt, rattling

it about while he uttered various cries and noises. A voice was then

made to reply to him from the passageway, after which he assured us

of good weather.

At Chalitmut, near the mouth of Kuskokwim river, I arrived late

one winter afternoon and found a grass mat hanging over the outer

entrance to the kashim. Inside were two shamans at work on the form

of a withered old man, who lay with closed eyes on the deerskin in the

middle of the floor, evidently too feeble to move. Upon two sides of

the room stood a coujfle of men beating slowly upon drums. The sha-

mans, dressed in gut-skin shirts, were walking about the patient with

a strutting gait, each holding one hand before him inside the shirt and

the other behind him in the same way, rattling the shirt with both

hands. The motions and appearance of the two men were absurdly
like those of two game-cocks preparing for battle. During this time

they continued uttering cries like those used by the other shamans
mentioned when doctoring the weather. Suddenly they dropped upon
their knees, one at the old man's head and the other at his feet, both

facing him and uttering a series of shrill cries and hisses. Leaping to

their feet after this they repeated the cries, and two assistants came
forward and went through lifting motions exactly as the men had done

to procure good weather. When they had done this the assistants

each placed his arms and jialms together in front of him and then

separated his hands by drawing one back toward the body and push-

ing the other away from him with a sliding motion. With this the

performance ended and the old man was carried out.

In another village, near the one last mentioned, 1 found a man standing
on the roof of a kashim, the door of \vhich was closed by a straw mat and

guarded by an old woman who tried to prevent my entrance. Passing
her I entered and surprised two shamans performing their incantations

over a sick child. The i^eople of the village were seated around the

room and the child was lying naked in his mother's lap in the middle

of the room. The shamans also were entirely naked and were circling
about when I entered, but stopped immediately and the woman hurrieci

out with the child.
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Que curious method of learning the causes of disease is practiced by
the shamans on the plain south of the Yukon mouth. If a man becomes
ill they determine the character of his malady by tying a cord attached

to the end of a stick to his head or a limb as he lies outstretched, and

lifting it by the stick find from the weight of the part the character of

the disease. If seriously affected the i)art is supposed to be very heavy,
but becomes lighter or easier to raise as the malady passes away.

In the summer of 18S1 my interi^reter refused, at the last moment, to

go on the Coricin with me during our Arctic cruise, saying that the

shamans had told him that we would never come back.

One of the greatest feats attributed to the shamans is to visit the

land of the dead and come back again ;
in every district one hears of

those who, apparently dead, have been to the land of the shades and
returned.

An old shaman from Selawik lake, near Kotzebue sound, told me that

a shaman, living there many years ago, died and made such a journey.
When he returned he told the people that after his death his shade

traveled for two days along the hard, beaten i)ath formed by those who
had gone before. During all this time he heard crying and wailing
which he knew to be the voices of people on earth mourning for their

dead. Tlieu he came to a great village, like those upon the earth,
and was met by the shades of two men who led him into a house.

In the middle of the room a fire was burning, in front of which were

roasting some pieces of meat, stuck on shar]) sticks; in this flesh were

living eyes which rolled about and watched his movements. His com-

panions told him not to eat any of the meat, as it would be bad for him.

After stopping here for a short time he went on and came to the milky

way, which he followed for a long distance, finally returning by it to

his grave box. When the shade entered the box his body became

alive, and rising, he went back to the village and told his friends of

his experience.
The old shaman who related the foregoing said that once he himself

had died and gone to the land of shades, remaining there until he

became tired, when he returned to the earth and entering the body of

an unborn child, was born again.

Another method the shamans claim to possess for visiting the land of

the dead is practiced in the region south of the lower Yukon as well

as about Norton sound. They pretend to be burned to death and after-

ward to return to life.

At the head of Norton sound my Eskimo guide pointed out the grave
of a shaman who had tried to do this, and said that after being burned to

death he had failed to return. The man in telling of it seemed to have

perfect faith that such a thing was possible, and said that many sha-

mans caused themselves to be burned to ashes and then returned to life,

not even their clothing showing a trace of fire. He added that the

shaman buried in the grave which we passed had made a mistake in

18 ETH 28
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tlie kind of wood used for the fire, or some otber necessary observance

had been neglected. This was known from the fact that after he had
been burned his body reappeared unharmed except for a small burn on

one shoulder, but he failed to become alive. The body was placed over

the pyre and a cone of upright drift logs raised over it to mark the spot.

Mj' informant added that when people passed tliis spot they always
made small offerings of food and other things to propitiate the shade

of the sluiman.

The following descrii^tion of burning a shaman is from a village

south of the Yukon mouth, and was obtained from a fur trader who
knew the circumstances: The shaman gathered all the villagers into

the kashim and, after putting on his fur coat, told them that he wished

to be burned and return to them in order that he might be of greater

service to the village. He directed that a crib of drift logs should be

built waist high, in the form of a square, with an open space in the

center, where he could stand. He chose two assistants, whom he paid

liberally to attend to the lire and aid him in other ways. His hands

and feet were bound and a large mask, covering his face and body to

the waist, was put on him. Then the people carried him out and set

him inside the crib, after which everyone except the assistants returned

to the kashim and the assistants set fire to the pyre in front. Smoke
and flames rose from the logs so that the inside of the crib was ren-

dered slightly indistinct
5
the assistants called out the people, who,

when they saw the mask as they had left it, facing them through the

smoke, were satisfied. After they had seen it they were ordered to

remain within doors until the next morning upon pain of calling down

upon them the anger of the iungluit.

Immediately after the people went inside the assistants unbound the

shaman and substituted a log of wood behind the mask, while the

shaman concealed himself near by until the next morning. Mean-

while, the mask and the crib burned to the ground. At daybreak
the shaman returned and, taking a couple of firebrands from the smol-

dering pyre, mounted very quietly on the roof of the kashim and
sat by the smoke hole. The gutskiu cover to this outlet was raised

and bulging, as usual, from the heat within; over this translucent cover

the shaman waved his spark scattering firebrand, at the same time

moving his feet about on its surface. The people inside could distin-

guish the fire and the faint outlines of the feet and said, "He is walk-

ing in the air over the window." When he was satisfied that he had
created sufficient sensation, he descended, entered the kashim, and was
ever afterward considered to be a great shaman. I was told that this

ordeal of fire was supposed to endow the person enduring it with the

power to cast oil' or assume the bodily form at will and to greatly
increase his power in other ways.
In addition to other supernatural aids that are invoked, amulets and

fetiches of wood, stone, bone, or in fact almost anything else will serve.
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Frequently the virtue is inherent in the object, but sometimes is secured

by means of a shaman's power or the aid of one who knows. In addi-

tion to the ordinary in-ghilch, or fetich, an heirloom [imituTc) may become
a fetich by reason of its extreme age and long possession in one family.

Such objects are treasured and are handed down from father to son.

They are supposed to be endowed with reason and to be gifted with

supernatural powers to aid and protect their owners.

With these objects may be classed such things as are used for

obtaining success in the hunt—like the dried bodies of newborn

infants already described, and others Avhich are supposed to protect

their owners from bodily injury.

Women wear belts made from the incisors of reindeer taken out with

Kl a small fragment of bone, and attached scale-like to a rawhide strap,

overlapping each other in a continuous series. When one of these

belts has been in the family a long time, it is believed to acquire a cer-

tain virtue for curing disease. In case of rheumatic or other pains the

part affected is struck smartly a number of times with the end of the

belt and the difficulty is supposed to be relieved.

While at St Michael a shaman sent to me on one occasion to borrow
the skin of a pine squirrel, brought from the head of the Yukon, which
he used in his conjuring to cure a sick man, and claimed to drive into

the squirrel the sickness from the person afflicted, after which the skin

was returned to me.
'

Another method of curing local pain, such as neuralgia, toothache,
or similar affections, is for the shaman to suck the skin over the spot

vigorously for a time, and then take a small bone or other object out of

his mouth, showing it to the patient as the cause of the trouble.

Dogs are never beaten for biting a person, as it is claimed that should

this be done the inua of the dog would become angry and prevent the

wound from healing. During my stay at St Michael a little girl four

or five years of ago was brought to me to dress her face, which had
been badly torn by a savage dog. I told the father that he ought to

kill such an animal, to which he replied in alarm, ^'Ko, no; that would
be very bad for the child; the wound would not heal.''

As a rule, married women are very anxious to have a son, and in case

y of long continued barrenness they consult a shaman, who commonly
makes, or has the husband make, a small, doll-like image over which

he performs certain secret rites, and the woman is directed to sleep

with it under her pillow.

A Kaviagmut from Sledge island, who killed two men on Norton

sound during my stay at St Michael, once came to have me cure some
sores on his back. When he removed his clothing, I saw that he had
on a curious harness-like arrangement of round rawhide cords which
went loosely about his neck and, dividing on the chest and back,
formed a looj) under each arm. On inquiring the meaning of this, he

replied that it was to i^rotect him from his enemies. This referred to

his iear of btood revenge by relatives of the men he had killed.
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Images aud masks are used by the people of Point Barrow to bring
success ill wbale bunting. In an umiak at that place I found two masks

of buman faces mounted on tbe middle of slightly crescentic boards,

to each of which was tied by a sinew cord a small wooden model of a

right wbale. After considerable effort one of the shields and masks

were secured, but the owners absolutely refused to sell the others or

any of the little whales, which were well carved and about three inches

long. The men said they were used in whale hunting and they did not

dare to sell them as, if they did, they would bring them bad luck.

Small carved images of fabulous animals are sometimes carried for

the same purpose. In Kotzebue sound a young Malemut white-whale

hunter came off to the Corwin one day and I found hanging from the

framework inside his kaiak, just behind the manhole, a curious wooden

image about eight inches long and three inches in diameter. It was

Fig. 150—Fetich from a Malemut kaiak (J).

shaped as shown in figure 150. The semihuman face, with holes incised

for the eyes and nose, and the deeply cut mouth bordered by teeth, had

two large, projecting tusks, which with the teeth were made of walrus

ivory. Extending lengthwise along the abdomen was a long, deep slit

like a mouth, with a row of peg-like ivory teeth along its edges. Held

by the teeth in this mouth was the rudely carved wooden figure of a

white whale. I tried to buy the image, but the owner seemed to be

alarmed when he found that I had discovered it, and said he would die

if he parted with it; thereupon I handed the image back to him and

he quickly went ashore and hid it, after which he returned to the vessel.

The images and fetiches used in hunting are sui)posed to watch for

game and, by some clairvoyant power, to see it at a great distance; the

hunter is then guided by the influence of the fetich to find it. They
are also supposed to guide the spears so that they will be cast straight.
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Sometimes the iuflueuce of the amulet or fetich is supposed to bring
the game to the hunter.

Amoug the people of Kaviak peninsula and Kotzebue sound a body
of the common weasel, which is said to be one of the totem animals of

the Eskimo, is very highly j)rized as a fetich. The body is dried entire

and is worn on the belt or carried in a pouch by boys and young men;
for this purpose they are valued at the price of a marten skin. The

possession of these weasel mummies is supposed to endow their owners

with agility and prowess as hunters. In all cases it follows that the

owner of a mummy of any animal or of a child carries with it pow. r

over its shade, which becomes the servant of the possessor.

The hunter is believed to be able to propitiate and control to a certain

extent the shades of sea animals which he kills by keeping them with

their bladders and, after the ceremonies and offerings described in the

Bladder feast, dismissing them back to the sea to reenter other animals

of their kind and so return that he may be able to kill them again. In

this way the hunter is believed to be able to procure more game than

would be possible were he to allow the shades of the animals killed to

go to the land of the dead or to wander freely.

The same belief extends to inanimate objects. When a hunter sells

furs it is a common custom for him to cut a small fragment from each

skin, usually from the end of the nose, and place it carefully in a pouch.
If he sells a seal entire he must cut off the tip of its tongue and swallow

it, and sometimes I saw natives swallow fragments from skins they were

selling to the traders. Fragments are even cut from garments that

they sell, a minute portion being retained in an amulet pouch. In

retaining these ijieces it is believed that the possessor keeps the essen-

tial essence or spirit of the entire article, and is thus certain to become

possessed, through its agency, of another of the same kind. Should he

neglect to do this in any of the foregoing cases the objects disposed of

would be gone forever, and although he might get articles of the same

kind, he would obtain fewer than if he had kept the fragment.
In the same manner offerings of small particles of food and a little

water from the large quantities distributed at feasts are supposed to

convey to the shades the essence or essential parts of the entire amount.

In two of the tales it is related that small pieces were taken from skins

and afterward these again became full-size skins, to the benefit of tlieir

possessor, thus indicating the meaning of this custom.

In the Bladder festivals seen south of the lower Tukon, whenever
food and water were brought into the- kashim a little of each was cast

to the floor and up against the roof as offerings to the shades of the

upper and lower worlds.

All places, things, and the elements are supposed each to Lave a yu-a
or mystery which is human or semihuman in form, but with grotesque
features which are invisible except to shamans and others esj^ecially

gifted. Hunters at sea and elsewhere in lonely places, when about to
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eat cast down food and water ofiferings to the yu-a before eating or

drinking- themselves, and often add propitiatory words. If offended, a

yu-a has the power of causing a person's death, or making him
ill, or

taking away his success as a hunter. It is also believed that many
animals have supernatural powers of hearing, it being claimed that if

they are spoken of, although far away, they will know it. In this

respect red and black bears are much feared, and it is said that if a

man makes sport of bears or calls them by any disrespectful nickname

or epithet, no matter where he is, the bears will hear and will watch

for and kill him the next time he enters the mountains. For thi&

reason a hunter who is going out for bears will speak of them with the

greatest respect and announce that he is going for some other animal,

so that they will be deceived and not expect him. They never like to

speak of what they intend to hunt for fear that the animals may hear

and give them bad luck. On one occasion 1 was talking with my guide,

who was going reindeer hunting, and spoke of his chances of success

in securing deer; he appeared to be offended and reproved me for letting

tlie deer know what he wished to do.

The beaver is another animal that is regarded as especially gifted

with power of learning the intentions of people; it is also said to

understand what a man says to it, and if a beaver is driven into a hole

and the hunter finds that the animal holds down its tail so closely that

he can not raise it, all he need do is to say, "Beaver, lift your tail,"

whereupon the beaver does as told and can be drawn out easily.

The dead bodies of various animals must be treated very carefully

by the hunter who obtains them, so that their shades may not be

offended and bring bad luck or even death upon him or his people.

This is illustrated by the various observances which were seen when a

white whale was killed by an Unalit hunter. No one who aids in kill-

ing a white whale, or even helps to take one from the net, is permitted
to do any work on the four days following, this being the time during
which the shade stays with the body. No one in the village must use

any sharj) or pointed instrument at this time for fear of wounding the

whale's shade, which is supposed to be in the vicinity but invisible;

nor must any loud noise be made for fear of frightening and offending
it. Whoever cuts a white whale's body with an iron ax will die. The
use of iron instruments in the village is also forbidden during the four

days, and wood must not be cut Avith an iron ax during the entire

season for hunting these animals.

Dogs are regarded as very unclean and offensive to the shades of

game animals, and great care is exercised that no dog shall have an

opportunity to touch the bones of a white whale. Should a dog touch

one "of them t\ie hunter might lose his luck—his nets would break or be

avoided by the whales and his spears would fail to strike.

One of the best hunters at St Michael once let a dog eat a i)ortion of

a white Avhale's head, and the peoi^le attributed to this the fact tliat-he
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took no more in bis net during that season. When the bones of a white

whale have been cleaned of the flesh, the hunter takes them to some

secluded spot, usually on clififs fronting the seashore, where dogs do not

go, and places them there with several broken spearshafts.

Not far from the village of St Michael is a rocky, shelflike shelter,

iacing the sea and very difficult of access. In this I found over twenty
white whale skulls and skeletons, accompanied by numerous broken

spearshafts, and near by were other smaller but similar deposits.

The lashings and heads of the spears had been removed, only the

wooden shafts being left. Usually

the spears were thrown down singly,

but in one deposit a half dozen were

tied together.

Figure 151, from Aziak or Sledge

ishind, is a beautifully made graph-

ite model of a right whale, eleven

inches in length. It is deeply ex-

cavated below and has a hole pass-

ing through the back to the exca-

vation within. The mouth and

blowholes are indicated by grooves
in the surface; the hole through the

back serves for attaching a stout

rawhide cord.

I was told by the people from

whom I purchased this object that

it was used in right-whale fishing as

a kind of charm. The heavy image,

hanging to the end of a stout cord,

is thrown over the flukes or flippers

of the wliale, or across its body, and

draws the cord down into the water

on the other side. Then the men manage to recover the lower end of

the cord by reaching below the whale with a long-handle boat hook

and draw it in to make it fast.

During the whaling season at Cape Prince of Wales the handles used

for water buckets are carved to represent the forms of whales, and

small images of these animals, handsomely carved from ivory, are fre-

quently attached to the sides of the buckets. These images also figure

in the winter festivals, at which offerings are made to i^ropitiate the

shades of those animals. It is with this idea of propitiation that the

weights used on cords for making fast to whales after they have been

killed are carved to represent these animals.

Figure 152 shows a hollow wooden image of a right whale, from the

Diomede islands, used for storing lancepoints, and supi^oscd to have

certain occult virtues to aid in giving success to the owner.

Fig. 151—Graphite fetich used in riglit-whale

fishing (about },).
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Xu-na' khiTili' -tulx is the Unalit name for a spot of ground where

certain things are tabooed, or where there is to bo feared any evil

influence caused b}' the presence of ofleuded shades of men or animals,

or through the influence of other supernatural means. This ground
is sometimes considered unclean, and to go uj)on it would bring mis-

fortune to the olllender, producing sickness, death, or lack of success in

hunting or fishing. The same term is also applied to ground where

certain animals have been killed or have died.

Under the latter circumstance the ground is not considered danger-
ous unless a person j)erforms there some forbidden act. The ground
about the place on the shore where a dead white whale has been beached

is so regarded. At such a time to chop wood with an iron ax is sup-

posed to produce death. The same result is said to follow the cutting
of wood Avith an iron ax near where salmon are being dressed.

An old man at St Michael told me that he knew of a case in which
an Eskimo began to chop a log near a woman who was splitting salmon,
and both of them died soon afterward. The cause of this, he said, was
that the iniia of the salmon and the yii-a of the ground did not like

it and became angry.

^^---"^^^^^^ ~-^-^. When offenses of this

/^\^^,,...----"*i^ ^~~~~^~^,._^^
kind are committed ev-

U^ \ Q A^ ^^y ^^® present is sup-

V. ~>vy^ e>^^^^ posed to die. If one or
^^

7==-^^^^ '•'
»

'

' rr ~~^ more people die sudden-—-^^i^- "^^^^^^r^ ly of any strange or un-

y^ usual disease, the occu-

FiG.i52-whaie fetich of wood (i). P^^^s of the dwelling

immediately forsake it,

saying that the place is bad. I saw places of this kind on the Yukon,
and a group of four houses were pointed out on the shore of Kotzebue
sound that had been deserted by the people because a woman had died

there in this manner.
This evil influence in certain spots may be brought about by witch-

craft, and while shamans may sometimes succeed in counteracting it,

the danger is regarded as great and may even kill the priests as well

as other people.
There are other kinds of uncleanness which are less serious, but which

produce sickness or bad luck in hunting. These consist of a kind of

invisible, impalpable atmosphere like a vapor, which may attach itself

to a person from some contamination. If a hunter gets in this condi-

tion he becomes much more than ordinarily visible to game, so that his

success in the chase is destroyed until he succeeds in becoming clean

once more. During menstruation women are considered unclean and
hunters must avoid them or become unable to secure game. During
the period that the bladders are in the kashim the hunters avoid all

intercourse with womeii, saying that if they fail in this respect the
shades will be offended.
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i"

[Jncleauuess of tbis kind may be removed iu some cases by batliiug in

urine. Sometimes when a man learns that be has become unclean lie goes
to a j>rave and scrapes himself from hea'd to foot with a human rib, thus

leaving the bad influence at the grave. This condition may be brought
about by witchcraft, but usually it is caused by contact with some per-

son or thing alreadv unclean. In the Bladder feast the

flames of wild parsnip stalks are supposed to purify

the bladders and thereby prevent auy influence of this

kind. At the same time they are believed to remove

from the hunters the influence that may have afi'ected

them from their association with so many shades or

inuas.

In a case that came to my notice one autumn, on

Norton sound, a Malemut woman was ill for several

months with some uterine trouble, and neither her

husband nor other male relative would enter her

house during the entire period, saying that if they
did so they would become unclean and could kill no

more game.
The object illustrated iu figure 153 is a grotesque

wooden head about three and a half inches long,
with the nose of an ermine skin fastened on its fore-

head and extending thence backward and falling

down behind, with the tail and hind feet as pendants.
A strip of bear skin on the back of the head furnishes

long hair to represent that of a human being. The
features are grotesquely carved, with projecting brow,

squarely cut nose, deeply incised, triangular eyes, and
a crescentic, upturned mouth. A pair of incisors of

some rodent project from the upper jaw, curving out-

ward and down over the mouth. The face is painted
dark red, except the area about the mouth, which is blackened with

gum, in which are set the teeth. The neck has a round hole in its

lower end, apparently for receiving a peg upon which the image was

placed. This object was used by a shaman to represent one of his tun-

ghiii, by whose aid he claimed to accomplish his mysterious works.

I

/^l

Fig. 153—Shaman's
doll fetich (J).

MYTHIC ANIMALS

The Unalit and other Eskimo of this region believe in the existence

of various fabulous monsters, some of the most important of which are

described below. It will be noted that the ma;iority of these beasts

are apparently derived from traditional accounts of existing animals

or their remains, some of which have already been treated iu the chap-
ter relating to masks.

It is said that there are sometimes born, among other beings, mon-
strons children which begin to devour their mother's breasts as soon as
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they are made to nurse. One was described to me as having been born

at rikmiktalik many years ago; it devoured its mother's breast, and
when the jjeople ran into the house in response to her cries the child

escaped through the smoke hole in the roof. When they followed it

outside, it was seen sitting between the horns of a reindeer, riding
toward the mountains, where it disappeared.
Other curious beings are believed by the people of the lower Yukon

to exist in the moon, but are said sometimes to be found on the earth.

These are man-like creatures without head or neck, but having a broad

mouth, armed with sharp teeth, across the chest. A wooden image of

one of these was obtained by me, but it has since been lost.

The a-mi'-lcnJc is said to be a large, slimy, leathery-skin sea animal

with four long arms; it is very fierce and seizes a hunter in his kaiak

at sea, dragging both under the water. When it pursues a man it is

useless for him to try to escape, for if he gets upon the ice the beast

will swim below and burst up under his feet; should he reach the

shore the creature will swim through the earth in pursuit as easily as

through the water.

]S^ear St Michael the people believe that these creatures swim from

the sea up through the land to some land-locked lakes in the craters of

extinct volcanoes and to similar inland places. Several dry lake-beds

were shown to me in that vicinity as having been drained by these ani-

mals when they swam out to the sea, leaving a channel made by their

passage through the earth. It is said that if the d-mi'-huk returns the

water follows from the sea and again fills the lake. The idea of this

creature may have had its origin in the octopus.

Wi'-lu-gM-ynJc is the sea shrew-mouse—a small animal, exactly like

the common shrew-mouse in size and appearance, but it possesses cer-

tain supernatural powers. It lives on the ice at sea, and the moment it

observes a man it darts at him with incredible swiftness, piercing the

toe of his boot and crawling all over his body in a moment. If he

remains perfectly quiet it disappears by the hole through which it

entered without doing him any injury and, after this, he becomes a

very successful hunter. If a man stir ever so little, however, while the

animal is on him, it instantly burrows into his flesh, going straight to

the heart and killing him. Hunters are very much afraid of this ani-

mal, and if they chance to come across a shrew-mouse on the ice at sia

they stand motionless until the creature goes away. In one case, of

which I chanced to hear at St Michael, a hunter who was out on the

sea ice in that vicinity during winter stood in one spot for hours, while

a shrew-mouse remained near him, and the villagers all agreed that he

had a narrow escax)e.

Az'-i-icu-gum M-mukh'-ti, the walrus dog. This anim-;' :s believed to

be found in company with large herds of walrus, and is very fierce

toward men. It is a long, slender animal, covered with black scales

which are tough but may be pierced by a good spear. It has a head,
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teeth somewhat like those of a dog, and four legs; its tail is long,

roiiuded, and scaly, and a stroke from it will kill a man. The people
of the islands in Bering strait told me that sometimes they see these

walrus dogs, and that their walrus hunters are very much afraid of

them
; they also informed me that on one occasion a walrus dog attacked

an umiak full of people and killed them all.

The bones of the mammoth which are found on the coast country of

Bering sea and in the adjacent interior are said to belong to an animal

known as the M-lug'-u-wuh (ko-gulh'-pnk of the Yukon). The creature

is claimed to live under ground, where it burrows from place to place,

and when by accident one of them comes to the surface, so that even

the tip of its nose appears above ground and breathes the air, it dies

at once. This explains the fact that tbe bones of these animals are

nearly always found partly buried in the earth. The Eskimo say that

these animals belong to the under world and for that reason the air of

the outer world is fatal to them.

Ko'-gat are the tunghiit of lonely lakes; they are semihuman in form

and kill or steal the shade of any person found near their haunts.

They have a loud, wailing crj^ and are much feared.

The yudSbVQ the shades of inanimate things and the elements and,

according to the beliefs of these people, usually have curiously dis-

torted, grotesque faces.

The niin'-wum yii-d is the essence or mystery which is believed to be

present in or near a lake and when it goes away the lake dries up.

These yu-it are believed to have the forms of men or women, and when

visiting remote lakes people make food offerings to them so that they

may be propitiated.

Ti'-sikh-pi(k, tlie great worm. This animal, which figures in numerous

tales, was shaped like an enormous worm or caterpillar. It lived in the

days when animals were supposed to have the power of changing their

form at will to that of human beings, and in the tales it is indifferently

a worm or a man. Among the carvings in ivory representing this crea-

ture Avere several having the body shaped like a worm with a human
face on the head.

I-mulch'-pi-mi d-Mttn'-Jcun, the sea weasel. The !Xorton sound people

described this as a long, weasel-shape animal found in the sea. They

say it has black fur like the shrew-mouse with a white patch between

its forelegs. This animal is also known among people living on the

islands of Bering strait. There is no question that this myth has its

origin in the sea otter, although the latter has been unknown in this

region for a long period. Owing to its absence it has been invested

with various supernatural traits, among which it is said to bring harm
to lonely hunters when it finds them at sea. To this same animal may
be ascribed also the i-mum' tsnV-kak or i-mum' ptkh-tnlch'-chi, a, rare

animal said to be like a land otter, but which lives in the sea and is

taken by only the best hunters.
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Fig. 154—Drawing of a composite animal in a

wooden tray (J).

I-mum' Mhvhdga, sea fox. This is described as being similar in

appearance to the red fox, but it is said to live far out at sea and is

very fierce, often attacking and killing hunters.

Kak-wJuhi'-H-ghat Mg-u-lu'-mk. The killer whale [dkh'-lut) is undoubt-

edly the original of this mythic creature. It is described as being simi-

lar in form to the killer whale and
is credited with the power of

changing at will to a wolf; after

roaming about over the land it

may return to the sea and again
become a whale. While in the
wolfform it is known by the above

name, and the Eskimo say they
know that this change takes place as they have seen wolf tracks lead-

ing to the edge of the sea ice and ending at the water, or beginning at

the edge of the water and leading to the shore. This of course results

from the breaking away of a portion of the ice on which the wolf tracks
had been. These animals are said to be very fierce and to kill men.
The same power of changing its form is sometimes credited to the white

whale, which interchanges form with the reindeer, as shown in the

drawing, reproduced in figure 154, on the bottom of a wooden tray from
south of the Yukon mouth. This belief is prevalent among all the
Eskimo along the shore of Bering sea.

A strange, crocodile-like animal, known as pal-rai-yiiJc, is painted on
the sides of umiaks and on the inside of wooden dishes (see figures

155, 15G) by natives along lower Yu-
kon and Kuskokwiiu rivers. A mask

(plate xcv, 3) from the tundra south

of the Yukon mouth has this animal
drawn down each side of the face.

According to the traditions of the peo-

ple in this district the climate in an-

cient times was very much warmer
than at present and the winters were

shorter. In those days the mythic
animals referred to were abundant in

the swampy country between the two

rivers, being more common near the

Kuskokwim, where the climate was
more temperate than on the Yukon.

In those days the waterfowl and other birds came back from the

south in February and the snow melted during that month and the

water ran into the passages of houses as it does now in April. At
that time the pal-rai-yitJc lived in lakes, creeks, and marshes, where it

killed men and animals for food. Several of the lower Yukon Eskimo
recounted the killing of the last one by a hunter whose wife the beast

Fig. 155—Drawing of tlie pal-rai-yuk iu a

wooden tray (i).
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had caught and devoured while she was getting water from the lake.

In the tale of the creation by the Eaven, as the latter and the First

Man were traveling in the Skyland, the Eaven cautioned his com-

panion not to drink from the lakes which were passed, because in them
were animals he had made that would seize and destroy any one who
ventured near. These were the pdl-raiyuk.

In the drawings of this animal on umiaks, at intervals along the

body are open si^aces, inside which are represented parts of a human

body, showing the belief in its having eaten such food. It was said to

live in the water, where it lay hidden among the grass, whence it sud-

denly rushed to seize a person on the bank or to attack kaiaks when

crossing its haunts.

The curious likeness of these animals to the alligator, as shown in

the accounts of its habits and in drawings representing it, is very
remarkable. Xearly all of the umiaks in the country of th^ lower

Yukon and to the southward have a picture of this animal drawn along
the entire length on each side of the boat, with the head near the bow,
and the figure is common also on wooden dishes in that region. It

appears to be a local myth, and can scarcely have been brought to these

people since the advent of the whites. The country where this myth

Fig. 156—Drawing of the pdl-rai-yttk on an niuiak (^),

is most prevalent is one of the least visited of auy along the coast of

Bering sea. The accompanying figure 156 represents a model of an

umiak from the lower Yukon, with the animal drawn along the sides.

In one of the Eaven tales a large beast is described as having been

seen haunting a dry lake bed overgrown with tall grass while Eaven
and First Man were journeying in the sky land. It is said to have

rested by lying down on the tips of the growing grass, without bend-

ing the stems. When this animal was killed by the Sky people it was

necessary for them first to i>lace logs under it, for when dead it became
so heavy that it would sink into the ground as will a lean seal in water.

It is described as having a long head and six legs, the hind legs unusu-

ally large and the fore ones short, with the small middle pair hanging
from the belly. A fine, thick fur, like that on the shrew-mouse, is said

to grow all over its body, and is thickest about the feet. On the back

of the head are a pair of thick, short horns, which extend forward and
outward and then curve back at the points. The animal has small

eyes and is very dark colored. This undoubtedly refers to the muskox,
which has been extinct for ages in the region where these people live.

Tin-mi-uJc'-puJc, the great eagle (Thunderbird). This is described as

an enormous eagle which varies in its habits according to locality.
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Fig. 157—Ivory carving of a coinpo.site animal (J).

The people of Bering strait said that it preys upon right whales. On
a spear-rest used in the bow of an umiak (plate cvi«) are etched

four of these birds, two upon each side. On one side the birds are

represented as having their claws in the backs of the whales, which

they are carrying away; on

the other side the birds are

represented as not yet hav-

ing seized their prey.
On the shore of !N^orton

sound the tin-mi-uli'-pnlc is

said to catch either whales or

reindeer, and along thelower
Yukon it was reported to

prey upon people and rein-

deer. Among the tales herein recorded is one from the lower Yukon

describing the last i)air of these birds which were believed to have lived

there. In that district the top of a mountain below Ikogmut was

pointed out as one on which these birds were said to have nested.

Plate cvii h shows a handsomely etched ivory pipestem from Norton

sound. The side represented in the illustration has several groups of

human figures. There is also a kashim with men dancing inside to the

music of a drum; others are entering through the summer passage-

way above ground, and others on the roof. Next is a man with a bow
and arrow shooting another who holds a spear upraised. The next is

a representation of the Thuuderbird seizing a reindeer, followed by the

figure of the huge man-worm, or ti-sWi-piH; that figures in Eskimo

mythology. Other less important figures are also etched on this sur-

face, as is shown in the illustration.

The small sculpin, wiiich is very common along the rocky shore of

Norton sound, is called the rainmaker, and the Eskimo say it will cause

heavy rain if a person takes one of them in his hand.

Small fragments of quartz crj^stal are said to be the centers of masses

of ice that have frozen harder than usual, so that the cores have turned

to stone. These are prized as amulets.

I was told by a fur trader Avho was fa-

miliar with the Nuniviik islanders that

the latter claim descent from a dog.

Figure 157, from Cape Darby, on the

northern shore of Norton sound, is an

ivory carving 3i inches long, representing the head and shoulders of a

white bear and the bodj" of a seal. The bear has in its mouth an object
which projects upon either side and is grasped by the paws. This is a

well made carving, and is pierced longitudinally through the under

siirface for the passage of a cord. It was used as a handle for drag-

ging seals and other heavy bodies over the ice and represents one of

the mythic animals of the people on the shore of Bering strait.

Fig. 158—Ivory carving representing tlie

man-worm (full size).
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Figure 158, from Cape Vancouver, is a carving of walrus ivory, repre-

senting a worm-like body encircled by incised rings to represent the

segments, which are colored alternately green and red. On the front

end of the body is represented a semihumau face, below which project
two paws with four fingers or toes. The carving tapers toward the tail,

which is narrow and somewhat flattened, with a hole pierced through
for the admission of a cord. This object was used as a pendant on a

woman's belt, and represents the

man-worm which, appears in nu-

merous tales of these people.

Figure 159, from Cape Van-

couver, is a handsome little ivory

carving representing the figure of a seal with the mouth of a lamprey;
the middle of the body is carved into two joined links. This represents
one of the numerous mythic animals supposed to inhabit the sea.

Figure 100, from Sledge island, is an ivory cord handle reijresenting
one of the mythic animals believed to inhabit the sea and to be half

white bear and half whale.

Fig. 159—Ivory carving of a mythic animal (full

size).

Fig. 160—Ivory drag liaudlo represeutiug a composite animal (|).

Figure 161 shows a cord handle of ivory from Sledge island. It is

carved to represent a mythic creature, half seal and half human, that

the Eskimo of Norton sound and Bering strait claim exists in the sea.

They are said to be caught in nets or killed by hunters at times, and
when this happens the one who is responsible for it is jjresumed to suf-

fer many misfortunes.

Figure 162, from Sledge island, is an ivory handle for a whale float.

One end represents a sealhead, and the other the head of one of the

mermaid-like beings said

to live in the sea and to ^sw ,„^u\- m^jmyiy-f. *!'

have the head and shoul-

ders of a human being, the

remainder of the animal

being like a seal.

Figure 103, from Kush-

unuk, is a carving of wood three inches in length. It represents the

body of a seal with the head and neck of a human being. Upon the

shoulders incised lines represent hands and arms; a seal claw is set in

the lower part of the breast and curved downward and back. This

object represents a mythic animal su])posed to live in the sea, and is

without definite use. It shows a mermaid-like creature, half human

Fig. 161—Ivory carving of a mermaid-liko creature {{s).
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aud half seal, described as having the upper part of the body cov-

ered with Avhite skin, with long hair on the head, and the legs replaced

by a seal's body. It is a mythi-
cal conception common among
the western Eskimo.

Figure 164, from Cape Van-

couver, is a carving an inch and

three-quarters long, representing
a walrus. On the breast is a

human face, inclosed within the
front flippers and looking forward, intended to represent the features

of the walrus inua. The body is ornamented with concentric circles

Fig. 102—Ivory float liamllc with merniaid-like

ligure (J).

""^k
Fuj. 163—Carving representing a memiaid-like

ci-eature (J).

Fig. 164—Ivory carving showing the face

of a walrus inua (full size).

with central dots, made by filling round holes in the ivory with
wooden plugs. The general execution of this carving is very good,
the shape of the walrus, including the tusks,

nostrils, and small sunken dots about the

muzzle, representing bristles, being well re-

produced.
An ivory carving (number 43717), three

inches in length, from ISfunivak island, rep-
resents a seal's body with a man's head and
neck. It is pierced crosswise through the

shoulders for the jjassage of a cord, and is

used as a fastener for a woman's belt. This

represents one of the composite animals

which figure in the mythology of this region.
A carving, from Sledge island in Bering

strait (number 45236), represents a seal's

body with a semihuman face. It is pierced

lengthwise along the lower side for the pas-

sage of a cord, is used for the same purpose
as the specimen last described, and, like it,

illustrates a mythic animal.

Another carving (figure 135), from the

northern shore of Korton sound, is 4^ inches

in length, made from mammoth ivory, and

represents a white bear carrying upon its back the extended figure of

a man lying face downward with his head over the animal's hips and

Fig. 165—Drawing of mythic
creature in a wooden tray (J).
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grasping it about the haunches. It is a spirited carving, illustrating
an incident in one of the Eskimo tales.

Figure 165 is copied from a figure painted on the bottom of a wooden

tray (number 38642) obtained at Xulukhtulogumut, and represents a

mythical creature described in the tales of that region.

In the Kaven tale are described reindeer which came from the sky
and which had teeth like dogs. These are said still to exist, but are

invisible except to shamans, who see them on the plains and describe

them as having a large hole through the body, back of the shoulders.

People supposed to be gifted with clairvoyant powers sometimes see

and shoot at them, believing them to be like other deer, but no ordi-

nary weapon can kill them. Carvings of these animals were seen among
the people south of the Yukon mouth.

In the far north there are said to be men having tails and two faces—
one in front and one behind.

CONCEPTION OF NATURAL PHENOIVTENA

The aurora is believed to be a group of boys playing football, some-

times using a walrus skull as the ball. The swaying movement of the

lights back and forth represents the struggles of the players. When
the light fades away the Eskimo utter a low whistle, which they say
will call the boys back.

The galaxy is said to be the track made by Eaven's snowshoes when
he walked across the sky during one of his journeys while creating the

inhabitants of the earth.

The Pleiades are called the " Little foxes," and are said to be a litter

of fox cubs.

The stars of Orion's belt are called the "Great stretchers," being

regarded as posts on which rawhide lines are being stretched.

The vertical bar in a parhelion is called the " Sun's walking stick,"

and shooting stars are termed star dung.
Sirius is the '*

Moon-dog," which makes high winds when it is near

the moon.

TRADITIONAL SHOWERS OF ASHES

The Eskimo have various traditions of occurrences long past. One

very old woman on the lower Yukon told me she had heard related by
old people when she was a girl that showers of matter like ashes fell

there very long ago. The first shower of ashes she heard of was quite

deep, killing fish in the rivers and causing the death of many people

by starvation.

At St Michael an old man related that before the Russians came to

the country he knew of one fall of a strange substance like ashes

which covered the ground like a slight fall of snow and adhered to what-

ever it fell upon so that when rubbed off from wood it left a polished
18 ETH 29
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appearance. This man said that such showers were known to have

taken place at widely distant intervals and that people were very much

frightened by them. After one occurred they saved all the bones and

scraps of food, eveu the skins of animals, after removing the hair, in

order to forestall the expected famine. During the cold months of

winter following one of these occurrences the people ate every scrap,

sa^'ing the dried lish and better food for spring, when they feared

another fall might take place.

Tiiese accounts undoubtedly refer to falls of volcanic ashes from

eruptions taking i)lace in the Aleutian islands and other points in this

region, and are interesting as showing the manner in which occurrences

of this kind are treasured in the memories of these peoi)le.

ANIMAL SYMBOLISM

When the lirst foxes caught in fall are lean the old men predict a hard

winter, and if the white geese commence to tly southward early in

autumn an early winter is expected to follow.

The names of birds and other forms of animal life used among these

l^eople are frequently very expressive, as for instance, the term applied

to the emperor goose, which means "the hooded one," and the name for

the grass snipe {Tringa macnlata)^ called "the walrus talker" from its

booming note, which is similar to that of the walrus.

/> FOLK TALES

SCOPE OF ALASKAN FOLKLORE

The following legends are from various localities. The name of the

place whence each was obtained is given at the beginning of each tale.

The Alaskan Eskimo possess an almost endless number of tales and

legends, which express in many details their religious beliefs and con-

Yey in an interesting form an idea of their ancient customs and modes

of thought. In a section treating of their mj'thology are give notes on

the supernatural animals and other beings which are mentioned in the

legends.
These tales are best known by certain old men who entertain their

fellow-villagers by repeating them before the assembled people in the

kashim. The Eaven legends form a series of culture myths, and are

especially popular as accounting for the existence of all things. These

have a widely-extended distribution, and I know personally of their

existence among the people from Kotzebue sound southward around

Bering strait to the mouth of Kuskokwim river. The Eaven myth also

exists on the Asiatic shore of Bering strait. At Plover bay, Siberia,

there was seen a boy 10 or 12 years of age who had the raven totem

tattooed on his forehead (figure 115).

Special attention is invited to this series of legends, which are so

similar in character to Eaven legends existing among the Tlinket of
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southeastern Alaska. These tales apparently have a common source.

The Thunderbird of the Tlinket also appears in the mythology of the

Eskimo, at least as far north as Bering strait.

Young men who have an ai)titude for learning tales become narrators

and repeat them verbatim, even with the accompanying inflections of

the voice and gestures. On lower Kuskokwim river and the adjacent
district toward the Yukon mouth, some of the important tales are given

by two men, who sit cross-legged near together and facing each other;

one is the narrator and the other holds a bundle of small sticks in one

hand. The tale proceeds and at certain points one of these sticks is

placed on the floor between them, forming a sort of chapter mark. If the

narrator is at fault he is i^rompted by his companion. Some of the tales

are long, occupying several successive evenings in their recital. The
narrators are very careful to repeat them in a certain set phraseology,
with repetitions in definitely determined places. When an error is

made it is common for the narrator to go back and repeat from some

prominent incident. The voice is intoned to imitate the different char-

acters in a more or less dramatic manner, and with the gestures makes
a very effective recital. The listeners are quiet and attentive, and at

certain incidents express by a word or two their feelings of suri^rise or

satisfaction. These tales are heard with pleasure over and over again,

forming the unwritten lore upon which they draw for entertainment

during the long winter evenings. During a sledge journey to the

mouth of Kuskokwim river in 1879 I was kept awake several nights

by young men lying in the kashim repeating for hours the tales they
were memorizing, although the other Eskimo slept through it all with

perfect indifference.

In addition to the more important tales, which are the property of

the men, there are many children's stories, which the women relate,

frequently entertaining each other as well as the children; these are

short, simple stories and are looked upon as belonging peculiarly to

the women. An example of these is the tale of the Eaven and the

Marmot.
A collection of tales from the shore of Bering strait would undoubt-

edly give valuable insight into the intercourse formerly held with the

Asiatic shore, the tale Ak'-chtk-chu'-guk being an example in point. An
old man related this tale, at the same time drawing a map showing the

course taken by the brothers to Cape Prince of Wales and across the

strait to East cape, Siberia, and southward along that coast until they
found their sister; the villages were all marked and named, aud^

the map, though rude, gave a good idea of the coastlines and islands.

The tales of these people seem to have originated largely from cer-

tain distinct sources
;
there are tales of hunting and adventure, includ-

ing voyages and incidents of the ordinary life of the people which may
start from someone who recounts an episode in his life in a pleasing

manner, so that it is taken up and repeated, with various additions.
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mainly of a supernatural cliaracter, and finally becomes fixed in the

tribal folklore.

Another class is made up and recounted by the shamans, or medi-

cine-men, always dealing with supernatural powers and beings, and

are intended to increase the public regard for them and their ability to

deal with the shades that are believed to exist everywhere, through

the propitiation of which the public and private welfare is secured.

Many of their festivals have undoubtedly originated from tales told by
the shamans regarding visions seen and instructions said to have been

obtained from supernatural beings, while asleep or in a trance. One

such tale is that of the Yuguk festival of the lower Yukon.

FLOOD LEGENDS PROM ST MICHAEL

The Norton sound Eskimo have a legend that in the first days the

earth was flooded except a very high mountain in the middle. The

water came up from the sea and covered all the laud except the top

of this mountain; only a few animals were saved, which escaped by

going up the mountain side. A few people escaped by going into an

umiak and subsisting on the fish they caught until the water subsided.

Finally, as the waters lowered, the people who were saved went to live

upon the mountains, eventually descending to the coast; the animals

also came down and replenished the earth with their kind. During the

flood the waves and currents cut the surface of the land into hollows

and ridges, and then, as the water receded, it ran back into the sea,

leaving the mountains and valleys as they are today. Legends very
similar to this are widely si)read among other Eskimo on the coast of

Bering sea.

TALES OF THE RAVEN (TU-LU-IvAU'-Gl!rK)

THE CREATION

(From Kigiktauik)

The following was related by an old Unalit man living at Kigik-

tauik, who learned it, when he was a boy, from an old man. Fragments
and versions of the same tale were found among the Eskimo from the

Arctic coast to the banks of Kuskokwim river. The last i)ortion of

this series of legends, describing the recovery of the light by Kaven,
was repeated by Eskimo from Kotzebue sound, Korton bay, and Kus-

kokwim and Yukon rivers.

My narrator said that the old man from whom he learned it came
from Bering strait, and that always, when he finished the tales on the

third evening, he would i^our a cup of water on the floor and say:

"Drink well, spirits of those of whom I have told."

It was in the time when there were no people on the earth plain.

During four days the first man lay coiled up in the pod of a beach-pea

{L. maritimus). On the fifth day he stretched out his feet and burst
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the pod, falling to the ground, where he stood up, a full-grown
man. He looked about him, and then moved his hands and arms, his

neck and legs, and examined himself curiously. Looking back, he saw
the pod from which he had fallen, still hanging to the vine, with a hole

in the lower end, out of which he had dropped. Then he looked about
him again and saw that he was getting farther away from his starting

place, and that the ground moved up and down under his feet and
seemed very soft. After a while he had an unpleasant feeling in his

stomach, and he stooped down to take some water into his mouth from
a small pool at his feet. The water ran down into his stomach and he
felt better. When he looked up again he saw approaching, with a

waving motion, a dark object which came on until just in front of

him, when it stopped, and, standing on the ground, looked at him.

This was a raven, and, as soon as it stopped, it raised one of its

wings, pushed up its beak, like a mask, to the top of its head, and

changed at once into a man. Before he raised his mask Eaven had
stared at the man, and after it was raised he stared more than ever,

moving about from side to side to obtain a better view. At last he

said: "What are you! Whence did you come? I have never seen

anything like you." Then Raven looked at Man, and was still more

surprised to find that this strange new being was so much like himself

in shape.
Then he told Man to walk away a few steps, and in astonishment

exclaimed again :
" Whence did you come ? I have never seen anything

like you before." To this Man replied: "I came from the pea-pod."
And he pointed to the plant from which he came. "Ah!" exclaimed

Raven, "1 made that vine, but did not know that anything like you
would ever come from it. Come with me to tbe high ground over there

j

this ground 1 made later, and it is still soft and thin, but it is thicker

and harder there."

In a short time they came to the higher land, which was firm under

their feet. Then Raven asked Man if he had eaten anything. The
latter answered that he had taken some soft stufi' into him at one of

the pools. "Ah!" said Raven, "you drank some water. Now wait

for me here."

Then he drew down the mask over his face, changing again into a

bird, and flew far up into the sky where he disappeared. Man waited

where he had been left until the fourth day, when Raven returned,

bringing four berries in his claws. Pushing up his mask. Raven became
a man again and held out two salmonberries and two heathberries,

saying, "Here is what I have made for you to eat. I also wish them
to be plentiful over the earth. Now eat them." Man took the berries

and placed them in his mouth one after the other and they satisfied

his hunger, which had made him feel uncomfortable. Raven then led

Man to a small creek near by and left him while he went to the water's

edge and molded a couple of pieces of clay into the form of a pair of
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mountain sheep, which he held in his hand, and when they became dry

he called Man to show him what he had done. Man thought they were

very pretty, and Eaven told him to close his eyes. As soon as Man's

eyes were closed Eaven drew down his mask and waved his wings
four times over the images, when they became endowed with life and

bounded away as full-grown mountain sheep. Eaven then raised his

mask and told Man to look. When Man saw the sheep moving away,
full of life, he cried out with pleasure. Seeing how pleased Man was,

Eaven said, "If these animals are numerous, perhaps people will wish

very much to get them." And Man said he thought they would.

"Well," said Eaven, "it will be better for them to have their home

among the high cliffs, so that every one can not kill them, and there

only shall they be found."

Then Eaven made two animals of clay which he endowed with life as

before, but as they were dry only in spots when they were given life,

they remained brown and white, and so originated the tame reindeer

with mottled coat. Man thought these were very handsome, and

Eaven told him that they would be very scarce. In the same way a

pair of wild reindeer were made and permitted to get dry and white

only on their bellies, then they were given life; in consequence, to

this day the belly of the wild reindeer is the only white part about it.

Eaven told Man that these animals would be very common, and people
would kill many of them.

"You will be very lonely by yourself," said Eaven. "I will make

you a companion," He then went to a spot some distance from where

he had made the animals, and, looking now and then at Man, made an

image very much like him. Then he fastened a lot of fine water grass

on the back of the head for hair, and after the image had dried in his

hands, he waived his wings over it as before and a beautiful young
woman arose and stood beside Man. "There," cried Eaven, "is a com-

panion for you," and he led them back to a small krioll near by.

In those days there were no mountains far or near, and the sun never

ceased shining brightly; no rain ever fell and no winds blew. When
they came to the knoll, Eaven showed the pair how to make a bed in

the dry moss, and they slept there very warmly ;
Eaven drew down his

mask and slept near by in the form of a bird. Waking before the

others, Eaven went back to the creek and made a pair each of stickle-

backs, graylings, and blackfish. When these were swimming about in

the water, he called Man to see them. When the latter looked at them
and saw the sticklebacks swim up the stream with a wriggling motion

he was so surprised that he raised his hand suddenly and the fish

darted away. Eaven then showed him the graylings and told him that

they would be found in clear mountain streams, while the sticklebacks

would live along the seacoast and that both would be good for food.

IS'ext the shrew-mouse was made, Eaven saying that it would not be

good for food but would enliven the ground and prevent it from seeming
barren and cheerless.
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In this way Raven continued for several days making birds, fishes,

and animals, showing them to Man, and explaining their uses.

After this he flew away to the sky and was gone four days, when
he returned, bringing back a salmon for the use of Man. Looking
about he saw that the ponds and lakes were silent and lonely, so he

created many water insects upon their surfaces, and from the same

clay he made the beaver and the muskrat to frequent their borders.

Then, also, were made flies, mosquitoes, and various other land and
water insects, it being explained to Man that these were made to

enliven and make cheerful the earth. At that time the mosquito was
like the house-fly in its habits and did not bite as it does now.

Man was shown the muskrat and told to take its skin for clothing.

He was also told that the beavers would live along the streams and
build strong houses and that he must follow their example, and like-

wise that the beavers would be very cunning and only good hunters

would be able to take them.

At this time the Avomaii gave birth to a child, and Eaven direcied

Man how to feed and care for it, telling him that it would grow into a

man like himself. As soon as the child was born, Raven and Man took

it to a creek, rubbed it over with clay, and then returned with it to his

stopping place on the knoll. The next morning the child was running
about pulling up grass and other plants which Raven had caused to

grow near by; on the third day the child became a full-grown man.

After this Raven thought that if he did not create something to

make men afraid they would destroy everything he had made to

inhabit the earth. Then he went to a creek near by, where he formed

a bear and gave it life, jumping to one side quickly as the bear stood

up and looked fiercely about. Man was then called and told that the

bear would be very fierce and would tear him to pieces if he disturbed

it. Then were made different kinds of seals, and their names and habits

were explained to man. Raven also taught Man to make rawhide lines

from sealskin, and snares for deer, but cautioned him to wait until the

deer were abundant before he snared any of them.

In time the woman was with child again, and Raven said it would

be a girl and they must rub her over with clay as soon as she was

born, and that after she was grown she must marry her brother. Then
Raven went away to the place of the pea vine, where the first man was
found. While he was gone a girl was born and the pair did as they
were told, and the next day the girl walked about. On the third day
she became a full-grown woman, and was married to the young man as

directed by Raven, in order that the earth might be peopled more

rapidly.

When Raven reached the pea vine he found three other men had

just fallen from the pea i)od that gave the first one. These men, like

the first, were looking about them in wonder, and Raven led them away
in an opposite direction from that in which he had taken the first man,
afterward bringing them to firm land close to the sea. Here they
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stopped, and Eaven remained with them a long time, teaching them
how to live. He taught them how to make a iire drill and bow frota a

piece of dry wood and a cord, taking the wood from the bushes and
small trees he had caused to grow in hollo\ys and sheltered jilaces on

the hillside. He made for each of the men a wife, and also made

many plants and birds such as frequent the seacoast, but fewer kinds

than he had made in the land where the first man lived. He taught
the men to make bows and arrows, spears, nets, and all the imple-
ments of the chase and how to use them

;
also how to capture the seals

which had now become plentiful in the sea. After he had taught them
how to make kaiaks, he showed them how to build houses of drift logs
and bushes covered with earth. Now the three wives of the last men
were all pregnant, and Raven went back to the first man, where he
found the children were married

5
then he told Man about all he had

done for the people on the seacoast. Looking about here he thought the

earth seemed bare; so, while the others slept, he caused birch, spruce,
and Cottonwood trees to spring up in low places, and then awoke tlie

people, who were much j)leased at seeing the trees. After this they
were taught how to make fire with the fire drill and to place the spark
of tinder in a bunch of dry grass and wave it about until it blazed,
then to place dry wood upon it. They were shown how to roast fish on
a stick, to make fish traps of splints and willow bark, to dry salmon
for winter use, and to make houses.

Eaven then went back to the coast men again. When he had gone
Man and his son went down to the sea and the son caught a seal which

they tried to kill with their hands but could not, until, finally, the son

killed it by a blow with his fist. Then the father took off its skin with
his hands alone and made it into lines which they dried. With these

lines they set snares in the woods for reindeer. When they went to look

at these the next morning, they found the cords bitten in two and the

snares gone, for in those days reindeer had sharp teeth like dogs.
After thinking for a time the young man made a deep hole in the deer
trail and hung in it a heavy stone fastened to the snare so that when
it caught a deer the stone would slip down into the hole, drag the deer's

neck down to the ground, and hold it fast. The next morning when
they returned they found a deer entangled in the snare. Taking it

out they killed and skinned it, carrying the skin home for a bed ; some
of the flesh was roasted on the fire and found to be very good to eat.

One day Man went out seal hunting along the seashore. He saw
many seals, but in each case after he had crept carefully up they would
tumble into the water before he could get to them, until only one was
left on the rocks; Man crept up to it more carefully than before, but it

also escaped. Then he stood up and his breast seemed full of a strange
feeling, and the water began to run in drops from his eyes and down
his face. He put up his hand and caught some of the drops to look at
them and found that they were really water; then, without any wish
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on Lis part, loud cries began to break from liiiu and tlie tears ran down,

his face as he went home. When his son saw him coming, he called to

his wife and mother to see Man coming along making such a strange

noise; when he reached them they were still more surprised to see water

running down his face. After he told them the story of his disappoint-
ment they were all stricken with the same strange ailment and began to

wail with him, and in this way people first learned how to cry. After

this the son killed another seal and they made more deer snares from
its hide.

When the deer caught this time was brought home, Man told his peo-

ple to take a splint bone from its foreleg and to drill a hole in the large
end. Into this they put some strands of sinew from the deer and sewed
skins upon their bodies to keep themselves warm when winter came;
for Raven had told them to do this, so that the fresh deerskins dried

upon them. Man then showed his son how to make bows and arrows

and to tip the latter with points of horn for killing deer; with them
the son killed his first deer. After he had cut up this deer he placed
its fat on a bush and then fell asleep; when he awoke he was very

angry to find that mosquitoes had eaten all of it. Until this time

mosquitoes had never bitten people, but Man scolded them for what

they had done and said,
" Never eat meat again, but eat men," and

since that day mosquitoes have always bitten x)eople.

Where the first man lived there had now grown a large village, for

the people did everything as Raven directed them, and as soon as a

child was born it was rubbed with clay and so caused to grow to its

full stature in three days. One day Raven came back and sat by Man,
and they talked of many things. Man asked Raven about the land he

had made in the sky. Raven said that he had made a fine land there,

whereupon Man asked to be taken to see it. This was agreed to and

they started toward tlie sky where they arrived in a short time. There

Man found himself in a beautiful country with a very much better

climate than that on earth; but the people who lived there were very
small. Their heads reached only to his thigh when they stood beside

him. Man looked about as they journeyed and saw many strange

animals; also that the country was much finer than the one he had left.

Raven told him that this land, with its people and animals, was the

first he had made.

The people living here woi'e handsomely made fur clothing, worked
in ornamental patterns, such as people now wear on earth; for Man, on
his return, showed his people how to make clothes in this manner, and
the patterns have been retained ever since. After a time they came to

a large kashim, and went in; a very old man, the first made by Ravett

in the sky land, came out from his place of honor at the head of the room,

opposite the door, and welcomed them, telling the people to bring food

for the guest from the lower land, who was his friend. Then boiled

flesh of a kind which Man had never eaten before was brought to him.
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Eaven told him that it was from the mountain sheep and the tame rein-

deer. After Man had eaten Raven led him on again to show him other

things which he had made, and told him not to try to drink from any of

the lakes they might pass, for in them he had made animals that would

seize and destroy him if he went near.

On the way they came to a dry lake bed in which tall grass was

growing thickly. Lying upon the very tips of this grass, which did not

bend under its weight, was a large, strange-looking animal, with a long
head and six legs. The two hind-legs were unusually large; the fore-

legs were short, and a small pair extended down from the belly. All

over the animal's body grew fine, thick hair, like that on the shrew-

mouse, but it was longer about the feet. From the back of the head

grew a pair of thick, short horns, which extended forward and curved

back at the tips. The animal had small eyes and was of very dark

color or blackish.

Eaven told Man that when people wished to kill one of these animals

they first placed logs on the ground under them, for, if they did not, the

animal would sink into the earth when he fell and be lost. In order to

kill one of them many people were needed, and when the animal fell on

the logs other logs must be thrown over it and held down, while two
men took large clubs and beat in its skull between the eyes.

Next they came to a round hole in the sky, around the border of

which grew a ring of short grass, glowing like fire. This, Raven

said, was a star called the Moon-dog {i-gha-lum M-mnlih'-ti). The tops
of the grass bordering the hole were gone, and Raven said that his

mother had taken some, and he had taken the rest to make the first fire

on earth. He added that he had tried to make some of this same kind

of grass on the earth but could not.

Man was now told to close his eyes and he would be taken to another

place. Raven took him upon his wings and, dropping through the star

hole, they floated down for a long time, until at last they entered some-

thing that seemed to resist their course. Finally they stopped, and
Raven said they were standing at the bottom of the sea. Man breathed

quite easily there, and Raven told him that the foggy appearance Avas

caused by the w^ater. He said,
" I will make some new kinds of ani-

mals here; but you must not walk about; you must lie down, and if

you become tired you may turn over upon the other side."

Raven then left Man lying on one side, where he rested for a long

time; finally he awoke, but felt very tired, so he tried to turn over, but
could not. Then Man thought, "I wish I could turn over;" and in a

moment he turned without effort. As he did this he was surprised to

see that his body had become covered with long, white hairs and that

his fingers had become long claws, but he quickly fell asleep again. He
awoke, and turned over and fell asleep three times more. When he
awoke the fourth time Raven stood beside him and said, "I have

changed you into a white bear. How do you like it!" Man tried to
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answer, but could not make a sound until the Eaven waved his magic

wing over him, when he replied that he did not like it, for he would have

to live on the sea while his son would be on the shore, and he would

feel badly. Then Eaven made a stroke with his wings and the bearskin

fell from Man and lay empty at one side while he sat up in his original

form. Then Eaven took one of his tail-feathers, placing it inside the

bearskin for a spine, and, after waving his wing over it, a white bear

arose. Then they passed on, and ever since white bears have been

found on the frozen sea.

Eaven asked Man how many times he had turned over, and he

answered, "four." '' That was four years," said Eaven, "for you slept

there just four years." They had gone only a short distance beyond

this, when they saw a small animal like a shrew-mouse; this was a

wi'-lAgho'-yiil: It is like the shrew that lives on the land, but this one

always lives at sea on the ice. When it sees a man it darts at him, and,

entering the toe of his boot, crawls all over his body, after which, if he

keeps perfectly quiet, it will leave him unharmed and the man will

become a successful hunter. In case the man moves even a finger

while this animal is on him, it instantly burrows into his flesh and

goes directly to his heart, causing death.

Then Eaven made the d-mi'-kul-, a large, slimy, leathery-skin animal,
with four long, wide-spreading arms. This is a fierce animal, living
in the sea, which wraps its arms about a man or a kaiak and drags
them under the water; if the man tries to escape from it by leaving his

kaiak and getting on the ice it will dart underneath, breaking the ice

beneath his feet, and even pursuing him on shore by burrowing through
the earth as easily as it swims in the water, so that no one can escape
from it when it once pursues him.

Beyond this, they saw two large dark-colored animals, around which
swam a smaller one. Eaven hurried forward and sat upon the head of

the smaller animal, and it became quiet. When Man drew near, Eaven
showed him two walrus, and said that the animal upon whose head he
was borne was a walrus dog {az-i-ivu'-gihnki-rnuJch'-tl). This animal,
he said, would always go with large herds of walrus and would kill

people. It was long and rather slender, covered with black scales

which were not too hard to be pierced by a spear. Its head and teeth

were somewhat like those of a dog; it had four legs and a long, round
tail covered with scales like those on the body; wuth a stroke of this

tail it could kill a man.
Some whales and grampus were seen. next. Eaven told Man that

only good hunters could kill them, and that when one was killed an
entire village could feast. Then they saw the t-mum' Ica'-bvi-d-gd, or sea

fox, an animal very much like the red fox, except that it lives in the
sea and is so fierce that it kills men. Xear this were two t-mum' tsnV-

Jcak or t-mum' pikh-Ulkh'-chi, the sea otter, which is like the land otter,
but has much finer fur, tipped with white, and is very scarce, only the
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best liunters being able to capture it. They passed many kinds of iisli

and tben the shore rose before them, and overhead could be seen the

ripples on the surface of the water. "Close your eyes, and hold fast

to me," said Raven. As soon as he had done this, Man found himself

standing on the shore near his home, and was very much astonished to

see a large village where he had left only a few huts; his wife had
become very old and his son was an old man. The people saw him and

welcomed him back, making him their headman; he was given the

place of honor in the kashim, and there told the people what he had
seen and taught the young men many things. The villagers would

have given Raven a seat by the old man in the place of honor, but he

refused it and chose a seat with the humble people near the entrance.

After a time the old man began to wish to see the fine sky land

again, but his peoi)le tried to induce him to stay with them. He told

his children that they must not feel badly at his absence, and then, in

company with Eaven, he returned to the sky land. The dwarf i^eople

welcomed them, and they lived there for a long time, until the villagers
on the earth had become very numerous and killed a great many ani-

mals. This angered Man and liaven so much that one night they took

a long line and a grass basket with which they descended to the earth.

Raven caught ten reindeer, which he put into the basket with the old

man; then one end of the cord was! fastened to the basket and Raven
returned to the sky, drawing it up after him. The next evening they
took the reindeer and went down close to Man's village; the deer were
then told to break down the first house they came to and destroy the

people, for men were becoming too numerous. Tlie reindeer did as

they were told and ate up the people with their sharp, wolf-like teeth,
after which they returned to the sky; the next night they came back
and destroyed another house with its people in the same manner. The

villagers had now become much frightened and covered the third house
with a mixture of deer fat and berries. When the reindeer tried to

destroy this house they filled their mouths with the fat and sour

berries, which caused them to run off, shaking their heads so violently
that all their long, sharp teeth fell out. Afterward small teeth, such as

reindeer now have, grew in their places, and these animals became
harmless.

Man and Raven returned to the sky after the reindeer ran away, Man
saying,

" If something is not done to stop people from taking so many
animals they will continue until they have killed everything you have
made. It is better to take away the sun from them so that they will

be in the dark and will die."

To this Raven agreed, saying, "You remain here and I will go and
take away the sun." So he went away and, taking the sun, put it into

his skin bag and carried it far away to a part of the sky land where
his parents lived, and it became very dark on earth. In his father's

village Raven took to himself a wife from the maidens of the place and
lived there, keeping the sun hidden carefully in the bag.
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The i)eople on earth were very much frightened when the sun was
taken away, and tried to get it back by oflering Kaven rich presents of

food and furs, but without effect. After many trials the people propiti-

ated Raven so that he let them have the light for a short time. Then
he would hold up the sun in one hand for two days at a time, so that

the people could hunt and get food, after which it would be taken away
and all would become dark. After this a long time would pass and it

required many offerings before he would let them have light again.
This was repeated many times.

Eaven had living in this village an older brother who began to feel

sorry for the earth people and to think of means by which he could

get the sun and return it to its place. After he had thought a long
time he pretended to die, and was put away in a grave box, as was

customary. As soon as the mourners left his grave he arose and went
out a short distance from the village, where he hid his raven mask and
coat in a tree; then he went to the spring where the villagers got their

water, and waited. In a short time his brother's wife came for water,
and after she had filled her bucket she took up a ladle full of water to

drink. As she drank. Raven's brother, by a magic spell, changed him-

self into a small leaf, falling into the ladle, and was swallowed with

the water. The woman coughed and then hastened home, where she

told her husband that she had swallowed some strange thing while

drinking at the spring, to which he paid little attention, saying it was

probably a small leaf.

Immediately after this the woman became with child, and in a few

days gave birth to a boy, who was very lively and crept about at

once and in a few days was running about. He cried continually for

the sun, and, as the father was very fond of him, he frequently \et the

child have it for a plaything, but was always careful to take it back

again. As soon as the boy began to play out of doors he cried and

begged for the sun more than ever. After refusing for a long time, his

father let him take the sun again and the boy played with it in the

house, and then, when no one was looking, he carried it outside, ran

quickly to the tree, put on his raven mask and coat, and flew far away
with it. When he was far up from the sky he heard his father crying
out to him, "Do not hide the sun. Let it out of the bag to make some

light. Do not keep it always dark." For he feared his son had stolen

it to keep it for himself.

Then Raven went home and the Raven boy flew on to the place where
the sun belonged. There he tore oft' the skin covering and put the sun

in its i)lace again. From this place he saw a broad path leading far

away, which he followed. It led him to the side of a hole surrounded

by short grass glowing with light, some of which he plucked. He
remembered that his father had called to him not to keep it always

dark, but to make it partly dark and partly light. Thinking of this, he

caused the sky to revolve, so that it moved around the earth, carrying
the sun and stars with it, tlius making day and night.
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While he was standiDg close by the edge of the earth, just before

snurise, he stuck into the sky a bunch of the glowing grass that

he held in his hand, and it has stayed there ever since, forming the

brilliant morning star. Going down to the earth he came at last to the

village where the first j^eople lived. There the old people welcomed

him, and he told them that Eaven had been angry with them and had
taken the sun away, but that he had put it back himself so that it

would never be moved again.

Among the people who welcomed him was the headman of the sky

dwarfs, who had come down with some of his people to live on the

earth. Then the people asked him what had become of Man, who had

gone up to the sky with Eaven. This was the first time the Eaven boy
had heard of Man, and he tried to fly up to the sky to see him, but

found that he could rise only a short distance above the earth. AYhen
he found that he could not get back to the sky, he wandered away until

he came to a village where lived the children of the other men last

born from the pea-vine. There he took a wife and lived a long time,

having many children, all of whom became Eaven people like himself

and were able to fly over the earth, but they gradually lost their magic
l^owers until finally they became ordinary ravens like the birds we see

now on the tundras.

RAVEN TAKES A WIFE

(From the Unalit of Norton sound)

For a long time Eaven lived alone, but finally became tired of this and
decided to take a wife. For this purj)ose he looked about and noticed

that it was late in the fall and that the birds were going southward in

large flocks. Then Eaven flew away and stopped directly in the path
taken by the geese and other wild fowl on their way to the land of sum-

mer. As he sat by the way he saw a pretty young Hutchins goose com-

ing near. Then he modestly hid his face by looking at his feet, and as

the goose passed he called out,
" Who wishes me for a husband f I am a

very nice man." Unheeding him, the goose flew on, and Eaven looked

after her and sighed. Soon after a black brant passed, and Eaven
cried out as before, with the same result. He looked after her and cried

out, "Ah, what kind of people are these? They do not even wait to

listen." Again he waited, and a duck iiassed near, and when Eaven
cried out she turned a little toward him but passed on. For an instant

his heart beat (piickly with hope, and as the duck passed, he cried,

"Ah, I came very near then; perhaps 1 shall succeed this time;" and
he stood waiting with bowed head.

Very soon a family of white-front Geese came along, consisting of

the parents with four brothers and a sister, and the Eaven cried out,

"Who wishes me for a husband f I am a fine hunter and am young
and handsome." As he finished thej^ alighted just beyond him, and he

thought,
" Now I will get a wife." Then he looked about and saw a
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pretty white stone with a hole in it lying near; he i)icked it up and,

stringing it on a long grass stem, hung it about his neck. As soon as

he had done this he pushed up his bill so that it slid to the top of his

head like a mask, and he became a dark-colored young man, who walked

up to the Geese. At the same time each of the Geese pushed up its bill

in the same manner, and they became nice-looking people. Raven was
much pleased with the looks of the girl and, going to her, gave her

the stone, choosing her for his wife, and she hung it about her own
neck. Then all pushed down their bills, becoming birds again, and
flew away toward the south.

The Geese Happed their wings heavily and worked slowly along, but

Eaven with his outspread wings glided on faster than his party, while

the geese looked after him, exclaiming, in admiration, " How light and

graceful he is!" At length Raven grew wearj', so he said, "We had
better stop early and look for a place to sleep." The others agreed to

this, so they stopped and were soon asleep.

Early next morning the Geese were astir and wished to be off,

but Raven still slept so heavily that they had to arouse him. The
father Goose said,

" We must make haste, for it will snow here soon
;

let us not linger."

As soon as Raven was fully awake he pretended to be eager to get

away, and, as on the day before, led the others with outspread wings
and was greatly admired by his young companions. And so Raven

kept on, above or in front of his companions, who made admiring
remarks to one another, such as "Ah, see how light and graceful he

is." Thus the party traveled on until they stopped one evening upon
the seashore, where they feasted upon the berries that were plentiful

all about them, and then went to sleep.

Early the next morning the Geese made ready to go without stopping
for breakfast. Raven's stomach cried out for some of the fine berries

that were so plentiful, but the Geese would not wait, so he dared not

object to starting. As they left the seashore the father Goose told them
that they would stop to rest once on tlie way, and the next stretch

would bring them to the other sliore. Raven began to feel very doubt-

ful about being able to reach the other shore, but he was ashamed to

say so and thought he would risk making the attempt; so off they all

flew. The Geese flew steadily on and on. After a long time Raven

began to fall behind. His widespread wings ached, yet the Geese kept
on steadily and untiringly. Raven flapped heavily along, and then

would glide on outspread pinions for a time, trying to ease his tired

wings, but to no purpose, so he fell farther and farther behind. Finally
the Geese looked back, and the father Goose exclaimed, "1 thought he

was light and active, but he must be getting tired
;
let us wait." Then

the Geese settled close together in the water, and Raven came laboring

up and sunk upon their backs, gasping for breath. In a short time he

partly recovered, and, putting one hand on his breast, said, "I have an
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arrowhead here from an okl war I was iu and it pains me greatly; that

is the reason I fell behind."

After resting they went on, but the others had to wait for Raven

again, and he repeated the story of the arrowhead, which he told them

had pierced his heart. Then he had his wife x)ut her hand on his breast

to feel it shaking about. She did so, but could feel only his heart

beating like a hainmerstone and no sign of an arrowpoint, yet she said

nothing. Thus they went on, and again they waited for Kaven, but now
the brothers began to talk about him, saying among themselves, "I do

not believe that story about the arrowhead. How could he live with

an arrowhead in his heart ?
"

When they were rested they saw the far-away shore before them.

The father Goose now told Raven that they would wait for him no more

until they reached the land. Then all arose and flew on, Raven slowly

flapping his wings, which felt very heavy. The Geese kept steadily on

toward the shore, while Raven sank lower and lower, getting nearer

and nearer to the dreaded water. As he came close to the waves he

cried and shrieked to his wife, "Leave me the white stone! Throw it

back to me !" for it contained magical properties. Thus he kept crying
until suddenly his wings lost their power and he floated helplessly in

the water as the Geese gained the shore. He tried to rise from the water,

but his wings seemed to be weighted down, and he drifted back and

forth along the beach. The waves arose, and soon succeeding white

caps buried him until he was soaked, and only with the greatest difli-

culty could he get his beak above the surface to breathe a little between

the waves. After a long time a great wave cast him upon the land.

Then, as it flowed back, he dug his claws into the x)ebbles and only

by great effort did he save himself from being dragged back again into

the sea. As soon as he was able he struggled up the beach, an unhappy-

looking object. The water ran in streams from his soaked feathers and

his wings dragged on the ground. He fell several times, and at last,

with wide-gaping mouth, reached some bushes, where he pushed up his

beak and became a small, dark-colored man. Then he took off his

raven coat and mask, hanging them on a bush, while he made a fire-

drill out of some pieces of wood and soon had a fire burning, before

which he dried himself.

THK KAVEN, THE WHALE, AXD THE MINK

[This tale is related either separately or in conjunction with the fore-

going legend, of which it forms a part.]
After Raven had dried his clothing at the fire he chanced to look

toward the sea and saw a large whale passing close along the shore,

and he cried out, "When you come up again shut your eyes and open

your mouth wide." Quickly putting on his raven coat, he drew down
his mask, then, carrying his fire-drill under his wings, flew out over

the water. The whale soon came up again and did as it was told, and
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when Raven saw tlie open mouth he flew straight down tne whale's

throat. The whale closed its mouth and went down again, while Raven
stood looking about, finding himself at the entrance of a fine room, at

one end of which burned a lamp. He went in and was surprised to

see a very beautiful young woman sitting there. The place was clean

and dry, the roof being supported by the whale's spine, while its ribs

formed the walls. From a tube that extended along the whale's back-

bone, oil was dropping slowly into the lamp. When Raven stepped in

the woman started up and cried out,
" How came you here"? You are

the first man who ever came in here." Raven told how he came there,

and she asked him to be seated on the other side of the room. This

woman was the shade or inua of the whale, which was a female. Then
she prepared him food, giving him some berries and oil, at the same
time telling him that she had gathered the berries the year before.

For four days Raven stayed there as the guest of the inua, and con-

tinually wondered what the tube was that ran along the roof of the

house. Each time the woman left the room she told him that he must
not touch it. At last, when she left the room again, he went to the

lamp, and holding out his claw caught a large drop of the oil and licked

it with his tongue. It tasted so sweet that lie began to catch and
eat other drops as fast as they fell. This soon became too slow for

him, so he reached up and tore a piece from the side of the tube and
ate it. As soon as this was done a great rush of oil poured into the

room, extinguishing the light, while the room itself began to roll wildly

about. This continued for four days and Raven was nearly dead from

weariness and the bruises which he had received. Then the room
became still and the whale was dead, for Raven had torn off a part of

one of the heart vessels. The inua never came back to the room, and
the whale drifted upon the shore.

Raven now found himself a prisoner, and while trying to think of a

plan for escaping, heard two men talking on top of the whale, and pro-

posing to bring all of their village mates to the place. This was done

very quickly, and the i^eople soon had a hole made through the upper
side of the whale's body. This hole was enlarged until, watching his

chance while everybodj^ was carrying a load of meat to the shore, Raven
flew out and alighted on the top of a hill close by without being noticed.

Then he remembered that he had left his fire-drill behind, and exclaimed,

"Ah, my good fire drill; I have forgotten it." He quickly removed his

raven mask and coat, becoming a young man again, and started along
the shore toward the whale. The people on the carcass soon saw a

small, dark colored man in a strangely made deerskin coat coming
toward them, and they looked at him curiously. Raven drew near and

said, "Ho, you have found a fine, large whale. Well, I will help you
cut him up." He rolled up his sleeves and set to work. Very soon a

man working inside the whale's body cried out, "Ah, see what I have

found. A fire drill inside the whale." At once Raven began to roll
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down liis sleeves, saying, "That is bad, for my daughter lias told me
that if a fire-drill is found in a whale and people try to cut up that

whale many of them Avill die. I shall run away." And away he ran.

When Raven had gone the people looked at one another and said,

"Perhaps he is right;" and away they all ran, every one trying to rub

the oil off his hands as he went. From his hiding place near by Raven
looked on and laughed as the people ran away, and then he went for

his mask and coat. After proc;iriug them he returned to tlie whale and

began catting it up and carrying the flesh back from the shore. As
he thought of the feast in store for him he even said,

" Thanks" to the

shades.

When he had stored away enough meat he wished to save some oil,

but had no bag to put it in, so he walked along the shore trying to

find a seal. He had gone only a short distance when he saw a mink
run swiftly by, and he called out,

" What are you running after so fast?

Are you going for something to eat?"

Mink stopped, and pushing up his nose like a mask, as Raven had
done with his beak, became a small, dark-colored man. Then Raven

cried, "Ah, you will be my friend? I have plenty of food, but I am
lonely, for I have no one with me." To this Mink agreed, and both

walked back to the whale and went to work, but Mink did the most

for Raven was very lazy.

Theymade grass bags and mats for the meat and blubber, storing great

quantities of it in holes in the ground. After this was done they built

a fine kashim. When it was finished Raven said, "It is lonely; let us

make a feast." And he told Mink to go out and invite the sea people to

join them.

To this Mink agreed, so next morning he started out, while Raven
made a short, round, slender rod, at one end of which he painted two

rings with charcoal paint. When he had finished this, he gathered a

large ball of sticky spruce gum, which he placed with the rod in the

kashim.

Mink soon returned and told Raven that on the morrow plenty of sea

people would come to the feast. To this Raven answered, "Thanks."

Early the next morning Mink called Raven outside and pointed toward
the sea, the surface of which was covered with different kinds of seals

coming to the feast. Raven went back into the kashim, while Mink
went down to the water to meet the guests and escort them to the

house.

As each seal came on shore he pushed up his mask and became a

small man, and all entered the house until it was full. Raven looked

about at the guests and exclaimed,
" What a number of people.

How shall I be able to make a feast for all of you ? But never mind
;

let me first rub the eyes of some of you with this stuff, in order that

you may be able to see better; it is dark in here."

With his ball of gum Raven then fastened shut the eyes of every
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seal, except a small one near the door, which he overlooked. The last

seal whose eyes were shut was also a small one, and as soon as its eyes
were made fast it tried to get them open, and began to cry. The little

one by the door cried out to the others,
'' Raven has stuck your eyes shut,

and you can not open them." Then every seal tried to open his eyes,
but could not. With the stick he had made the day before Raven now
killed all the guests by striking them on the head, each seal man

changing back to a seal as it was killed. As soon as the little one by
tne door saw Raven killing his companions, it ran out and escaped alone

into the sea.

When he had finished, Raven turned to Mink and said,
'^ See what a

lot of seals I have killed. We will have plenty of oil bags now." Then

they made bags of the sealskins and filled them with oil for the winter.

Ever since that time Raven and Mink have been friends, and even to

this day ravens will not eat the flesh of a mink, be they ever so hungry;
and the mink and the raven are often found very close together on the

tundras.

THE RED BEAR (TA-KU'-KA)

(From St Michael and Norton Bound)

On the seashore, near where the village of Pikmiktalik now stands,
there once lived the Eskimo hunter Pi-tikh'-cho-lik' and his wife

Ta ku'-ka. The mountains were filled with great herds of reindeer

and the sea was full of seals and fish, so that Pi-tikh'-cholik' brought
home an abundance of food and skins.

One fine summer evening Ta-ku'-ka stood on the seashore waiting
for her husband's return. She was uneasy and anxious, as he had
remained away much longer than usual on his recent hunting excur-

sions, although he had exi)lained to her that the deer were getting
farther back into the mountains and the seals were to be found only
farther at sea.

After a time Ta-ku'-ka went into the house to attend to her children

and when she came out again her husband was putting his kaiak on

the framework standing by the house.

She asked him many questions about his long stay, but he replied

peevishly that he had gone far out to sea and had remained because

he did not wish to come home without game. When they went into

the house Ta-ku'-ka placed before him different kinds of food, prepared
as he liked it best, but he ate very little, and seemed gloomy and sad.

His wife urged him to tell her the cause of his sadness, and at last he

said,
" If you must know the cause of my sadness, hear it. I feel that

I am going to die, and the third day from now will be the time of my
death."

At this Ta- ku'-ka began to cry very bitterly, but he stopped her,

saying, "Do not cry and make me unhappy while I am with you, but

hear my last wishes. When 1 am dead you must put my kaiak into
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tlie water and fasteu it to the shore; lay my paddle, spears, and lines

upon it in their proper places; dress my body in the waterproof shirt

and put me into the kaiak, fastening the shirt to tiie manhole as you
have seen me do when going- to sea. Every evening for three days

place fish, deer fat, and berries before my body that my iniia may be

satisfied. Do you promise me this?" Ta-ku-'ka promised and wept

silently. Pi-tikh'-cho lik' did not leave the house again, and he died on

the third day. Then Ta-ku'-ka cried very much, but did as she had

been tohl. Every morning she saw that the shade had eaten, for all

the food before the body was gone, Ou the fourth morning, when she

went to the shore to lament for her dead as usual, she saw that the

kaiak with all its contents had disappeared. Then she threw herself

upon the ground and lay there for a long time in her sorrow; finally she

remembered her children and went back to the house to care for them.

For a long time Ta-ku'-ka worked very hard, gathering berries or

catching aad drying fish to prepare her store of winter food.

One day while gathering berries she wandered far from home and
went to the top of a mountain; there she looked out over the land and
far away saw puffs of smoke drifting upward from the ground. This

was tlie first sign she had ever seen of other people, and she decided

to go to see what they were like. After some time she drew near tlie

place and crept softly to the edge of the hill, that fell away sharply on

one side to the sea, but sloped gradually toward a portion of the inhmd
side. Near the water were three houses, from one of which came the

smoke she had seen.

Here Ta-ku'-ka waited quietly to see what kind of people were there,

aud soon a woman came out, shading her eyes Avith one hand and look-

ing out to sea; then she hurried back to the house, calling to someone
within. At this tAvo other women came out, and all went down to the

water's edge, where they began to sing a love song and to dance upon
the sand facing the sea. Ta-ku'-ka had been so interested in watching
these women and their handsome fur garments that she had not uoticed

anything else, but now the low, pleasant sound of a man's voice rising
in song struck her ear and made her heart beat faster. She looked

beyond the Avomen and saw a man urging his kaiak swiftly toward the

shore, singing and playfully throwing his seal spear before him, aud

picking it up as he jiassed.

When he came near, Ta-ku'-ka recognized the song as one that

Pi tikh'-chollk' used to sing to her in the old days; then the kaiak

man came ou shore and the women met him with exclamations of

l)leasure. Ta-ku'-ka could scarcely believe her eyes when she saw that

the man was indeed her husband, whom she had believed to be dead.

He went into the house with the women, and Ta ka'-ka felt a strange,
fierce anger in her heart, such as she had never known before. She
stood on the hillside listening to the songs and laughter coming from

the house until far into the night.
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Morning came and Pi-tikh'-cho-lik' came out of the house and

arranged Lis hunting gear upon the kaiak. After saying
"
good-bye"

to the women on the shore he paddled out to sea, singing pleasantly.
When he was out of sight Ta-ku'-ka went down from the hillside and
followed the women into one of the houses; they seemed surprised to

see her, but made her welcome, asking her many questions. They
admired her face and its color, which was lighter than theirs, also

several tattooed lines on her face, one up and down between her eyes
and three that extended down across the chin from her lower lip;

they were also pleased with the shape of her garments, which were

diflerent from theirs. By and by one of the women said,
" You are

very handsome with the beautiful lines marked on your face; I would

give much if you would teach me how to make my face like yours."
Ta-ku'-ka answered,

" I will show you how it is done, if I can please

you, but it will hiirt you and you may not wish to bear the pain."
" I

shall not mind the pain," said the woman,
" for I wish to be handsome,

as you are, and am ready to bear it." "Be it as you wish," said

Ta ku'-ka. " Go into the house and make a fire, and put by it a large

clay pot, filled with oil; when the oil boils call me. I will make your
face beautiful like mine." When the woman had thanked her and had

gone to make ready, the other women asked her many questions.
" Will it hurt very much?" and " Will she really be as ])retty as you
are?" and others. To which Ta-ku'-ka replied, "She will not be hurt

very much, and she will be i)rettier even than I."

In a short time the woman came back, saying that the oil was ready.
Ta-ku'-ka then went into the house and told her to kneel before the pot
of boiling oil and to bend her face over it. As soon as this was done,
Ta-ku'-ka grasped her by the hair and thrust her face down into the

hot oil and held it there until the woman was dead, saying, "There, you
will always be beautiful now." Then she laid the body on the bed

platform, and covering the face, went back to the other women. Dur-

ing her absence the other two had been talking together, and when she

came back they asked her if she had succeeded in making their com-

panion handsome, and Ta-ku'-ka nodded her head.

Then both women said,
" We, too, will make you presents if you will

make us beautiful," and she consented. Then all went to the dead

woman's house, and Ta-ku'-ka said to her companions,
" Do not disturb

your friend
;
she sleeps now and her face is covered so that nothing will

break the charm
;
when she awakes she will be very handsome." After

this she killed both the other women as she had the first, saying, as she

laid them on the ground,
"
You, too, will be very pretty." She then

made three crosses of sticks and placed them upright in the sand where
the women had danced on the shore the evening before, ui)ou which she

placed the clothing of the dead women so that a person at a distance

would think they were standing there. Then she took a red bearskin

and went back to her hiding i^lace in the rocks. Evening came, and the
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hunter drew near, singing as on the previous night. No answer reached

him, but he thought he saw his wives standing on the shore, and although

he raised his song iu praise of them, they gave no answer. He became

angry and stopped his song; then he began to scold and upbraid them,

but still they were silent. Landing, he hurried to the silent figures

and then on to the nearest house. There and at the second house he

found nothing, but in the last he saw his wives as they lay dead, and

Ta-hu'-ka heard his cries of sorrow when he saw them.

Pi tikh' cho-lik' rushed raging from the house, wailing with soreew,

shouting in wild anger, "If any bad spirits have done this, I fear them

not. Let them come and try to work their evil upon me. I hate and

scorn them." All remained quiet. "If any evil shade, man or beast,

has done this, let it come out from its hiding place," he shouted, "and
dare to face a man who will tear out its heart and eat its blood; oh,

miserable good-for-nothing!"
As if in answer, he heard a deep growl coming from the hillside, and

there he saw a red bear standing on its hind feet, swaying its body
back and forth. This was Ta-ku'-ka, who had placed a flat stone on

each side of her body to protect herself from wounds by arrow or spear

and had wrapped herself in the bearskin.

Pi-tikh'-cho-lik' saw her and thought she was really a bear and began

calling every opprobrious name he could think of, while he quickly fitted

an arrow to his bow and loosed it. The arrow struck one of the stones

aud fell harmless, and the bear turned its other side toward him. Again
he shot a well aimed arrow, and again it fell harmless. Then the bear

rushed down the slope straight at him, and Pi-tikh'-cho-lik"s spear,

striking the bear's side, broke in his hands. In a few moments the bear

had thrown him down lifeless and torn out and eaten his heart. Then
the fury which had urged Ta ku'-ka on seemed to leave her and her bet-

ter feelings began to return. She tried to take off the bearskin, but

it closed about her so firmly that she could not.

Suddenly Ta-ku'-ka thought of her children at home, so taking her

basket of berries from the hilltop, she started for her dwelling. As she

went along she began to be frightened at her strange desire for blood,

mingled with the thoughts of her children. Hurrying on she came at

last to the house and rushed in. The two children were asleep, and as

soon as Ta-ku'-ka saw them a fierce, uncontrollable desire for blood

again came over her, so that she at once tore them to pieces. After this

she went out and wandered over the earth, filled with a desire to destroy

every one she came across.

Up to that time red bears had been harmless, but Ta-ku'-ka filled

them with her own rage, so that they have been very savage ever

since. Finally she reached Kuskokwim river and was killed by a

hunter, whose arrow found its way through a crack that had been

made in one of the stones on her side.
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TjaE GIANT (KTN'-AK)

(From Unalaklit, Norton soniid)

One dark winter night a woman ran through the village of Nlkh'-ta

and out on to the snow-covered tundra; she was fleeing from her hus-

band whose cruelty had become unbearable. All through the night
and for many days afterward she traveled ou toward the north, always
going around the villages she came near, fearing that she might be

pursued. Finally she left all signs of human life behind, and the cold

became more and more intense; her small supply of food was exhausted

and she began to eat snow to lessen her hunger. One day, as evening
drew nigh, she was in such a wind-swept place that she forced herself

to go on. At last she saw before her what seemed to be a hill with five

elevations on its crest; when she came to it she saw that it looked like

an enormous human foot. Removing the snow from between two eleva-

tions, that looked like huge toes, she found it warm and comfortable,
and slept there until morning, when she started and walked toward a

single elevation that showed in the snowy level. This she reached near

nightfall and noticed that it appeared to be shaped like a great knee.

Finding a sheltered place by it she stayed there until morning, when
she went on. That evening a hill like a huge thigh sheltered her for

the night. The next night she was sheltered in a round pit-like hollow,
around which grew scattered brush; as she left this place in the morn-

ing it appeared to her like a great navel.

The next night she slept near two hills shaped like enormous breasts;
the night following she found a sheltered, comfortable hollow, where she

slept. As she was about to start from there in the morning a great
voice seemed to come from beneath her feet, saying: "Who are you T

What has driven you to me, to whom human beings never come!" She
was very much frightened, but managed to tell her sorrowful tale, and
then the voice spoke again :

"
Well, you may stay here, but you must

not sleep again near my mouth nor on my lips, for if I should breathe

on you it would blow you away. You must be hungry. I will get you

something to eat."

While she waited it suddenly occurred to her that for five days she had
been traveling on the body of the giant, KTn'-a-g'ak', or Kiil'-ak. Then
the sky became suddenly obscured, and a great black cloud came swiftly

toward her
;
when it was near she saw that it was the giant's hand,

which opened and dropped a freshly killed reindeer, and the voice told

her to eat of it. Very quickly she got some of the brushwood that grew
all about, made a fire, and ate heartily of the roasted flesh. The giant

spoke again :
" I know you wish a place in which to rest, and it is best

for you to go into my beard where it grows most thickly, for I wish to

take breath now and to clear from my lungs the hoarfrost which has

gathered there and which bothers me; so go quickly."
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She barely bad time to get down into the giant's beard when ;i furious

gale of wind rushed over her head, accompanied by a blinding snow-

storm, which ended as quickly as it began, after extending far out over

the tundra, and the sky became clear once more.

The next day Kin-Jik told her to And a good place and build herself

a hut of hairs from his beard. She looked about and chose a spot on

the left side of the giant's nose, not far from his nostril, and built her

hut from hairs taken from his mustache. Here she lived for a long

time, the giant supplying her wants by reaching out his great hand
and capturing deer, seals, and whatever she wished for food. From
the skins of wolves, wolverines, and other fur-bearing animals that he

caught for her she made herself handsome clothing, and in a little time

had on hand a great store of skins and furs.

Kin-Jik began to find his mustache getting thin, as she used the hairs

for firewood, so forbade her using any more of it, but told her to get
some of the hair growing down the side of his face whenever she

needed any. Thus a long time passed.
One day Kin-iik asked her if she would not like to return home.

"Yes," she replied, "only I fear my husband will beat me again, and
I shall have no one who will protect me."

"I will protect you," said he. "Go and cut the ear tips from all the

skins you have and put them in the basket. Then set yourself before

my mouth, and whenever you are in danger remember to call, 'Kiii-iik,

Kin-iik, come to me,' and I will protect you. Go now and do as I have
told you. It is time. I have grown tired of lying so long in one place
and wish to turn over, and if you were here you would be crushed."

Then the woman did as she had been toM, and crouched before his

mouth.

At once there burst forth a tempest of wind and fine snow, and the

woman felt herself driven before it until she became sleepy and closed

her eyes. When she awoke she was on the ground before the houses

of Nikh'-til, but could not believe it was so until she heard the familiar

howling of the dogs. She waited until evening, and after placing the

basket of ear tips in her storehouse, entered her husband's home. He
had long mourned her as dead, and his pleasure was very great when
she returned. Then she told her story and her husband promised
never to treat her badly again. When he went to his storehouse the

next day he was very much surprised to find it filled with valuable

furs, for every ear tip brought by his wife had turned into a complete
skin during the night.
These skins made him very rich, so that he became one of the head-

men of the village. After a time he began to feel badly because they
had no children, and said to his wife,

" What will become of us when we
are old and weak, with no one to care for us? Ah, if we could but
have a son." One day he told his wife to bathe herself carefully;
then he dipped a feather in oil and with it drew the form of a boy on her

abdomen. In due time she bore a son and they were very happy.
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The boy grew rapidly aud excelled all of liis youthful companions iu

strength, agility, and marksmanship. He was named Kiii-jik, in mem-

ory of the giant. Then by degrees the husband became unkind and
harsh as he had been before, until one day he became so enraged that

he caught up a large stick to beat his wife. She ran out of the house

in fear, but slipped and fell just outside, and her husband was close

upon her when she remembered the giant and called " Kiii-ak! Kifi-Jik !

come to me." Scarcely had she said these words when a terrible blast

of wind passed over her, blowing her husband away, and he was never

seen again.
The years passed until young Kin-iik grew to be a handsome and

powerful young man and became a very successful hunter, but he had
a fierce and cruel temper. One evening he came home and told his

mother that he had quarreled with two of his companions and had
killed both of tliem. His mother remonstrated with him, telling of

the danger he would be in from the blood revenge of the relatives of

the murdered men. Time went on, and the matter seemed to be for-

gotten.

Again Kin-iik came home with a tale of having killed a companion.
After this every few days he would quarrel with someone and end by
killing him; at last he had killed so many people that his mother
refused to permit him to live with her any longer. He seemed greatly

surprised at this, saying, "Are you not my mother! How is it that

you can thus treat mef
"Yes," she replied, "I am your mother, but your evil temper has

ended in killing or driving away all our friends. Everyone hates and
fears you, and soon no one will be left living in the village except old

women and children. Go away; leave this place, for it will be better

for all of us."

Kiil-iik made no reply, but for some time he hunted continually until

he had filled his mother's storehouse with food and skins. Then he

went to her, saying, "Now that I have provided you with food and

skins, as Avas my duty, I am ready to leave," and he went forth.

By chance he took the same road his mother had traveled during
her flight, and came at last to the giant's head. When the giant
understood that he was the son of the woman who had been there he

permitted the young man to stay on his face, but told him never to

come about his lips, for if he ventured there evil would befall him.

For some time Kiii-tik lived there quietly, but at last made up his

mind to go upon the giant's lip and see what was there. After a great
deal of hard work in getting through the tangled thicket of beard on

the giant's chin he i'eached the mouth. The moment he stepped upon
the lips and approached the opening between them a mighty blast of

wind swept forth and he was hurled into the air and never seen again.
The giant still lives in the north, although no one has ever been to

him since that day; but whenever he breathes the fierce snow-drifting
north winds of winter make his existence known.
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THE ONE-WHO-FINDS-NOTHING (PI-CHU'-I-L1N-UK)

(From St Michael)

Once there was a small, ugly-face young man who could never find

anything that he looked for. Whenever he went out with his sled for

wood, he returned without any, because he could never succeed in

finding any, not the least piece. Then he entered the kashim and sat

down in his place over the entrance way. When he sat down there

he would remain quiet for a long time. The one sitting beside him

sometimes gave him water, which he would drink and then become

quite still again.
If forced to go out, he would put on his boots and go, bnt would

return again very soon and sit as before. Once when thirsty he went

out to the water hole for a drink, but when he came to the place he

could not find the water hole, as it seemed not to be there. Then he

returned to the kashim again without drinking and sat down in his

place, the one beside him giving him water.

At night in bed, not being able to sleep and being thirsty, he went

out to find his elder brother's house. After much searching he could

not find the place, so went back to the kashim and lay down. Awaking
in the morning, he took some fishing tackle and went fishing. When
he came to the water he could not find it, and after looking for it unsuc-

cessfully he returned without fishing. Thus he came back once more

without anything and was hungry also when he sat in his place as

usual.

Then he thought, "If I go to pick berries I suppose 1 will not be able

to find any." Taking a wooden bucket he went for berries. After look-

ing, but failing to find any, he returned to his place in the kashim. The
next morning, becoming hungry, he took his arrows and went hunting
for wild geese. Kot finding any, and seeing nothing else, he returned

again. Other men brought back hair seals they had killed. The One-

who-finds-nothing took his kaiak and putting it into the water went

out seal hunting. He hunted long for the seals, but there seemed to be

none; and seeing nothing, he came back to his place in the kashim.

Winter came, and he thought, "I do not know what to do with

myself." The next day he took his miserable bed and rolled it up with

his poor tool bag, put the bundle on his back, and went out to the land-

ward side of the village, beyond the houses, and sat down. Being

seated, he took his bundle from his back and, opening it, untied his tool

bag. This being done, he scattered the tools about him and threw

away the bag. Then he spread down his bed and, sitting upon it, lay

back, saying,
" Here will I die."

There he lay all night without moving. When the sun came up he

heard a Raven croaking, and then its mate. He remained quiet and
the Raven came, alighting near him with its mate just beyond. The
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nearest Raven spoke, saying, "Look! here is something to eat. We
have not eaten, and we had better not wait. Let us have his eyes."

The farthest Raven answered, "I^o, he is not dead." "Why does he lie

there, then, as if he were dead?" said the first Raven. "ISTo, he is not

dead; for look there, there is no smoke ^

by him," replied the second

one.

Then the first Raven became enraged and cast himself about, saying,

"Why is he thrown out, then? Look at bis things scattered about

him." "I do not wish any of it," said the mate,
<' there is no smoke by

him. I will leave you." And he flew away. "All right; you can fly

off," said the first Raven; "I will have his eyes."

Then the man opened his eyes very slightly and looked sidewise at

the Raven. This one, coming toward the small, ugly-face young man,
stood there holding up his beak, which became a fine knife. He went

nearer, and between his eyelashes the man saw, raised by the hilt, a

fine knife. He thought, "I have no knife." Then the point came close

to him. He thought again, "I have no knife." He suddenly caught it

and snatched it away from the Raven.

Back sprang Raven, and the man sat up. "Give me my knife," said

Raven. The man answered, saying, "I have no knife, and this shall

be my knife. The Raven replied, "I will pay you for it with all kinds

of game."

"No," said the man, "I will not give it back. I always go out hunt-

ing and can get nothing." "Then," said the Raven, "if you wish to go
back to the village you will not reach there when you try." "I have

no knife," replied the man. Here the Raven coughed and fell down,

saying, "Thus will you do. Keep my knife, if you prize it," said he,

and flew away.
The man sat up, still keeping the knife. Then he started to go back

to the village. As he was going his throat contracted, his back bent

over in front, and he rested his hands on his knees. Suddenly he

became an old man. He could not walk. He lay on his face. He did

not stir. He was dead.

Following is the same tale in Eskimo with an English interlinear

translation :

Pi-chu'-i-Un-uk {The One-trho-finds-nothing)

Nu-gulth'-pi-un'-i-na'-g^uk pi'-chu-i'-tok u-kuJchtuJch'-Jca-mi ka-migh'-u-
A small, ugly-face yonng (who) can not going out for wood with a

man find (anything)

lu'-ni 4-knJch' tai'-g^o-hlnkh'tok d-ko-ja''gt-jakh'-lu-m u'-tnkh-naukh'-tok.
sled the wood he goes to bring without finding any again returned he.

U-ku'-gu-muk tunkh'-pu-kin'dn-t u'-tukhnaukh'-tok p'kikW-puk-ti-kit'-

The wood having seen none of it again returned he without the least .

' Of his burial lire.
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nanM-tolc chiin-i'-nag-u-lu' -7i%. Kdf-i-gi-nauJch'-tok a-mim' Ico-Vi'-nun ulcli-

came back having none. The kashini went into the above sat

he he door

nauM'-toTc ukh-cM'-mt wi'-tdn-auM'-tolc. CM-M-iJch'-Jcdt-ni um chun-iJc'-

down he sitting down there remained he. When given (by) along-
him

liVi-mi mug'-u-naulih'-toh. Tuk-hnu'-nu tau-dtn' tci'-tdn-aukh'-tolc. Knm-
side water drank he. Finishing thus there remained he. His

gu'-gt-m ti-gu-a'-mi-gik dt-nau'-gitk dn-aulch'-tolc. Tsluk-ivha'-mi dn-ug-u-
boots taking putting ou went out he. Outside defe-

naukh'-tok kho'-hlu-t-ni'-.hlu i-tug'-unaukh'-tok it-kha'-mi ukh-naukh'-tok.
cated he urinated and came back he coming in sat down he.

Ukh-cJm'-mi wi'-tdn-aukh'-tok. Muk'-shii-a'-mi dn-aukh'-tok Ja'g^u-mun'
Sitting down there remained he. Being thirsty out went he to the water-

hole

ti-hvH-naukh'-tok ti-M-chd-miu' nau'-gwa la'-gukh-tai'-ink mnkh'-pu-kin'
went he coming to it again the Avater-hole without drink-

was not (there)

dn-t u-tukh-naukh'-tok Kdj'-i-gi'-mun it-klia'-mt nu-na'-mi-nun' ukli-cha'-mi

ing returned he again to the kashim. reaching to his place sitting down

wi'-tdnaukh'-tok. Ghdn-ik'hli-michi-ktan'-imugh'-u-mulc' miigh'-iinaukh' •

there remained he. The one beside giving water drank
him

tok tau'-a wi'-tdn-aukh'-tok. TJ-nug'-umi kau-dg'-u-jun-t-gtMi' -ka'-mi dn-
he thus there remained he. At night not sleeping out

aukh'-tok dn-in-a'-mi ni-mtm' muk'-shu-a'-mi 4'-gi-naukh'-tok ni-tai'-g'ut-
went he to his elder the house being thirsty went he but found it

brother of

naukh'-tok m-sliog'-u-jakli'-lu-nt kdj'-%-gi-naulili'-tok i'-nukh-naukh'-tok.
not he searching much for it went to the Kiij-ga he laid down he.

Tu-pi'-mi mdn-a'-ko-tug'-t-nik tt-gu'-chd-mi mdn-ug'-il-jug'-u-lu'-ni ai-ug-u-

Awaking lishing tackle taking lishing went

naukh'-tok. Mugh'-u-mun' ti-ki'-chd-mi mukh-tai' -g^u-tuli tau'-d mi-shog'-
he. To the water coming water was not and then searching

t-jakh' luni mdn-ukh'-pu-kin'-dn-t u-tulch-naukh'-tok tt-git-naukh'-tok
unsuccessfully not fishing returned again he brought he

chuni'-ndg-u-lii' -71% nu'-gii-hu-mU'-i-gH-d'-ichd tl-ki'-chd-mi nu-na'-minun'
nothing hungry was he also coming to his place

ukh- naukh'-tok. Urn'-ju-ukh'-ti-kok d-chukh-cho'-ku-ma'-gik d-chukW-min-
sat down he. Thought he berries if I go to pick perhaps I will

ai-tlil-u-gH-an'-d. Kdthl-td'-muk tt-gu'-cha-mi ai-iikh'-tok d-chus'-dg-i-
not be able to get A bucket taking goes he having searched

any.

jdkh'-lu-m u-tukh'-tok d-chnkh'-tof-ki-na'-n%. Ti-ki'-cha-mi nu-na'-mi-nun'
for them back went without getting any. Coming back to his place

unsuccessfully he

ukh-chd'-mi wi'-tauk. Nu'-git-jun-a'-mi u'-nu-d'-ko-un-ukh-chun' khu'-ni-

sitting down is there. Becoming hungry morning the next taking
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tig'-u-a'-mi-gt ai-al'h'-toJc tln'-u-ml-iiJch'-chog-u-lu'-nt tm'-u-mi-a'-f(Mg-
his arrows goes he hunting wild geese for the geese

li-ja'-kok tin'-H-mi-ukh-tai'-tuJc. Tim-m'u-gH-la'-mt u-tukh' -tok. Ynt'-wha
hunted he wild geese are none. Seeeing nothing returned he. Men other

muk-hlitg'-tn-tk tV-ki-ok-mU-u-gHt ihl-niun' pi-ta'-miikh-mk. Im'-i-nd
hair seals bringing them . by them- taken. That (one)

selves

pi'-chu-i'-lnJ-ok kai-a'-nl at-khakh'-chamiu ai-akh'-tok muk'-lvkh-chog'-
one who finds his kaiak putting down goes he hair seal

nothing

u-lu'-ni. Mu-kln'-sMg i-ja'-kok muk'-lukh-taV-tok u-tukli'-tok tunkh'-pu-
hunting. For hair seals hunts he hair seals are not back went he seeing

Mn-Un'-i ti-ki'-cha-mt wi'-tauk. Vk-shog'-il-lu'-nt liln um'-t-a'-gu-tok
nothing coming there. Winter coming and thinks he

thl-mi'-nik kai-ukh'-whu-tuk pi-Vhi'. U'-nud'-koun a-hli'-ko-bvu'-hlu-a'-m
himself don't know what The next day his miserable bed

to do.

ti-gu-o'-miu hlil'-ng^-u-ivi'-hhi-a-vii li-hW-ko-hvug'-ii-mi'-nun i'-mu-gu'-ta
taking and his mean tool bag putting in his bed rolling it up

at'-mi-okh'-tok lit-mi'-miu ai-akh'-tok nu-num Um-i'-nun m-tii-lokh'-chu-

a bundle he ties it on goes he to the side the houses
makes land

mi'-ki a-ku'-muk. A-kum'-ufi-am-i at-mvg' n-nt miitukli'-tai afi-i'-tai

beyond sits down. Being seated the bundle taking ofi" undoing it

an-i'-chd-mi'-kl hli'-lug u-wi'-nl ttg-u-a'-miu aiii'-tdi. Kathl-pulchchd'-miu
being undone the tool bag taking undoing it. Being open

i-man'-i tikh kd'-kai a-rcdt-mi'-nun JiW-lug-u-iH'-ni-hlu. A-liW-u-ku-pani
the con- throwing around him the bag too. His bedding
tents

ti'-gu-a'-miu d-chi'-mi-nun chukh-td KaiiV-dn-iin' d-ko'-muk nu-ukh'-tok

taking under him placed upon it sitting lies back he

kdnug-u-lu'-ni
" wil-ni tu-kon'-u-nok'-hli." TJ-nukh'-puk tau-atn pu-kt'-tik-

saying "here will I die." All night thus stirring

shaun'dniici'tauk. Ukh'-tok mU-djukh'-hlumug'-u-lu'-m ni'-tok tu-lu'-

not he is thus. Morning it is and the sun rising hears he a

kmcg^iik kdV-u-gH-u-gH-dwiin-i'-tdn im-ai'-pa-ni'-tok a-hla'-muk. Fu-kt'-ttk-

raven croaking then its mate hears he besides. Remaining

sliatin'-dn-i wi'-tank. Tau-d' mi-tok' ya-ti'-nun wu-ni'-tdn im-ai'-pd yn-ti'-
still he is there. And lights beyond and here its mate beyond

then he him

nnn mi-tok'. ^Tau-atn' prt-M'-tik-shaun'dn-i ici'-tmik. U-giik'-hU-d
it lights he. And yet he remaining not stirring is there. The nearest one

kdn-ukli'-tok ^Ha-ica'-hlut nu-gt'-kak' u-nd nu-g^uk' shai'-tu-guk
says he "see here some food he eat had not better

ici'-tiif-kin'-dn-uk' i-tog'-u-lau'-nk'''' ru'i-nd ai-pan' yak-hW-dn ki-u'-ghf
wait eyes let us have" that mate farthest answers

^one) (the)
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"fcaw'-a tu-lco'-man-ugH'-tok.^^ Innm ya¥-hli-un M-u'-gkt
<' cM-lcu'-n%-

"lio dead is not he." The one nearest answers "why does he

^lA- ma'-ni chdhliW-cM-M?^' hT-vm yak-hU'-an ^'Kdn'-d tu-1co'-man-
lie here as if thrown ontf" the one farthest "No dead is

u-gH'-tolc a-tiim' tun'-khu Mn-irn'-u-g'i' po-iiUJili-tai'-Im-ut.''^ Im'-t-nd
not he for see look here in his place smoke is none." That one

u-guk'-hli-a Mn-ukh'-tok ^'chii-lu'-m-gikf'' tau'd chu-ug'-u-jvg-tl-lu' m
nearest says he "why is he thrown and then hecoming enraged

(out)?"

cha-hUg'-t-ni-ukh'-td ^^d-tihn' tiiii'-khu chai'-ma-gut' a-wa-U'-m chd-hlW-
threw himself about "see here look his things around scat-

ugHV In'-i-nd ai'-pd kdn-ukh'-tok 'Hci'-pin-ai'-tu-d u-ni-cM'-a-kum-kin
tered." That one's mate says he "I do not wish it I will leave you

d-tiim' tnn-khu kvn-un'-u-gH pu'-jui'-lrn-ut.'" Tin'-ok '•'tau'-d, tm-im'^
for see look in his place there is uo smoke." Flies he "All right flj' you'

ai-pa kdn-ukh'-tok ''•wi i-tim'-sin-wdg'-ii-liJ^ Im'-i-nd yukh ici-tmi'-i-

themate says he "I w.ill have his eyes." That man
^ opens his

sku-akh'-tokta-gu'-ya-ga' 7iii-guthl-pi-un'-t-na'-g''tik. Tai-m'-i-ndnun'-u-kd-

eyes a little looks sidewise the small, ugly young man. The one stands

coming

jW-i g^i-d ti-gu'-mt- a'-go-whd chauikh'-tuk tai'-kd-tukh'-tok tt-ki'-chd miu'
there holding a fine knife nearer comes he coming close

tau-atn' ki-lum'-i-lu'-nt ku-miig'-u-ja'-mi a-gu-lW-lium ki-ukh-kog'-u-lu-nt
and then watching eyelashes between "looking a little

tt-ki'-chd-miu ok-hli-u'-td chau-ig' -%-mi'-nik. Um-ju-ukh'-ti-kok
" Chau-

close by raised by the hilt his tine knife. Thinks he "I have

hvi'-chu-kwa^' wun-tkh'-ichd kd-puk' -d-ta'-m um-ju-ukh'-ti-kok
" Chau-

no knife" and here the point coming close thinks he "I have

hvi'-chu-kwa ti'-gu-ukh'-td d-hlokh'-hlu-kn akh'-kh-tok. Im'-ind a-ku'-mok.
no knife" catching it and snatching it back jumps That one sits up he.

he.

''- Chau-i'-kd tai'-si-gu^^ kdn-ukh'-tok tu-lu'-kau-g^itk. In'-t-nd a-ku'-mok

"My knife give here," says the raven. That one sits he

^^chau-hvi'-tu-a un-chau-ik'-t-cM'-d-kd-kd^^ hn'-tnd tn-t-nd kdn-ukh-tok
"knife I have not my knife it shall be" this one that one says he

^hiu-nu'-likh-cM-a-kum'-Mn pi-iukh'-kut td-mai'-td." ^^Kdn'-d" tm'-t-nd
"I will pay you of game all kinds." "No," this one

u'-nd " tu-nin-ai'-td-kd ai-un'-g^u-md pi-hlun' -i-gH-tu-d.'''' Im'-l-nd lil'-i-nd

to him "I will not I always go out I get nothing." This one that one

tti-lu'-kau-g^uk ''pikh-shukh-pa'-gun kin-u'-nukh-pin-un' u-tug'-us-gu'-ut
the raven " If you wish to return to your place when you go back

ti Mj'-tn-ai'-tutn ki-u'-ghi
^'^ chau-hvi'-tu-dP Wun-i'-tdn um tu-lu'-kau gHik

you will not get answered "I have no knife." Here then he the raven
there (he)

ko-t-ikh'-tok t'-ku-a'-lu-ni '-'•wutn pi-chi'-d-kutn chau-i'-kd i-g^tlh'-¥-kti'-

coughs he falling "Thus will you do knife my keep if you
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bii-gu^^ tm'-oJc. Nun-ulili'-clia-mi hn'-gut ukh'-Jcolth-Tcna'-m M-tokh'-lu-M
prize it" flies he. Standing up tliose scattered about gathering up

im'-i-nd chau'-fk Vi-gu'-mi-a'-Tca u-tulth'-tok u-tuJth'-gni-min'-i-ga'-ni tg'-i-
that knife keeping goes back he back when he is going his

jag'-a Tca-hla'-tin-tn'-oh IcJio'-ha d-pun'4-tm-in'-oTc cMs-liog'4-n% ai-a'-pun'-
throat contracts it the back curves it on his knees his hands

in'-tli M-i'-md pi-u'-ju-i'-g^u-toJc un-u'-hlu-ukJi'-toh M-i'-md pd-lolh'-toJc

rest suddenly can not walk he old man becomes he suddenly on his face
lies he

pu-M'-tn-u-g'Htoh tau-a'-ni tu-ho' -lu-ni.

stirs not he and then is dead.

THE LONE WOMAN

(From St Michael)

Very long ago there were mauy men living in the northland, but
there was no woman among them. Far away in the southland a single
woman was known to live. At last one of the young men in the north

started and traveled to the south until he came to the woman's house,
where he stopped and in a short time became her husband. One day
be sat in the house thinking of his home and said, "Ah, I have a wife,

while the son of the headman in the north has none." And he was
much pleased in thinking of his good fortune.

Meanwhile the headman's son also had set out to journey toward the

south, and while the husband was talking thus to himself the son

stood in the entrance passage to the house listening to him. He waited

there in the passage until the people inside were asleep, when he crept
into the house and, seizing the woman by the shoulders, began drag-

ging her away.
Just as he reached the doorway he was overtaken by the husband,

who caught the woman by her feet. Then followed a struggle, which
ended by pulling the woman in two, the thief carrying the upper half

of the body away to his home in the northland, while the husband
was left with the lower portion of his wife. Each man set to work to

replace the missing parts from carved wood. After these were fitted

on they became endowed with life, and so two women were made from

the halves of one.

The woman in the south, however, was a poor needlewoman, owing
to the clumsiness of her wooden fingers, but was a fine dancer. The
woman in the north was very expert in needlework, but her wooden

legs made her a very poor dancer. Each of these women gave to her

daughters theBe characteristics, so that to the present time the same
difierence is noted between tlie women of the north and those of the

south, thus showing that the tale is true.^

1 This tale refers to notable facta iu regard to the accomplishments of the women in the districts

north and south of St Michael.
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THE CIRCLING OF CRANES

(From St Michael aud other places ou Norton sound)

One autumn day, very long- ago, the cranes were preparing to go
southward. As they were gathered in a great flock they saw a beau-

tiful young woman standing alone near the village. Admiring her

greatly, the cranes gathered about, and lifting her on their widespread

wings, bore her far up iu the air and away. While the cranes were

taking her up they circled below her so closely that she could not fall,

and their loud, hoarse cries drowned her calls for help, so she was
carried away aud never seen again. Ever since that time the cranes

always circle about in autumn, uttering their loud cries while preparing
to iiy southward, as they did at that time.

THE DWARF PEOPLE

(From St Michael and Pikmiktalik)

Very long ago, before we knew of the wliite men, there was a large

village at Pikmiktalik. One winter day the people living there were

very much surprised to see a little man aud a little woman with a child

coming down the river on the ice. The man was so small that he wore

a coat made from a single white fox skin. The woman's coat was made
from the skins of two white hares, and two muskrat skins clothed the

child.

The old people were about two cubits high and the boy not over the

length of one's forearm. Though he was so small, the man was dragging
a sled much larger than those used by the villagers, and he had ou it a

heavy load of various articles. When they came to the village he easily

drew his sled up the steep bank, and taking it by the rear end raised

it on the sled frame, a feat that would have required the united

strength of several villagers.

Then the couple entered one of the houses and were made welcome.

This small family remained in the village for some time, the man taking
his i)Iace in the kashim with the other men. He was very fond of his

little son, but one day as the latter was playing outside the house

he was bitten so badly by a savage dog that he died. The father in his

anger caught the dog up by the tail and struck it so hard against a

post that the dog fell into halves. Then the father in great sorrow

made a handsome grave box for his son, in which he placed the child

with his toys, after which he returned into his house and for four

days did no work. At the end of that time he took his sled and witli

his wife returned up the river on their old trail, while the villagers sor-

rowfully watched them go, for tliey had come to like the pair very
much.

Before this time the villagers had always made a bed for their sleds
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from long strips of wood running lengthwise, but after they had seen

the dwarf's sled with many crosspieces, they adopted this model.

Up to the time when they saw the dwarf people bury their sou in a

grave box with small articles placed about him, the villagers had

always cast their dead out upon the tundra to be the prey of dogs and
wild beasts. But thenceforth they buried their dead and observed

four days of seclusion for mourning, as had been done by the dwarf.

Since that time the hunters claim that they sometimes see upon the

tundra dwarf people who are said usually to carry bows and arrows,
and when approached suddenly disappear into the ground, and deer

hunters often see their tracks near Pikmiktalik mountains. jS^o one

has ever spoken to one of these dwarfs since the time they left the vil-

lage. They are harmless iieople, never attempting to do any one an

injury.

THE SUN AND THE MOON

(From St Michael)

In a coast village once lived a man and his wife who had two children,
a girl and a boy. When these children grew large enough, so that the

boy could turn over the gravel stone, he became in love with his sister.

Being constantly importuned by the boy his sister finally, to avoid

him, floated away into the sky and became the moon. The boy has

pursued her ever since, becoming the sun, and sometimes overtakes

and embraces her, thus causing an eclipse of the moon.

After his children had gone their father became very gloomy and
hated his kind, going about the earth scattering disease and death

among mankind, and the victims of disease became his food, until he
became so evil that his desire could not be satisfied in this way, so

he killed and ate people who were well.

Tlirough fear of this being people threw the bodies of their dead

just outside the village that he might be fed without injuring the

living. Whenever he came about the bodies would disappear during
the night. Finally he became so bad that all the most powerful sha-

mans joined together and, by using their magic powers, were enabled

to capture and bind him hand and foot, so that he was no longer able

to wander about doing mischief. Although bound and unable to move

about, he has still the power to introduce disease and afflict mankind.
To prevent evil spirits from wandering and taking possession of

dead bodies and thus giving them a fictitious animation for evil pur-

poses, and in memory of the binding of this evil one, the dead are no

longer thrown out, but are tied hand and foot in the position in which
the demon was bound and i)laced in the grave box.'

•There is another Norton aound version of this tale similar to the one from the lower Yukon, which
will be given with the tales from that diatrict.

18 ETH 31
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THE SUN AND THE MOON

(From the lower Yukon)

In a certain village on the great river once lived four brothers and a

sister. The sister had for acomi)anion a small boy of whom she was

very fond. This boy was lazy and could never be made to work. The
other brothers were great hunters and in the fall hunted at sea, for

they lived near the shore. As soon as the Bladder feast was over

they went to the mountains and hunted reindeer.

The boy never went with them, but stayed at home with the sister,

and they amused each other. One night the sister awoke and found

the boy lying in bed close to her, at which she became very angry and
made him go to sleep in the kashim with the men. The next evening,
when she carried food to her brothers in the kashim she gave none to

the boy; instead, she went home, and after mixing some berries and
deer fat, cut off one of her breasts, placed it in the dish, and carried it

to the boy. Putting the dish before him she said, "You wanted me
last night, so I have given you my breast. If you desire me, eat it."

The boy refused the dish, so she took it up and went outside. As
she went out she saw a ladder leading up into the sky, with a line

hanging down by the side of it. Taking hold of the line, she ascended

the ladder, going up into the sky. As she was going up her younger
brother came out and saw her and at once ran back into the kashim,

telling his brothers. They began at once to scold the boy and ran out

to see for themselves.

The boy caught up his sealskin breeches and, being in such a hurry,
thrust one leg into them and then drew a deerskin sock upon the other

foot as he ran outside. There he saw the girl far away up in the sky and

began at once to go up tlie ladder toward her, but she floated away, he

following in turn.

The girl then became the sun and the boy became the moon, and ever

since that time he pursues but never overtakes her. At night the sun

sinks in the west and the moon is seen coming up in the east to go

circling after, but always too late. The moon, being without food,wanes

slowly away from starvation until it is quite lost from sight; then the

sun reaches out and feeds it from the dish in which the girl had placed
her breast. After the moon is fed and gradually brought to the full, it

is then permitted to starve again, so producing the waxing and waning
every month.

ORIGIN OF LAND AND PEOPLE

(From the lower Yukon)

In the beginning there was water over all the earth, and it was very

cold; the water was covered with ice, and there were no people. Then
the ice ground together, making long ridges and hummocks. At this

time came a man from the far side of the great water aiid stopped
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Oil the ice liills near where Pikmiktalik now is, taking for his wife a

she-wolf. By and by he had many chiklren, which were always born
in pairs—a boy aiid a girl. Each pair spoke a tongue of their own, dif-

fering from that of their parents and different from any spoken by their

brothers and sisters.

As soon as they were large enough each i)air was sent out in a differ-

ent direction from the others, and thus the family spread far and near

from the ice hills, which now became snow-coyered mountains. As the

snow melted it ran down the hillsides, scooping out ravines and river

beds, and so making the earth with its streams.

The twins peopled the earth with their children, and as each x)air

with their children spoke a language different from the others, the

various tongues found on the earth were established and continue

until this day.

THE BRINGING OF THE LIGHT 13Y EAVKN

(From Paimut, ou the lower Yukon)

In the first days there was light from the sun and the moon as we
now have it. Then the sun and the moon were taken away, and peoj)le

were left on the earth for a long time with no light but the shining of

the stars. The shamans made their strongest charms to no purpose,
for the darkness of night continued.

In a village of the lower Yukon there lived an orphan boy who always
sat upon the bench with the humble people over the entrance way
in the kashim. The other people thought he was foolish, and he was

despised and ill-treated by everj^one. After the shamans had tried

very hard to bring back the sun and the moon but failed, the boy began
to mock them, saying, "What tine shamans you must be, not to be able

to bring back the light, when even I can do it."

At this the shamans became very angry and beat him and drove him
out of the kashim. This poor orphan was like any other boy until he

put on a black coat which he had, when he changed into a raven, lire-

serving this form until he took off the coat again.

When the shamans drove the boy out of the kashim, he went to the

house of his aunt in the village and told her what he had said to them
and how they had beaten him and driven him out of the kashim. Then
he said he wished her to tell him where the sun and the moon had gone,
for he wished to go after them.

She denied that she knew where they were hidden, but the boy

said,
" I am sure you know Avhere they are, for look at what a finely

sewed coat you wear, and you could not see to sew it in that way if

you did not know where the light is." After a long time he i)revailed

upon his aunt, and she said to him,
"
Well, if you wish to find the

light you must take your snowshoes and go far to the south, to the

place you will know when you get there."
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The Eaven boy at once took bis snowsboes and set oif for tbe soiitb.

For many days be traveled, and tbe darkness was always tbe same.

Wben be bad gone a very long way be saw far in front of bim a ray of

ligbt, and tben be felt encouraged. As be burried ou tbe light showed

again, plainer than before, and tben vanished and appeared at intervals.

At last be came to a large bill, one side of which was in a bright ligbt

while the other appeared in tbe blackness of night. In front of bim
and close to tbe bill tbe boy saw a but with a man near by who was

shoveling snow from tbe front of it.

The man was tossing tbe snow high in tbe air, and each time that be

did this the light became obscured, thus causing the alternations of

light and darkness which the boy bad seen as be approached. Close

beside tbe bouse he saw the ligbt he had come in search of, looking
like a large ball of fire. Then the boy stopped and began to plan how
to secure the light and the shovel from the man.

After a time be walked up to the man and said,
" Why are you

throwing up the snow and hiding tbe light from our village?" The
man stopped, looked up, and said,

" I am only cleaning away the snow
from my door; I am not hiding the light. But who are you, and whence
did you come?" "It is so dark at our village that I did not like

to live there, so I came here to live with you," said the boy. "What,
all the time?" asked the man, "

Yes," replied tbe boy. The man then

said, "It is wellj come into tbe house with me," and he dropped his

shovel on the ground, and, stooping down, led tbe way through tlie

undergound passage into tbe house, letting the curtain fall in front of

the door as he passed, thinking the boy was close behind him.

The moment tbe door flap fell behind tbe man as he entered, the boy
caught up the ball of ligbt and put it in tbe turned uj) flaj) of his fur coat

in front; then, catching up the shovel in one hand, be fled away to tbe

north, running until his feet became tired; tben by means of his magic
coat be changed into a raven and flew as fast as his wings would carry
bim. Behind he beard tbe frightful shrieks and cries of the old man,
following fast in pursuit. When the old man saw that he could not

overtake tbe Raven he cried out, "Nevermind; you may keep tbe ligbt,

but give me my shovel."

To this the boy answered, "No; you made our village dark and

you can not have your shovel," and Raven flew off*, leaving bim. As
Raven traveled to bis home be broke off" a piece of tbe ligbt and threw

it away, thus making day. Then he went on for a long time in dark-

ness and tben threw out another piece of light, making it day again.
This be continued to do at intervals until be reached tbe outside of tbe

kasbim in his own village, wben be threw away tbe last piece. Tben be

went into tbe kasbim and said,
"
Now, you good-for-nothing shamans,

you see I have brought back tbe ligbt, and it will be light and then

dark so as to make day and night," and the shamans could not answer
bim.

After this the Raven boy went out upon the ice, for bis home was on
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the seacoast, and a great wind arose, drifting him with the ice across

the sea to the hind on the other shore. There he found a village of

people and took a wife from among them, living with her i^eople until

he had three daughters and four sons. In time he became very old and
told his children how he had come to their country, and after telling

them that they must go to the land wheuce he came, he died.

Raven's children then went away as he had directed them, and finally

they came to their father's land. There they became ravens, and their

descendants afterward forgot how to change themselves into people
and so have continued to be ravens to this day.
At Raven's village day and night follow each other as he told them

it would, and the length of each was unequal, as sometimes liaven

traveled a long time without throwing out any light and again he threw

out the light at frequent intervals, so that the nights were very short,

and thus they have continued.

THE RED BEAR (TA-KU-KA)

(From Andreivaky, ou the lower Yukon)

On the tundra, south of the Yukon mouth, there once lived an orphan
boy with his aunt. They were quite alone, and one summer day the boy
took his kaiak and traveled away to see where people lived on the

Yukon, of whom he had heard. When he came to the river, he traveled

up its course until he reached a large village. There he landed and
the people ran down to the shore, seized him, broke his kaiak to pieces,
tore his clothing from him, and beat him badly.
The boy was kept there until the end of summer, the subject of con-

tinual beating and ill treatment from the villagers. In the fall one of

the men took pity ou him, made him a kaiak, and started him home-

ward, where he arrived after a long absence. When he reached home
he saw that a large village had grown up by his aunt's house. As soon

as he landed, he went to his aunt's house and entered, frightening her

very much, for he had been starved and beaten so long that he looked

almost like a skeleton.

When his aunt recognized him, she I'eceived his story with words of

pity, then words of anger at the cruel villagers. When he had finished

telling her of his sufterings, she told him to bring her a piece of wood,
which he did; this they worked into a small image of an animal with

long teeth and long, sharp claws, painting it red upon the sides and
white on the throat. Then they took the image to the edge of th'e

creek and placed it in the water, the aunt telling it to go and destroy

every one it could find at the village where her boy had been.

The image did not move, and the old woman took it out of the water
and cried over it, letting her tears fall upon it, and then put it back in

the water, saying, "Now, go and kill the bad people who beat my boy."
At this the image floated across the creek and crawled up the other

bank, where it began to grow, soon reaching a large size, when it became
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a red bear. It turned and looked at the old woman until she called out

to it to go and spare none.

The bear then went away until he came to the village on the great

river. It met a man just going for water and it quickly tore him to

pieces; then the bear stayed near this village until he had killed more

thau half of the people, and the others were preparing to leave it in

order to escape destruction. He then swam across the Yukon and

went over the tundra to the farther side of Kiiskokwim river, killing

every one he saw, for the least sign of life seemed to fill him with

fury until it was destroyed. From the Kuskokwim the bear turned

back, and one day it stood on the creek bank where it had become

endowed with life. Seeing the people on the other bank he became

filled with fury, tearing the ground with his claws and growling, and

began to cross the creek. When the villagers saw this they were much

frightened and ran about, saying, "Here is the old woman's dog; we
shall all be killed. Tell the old woman to stop her dog." And they
sent her to meet the bear. The bear did not try to hurt her, but was

passing by to get at the other people when she caught it by the hair

on its neck, saying, "'Do not hurt these people who have been kind to

me and have given me food when I was hungry."
After this she led the bear into her house and, sitting down, told

Mm that he had done her bidding well and had pleased her, but that

he must not injure people any more unless they tried to hurt or abuse

him. When she had finislied telling him this she led him to the door

and sent him away over the tundra. Since this time there have always
been red bears.

THE LAST OF THE THUNDERBIRDS {Mt-TtGn'-O-WIK)

(From the lower Yukon)

Very long ago there were many giant eagles or thunderbirds living

in the mountains, but they all disappeared except a single pair which

made their home on the mountain top overlooking the Yukon river near

Sabotnisky. The top of this mountain was round, and the eagles had

hollowed out a great basin on the summit which they used for tlieir

nest, around the edges of which was a rocky rim from which they could

look down upon the large village near the water's edge.

From their i)erch on this rocky wall these great birds would soar

awa> on their broad wings, looking like a cloud in the sky, sometimes

to seize a reindeer from some passing herd to bring back to their young;

again they would circle out, with a noise like thunder from their shaking

wings, and descend upon a fisherman in his canoe on the surface of the

river, carrying man and canoe to the top of the mountain. There the

man would be eaten by the young thunderbirds and the canoe would

lie bleaching among the bones and other refuse scattered along the

border of the nest.

Every fall the young birds would fly away into the northland, while

the old ones would remain. Then came a time, after many hunters had
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been carried away by the birds, that only the most daring would go

upon the great river. One summer day a brave young hunter started

out to look at his fish traps on the river, but before he went he told his

wife to be careful and not leave the house for fear of the birds. After

her husband had gone the young wife saw that the water tub was

empty, so she took a bucket and went to the river for water. As she

turned to go back, a roaring noise like thunder filled the air, and one of

the birds darted down and seized her in its talons. The villagers cried

out in sorrow and despair when they saw her carried to the mountain top.

When the hunter came home the people hastened to tell him of his

wife's death, but he said nothing. Going to his empty house he took

down his bow and a quiver full of war arrows, and after examining
them carefully he started out toward the eagle mountain. Vainly did

his friends try to stoj) him by telling him that the birds would surely

destroy him. He would not listen to them, but hurried on. With firm

steps at last he gained the rim of the great nest and looked in. The
old birds were away, but the fierce young eagles met him with shrill

cries and fiery, shining eyes. The hunter's heart was full of anger, and
he quickly bent his bow, loosing the war arrows one after another until

the last one of the hateful birds lay dead in the nest.

With heart still burning for revenge, the hunter sheltered himselt

by a great rock near the nest and waited for the parent birds. The
old birds came. They saw their young lying dead and bloody in the

nest, and uttered such cries of rage that the sound echoed from the

farther side of the great river as they soared up into the air looking
for the one who had killed their young. Very quickly they saw the

brave hunter by the great stone, and the mother bird swooped down

upon him, her wings sounding like a gale in the spruce forest. Quickly

fitting an arrow to his string, as the eagle came down the hunter sent

it deep into her tl roat. With a hoarse cry she turned and flew away
to the north, far beyond the hills.

Then the father bird circled overhead and came roaring down upon
the hunter, who, at the right moment, crouched close to the ground
behind the stone and the eagle's sharp claws struck only the hard rock.

As the bird arose, eager to swoop down again, the hunter sprang from

his shelter and, with all his strength, drove two heavy war arrows

deep under its great wing. Uttering a cry of rage and spreading
abroad his wings, the thunderbird floated away like a cloud in the sky
far into the northland and was never seen again.

Having taken blood vengeance, the hunter's heart felt lighter, and he

went down into the nest where he found some fragments of his wife,

which he carried to the water's edge and, building a fire, made food

offerings and libations of watef pleasing to the shade. ^

1 The truth of this tale is implicitly believed by the Eskimo of the lower Yukon. They point out

the crater of an old volcano as the nest of the giant eagles, and say that the ribs of old canoes and

curiously colored stones carried there by tlie birds may still be seen about the rim of the nest. This

is one of the various legends of the giant eagles or tliunderbirds that are familiar to the Eskimo of

the Yukon and to those of Bering strait and Kotzebiie sound.
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THE LAND OF THE DEAD

(From Andreivsky, on the lower Yukon)

[The following tale is known all along the lower Yukon, and was
related by an old shaman who said that it occurred several generations

ago. It is believed by the Eskimo to have been an actual occurrence,
and it gives a fair idea of their belief of the condition of the shade after

death.]
A young woman living at a village on the lower Yukon became ill

and died. When death came to her she lost consciousness for a time;
then she was awakened by some one shaking her, saying, "Get up, do
not sleep; you are dead." When she opened her eyes she saw that she

was lying in her grave box, and her dead grandfather's shade was

standing beside her. Be put out his hand to help her rise from the box
and told her to look about. She did so, and saw many people whom
she knew moving about in the village. The old man then turned lier

with her back to the village and she saw that the country she knew so

well had disappeared and in its place was a strange village, extending
as far as the eye could reach. They went to the village, and the old

man told her to go into one of the houses. So soon as she entered the

house a woman sitting there picked up a piece of wood and raised it to

strike her, saying, angrily, "What do you want here?" She ran out

crying and told the old man about the woman. He said, "This is the

village of the dog shades, and from that you can see how the living dogs
feel when beaten by people."
From this they passed on and came to another village, in which stood

a large kashim. Close to this village she saw a man lying on the ground
with grass growing up through all his joints, and, though he could

move, he could not arise. Her grandfather told her that this shade
was punished thus for pulling up and chewing grass stemS when he
was on the earth. Looking curiously at his shade for a time, she turned
to speak to her grandfather, but he had disappeared. Extending onward
before her was a path leading to a distant village, so she followed it.

She soon came to a swift river, which seemed to bar her way. This
river was made up of the tears of the j)eople who weep on earth for the
dead. When the girl saw that she could not cross, she sat on the bank
and began to weep. When she wiped her eyes she saw a mass of straw
and other stuff like refuse thrown from houses, floating down the

stream, and it stopped in front of her. Upon this she crossed the
river as over a bridge. When she reached the farther side the refuse

vanished and she went on her way. Before she reached the village
the shades had smelled her and cried out, "Someone is coming."
When she reached them they crowded about her, saying, "Who is

she? Whence does she come?" They examined her clothing, finding
the totem marks, which showed where she belonged, for in ancient

days people always had their totem marks on their clothing and other

articles, so that members of every village and family were thus known.
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Just then someone said, "Where is she? Where is she?"—and she

saw her grandfather's shade coming toward her. Taking her by the

hand, he led her into a house near by. On the farther side of the room
she saw an old woman, who gave several grunts and then said, "Come
and sit by me." This old woman was her grandmother, and she asked

the girl if she wanted a drink, at the same time beginning to weep.
When the girl became thirsty she looked about and saw some strange

looking tubs of water, among which only one, nearly empty, was made
like those in her own village.

Her grandmother told her to drink water from this tub only, as that

was their own Yukon water, while the other tubs were all full of water

from the village of the shades. When she became hungry her grand-
mother gave her a piece of deer fat, tellingher that it had been given
them by her son, the girl's father, at one of the festivals of the dead,
and at the same time he had given them the tub of water from which
she had just drunk.

The old woman told the girl that the reason her grandfather had
become her guide was because when she was dying she had thought
of hiip. When a dying person thinks of his relatives who are dead the

thought is heard in the land of shades, and the i)erson thought of by the

dying one hurries off to show the new shade the road.

When the season came for the feast of the dead to be given at the

dead girl's village, two messengers were sent out, as usual, to invite

the neighboring villagers to the festival. The messengers traveled a

long time toward one of the villages, and it became dark before they
reached it, but at last they heard the drums beat and the sound of the

dancers' feet in the kashim. Going in, they delivered to the people
their invitation to the feast of the dead.

Sitting invisible on a bench among these people, with the girl between

them, were the shades of the grandfather and grandmother, and when
the messengers went back to their own village the next day the three

shades followed them, but were still invisible. When the festival had

nearly been completed, the mother of the dead girl was given water,
which she drank. Then the shades went outside of the kashim to wait

for their names to be called for the ceremony of the putting of clothing

upon namesakes of the dead.

As the shades of the girl and her grandparents went out of the kashim
the old man gave the girl a pijsh, which caused her to fall and lose her

senses in the i>assageway. When she recovered she looked about and
found herself alone. She arose and stood in the corner of the entrance

way under a lamp burning there, and waited for the other shades to

come out that she might join her companions. There she waited until

all of the living people came out dressed in fine new clothing, but she

saw none of her companion shades.

Soon after this an old man with a stick came hobbling into the

entrance, and as he looked up he saw the shade standing in the corner
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with lier feet raised more tliau a span above the floor. He asked her

if she was a live person or a shade, but she did not reply, and he

went hurriedly into the kashim. There he told the men to hasten out

and look at the strange being standing in the passageway, whose feet

did not rest on the earth and who did not belong to their village. All

the men hurried out, and, seeing her, some of them took down the

lamp and by its light she was recognized and hurried into the house of

her parents.
When the men first saw her she ajipeared in form and color exactly

as when alive, but the moment she sat down in her father's house her

color faded and she shrank away until she became nothing but skin

and bone, and Avas too weak to speak.

Early the next morning her namesake, a woman in the same village,

died, and her shade went away to the laud of the dead in the girl's

place, and the latter gradually became strong again and lived for many
years.

THE STRANGE BOY

(From Andreivsky, on the lower Yiikon)

At a village far away in the north once lived a man with his wife and

one child, a son. This boy was very different from others, and while

the village children ran about and shouted and took part in sports

with one another, he would sit silent and thoughtful on the roof of the

kashim. He would never eat any food or take any drink but that given
him by his mother.

The years passed by until he grew to manhood, but his manner was

always the same. Then his mother began to make him a pair of skin

boots with soles of many thicknesses
; also, a waterproof coat of double

thickness and a fine coat of yearling reindeer skins. Every day he sat

on the roof of the kashim, going home at twilight for food and to sleep

until early the next morning; then he would go back to his place on

the roof and wait for daybreak.
One morning he Aveut home just after sunrise and found his new

clothing ready. He took some food and put on the clothing, after which

he told his mother that he was going on a journey to the north, His

mother cried bitterly and begged him not to go, for no one ever went

to the far northland and returned again. He did not mind this, but

taking his bear spear and saying farewell, he started out, leaving his

parents weeping and without hoi)e of ever seeing him again, for they
loved him very much, and his mother had told him truly that no one

ever came back who had gone away from their village to the north.

The young man traveled far away, and as evening came on he reached

a hut with the smoke rolling up through the hole in the roof. Tak-

ing off his waterproof coat, he laid it down near the door and crept

carefully upon the roof and looked through the smoke hole. In the

middle of the room burned a fire, and an old woman was sitting on the
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farther side, while just under him was sitting an old man making
arrows. As the young man lay on the roof, the man on the inside

cried out, without even raising his head, "Why do you lie there on the

outside? Come in." Surprised at being noticed by the old man with-

out the latter even looking up, he arose and went in. When he entered

the house the man greeted him and asked why he was going to the

north in search of a wife. Continued the old man, "There are many
dangers there and you had better turn back. I am your father's

brother and mean well by you. Beyond here people are very bad, and
if you go on you may never return."

The young man was very much surprised to be told the object of his

journey, when he had not revealed it even to his parents. After taking
some food he slept until morning, then he prepared to go on his way.
The old man gave him a sma,ll black object, filled with a yellow sub-

stance like the yolk of an egg, saying, as he did so, "Perhaps you
will have little to eat on your way, and this will give you strength."
The traveler swallowed it at once and found it very strong to the taste,

so that it made him draw a deep breath, saying, as he did so, "Ah, I

feel strong." Then he took up his spear and went on. Just before

night he came to another solitary hut, and, as before, looked in, seeing
a fire burning and an old woman sitting on one side and an old man
making arrows just below him. Again the old man called out without

raising his head, and asked him why he did not come in and not stay
outside. He again was surprised by being told the object of his journey,
and was warned against going farther. The young man gave no atten-

tion to this, but ate and slept as before. When he was ready to set out

in the morning the old man saw he could not stay him, so gave him a

small, clear, white object, telling the traveler that he would not get
much to eat on the road, and it would help him. The young man at

once swallowed this, but did not find it as strong as the object he had
swallowed the day before. He was then told by the old man that if he
heard anything on the way that frightened, him he must do the first

thing that came into his mind.

"I will have no one to weep for me if anything should happen," said

the traveler, and he journeyed on, spear in hand. Toward tlie middle

of the day he came to a large pond lying near the seashore, so he

turned off to go around it on the inland side. When he had passed

part of the way around the lake he heard a frightful roar like a clap of

thunder, but so loud that it made him dizzy, and for a moment he lost

all sense of his surroundings. He hurried forward, but every few
moments the terrible noise was repeated, each time making him reel

and feel giddy and even on the point of fainting, but he kept on. The
noise increased in loudness and seemed to come nearer at every roar,
until it sounded on one side close to him. Looking in the direction

whence it came, he saw a large basket made of woven willow roots

floating toward him in the air, and from it came the fearful noise.
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Seeing a liole in the ground close by, the traveler sprang into it just

as a terrible crash shook the earth and rendered him unconscious. He

lay as if dead for some time, while the basket kept moving about as if

searching for him and continuously giving out the fearful sounds.

When the young man's senses returned, he listened for a short time,

and, everything having become quiet, went outside of his shelter and

looked about. Close by was the basket resting on the ground with a

man's head and shoulders sticking out of its top. The moment he saw

it the young man cried out, "Why are you waiting? Go on; don't

stop and give me a good loud noise, you." Then he sprang back into

the hole again and was instantly struck senseless by the fearful noise

made by the basket. When he had recovered sufficiently he went out

again, but could not see the basket. Then he raised both of his hands

and called upon the thunder and lightning to come to his aid. Just

then the basket came near again, with only the man's head projecting

from the top. He at once told the thunder and lightning to roar and

flash about the basket, and they obeyed and crashed with such force

that the basket shaman began to tremble with fear and fell to the

ground.
As soon as the thunder stopped the basket began to retreat, the

shaman being almost dead from fear. Then the young man cried out,

"Thunder, pursue him; go before and behind him and terrify him."

The thunder did so, and the basket floated away slowly, falling to the

ground now and then. Then the traveler went on, arriving at a

village just at twilight. As he drew near a boy came out from the

village to meet him, saying, "How do you come here from that direc-

tion? Xo one ever came here from that side before, for the basket

shaman allows no living thing to pass the lake; no, not even a mouse.

He always knows when anything comes that way and goes out to meet

and destroy it."

"I did not see anything," said the traveler. "Well, you have not

escaped yet," said the boy, "for there is the basket man now, and he

will kill you unless you go back." When the young man looked he saw

a great eagle rise and fly toward him, and the boy ran away. As the

eagle came nearer it rose a short distance and then darted down to

seize him in its claws. As it came down the young man struck himself

on the breast with one hand and a gerfalcon darted forth from his

mouth straight toward the eagle, flying directly into its abdomen and

passing out of its mouth and away.
This gerfalcon was from the strong substance the young man had

been given by the first old man on the road. When the gerfalcon
darted from him the eagle closed his eyes, gasping for breath, which

gave the young man a chance to spring to one side so that the eagle's

claws caught into the ground where he had stood. Again the eagle

arose and darted down, and again the young man struck his breast

with his hand, and an ermine sprang from his mouth and darted
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like a flash of light at the eagle aud lodged under its wings, and in a

moment had eaten its way twice back and forth through the bird's

side, and it fell dead, whereupon the ermine vanished. This ermine

came from the gift of the second man with whom the traveler had

stopped.
When the eagle fell the young man started toward the shaman's

house, and the boy cried to him, "Don't go there, for you will be

killed." To this the traveler replied, "I don't care; I wish to see the

women there. I will go now, for I am angry, and if I wait till morning

my anger will be gone and I will not be so strong as I am at i^resent."

"You had better wait till morning," said the boy, "for there are two

bears guarding the door and they will surely kill you. But if you will

go, go then, and be destroyed. I have tried to save you and will have

nothing more to do with you." And the boy went angrily back to the

kashiin. The young man then went on to the house, and looking into

the entrance passage, saw a very large white bear lying there asleep.

He called out, "Ah, White-bear," at which the bear sprang up aud ran

at him. The young man leaped upon the top of the passageway and,
as the bear ran out at him, drove the point of his spear into its brain,

so that it fell dead. Then he drew the body to one side, looked in

again, and saw a red bear lying there. Again he called out, "Ah, Red-

bear." The red bear ran out at him and he sprang up to his former

place. The red bear struck at him with one of its forepaws as it

passed, and the young man caught the paw in his hand and, swinging the

bear about his head, beat it upon the ground until there was nothing
but the paw left, and this he threw away and went into the house with-

out further trouble. Sitting at the side of the room were an old man
and woman, and on the other side was a beautiful young woman whose

image he had seen in his dreams, which had caused him to make his

long journey. She was crying when he went in, and he went and sat

beside ther, saying, "What are you crying for; what do you love

enough to cry for?" To which she replied, "You have killed my hus-

band, but I am not sorry for that, for he was a bad man
;
but you killed

the two bears. They were my brothers, and I feel badly and cry for

them." "Do not cry," said he, "for I will be your husband." Here he
remained for a time, taking this woman for his wife and living in the

house with her parents. He slept in the kashim every fourth night
and at home the rest of the time.

After he had lived there for a while, he saw that his wife and her

parents became more and more gloomy, and they cried very often.

Then he saw things done that made him think they intended to do him
evil. Becoming sure of this, he went home one day and, putting his

hand on his wife's forehead, turned her face to him, and said: "You
are planning to kill me, you unfaithful woman, and as a punishment
you shall die." Then taking his knife, he cut his wife's throat, and
went gloomily back to his village, where he lived with his parents as
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before. When the memory of his unfaithful wife had become faint, he

took a wife from among the maidens of the village and lived hapi)ily

with her the rest of his days.

ORIGIN OF THE YU-GI-YHIK' OR I'-TI-KA-TAH' FESTIVAL,

(From Ikogniut, on the lower Yukon)

[This festival is observed by the Eskimo of the lower Yukon from

about Ikogmnt (Mission) up to the limit of their range on the river.

Beyond that the festival is observed by the Tinne at least as far as

Anvik, they having borrowed it from the Eskimo. The festival is

characterized by the jdaciiig of a wooden doll or image of a human
being in the kasliim and making it the center of various ceremonies,
after which it is wrapped in birch-bark and hung in a tree in some
retired spot until the following year. During the year the shamans
sometimes pretend to consult this image to ascertain what success will

attend the season's hunting or fishing. If the year is to be a good one

for deer hunting, the shamans pretend to find a deer hair within the

wrappings of the image. In case they wish to predict success in fish-

ing, they claim to find fish scales in the same place. At times small

oflFerings of food in the shape of fragments of deer fat or of dried fish

are placed within tlie wrappings. The place where the image is con-

cealed is not generally known by the people of the village, but is a

secret to all except the shamans and, perhaps, some of the oldest men
who take prominent parts in the festival. An old headman among the

Mission Eskimo informed me that the legend and festival originated

among the people of a place that has long been deserted, near the

present village of Paimut, and that thence it was introduced both up
and down the Yukon and across the tundra to the people living on

lower Koskokwim river. The names of this festival are derived, first,

Yu-gi-yMli from yu'-gul; a doll or manikin, and I'-tt-M-tah' from i-tukh-

toJcj "he comes in," thus meaning the doll festival or the coming-in

festival, the latter referring to the bringing in of the doll from the tree

where it is kept during the year.]

At the foot of the mountains below Paimut, near where a small sum-

mer village now stands, there was in ancient days a very large village
of Eskimo, which was so large that the houses extended from the river

bank some distance up the hillside.

In this village lived two young men who were relatives and were also

noted shamans and fast friends. For a long time they remained unmar-

ried, but at last one of them took a wife, and in the course of time had
a daughter who grew to womanhood, was married, and to her was born

a son. As soon as this child was born its grandfather killed it and
carried the body out into the spruce forest and hung it to a tree, where
it remained until it was dried or mummified.
Then the old man took it down, placed it in a small bag, which he

hung about his neck by a cord, and wore it secretly under his clothing
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as an amulet, thus having the services of its inua to assist him in his

ceremonies. His wife and daughter, however, knew what he had done

with the child.

The unmarried shaman never took a wife, and after his friend began
to wear the child about his neck, he frequently saw among the shades

that came to do his bidding that of a small, new-born child. What it

was or why it came he could not understand, as it did not come at his

bidding. This was observed very often, and still he did not know that

his friend had the body.
"When one of these men was practicing his rites and found it difficult

to obtain help from the shades, his friend would assist him to accom-

plish his object. One fine, warm day the unmarried shaman went up
on the hillside back of the village and sat down. As night came on he

fell asleep, and as he slept he saw the air filled with falling stars, and
then that the sky was sinking toward him until finally it rested upon
the hilltop so close that he had barely enough room to move about

below it. Looking around, he saw that every star was in reality a

round hole in the sky through which the light from above was shining,

liaising himself up, he put his head through the nearest star hole and
saw another sky with many stars shining above the first one. As he

looked, this sky sank slowly down until he could put his head through
one of the star holes in it, and above this were shining the stars in

still another sky. This, too, sank slowly down, and standing up he

found himself breast high above the third sky, and close by was a

kashim surrounded by a village like the one in which he lived.

From familiar signs he saw that the men had just taken a sweat

bath. A woman Avas at work covering the air hole in the roof of the

kashim with the gut-skin covering, while other women were carrying
in food. After looking about for a short time he decided to go into the

kashim and see the people. Then raising himself through the star

holes he walked to the kashim and entered it through the under-

ground passageway. When he reached the inside he found the room
full of people sitting around on the floor and benches. He started to

cross the room to take a seat in the place of honor oi)posite the door,
but a man sitting over the main entrance called to him to sit beside

him, which he did.

The women were still bringing in food, and the man who had spoken
first to the shaman, said, in a low voice, "If you are offered food

do not eat it, for you will see that it is not fit to eat." The shaman
then looked about the room and saw lying at the side of each man a
small wooden image, all of which represented different kinds of mam-

mals, birds, and fishes. Over the lamps beside the entrance door were
two slender sticks of wood more than a fathom in length, joined at the

lower end and spread apart above like two outspread arms, along
the sides of which were fastened swan quills, and the upper end of

each stick bore a tuft of wolf hair. These sticks were designed to repre-
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sent the outspread wings of the Kaven father who made the world.

Over the entrance to the room hung another pair of these sticks simi-

larly ornamented.

From the roof hung two great hoops extending entirely around the

room, one of which was a little below the other, and both were about

midway between the roof and the floor. Extending from the roof hole

down to the upper hoop were many slender rods, the lower ends of

which were fastened to the hoop at regular intervals. Fastened to the

hoops and rods in many places were tufts of feathers and down. These

hoops and rods represented the heavens arching over the earth, and

the tufts of feathers Avere the stars mingled with suowflakes. The cord

suspending the rings passed through a loop fastened to the roof, and

the end passed down and was held by a man sitting near the lamp.
This man raised and lowered the rings slowly by drawing in and letting

out the cord in time to the beating of a drum by another man sitting

on the opposite side of the lamp. [This movement of the rings was

symbolical of the apparent approach and retreat of the heavens accord-

ing to the condition of the atmosphere.]
The shaman had just time to notice this much when he saw a woman

come in with a dish of food which seemed like i'reshly-boiled meat.

Looking about, she asked,
" Where is the guest?"—to which he replied,

"Here lam," and she handed him the dish. As soon as the steam

cleared away a little the shaman saw lying in the dish a new-born

boy who was wriggling about. The shaman was so startled by the

sight that he did not know Avhat to do and let the dish turn toward

the floor so that the child slipped out and fell. At this moment
the shaman felt himself driven head foremost from his seat down

through tbe exit hole in the floor. Starting up, he looked about and

found himself reclining upon the mountain top near his village, and

day was just breaking in the east. Kising, he hastened down to the

village and told his friend, the other shaman, what had occurred to

him, and the latter advised that they should unite in working their

strongest charms to learn the meaning of this vision. Then they called

the shaman's wife and went with her into the kashim where they worked

their spells, and it was revealed to them that during the February
moon in each year the jieople of the earth should hold a great festival.

They were directed to decorate the kashim just as the shaman had seen

it in the sky house, and by the two shamans the peoi)le were taught
all the necessary observances and ceremonies, during which food and

drink offerings were made to the innas of the sky house and songs
were sung in their honor. If these instructions were properly followed,

game and food would be plentiful on the earth, for the people in the

sky house were the shades or innas controlling all kinds of birds and

fish and other game animals on the earth, and from the small images
of the various kinds which the shaman had seen lying beside the sky

people was the supi^ly of each kind replenished on earth. When the
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sky people or shades were satisfied by tlie ofterings and ceremonies of

the earth people, they would cause an image of the kind of animal

that was needed to grow to the proper size, endow it with life and send

it down to the earth, where it caused its kind to become again very
numerous.

ORIGIN OF WINDS

(From tlie lower Yukon)

In a village on the lower Yukon lived a man and his wife who had
no children. After a long time the woman spoke to her husband one

day and said, "I can not understand why we have no children; can

you?" To which the husband replied that he could not. She then

told her husband to go on the tundra to a solitary tree that grew there

and bring back a part of its trunk and make a doll from it. The man
went out of the house and saw a long track of bright light, like that

made by the moon shining on the snow, leading oft" across the tundra

in the direction he must take. Along this path of light he traveled

far away until he saw before him a beautiful object shining in the

bright light. Going up to it, he found that it was the tree for which

he came in search. The tree was small, so he took his hunting knife,

cut off a part of its trunk and carried the fragment home.

Wlien he returned he sat down and carved from the wood an image
of a small boy, for which his wife made a couple of suits of fur clothing
in which she dressed it. Directed by his wife, the man then carved a

set of toy dishes from the wood, but said he could see no use for all

this trouble, as it would make them no better off than they were

before. To this his wife replied that before they had nothing but

themselves to talk about, but the doll would give them amusement
and a subject of conversation. She then deposited the doll in the place
of honor on the bench opposite the entrance, with the toy dishes full

of food and water before it.

When the couple had gone to bed that night and the room was very
dark they heard several low whistling sounds. The woman shook her

husband, saying, "Do you hear that! It was the doll;" to which he

agreed. They got up at once, and, making a light, saw that the doll

had eaten the food and drank the water, and they could see its eyes
move. The woman caught it up with delight and fondled and played
with it for a long time. When she became tired it was put back on

the bench and they went to bed again.
In the morning, when the couple got up, they found the doll was

gone. Tliey looked for it about the housse, but could find no trace of

it, and, going outside, found its tracks leading away from the door.

These tracks passed from the door along the bank of a small creek

until a little outside the village, where they ended, as the doll had
walked from this place on the path of light upon which the man had

gone to find the tree.

IS ETH 32
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The man and his wife followed no farther, but went home. Doll

had traveled on along the bright path until he came to the edge of

day, where the sky comes down to the earth and walls in the light.

Close to where he was, in the east, he saw a gut-skin cover fastened

over the hole in the sky wall, which was bulging inward apparently

owing to some , strong force on the other side. The doll stopped and

said,
" It is very quiet in here. I think a little wind will make it better."

So he drew his knife and cut the cover loose about the edge of the hole,

and a strong wind blew through, every now and then bringing with it

a live reindeer. Looking through the hole, Doll saw beyond the wall

another world like the earth. He drew the cover over the hole again
and bade the wind not to blow too hard, but he said "Sometimes blow

hard, sometimes light, and sometimes do not blow at all."

Then he walked along the sky wall until he came to another opening
at the southeast, which was covered, and the covering i)ressed inward

like the first. When he cut this cover loose the force of the gale swept

in, bringing reindeer, trees, and bushes. Closing the hole again, he

bade it do as he had told the first one, and passed on. In a short time

he came to a hole in the south, and when the cover was cut a hot wind

came rushing in, accompanied by rain and the spray from the great sea

lying beyond the sky hole on that side.

Doll closed this opening and instructed it as before, and passed on

to the west. There he saw another opening, and as soon as the cover

was cut the wind brought in a heavy rainstorm, with sleet and spray,
from the ocean. This opening was also closed, with the same instruc-

tions, and he j)assed on to the northwest, where he found another open-

ing. When the cover to this was cut away a blast of cold wind came

rushing in, bringing in snow and ice, so that he was chilled to the bone

and half frozen, and he hastened to close it, as he had the others.

Again he went along the sky wall to the north, the cold becoming so

great that he was obliged to leave it and make a circuit, going back to

it where he saw the opening. There the cold was so intense that he

hesitated for some time, but finally cut the cover away. At once a

fearful blast rushed in, carrying great masses of snow and ice, strewing
it all over the earth plain. He closed the hole very quickly, and hav-

ing admonished it as usual, traveled on until he came to the middle of

the earth plain.

When he reached there he looked up and saw the sky arching over-

head, supported by long, slender poles, arranged like those of a conical

lodge, but made of some beautiful material unknown to him. Turning

again, he traveled far away, until he reached the village whence he had
started. There he circled once completely around the place, and then

entered one after the other of the houses, going to his own home last

of all. This he did that the peox:)le should become his friends, and care

for him in case his parents should die.

After this Doll lived in the village for a very long time. When his
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foster parents died he was taken by other ])eople, and so lived for

many generations, until finally he died. From him people learned the

custom of wearing masks, and since his death parents have been
accustomed to make dolls for their children iu imitation of the people
who made the one of which I have told.'

THE STRONG MAN

J (From the lower Yukon)

In ancient times a very strong man (Yukhpuk) lived in the Askinuk

mountains, near the Yukon river. One day he picked up a part of

these mountains and, placing them on his shoulders, carried them out

upon the level country, where he threw them down. In this way he

made the Kuslevak mountains. When the mountain was thrown from

the man's shoulders, the effort caused his feet to sink into the ground
so that two deep pits were left, which filled with water, making two
small lakes, which now lie at the base of this mountain. From there

he traveled up the Yukon, giving names to all the places he passed.

THE OWL GIRL

The lower Yukon Eskimo have a legend that the short-ear owl was
once a little girl who lived at a village by the river. She was changed
by magic into a bird with a long beak and became so frightened that she

sprang up and tiew off in an erratic way until she struck the side of a

house, flattening her bill and face so that she became just as these owls

are seen today.

TALE OF AK'-CHiK-CHt>'-G^K

(From Sledge island)

At the village of Ktil-ul'-i-git^ a terrible wind was blowing, which
filled the air with flying snow and kept everyone in the house. One
house in the village was occupied by a family of eight people—the par-

ents and five sons and a daughter. The eldest son, named Ak'-chik-

chu'-guk, was noted for the great breadth of his shoulders, and the

strength of his hands was greater than that of the most powerful walrus

flippers. The daughter was well known for her kindness and beauty.
As the day passed, one of the brothers asked his mother for some

food, and she replied that none had been j^repared, nor did she have

any water with which to cook meat. Turning to the daughter, she

told her to take a tub and go down to the water hole in the ice and

bring some sea water that she might boil meat. The girl hesitated

about going on account of the storm, and the brothers joined with her

> The path of light mentioned in this tale is the galaxy, which figures in numerous Eskimo myths.
* Point Kodney, on the eastei-n shore of Bering strait.
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ill trying to persuade the iiiotber to give up the idea of having vrater

brought at that time, but all to no purpose.
Then Ak'-chik-chu'-giik told the youngest brother to go and help his

sister, and the pair left the house. After some difficulty in getting to

the water hole they rested for a time, and then slowly filled the tub
;

when it was full they turned back and, with bowed heads, struggled

toward the shore in the face of the wind. As they were moving along

the path, they suddenly started back in fear, for, in place of the shore,

they saw the black, open water in a rapidly widening cracK where the

ice had broken and was drifting away from the land. Dropping the water

tub they ran wildly back and forth along the edge of the ice until they
were exhausted. After waiting for some time, the people in the house

became alarmed, and one of the brothers ran down to the shore where,

by the open water, he saw what had taken place. He hastened back

and told his family and, as soon as the storm ceased, the brothers

searched the sea as far as they could, but saw nothing of the missing
ones. Then one of the brothers traveled along the coast to the north

and another went to the south, informing the villagers they met of their

loss, but both returned without any tidings.

Spring came, and their mother told the brothers that they must search

for their lost ones far along the coast, for it was likely that they had

been driven on shore somewhere. The brothers then set to work to

build a fine, large umiak; when it was finished they decided to try it

before they started on their voyage. Launching the umiak the three

younger brothers rowed while Ak'-chik chu'-guk sat in the stern with

the broad-blade steering paddle. They had gone only a short distance

when a wild goose came fiyiug by, and the three brothers strained their

arms in trying to equal the bird in swiftness, but in vain. Suddenly
Ak'-chik-chu' guk raised the broad paddle and the first stroke caused

the umiak to leap forward so suddenly that his brothers were thrown

from their seats into the bottom of the boat; after this, he bound them

firmly to their seats and had them take in their oars. Then, under his

Strokes, the umiak darted through the water like an arrow, throwing a

streak of foam away on both sides. Very soon they were close along-

side the goose, and the bird tried hard to escape from its strange com-

panions, but was quickly passed by the umiak and left far behind.

On another short i)reparatory trip they made along the coast they
landed near a great rock. Ak'-chik-chfi'-gfik told his brothers to take

up some small drift logs on the beach and follow him; then, taking u[)

the rock, he placed it upon his shoulders and carried it up the shore,

although his feet sank deep in the earth at every step, so heavy was his

burden. At some distance from the water he stopped and had his

brothers form a platform of their logs, on which he placed the stone,

saying: "Xow I will not be forgotten, for the people who come after

us will point out this rock and remember my name;" and this is true,

for the villagers say that the rock lies there until this day and Ak'-chik-

cha'-giik's name is not forgotten.
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Then the brothers returned home and completed their preparations

for the journey. When everything was ready, Ak'-chik-chii'-giik had

his brothers remove all their clothing and, takiug his knife, with a

single stroke he cut off the head of each. After this he made their

mother carry the bodies outside and dismember them, putting the

fragments into a great earthen pot, where they were boiled. At first

his mother refused, but Ak'-chik-chii'-giik compelled her to obey him.

When she had done as she was bid, she came in and told him; then,

ordering her to remain in the house and upon no account to come out-

side until he gave her permission, he went out and, by the aid of a

powerful inua that did his bidding, restored his brothers to life again.

When all her sons entered the house alive once more, the mother

was very glad. At the bidding of Ak'-chik-chn'-giik she put some

decayed fish roe and some bird-skin coats into the umiak, and they
started on their search, leaving their parents alone. The brothers

journeyed on until they reached a large village, where they stopped,

and, going into the kashim, asked for tidings of their sister.

The people answered in an unfriendly way, and soon after one of the

villagers cried out,
'' We must kill these men," and everyone seized his

weapons and started toward the brothers. Ak'-chik-chu'-guk seemed
not to notice the treacherous villagers until they were close to him;

then, raising his right arm and placing the elbow against his side,

drew the entire arm into his body; as he did this everyone of the

villagers was compelled to do the same, and they stood helpless,
without the use of their right arms.

" Why do you not kill us ! Why do you wait ?
" and similar mocking

taunts were directed to them by Ak'-chik chu'-guk. When the villagers

had promised to let them go in peace, he thrust forth his own arm again,
and at once everyone of the villagers was able to do the same; the

people then told them that they might hear of their sister in the next

village.

After journeying for several days they came to the village and went
into the kashim, where again they made inquiries for their sister. As
before, the people answered in an unfriendly tone and rushed at the

strangers to kill them. Ak'-chik-chfi'-gfik paid no' attention to his

enemies until they were close to him, when he suddenly closed both

eyes and the villagers were forced to do the same, after which he
taunted them as he had taunted the men at the other village, then made
them promise not to try to injure himself or his brothers, and restored

their sight by opening his own eyes. These people told them that

possibly they might get tidings at the next village, so the brothers

went on.

When they reached that place they made inquiry, and, as at the

other villages, the people wished to kill them, and were quite near the

brothers with their weapons raised when Ak'-chik-chii'-guk put his hands
on each side of his face and turned his head about on his shoulders
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SO that his face looked backward. Instantly the heads of all the vil-

lagers turned around on their shoulders and the backs of their heads
rested where their faces should have been, while their bodies were in

the position of rushing forward. On getting the usual promise from

them, Ak'-chik-chii'-guk replaced the villagers' heads, and the brothers

were directed to make inquiries at the next place.
In that village they were attacked again, and the villagers were

forced to put their hands behind their backs by the strong magic of

the elder brother. Here the people told the brothers that their sister

was in the next village, but that she was the wife of a very powerful
and wicked shaman, and they tried to keep the brothers from going on,

saying that harm would come to them if they did. No heed was given
to this, and they went on until they came in sight of the village.
There they stopped while Ak'-chik-chu'-giik smeared his hands and

face with the decayed fish roe and changed his fine deerskin clothing
for the old bird-skin garments his mother had put in the boat. Then
he coiled himself up in the bottom of the boat, bending down his

shoulders until he looked like a feeble old man. His brothers were
instructed what to do, and, rowing on, they soon landed at the village.

Then the brothers started to carry Ak'-chik-chu'-guk into the village,
when they were met by several people, among whom was the bad shaman.
He asked them why they carried with them such a miserable old man;
to which they replied that he did not belong to them, but they had
found him on the shore and brought him along with them.

Asking about their sister, they were told that they could see her

when they had carried the old man in the kashim. Ak'-chik-chu'-guk
was placed in the kashim, where they left him lying apparently helpless.
Then they were taken to another house and shown a young woman
dressed in fine furs, and were told that she was their sister. The two
elder brothers believed this, but the youngest one was suspicious of

some wrong, but said nothing and went back to the kashim with the

others.

When the brothers were inside the kashim, the shaman went down
to the beach, where he untied the lashings of the umiak, rolled the

framework up in the cover, and hid it. When night fell and everyone
was asleep, the youngest brother crept out and went to the shaman's
house. In the passageway he heard a hoarse, choking sound, and at

first was frightened, but soon felt stronger and asked, "Who is theref
No reply came, and he went forward carefully until he reached the

door beyond which he had heard the strange sound. He listened a

moment, and then pushed the door open and went in.

There on the floor lay his sister dressed in coarse, heavy sealskins

and bound hand and foot, with a cord drawn tightly about her neck and
another fastened her tongue. Very quickly she was released, and then

told him that the wicked shaman had kept her in this way and treated

her very cruelly; her brother put his hand on her breast and found her
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SO emaciated that the bones were almost through the skin. Leaving her

there, he closed the door and soon brought the next elder brother to the

girl; after which both went back and, awakening the others, told them
what they had seen.

After this all the brothers kept awake and watchful until morning.
As dawn appeared the bad shaman came to the window in the roof and
cried out, "Now it Is time to kill those strangers." Going into the

kashim, he sent a man for a large, sharp-edge piece of whalebone, while

he had another take away loose planks from the middle of the floor,

which left a square open pit several feet deep, and about the edge of

this the shaman bound upright the piece of whalebone with the sharp

edge. The brothers were then challenged to wrestle with him.

Ak'-chik-chii'-gfik whispered that they should wrestle with him without

fear, as he had killed and restored them to life again before leaving

home, so that men could not harm them.

One of the brothers stepped forward, and after a short struggle the

shaman stooped quickly, caught the young man by the ankles, and

raising him from the floor with a great swing, brought him down so

that his neck was cut off" across the edge of the whalebone. Casting
the body to one side, the shaman repeated the challenge and killed the

second brother in the same way. Again the shaman made his scorn-

ful challenge, but scarcely had he finished speaking when Ak'-chik-

chfi'-guk wiped the fish roe from his face and hands, and with a wrench
tore the bird-skin coat from his body and sprang up as a powerful

young man with anger shining in his eyes.

When the shaman saw this sudden change he started back, with his

heart growing weak within him; he could not escape, however, and

very soon Ak'-chik-chil'-gfik caught him in his arms, pressed in his

sides until the blood gushed from his mouth, and, stooping, caught
him by the ankles and whirled him over his head and across the whale-

bone, cutting his neck apart; then he brought the body down again
and it fell in two. Throwing aside the fragment in his hand, he turned

to the frightened villagers and said, "Is there any relative, brother,

father, or son of this miserable shaman who thinks I have done wrong?
If there is, let him come forward and take revenge."
The villagers eagerly expressed their joy at the shaman's death, as

they had been in constant fear of him, and he had killed every stranger
who came to their village. Then Ak'-chik-chu'-guk sent everyone out

of the kashim, and soon, by help of his magic, restored his two brothers

to life; after this they went out and released their sister, and clothed

ing her in fine new garments. She told them of her long drifting on the

ice with her brother and of their landing near Un-a'-shfik,' the village

at which they then were; also how the shaman had killed her brother

and kept her a prisoner.

The brothers were now treated so kindly by the people in the village

'Ufi-a'-shfik, a village near St Lawrence bay, on the Siberian shore of Beiiug strait.
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that they lingered there from day to day until a considerable time had

elapsed, during which two of them, made fine bows and quivers full of

arrows, and another made a strong, stone-head spear.

One day nearly all the men were gathered in the kashim when the

youngest brother hurried in and said that the sea was covered with

umiaks, so that the flashing of their paddles looked like falling rain-

drops in the sun. The villagers told the brothers that the umiaks

were from a neighboring place and that the men in them meant no

harm to the people of Uii-a'-shuk, but were coming to kill the strangers.

Hearing this, Ak'-chik-chu'-guk told the villagers to stay within their

houses and sent his brothers out to meet the enemy. The umiaks
soon came to the shore and a fierce battle ensued. The umiak men
tried in vain to kill or wound the brothers, while the latter killed many
of them. Finally the youngest brother returned to the kashim, saying
that his arrows were exhausted, but that their enemies were nearly all

dead. Soon afterward the next younger brother came in and said that

all his arrows were gone and only a few of the enemy were left. He
had scarcely finished speaking when the third brother came in, his

spear all bloody, and told them that only one man had been spared to

carry home news of the fate of his comrades. Going out the villagers

saw the shore covered with the dead men and were astonished, but they
said nothing.

Still the brothers lingered, disliking to begin the long homeward

journey, and at last another fleet of umiaks, larger than the first, bear-

ing the friends and relatives of the men slain in the first battle, came
in sight; these, the villagers said, were people coming for blood revenge.

Again Ak'-chik-chu'-guk sent all of the villagers to their homes, telling

them not to leave their houses. When they were gone he sat side by
side with his brothers in the kashim and awaited the enemy.
The umiaks came to the shore very quickly, and the warriors, fully

armed, hurried to the kashim to seek their victims, coming in such num-
bers that the last had hard work to get into the house. The brothers

sat still in the midst of their enemies, who became quiet when they
were all in the house and seemed to be waiting for something. In a few

moments two extremely old women came in, each carrying a small

grass basket in her hands. One of them sat quietly in a corner while

the warriors made room for the other to come up in front of the broth-

ers. She looked at them with an evil eye and drew from the basket a

finger bone of one of the men killed in the first battle, setting it up on
the floor in front of the youngest brother; then taking out a human

rib, she looked fixedly at the young man and struck the bone with the

rib, saying at the same time,
" He is dead." Instantly the young man

fell over from his seat dead. Quickly she placed the second bone in

front of another brother and he, too, fell dead from his seat.

At this Ak'-chik-chiV-gnk uttered a cry of anger, and springing upon
the witch, before anyone could move, caught both her hands and crushed
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them to a shapeless mass. Then he caught up her basket and scattered

about him in a circle all the finger bones it contained. Without a

moment's delay he took the rib and striking the bones as quickly as

possible, repeated,
'^ He is dead. He is dead. He is dead." And his

enemies fell as he moved until not one of them was left alive. Then

he exercised his magic power and restored his brothers to life again,

after which the villagers were called iu. When the latter came and

saw the kashim filled with dead men, they were full of fear and told the

brothers that so many people had been killed by them that they feared

to have them remain there any longer.

The brothers consented to go, and preparing their umiak, they
embarked with their sister. Just as they were leaving, the villagers

told them to be sure to stop and build a large fire on the beach as soon

as they came iu sight of their native village. Tliey traveled slowly
back as they had come, and finally they were pleased to see their

village just ahead of them. At this time the sister was walking along
the shore with a dog, towing the boat by means of a long, walrus-hide

line. When she saw the houses she remembered the directions of the

villagers about building a fire when they came in sight of their home,
and reminded her brothers of it, but Ak'-chik-chu'-guk was eager to

complete the Journey, and said impatiently,
"
No, no, we will not trouble

ourselves to do that; I wish to hurry home." When the sister turned

and started to go on she had scarcely taken a step forward when her

feet felt so heavy that she could not raise them. She shrieked in fear,

and said,
" My feet feel as if they were becoming stone." As she spoke

she changed into stone from head to foot. Then the same change
occurred with the dog, and out along the line to the boat, changing it

and its occupants into stone. There until this day, as a rocky ledge, is

the boat where it stopped, the brothers facing their home, and a slender

reef running to the land where thetowliue dropped, while on shore are

the stony figures of the girl and the dog.

THE DISCONTENTED GEASS PLANT

(From Sledge island)

Near the village of Pastolik, at the Yukon mouth, grows a tall, slen-

der kind of grass. Every fall just before winter commences the women
from the villages go out and gather great stores of it, pulling or cut-

ting it oft" close to the ground, and making large bundles which they

carry home on tlieir backs. This grass is dried and used for braiding
mats and baskets and for pads in the soles of skin boots.

One of these Grass-stalks that had been almost pulled out of the

ground by a woman, began to think that it had been very unfortunate

in not being something else, so it looked about. Almost at first glance
it spied a bunch of herbs growing near by, looking so quiet and undis-

turbed that the Grass began to wish to be like them. As soon as this
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wish had been formed the Grass-stem became an Herb like those it had

envied, and for a short time it remained in peace.
One day it saw the women coming back carrying sharp-pointed picks,

with which they began to dig np these herbs and eat some of the roots,

while others were i)ut into baskets and carried home. The change-

ling was left when the women went home in the evening, and having
seen the fate of its companions, it wished it had taken another form

;

so looking about, it saw a small, creeping plant which pleased it, being
so tiny and obscure; without delay it wished and became one of them.

Again passed a time of quiet, and again came the women tearing up its

companions but overlooking the changeling. Once more the latter was
tilled with fear and by wishing became a small tuber-bearing plant like

others growing near. Scarcely had this change been made when a

small tundra mouse came softly through the grass and began digging

up one of the tubers of a similar plant near by, holding it in its fore-

paws and nibbling it, after which the mouse went on again. ''To be
secure I must become a mouse," thought the changeling, and at once
it became a Mouse and ran off, glad of the new change. Now and
then it would jjause to dig up and eat one of the tubers as the other

mouse had done, or it would sit up on its hind feet to look around at

the new scenes that came in view. While traveling nimbly along in

this manner, the Mouse saw a strange, white object coming toward it,

which kept dropping down upon the ground, and after stopping to eat

something would fly on again. When it came near the Mouse saw that

it was a great white owl. At the same moment the owl saw the Mouse
and swooped down upon it. Darting off, the Mouse was fortunate

enough to escape by running into a hole made by one of its kind, so

the owl flew away.
After a while the Mouse ventured to come out of its shelter, though

its heart beat painfully from its recent fright. "I will be an owl,"

thought the Mouse,
" and in this way will be safe." So again it changed

with the wish into a beautiful white Owl, and with slow, noiseless wing
flaps set off" toward the north, pausing every now and then to catch

and eat a mouse. After a long flight Sledge island came in view, and
the Owl thought it would go there. When far out at sea its untried

wings became so tired that only with great difficulty did it manage to

reach the shore, where it perched upon a piece of driftwood that stood

up in the sand. In a short time it saw two fine-looking men pass along
the shore, and the old feeling of discontent arose again.

" I will be a

man," it thought, and, with a single flap of the wings, it stood upon
the ground, where it changed immediately into a fine young Man, but
was without clothing. Night came over the earth soon after, and Man
sat down with his back against the stick of wood on which, as an

Owl, he had perched, and slept there until morning. He was awakened
by the warm sun, and upon rising Chiin-uli'-luk, as he called himself,
felt stiff and lame from sitting in the cold night air.
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Looking about, lie found some grass, which he wove into a kind of

loose mantle, which helped to keep out the cold, after which he saw some

reindeer grazing near by and felt a sudden desire to kill and eat one

of them. He crept closely on his hands and knees, and springing for-

ward on the nearest one seized it by the horns and broke its neck with a

single effort, threw it over his shoulders, returned, and cast it down near

his sleeping place. Then he felt all over the reindeer's body and found

that its skin formed a covering which his fingers were unable to pene-

trate. For a long time he tried to think of a way to remove the skin,

and finally noticed a sharp-edge stone, which he picked up and found

that he could cut through the skin with it. The deer was quickly

skinned, but he felt the lack of a fire with which to cook the flesh.

Looking around, he found two round, white stones upon the beach

and, striking them together, saw that they gave out numerous sparks.

With these and some dry material found along the shore he succeeded

in making a fire, upon which he roasted some of the meat. He tried

to swallow a very large i)iece of the meat just as he had eaten mice

when he was an Owl, but found that he could not do it; then he cut

off some small fragments and ate them. Another night passed, and
in the morning he caught another reindeer, and the day following two

others; both of these last deer he threw over his shoulders, and at once

carried them back to his camping place on the shore. Chiiii-uh'-luk

found the nights very cold, so he skinned the last two reindeer and

w^rapped himself from head to foot in their skins, which dried upon
him very soon and became like a part of his body. But the nights

grew colder and colder, so that Chiin-uh'-luk collected a quantity of

driftwood along the shore, with which he made himself a rough hut,
'

which was very comfortable.

After finishing his house he was walking over the hills one day when
he saw a strange black animal among some blueberry bushes eating
the berries. Chufi-uh'-luk did not at first know whether he should

interfere with this unknown animal or not, but finally he caught it by
one of its hind legs. With an angry growl it turned about and faced

him, showing its white teeth. In a moment Chuh-uh'-lnk caught the

bear by the coarse hair upon each cheek and swung it over his head,

bringing it down to the ground with such force that the bear lay dead;
then he threw it across his shoulders and went home.

In skinning the bear Chuii-uh'-luk found that it contained much fat,

and that he might have a light in his house if he could find something
to hold the grease, for he had found it very dark inside and trouble-

some to move about. Going along the beach he found a long, flat stone

with a hollow in one surface, and in this the oil remained very well, so

that when he had put a lighted moss wick into it he saw that his house
was lighted as well as he could wish.

In the doorway he hung the bearskin to keep out the cold wind which
sometimes had come in and chilled him during the night. In this way
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lie lived for many days, until lie began to feel lonely, when lie remem-
bered the two young men he had seen when he stood on the shore as

an Owl. Then he thought, "I saw two men pass here once, and it can

not be far to where others live. I will go and seek them, for it is very
lonely here." So he went out in search of people. He wandered along
the coast for some distance, and at last came to two fine new kaiaks,

lying at the foot of a hill, upon which were spears, lines, floats, and
other hunting implements.

After having examined these curiously he saw a path near by, lead-

ing up to the top of a hill, which he followed. On the top of the hill

was a house with two storehouses in the vicinity, and on the ground
in froiit of him were several recently killed white whales, with the

skulls of many others grouped around. Wishing to see the people
in the house before showing himself, he crept with noiseless steps
into the entrance way and up to the door. Lifting cautiously one
corner of the skin that hung in the doorway, he looked in. Opposite
the door was a young man sitting at work on some arrows, while a bow
lay beside him. Chun-uh'-lfik dropped the curtain and stood quite still

for some time, fearing that if he entered the house the young man would
shoot him with the arrows before he could make known his good will;

He ended by thinking,
" If I enter and say, 'I have come, brother,' he

will not hurt me," so, raising the curtain quickly, he entered. The
householder at once seized the bow and drew an arrow to the head ready
to shoot, just as CMm-uli'-luk said,

" I have come, brother." At this the

bow and arrow were dropped and the young man cried out with delight,
"Are you my brother? Oome and sit beside me." And Chfm-uh'-luk
did so very gladly. Then the householder showed his pleasure and

said,
" I am very glad to see you, brother, for I always believed I had

one somewhere, but I could never find him. Where have you lived!

Have you known any parents? How did you grow up?" and asked

many other questions, to which Chuij-uh'-Kik replied that he had never
known his parents, and described his life by the seashore until he had
started on the present search. The householder then said that he also

had never known any parents, and his earliest recollection was of find-

ing himself alone in that house, where he had lived ever since, killing

game for food.

Telling his brother to follow him, the householder led Chim-uh'-luk
to one of the storehouses, where there was a great pile of rich furs,
with an abundance of seal oil and other food. Opening the door of the
other storehouse, the newcomer was shown a great many dead people
lying there. The householder said he had killed them in revenge for

the death of his parents, for he felt certain that they had been killed

by these people, so he let no one pass him alive.

When they returned to the house, the brothers fell asleep and slept
till morning. At daybreak they arose and, after breakfast, the house- •

holder told Chun-uh'-luk that as he had no bow and arrows, he should
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stay at home and cook for tliem both while he went ont himself to kill

the game. Then lie went away and came back at night, bringing some
reindeer meat. Chnii-iih'-luk had food ready, and after eating they
both went to bed and slept soundly. In this manner they lived for

several days, until Chun-nh'-luk began to tire of cooking and of staying
in the house.

One morning he asked permission to go out to hunt with his brother,
but the latter refused and started out alone. Soon after, when he

began to stalk some reindeer, Chiin-T'ih'-luk came creeping softly behind

and grasped him by the foot, so that without alarming the game his

brother should know he was there. Turning, the hunter said angrily,
"What do you mean by following me? You can not kill anything
without a bow and arrows.'' "I can kill game with my hands alone,"
said Chiifi-iih'-liik; but his brother spoke scornfully, and said: "Go
home, and attend to your cooking." Chfin-uh'-Kik turned away, but

instead of going home he crept up to a herd of reindeer and killed two
of them with his hands, as he had done while living alone. Then he
stood up and waved his hands for his brother to come. The latter

came, and was very much astonished to see the two reindeer, for he
had killed none with his arrows. Chim-uh'-luk then lifted both of the

reindeer upon his shoulders and carried them home.

His brother followed with dark brow and evil thoughts in his heart,
until jealousy and anger replaced all the kindly feelings he had for

Chun-uh'-luk, and there was also a feeling of fear after having seen his

brother manifest such great strength. During all the evening he sat

silent and moody, scarcely tasting the food placed before him, until

finally his suspicious and evil thoughts began to produce the same

feelings in Chun-fih'-luk's breast. Thus they sat through the night,
each watching the other and fearing some treachery.
The following day was calm and bright, and the householder asked

ChuQ-uh'-luk if he could paddle a kaiak, to which the latter answered
that he thought he could. Then the householder led the way to the

kaiaks upon the shore, into one of which he got, and telling Chun-uh'-luk

to follow him in the other. At first Chuh-uh'-liik had some trouble in

keeping his kaiak steady, but he soon learned to control it, and they

paddled far out to sea. When the shore was very distant they turned

back, and the householder said: "Xow, let us see who can gain the

shore first." Lightly the kaiaks darted away, and first one, then the

other, seemed to have the advantage, until at last, with a final effort,

they ran ashore, and the rivals sprang u]} the beach at the same
moment. With scowling brow the householder turned to Ohun-uh'-

Ink and said: "You are no more my brother. You go in that direction

and I will go in this," and they turned their backs to each other and

separated angrily. As they went Ohim-uh'-luk changed into a

W^olverine, his brother becoming a Gray Wolf, and until this day they
are found wandering in the same country, but never together.
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THE FIRE BALL

(From Sledge island)

In the village of Kin-i'-gim (Cape Prince of Wales), very long ago,

there lived a ])oot orj)bau boy who had no one to care for him and was
treated badly by everyone, being made to run here and there at the

bidding of the villagers. One evening he was told to go out of the

kashim and see how the weather was. He had no skin boots, and being

winter, he did not wish to go, but he was driven out. Very soon he

came back and said there was no change in the weather. After this

the men kept sending him out on the same errand until at last became
back and told them that he had seen a great ball of fire like the moon

coming over the hill not far away. The people laughed at him and
made him go out again, when he saw that the fire had come nearer

until it was quite close. Then the orphan ran inside telling what he

had seen and hid himself because he was frightened.

Soon after this the people in the kashim saw a fiery figure dancing on

the gut-skin covering over the roof hole, and directly after a human
skeleton came crawling into the room through the passageway, creep-

ing on its knees and elbows. When it came into the room the skeleton

made a motion toward the people, causing all of them to fall upon their

knees and elbows in the same position taken by the skeleton. Then

turning about it crawled out as it had come, followed by the people,
who were forced to go after it. Outside the skeleton crept away from

the village, followed by all the men, and in a short time everyone of

them was dead and the skeleton had vanished. Some of the villagers

had been absent when the skeleton, or tunghdJc, came, and when they
returned they found dead people lying on the ground all about. Enter-

ing the kashim they found the orphan boy, who told them how the

X)eople had been killed. After this they followed the tracks of the tun-

ghdJc through the snow and were led up the side of the mountain until

they came to a very ancient grave, where the tracks ended.

In a few days the brother of one of the men who had been killed

went fishing upon the sea ice far from the village. He stayed late, and
it became dark w^hile he was still a long way from home. As he was

walking along the tunghdJc suddenly appeared before him and began
to cross back and forth in his path. The young man tried to pass it

and escape, but could not, as the tungJidJc kept in front of him, do what
he might. As he could think of nothing else, he suddenly caught a

fish out of his basket and threw it at the tmigJidJc. When he threw

the fish it was frozen hard, but as it was thrown and came near the

tungJidJc, it turned back suddenly, passing over the young man's shoul-

ders, and fell into his basket again, where it began to flap about, having
become alive.

Then the fisherman j^ulled oft' one of his dogskin mittens and threw it.

As it fell near the tungJidJc the mitten changed into a dog, which ran
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growling and snarling about the apparition, distracting its attention so

that the young man was able to dart by and run as fast as he could

toward the village. When he had gone part of the way he was again

stopped by the tunghdk, and at the same time a voice from overhead

said, "Untie his feet; they are bound with cord;" but he was too

badly frightened to obey. He then threw his other mitten, and it, too,

changed into a dog, delaying the timghdJc as the first one had- done.

The young man ran off as fast as he could, and fell exhausted near

the kashim door as the tungliak came up. The latter passed very near

without seeing him and went into the house, but finding no one there,

came out and went away. The young man then got up and went home,
but did not dare to tell his mother what he had seen. The following

day he went fishing again, and on his way came to a man lying in

the path whose face and hands were black. When he drew near, the

black man told him to get on his back and close his eyes. He obeyed,
and in a short time was told to open his eyes. When the young man did

this he saw just before him a house and near it a fine young woman. She

spoke to him, saying,
"Why did you not do as I told you the other night

when the tungliak pursued you?" and he replied that he had been

afraid to do it. The woman then gave him a magic stone as an amulet

to protect him from the tunghiit in the future, and the black man again
took him on his back, and when he opened his eyes he was at home.

After this the young man claimed to be a shaman, but he thought

continually of the beautiful young woman he had seen, so that he did

not have much power. At last his father said to him, "You are no

shaman; you will make me ashamed of you; go somewhere else." The
next morning the young man left the village at daybreak, and was never

heard of again.

THE LAND OF DARKNESS

(From Sledge island)

Very long ago there lived on Aziak (Sledge) island a man with his

wife and little son. The husband loved his wife very much, but was so

jealous of her that frequently without cause he treated her very badly.

After a time the wife became so unhappy that she preferred to die rather

than live with him longer. Going to her mother, who lived near by,

she related all her troubles. The old woman listened to the complaints
and then told her daughter to take a sealskin and rub it with the excre-

ment of three ptarmigans and three foxes; then to fill a wooden dish

with food and with her child upon her back to go and meet her husband,
and perhaps all might be well with her.

Doing as she was directed, she went down to the shore to meet her

husband. When he came within hearing, however, he began to scold

and abuse her as usual, telling her to go home at once and he would

give her a beating as soon as he got there. When the poor woman
heard this she ran to the edge of a low bluff overhanging the sea, and
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as her husbaud drew liis kaiak upon the shore she cast her sealskin into

the water and leaped after it. Her husband saw this with alarm, and
ran quickly to the top of a hill to see what had become of his wife. He
saw lier sitting upon the extended sealskin, which was supported at

each corner by a bladder, floating- rapidly away from the shore, for when
the woman leaped into the sea, the sealskin she threw in had suddenly

opened out and a float api)eared at each corner. This caught her upon
its surface and held her up safely. Very soon after she began to float

away a storm arose and night shut her from her husband's sight, and
he went home scolding angrily, blaming every one but himself for his

loss.

On and on floated the woman, seated on the magic sealskin, and for

several days no land could be seen. She used all her food, but still

she floated on until it became unbroken night. After a time she became
so exhausted that she fell asleep, and was awakened by several sharp
shocks and could hear the waves breaking on a pebbly shore. Eealiz-

ing this, she began to try to save herself; so she stepped from the seal-

skin and was greatly pleased to find herself standing on a beach made
up of small rounded objects, into which her feet sank ankle deep at

every step.

These round objects made her curious, so she stopped and picked up
two handfuls of them, putting them in her food dish, after which she

went slowly on into the deej) blackness. Before she had gone far she

came to a house, and, feeling along its side, found the entrance and
went in. The i^assageway was dimly lighted by an oil lamp, showing
many deerskins piled on one side, and on the other were pieces of flesh

and bags of whale and seal oil. When she entered the house there

were two oil lamps burning, one on each side of the room, but no one
was at home. Over one of the lamps hung a piece of seal fat, and over

the other a piece of reindeer fat, from which the oil dropped and fed

the flames, and in one corner of the room was a deerskin bed.

She entered and sat down, waiting for what would come to her. At
last there was a noise in the entrance way, and a man said,

" I smell

strange people." Then the man came into the room, frightening the

woman very badly, for his face and hands were coal black. He said

nothing, but crossed the room to his bed, where, after stripping the

upper part of his body, he toiok a tub of water and washed himself.

The woman was relieved to see that his chest was as white as her

own. While sitting here she saw a dish of some cooked flesh suddenly
placed inside the door by an unseen person, from which the man helped
his guest and then took his own meal. When tliey had done eating he
asked her how she came there, and she told him her story. He told

her "not to feel badlyj and went out and brought in a number of deer-

skins, telling her to make clothing from them for herself and her child,
for she had kept her child safely upon her bacli all the time. When
she told him that she had no needle, he brought her one of copper,
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which pleased lier very much, for until then slie had never seen any but

bone needles.

For some time they lived thus, until at last the man told her that as

they were living alone it would be better for her to become his wife, to

which she agreed. The husband then told her not to go outside the

house, and they lived quietly together.

While her little boy was playing about one day, he cried out suddenly
with delight, and when the woman looked at him she saw that he had

spilled the things which she had put in her dish when she stepped on

the shore. Examining them, she found they were large, handsome,
blue beads.'

In time she gave birth to a fine boy, of which her husband was very

fond, telling her to be very careful of him. In this way they lived for

several years, and in time the boy she had brought with her became a

youth. His foster father made him a bow and arrows, and when the boy
had killed some birds with them he was allowed to accompany him when

hunting. One day the boy killed and brought home two hares, which,
like all the animals and birds in this country, were coal black. They
were skinned and left outside, and shortly after, freshly cooked and

steaming, they were placed just inside tlie door in a wooden dish, as was

always done with their food. The woman noticed for the first time that

when the dish was pushed inside the door it was held by two hands.

This remained in her mind until she became suspicious that her hus-

band was not faithful to her. Finally he saw that something troubled

her; he asked what it was, and she told him. After sitting and thinking
for a short time he asked her if she did not wish to go back to her

friends, to which she replied that there was no use in wishing for any-

thing that she could not do. So he said, "Well, listen to my story, I

am from Unalaklit, where I had a handsome wife whom I loved, but

who had a very bad temper, which troubled me so much that I lost

heart and was in despair, and from being a good and successful hunter

I could no longer succeed. One day I was paddling in my kaiak far

out at sea, filled with heavy thoughts, when a great storm broke upon
me and I was unable to return to the shore. The higli wind forced my
kaiak through the water so fiercely that at last I lost consciousness

and remembered no more until I found myself lying bruised and lame

upon the shore where you, too, were cast. Beside me was a dish of

food, of which I ate, and feeling strengthened, I arose, thinking that

the food must have been placed there by some one, and started to

search for the people, but could find no one. While my wants were
still supplied with food every time I became hungry, the thick dark-

ness hid everything from me; but I could find no people, and when my
eyes became accustomed to the unbroken darkness, so that I could see

a little, I built this house and since then I have lived here, being cared

for by the inua who, as you have seen, serves my food. This inua usually

' Beads of this kind are still highly prized by the Eskimo of this coast.
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takes the form of a large jelly fisl), and although I go hunting it is this

being that secures my game for me. I became accustomed to the

darkness after a time, but the exposure to the continual b'ackness has

made my face and hands as you see, and that is the reason why I told

you not to go outside."

Her husband then told her to follow him, and he led her into the

entrance way of the storeroom, which was full of furs, and then he

opened a door into another room full of tine furs of the rarest kinds.

He then told her to take the ear tips from these skins and i)ut them
into her dish with the, beads she had found on the shore, and she did

so. Then the man said, "You wish to see your old home and I also

wish to see my friends, and we will part. Take your boy upon your

back, shut your eyes, and take four steps." She did as he told her, and
so soon as she had opened her eyes she was obliged to close them,
for they were dazzled by the bright sunshine about her. When her

eyes became used to the light, she looked about and was greatly sur-

prised to see her old home close by. She went at once to her mother's

storehouse and placed in it her wooden dish containing the beads and
ear tips she had brought with her. Then she entered the house and
was received with great joy, and the news of her return quickly spread

through the village. Very soon her former husband came in and she

saw with pity that his eyes were red and inflamed from constant

weeping for her. He asked her to forgive him for being so harsh, and

promised if she would return to him as his wife that he would always
treat her kindly. When she had considered this for a long time she

finally consented, and for a time she lived happily with him. At length,

however, his old habits returned and his wife became unhappy.
Her son became a young man and his mother showed him the beads

she had brought from the land of darkness, and also a great pile of

rich furs, for every ear tip she had brought back with her had now
become a full-size skin. These she gave to her son and then went

away and was never seen again by her people. Her son afterward

became a headman of the village from his success as a hunter and
the wealth of furs and beads given him by his mother.

THE RAVEN AND THE MARMOT

(A woman's tale, from Norton bay)

Once a Raven was flying over a reef near the seashore, when he was
seen by some Sea-birds that were perched on the rocks, and they began
to revile him, crying,

"
Oh, you offal eater! Oh, you carrion eater! Oh,

you black one!" until the Eaven turned and flew away, crying,
"
Gndk,

gnak, gndJc! why do they revile me?" And he flew faraway across the

great water until he came to a mountain on the other side, where he

stopped.

Looking about he saw just in front of him a marmot hole. The Haven
stood by the hole watching, and very soon the Marmot came back
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briugiDg home some food. When the Marmot saw the Eaven in front

of his door he asked him to stand aside, but the Raven refused, saying,

"They called me carrion eater, and I Avill show that I am not, for I will

eat you." To this the Marmot answered, "All right; but I have heard

that you are a very fine dancer; now, if you will dance, I will sing,

and then you can eat me, but I wish to see you dance before I die."

This pleased the Eaven so much that he agreed to dance, so the Mar-

mot sang,
"
Oh, Eaven, Raven, Raven, how well you dance ! Oh, Raven,

Raven, Raven, how well you dance!" Then they stopped to rest, and
the Marmot said,

" I am very much Ipleased with your dancing, and
now I will sing once more, so shut your eyes and dance your best."

The Raven closed his eyes and hopped clumsily about while the Mar-

mot sang,
" Oh, Raven, Raven, Eaven, what a graceful dancer ! Oh,

Eaven, Raven, Raven, what a fool you are !
" Then the Marmot, with a

quick run, darted between the Raven's legs and was safe in his hole.

As soon as the Marmot was safe he put out the tip of his nose and

laughed mockingly, saying, '•'Ghi-Mk-MJi, cM-kik-Mk, cht-ktk-kik! You
are the greatest fool I ever saw

;
what a comical figure you made while

dancing; I could hardly keep from laughing; and just look at me; see

how fat I am. Don't you wish you could eat me?" And he tormented

the Eaven until the latter flew far away in a rage.

THE SHAMAN IN THE MOON

(Froui Kotzebne sound)

A Malemut shaman from Kotzebne sound near Selawik lake told me
that a great chief lives in the moon who is visited now and then by
shamans, who always go to him two at a time, as one man is ashamed
to go alone. In the moon live all kinds of animals that are on the

earth, and when any animal becomes scarce here the shamans go up to

the chief in the moon and, if he is pleased with the oflerings that have

been made to him, he gives them one of the animals that they wish for,

and they bring it down to the earth and turn it loose, after which its

kind becomes numerous again.

The shaman who told me the foregoing said he had never been to the

moon himself, but he knew a shaman who had been there. He had
been up only as high as the sky, and went up that high by flying like

a bird and found that the sky was a land like the earth, only that the

grass grew hanging downward and was filled with snow. When the

wind blows up there it rustles the grass stems, loosening particles of

snow which fall down to the earth as a snowstorm.

When he was up near the sky he sa^ a great many small, round

lakes in the grass, and these shine at night to make the stars. The
Malemut of Kotzebne sound also say that the north wind is the breath

of a giant, and when the snow falls it is because he is building himself

a snow house and the particles are flying from his snow shovel. The
south wind is the breath of a woman living in the warm southland.
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' THE MAN-WORM

(From Kotzebue sound)

[There are various tales among the Eskimo along the east shore of

Bering sea and the adjacent Arctic coast in which a Man-worm figures,

and among the mythical beings illustrated in the chapter on mythology
will be found figures of carvings representing this being.]

In very ancient days there lived a large Worm who was married to a

woman, and they had a son who was also a Worm. When the son was

fully grown the father told him to go to the middle of the earth plain

and there in a small house he would find a wife. The son then used

his magic powers and made himself small, so that he could travel faster,

and journeyed away. When he came near the small house of which his

father had told him, he felt the earth shake and tremble under his feet,

and he feared that he would be killed. This happened several times,

until finally he reached the house. Here he found that the cause of the

shaking of the earth was the talk of an old woman who lived in the

house with her daughter. These people received hiiu hospitably, and

finding that the girl was very beautiful, he married her. After he had
lived there four years he remembered his parents and started to go
back to visit them, but on the road he was killed by another Man worm,
who was a shaman. In a short time after this the father felt a strong
desire to see his son, so he started to go to him. On the way he found

the body of his son, and looking about saw a large village close at hand.

He went to the spring where the villagers got their water, and making
himself small, hid in it, where, by the use of magic, he killed nearly all

the people in revenge for his son's death. When there were only a few

people left, an old woman in the village, knowing that some magic was

emi)loyed against them, worked a strong charm which caused the sea to

rise and break the ice upon its surface and carried it over the land

until the spring was covered; then the floating ice blocks were dashed

together until the Man-worm was ground to pieces and destroyed, so

that the people were freed from his magic.

MIGRATION LEGEND

[The following legend was obtained from an old man at Ikogmut, on

the lower Yukon. I had no opportunity of verifying any part of it,

which was given as a statement of fact.]

Very long ago the Eskimo lived far away from the Yukon, and were

continually moving from place to place; traveling from the far east to

the west. After long wanderings some of them built a village on the

bank of Yukon river, just below where Ikogmut now stands, which

increased in size until there were thirty-five kashiins. The ruins of this

village can be seen at the present time, with large pits where the

kashiins stood.
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Finally the villagers quarreled, formed two parties, and made war

against each other. The inhabitants of the surrounding villages had
hated these people for a long time on account of their overbearing

manner, and when they began -to quarrel among themselves the out-

side people united to make war upon them. These enemies were so

powerful that they were able to defeat the divided forces of the villagers
• in a battle, and those who survived became separated into three parties

and dispersed.

One party stopped at the village of Kushunuk, near Cape Van-

couver; another party went to Nunivak island, and another traveled

on until it reached Bristol bay, and settled near where Nushagak now
stands. The people on the great island of Kodiak, having heard of

the strangers near Nushagak, sent a war party across from the island

to attack them, but the newcomers on Bristol bay succeeded in almost

exterminating them. After this the Aleut, on the island of Uminak,
heard of the strangers, and of their having defeated the Kodiak men,
so they sent out a war party against these i)eople. This time the Yukon
men were defeated and lost half their number. Those who were left

then joined with some of their friends from Nunivak island and attacked

the people living at Goodnews bay, below the mouth of Kuskokwim

river, killing them and burning their village.

The victors then built themselves a village in the same locality,

where they were living at the time the Russians came to the country.
When the Russians came the people on Goodnews bay resisted them for

some time, but finally they scattered, some going back to Bristol bay
and others settling with their people on Nunivak island. Since then

the descendants of these people have gradually returned to Goodnews

bay, where they are now living. Daring the last few years the people
on Bristol bay have been gradually working along the coast toward

the mouth of the Kuskokwim.

During the time of the migration from the Yukon all of these people

spoke one tongue, but having settled at three widely separated places,

tlieir languages gradually became different, the people living at Bristol

bay and on Nunivak island being nearest alike in speech.

ORIGIN OP THE PEOPLE OF DIOMEDE ISLANDS, AND AT EAST CAPE,
SIBERIA

An old man from the Diomede islands told me that it was believed

among his people that the first human beings who came to Big Diomede
island were a man and a woman who came down from the sky and

lived on the island a long time, but had no children. At last the man
took some walrus ivory and carved five images of people. Then he

took some wood and made five more images from it and put all of them
to one side. The next morning the ten dolls had become transformed

into ten people. Those coming from the ivory dolls were men, being-

hardy and brave, and those from the wood were women and were soft

and timid. From these ten people came the inhabitants of the islands.
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An Eskimo liviug at East cape, Siberia, told me that the first

Eskimo who lived on East cape were a man and a woman who came
there in two kaiaks from St Lawrence island. The kaiaks turned to

stone when the pair landed, and two peculiarly shaped stones, one on
each side of the cape, are pointed out as being these kaiaks. From
this pair of people came all of the Siberian Eskimo.

In those days there were two kinds of people on East cape, who
could not understand each other, but after a time the other people
went away and only the Eskimo were left, as they are today.
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